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SOCIAh TRANSITION.
BY Jonx Onvrs.

I propose to inquire whether socialism as we see its mani-
festations today is an accident or a necessity; whether it is
an ebullition or fanaticism,or a normal phase of social develop-
ment. If the former, we may dismiss it with a respectful bow,
certain thatit willexpend its force in effervescence, and without
much harm; if the latter, we should welcome it with the three
reverences named in Goethe's Wilhelm Meister,—revex'ence for
thatwhich is around us, for thatwhich is above us, and for that
which is below us. In this spirit, then, let us ask what is the
significance of the universal social ferment,—the inquisition
into the basis, form, and drift of the social institutions among
all civilizednations? Never before have there been such rest-
lessness and prying discontent as exist everywhere today.
Nothingescapes the most pungent criticism. Ideas and insti-
tutions long considered as settledand established are undergoing
a. new scrutiny. Property, government, social relations, labor
and capital, the occupancy and ownership of the soil, economic
systems, interest, rent and profit, education, church and state,
——each and all—are called upon to stand up and give a reason

why they should be longer tolerated; while other issues touch-
ing thesocial andpelitical equality of citizens, male and female,
white and black, and the rightaito eat and drink what one
chooses at his own cost, without themilnvtrusionof the police into
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his dining-room, intensify the agitation and call for a new
definition of liberty and personal rights.

The multiplicity of issues raised; the persistence with which
they are pressed; the rivalry among their respective partisans
for precedence to be heard at the bar of public opinion; and
the simultaneous attack of all upon one or another feature of
the existing social state,-— all these perplex many minds as to
what the agitation means, while they dispose to hostility or
indiiference those whose interest it is to silence inquiry. It
might however prove a mistake to fancy that the agitation has
no foundation except in unreasonable discontent or fanaticism;
or to suppose that it has no “pithor moment” because of the
apparent division among the agitators themselves as to the
cause and seat of the evils whereof they severally complain.
There may be, on this account,all the more reason for suspect-
ing that there are serious defects in the constitution of society,
which call for correction, especially when we consider how
small a number of persons in any community have ever given
a moment to the study of existing social arrangements, with a.
view to determine justly their bearings upon the welfare of the
various classes which make up society; and how much smaller
still is the number of those who have undertaken to analyze
the nature and function of the true social state.

The agitation seems strange simply because people accept,
habitually and without question, the opinions, customs, and
social arrangements under which they were born,— not from
any rationaldeduction, but becausetheywere born and educated
under them; and because they are the only ones of which they
have had any observation and experience, or about which they
care to concern themselves. Barbarians enslave withoutscruple
their weaker fellows of the same tribe and captives taken in
predatory forays with neighboring tribes. They no more
question the rightfulness of this usage than of the act of
breathing. The custom is right by their logic because it
belongs to their social code, and has always existed with them.

In like manner, civilizednations vauut the perfection of an
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industrial system based on competitive, individual interests,
resulting in a general economic conflict, whereby the most
useful classes are reduced to poverty and ignorance as their
normal condition, while a small and comparatively useless
class live in ease and selfish extravagance. But who among
civilizees,except those who sufl'er from it, arraigns this system
as vicious in principle and wicked in action? Civilizees are as
blind to the iniquity of their industrial system as are barbarians
to their system of warfare for plunder and slaves. Indeed, the
former extol their industrial economy as the great achieve-
ment of political and social science. They make its study a

part of the curriculum of their schools. Nay, its professors
aifirm that this conflictof classes, which their economic science
engenders, and which is so revolting to human nature, is a wise
provision of the Divinity against the over-population of the
planet. They treat it as presumption to question the excel-
lence of an economy which, in their pompous phrasing, has
subjugated nature; abolished time and space; hooped the globe
withiron bands and cables of steel; made the lightning its
Ariel and Caliban alike, to girdle the earth in a minute with
only a thought for his burden, or with the strength of a
thousand horses to drive the roaring mill or drag with thun-
dering hoofs along iron ways, thousands of tons at a load, a
hundred leagues a day: or crowd with heavy shoulders the
ocean steamer twenty miles an hour, against sullen winds and
waves. Great is Civilism,—the inspiration of the gods and
crown of human achievement!

It is not because the agitation is born of frenzy, nor because
the issues raised are baseless, not because they seem to conflict
with one another, that some are perplexed, while others are

stirred to hostility,and still others are indifferent to the great
ferment. It is because of the mental and moral inertia of the
race, the transmitted habit of accepting as right the social
institutions which exist because they exist that agitation from
time to time becomes necessary for the correction of abuses,
and to throw off social phases which havefiiad their day. The
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universal discontent and demand for something better are in
themselves a reason for suspecting that the agitation is well
grounded, and betokens imminent and important change.

It is those who are without property, and who are denied
opportunity to acquire it, that first raise the question as to the
nature, source, and rights of property. It is theywhom govern- ,

ments defraud of their natural rights that first begin to scruti-
nize the ofiice and proper function of government. It is those
whom the state makes trespassers upon God’s footstool and
man’s heritage who first deny the right of the state to make
or sanction private property of the land. It is they who are

ground beneaththe mill stones of economic anarchy and selfish
competition who are driven to analyze the true relation of labor
and capital. It is those who are barred from self-employment,
and who are compelled to sell themselves to an employer, that
denounce the wage-system as another name for slavery. It is
they who are doomed to an ever deepening hell of poverty and
ignorance, through the extortions of interest, rent, and profits,
that are subjecting society to a scrutiny as searching as the
day of judgment. It is not against property, nor order, nor

justice, nor freedom, nor intelligence, nor virtue, nor religion,
nor any other excellence which heaven enjoins and men prize,
but against profane travesties of these, that the universal social
agitation has supervened.

The fact that the agitation is so many-sided ought to awaken
an honest inquiry as to whether or not it has good reason for
being. Every group of agitators attacks the social status on
the side where it seems to encroach upon the rights of its mem-
bers; and it ought to be the business of society to inquire if
the encroachmentexists. Is not private monopoly, or owner-

ship of the land and of the opportunities for free and independ-
ent labor, a restriction of natural rights, and the fundamental
cause of the oppression whereof the laboring classes complain?

Will it be denied that, by virtue of these restrictions, free,
independent, self-employment is rendered impossible to large
numbers of the people; and that instead of being protected as
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a right, to be exercised according to the will and choice of
individuals, it is made a thing,a commodity,of barter and sale?
And since labor is a force, and not a substance, is intangible
and inseparable from the laborer himself, and cannot be exerted
except with opportunity and by his volition, the compulsion to
work for wages or to starve is compulsion to work as a slave.
And the matter of wages, of high wages or low wages or no

wages, determined by the accidents of an insensate marketand
thegreed of a master, does not change the condition from being
one of slavery. And yet we are told by the economic philoso-
phers that this wholesale immolation of the useful classes to
the avarice of social free-booters is nature’s process of selection
for the improvement of the species.

But another reason for concluding that this hundred-headed
agitation is grounded in necessity and the law of social evolu-
tion, and not in the perversity of the people, is its persistence
and immense popular development amongst all classes, and in
all countries, during the last half century; and especially during
the last twenty-five years. Nowhere has there been any sub-
sidence of the tide of agitation from the moment of its rising,
but an ever deepening and widening current along the whole
,line of thought and action. Ideas and claims which have
hitherto had but a far-ofi' look of realization, a shadowy hold
upon the general mind, as being right in the abstract—with
no suspicion on the part of anyone thatserious efforts for their
realization would be made for generations, if ever-—crowd to
the front and challenge a hearing on theirmerits. It is coming
to be felt that ideas and claims are not the less precious or

practicablebecause true in the abstract; while those which are
false in the abstract are deemed certain to be vicious in the
concrete.

This growing faith among the people in the triumph of prin-
ciples and ethical ideas is a significant evidence of a coming
social transformation.

Not more than a generation ago an eminent lawyer charac-
terized theself-evident truths of our great Declarationof Rights
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as “glittering generalities.” The denial of their practical
relation to government cost the nation thirty years of bitter

- agitation, the biggest war in history, a millionlives, and twelve
billionsof treasure. But who now talks about the assertion of
theright of all men to libertyas only a “ glitteringgenerality"?
The only part of that declaration which remains a glittering
nothing is that which aflirms the right of all men to “ the pur-
suit of happiness.” It is to secure the practical recognition of
this right thatall the social agitation is about.

The postulates, that the land is the source of material wealth
and happiness, that it is given by the Creator as the common
and joint possession of mankind: and the corollary of these,
that, therefore, it cannot be rightly held as private, exclusive
property, are as trite as axioms; and have been assented to in
the abstract, by common consent, for a thousand years; but
who, besides a small group of socialists (until the appearance
of Mr. Henry George’s “ Progress and Poverty"),had dreamed
that they would ever become established social facts; or that
any serious efforts for their realization would ever be made?
But these are among those shadowy claims alluded to, which
have come to the front and are pressing for present recogni-
tion and adjustment. It is scarcely more than a decade since
thatgreat book was published, yet it has probably run through
a score of additions in this country and Europe ; has been
translated into nearlyevery European language; and has made
its million converts to the idea of the public ownership of the
land. It is not more than half a decade since Mr. George raised
his Standard, which has its thousands of readers throughout
the world; not that theyaccept all his theories,for theydon’t;
but they do go for the nationalization of land, railroads. tele-
graphs, etc., which is the rock-bed of socialism; and believe
that the time has come for the people everywhere to move on
these lines. The incontrovertible justice of this claim, the
urgency for its recognition, together with the earnestness and
energy which Mr. George brings to its enforcement, and the
ethical grounds upon which he pushes his movement, have
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helped to lift the whole social and labor question in public
estimation, and given it a grip on the collective conscience
which no counter persuasion or opposition can break or relax. «

The entire socialist movement throughout the world has been
immensely reinforced by Mr. George. notwithstanding his dis-
claimer of all taint of socialistic heresy. That fact does not
alter the case. It rather indicates that Mr. George himself sees
such a family likeness between his theories and socialism as to
make him aware that the public does not see any difierence
except in the more complete integrality of the latter. It shows,
moreover, that socialism has become so multifarious in form
and prodigious in proportion as to cast its shadow over all
other movements; that it is above the control of individuals
and parties; and “gangs after its ain gait." But another test
of the hold which socialism has upon the times is the popular
award to Mr. Bellamy’s “Looking Backward,”which more than
rivals “Progress and Poverty.” The interest which it creates
is not because it is a brilliantnovel, but because it is in touch
with the spirit of the times and the social needs of thepeople.

Other brilliantnovels and books on economic science have
been written, and are written every year; but rarely has one
been so in accord with the aspirations of the masses as these
two timely books. They mark the high tide of socialistic
thought. Never before in the history of civilizationhas social-
ism exerted such a control in afl'airs as it exerts at this time.
England responds to Germany; Italy to France ; and the Pyre-
nees give back the agitation from Spain and Portugal. Count
Tolstoi in far Russia, and Ibsen in Norway and Sweden, destroy
the glamor of nineteenth century civilization by exposing to
the mirror of public decency its rottenness and shame. All
these thingsshow the growing power of socialism, while mon-

strous monopolies proclaim the downfall of the existing eco-
nomic system.

In order to fix this important fact in the mind, let us for a

moment note the growthof socialism, from the time when its
great masters, Saint Simon, Fourier, and Owen, broke the sleep
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of the ages, during the period from 1830 to 1850; and how
these labors of the morning have been stimulated and aug-
mented by the inspiration of Lassalle and Marx from 1850 to
the present time; and have been carried forward towards the
noonday by the roused and marshalled working classes, engaged
in efforts for the gradual application of the principles of social-
ism, to existing commercial and industrial relations; some in
promoting co-operative stores, as in England and the United
States; others in co-operative industry, such as the Co-operar
tive Carpenters’ and Co-operative Saddlers’ Associations, with
Godin’s Industrial Palace in France; and co-operative bank-
ing in ‘Germany; others in promoting Christian socialism, like
Maurice, Kingsley, Hughes, Ruskin, and Morris in England;
Ripley, Channing, Greeley, and James in the United States.
After the lapse of those early experiments in combined social
order in England and the United States, such as thatof New
Lanark,and those of Brook Farm and the North American
Phalanxes, socialism went down among the working classes, to
whom it was a necessity; and has from that time been educat-
ing them into methods for its gradual application to the exi-
gencies of their condition. The outcome has been to establish
a propagandism in the elementary principles of socialism, with-
out a parallel among popular movements, especially in the
United States. The special agencies in this work have been
such associations as the “Patrons of Husbandry," the “ Sover-
eigns of Industry,” “ The Sociological Society,”and the tremen-
dous agitation among trades-unions and other workingmen’s
organizations throughout the world. It is probable, however,
that no other popular movement so clearly demonstrates the
extent to which socialistic ideas pervade the minds of the work-
ing classes as that of the “Knights of Labor.” Their declara-
tion of principles is a masterly programme of socialistic ideas
and methods,adapted to thepresent conditions of the movement,
and theirgradual embodimentin improved social arrangements,
according to the popular enlightenment and necessity therefor.
It is these tremendous forces, which have been silentlyworking
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through society for more than forty years, that have created
the popular current which is hearing on its bosom Messrs.
George and Bellamy and their works, as the Gulf Stream floats
marine plants and flowers from tropic to polar seas.

In view, then, of the part which socialism has played upon
the stage for the last fifty years, and in view of existing social
conditions in all civilized countries, tending more and more to
upheaval and collapse. what shall we conclude is the significance
of the universal agitation? What but that it is the expression
of an instinctive race-conviction,that civilism or bald individu-
alism, with brute competition for its spring, has had its day,
is breaking down, and giving way to an advanced social phase,
in harmony with the universal law, under which all things move
in careers of ascending and descending vibrations. Society or
the race, like individuals,has its stages of development, through
infancy, childhood,youth, manhood, and decline; and having
passed throughthe four stages of Edenism,savageism,barbarism,
and civi1ism—eacha distinct advance upon its predecessor-
is it not pertinent to inquire if it has probably attained the
highest phase of evolution which it is destined to reach? Can
it be rationally assumed that a social system, based upon the
supremacyof selfish individual interests, with brute competition
for its spring; which is characterized by general incoherence,
antagonism, and economic warfare; which inflicts ignorance,
poverty, and degradation upon the most useful classes as their
inevitable lot, whileit confers riches, luxury, refinement,leisure
and opportunity upon theless useful, often vicious and corrupt
classes, is the crown of social possibilityand achievement? The
general stagnation,if not collapse, of individualenterprise every-
where, on the one hand, and the trend towards corporate mon-

opoly on the other, indicate thatcivilismor individualismmay,
like barbarism, have fulfilledits function, and cannot be longer
serviceable as the pivot of social movement. It is a law of
organized function that when a form of development has, in
nature’s economy, fulfilled the use for which it was designed, it
must give way to another of a higher type. Persistence beyond
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this point results in decline or reversion of the species towards
the preceding anterior type or to final extinction. The law
holds in sociology as well as in biology.

What, then, has been the function of civilism in the social
economy? Its function has been to differentiate aptitudes and
character in individuals and the species to the greatest diver-
sity: to stimulate their highest activity in discovering and
perfecting the arts and sciences, and their application to social
progress; to cause a thousand-fold division and efiiciency of
labor; to lighten its drudgery and perfect its processes, while
immensely augmentingits productiveness; and to furnish man-
kind with those mighty appliances necessary to a conquest over
the rude forces of nature; making them the servants instead
of leaving them to be the tyrants of the race. Having rendered
thisgreat service, civilismor individualismcannot longer persist
as the social pivot, without endangering society by arresting
progress. Besides, the code of ethics demands that individual-
ism and free competition shall stop at that point where they
interfere with and become prejudicial to the social welfare.
That point has been passed already. Philosophically,individ-
ualism should have given way to socialism when combinedand
corporate capital began to crowd out individual enterprise, and
to exploit labor under the factory-wages ystem. Failing to
make this advance, society is already in process of reversion;
and, through the supervention of a false and subversive social-
ism, in the form of syndicates, trusts, and other monopolies, is
in danger of losing the very benefits which it has been the
function of civilismto confer upon the race.

That civilismor bald individualismis in desuetude, and that
we are in a transition to a new social phase, may be inferred
not only from history, the law of development, and the general
collapse of the existing economic system, but also from the
factthatindividualismis incapable of utilizing,eitherto its own

advantage or that of society, its own gigantic inventions and
mechanisms for lightening the irksomenessof labor. To build
and run cotton and woollen mills withmodern equipments, lines
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of railroads, ocean steamers, land and ocean telegraphs, and to
assemble the enormous enginery necessary to modern industrial
enterprise, is wholly beyond individual abilityand resources to
compass. To save itself from economic obliteration, and the
progress it has thus far made from becomingfutile,society will
be compelled to go forward from individualism and the false
and subversive forms of socialism, as embodied in trusts and
syndicatesof capitalists, to integral socialism; from competition
to cooperation; from individualism to mutualism; from civil-
ism to the social commonwealth.

It is, moreover, clear that we are about emerging from the
existing social phase, not onlyon accountof its economic lapse,
but also because of its inherent immorality. The ethical sense
has becomedeveloped to perceive thatstealing is theft,however
it may be done, or by whatsoever milder name it may be conven-
tionallydesignated; whether it be by filching outright; or by
the subterfuge of corners schemed in the dark; that robbery is
plundering invasion, whether committed on the way-side or by
the studied stratagems of the exchange; whether by overt
individualacts or the circumvention of institutionalizedwrong;
whether by individual greed or the normal operation of laissez
faire. Nothing more distinctly marks the social transition
than this growing demand that institutions, business schemes,
and methods shall be judged by the same rules of morality as
individual conduct. It is a growing public sentiment that
individualsare responsible not merely for theirpersonal conduct
and character,but also for the nature and characterof the social
institutions, whereof they are a part, under which they consent
to live, and by which they profit. Nothingmarks more clearly
the transition through which society is passing than the
emphasis which is being placed upon the necessity for reform-
ing social institutions as a condition of individual reformation.
There is a fast growing conviction that it is an outrage on the
part of society to punish men for stealing when, by its own

arrangements, it cuts ofi‘ theirnatural right and opportunity to
live withoutstealing. What can be more-monstrous than that
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the state should punish persons for petty reprisals against
organized oppression, while it lets go unhindered the conspira-
cies of syndicates and trusts against the stomachs and hearts
of the entire working-classes? The church meanwhileis dumb,
and might as well be blind to these enormous crimes! A con-
viction is pervading the air that no one lives or dies unto
himself: that each is included in an all embracing solidarity of
humanity. Hence, that the reformation of social abuses and
the institution of justice in human relations, rather than the
conversion or punishment of individuals, is the proper function
of statesmanship and religion, and ought to be the real work
of the church and the state. It is a grave mistake to imagine
that upright men will of necessity constitute a righteous social
state.

_

Good men acting through vicious social arrangements
are no better than wicked men acting by the same methods.
Men are not right, and cannot be right, while they sustain and
are parties to wicked institutions and profit by them. The
first step in individual reformation is to quit evil practices and
associations. What can be more preposterous or impertinent
than to urge the necessity of moral excellence upon individuals,
whilemaintaininggenericallyperverse and immoral institutions,
and holding the tongue about them,—institutionswhich secrete
iniquity as the spider its fatal web; and which individuals are
as powerless to resist as flies to escape from the toils of their
cowardly enemy?

Here has been the oversight of the church. She has had an

eye too sharp on men as individuals, and not sharp enough on
their social institutions. To this oversight is due the great
falling 011' of the workingclasses from church fellowship and
attendance. They feel that oppressors, extortioners, and hard
masters go to church as a covert from popular reproach, and
from the reproaches of their own consciences, and are made
comfortable, while they and their cause are trodden in the ice
of neglect. Their answer to the charge that they are quitting
the church and running into infidelity has the pungency of an

epigram. “ We prefer thecompany and communion of common

1
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sufierers in the Sunday labor meeting outside of the church, to
the company of the unjust within it.” The truth is, they are

tiring of a religion which, in the same city, clamors for the
execution of five workingmen for being socialists, and lets go
unwhipped of reprobatiou or even reproof a oommunicant of
the church who, deliberately, with malice aforethought and
cunning device. steals millions of dollars from the community
by cornering the wheat market for months,and recites scripture
on the Exchange. while gatheringin margins from fellow gam-
blers whom he has ruined by his devilishstratagems.

It is most earnestly and sincerely felt, by one at least. that
when the church sets about its proper work of establishing
social justice, founding that kingdom of righteousness which
its great master enjoined his disciples to pray for, she will not
longer have occasion to mourn thather courts are deserted by
so many of the bestand worthiestclass in the community. But
they will hardly consent to the postponement of this work to
another age, and another world; for this is the world to which
it was promised, and this the age when it is sorely needed. If
the church does not see that to establish the reign of truth and
justice through righteous social relations, here among men, is
the proper work of religion, socialists do; and they will go on
with its doing.

These, with all the considerations that have foregone, point
out the meaning of the great agitation, and hint that it is noth-
ing less than the breaking down of the civilized competitive
order, thatthe race has outgrown its present social environment,
and that we are passing through a transition from bald individ-
ualism to some form of socialism. The transition is inevitable.
Our responsibilityis to see that it is to a true and not to a false
and subversive socialism, to end in a vulgar plutocracy,and
finally to go down in the throes of anarchy. Transitions are
necessarily attended with trial, and not infrequentlywith tem-
porary pain. But theyare dangerous only when thwarted. The
transition of the American colonies from dependence to inde-
pendence was attended with sufiering; so also the transition

I
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from the barbarism of chattel slavery to serfdom under the
wages system; and that from hand manufacture to manufacture
by automaticmachinery. Birth and death are transitions, and
are attended with pain, but is it doubted that they are in the
order of beneflcentprogress? Always the partial precedes the
complete, the ideal the actual, and not infrequently the false
and subversive the true and permanent. The transition from
the existing to a new social order being inevitable, let us meet
it with courage.

The agitation will continue to wax and rise in the social
heavens until. like the sun in the zenith, it will cast no shadow
of evil, nor awaken any dread, for its rays will then fall with
direct beneficenceupon all interests and relations. It will not
stop short of its goal. nor give way to other claims. for it
includes all other just social demands. The fact that socialism
is here is sufiicient reason for believing that it is rightly here,
and in the order of events. The claim of some that it must
wait until the demands of the laboring classes. temperance, and
the rights of women are accorded only shows that those who
make the claim hold a part so close to the eye as to shut out
the whole. They do not see that each of these is a part of the
larger question of socialism, and can never be rightly settled
until that is settled.

The talk of priority among these fragmentary reforms recalls
a reminiscence of Wendell Phillips. It was some twenty years
ago thatMr. Phillips came into a labor reform meeting in this
city, where the questions of eight hours, co-operation, and the
immorality of interest, rent, and profits were under discussion.
It was well understood by the leaders of the meeting that he
had not come withany intention of taking part in the discussion,
but imply as a listener. But it was the first time that he had
ever been seen at such a meeting, and as it was well known
thatMr. Garrison, if not intolerant, was frigid towards the labor
movement, there was a great desire to learn Mr. Phillips’s atti-
tude towards it. A most cordial invitation was given him by
the chairman—enthusiasticallyemphasized by the audience-
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to take the stand. When the applause had subsided, Mr. Phil-
lips rose where he was sitting, and made a two minutes’ speech,
of which the following is the pith. He began in this way,
always his own : —

“Co-operation! It is the most beneficent word in the lan-
guage, and heralds the gospel of the future. The working
classes not only need more leisure, but they need to know how
to make a better use of the means already in their hands for
improving their condition generally. The ballot is theirs. If
they will use it intelligently,and with independence, they can

get the right answer to all their just demands. Until the
emancipated slaves have the ballot, this is the negro’s hour;
and the next will be woman’s hour. These two questions
rightly have precedence in their order. Other questions must
wait. When these have had their proper answer, labor’s day
will have come.”

When Mr. Phillips had taken his seat, he was asked “ by what
authoritythe claim was made that that was the negro’s hour,
and that the next would be woman's hour, and that labor must
take its turn, like a ticket buyer at the opera ofiice? It might
possibly be found that the labor question was here by its
inherent pressure, and that because it was here, along with
those of the negro’s rights, and woman’s rights, was reason

enough for supposing thatit was here in the providence of God,
and entitled to a hearing. It would likelybe found thatneither
of these questions admitted of a separate solution; but that
they must find a joint one in the re-adjustment of the social
system. The fact that they were all here in a crowd was an
evidence as to how hopeless was the prospect ‘of any successful
reform under the existing social state.” «

Mr. Phillips made no reply. About a year from that time
(never more popular on the Lyceum platform) he was often
heard dividing an evening's lecture between temperance, wom-
an’s rights, and labor reform. Thenceforward, the working
classes honored and trusted him as the great labor tribune, as
he had been for a third of a century the incomparable advocate
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and defender of all popular rights. Socialism had risen high
enough at that time to float even Wendell Phillips. He came
to see in these fragmentary reforms, and the agitation which
tossed themlike rudderless ships in tempestuous seas, the back-
ground of action which was to culminate in the co-operative
commonwealth,of which the co-operative township is the unit.

PRACTICAL NATIONALISM IN CHICAGO.
BY Cxunnxs L. Wmcxs.

No better object lesson can be found by which to teach first
steps in nationalismthan the progress which Chicago is making
towards performing its own public service.

Our municipal electric lighting system is now nearly three
years old, and none but good results have appeared. Among
them are excellence of service, economy of management, and
freedom from that corruption which is too often the odious
adjunct of public service performed by private corporations.
But most gratifying of all is the revelation to the people that,
by venturing into this field, theyhave learned how to apply the
true principles upon which to supply their own needs. This
discovery has already borne fruit.‘ Our mayor’s recent message
recommends that the city supply to its citizens light for house~
hold purposes, also heat, power, and street-car transportation,
at cost, as it now supplies water; and he predicts that such
improvements are among the probabilitiesof the near future.

Chicago has taught some valuable lessons to other cities who
would establish electric light plants,—among them that it is
not only practicable but advisable to make a small beginning.
Our first investment was but about $12,000, and our first plant
was fitted up to run fewer than 100 lamps. To thisadditions of
engines and dynamos were made from time to time, and the
number of lamps increased. At this time we have three very
substantial plants in operation.
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These have been built under the direction of our city elec-
trician, Professor Barrett, and are equipped with the latest and
best appliances. The capacity of each is for 1000 are lamps of
2000 candle power each. One hundred and sixteen miles of
wire have been laid in under-ground conduits. Many miles of
streets in addition have been piped, and are ready for the wire
as soon as other construction has been completed.

We have in nightly operation 668 lamps of 2000 candle
power each. The construction is beingrapidly pushed, and 500
more lamps will be burning by the coming fall.

Our system is said to be the best extant. No wires are ex-

posed in the streets; all are under ground, and the connection
with lamps is made by running the wires up through the lamp
posts. There has been no instance of injury to life or prop-
erty, nor can there well be from the safeguards provided.

Our cost of operation, under favorable circumstances, will
not exceed $50 per lamp of 2000 candle power per year. At
present the cost somewhat exceeds that; this is because the
plants are'not yet being run to their full capacity,and because
the territory covered is many times greater than would ordi-
narily be the case with the number of lumps now operated.
Economy would bring the present number of lamps into a ter-
ritory one-fourth that now covered. But Professor Barrett is
between two fires: on the one hand the people, through their
aldermen, are clamoring for the extension of the system beyond
his present means; on the other hand, the Gas Trust and
private electric light companies, through their aldermen, are
throwingobstacles in his way, even to demanding that be per-
form impossibilities,in the hope of compelling a bad showing.
If he could be allowed to do his work free from harassmentby
those who would purposely make it difficult, he could get
better immediate results as to cost of operation.

When the system is complete, the running expenses will be
very much less than now. The same buildings and corps of
attendants could, with slight additional outlay, supply several
times the number of lights now produced. The saving over
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gas in lighting our streets by electricity, even under present
unfavorable conditions, is enormous. We now pay $20 per
year per gas lamp of 20 candle power, or $1.00 per year per
candle power. Our present cost per candle power for operating
electric lights is less than four cents per year. and when our

plants are running to their full‘capacity it will not exceed
2:} cents, as against $1.00 for gas.

Cities have been led into making contracts with private elec-
tric lighting companies at enormous prices because of two
things: 1st, their entire ignorance of the cost of such service;
2nd, the belief thatto establish an electric light plant was an

undertaking on a par with putting in a gas plant or buildinga
water-works system. The facts are becoming known; cities
and towns are discovering that it is a very simple and inexpen-
sive thing to own and operate their own electric light plant.

More than 20 cities in this country have already established
electric light plants, and are supplying their street lamps at a
cost of $50 or less per year per lamp, while many other cities
are paying to private corporations from $150 to $200 per year
for the same service. Until recently Boston has been paying
$240 per year per lamp.

A plant for 100 are lamps can be put in full running condi-
tion for $15,000, exclusive of land and buildings. Many towns
have these latter thatcan be used without much outlay. The
cost per lamp for operating a 100 lamp plant would be about
$65 to $70 per year. With 300 lamps the cost would be
reduced to $60 per year.

The following figures, showing the cost of operating a 300
lamp plant, have been obtained from reliable sources and con?
firmed by our city electrician:—

Coal per month, . . . . . . . . . 3540.00
Engineer per month, . . . . . . . .

' 100.00
Fireman per month, . . . . . . . . 75.00
Six trimmers per month, at 360, . . . . . 360.00
Carbons, . . . . . . . . . . 270.00
Incidental, . . . . . . . . . . 155.00

Total,. . . . . . . . . .s1,5oo.oo
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This, for 300 lamps, would be $5 per lamp per month, or $60
per year.

This estimate is on the following basis: five pounds of coal
per horse-power per hour; one horse-power to each 2000 "candle
power lamp; lamps to burn 12 hours each night. Full allow-
ance is made for incidental expenses, repairs, etc., and wages
are put at better figures than private companies generally pay.
Coal is figured at $2 per ton for soft coal. Chicago uses screen-
ings at $1.30 per ton.

A simple beginning,and one within the reach of any town,
would be to put a 25 or a 50 light dynamo into the basement of
some public building which it was desired to light; then con-
nect with other city buildings and have a few lamps in the
streets between. A commencementof this sort would soon be
extended by popular demand. Started in this way a plant for
50 are lights need not cost over $8000.

A favorite objection to the extension of such service as this
is that it would increase the danger of corruption. Chicago’s
experience has been that the corruption has come chiefly from
corporations operating its public service. It is true some of
our statesmen thought they could steal; but we were able to
go over their accounts, and they are now serving the state in a

capacity more in keeping with their ability.
A most striking instance of the corrupting influence of cor-

porations in Chicago has been within the experience of this
same Professor Barrett. Eight or nine years ago he made an

attempt to establish an electric light plant. As a beginning he
procured a small dynamo and connected it to an engine in
the water-workspumping-house. He established a number of
lamps in the buildingand on the water—tower. The gas com-

pany began to fight the enterprise at once, and an order was
soon forthcoming from the city council, directing the professor
to sell thatdynamo, which he did, and his lights had to come
down. Had he been permitted to go ahead, he would have
saved Chicago two or three million dollars before this time on
street lighting alone.
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The chief opposition to our present undertaking comes from
the gas trust and private electric lighting companies here.
But, thanks to the perseverance of Professor Barrett, our

system is daily being put on a more secure basis, and is now in
no danger of being overturned.

There is no reason why every city in the land should not
follow Chicago's example and provide its own service of this
character. If private corporations can pay taxes, insurance,
water rates, fancy salaries, and big dividends out of such ser-
vice, thensurely the people can perform it for themselveswhen
they have none of these things to pay.

MORAL RIGHTS VS. LEGAL RIGHTS.
BY Trmrur. Bmurono.

For the profitable discussion of every theory of social reform,
it is essential that the distinctions between the natural or moral
and the civil or legal rights of man be kept clearly in mind.
The first depend on his nature as a sentient, intelligent, and free
being in social relations with other beings of the same nature,
and the just recognition and apprehension of these rights is
governed by the degree of culture, development, and spiritual
insight of the individual. On the other hand, civil or legal
rights depend upon what the law-making power of the country
(whethervested in one, a select few, or the mass of the people)
has in its wisdom determined to be the proper limits of the action
of the individual, consistent with the safety and welfare of the
state,—by which is always meant the safety and welfare of
those entrusted with the law-making power.

The source of our knowledge of these rights is to be found
in the history of the social customs, legislative enactments,and
judicial decisions of the country. The rationalend of the state,
as well as of every civil institution and legislative enactment, is
the establishment of justice, or the maintenance of the real or
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supposed natural rights of every individual element of the social
organism, as recognized and understood by the law-makers.

The degree of progress made by every people toward the ideal
state of complete justice, wherein all the natural rights of every
individual are recognized and enforced by the whole power of
the state, depends upon the clearness with which these natural
rights are grasped and defined by the law-making power.

Such progress willbe found most clearlymarkedby the extent
to which the most fundamental of all natural rights—that of
every rational being to a voice in determining and defining his
relations with other such beings—is recognized and acted on.

It was not only the French king who identified his own rights
and interests with the state, but every law-making body has
everywhere, and at all times, said and will continue to say by
its actions: “ We are the state.” But so long as there are

any persons who are deprived of this greatest of all rights, so

long will there be slavery and oppression among men. The
history of the race is a recital of the co-operative eflbrts made
by different nations and peoples, through some form of govern-
ment, to establish and maintain these natural rights of the
individual so far as the mass or strongest part of the people
constituting such nation have been able to agree on what these
rights were.

At first a recognition of the right to life led to organization
under the despotic control of the chief whose strength or cun-

ning proved him most fit to secure the safety of the tribe and
its members against all enemies. Then a recognition, in some

degree, of the natural right to personal freedom caused other
prominent members of the tribe to put some limitation on the
absolute authorityof the chief. As further progress was made
in recognizing these natural rights, the number_of persons
admitted to a share in the law-making was increased, and the
rights of these were considered in legislation. Let us recur,
then, to" these natural rights and see if we have yet fully realized
what they are.

The basis of all natural rights, as well as of all duties, consists
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in the fact that free, rational, spiritual beings, such as everyone
recognizes in himself, and in every other man,—all men having
essentially the same nature,—are entitled to the same rights.
and subject to the same duties; are, so far as rights and duties
are concerned, perfectly equal.

It is the natural right of every person to develop freely and
fully those fundamental powers which constitute his being, and
to have an equal opportunity and share in the world of matter
for the exploitation and manifestation of these powers of his
spiritual nature. Whatever material thing is necessary for the
employmentand manifestation of these spiritual properties may
properly be designated as a natural right of property. This
right of property is the equal and inalienable right of every
man; and, as the amount of the material things that are neces-

sary for the life and development of himself and his fellowmen
are limited, it is perfectly clear thatall men have an equal right
to a voice in the distribution and use of that which is the
common heritage of the race. It follows also that no man has
a natural right to any more material property than he can use
himself, so long as any other man has less than is necessary for
his use. and thatall natural right to property ceases with its
use. In thiscase, whethersuch discontinuanceof use be caused
by death or voluntary abandonment, the property would fall
back into the common heritage. in which all have an equal
right and an equal voice in determining how and when it may
again be enjoyed as the separate property of any individual.

Against these natural rights, old as the race and based on the
very nature of man, no civil or legal right, whether based on

custom or on positive enactment,can prevail. The natural right
of every man to personal freedom has, in the most advanced
nations of modern times, come to be recognized and established
by law only within the present generation, and is yet far from
being actuallyenforced. Is it any wonder, then, that the enor-
mous legal claim of the right of any individual man to get all
he can and hold all he gets, which until recently covered even
the legal right to property in the freedom and labor of other
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men if they were of a certain color, should have remained so

long unchallenged? Great as are the evilsof allowing individ-
uals to monopolize large tracts. areas of land which they do
not and cannot use themselves, they are yet but slight in com-

parison with the evils of personal, social, and political slavery
or serfdom.

We are, however, beginningto feel these evils of economical
slavery, and have called to the bar of public opinion not the
institution of property according to its natural and rational
definition and limitations, but the deeply intrenched legal

'

institution of the unlimited acquisition and transmission by the
individual of thatwhich he cannot use himself, and for the use
of which by other persons he is allowed to levy the highest tax
he can possibly extort, through connivance with other holders
of like property. Unless this ancient, but far from respectable
or honest, legal claim to unlimited individualacquisition of real
estate can give a rational and just ground for its being and
continuance, it must go. If some men have hitherto been un-

justly allowed to acquire and hold more than their share of the
common heritage, therewill be no injustice in prohibitingthem
from continuing in the same path, while it will be an act of
perfect justice to those who have thereby been injured in their
ancient and inalienable natural right to the possession of such
part of the earth as is necessary for their life and freedom.

It was no moral wrong to the slave-holder to free his slaves
without compensation, but it was an act of justice to the slave;
and if any compensation was due in the case, it was to the slave
who had so long suffered wrong at the hands of the oppressor.

So, in the restoration of the land to the public and its re-dis-
tribution according to the natural rights of man therein, no

compensation is due to those who have so long enjoyed that to
which they had no natural right, which they had held only by
force, fraud,or irrationalcustom and law, and have used for the
sole purpose of levying an unjust tribute on the labors of their
_fellowmen.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF PROGRESS.
BY Donoms ADAM.

All the sciences have their historians, but who will write the
history of their histories,—what of the science of progress
itself? Yet the history of man, we are told, is nothing but a
scientific evolution from the simian to the modern poet or
artist,— from the simple to the universal.

Let us take one of the simplest and most comprehensive
forms of progress,—attainment. A child sits blinking before
a lighted candle. Presently the light attracts him, and, gath-
ering togetherhis attention and forces. he clutches at the flame.
—he burns his fingers. Here we have a manifest case of pro-
gression in the child’s career. He has learnt that fire burns,
he has found out that “all is not gold thatglitters," and hence-
forth probably “shuns the fire.”

But let us look at this illustrationa little closer. There are
at least three processes “set up " before the child is burnt. and
so progresses. First, attraction toward an olgiect; secondly,
collection or accumulation of means toward that object; lastly,
application of means toward that object. Here, then, we have
attraction, accumulation, and application of means as the basis
of a very simple form of progress.

Simple as it is, this method of progress would seem exactly
,

the same for every adult today. First we are attracted toward
an object, then we collect, and finallyapply,means to get it. On
gaining or losing it. we form another idea], and once more pre-
pare to attain that.

If the conditions of all men had always been equal, there is
little doubt that we should all be living in harmony at this
latter end of the nineteenth century. We should have pro-
gressed side by side upon thestairway of time,—going up three
steps at a bound. But, although this rule of progress appears
to hold good through and beneathall, yet there is another im-
portaut factor in the problem to be considered.
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Man is threefol(l,—physical, intellectual, and emotional. In
thesimple instance taken of thechild and the candle. the initial
attraction may have been born of either of these three sides
of his nature. It was probably an inheritance, and is, there-
fore. difficult to classify. Let us suppose, however, that it came
from the physical side; in thatcase it was generated by what
we call instinct. But if a full-grown man sees a gold eagle on
the side-walk and picks it up, he is probably impelled thereto
by his mental nature, 2'.e., by reason. If a woman singles out
a soldier-lad from a troop about to embark,and weeps over his
golden hair, she has, in all probability,been led to do so by
what we call sentiment, or the demands of her emotional nature.
Instinct, reason, and sentiment, then,are all three prime motors
in the three unchanging processes of human progress. If we
call these processes—attraction, accumulation, and applica-
tion—our lines of advance, then sentiment, reason, and instinct
willbe the three oflicers in charge of each and all of them.

These three “oflicers,” regarded as one, are sometimes called
the will, while the effect of the three “lines of advance,” re-

garded as one, is known as the character.
Now, difference of character, as has been hinted, is almost

certainly due to a difference of conditions, which produces a
difierence of ideal. In other words, the “advancing lines” of
mankind are not all in the same order at any one time. The
result is and must be confusion. The lines may be conve-

niently conceived as marching in echelon, thus:—
AQB --—

Now, supposing this figure to represent the progression of a

single business man, during business hours,-
A would probably be the line of his intellect.
B u so so u 65 u u emoti0ns_
C “ “ “ “ “ “ “ physical nature.

0
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Suppose the same man at church or by his children's bedside,
and A would now probably represent the line of his emotions;
again, at dinner, it might be the line of his physical nature.
According to the prevailingcharacter of A during life will the
man’s nature be intellectual, emotional, or physical.

This echelon movement (from the French echelle, a ladder)
ever goes on in the individual; but unless each trinity of lines,
representing an individual, is at its highest development and
under perfect control, so as to present unconsciously and in-
stinctively the proper front to its ever-varying obstacles and
opportunities, the nature of the individual will be one-sided or
biassed. Education, to be perfect, will deal with all three sides
of the nature equal1y,—it represents “teaching the drill” or

“platoon movements.” Absolute control probably comes only
from experience in the actual field of life.

"As in the individual, so it would seem en masae. Although
the units dilfer one from another so generally, there is always
an average uniformity, maintained by geographical, linguistic,
or other causes of community. All countries can look back to
their past ideals. The desire for personal security and supre-
macy was followed by a desire for tribal and national security
and supremacy. Every age has seen its minor parabolas of
partial progress. Now the emotions led a crusade; the intel-
lect stimulated a century of brilliantwriters; physical culture
excused its gladiatorial,and glorified its pugilistic, contests.
Observe that such waves never afi'ected the whole universe, for
although the individual echelon lines themselves formed part
of a universal movement advancing in echelon, they had con-

sciously no common ideal, and no means of communicating one
had they possessed it. i

But with the invention of printing, later of newspapers and
periodicals, still later of steam engines, telegraphs, telephones,
and phonographs, with the corresponding advance of general
science, the natural result is appearing. The emotionalists are

agreed that there is no essential advantage in individual pro-
gress: that man is so tied to man that it is impossible for
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anyone to be truly content while his brotherstarves. Progress,
then, must be universal, and, to be universal, there must be a
common understanding. Gradually,over the civilized World
there seems to be flashing the message of a new ideal,—thatof
the realization of the brotherhood of man.

The form which this ideal has taken is apparentlya low one,
—thatof material social easement for all. This is a strictly
economic idea of universal progress, but it seems scientifically
logical as the first general step. We must live together before
we can walk or soar together.

Referring to our first statement of the method of progress,
this common ideal seems to be the new attraction destined to
be followed by accumulation,and to be consummated by the
application of these accumulations. -As the attraction is upon
a material plane we should expect, and we find, material activity
on all sides. Certainly material wealth has been,and is being,
concentrated as never before.

In conclusion, there seems no reason to fear any new evil
from thisnew idea1,—1eastof all theextinctionof individualism.
Ibsen and his disciples may take heart. The tendency of the
world is clearly toward a high differentiation in the individual,
enclosed in a sublime unity of progress. Such is nature's law.
Consider theapparentlyadverse elements and forms of creation,
——night and day, fire and water, leaf, jewel, lightning, beetle,
hawk, and desert waste.—all play theirparts in the economy of
the universe. It is not individual happiness for which man
blindly labors, but simply for the attainment in infinite variety
of a common instinctive obedience to the laws of a common
nature.
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EFFECT ON INVENTION.
BY W. L. CHENEY

What efi'ect on invention would arise from a state of society
in which no one could enjoy, by letters patent, a monopoly of
anythingwhatever? Unthinking persons will at once reply
that invention would practicallycease, as men would have no

encouragement to invent if they were not “protected” by
patent law.

It would probably be a snflicientanswer to this to say that
the real inventor needs no encouragement to invent; that he
invents because he cannot keep from inventing. On the other
hand, it is well known that many who might invent and thus
do the world a service systematicallyrefrain from inventing
because, in addition to their inventive genius, they have the
perception which enables them to see that, under the present
patent laws and other laws, if they should invent they would
not receive from the communityanythinglike a full measure of
value in return. It is plain that in such cases a state of society
that should guarantee an inventor even a fair living would be
a much greater “encouragement” to invention than is the
present system.

The ownership of a patent is a direct challenge and does not
encourage improvement, but calls for an immense amount of
work in “getting around patents,” all of which is waste labor,
and so much loss to theworld. Most of the advance even now
is made by improving upon thingsnot patented, and this work
is done by thereal inventor,while the “getting around patents ”

is done by those who go into what they are pleased to call in-
vention for the sake of the dollars they hope to get out of it,
these never produce anythingmore dignified than “traps,” so

called, and could not exist (as inventors) without patent law,
and would therefore be obliged, without patent law, to occupy
themselves in a manner thatshould do the world some service,
if they would receive a living from the world.
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Of course there are inventors who have done the world great
service, and who have received under the present system a

full, and sometimes running over, measure of reward; but it
should be noticed that, in addition to their inventive genius,
these have almost invariablypossessed that business tact and
management which would have brought them practicallyequal
fortunes in any occupation theymight have chanced to enter.

Looking from the standpoint of the present, no one at all
familiarwith the subject really professes to believe that,even

now, patent law “protects" an inventor, and it is becoming
more and more the fashion when possible—as when the product
of invention -(as screws or cloth) rather than the invention
itself (as a steam engine) is to go on the market—to depend
on secrecy rather than patents for a reward.

It seems almost self-evident that, under a system that would
assure genuine inventors a good living, drive imitators out of
the field, and make it unnecessary for an invention to be kept
from the world for fear some one would steal it. invention
would thrive in a manner before unknown. It is wonderful
what has been accomplished already by the comparatively few
who are not suflicientlyworldly-wise to refrain from inventing.
To what heights might not the race reasonablyhope to climb if
invention were unrestricted?

 

“A syndicate of American capitalists and British bankers has been
formed in London, with Sir J. Goldsmid, M.P., as chairman, for the
purpose of buying the gas works of the principal American cities.”-—
DailyBusiness (Chicago),June 24, 1890.
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A Dunno YOUNG Parmcum.
Mr. Williams, member of the Massachusetts legislature, from Ded-

_
ham, will get himself heartily disliked if he doesn't learn to curb his
audacity. When he calls for an investigation of the methods of our

city railroad octopus, and states that he wishes to have the senate in-
vestigated also, he is really too audacious. He forgets that, though he
belongs to the large and popular, and not so easily manipulated, part of
our political mechanism, and though he may have the courage of his
conviction. yet a modern senate may be like that which listened to the
noble indignation of Tacitus and then crawled on its capitalistic belly to
lick the feet of Tiberius. What is one man with the courage of his
conviction compared toa dozen or so with the courage of their cor-

ruption? What is one man! Nay, we are not pessimists. Right
makes one a majority, and before many more years of crying in the
wil(lerness,,Mr.Williams will have a host at his back.

THOUGHT AS Forms.
The Arena, a Boston magazine not yet a year old, but already bidding

fair to distance its competitors, the Forum and the North American
Review, by adopting the principle of welcoming original thought to its
pages, emphasizes this new departure in magazine literature by publish-
ing an article entitled “ Thought as Force,” from the pen of a compara-
tively new writer, Captain'Edward S. Huntington. This paper suggests
that the act of thinkingsets in motion waves of intellectual light which
have an actual vibration on the material atmosphere of the civilized
world long after the particular thinkerhas been resolved into his pri-
mordial elements. Captain Huntington, by the testimony he adduces,
makes out a very strong case. He is especially happy in the application
of his theory to the growth of socialism since the time of Sir Thomas
More. Every nationalist should read this article; and, for that matter,
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A every nationalist who can afford it, should take the Arena, for it is one
of the fairest of the great magazines in allowing able writers to present.
the cause of the people.
Tm-: Leaves AT WORK.

Look wherever we may,and we shall be likely to see the nationalistic
leaven at work. Governor Brackettof Massachusetts, for instance, has
been evidently studying nationalism to good advantage, and making
application thereof in considering the course of events. In his speech
at the Harvard commencement he said: “We are passing through a
critical era in the republic. The domination of the dollar in politics,
the power of capitalistic combinations in afiecting legislation, in dic-
tating nominations, in carrying elections, thegrowth and autocraticsway
of monopolies, the subordination of the general good to selfish interests,
theschemes to enrich the few at the expense of the many,—all these
furnish fruitful causes for solicitude to the friends of republican institu-
tions, the advocates of government by the people. To meet these con-

ditions, to battle with these sinister forces, a new revival of patriotism
and public spirit is demanded.” That is good nationalisticdoctrine, and
in his admirable veto of the billfor the consolidation of gas and electric
companies, which placed the public more than ever at the mercy of
private monopolies. he uses good nationalistic reasoning. It was a right-
eous retribution that overtook the interests back of the bill,for it was

they who_secnred in the senate, ever ready to do plutocratic bidding,
the killing of the bill allowing municipalities to manufacture and sell
gas and electricity.
AN Axaacmsrxc Coxrsuroaanv.

There is a pretty little weekly published in Boston called Today/,—
thesuccessor, we believe,of the late Waterman‘: Journal. It is devoted
to the cult of Saint Herbert, the apostle of selfishness, and ofiers the
works of Mr. Spencer free to subscribers. It is, therefore, of course,
anarchistic in purpose, as is plainly to be inferred from its declaration
that it is “devoted to the record of the facts and considerations which
show that individual liberty is good for the people of the United States,
and that, therefore, legislative regulation is injurious for them."
Propaganda of this kind is about as efl"ective as was Dame Partington’s
broom against the rising tide. Its puny force is directed against the
irresistible tendency of the human race towards organization, that has
governed its progress from thestart. The fatal defect in the “individual
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liberty ” shibbolethcomes from the fact that it simply substitutes one
form of government for another. If the people are not permitted to
govern themselves in the interest of the entire mass, then they become
subject to the tyranny of the irresponsible government of those of their
number who make use of their “individual liberty” to prey upon their
fellows by seizing and exercising for their own profit the industrial
functions necessary to the existence and welfare of the whole. The
only hope of improvement the anarchists hold out is that, somehow by
giving men free rein to do as they please,-—or rather, as the strongest
and most cunning and unscrupulous among them choose to make them
do,— at some time in the far distant future the bad men will voluntarily
reform, and everythingwill be lovely. Meanwhile the nationalists take
human nature just as it is, and propose to give it the opportunity to
make the best of itself by providing the conditions under which no man
shall waste his energy by working to thwart the aim of another, but all
shall find their own welfare in promoting that of their fellows.

PUBLIC vs. PRIVATE MANAGEM1-;N'r.
The Mayor of Chicago comes out strongly in favor of the assumption

by municipal governments of services public in their nature. He is
evidently9. practical nationalist. Nationalism is destined to find a rapid
and healthy development in the fertile soil of the vigorous West. In a

message to the city council Mayor Creigier says: “Chicago supplies
her citizens withwater. She provides channels of drainage. It is equally
proper thatthis city should furnish her residents with light for household
purposes as well as for public use. * "' "' Nor should we stop here.
To furnish heat, power, and intramural transportation are not only within
the scope of legitimate legislation, but the practical establishment and
operation of such under municipal control would prove a source of
economy and convenience to the entire community.”

Chicago's grand success in the establishment of its municipal electric-
lighting plant is proving a valuable object lesson that cannot fail to be
widely heeded. Milwaukee,Chicago's nearest neighbor in the way of a

great city, is consideringa project to establish an electric-lightingsystem,
owned and operated by the city, to cost at the outset $600,000. The
Boston Post, in commenting on this, brings forward the threadbare old
objection thatsuch steps are unwise because the science of electricity is
making such rapid strides that the apparatus of today is liable to be out
of date in a very few years, and to keep up with the state of the art is
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a condition precedent to success. “ This,” it says, “ a business corporation
can do, but a municipality,as a matter of fact, seldom does it, and
should Milwaukeego into the business with the best plant it can buy
today and get its lights at cost, it would be more than likely to find, in
the course of a few years, that, owing to its antiquated outfit, its lights
were costing more than other cities were paying to corporations which,
with later and more economical devices, were doing a prosperous and
remunerative business, and furnishing a more satisfactory result." An
ounce of fact is worth a pound of assertion. If the Post would rub its
eyes and awake to what is really the case, it might learn something
valuable. Now, who pays the cost of renewing worn-out or antiquated
devices? Why, the public, of course! And in the case of private cor-

porations it roundly pays the cost, plus a profit on a capitalization always
large and frequently “ watered.” Where the municipality or the nation
renders the service, the only expense falling on the public is that of
renewal. It is almost universally the rule that public administration of
services of the kind is more economical, enlightened, and etiicient than
private ones. The telegraph and telephone monopolies in this country
earn huge profits on watered stock, and have long either suppressed or
refused to employ valuable improvements on those devices in which in-
fluential parties in the companies are pecuniarily interested. On the
other hand, the best managed water-works are those owned by munici
palities, and the great economies and discoveries in the utilizationof by-
products of gas-works, formerly wasted, were made in the municipal
plants of English cities, and not in those of private corporations. If
some of our leading newspapers would pay more attention to practical
problems demanding solution at home, instead of assuming the interest-
ing though thankless task of instructing Lord Salisbury and other
European premiers from day to day, they might better fulfill their mis-
sions of mentors to the public. Their attitude in opposing public con-
trol is usually inconsistent, as the Post itself betrayed a few days after,
when it complained of the inefficiency of street-watering by private
contract. and demanded in the interest of the public health the assump-
tion of the work by the municipality.
Gus. WALKER on ‘rm-: EIGHT-HOUR LAW.

There is hope for Gen. Francis A. Walker after all. His article on
the Eight-Hour Law Agitation, in the Atlantic, for June, is in marked
contrast to his treatment of nationalism last February. It shows that
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his heart is really in the right place, his sympathies are with the work-
ers. and. for the greater part, his reasoning is sound. Like many others,
Gen. Walker appears to be a nationalist without knowing it. When
the alternative is placed directly before him. his choice is in the right
direction. The trouble with him is that he lacks the imaginative
faculty. He cannot perceive the trend of tendencies beyond a very
short range, and he has slight power to follow the course of the logic of
events. Therefore, he is defective in sense of proportion, and like other
unimaginativepersons, he unduly magnifiestheimportance of thingsclose
at hand, and excludes other factors from consideration. Therefore, while
an able scholar, he is not equipped for leadership in economic thought.

In this article Gen. Walker takes the nationalistic ground that the
state has a perfect right to legislate concerning the hours of labor, and
he strongly combats the assumption of the laissezfa1're school, that
whatever interferes in any way with the freedom of contract and of
action must, in the end, and in the long run, injure the workingclasses.
He asks, very pertinently, “ What is freedom, so far as practical men
are concerned with it? Is it an empty right to do somethingwhich you
cannot possibly do? Or is it a real power to do that one, out of many
things,which you shall choose? If one course gives a man a legal right
to do anything,but results in his being so helpless, and brings him into
such miserable straits that he can, in fact, do but one thing,and that a

thing which is most distressing, while another course, although it may
keep a man somewhat within bounds, actuallyconducts him to a position
where he has a real choice among many and good things, which course
affords the larger liberty?” The logical carrying out of this latter
principle constitutes the end and aim of nationalism. But, while taking
the strong nationalistic ground that this implies, Gen. Walker cannot
refrain from making a dab at Mr. Bellamy, and of course from reading
into his work somethingthat is not there. “A state of general repletion
amid abundant leisure ” is what he deems Mr. Bellamy’s ideal, and he
indulges in the well-worn common-place objection that it “ would be very
tedious.” As if the ideal were a lazy man’s paradise instead of an
industrial republic most essentially, where, in the critic's own preceding
words, “industry has its rewards, sanitary and moral, as well as eco-
nomic.” It is another mark of the unimaginative mind to find every-
thing stupid that is beyond the range of actual experience. That is the
way the neolithicman disposed of the prediction of present conditions,
according to Miss Stetson's “ Similar Cases.”
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Gen. Walker is to be commended for the efiectiveness with which he

demolishes the fallaciesof the anarchistic Mr. Gunton, presented in the‘
latter’s argument for eight hours. Gen. Walker'sobjection to a uniform
eight-hour law, applicable to all trades and avocations, reads as if derived.
from a study of “ Backward," one of the principal features of
which is the regulation of the hours of work to the intensity
demanded by each particular branch of industry, and we concur in
according a hearty negative to his closing query: “Is it then possible,
will it ever be possible, so to control the conditions under which labor is
conducted as to make it compatible with political justice, or even with
ordinary honesty as between man and man, to prescribe the same number
of hours per day for all?"

Is Narxoxanrsu A Six Aoamsr Lrnenrr?
In the Open Court of July 10th, Mr. Thaddeus B. Wakeman of

New York has an able article under the above caption. Commencing
by answering certain arguments of Mr. Hugh 0. Pentecost, Mr. Wake-
man proceeds to show, by a series of scientific demonstrations, that the
liberty of the individual will not be curtailed under a nationalistic
régime, and that it is of little use to discuss social questions unless the
controlling fact thatsociety is an organism be kept in mind, and thelaws
underlying the structure and workingof this organism and its constitu-
ent elements be regarded. Thus it is shown that the cry of tyranny
against the compulsion to co-operation on the part of those who do not
desire to co-operate is utterly unscientific, because it is impossible for a
human beingto “ secede from motherearth and her little familyof plants
and animals, and human society with its organic co-operation, and
social laws, and moral duties.” Men and women are not metaphysical
individual entities without laws, conditions, and duties; theycannot exist
except as membersof theorganic unity,and can no more secede from their
connection with this organic unity and live than could a hand, an arm, or
a leg retain life after separation from the body. Tyrannyis thereforeout
of the question in theordinary meaningof thatterm. It exists only in the
sense thatwe must all inevitablysuffer thepenalty of endeavoring to live
in unconformity with the law of nature. But this law, in the modern
scientific sense, is the reverse of tyranny,inasmuchas in social as in every
other science it is but the result of an observed order of phenomena or
events, without which order freedom of action cannot exist. “Thus
order was and is ever thecondition of liberty,—the base of progress.”
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Mr. Wakeman then goes on to show how nationalism,when operating

'in its full integrity,will abolish all semblance of tyranny by restoring
and establishing upon a scientific basis the conditions of liberty and
individuality. The former is not inconsistent with the latter, but is
rather the medium of its full development in its highest phase. A
secured material existence, and equal opportunities for all to manifest
their natural mental tendencies, will be the means of cultivating and
displaying diversity of “character, life, and pursuits " to a degree
rntterly impossible under our present social system, and to an extent of
grandeur that has not yet entered into the mind of even the most san-

guine of our social reformers. '

The editor of the Open Court does not think that the hopes which
are entertained regarding the beneficial eifects of nationalism upon the
body politic “can be justified before the tribunal of reason and common
sense.” He agrees that there is a truth in nationalism,and that, if the
system were applied to the operation of certain industries which are of
common interest, it would be well; but, if carried beyond the point at
which he thinksit should stop it is “ a scheme that scarcely deserves
serious consideration.” While agreeing that society is an organism of
co-operating individuals, he is inclined to dispute the interdependence of
the several units, and fails to see that no one can do anything which is
not of common interest. He utterly mistakes the ideas of nationalism
with regard to competition. As has been often said, nationalists do not
wish to abolish competition, but simply to remove it from its present
low plane. The competitive brute struggle for the means of physical
subsistence is what we would abolish, and this in order that full sway
and opportunity may be given to a higher competition, wherein the full
manhood of mankind may be evolved. and every person in this world
may be unrestrained in the endeavor to attain to the highest and best
that is with the compass of his natural capacity. The illustration of
Prussia is altogether beside the purpose. Paternalism and fraternalism
are so distinct and different thatno illustrationof the latter can bedrawn
from any existing system of government. We cannot be surprised,
however, that the Prussian commonwealth is regarded as the best reali-
zation of moderate nationalismby one who can define competition — the
raging battle for human existence—as “identical with liberty and
comprehending the right of everybody to do better, if he can, in a cer-
tain line of industry than his fellowman.”
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ATTITUDE OF THE PRESS.
 

Many have criticised Bishop Potter's address at Harvard because it
sounded a note of warning. This was to be expected. There is a class
— its antitype that gathering in “ Belgium's capital ”— whose orators,
closing their eyes and stopping their ears to all that warns of danger to
their country, charm and tickle the self-approbation of their hearers by
graphic pictures of our wonderful growth as a nation, and arouse their
enthusiasm by painting, in glowing terms, a second century of greater
prosperity and grandeur. With appetites whetted by such self-laudation,
many of our citizens, especially those whom happy fortune has borne on
the wave of prosperity, object to hearing any calm, philosophicalanalysis
of the situation, any attempt to lay bare the forces which are working a

change in this republic, and subverting the condition of equality and
fraternity in which it was founded. Whoever has courage to point out
the dangers that threaten us is a pessimist.—“ On with the dance.”
Still we bid them speak and repeat their words, if mayhap some of the
careless ones may be made to pause, to listen, and to think.

“A portion of our contemporaries of the press, who have commented
upon recent public addresses, are disturbed by the address of Bishop
Potter, because it takes too gloomy a view of the condition of affairs.
One of them instances the Fourth of July oration of Mr. E. A. Pills-
bury as an answer to, if not a refutation of, the bishop's position. It
is a most mistaken and a most dangerous view, however, to assume, as it
is undertaken to do in this instance, that the people who warn of danger
are prophets of evil to be deprecated, while those who prophesy smooth
things are patriots to be praised. One of the worst possible signs of the
times is not only that evil is being done, but thatthere are good men in
the community who deprecate calling attention to the fact, and who com-
plain if specifications are made with regard to it. History teaches that it
is this spirit which precedes the downfall of nations."—Boston Herald.

Some of the thoughtful leaders in our national life took advantage of
its great anniversary to tell the people, in plain language, of the perils
which threaten the stabilityof our institutions. They should be heard.

Bishop Huntington says: “Hundreds of thousands of men, women,
and children are not free in any true American sense of the word
freeman. In factories, in mines, in shops, in the great industries, in the
controlled, terrorized ballot, they are in an actual and unrighteous
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slavery. Class is enslaved by class, and the American intelligence and
education have informed the sufferers of their servitude. Is it not
obvious how theannual festival ought to be used by orators, by statesmen,
by the press, for reconciliation, for justice, for industrial emancipation,
for the breaking of yokes, and the easing of burdens, and the averting of
the impending danger?"

The Independent, in which the above and the following extracts from
utterances by men of national repute are found, comments editorially
upon this: “No other article in the series which we publish has more

deeply interested us than that by Bishop Huntington. He is an old
man; he comes from conservative Boston; he is a bishop of the Pro-
testent Episcopal Church; he is a man of broad scholarship and the
finest culture. If there is any man from whom a conservative view
might have been expected, it is Bishop Huntington. But Bishop Hunt-
ington finds the great and oppressive lesson of the day in the social con-
flict which is arising between employers and employed, or between
wealth hedged about by opportunities of combination and extortion and
labor limited, controlled,and oppressed. He believes that this is the day
to preach the doctrine thatall men are born free and equal, and that this
equality is an equality of the poor as against the rich, of liberty against
social tyranny,of deliverance from grasping monopolists. We call special
attention to his solemn words. Our people are no more threatenedby for-
eign oppression, but these words deserve to be quoted in full: ‘ They are
threatened by a social tyranny growing up among ourselves. They are

imperilled by enormous 'and unscrupulous accumulations of wealth.
They are strangled by grasping monopolies. They are crushed by a

selfish, heartless, pitiless power of money and the passion for money.’ ”
We reprint in full the words of Hon. Cassius M. Clay, formerlyminis-

ter to Russia. “ I have but one thought to present to your readers for
July 4th. We must declare anew our independence of corporations.
The chief of these are the railroad corporations. They control now all
the sources of political power, and are fast absorbing the whole wealth
of the people. All other trusts, combines.and robberiesare the ofi-shoots
of the railroad system. (This is a significant statement. It should be
given thoughtful consideration. It indicates where the first blow must
be struck by the people in any attempt to wrest from the monopolists
the unjust and pernicious power which they have assumed.) There
must be a department of ways, etc.,— railroads, water-ways, etc. This
head of commerce can kill all the criminal ‘ trusts ’ and swindles in the
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Union with a word. The greatest of all my thoughts—theone thought
—is one which more than a million of times at my individual expense
has gone into print.”

“The railroad: must be owned by the Government, valued andpaidfor
at afair price: it will be a great sum, but it is the price of liberty."

Hon. Albion W. Tonrgee very pertinently says: “The old Fourth
of July celebration was based very largely on the almost universal sense
of equality. Riches counted for but little in those days. Neighborship
was a common bond. Social circles met and overlapped without fear of
contamination or reproach. This condition of affairs no more exists.
Proximity has developed repulsion among the atoms of society. The
city separates men, classes, households. Money outranks worth, merit,
brain,—everything. Public displays have come to take on the character
of the games of the amphitheatre,—they are ‘shows for the people’
instead of popular demonstrations.”

John Bascom, LL.D.. of Williams College, writes: “ The underlying
idea of our national life has been from the beginning the democratic
idea,— the prosperity of the people. The form which this idea is today
assuming is the improvement of the condition of the laboring classes;
the softening down by more equal terms of production; the alienation
and asperity of classes,— asperities so sure to thrive on the unimpeded
pursuit of personal interests. Here is where our present labor as a free
people lies. This is our path of progress. Here, therefore, we haveuthe
condition of popular enthusiasmand national life. The influence of the
Fourth of July can be re-established, its hold upon the general mind
renewed and strengthened,—and that without reference to race or relig-
ions distinction,—by associating its celebration,as often as circumstances
permit, with a spontaneous rally prompted and guided by the discussion
of one or other of the many social problems which touch our joint con-

cerns, and bring to us the claims of our national life in a distinct form.
Doing something,winning something, yielding something.will alone
nourish patriotism. The abilitycandidly,quietly, and patriotically to
consider claims and concessions, those which are our own and those of
others, is a great—the very greatest—attainment in national life, and
will call out that life in its most effective form.”

With its 25th anniversary the New York Natiau in a calm and judicial
manner reviews the course of our national life. It is in its industrial
aspect and in the eflect of that upon our political life that the Nation
finds the most radical changes. During the war “ nearly every state had
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at least one senator of the type of Seward, or Sumner, or Fessenden,
or Trumbull,—generally a man of very moderate pecuniary means.-
who not only exerted great influence on the politics of his state, but
spoke with more or less moral and intellectual authority on all the
questions of the day. This type has almost completely disappeared.
It can hardly be said to have any representative whatever in the senate
today. The senate has, in fact, become almost exclusively a capitalist’s
chamber, and it is only from the South that poor men continue to find
their way into it with ease. At the North there is a steady tendency to
give seats in it to successful manufacturers,speculators, or railroad men.
As a general rule, too, this class brings to the work of legislation con-
siderable contempt for public opinion as expressed through the news-

papers, and an almost unbounded belief in the venality of state legisla-
tures as the result of their own experience in business life.”

“No change has been so marked as the transfer to wealth of the
political and social influence which was formerlyshared, if not absorbed,
by literary, orawrical. or professional distinction. The popular interest
which once centred in the latter has been almost fully transferred to the
great millionaires. It is their personality and doings which now pique
popular curiosity and touch the popular imagination. It is their talk
which commands most attention and which is believed to have most
power. In politics they have become perhaps the greatest force of the
day, owing in part to the virtual withdrawal of the bar and the clergy
from the political arena, but in still greater part to their power of
‘owning ’ both men and newspapers,— that is, of controlling politicians,
and directing the course of the press.”

Victor Yarros in the Christian Register gives us one of those optimis-
tic visions of laissez faire. He recognizes the present tendency to
monopoly,but like Macawbersinks back and advises “ waiting for some-
thing to turn up.” We cannot see any justification for his siren song:
“_The conviction seems to be spreading, both among practical men of
affairs and speculative thinkers,that a new and opposite tendency,a ten-
dency toward decentralization and dispersion of wealth and capital, has
just set in, which will, in a comparatively short period, undo the
mischief of monopoly’s reign."

Harper’: Weekly puts clearly the reason why the people condemn
trusts, and admits the correctness of the position taken by nationalists
that trusts demonstrate one of the fundamental principles of nationalism.
namely: that cooperation is more economical for those who co-operate
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than competition. There is a demonstration of this economy in the
interest of the people whenever the co-operation is coextensive with
their political organization. It says of the decision of the New York
Supreme Court in the case of the sugar trust: “ It justifies the instinc-
tive public condemnation of trusts as ruthless monopolies. The plea
that combination favors both larger production and cheaper supply is
ofiset in the public mind by the knowledge that there is and can be no

guarantee of such a result. The combinationis formed not for benevo-
lent and philanthropicpurposes, but for the pecuniary advantage of the
eomhiners; and if, when competition is abolished, the profits of the
combinationare not satisfactory,the price will be raised until theyare.”

The solution is to be a far different one from thatwhich VictorXarros
thinks he sees. The San Francisco Chronicle has indicated a state of
afiairs which may arouse the temper of the American people and pre-
cipitate a nationalisticsolution much sooner than any of us have hitherto
thought possible. Of the growing prevalence and possible effect of the
introduction of foreign syndicates it says :-

“ It is a very old story, thatof the man who kicked his dog, but would
allow no one else to kick him. The several states, through the medium
of their legislatures, have kicked and cufied the people about in the
interests of domestic corporations and syndicates and trusts, but they
will be very slow to do the same thing in the interests of foreign capital.
Out of this nettle danger we may, perhaps, pluck the flower safely.
Perhaps the insolence and exactions of the foreign syndicates will
awaken the American people to a realization of the abasement to which
they have been subjected by home corporations and syndicates, and may
teach them to take the control of certain great enterprises into their
own hands. The surest way to beat a trust is to fight it with its own

weapons. Make the people of the United States the shareholders in a

trust, the direction of which shall be in the hands of the duly elected
agents and representatives of the people, and no syndicate, foreign or

domestic, can hope to compete with it.”
Last monthwe celebrated the one hundred and fourteenth anniversary

of our independence from the political control of the mother country;
but is there not a danger that England may acquire a more insidious
influenceand power over our national life, and exact from us a tribute
much heavier than a tax upon tea, if our industries are owned and con-
trolled by the magnates of the world's metropolis, as they now control the
industrial life of India and the other dependencies of Great Britain?
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NEWS OF THE MOVEMENT.
 

In the limited space at our command, it is of course quite out of the
question to give anythingmore than a résumé of what is going on in the
various states of the Union. Suflicient will. however. be found each
month to enable all friends of our movement to feel that the efforts
which they are putting forth in the service of the cause are not in vain,
and to encourage them to go forward in the good work to which they
have set their hands. It would be very difiicult to find, in the history
of social or religious agitation, a corresponding amount of increasing
activity during so short a period from the beginning of the upheaval.
At first this might have been regarded by the sceptical as a mere spasm,
the efiect of which would soon disappear. But. although the time is
short since the incipient steps were taken from which the apparently
irresistible movement received its initial impetus, it is yet sufliciently
long, and the progress sufficientlyregular in thegradations of its increas-
ing intensity, to make it a reasonable assumption that we are engaged in
a work which will go on until satisfactory results are achieved. The
numberof clubs continues to increase, and the zeal of all shows no sign of
abating as time passes. The co-operative or nationalisticcommonwealth
draws near apace, and if we remain, everyone of us, true to the principles
which we advocate, the change from the old to the new will be peace-
ably and painlessly effected.

CALIFORNIA still maintains its almost feverish activity; and, notwith-
standing the number of clubs already within the borders of the state.
several new ones have recently been formed, as will be seen by a refer-
ence to our list of secretaries. In Los Angeles has been begun the
system of establishing clubs in the various wards of the city, and here,
as in New York city, we are informed that the plan is working well.
There has also been inaugurated a series of open-air meetings, which are

pronounced “a decided success.” From the new clubs at Stockton,
Guerneville, Occidental, Healdsburg, and other places are continually
received reports which are very satisfactory,and it will be surprising if
some important work of a practical nature is not soon in operation in the
state.

Conxacrrcnr is also doing well, but here the soil is not so favorable
for growth. Corporations and their employés cover the state, and the
condition of the latter is better than that of their comrades in many
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other parts. As a consequence, they are not so intimately alive to the
necessity of improvement, for human nature has not yet arrived at that
sublime height where the ordinary man or woman can feel for another’s
woe as keenly as for his or her own. In Bridgeport a club was organ-
ized on the evening of July 8th, when the Rev. Lewis B. Fisher. pastor
of the Universalist church. was chosen president; Frederick W. McLel-
lan, vice-president; and David Pike, secretary. After this a committee
consisting of the above and Messrs. Samuel Mellor. John Cavelti, and
William Healy was formed for drafting a plan of operations for the
fall. Considerable enthusiasm was displayed at the meeting, and a

vigorous campaign. later in theyear. is anticipated.
In MASSACHUSETTSwe have to record the formation of a new club

at South IN-amingham, at which the following temporary ofilcers were
chosen: C. A. Simpson, president, and Wm. D. McPherson, secretary.
In Missomu a second club has come into existence in Kansas City,
while in the state of Kansas we are informed that several clubs exist.
Of these, however, we have not received any detailed reports, and shall
feel obliged to any friend who will supply the deficiency. NEBRASKA
has now fallen into line, and thecity of Lincoln goes on record as having
formed the pioneer club of the state. This club organized by adopting
the constitution of the Nationalist Club of Boston, and electing the
following ofiicers: W. S. Wynn, president; H. F. Rose, recording
secretary; Mrs. N. S. Baird, financial secretary; William Robertson,
corresponding secretary.

In New YORK city five new clubs have been formed, and the system
of organization according to wards has been pretty thoroughlycarried
out. It is thought that every ward will soon have its nationalist club.
This is of course a prelude to entering the political field, which it is in-
tended to do ‘prior to the forthcoming elections. As there is within the
city a body of organized nationalists said to number 50,000, it will easily
be seen that the influence which can be exercised in the work of purify-
ing the political atmosphere is very great. Add to this number the
Knights of Labor, who are nationalists in all but the name, and the
membersof the Farmers' Alliance. who go almost all the way with them,
and will work with them to secure theaims at present on the programme,
and it would seem that the prospect of a political revolution in the
Empire State is among the possibilities.if indeed it cannot be numbered
among the probabilities,of the near future. ‘There is within the city
and state a strong and influential detachment,opposed to taking political
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action at present, and the resolution of the central committee, that the
time is now ripe for taking steps to overthrow the present political
parties, has been severely condemned by these. The indications are,
however, that the opponents are in a minority, and that political action
will be inaugurated. It is pleasing to note that difierences of opinion
do not affect the friendlyfeelings existing between the members of the
differing bodies, and that the “ Brotherhoodof Humanity ” is too deeply
entrenched in the heart of the true nationalist to be even shaken, much
less uprooted, by any difference of opinion as to method of immediate
procedure.

The OHIO clubs have recently held a state conference for the purpose
of arranging a “concert of action throughout the state and for the pro-
motion of nationalismsubstantially as laid down in the Declaration of
Principles of the Boston club, No. 1.” A permanent organization
was effected by the selection of Mr. George Riddle, of Fountain Park,
as chairman; Charles F. Kipp, of Columbus, secretary; and F. A.
Brennan. of Cincinnati,assistant secretary: and appointing a committee
on resolutions as follows: E. J. Bracken,Columbus; F. L. Rice, Cleve-
land; George P. Bethel, Columbus; F. A. Brennan, Cincinnati; S. S.
Staley, Mechanicsburg; and I. E. Moore, of Muskingum. Resolutions
were adopted, embodying the California plan of operation and adminis-
tration, and the declaration of principles of the original Boston club.
Other resolutions of a similar tendency were afterwards passed, and
Omo placed herself in line with CALIFORNIA for the realization of a.
real and effective administration of the afiairs of the people, by the
people. and for the people.

In OREGON clubs have been formed, through the instrumentality of
Bro. J. H. White, at Astoria, Beaver Creek, and Natal, and the Far-
mers’ Alliance is said to be opening its eyes to the fact that nationalism
embraces everythingfor which they are striving. and are consequently
manifesting as strong disposition to join hands with us in our work.
Washington, D. C., still shows itself not only in line but on the march,
and has formed its fourth club, with Prof. G. M. Kimbell,president;
Mrs. Anna M. Coleman, vice-president; Dr. Edward Jones, treasurer;
Mrs. Jeanie Foster Brackett, secretary; Prof. Wm. H. Seaman, Mrs.
Helen Rand Tindell, Mr. E. P. Whipple, Mrs. Mary E. Morrison, M.D..
Dr. M. McPherson. Miss Emma Mott, Mr. Edward Peters, Miss Mary
Willard, Dr. John Ely Brackett, and Miss Helen Kate Pearl, executive
committee.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
 

A SUGGESTION.
In view of the near approach of the formation of the Nationalist

League, I would like to suggest the adoption of an emblem and of a
motto for the league. For our emblem I would suggest that type of ‘

co-operative industry and welfare, a hive of bees. And for our motto
a quotation from Mr. Bax-ton’s sermon (Looking Backward, page 285.
paper), “Let us burst the barred gates.” What say my brother nation-
alists? Fraternallyyours, BERRY Baxsox.

INVENTION UNDER NATIONALISM.
I am not able to see clearlyhow invention will progress under nation-

alism at the rapid rate at which it has been doing under our patent laws
and the hope of reward ofiered by our present social system.

Now men study over ideas of improvement in machineryand methods,
taxing themselves severely, in time and strength and money, in order
to accomplish a desired end. They cannot forget it, or put it aside.
They feel that they must make the discovery. Hope leads them on by
day and night. I have myself sat up all night planning improvements
in machinery.

Under nationalism,some men. like Edison, for instance, would plan
and study just the same. It is their life. They are the men who, like
Agassiz, scornfully reply: “ Money! I have not time to make money!”
But to most inventors money is the great spur to endeavor; and, if men
were all following congenial occupations, their comfortable living assured
in return for their steady labor, it does not seem to me likely that any
other incentive would spur them to those giant efforts which have re-
sulted so often in great discoveries. With the expenditure of a little
time, a little thought, and failing to think the matter out. would not
most men —say nearly all—let it go, and take their case? Will some
of my brother readers kindly give their views on this subject?

Pxs'roN Ron.

A FEW WORDS.
It might be well for those persons who take pleasure in throwing“cold

water” on the ideas of the more progressive nationalists (and socialists,
if you please), by advising caution in disseminating projects for imme-
diate reform, to notice how near we really are to our grand ideal. It is
very well to say that the social democracy is fifty years off, but it is
obvious that, unless continuous effort is made, in a practical way, all
along the lines, the great reforms of our social “re-constructionists"
will never become more than dreams.

We must educate, but that is not all. Practical examples will do far
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more than books and lectures. Works are always more forceful than
words. “ Yeshall know them by theirworks,"said the greatest reformer.

Are we so sure that the ideal government is half a century from us ?
Was the world ever in greater need of reform? _Were men ever so
conscious of its necessity? Are not all the tendencies of the age hear-
ing us toward the co-operative commonwealth?

Let us not, then, waste words on the period needed to ultimate the
social scheme. but with one mind work as if tomorrow would bring us
triumph. United in this idea our efiorts will become greater, our
struggle with the competitive system more determined, until at length
the battle-lineswill be in plain view, and theWaterlooof injustice come.

LEO N. Woon.

THE NAVAL STATIONS AND NATIONALISM.
The December number of your magazine contained an excellent

article from Dr. W. L. Faxon in refutation of the “false hopes ” of
Goldwin Smith. As a workman, however, thorou hly conversant with
the details, I object to the manner in which Dr. axon alludes to our
naval stations as failures. I deny this, and I submit that it is for the
interest of nationalists to examine all the facts before they make such
sweeping assertions. The working people of the yards have not been
heard from yet. I have something to say myself. If I have an oppor-tunity, it will develop on the following themes.

1. The influenceof capitalists is brought to bear unduly upon public
opinion to have all the construction work of the government done in
two yards on the Atlantic and one on the Pacific,because money would
be saved by it.

2. Large contractors swell the number of those who object to the
government’s doing its own work, for obvious reasons.

3. A greater number of naval ofiicers must be employed than can
be paid for sea duty; they naturally grumble at the cost of the work
done in the yards. .

4. Costly experiments, such as bending-mills,and furnaces for forc-
ing chemicals into timber, have monopolized the money which should
have gone to workmen.

5. An undue interference in the management and control of work-
men by naval ofiicers.

6. The absence of any concert of action between the civil service
and the organizations of the workmen in purging the yards of lazy or
incompetent men.

7. The cost to the government of an unwise and defective system of
apprenticeship.

8. Lack of organization in the control of workmen. There should
be a grade below that of quartermen, so that small groups of men, even
though honest and competent, should act promptly as units in their labor.

Yours in the interests of nationalism, EDWARD H. Rooeas.
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HELP YOURSELVES.

If our principles are practicable,—which I believe,—we need not wait
for millions of converts before putting the principles into practice. If
they are practicable for sixty million people, theyare practicable for one
million, one thousand, or even for one hundred,— if the hundred are
able-bodied and skilled in the most essential industries. And if, when
we have a hundred such people in our ranks, we do not attempt to put
our principles into practice, we must expect many persons to be doubtful
of either our sincerity. our earnestness, or our business capacity.

We should now speak more of what we should and will do than of
what they should do. “God helps those who help themselves.”

Suppose that a hundred associated farmers were trying to persuade
all the farmers of America to practice a new system of agriculture, but
did not try the new system themselves. Could we reasonably expect
their arguments to be very effective? Would it not be ridiculous for
them to say: “We won’t practice the new system until everybody else
does P”

No wonder our movement has been called “kid-gloved.” We should
do something—asChrist did—besides preaching. “All that believed
were together and had all things common.”—-Acrs II, 44. pie did not
wait for sixty million converts before trying to practice his principles,
or to prove their practicability.

And why should we wait? Let us organize our forces according to
their various occupations. Then let us get a suitable estate and build
thereon a nationalist village. We should have to decide what should
be the chief industry in the first village, and then set our architect and
surveyor at work. I should vote for shoe-making. Next our carpenters,
masons, plumbers, and builder's helpers would be employed; and. when
buildings were ready for them, our farmers, gardeners, and shoe-makers.
Then there would be employment for cooks and bakers, school-teachers,
printers, blacksmiths,wheelwrights, a barber, a physician, and, as the
population thus increased, for more and more continually. The farm
land would acquire the value of town land, and only very bad manage-
ment could cause a financial failure.

Whatever is right surely must be practicable. Have we been doubt-
ing the rightness of our principles?

I want to see the rightness of our principles proved in one nationalist
village; and I am sure that one successful example of their practica-
bilitywill do more good than ten thousand verbal assurances.

WM. HARRISON RILEY.

AMBITION THE RULING INCENTIVE.
In the June number of THE NATXONALIST Mr. Wm. H. Randall con-

tributes, under the above title. an interesting article, which contains manygood points and not a few fallacies.
It is a fallacy,for instance, to say that “ ofiicial rank should be recog-
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nized by increased emoluments." Why? As Mr. Bellamy says, “ a
man is debtor to society to the extent of his ab2'l2't1'es,and a creditor to
the extent of his needs.” The money of the future will measure com-
modities by time, will draw no interest, will not be transferable, and will
revert to the state at the death of its holder. It is in this life only
that a man should have a right to reward for his services. Again, Mr.
Randall says, “absolute equality. except of opportunity. is a chimera.”
He is mistaken. If all men’s needs are satisfied, there is an “ absolute
equality " of gratification,and sense of satisfaction,no matter how much
inequality there may exist, or how great differences there may be be-
tween or in those needs. Next I find it stated that “ the ranks of labor
should be graded and remunerated according to skill and ability; the
lowest getting a minimum.” How the “lowest "? That is just the
trouble now. The ranks of labor are graded. and those who work the
hardest get the least reward. Mr. Randall evidently has not divested
his mind of the capitalistic fallacythat the nasty,disagreeable, and most
laborious occupations are the lowest or least honorable. In the new dis-
pensation, cesspool-cleaningand dish-washing will be as high and as hon-
orable occupations as those of the banker or physician. while those
who perform these eminently necessary services will be entitled to
greater consideration on the part of the people becauseof their unselfish
and self-sacrificinglabors for the good of the community.

The best point made is contained in the language “but not in the
doing away with money." Money, in some form, must always exist.
“The power of money to oppress ” is one of the principal objective points
of the aggressive onslaught of nationalism. What must be our astonish-
ment and dismay, then, when we discover that Mr. Randall proposes to
perpetuate “the power of money to oppress," which intention he avows
in this sentence: “ It would also recognize the right to live without work-
ing in the army of labor if one had means to do so.” That one sentence
saps the basic foundations and perverts the definitions of nationalism.
Utury or interest is “the power of money to oppress,” and a man must
either work or live upon the interest of money. Nationalism demands
that the power of money to draw interest, in the hands of the :'ndz'v:'dual,
shall be taken away and destroyed. Hence. ALL MEN unsr woax.
The nationalization of land destroys rent (land interest), as by the
single-tax system land interest is paid to the state or people collectively,
not to the individual. Senator Stanford's bill destroys money rent or
interest. as it provides that a nominal rate of interest shall be paid to
thepeqzle, not to the indit-idual. Fraternally, GEORGE C. WARD.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
 

Qlkatiooufor this department must be brief. and of some geneml interest to nationalists.
Replies are solicited and will be noticed when re:-cited.’ they should. in all cases, be inim-

daced by the numberof the question amwered.
_

Communicationsshould be received by the iflh day Q!’ the vmmlh. or insertion in the next
following mun!-er of the magazinecannot be guaranteed.

l.— Upon what does the commercial value of anything depend, and what
is the reason for this? S. W. M.

2.—What is the total capitalizationof the railroads of the United States;
how much per cent of this is watered; and what is the estimated interest
and dividends payable on the same each year? A. E. C.

3.— Is it too early yet to begin to organize the regiments of the Industrial
Army? Would not such a movement draw attention to the nationalist pro-
gramme more strongly than anything else? Do we not need to advertise
ourselves in every way,—-boldly and conspicuously? L. M. B.

4.— Is it not true that personal emolument is the greatest incentive to
individual eifort, and has not the world's progress in invention. and the
introduction of new and untried processes, arts, and apparatus, been mostly
due to extraordinary eiforts on the part of a few persons who saw in pros-
pective profits a reward for their labor ? A. M. I).

5.— Can any or my brother nationalistsgive me the names of friends oi‘
thecause in Atlanta, Ga., or any othertowns in thestates of Georgia or South
Carolina ? Baum’ B1-:.\'so.\'.

[l|ir. Benson will [eel obliged by having answers to this question addressed to him at
Augusta, Ga.— En.)

6.—Where can I find a list of the owners or the land of the United States,
with the quantity held by each? M. Y.

7.— Is it necessary to have n nationalist badge? Is not the work which
we have in hand too important to permit of our employing any of our time
in thinkingabout such things as badges, signs, passwords, etc. ? A. Z.

8.— Can any of your readers tell me in how many states nationalist
leagues have been founded, and in how many the nationalists as a body are
going to enter politics next fall ? I.\'Q1'1m-zn.

9.--What is the true condition of the Kaweah Colony? The accounts
which I see in the newspapers are so contradictory that I cannot make out
the real condition of the colony. Is it true thatMr. Laurence Gronlund is
going to be thesecretary ? K. C.

lO.—- Can any reader tell me the names of the original Brook Farmers, and
whether any of them are now living ? A. E. B.
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LITERARY NOTICES.
 

Midnight Talk: at the Club. Reported by Amos J. Frsxa. New York:
Fords, Howard & l-Iulburt, 1890.

Various are the subjects upon which our little knot of friends descant in
aquiet corner room of the Asphodel Club, and, strange to say, on every
occasion somethingis actuallysaid about them, and so pleasantly said that
we thankthe quiet listener who has recorded these conversations for our
beneflt. Four persons constitute the group, and get nicknamed the “owl
party," on accountof the smallness of the hours into which they carry their
discussions. Temperance and prohibition.superstition and religion, politi-
cal immorality and public rectitude mark the prophets, and the Irish-Amen
icans, delusion, faith, toleration. enlightenment, and kindred subjects are
discussed on successive Saturday evenings between Tom Benedict, who
rejects all theologicalsystems which “ require negation of the intellect or
the conscience of reasoning men," Col. Bloodgood, a silver-haired emphatic
contestant of every view which he discovers to be held by a fellowman,
and Judge Trueman, who acts as moderator at the conference, and has the
rare facultyof seeing more than one side of a subject. It is an attractively
written book. and will be found a pleasant and not unprofitable companion
to one seeking a little relaxation from the serious concerns of life.

Comprehensive Volapuk Grammar. By Aurmcn Posr. Mattapan, Mass. :

Alfred A. Post, 1890.
By many persons it has long been thoughtthattherewas no more necessity

for diversity in the medium of communicating verbally than musically ex-

pressed ideas. There have consequently been made various attempts to
construct a universal language, but none so ingenious as Volapuk and a
system devised by Stephen Pearl Andrews, which he called Alwato. Each
of these experiments has been carried far enough to refute, apparently, the
theory thata language is from its nature incapable of artificial construction,
and the grammar before us will be found a valuable aid to those whose
curiosity may lead them to desire an insight into the anatomy of one which
has been manufactured. Whether a speech of this type is required as an
international language it is not necessary here to discuss. Many thinkthat
the general teaching of one of the modern European languages would be the
best solution of the problem. The English and the Germans especially seem
disposed to regard the learning of an entirely new vocabulary as utterly
useless. The French are not quite so thorough in their opposition, though
there is but little doubt that, if the French language were adopted for
general international intercourse, Paris would cease to be the seat of activity
in promoting the study of Volapuk. But, however opinions may vary upon
this subject, students will be found in numbers who desire a clear view of
this ingenious contrivancc for rectifying the eviloccasioned by thebuilding
of Babel. To such this grammar willbe found a most useful aid. The fun-
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damental rules are presented clearly and concisely; all the necessary details
of the languages are exposed with care; the pamphlet presents a good
typographical appearance, and its matter is so arranged as to give evidence
of scholarship and judgment.

Driven from Sea to Sea; or. Just a Campin. By C. C. Posr. Philadelphia
and Chicago: Elliott &. Beegley, 1889.

Truthis one of the most dlfllcultthingsto obtain from the pages of either
history or flction. In this book there appears to be no attempt to present
as withanythingbut the truth. Among which class it should be placed it
is somewhat dimcult to determine. It carries within itself such conviction
of the factualityof the occurrences recited thatone is induced at once to
exclude it from the catagory of fiction and assign it to thatof history. Cer-
tainly if nationalism be called upon to give a reason for its being. it can be
found here. The enormlties of our system of legislation by which the dis-
posal and occupation of public lands have been granted to railroad corpora-
tions and land companies is here laid bare.

The absolutelydisreputable legislativemeasures by means of which honest
and industrious settlers and their familieshave beendespoiled of thatwhich
they held in dependence upon the good faith of our government are laid
before us in all their hideousness. It is a book which should be read by
every person who feels an interest in the reputation of his country and the
welfare of his fellow citizens.

It is an awful truth to which we are in these pages introduced in as sim-
ple and unaffected a style as that of a Goldsmith,or a Stowe, and were a
cheaper edition issued,—as we hope will be the case,— it would doubtless
have a circulation like that of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, or Looking Backward.
So serious is thesubject, so important the lesson taught, so considerable the
part thatit will play in the inevitable struggle between the people and the
monopolists thatit is with pain thatone point for unfavorable criticism is
found. Jest seems out of place in such a book, especially where the con-
text would appear to give the jest thesemblence of reality. It is, therefore,
to be hoped thatthe authorwill revise his pleasantry as to the manner in
which English is spoken by the English, and therebyremove a blot from his
otherwise invaluable contribution to the literature of the day.

Recollections of General Grant. By Grzoucrz W. Camps. Philadelphia:
Collins Printing House, 1890.

A man of the people, warm-hearted, generous, but at the same time dis-
crew and wise in connsel, it was not strange or accidental, but natural,
inevitable. for George W. Childs to enjoy the friendship and confidence of
the great men of his time. His modest work, Recollections of General Grant,
is a valuable addition to our knowledge of thatside of the lives of ohr na-
tional heroes whlch links them to our common life.

The superstitious objection of General Grant to turning back, if he could
avoid it, may account for his indomitable persistance in the siege of Rich-
mond. It was the same boy that, starting on horseback for the mill,while
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musing passed theroad thatled to it. and instead of retracing his steps drove
a long distance around so that he could reach the mill without going back.

His fondness for music may be judged from a remark of his'made to
Robert C. Winthropat a concert in Baltimore. “ Why, Mr. Winthrop, I only
know two tunes: one is Yankee Doodle, and the other isn't." We may well
credit Mr. Chiids's statement: " He p0sses.~'c(l a great deal of quiet humor,
was an excellent story teller, was full of anecdote, and enjoyed a good joke."

That a universal turning of men's energies from the petty struggles for
self-support and aggrandizementfrom competitive warfare to the more in-
spiring pursuit of promoting the common welfare in a spirit of brotherhood
and co-operation will reveal in thousands powers now dwarfed by the
belittling spirit of business life is foreshadowed by the case of General
Grant. His case illustrates the fact thatour competitive system singles out
one facuity,aninferiorone, becauseunsociai and selfish, thatof iinanciering,
and crowns thatwith all the fruits of success.

We hope that this little book is but a sample of much more, equally inter-
esting, which Mr. Chlids has in reserve, and simply the introduction to a
more extended work of the same kind.

Child Labor. Two prize Essays. By Wumux Wnmovounv and Cr..uu:
ma GRAFFENRIED. Baltimore: The American Economic Association.

These essays are well worth reading for a variety of reasons. For the
general reader whose attention has not been especially called to the subject,
they present. in readable form, an appalling statement of the condition of
the children of the workingclass. the childrenwho are to be the majority of
the nation twenty years hence.

For the nationalist reader it is entertaining to note that Miss de Grai‘l'en-
ried, though thoroughlyinfected with the cheerful optimism which pervades
the department of labor, of which she is a very active employe’-, neverthe-
less, for the palliation of the evils of child labor, urges socialist measures
such as compulsory education with support for the children. and compen-
sation to the parents for the loss of the child's earnings.

For the specitlc student of economics the essays oifer a mine of wealth.
For they illuminateour oilicialdata as no mere nationalist or socialist can-

die-light of criticism could do. The Economic Association beingmade up of
professors, with Gen. Walkerat the head, cannot be suspected of carping
dissatisfactionwith thepresent social system, nor of indiscriminatehostility
to the bureaus of labor statistics, state and national. Yet this publication
is a reductio ad absurdum of all the statistical work hitherto done concern-

ing child labor. For Mr. Willoughbyproves from the official data. thatchild
labor is rapidly increasing, and Miss de Graifenried proves that it is rapidly
decreasing. And the Economic Association publishes the contradictory
essays, side by side, and divides the prize between the essayists.

There is reason to hope that this sublimeiy candid and unprejudiced ex-

posure of the worthlcssness of our present otiicial data may contribute to
the improvement of the work of the bureaus of labor statistics.
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it would be work in the interest of our movement if the clubs in all those

states which have bureaus would call the attention of the bureau to the
exposure made by these prize essays, and urge upon the bureaus the neces-
sity of persistent consecutive investigation of child labor, year after year,
until legislation is enacted so eifective and capable of enforcement as to
abolish the evil at once, and forever.

How 17iey Lived in Hampton. A Study of Practical Christianity applied
in the Manufacture of Woollens. By Enwsnn Evmu:'r'r l~l.u.1-:, I).D. Bos-
ton: J. Stillman Smith & Co.

In this book Dr. Edward Everett Hale has elaborated the idea upon which
his story of “ Back to Back" was i‘ounded,— a story which, when published
in Harper's Magazine in 1873. in the midst of the great commercial depres-
siou, aroused so much interest that theauthorwas invited by theproprietors
of three different woollen mills to take and manage them on the plan pro-
posed. This volumedetails thevarious features of a successful, co-operative,
profit-sharing manufacturing enterprise, and has been written in narrative
so as to give a picture of the practicalworkingof such a scheme.

Dr. Hale draws admirably the distinction between work and labor; be-
tween theworkmanand thelaborer. The terms are so confounded nowadays
that it is well for us to bear in mind their radical diiference. “Labor is
always wearing, fatiguing, repulsive, and every man who is a man is always
trying to replace it by some less wearing, less repulsive, and less fatiguing
process. The whole of what you call civilization consists in substituting
work, which is the conquest of matter by spirit for labor, in which a man
throws his own dead weight or muscle against the dead weight of the clod
he is handling." He shows that, in the correct English of the Bible, labors
are spoken of as we speak of toils or drudgery. Paul and the other saints
are always hoping to be released from their labors, while they also, like
angels and archangels, are glad to be fellow-workmenwith God. The dis-
tinction he points out is intuitively drawn in our common speech, for a rail-
road engineer will speak of his locomotive as “laboring badly on an up-
grade," but when she runs all right he says : “ She works well.” A ship is
also spoken of as “laboring in a heavy sea,” but when she is going ahead
satisfactorilyshe is said to be “ workingalong finely." Therefore, when we
look for the reason why workingmen almost universally speak of them-
selves as “ laborers," and have their“ labor unions " and " Knights of Labor,"
it will be doubtless found in the fact thattheyare intuitivelyconscious of the
fact thatthey are held in the arduous bonds of industrial slavery. So, with
the realization of nationalism,when machinery is put to its rightful use of
substituting intelligent work for the drudgery of labor. producing, as it can,
amply to meet the wants of all, _we shall have men rejoicing in the honorable
name of workmen,and what is now “ Labor Day,“ in token of humanity's
grandest emancipation, shall become the holiday of the workers. “We
must do our part to have the drudgery done by beasts, by water, by steam,
by electricity, and by new power which the genius of man, guided by the
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Spirit of God, can tame. To make more places for workmen,and to nu more
laboring men into those places,-—thisis our duty."

A Strike of Millionaires against Miners; or, The Story of Spring Valley.
An open letter to the millionaires. “Our Bad Wealth Series,” No. 1. By
Hnxuv D. LLOYD. Chicago: Beiford Clarke Company, 1890.

In this age of strikes it is not always the workers who strike, as is in-
dicated by the title of Mr. Lloyd's book. That brilliant and great-hearted
journalist and publicist several months ago, in the shape of an open letter
of several columns, printed in the Chicago Herald, told the story of the crim-
inal and cold-blooded conspiracyof a group of enormouslyrich men against
a body of honest and industrious workingmen. That letter he has made the
basis of the present volume. which deserves a wide circulation among
patriotic citizensof the United States. The strong and truthfulwords here
uttered ought to ring throughout the land and arouse the people to a realiz-
ing sense of the greatest danger that has ever threatened our republic,-—
the danger of its conversion into the worst of despotisms.—that of rule by
an irresponsible plutocracy. A Strike of Millionaires Against Jiliners is
published as the first in a series devoted to social and economic questions,
appropriately called “ Our Bad Wealth Series," a name suggested by Emer-
son's words, “ It is high time our bad wealth came to an end.” If the
standard of the iirst number is maintained in its successors, it ought to be a
most valuable set of publications.

Mr. Lloyd appropriately introduces his subject by a chapter called “The
Prelude of Starved Rock." telling, dramaticallyand poetlcally, the story of
a promontory on the Illinois River where a handful of Illinois Indians, the
last of their race, was besieged by the savage Iroquois. He then proceeds
with the story of Spring Valley, to which new mining town, as is now

widely known, a number of millionaires, in their capacity as directors in
the Chicago and Northwestern RailwayCompany, and in the sub-companies
formed for mining, distribution of coal, and exploiting real estate in the
town, were parties to a shameful act of a kind thathas become quite com-
mon in our modern coal-mining tactics. That is, having enticed a large
body of the best miners from all parts of the country to Spring Valleyunder
false pretences, they shut down work in the mines with the deliberate
intention of starving the miners into accepting lower wages than had been
promised, and thus adding millions-tothe profits of their companies.

The worst of it is that Spring Valley is not an exceptional but a typical
case; a repetition, with unessential variations, of what has been done at
Hocking Valley in Ohio, and various other mining centres in Pennsylvania,
Indiana, Illinois, and elsewhere,—- and we iind that it is “ but one pustule of
a disease spread through the whole body." Mr. Lloyd does not overstate
factwhen he speaks of millionaires like these as hurrying the rights, pros-
perity, nnd libertiesof the country to a catastrophe “ by the greed and lust
of a small body of the richest and most dangerously disloyal men popular
government has ever been threatenedby.”
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CHAPTER VI.

GOD IN HUMANITY.
“PhilosophicMorality may start without God- it cannot
finish withouthim.” ELM! . Caao.
“There is a statement of Religion possible which makes
all scepticism absurd." Esraasou

37. Morality remains imperfect, till humanity becomes precious.
Saintly men and women, let me repeat, however lovely in themselves,
do not make humanity precious; it is humanity_ that gives value to
'their lives and labors, even to the life and death of a Father Damien.

How helpless humanity is by itself I We shudder at the desolate
condition of a handful of people in an open boat in mid-ocean; we

hardly realize that our actual condition on thisglobe of oiirs, whirling
through space, suspended between two infinities, is just as lonesome;
that we are by ourselves just as insignificant as a crowd of ants in a

huge ant-hill. We may have ever so many saints among us,—how
can they help themselves or us? Then thinkof the time, sure to come,
when humanity in the flesh will disappear, leaving not a trace behind
it! If all ends in smoke, what is the value of Morality, Love, Sympa-
thy,Sacrifice? We are entitled to ask thatquestion, for Utilitarianism
is right in this, that utility is an inherent element of Morality, as it is
of Value.

This leads us to the problem: will the coming nationalist society be
religious or atheistic? To be frank, the main purpose of this essay
has been, from the first, to solve this problem, as far as possible. I
honestly believeI have somethingworth saying on this point, simply
because0I have for years lived in imagination under a nationalist
regime.

Emerson says: “There is a statement of religion possible which
makes all scepticism absurd." I am confident that natidhalism can
make such a statement, which will be its intellectual achievement.
Again, I contend that socialism can show morality issuing in religion
as a tree bears blossoms and fruit, that I call its moral achievement.
Thus the preceding chapters become preparatory steps to what fol-
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lows. And, in order to be perfectly frank, I will here admit that my
hope of this essay’s attracting some attention lies just in the fact that
I have, as I believe, some novel ideas on these tremendeous subjects of
God and Immortality. I am fully aware that in spite of our pre-
vailingscepticism my fellowmen have an insatiable curiosity in regard
to any publication that so much as pretends to have anythingto say on
these matters. Witness the fact, that a most foolish book, entitled,
T/re To-marrow qf Death, translated from the French, enjoyed half
a dozen editions in a few months afler its appearance in London.
I maintain, then, that nationalismwill give us such a view of God as
will satisfy the most developed intellect. I say that it is possible to
predict what men will thinkon these subjects a century hence in a

society where a socialist regime will have prevailed, say fifty years.
I further deem myself able to prove in the following pages, that they
will be all but unanimous in aflirmation of the questions about which
such a scepticism now reigns.

Before I go to the heart of the matter, let me advance a few general
considerations. Many socialists now assume that when this world
ceases to be a “vale of tears,” particularly when it becomes a very
paradise, men will not care a particle for another world. I believe
there never was a greater error.

I believe, first, that the leisure, the ease that will prevail will pre-
ciscly dispose men to transcendental thoughts; that when they get out
of this world all that heart can wish, they will want to storm heaven
by force. It will be with the earth as with the magnificent estate of
which Dr. Johnson said; “Ay, sir, these are the things that make
Death bitter !”"—and he knew human nature pretty well. To quote
the Frenchmen of the First Revolution who pretty generallyembraced
atheism is not to the point, for the state of a people, all the time labor-
ing under a tremendous excitement, and so to say, breathing an at-
mosphere of fire that made their very brains boil in their heads, will
surely not apply to a nationalist community.

But of all general considerations the most important probably is,
that the period in which we are living, which began with the Refor-
mation, and now with railroad-speed is drawing to a close, is a trans-
ition period, and as such is, like the parallel time of the decline of
Rome, naturally fir-st sceptical then irreligious. On the other

—‘ Cardlnnl Maznrln expressed the same thought lyln on hls deathbed when surroundedbfivl lnnpmerableobjects of art and luxury, he exclnlme , "Oh, how hard it is to leave these
1 age. '
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hand, Organic Ages, like Antiquity, the Middle Age,—to which will
soon be added the coming Socialist Age,—are just as naturally, from
the unity and corporate responsibilitythat obtain there, intensely re-

ligious.
The Middle Age shows this connection most lucidly. Its feudal

society, thoroughlyharmonized by a logical and effective system of
ideas, constituted a splendid unity and organism whose parts were

vividlyconscious of their functions, while all efforts and ambitionscon-
verged in one direction. As a consequence “the heavens were imagin-
ed in close and tangible contact with the daily life of man; all were

compelled to obtain the great prize of life by the same formula."
Then we had a compact, coherent society, the functions of widely
differentiated parts concurring to a common end, and with certain
fundamental destinies in common; each in his due proportion partici-
pated in the divine blessing upon earth while each looked forward to
an identical glory.

It is a similar system thatwill obtain in the future, but raised on a
far higher plane, with delusions gone and a true brotherhood estab-
ished.

38. \Ve know, that now numbers of intelligent and well-informed
men deny downrighttheexistenceof God, and what indeed is far worse,
that scepticism on that point is more rampaht and wide-spread
among the masses than it ever was in Rome eighteen centuries ago.
What I have not a particle of doubt of, in my own mind, is, that
nationalismwill radically reverse this state of things; it will in the
minds of the vast majority make all doubt on I/ml paint z'mperz‘irze7:t.

By the advent and the following radical tr:‘.nsforma'tion of national-
ism mankind will, in very truth, be granted nothing less than a real
revelation from God which none can dispute,—a revelation tkroug/z
/mman /listory. What now most naturally creates scepticism will
then just as irresistibly create belief. To deny God’s existence will
seem to mankind very much the same thing as denying their own

existence as men. That is to say, the history of man will appear
like a whole divine drama, unrolling before the very eyes of humanity.
That which makes this remarkabledifference between then and now
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is simply the different points of view. It so happens that now—as in
every transition period—we are in the midst, in the thickof the plot,
the most vital of the plots so far, and the vast majority of men do not
see any issue out of it. Worse than that,our Spencers and otherpopu-
lar moral teachers afiirm, that it will remain an unsolved plot forever,
that the present social state is final, and that all further progress must
consist in accommodating ourselves, as best we may, to this state.
Where such shortsightedness obtains, history can be nothing else than
a record of force and fraud. But with nationalism we have a solution
of the plot, and all previous epochs and events are seen to be prepar-
ations for it—- history assumes the character of a drama.

And a d'z'1u'ne drama. Mankind used to ask for miracles in
proof of the truth of the gospels. What they r’e‘ally wanted was
evi'dence of the Intelligence behind phenomena, and they looked for
such evidence in infractionsof the natural order. Nationalismwill at
once open men's eyes to the fact, that the History of Man has been a

standing, continuous miracle; but it is the Order in thathistory which
will prove to them the existence of God as convincingly,as any fact
ever was proved from circumstantial evidence.

The first link of that chain of evidence is already supplied by
modern science, to wit: the law of evolution. It was a most fortunate
circumstance, that men found thatno scientificobservation of phenom-ena was possible unless directed and interpreted at least hypothetically,
by some theory, and that the more complex the phenomena, the
grealer the necessity, and that they thus discovered the law of evolu-
tion. But they fail, as yet, to see its vast significance. The same
men who use it to interpret the phenomena of the past, are, so to
speak, caught in the thicket of the plot in the midst of which we
find ourselves and refuse to use it to find the path out of it; and so

they preach the arrant nonsense that Evolution dethrones God. VVith
the advent of a socialistic regime, all will see, as a matter of course,
that evolution, instead of overturning a beliefin God, overturns really
a barbarous and crude conception of the way God works. Evolution
then will precisely make Me presence qf Goa’ t/te only possible
workinglzypotlieszis.

VVhat religious people hitherto had, exclusively, to trust to and
build on was the universal human instinct: that chance did not
stumble on every living thing,particularly that unique thing, human
consciousness, and its wonderful contents, science, art, morality, and
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the “ thoughts that wander through eternity.” They postulated
Purpose, in order to avoid the notion, shocking to that instinct, of a
“ fortuitous concourseofatoms.” But nationalism,as said, vouchsafes
us a complete, true, revelation of the Supreme will: it suddenly
reveals to us a 6rz'lIz'antly illuminatedsegment of t°tse{f.

Imagine yourself living at the advent of thatGolden Age and look
back the long stretch as far as tradition and scientific vision will take
you: societies of men evolved from social beasts of the field’, them-
selves for a long time not much less cruel and beastlythan their
progenitors, and blindly and laboriously groping in the dark. But it
is evident to you from the bird's-eye-view you now have, that a

superior power is preparing a path for them, leading their tottering
steps, overruling their vagaries and preventing them from straying
seriously away and going to destruction. Their freedom is fortunately
limited; they are as much in leading strings as children ever were.
At the very start, the infancy of their children is somehow lengthened,
and this you see creates home and its affections, Love suddenly
appears on the theatre of human_consciousness, man finds it pleasant
and is thus encouraged to develop'it more.

You can see how man was led from stage to stage, step -by step.
Nation after nation arose, ascended a stage, then declined, but not till
it had handed the torch of human progress to another nation, just
ascending. Men fought battles at Marathon, Hastings, Magileburg,
and Lutzen, at Gettysburg and Sedan, and all these battles had a

meaning, and were fought to accomplish the solidarity, the fellowship
of humanity. Men enslaved their fellow-men, but slavery will be seen
to have been the necessary initial stage of civilization,and preparatory
to a higher, to serfdom; this again, to wage-dom, and this to social
co-operation. Men tortured, burned, and scourged each other-
survivals from their animal past—but none of these torturings,
burnings, and crucifixions were suffered in vain. One selfish genius
after another arose, an Alexander, a Caesar, a Napoleon, who thought
to make humanity astepping stone to their own exaltation; they
were suffered to play their private game, believing that they were
following simply their private impulses, but as soon as they ceased to
contribute to a larger life for mankind, they were struck down. At
length the lowest, most numerous class of society awoke to self-
consciousness, and this inaugurated the last act of the drama. VVith
nationalism Purpose can like a red thread be traced all through
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history; God's presence will be a demonstrated fact: REASON
'rmUMPHs.

This will be a glorious achievement of socialism in the religious
sphere. It seems to me self-evident that every rational man, capable
of fully imagininghimself in a socialist regime and persuaded of its near
advent, must thereby becomevividly conscious and convincedof God’s
presence.

When nationalismwill have made belief in God vivid and strong
in the masses we shall witness our dogmatic churches, desirous of
preserving continuous life, reshape their dogmas in accordance with
the new revelation, and that perhaps will infuse new life into them;
but religious “professors " will no longer teach that Adam's fall is
responsible for whatever evils may still afliict us.

39. VVe now come to another intellectual achievement oi nation-
alism in the religious sphere— much more important than may appear
on first view: it is the new view it will give us of morality. VVe
have hitherto persistently considered it as a fact, a blind force; now it
becomesa law. Not a “law” like that of gravitation, which we

remember, is rather a force, but a rule of actionwhich we can disobey,
but to the penalty of which we then must submit.

Today we talk sufiiciently about morality as “ the moral law, ” but
the very greatest mischief is,‘ precisely, that our intellect does not
recognize its quality as law. Hear Sidgwick: “ I do not find in my
moral consciousness any intuition, claiming to be clear and certain,
that the performance of duty will be adequately rewarded and its
violation punished. ” \Ve constantly see this so-called moral law
violated with impunity; we are altogether blind to the penalty. The
most astonishing thing is that Mill, aye! that John Stuart Mill is
blind to it. On page 41 of his UtiliIrrrianz'sm we read: “ The
ultimate sanction of all Morality is a subjective feeling in our minds.
This sanction has no bindingefficacy on those who do not possess the
feelings it appeals to. ” This surely is a serious matter; I should say
that a theory like the above, which maintains in efi'ect, that a man

may get rid of his sense of moral obligation if he can, and that if he
does the obligation is gone, is as grossly immoral a theory as ever was
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published. And Mill evidently accepted this theory, though he pre-
fers not to say so; he only adds “ But this is a danger not confined to
UtilitarianMorality. ” Morison, also, in his Science of Alan, evidently
does not believe in the moral law (which as such must apply to all,)
for he divides mankind into two classes: “ Those who manifestlyhave
a congenital bias to vicious and malignant crime, who have no good
instincts on which a moral teacher can work” and “those with a

prompt unreflectingbias toward good. ” The first class he proposes
ruthlessly to weed out forever, and to retain only the last one in his
new society.

These various sentiments are evidently diametricallyopposed to the
philosophyof morality, set forth in these pages, and what is more,
they-‘constitutetoo sandy a foundation for any sort of real morality.
They cannot be the truth. The first reason why men now really
do not believe in any moral law is, of course, that they do not really
believe in God's presence. When we become convinced, as a nation-
alist regime will convince us, that there is a PURPOSE in the world,
then morality becomes a law. Morality is evidently deep in this
purpose, since it is the indispensable condition for social welfare. It
is only when there is a purpose that science discovers the reign of law,
whether in physical, physiological, or social phenomena; or wherever
she discovers powerful tendencies that yet will become law, then the
delayed purpose of the Universal Being is still manifested while
awaiting fulfilment.

_

Under nationalismthe supreme intelligent will is seen sitting in the
chair of that authority, with which chapter II opened but which
was acknowledgedthere as only a blind force, though the adjective
“ benevolent” was applied—a little too previously, I grant—to it.
He will be acknowledged as the Ultimate Reason, and as such our

only final guarantee that the universe will not restore itself into chaos
before our eyes, so to speak. “ He has so arranged the world as to
let us know that morality is the law he has prescribed for you and me.
The law is inflexiblebut noble, and should excite the sincere wish to
make it our urgent business to act up to it and carry it out.” This is
the rational and manly way to look at it and the worthiest concep-
tion of it.

Secondly, morality is a law, because we have to some extent, Free
VVill, i. e., power of refusing to obey it. We feel that free will is a

pre-requisite to morality; that without it there would be no morality.
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But how shall we reconcile these two things, that morality is both a
law and a fact? We have already answered this question by saying
that the proper use of the free will consists in voluntarily and con-

ciously conforming to the Supreme Will, to the Order of the Kosmos.
Those who are not satisfied with such a free will, who want it to be a

rambling, vagrant liberty, should bear in mind, that God himself, is
evidently equally limited. Modern atheism has undeniably this
justification, that he whom popular religions worship is clearly a
false “ god "; a lordly, capricious, omnipotent, and in particular a
lawless despot. Our reason compels us to assume, on the otherhand,
that once having established the Order of the World, God is as much
boundby it as we are. Ahd here thepenalty comes in. Thisorder of
the world is not jeopardized by our disobedience; it is bound to be
enforced. No, it is we who lose by it; it is we wlm failby disobey-
ing, we become failures, becorne—to use a very expressive word —

“ demoralized.” This is the most suggestive difference between the
civil and the moral law, that the former is concerned for its enforce-
ment, the latter for the motive, with which it is obeyed—since it is
sure of being enforced in the end.

But the respect where this becomes of by far the most practical
concern to us is, that it is by the establishment of this moral law, and
only thus, that we become God's ca-workers. The happiest way, it
seems to me, of defining an ideal human law, is by saying that it is a
rule of action, for the common good, made by the clear and far-seeing
for the short-sighted. Both classes of men, so far as they are rational.
want to do the right thing,but all do not know what -is right. Apply
this to the moral law. God has prescribed it for us: we co-operate,
by acting God’: thought. We have seen that virtually our whole
evolution so far has been, and indeed up to the realization of nationaP-
ism, will be, natural evolution, i. e. a development in which God's
purpose is virtually the sole directing force. We have been, and are

still, part and parcel of an onward growth. against which it would be
useless to rebel— aye, to which it is our great privilege to confonn.
But in this evolution men are far from being superfluous or mere tools.
W'e cannot, as Spencer seems to want to have it, fold our hands and
await events. God cannot do withoutus; he needs our co-operation,
and those who obey the summons are amply rewarded for their labors
and sacrifices: they are paid by the day, by the hour, we may almost
say by the piece.
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And here I come to a point, which I pray my readers to note well,

and which, it seems to me, will alone justify the printing of this
chapter. The unknown authorof God in Iii: World says :. “ They
thatbelievewait upon Him; they behold his works and though t/tey
brow not Me way thereof, though it hath for them wonderful sur-

prises, they co-operate therewith. , , , The world is awaiting a new
Pentecost. But what embodiment in human economics this new

spiritual «revival will take we know not. They are the friends of
God, buildingwith Him they know not clearly w}mt—they have
never known.” This, in other words, is the same view which Robert
Browning holds when he writes: “ The individual knows nothing
of the Divine scheme."

This, I contend, is a fatal blunder—a most mz'sc}u'e1:ous, practical
mistake. How is it possible to beco-workerswith one whose plans we
know not? The whole drifi of this essay is precisely that we can,
and are bound to know God's schemes for our immediate future, and
this, again, in the highest sense, is what makes His thoughts, and
morality, a law for us.

40. These then are the intellectual gains that nationalism will
bring us concerning our relation to God; but it is almost inconceivable
what moral gain will come from society’s being animated by God's
spirit—which it surely will be the moment it is developed up to a
certain point, and becomes intellectually convinced of his presence.
Please recall the typical life under nationalism;thatsurely is attractive
so far as it goes, but still, as we had not come to the conception of
God, society is as yet but an aggregate, a crowd, rather than an

organic unity, and even the highest morality not much better than
refined egoism. It is God's acknowledgedpresence thatwillestablish
I/re Ifingdom of Heaven on ear-M. At present there are without
doubt noble men whose very nobility of heart makes them atheists;
their atheism is the cry of an outraged conscience; they have aband-
oned God because of the evils which he permits and the prevailing
pharisaism of the churches. Ah! it is man himself who is responsible
for by far the greater part of the evils under which he suffers.

In all ages, whenever religion was really powerful and ennobling, it
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was not at all limited to caring for the private soul, but it was identi-
fied with efforts to realize heaven on earth ; identified with some

great sweep of social action in which individual lives were, so to say,
caught up to meet ideal passions from above. Again, the “kingdom
of heaven " which Jesus meant, was, without a particle of doubt, first
and last a society on earth, with other social conditions, where the
prevailingcruel social injustice should be redressed. As centuries roll
on, the name of Jesus will be more and more venerated precisely on

account of his social teachings, and his Dives and Lazarus acknow-
ledged as fitting types of man's long degradation.

Our current pharisaism necessarilyturns the hearts of the masses and
all noble men away from God. It deals with private interests exclu-
sively, and turns the Universal God into a mere respecter of persons,
subject to all the caprices of a petty earthlydespot. Henry James, sen. ,

truly says “Our churches teach that the true aim of religion is to
attest a difierence between men, that certain persons are purer and
better in God’s estimation than others and thereby inflame all that is
basest and most selfish in our nature by nursing an insane dread of
personal damnation. "

Frankly,does not the case as a matter of fact, stand thus: that our

self-righteous “ moral” man has an assured conviction of God’s
particular esteem for him, John Smith; that God knows his features,
recognizes him when he prays and in effect says to himself, “This
John Smith is a person whose interests I will certainly look alter,
while that miserable Tom Jones shall certainly go. to hell?” And-
these again are the words of Henry James: “ VVhileJohn Smithand
his comfortable and influential friends are trying to cajole God, they
are fillingtheir felonious pockets with dollars coined out of the sweat
and blood of their helpless, starved brethren. They are the enemies
of theKingdom of God because “they in their overpowering lust of
mammon, are content to live in such glaring iniquitous relations with
their fellow men as virtually condemn the vast majority to degrading
want and ignorance and lifi a small class into idle abundance. ” For
this is precisely the fact, that the cause of our social evils lies in the
prevalent inhumanity of one to another as organized in our boasted
political and social institutions. How can we have the Kingdom of
God as long as every man must assume that every other man he meets
on the street, in hall or church, is selfishly intent on selfish interets?

But if the Pharisees, however pious and “ Christian " they may be,
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oppose the coming of the Kingdom of God, what shall we say of
those sedulous cultivators of intellect, who spend their forces in self-
culture, and look with contempt, or at most with pity, on the
struggling world. In one of his books, Renan, that excellent repre-
sentative of this class, actually writes: “ If we could reform the
world, we ought to take good care not to do it, because—(observe!)
this world is really too curious a thingto contemplate for the thinker!"
If, then, this class onlywould “ contemplate ” the world exactly! but
they have hardly an idea how their fellow-men live. \Vitness O. B.
Frothinghamwho a few months back could write: “I do not see that
there is much inevitable indigcnce in the world!" It is those
people who by their scientific alms-giving (“ organized cbarity ”)
rob charity of what poor resemblance it has to Love. \Vhat a
difference I find in this respect between Victor Hugo and our own
Emerson! What a splendid lesson Hugo has given us just in this re-

spect to ponder over— and for which alone I do not grudge him all the
adulation of which he was the object—in that Christlike figure of
Bishop Bierwenu who turns a _‘7ean Va{;'earz into a J/aire rlfadcleine!
Compare on the other hand Emerson in his Conduct of Life, where
we read; “Shall we judge a country by its majority or minority?
By the minority, surely. The worst effect of charity is that the lives
you are asked to preserve are not worth preserz!t'ng.'/I Masses!
the calamity is the masses, I do not wish any masses at all, but honest
men only; lovely, sweeet, accomplished women only. Nature makes
eighty poor melons for one that is good. All revelations are made,
not to communities, but to single persons. ”

What an idea to compare men with melons! Is it not true, as once

said, that those timid fugitives from the duties and work of the world,
who have retired to nurse their cold intellects, are desperately selfish
and have wilfully turned their backs upon the goal which Providence
has set for man? It is such sympathetic souls as Hugo, who do not
sneer at the “ masses," but try to bring them up to their own level
and make t-hem all vigorous and sane and good, and wise and holy in
the measure of their well-balanced capacities, that are the true co-
workers withGod. They know that among the “ masses " there are as

great geniuses, or greater than, themselves, and it is only op_1>arlum'ty
that they need.

Yes, in spite of Hugo's many follies and idiosyncraciesI am ready
to kneel down to him for his Les zlliseraéles. It is such noble minds
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as he who will at last turn men's hearts, and make them resolve that
society shall no longer break God's social and economic laws—for,
never forget this! that unselfishness is now practically impossible for
the individual,since society is, at present, an organized warfare against
the Kingdom of God. How small a residuum of evils then we should
have to trace to unavoidable accidents! And perhaps but little of that
residuum could fitlybecalled “ evil.” Manyillsaredue to ancestralerrors
but the recuperative powers of nature are astonishing; we need only
go steadily on in order to cancel ere long the consequences of being
apathetic for generations. -

Self-restrairdng morality, or Duty—_/ustice (for mark! these are
correlative terms ; what is my “duty” is “justice" to others) will entirely
cease to exist as such, in our future perfect society, for when the
interests of my fellow-men become identical with my own—as they
will under nationalism—Ishall plainly be a stupid person if I do not
do my duty in every respect. Yet this branch of morality—which
thus is merely incidental to human destiny—is what fillsour “ moral "
citizen with peacock-likepride; simply not to rob their fellow-men
of a farthing entitles them, in their opinion, to squeeze the last
farthing due them, say for rent, out of a poor widow. It is self-
expanding morality, love and sympathy, that will make man “ in
action like an angel, in comprehension like God.” It will be a love,
developing the most passionate social relation, whether with relatives,
friends, neighbors, and fellow countrymen, till at last our existence is
widened to the dimensions of universal humanity. It will bea love
that will see in the most depraved a brother and sister with, at least,
a spark of the divine in his or her nature.

I know well enough, that many good people will loudly protest
against this idea, that Justice will in time be eH'aced by Love. To
strengthen my position, then, I wish to quote the following from God
in Hz’: World: “Justice is not a divine attribute. Even in human
afliiirsjustice has no significance, save in connection with the conven-
tional adjustmentsofa perverted life. Injustice must be manifest, be-
fore there could be a conception ofjustice, which is an outward, me-

chanical righteousness, equity of division. Tbe very notion qfjustice
arise: onlyfrom injustice.”
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41. Nothinghas—nothingcould have so much and so well com-

mended Christianity to mankindas the touching conception by Jesus of
God as Our Fat/zer. There can be no doubt that life under a socialist
regime will vividlyjustify to our minds that name to the Intelligence
behindevolution which thenwill clearlybe perceived to have acted the
role of a tender fatherto us, leading us like little children by the hand,
while we all the time were perfectly unconscious both of the road we

were going and the goal we were to reach. But how is it possible now
for the majority of men, living as they do, in order to work and them-
selves blind as they are, led by blind leaders, to see in,God a Father?
Must it not rather seem to them to add mockery to injury, in naked
truth to place a crown of thornsupon their brows, when our religious
teachers try to ‘justify the present arrangements by the will of this
“ Almighty Father?" A few years ago a book : Tlze Ground-workof
.Economics, by C. S. Devas, was published, that almost reaches the
lowest depth of such insulting sophistry. This is the summing up:

" I have given the Christian justification of inequality among men
in regard to wealth, enjoyment, and remuneration of labor, nor do I
believe that any other justification can be found, any other conclusive
answer to the socialist objections against accumulationsof wealth in a
few hands. Mercantile profits and rents and interest can be justified,
indeed, on the grounds of the union of the rich and poor and the
mu/ual position assigned them by Providence. He from whom the
right comes may attach conditions to its enjoyment. Let the laborer
then cease from murmuring. He can claim from his fellowmen to
have as much of the produce of his labor as will give him opportunity
for a decent existence; he has no right to more nor yet any right to
refuse to produce more than this quantity. The surplus may be
spent in ways he dislikes; he may receive from those whom this
contribution of his enables to live a cultivated life only scorn and
neglect. But all this is not his concern. It is not for him to discuss
the mysterious dispositions and permissions of Divine Providence; if
those who hold power mis-use his contributions to the life of that
society, it is not for him to punish. There is one who sees and in his
own time will bring all to account."

It is not evident that nationalismwill quite otherwise conceive God's
fatherhood, by showing that “in his own time ” he has brought all to
account? For clearly, if the present arrangements are his will, then
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the coming changes, and tfie advent of nationalism,particularly,
-will, in a special sense, 6: his’ “ will."

Then no man will be so blasphemous as to write as Devas further
does: “ There can be no doubt of the superiority of tie riclz to the
rude and toilingmultitude. In Christian societies their inequalities
of property are a cause of union, biudtng together th_e various
members of the comnlomwcltfi and are occasions for abundant
compensations. of charity, generous contributions to religion, public
buildings, patronage over work-people and serving the state without
pay."

God has proved himself and will still more prove himself a
“father" in a way that precisely befits man’: destiny: by giving
him will to overcome his circumstances, and by intensifying his will,
his manliness; and history has shaped itself from the beginning
accordingto thisprogramme. “ God has incessantlybeenelicitingman's
inherent pith and substance, by provoking him to throw off all out-
ward dependance.” Henry James, sen., says: “ Hence men have come
to dislike mere toil as servile. Mechanics without a doubt embody
as large a measure of human worth and furnish as good an illustration
of solid manliness, true human sweetness as those of any class, but the
temporary social inferiority of the mechanics is perhaps a good thing,
as furnishing the necessity of stimulating them to feel disgust at the
actual servitude to which they are subject. A perfect society will
never allow any of her members to remain content with mercenary
labor; and therefore they are goaded with incessant slights and
sarcasms until they compel society to lift them above the accursed
necessity of earning their bread by the sweat of their brows.”

A Chinese philosopherof thethirteenthcentury said: “ The essence
.

is always without desire, wherefore he may be called Little. All
beings owe subjection to him, and he does not consider himself as their
Lord, wherefore he may be called Great.”

This doctrine of the self-abnegation of God is a noble thought—
this, that God's whole existence of Beatitude is a “ Giving-forth,” a
bestowal of good, absolute Love. in which Selflshness has no place
whatever; and this is a conception which, I-am sure, nationalismwill
very much strengthen.
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42. When Darwinism pretends to be not merely a probable scien-

tific hypothesis, but a full philosophicalinterpretation of the universe,
and of the whole course of organic evolution, as well as mental, moral,
and social evolution in man, we have a right to dispute these all-em-
bracingpretentious. That mankind from its natural side has descended
from a social animal, that is both credible and a great philosophic
achievement; but surely we have still another kinship, a divine des-
cent, which as I apprehend, nationalismwill make good.

Let us try to explain Jesus. Explain him? Yes, I should say, that
if any phenomenon in the world needs explanation it is Jesus and his
wonderful supremacy over the centuries—more and more wonderful
the more rationalistic men become. What a marvel, that he who, dy-
ing on the cross, seemed the deadest of failures, rose to the most
splendid empire, so splendid that it may be deemed worth many cruci-
fixions; that he, a man, became the incarnateGod; thathe, a Jewish
carpenter, became the adored of kings of power and intellect! It can,
of course, be explained, for it surely was not a matter of chance, but
of internal necessity. There mustbe-areason why mankindunanimous-
ly, intensely, and persistently believed that God took on human form
and suffered in human ways-—aye,there must so much the more be a

reason, the more singular it now appears. I thinkthe reason for this
is also the reason for that other phenomenon. to be noticed in the fol-
lowing section, why he became the mediator between God and man.
It is, that mankind had a vague idea of, an instinct for, the truth, to
wit: that there is the closest afiinity between God and man. that God.
whatever else he is, is essentially human and that the personality of
God is identical with the personality of humanity. Frances Power
Cobbe notices the strange fact, that the name of Jesus has entirely put
God into the background and usurped his authority. Thatcame about
most naturally. Man felt, that as the essence of humanity constitutes
his own real self, his own personality, so he there found the true
personality of God, and not being able to grasp that idea, he took Je-
sus for the symbol of all Humanity. In other words, God is the Sn-
preme Reality that evokes, draws out, the social self within us.

No man in our generation has had a truer insight into the relations
thatought to exist among men, or a nobler intuition of God's true re-

lation to man than Henry James, sen. He has painted these relations
in the most glowing colors, contrasted the actual and ideal relations
almost to perfection, first in one work, and then, dissatisfied with his
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effort, has tried the same again in another and yet another work,‘
and after all accomplished very little of the good that he in-
tended, and has secured but a very small number of readers,
simply because he only preached, because he only tried to work
on men's hearts—his works, in other words, were only castles in
the air, withoutany support. Yet he saw, saw well enough, that it
was our economic system which contained the crank. so to speak, that
is to turn the whole social machinery; but how it could be done, still
less how it would be done, he did not tell. Yet it is just here the cm-

phasis is to be laid. James gives an excellent illustrationof what Pro-
gress or Evolution truly means: the persistent effort of the paternal
divine element to elevate man out of the mud and mire of his origin
and assert its own essential primacy. He happily compares the pro-
cess to the forming of a statue. ' Nature gives us body as the marble
gives the statue visible incorporation ;' but the sculpter forms it by en-

(lowing the marble with his own genius, thus animating it, giving it
soul. This is done by a gradual process ofskilful but firm elimination
and rejection; and Man’s history is likewise a ceaseless elz'minat1'on
or rejection of every trait of his animal origin, approaching more and
more the ideal image of the Infinite. With Darwinists, to contem-
plate only our natural descent is to make men like unto a statue which
was conspicuous chiefly for its material, where the substance out of
which it was fashioned challenged more attention than the plastic
power of the sculptor over the substance. “ Is it not a perfect statue
just when the form imposed by the sculptor completely ravishes,
swallows up and subjugates the material of the marble?”

He constantly insists that the essence, almost the whole nature of
God is Love. That he is of a love so infinite, so void of self-love,
that “even in bestowing his own eternal blessedness upon us, he
immerses himself in his creatures’ own atmosphere, diminishes
himself with unflatteringconstancy to his creatures’ own level, conde-
scends with loving perseverance to every weakness.” If God is indeed
the power behind evolution—if there be any power behind-then
surely he has with loving kindness lowered himself to the most
hideous abysses of our human nature, since we have seen the most
divine love and sympathy developed from the coarsest and most
brutish germs. This should be rememberedby those who thinkI have
wrongfully made of Love of Approbation such a mighty motive in a

_

‘ Subumlu and Shadow.
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previous chapter. I. fully believe nationalismwill force this upon our

comprehension, and that thisagain will call forth love in us if anything
will am “ make us see so keenly all the horror and hideousnessof our

overpowering cupidity and ferocity of manners as to avert ourselve-
from it and eventually disown every method and institution of our
associated life which nourishes and perpetuates it.”

What a difference between Comte’s and George Eliot's “ Humanity "

and the same humanity, heartily believed to be animated throughout
by God’s spirit. It is the difference between a corpse and a living
being. And what a difference between the God of theologians- one
they got hold of per saltum, by a leap outside the concrete world,
— and the God that nationalism will reveal: a working Divinity
“grimy with the dust and sweat of our most carnal appetites and
passions and bent on the patient, toilsome, thorough cleansing of our
self from its odious, natural defilementl ”

43. Here we have arrived at theculmination ofthisessay. All that
precedes has been so many steps leading up to the answer of the ques-
tion : \«Vhy is Humanity so supremely precious? Jesus has been looked
upon, not only as the incarnateGod, but as the mediator betweenthe in-
dividual and God. Nationalism, as said, will also give us the explan-
ation of this. Mankind felt the need of a mediator, and with a vague
sense of the truth, they made Jesus, the man of sorrows, a symbol of
humanity. The truth was and is, that Iiumanity is our mediator.
Humanity is the medium through which we enter into communion
with God—this is the keystone of any coherent system ofmorality and
the crown of all preceding speculations. “ Men hitherto foolishly sup-
posed, and the more moral they were, the more they supposed,
thatGod’s redemptive operation was confined to the isolated individual
bosom. VVhenever they fancied themselves in any degree superior to
their followmen around them, there was no end of cacklingand self-
complacency, or ifinferior, no end of chagrin; they appropriated the
great life of God to their own puny selves and converted it to every per-
verse infernal form of self-seeking;" as Henry James says. All they
cared for was their own personal salvation at his hand ; and they sup-
posed they did what was pleasant in his sight, when they worried him
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with their private griefs and appeals. Nationalismwill surely reverse
this and teach us, thatGod has no vital relation to us individually ex-

cept I/troughAumagcily,and thatonly by workingfor humanity can we
know him. God will be intimately known—not in nature, not even
in the individualbosom, but—in man, first through history; later, still
better through institutions, and our organic unity. We shall learn,
what is the simple truth, that he takes no interest whatever
in our passing evils, however hideous, as they affect us individually,
any more than he does in our tooth-aches. Then we shall find out that
his creative presence is in humanity, that he looks upon no portion of

.his creatures as hopelessly lost, but that the grand aim of his majestic
providence on earth is to mould us gradually out of our most degraded
conditions into the dignity of social beings. We shall enter into com-
munion with him when the evils, incident to our rudimentary methods
of intercourse become so palpable by their contradictionswith our bet-
ter self as to make us heartilyashamedof ourselves and sick of our poli-
tical and social guides. Then we shall come to see, that no man does
evil untempted without having all other men to help him by standing
aloof from him and leaving him in abject pennry. physical and moral ;
then the noble energetic minds among us, quickened by the ever
growing tyranny of theatrocious forms of misery, vice, and crime, will
perceive that only by bearingtheir brethren along with them and lift-
ing them up, can they reach God.

As Henry James eloquently says: “ What does thepaltry evil-doing
of even our criminals amount to against our organized inclemency of
man to man? When myriads of his creatures are starving, for the
base food of the body, while the gambling house and brothels are re-

cognized necessities of our social fabric, and the interests of one class
are organized in ruthless hostility to those of all other classes.”

Comte's Humanity is a Great Being, unworthyof our homage, since
it is without any aspirations that are not selfish. Humanity under na-
tionalism, with the highest possible function, that of uniting us with
God, is worth living and dying for. I come back to the gambler and
swindler, who willingly sacrificed his life in rescuing poor servant
girls, and in that moment realized his noblsr self; in truth, united his
real self with God.
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THE FARMERS’ DEMAND FOR CHEAP MONEY.
BY 0. M. Prznmson.

The idea that the government can and should do something
for the people, or, in other words, that the people, in their
collective capacity, as a nation, ought to do something for its
weaker members who are getting crushed in the scramble for
wealth, seems to be rapidly gaining ground in a quarter where
one might least expect it. If there is one class which has thus
far been quite independent of government assistance, and has
had little or no representation in the government, it is the
agricultural class. But just at present this class is clamoring
for government assistance more loudly than any other except,
of course, the tariff-protected manufacturingclass, which never
has had government assistance enough.

The farmers’ request for assistance is in the form of a demand
that the government shall loan money direct to them at a rate
of interest not exceeding one or two per cent, or just about
suflicient to cover the cost of printing and distributing the
money, examining the security, making out the “papers,” etc.

If the farmers were not so grave a class of men, and just
now in a particularly serious mood, one might regard such a
“demand” as a satirical rebuke to the government for having
loaned to the holders of national bank stocks money at one

per cent for more than a quarter of a century, and paying the
same class four to six per cent. But as the farmers require the
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government to cease accepting for its notes any other security
.

than real estate, one becomes convinced that they have made
up their minds that other classes have enjoyed the advantages
of “ cheap money” long enough, and that, henceforth, they
want a monopoly on this article.

There is no reason to blame the farmers for desiring special
privileges any more than to blame other privileged classes; in
fact, there is much less reason to do so; for the other privi-
leged classes have grown rich from these special privileges,
while the farmers have been systematically bled for their
benefit. It is, therefore, quite natural for the farmers to think
that it is now their turn,— natural, I mean, for people brought
up under a system which is so admirably calculated to cultivate
that instinct which looks only to its own special interests, or at
most to the interest of its own class, but never to the common
welfare of the whole nation.

It is doubtful, however, whether the farmers would of their
own volition have ever made such a demand. It is much more

likely that the idea originated in the head of some financial
quack, or, most likely of all, that the money power, which is
always on the alert to nip in the bud any attempt at destroying
its special privileges,discovered a danger in the farmers’ move-
ment, and at once sent its emissaries into their organizations to
frustrate their attempt at needed fiscal and other reforms, by
persuading them to make a demand which would stamp them
at once as political and financial innocents, and deprive them
of the sympathy and support of all who are in favor of prac-
tical reforms, and opposed to class privileges of all sorts.

If the farmers confined themselves, in thismatter, to demand-
ing the repeal of the law which allows national banks, on

paying a government tax of one per cent on their circulation,
to issue bank-notes to the amount of ninety dollars for every
hundred dollar bond deposited by them in the national treasury,
every person not directly or indirectly interested in the national
banks, or in supporting theparty responsible for this system,
would agree with them. They might go even further and
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demand that the government shall loan money to all classes on

approved security at slightly higher rates of interest than those
at which it can borrow money, and all who believe it the duty
of the government to promote the general welfare, as the United
States constitution has it, would regard their demand as just
and reasonable.

But as the compliance with this demand would necessitate
the establishment of a financial system entirely different from
our present one, it would seem that the first step taken should
be to ascertain whether any nation is carrying on the business
of loaning money on approved security, and if so, to recommend
the adoption of a financial system similar to the one which
enables such government to carry on a loaning business suc-

cessfully. Instead of taking thiscourse, the farmers “ demand"
that the government set its printing presses in motion and
furnish every farmer with paper money enough to pay off his
present mortgage indebtedness, without stopping to inquire
how large a sum would be required for this purpose, or to what
the issue of such an amount of paper money would lead.

The farm-mortgage indebtedness of the country is probably
somethinglike $2,000,000,000.* If the farmers could get money
from the government at one or two per cent interest, they
Would, of course, be anxious to change their indebtedness from
one bearing 6, 8, or 10 per cent to one bearing 1 or 2 per cent.
It is not probable that they would be in any great hurry to
“lift” these 1 or 2 per cent mortgages, and the present owners
of the mortgages could not return into the national treasury
the money received from the farmers, as the treasury has no
coin for the redemption of such money, and could not afford to
issue bonds bearing 3 to 4 per cent interest (the rate at which

‘There are, at present, no oflicial statistics for the whole country on this subject, but statis-
tics from a few states show that, in the new states, about three-fourths of the farms are
mortgaged for about one—hnlf theirselling value; In the older states only about one-thirdof
the farms are mortgaged; but supposing thatubout one-thirdof the funns of the country are
mortgaged for one-half their value. the farm-mortgage indebtedness would reach theamount
stated. The estimate is undoubtedlymuch too low. Ex-Governor Benjamin F. Butler nsserted
lately in a. speech, in Boston, that the western t'a.rm—mortguges amount to $3,450.000,000; but
this is probably an exaggeration.
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the government at present can borrow) for money for which it
received only 1 or 2 per cent. Thus our circulation would
soon be increased by about $2,000,000,000. It would require
several articles to point out in detail the results of so large an
issue of irredeemable paper money. The scheme is, however,
by no means a new one; it has been tried by many other
countries, besides our own, and has invariably failed. The
continental currency issued during the earlyyears of our repub-
lie was just such a currency. But thegreenbacks issued during
the late war, and of which a large amount is still in circulation,
were not an irredeemable currency; yet its value, as com-
pared with commodities, was at one time less than one-half of
what it is now, on account of its great volume"' and the govern-
ment’s inabilityto redeem it at the time; I mean redeem it in
coin; for the government has always issued interest-bearing
bonds for it, the interest being at one time 5 to 7 per cent. It
is not an increased greenback currency the farmers demand;
for it would be impossible for the government to redeem its
greenbacks with bonds bearinga higher rate of interest than it
received for the money loaned, and it has now only $100,000,000
in coin to redeem its outstanding greenbacks amounting to
$346,737,458. Nor is there any reason to expect that the
market rate of interest would fall under the proposed large
issue of paper money at a low rate of interest to farmers only;
for an increase in circulation generally engenders increased
speculation, from which high rates of interest always result.

But it is really not worth while to discuss such a proposition
as an issue of irredeemable paper money to the amount of
$2,000,000,000, or to any amount approximating it. There is,
however, the very best of precedent for the demand that the
government shall take the management of the finances of the
country, as far as issuing money is concerned, out of the hands
of individuals or corporations, and establish a banking system
which would enable borrowers to benefit by the low rates of

‘There was one issue of greenback: in 1862 which was receivable for all giebl: public and
private, and which was always at par withgold, even when gold was up to 240 and higher.
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interest which a governmentbank can obtain. In most countries
in Europe all money is issued directly by the government, and
the government banks are also loan banks. This financial
system, which has gained the approval of all leading political
economists of all countries, because long experience has proved
it safe and beneficial, could easily be introduced into this
country at the present time, if those who demand financial
reforms would refuse to listen to the schemers who always
stand ready to kill any reform movement by leading it to
demand extreme and impracticablemeasures.

The essential features of a European government bank are :

the issue of a redeemable paper currency amounting, according
to the different trade conditions, to from a few per cent to
several hundred per cent, but generally and on the average to
one hundred per cent more than the coin held by the bank for
the redemption of its notes, and the loaning of these notes to any
borrower (in the country) who can furnish suificient security,
either in real estate or in collaterals (includingall kinds of com-
mercial paper), the bank being managed by the leading finan-
ciers of the country, appointed to this position of honor and
trust by the government. The details of the business are con-
ducted by salaried government ofiicials according to certain
well-known rules, such as govern the business of all well man-

aged financial institutions. The principal duty of the directors
is to decide when the financialconditions of the country require
an increase or reduction in the rate of interest or discount,
whereby thevolume of currency is alwayskept at a safe and sulfi-
cient amount for the transaction of the business of the country.
Large loans of notes generally take place during times of great
activity in trade, or perhaps in times of mere speculation. Such
real or apparent prosperity is always followed by larger imports
than exports, and the balance of trade against the country must
be settled in coin or bullion. The importers present the govern-
ment notes to the bank for redemption in larger and larger
amounts, and the directors know from this that there are more

notes in circulation than can be safely floated; consequently,
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they raise the rate of discount (or of interest on new loans),
thereby checking the demand for loans until the drain upon the
bank’s reserve has ceased, when the rate is again lowered. So
elastic and automatic is this currency that changes in the rate
of interest and discount seldom take place more than once or
twice a year, and seldom amount to more than a fraction of one

per cent. Fluctuations in prices and depressions in trade take
place from time to time as a consequence of the ebb and flow
in human activities; but such a thing as a financial panic, like
our panics of 1837, 1857, and 1873, are unknown in those coun-
tries where the government manages its finances in the manner
here outlined.

As our national government held on the 1st of April, 1890,
coin in the treasury to the amount of $656,019,661,it should,
according to European experience, be able to float more than
$1,250,000,000 in paper money. The amount of currency re-

ported in circulation on thatdate was but $970,322,884, includ-
ing $346,737,458 in greenbacks, $290,605.-562 in silver certi-
ficates, $134,938,079 in gold ‘certificates,$7,666,000 in currency
certificates, and $190,381,785 in bank notes. This report in-
cludes, if I am not greatly mistaken, large amounts of currency
that have been destroyed, and are not, therefore, in circulation.

But the whole amount of coin and bullion in the country on
the 1st of January, 1890, was, according to the report of the
director of the United States mint, 81,227,G63,631,which, if used
as a governmentbank reserve, would float about $2,500,000,000
in paper currency, or over $40 per capita of the population,
instead of probably much less than $20 in currency and coin
per capita in actual circulation at the present time.‘

The change in our financial system which ought to be de-
manded is, therefore, as follows: —

1. A government bank with branches in all leading cities
should be established under the control of five or more directors,
to be appointed in the same manner as members of the cabinet.

0 The Secretary of the Treasury,who claims much money that has been destroyed, as in cir-
culation, eethnntes the circulation at less than twenty-threedollar: per capita.
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2. The issue of legal tender treasury notes, redeemable in
coin on demand, to the amount of not more than two dollars
for every dollar of gold and silver coin and bullion in the
national treasury. This would at once increase our note circu-
lation from about $970,000,000 to more than $1,250,000,000, as
above pointed out.

3. The redemption of bonds at a premium should cease, and
the government should use its surplus, which, under a proper
system of taxation might be largely increased withoutburden-
ing industry, to increase its coin-reserve, and should continue
to issue two dollars in currency for every dol1ar’s worth of gold
and silver stored away in its vaults. Our note circulation
would thus be doubled within a few years, and at the same time
our paper currency would be kept at par with coin, as above
explained.

4. The government bank should be the only bank of issue
in the country (thus abolishing national banks as banks of
issue), and its funds loaned at the lowest marketrate of interest
on approved security; or, in other words, its business should be
carried on not for profit, but for the promotion of the general
welfare. As there is a need for absolutelysecure banks for sav-

ings and deposits, thegovernmentbank might do a general bank-
ing business, but this is not an essential feature of the system.

Supposing that the government could, as soon as practicable
and withoutviolation of existing contracts, convert its bonded
indebtedness into coin-bonds bearing three per cent interest,
the note circulation would cost but 1% per cent, and as one-half
of one per cent would probably cover the cost of issuing the
notes and bringing them into circulation as loans, farmers and
others would then be able to borrow money “ at cost.” As the
demand for private capital would gradually grow less and less,
the government would be the only borrower. Not being in
need of money for its own use, it would not borrow on the
capitalists’ terms, but practically on its own terms, and it is
quite likely that the rate of interest would be thus gradually
reduced to two or even to one per cent.
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Such a system of finance long experience of othernations has
fully demonstrated to be both safe and practicable,and there
seems to be no obstacle in the way of its introduction into this
country except the general ignorance of the existence of such
a system in Europe, and the foolish notion thatwe have nothing
to learn from foreign countries. But since we have had to go
to Australia to learn how to vote, we might be willing to go
to continental Europe to learn how to conduct our national
finances. Had the government done this in 1861, when it was
transferred from the southern plutocracy (the slave power) to
the northern plutocracy (the money power), conditions in this
country would have been quite different from what they now

are. The burdens of the war, which, under an honest system
of finance and taxation, would have been borne by the proper-
tied classes, and would have amounted to a small fraction only
of the total wealthof the country, were, by the dishonest system
of finance and taxation thendevised in the interest of the money
power, saddled upon the producers, and by the time these
burdens are got rid of the war will have cost more than the
total value of all the property in the country at that time.
The farmers and other producers have not only had to carry
these enormous burdens during nearly thirty years, but the
system of finance and taxation thenadopted has compelled them
to contribute a much larger amount, in the form of interest,
high prices, and profits on speculation, to the coffers of this
money power, which is now estimated to possess three-fourths
of the wealth of the country, although constituting but one-
sixtiethpart of its population.

The farmers’ movement is really only a protest against this
corrupt system of finance and taxation, and a rebellion against
the oppression of the money power, although probably most
farmers do not know what hurts them. In groping for some
relief theycatch at the first remedy offered, without stopping to
thinkwhether the promised relief is obtainable, and without
thinkingof the ultimate consequences to the country at large
of the adoption of such a remedy.
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Perhaps when the farmers have learned thatthe money power
is quite willing to humor them by making a feint at advocating
measures demanded by them (as it has already done through
its instruments, such as senators Stanford and Ingalls) without
taking a single step for their actual relief, but, on the contrary,
rivetting their fetters closer by continuing in the old course of
fiscal oppression, they will be willing to consider some tried,
safe, and beneficialsystem of finances, such as above suggested.
 

DR. LEETE’S LETTER TO JULLAN WEST.
(CONMUXICATED1-naonon Rev. Sonoxox SCHINDLEB.)

BOSTON, 2001.
MY DEAR JULIAN,— Your last letter, although I noticed

therein your ill-hidden feeling of disappointment, and the pain
which the failure in your journalistic enterprise has caused
you, made me smile rather than grieve for you. I hope, dear
Julian, that you will pardon my apparent lack of sympathy;
and, if you will accept from me a fatherlyword, there may be
a chance that the wound which your pride has received may
soon heal. The short and long of your letter is that,although
in your time you had never received a journalistic training, you
have ventured to enter upon a journalistic enterprise, even
before you had made yourself thoroughly familiar with our

present conditions, and thatyou have failed. Owing to your
marvellous appearance among us, we gave you somethingto do
which we thought would meet with your taste. We thought
that as a teacher of ancient history, and especially of the
history of the nineteenth century, you might do some good to
the community, and thusgive an equivalent for the support the
community grants to you. Yet,before hardly a year has passed
by, before you could have hardly familiarizedyourself with the
needs and Wants of our present time, you have had the pre-
sumption —pardon the harshness of my expression-—to criti-
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cise us and to teach us what we ought to do. Again, owing to
the sensation which your sudden appearance among us had
created, quite a number of good-natured people were found
ready to subscribe for the Trumpet, as you were pleased to call
your paper. Good naturedly,theywere satisfied to give you a
chance, and to hear what you had to say to them. If you had
ever considered it worth your while to ask me about it, I would
have told you to leave well enough alone; I would have told
you thatas little as an Indian, in your time, could have been
made a memberof your civilizedsociety by merely taking him
from the prairies and dropping him into the streets of Boston,
so little can a person that has been reared in different condi-
tions and under the former system of individualism at once

comprehend our social conditions, sympathize with them,and
appreciate them; I would have told you that first of all you
ought to learn the A B C of journalism; Iwould have told you
that,although everyone of us has indeed the right of expressing
his opinion, nobody must thinkthat his opinion is the M plus
ultra of human wisdom, or that after he has expressed it the
whole world must at once become convincedof it. If you then
had heeded my advice, you would have escaped the ridicule
that always attaches to failure and the consequent pain caused
by the disappointment. You did not ask me, but you went to
work, got up a subscription list and began to issue the paper.
What kind of a paper? A journal after the fashion of the last
century and not after the fashion of ours. Would you have
expected in the year 1890 a paper to flourish that was issued
in the styleof theyear 1790 ? This misplacementof time, which
we all find quite natural in you, has been the sole cause of your
failure. I do not wonder that the journals as we have them
do not suit you, and that, therefore, you desired to establish
one thatwould suit your taste better, but you forgot that the
stylewhich would suit you, becauseyou had becomeaccustomed
to it, must not necessarilysuit everybody else.

In your time a paper contained four distinct departments.
The department most interesting to the public was the news
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department. People wanted and needed to know what had
happened all over the world; and many more things did happen
then than do today. In your time, columns of a newspaper
were filledwith the description of crimes that had been oom-
mitted, of wars that were being waged; today nothing of the
kind occurs. In your time, people wished to be informed what
the members of the aristocracy or the plutoorscy were doing,
how theyamused themselves,what dresses the rich ladies wore,
what summer resorts theywere seeking, etc. Who would care
for such trash today? In your time, the quotations of the
nnrket, the rising and the falling of stocks, had an all-absorb-
ing interest. It was necessary for every business man, for
every manufacturer, for every capitalist to know whether gold
had gone down one point or silver had risen; today we have no

exchange; money has ceased to be the pendulum on the clock-
work of human society,and such events do not occur. \Vhat-
ever remains as “news,” and what is of interest to the public,
is supplied by the “national bulletin.”

2. The second department of your newspapers, and the one
which interested the editors and the stockholders most, was the
advertising department. Your pronounced individualism,and
the spirit of competition which arose in consequence of it, made
ita necessity to push one’s self before the eye of the public.
“Don’t care for anybody else, but buy from John Jones,” was
the tenor of all your advertisements. If people had something
to sell, or if they wanted to buy an article; if they were seek-
ing help, or were wanting employment, they had to make use
of the advertising columns of your newspapers. This, of
course, does not apply to us. Whatever articles a person wishes
to purchase, he can find in our distributing department; and
whatever help is to be employed can be obtained at the
national employment bureau. There being no demand for
advertising columns, the supply, of course, has ceased.

3. The third department of your newspapers was the belle-
tristic department. It reached its highest development at the
close of the last century. There was not a newspaper in the
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land thatwould not supply its readers with stories of all kinds,
mostly of a sensational nature. The novelists who wrote for a

journal were told thattheymust not write stories thatcontained
more than about 40,000 to 50,000 words, thatafter every 2,000
words the reader must be kept in suspense in order that he
may be induced to buy the next paper, which was to contain
the continuation. This kind of newspaper literature flourished
because people had absolutely no time to sit down and read a
book. If they intended to feed their imagination, they had to
snatch away a moment here and a moment there. This want
the newspaper supplied. People could read such a story while
they were riding in the street-cars, or while they were eating
their luncheons. As every person was obliged to buy _a news-

paper anyway, if he wished to be informed of the occurrences
of the (lay, the novel which he bought with the paper did not
cost him anythingextra. All this is changed today; we have
our comfortable libraries, we have sufiicient means to buy a
book that we wish to own, and, what is more, we have the time
to read it carefully. Your newspapers struggling for existence
were obliged to cater to the public taste and to embody in
their columns all that might induce people to patronize them.
In our days it would be considered absurd to cut up a story
into a number of daily or weekly instalments. You complain
thatyou were obliged to reject a story that was sent to you for
publicationon accountof the tendencies which it contained, and
which ran counter to the supposed sentiments of your patrons.
I am astonished that a person was fQund who would endeavor
to publish a literary production in this way, and I am rather
inclined to thinkthat thewriter, knowing your antiquated ideas
of newspapers, merely wished to pass a good joke on you.

4. The fourth department of your newspapers was finallythe
editorial department. The editor made use of his opportuni-
ties, and offered to his readers his comments and opinions on
all matters of public interest. You were accustomed to be
awed by authority,and the editorial of a newspaper of large
circulation was not taken as the opinion of the one man who
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wrote it, but as the expresion of the public itself. Again.
because you had no time to consider carefully a topic. the
editorials, at your time, had to be short and brisk. The govern-
ment, furthermore, was always supposed to stand in opposition
to the public will. Even when chosen by an overwhelming
majority of the people. the administration was always looked
upon withsuspicion, and fault was found with almost every
step which a president or a governor took. If oflicials pleased
a certain party, they could be sure to displease the other, and
thus as each party had its organ, the editorial columns were
devoted to a constant warfare for or against the government.
In your time this was not more than natural. because every act
of the government needed careful watching, inasmuch as indi-
vidual interests were at stake. The suspicion was always near
that the motives of an administrator were sordid, and that
having come in possession of power he would use it to enrich
himself at the expense of others. All this has been changed;
our oflicialsare not suspected, theyare rather honored, admired.
and their word appreciated by the public. They need not to
be watched, because although the wealth of the whole country
is in their hands, they cannot make more use of it for them-
selves thanyou or I can. The trouble withyou, my dear Julian,
is that your ingrained individualistic tendencies are still blind-
ing you, and that on account of your early education you
cannot understand how a government should not need the
watching or the criticism of the press. \\'hat was a necessity
and a very good thingat your age has ceased to be so in ours.
If some of us think that he has a suggestion to make, he can
do so by bringing it to the notice of the superior ofiicer, through
whom it will reach headquarters; or if he thinksthat his propo-
sitions have not received the proper attention, he can publish
what he has to say in pamphlet form. If it is good it will
spread without much advertising; one will tell the other, and
in a short time the people will see to it that his proposed
reforms are brought about. If, on the other hand, his propo-
sitions seem good only to him and to a few others. and will not
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strike the people as founded upon common sense, they will fall
flat and be ignored. Now, in fact,we have not got newspapers
or a press as you had them, nor do we need them. We were
satisfied to let you have your way; but if you have failed in
your enterprise, please do not lay the blame on us.

One more point of your letter I cannot help touching. You
say, somewhat sneeringly,that a social system once instituted
must be preserved at all hazards, merely because some time ago
it had been created. As soon as we shall find that the social
order which surrounds us ceases to be beneficialto us; as soon
as we shall find thatany individual or any class of individuals
is unduly benefited by it while another individual, or another
class of individuals, is unduly debarred by it from happiness, we
shall surely change it, and not hesitate a moment. No, no, my
dear Julian, do not borrow troubles. Behold, what a glorious
institution ours is, learn by your own experience! Supposing
a person would have come to you in the nineteenth century as

you came to us, could he have found at once a place in which
to make himself useful? Or, supposing thatyou, in your time,
should have been infected with the ambition of becoming an

editor, how would you have succeeded? You might have
undertaken the task, as did many of your contemporaries,With-
out a thorough knowledge of the work. As you were rich, you
could have pushed the enterprise with money; but supposing
you had failed to strike the right chord, supposing that your
editorials would not have met with public approbation, you
would have become beggared. With the loss of your fortune
you would have lost your seat on the top of the coach, you
would have been compelled to take your turn at the rope, and
your former friends would have had no sympathy with you; at
best they might have thrown to you a gift of charity. Now,
although unsuccessful, you can return to the work for which
you have some fitness, and after a time you may try again to
climb upon an editorial chair.

Yours truly,
LEETE, M. D.
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ARE NATIONALISTS VISIONARY?
BY Howuzn Wn.c0x.

It seems to be generally admitted by candid papers that the
practicalwork which nationalistshave set themselvesto perform
is anythingbut visionary; but the term is very freely applied
to those large numbers of us who look forward to the accom-

plishment of these reforms in the very near future. Is this a

just charge? That is the question I wish now to examine.
The great unthinkingmajority, of course, say yes; they say

that it is folly to expect, inside of several centuries, the accom-

plishment of industrial reforms so vast as those pictured in
“Looking Backward." Their honest conviction is expressed
in exaggerated form in the review of “Looking Backward"
published in the Boston Transcript, of March 30, 1888. The
reviewer does not object to the book as depicting a degree of
human felicity and moral development nedessarily unattainable
by the race, provided enough time had been allowed for its
evolution from the present chaotic state of society. He thinks
that in failing to allow this the author has made an absurd
mistake, and it is suggested that the figure should have been
seventy-five centuries.

I am one of those nationalists who look forward to the suc-
cess of our work in the very near future, and my belief is not
emotional, but the result of a study of the history of modern
science. My conclusions are reached by the scientific method
of reasoning, viz., what has been in the past will be in the
future, other things remaining the same. How does science
know that the sun will rise tomorrow, or an eclipse occur next
year? From what has happened in the past. Why does science
suspect that man was evolved from the ape? Because it finds
proof of evolution up to this point. And so on indefinitely.
The foundation of modern science is, “what has been in the
past will be in the future.” .

It is, then, from a study of the past progress of the race that
I reach my conclusions respecting its immediate future advance.
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I will make a brief survey of recent scientific progress‘ with
a view to ascertaining how far the element of time enters in.
In locomotion the progress made between 600 B.C. and 1830
A.D. was as nothing compared with that made in the last fifty
years. It is barely one hundred years since Priestleydiscovered
that there was such a thing as oxygen, and already chemistry
has remodelled our conception of the universe from beginning
to end. The theory of the conservation of energy, and that
light, heat, electricity,and magnetismare differentlyconditioned
modes of undulatory motion, transformable one into the other,
is not yet fifty years old. In astronomy we remained up to
1839 confined to thesolar system; now we measure thedistances
and movements of many stars, and by spectrum analysis dis-
cover what they are made of. It was in 1830 that Sir Charles
Lyell published the book which made geology a science.

Cuvier’s classification of past and present forms of animal
life, which laid the.foundations of comparative anatomy and
paleontology, came but little earlier. Modern biology dates
from the announcement by Schleiden and Schwaun of the cell
doctrine in 1839; and only ten years before embryology began
with Von Baer. Scarcely thirty years have passed since the
epoch-making discovery of natural selection was made known
to the world. The study of human speech is but eighty years
old. yet the discoveries since that great one of Schlegel’s in
1808 rival anythingwhich the physical sciences have to show.
The “ comparative method” in the investigation of political,
ecclesiastical,and industrial systems is but thirty-fouryears old,
yet it is compelling us to rewrite the history of man in all its
stages. In logic, the twenty centuries between Aristotle and
Whately saw less advance than the few years from Whately to
Mill.

In view of these facts, can_ anythingbe clearer than that the
progress of our race has been independent of time, that we
have done far more in the last fifty years than in the preceding
twenty centuries? And the reason is obvious,—we are waking
up. As a boy learns more in five minutes good study when he
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is wide awake than in hours when he is almost asleep, so the
human race has in the paatfift_y gears given proof of what in
the coming fifty years it can accomplish if it but be awakened.
For let us not one moment forget that the world is now in
process of awaking. Between the year 1 and the Renaissance
theworld slept profoundly; barbarous cruelty and outrage were
common and unpunished. Since the Renaissance -—which was
the fir-st awakening whence sprang all our modern scientific
movement—theworld has been growing more and more awake.

Will co-operation come within fifty years? Reasoning from
the past, we say, probably. If the world shall then be suf-
ficientlyawakened to see the selfishness of the present system.
we answer, certainly. It is a question not of time, but of how
much the world awakens in these fifty years.

While we are engaged in our practical work, giving the
people control of gas, telegraph, railroads,etc., let us be cheered
by the thought that it is whollyunscientific to thinkof success
as in the dim, dim future. It is near.

 

A SUGGESTION.
BY CHARIJ-‘.8 I-Ivass Hour.

Taken as a whole, there is much to be done in the develop-
ment of the nationalist idea, and it will take much time to
accomplish our hearts‘ purposes and to get everythingworking
smoothly. Meantime, much educational workwill be required.
Object lessons are valuable, and may be more valuable even
than theoretical teaching. Of these there are various kinds,
of which we have one in the several co-operative societies,
organized upon various bases, and withdifferent special features.
In the January number of this magazine, Max Georgii tells us
of one, the co-operative society of Ghent. Keeping the first
two facts of his statement in mind as demonstrated by tlioso
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object lessons, permit me to suggest still another such lesson,
which can be both instructive to observers and students, and a

training school to its participants; an educator of those without
and those within. It is this:“‘

Let a “ national co-operation ” be duly incorporated with an
authorizedcapital stock. Let it obtain, if possible, a national
charter; if not, one from the state most liberal to corporations,
or most desirable, all things considered, to organize in. Let it
receive subscriptions in cash to its capital stock as an ordinary
corporation. Let it also receive deeds of real estate and other
property in trust, or under contract, from those who, like Paul,
say, “silverand gold have 1 none, but such as I have give I
thee”: this property to be sold to the best advantage, and cer-
tificates of stock to be issued to the grantors named in these
deeds and conveyances for the net amount of cash realized
from these sales. Take subscriptions, in a legal manner, for
stock conditioned on one half-million dollars being taken by
responsible parties. Let a committee search out some location
in the direct line of improvement (and there are many such
in the west and south) where can be found a healthful climate,
arable land, good water and water power, timber, coal, iron,
marble, etc. Let this committee work secretly and obtain
options on large tracts of land until somethinglike two town-
ships (46,080 acres) are secured. Just such work as this,
followed by the improvement which labor makes, is what is
increasing so largely the wealth of this nation today. Let us
have this increase of wealth at work for us rather than
against us.

Five hundred thousand dollars for our proposed movement
would be ample. More would be better, and, I believe, could
be raised. Leading prohibitionistsare at work upon this very
thing, have purchased 300,000 acres of land in Tennessee,
organized a corporation with authorized capital of $3,000,000,
‘ I am aware of the several socialist colonies existingat this time in this country and elm

win-re, but the plan here proposed is broader than these, as will nppear furtheron; and has
1-rnvision for ample capital obtained and used on business basis.
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and have a present subscription of $800,000 taken by 250 sub-
scribers. The real estate in one city site is valued at cost of
thewhole 300,000 acres, and a part of the site has already been
sold for $600,000, or one-fifthof the whole cost. Their invest-
ment is for the profit there is in it, in connection with a desire
to exemplify prohibition as it may be when enforced by those
who believe in it.

Ours would be inspired and guided by nationalist principles.
There would be as great an increase (profit) to our investment
as to theirs, albeit divided in a different way. Upon this basis
could be worked out, under favorable circumstances, some of
the practical questions which lie behind general theories and
plans, and which, in their detail, are what hinder and perplex
thoughtful men when considering nationalism. Only a few
particulars can be given in an article like this, and they only
briefly; so no more upon this point.

As a suggestion, the company might be organized upon the
basis (each stockholder having one vote only) of having one

governing body, or board, to be chosen as follows: the stock-
holders may choose ten members of the body for an indeter-
minate time; the remaining twenty (say) members of the
board to be elected annually by the several districts or town-
ships of the community from its members. When a vacancy
occurs in “the ten,” the stockholders may choose one to fill the
vacancyuntil such time as the stock is withdrawnfrom individ-
ual ownership, when thewhole board shall fillall vacanciesin its
own body. Membersof theboard may be removed for cause, but
not without a majority, both of the ten and the twenty, favor-
ing it. This would be the legislative bod of the community!

After ten years all stock held by individual owners could be
purchased at its par value by the corporation, which should
thereafterbe the whole community, with the aforesaid board
as its legal trustees. No dividends should be paid or declared,
but the entire increase (profits) should be used for the benefit
of the community, and be its property. Apply now, Max
Ge0rgii’s first two facts above referred to.
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“ 1. That labor out of itself is able to create all things neces-

sary for life, comfort, and luxury: in short, to carry on all
production.

2. That labor is able in a short time to produce its own

capital.”
And is there anything further necessary to complete the

story? An enterprise of thismagnitude in the hands of careful,
practical men could not fail of success.

Organized in some such way, and working upon every day
practical plans, many of the causes of failure attending other
trials would be avoided, as the community would only come in
competition with others in the disposition of its surplusage. it
having within itself enough to satisfy, in time, nearly all its
own wants. VVith the original capital returned, as proposed,
to its contributors, they did but “lend to the Lord," without
risk, as theywere the owners of their stock until their advances
were repaid, and having “cast their bread upon the waters ” it
is returned to them after many days, and upon their “loan”
they will receive eternal dividends of enjoyment, peace, and
honor in return for their loss of interest for ten years only.
Cannot 250 men (nationalists) be found willingand able to do
this? Or are we less zealous than our friends the prohibi-
tionists?

Further details need not be given here; practical men can

easilywork them out. \Vith such an organization there would
be many nationalists who would be willing,besides putting in
such an amount of money as they could, to move to such a
settlement and live that life of the “each for all and all for
each ” which is our vi_tal principle.
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SONGS OF BROTHERHOOD.
rm-: BALLOT.

Behold the sword the freeman wears!
Behold the brand the freeman bears I
The hilt is strong, the blade is long,
To reach and to sever the cords of wrong.
Oh, many and many a legal thong,
And many and many a civic wrong,
Shall fall in twain e’er cords of pain
Are rent from the sufiering heart and brain.
For cords of custom bind our lives,
And captive Labor proudly strives
To win its worth, and free our earth,
So Life may go singing with songs of mirth.
Then seize the sword and face the foe!
Knight Roland struck no lustier bIow,—
This sword hath power, did hearts not cower,
To cut as the scythe of the wind a flower;
To smite our tyrant laws and trades,
VVhat cords may bind, what work degrades—
The sword ’s in hand — ’t is yours — command !
And ye are the monarchs of wealth and land.

A NATIONAL HYMN.
(May be sang to the tune of “ Amerk-a.")

Thou hast ever led our people. Thou, our fathers’ God!
We would tread the paths of honor that the fathers trod;
We would fight the foes of freedom till our land be free;
“ One from many,” cousecrate us one for Liberty!
Not with foreign foe or Hessian, as in days of old,
Fight we now, but with the minions of the kings of gold;
Alien rich and Hessian poor! these have challenged Thee;
“ One from many,” consecrate us one for Liberty!
God of LlDCOlD, God of Adams, God of Washington,
Hear and heed the supplication of each loyal son !
Loose the shackle, break the bond, till the poor are free!
“ One from many.” consecrate us one for Liberty!
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Once we shared our fight together, battled side by side,
Once we mingled tears and life-blood in a common tide;
Now in days of peace and pleasure sharers would we be ;
“ One from many," eonsecrate us one for Liberty I
Sharers of our equal birthrightto the common soil,
Common sharers of the produce of our common toil,
One in wealth, in work, and leisure may we ever be!
“ One from many,” consecrate us one for Liberty!

ALLAN Easrxax Cnoss.
 

I.\' VACATION.
The morning sun fills earth and sky
With light as if with deity : —-

Fills, too, my heart with warm desire
To lift my life's low level higher.-
The sun descends the hill’s far side,
And leaves the peace of eventide ;
And peace doth in my heart abide;
But deeper still there glows the fire
Of morn's unsatisfied desire.

The night wind wafts the scent of pines
And the brook’s low song; while o’er me shines
The evening star, one spot of light
Upon the forehead of the night.
Alas! beyond those dusky hills
A cry I know ascends and fills
The city air,— the old, szid cry
Of wronged and failed humanity.
Renew, my soul, the early vow ;
No gift of heart or hand allow
To rust unused; but give them all
To help the weak and free the thrall—
Return. and heed the human call !

Psncxwu. CHI.‘-BB.



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.
 

CURRENT TOPICS.
 

Tm: Dcrr or Vorsns.
In every city of this land the voters should stop the drain of their

life-blood (for that is what money represents today) into the pockets of
the few possessors of gas, electric light, and street railway franchises.
Irrespective of party, demand a pledge from your representatives in the
city government, or candidates for election to such positions, that they
will take the necessary steps to restore these privileges to the whole
people.
Tar-: Ixnnsraun Aasnr.

Labor Day will see the hosts of labor “ processioning,” as Walt
Whitman puts it, in every important city. If this mighty host would
vote as unitedly as theymarch, their labor holiday would not be the sole
day in the year devoted to the celebration of the arts of peace. And
yet this marching shoulder to shoulder means thatthe masses are awaking
to the consciousness of their interests, and will vote for them some day
instead of starving themselves in strikes.

LI-ZGALIZED CORPORATE MURDER.
The legalized taking off of Kemmler by electricity sent a shudder

all over the civilizedworld, and probably has done much in the direction
of abolishing capital punishment. The opinion seems to be growing
that if one man has no right to kill, a collection of men have no right.
Yet thousands of men are illegally murdered by electricity and other
preventable causes. due to the criminal neglect of a few men composing
corporations, and the world shivers not. It is for the benefit of the
God “ Business.”

A Connor: Pnuronx.
“ The need of the hour, or what to do next,” seems to be the appro-

priate title for the great serial of the century. The subject matter is
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simple. All reform organizations should unite on some one plank of a

platform which would sweep the country. The Farmers’ Alliance.
Nationalists, Knights of Labor, Trade-Unions, and all other reform
bodies, could unite on the demand that the railroads and telegraph
should be nationalized. It is perhaps the only thing that they could at
present unite on. Concentration is the need of the hour, and to demand
public railwaysand telegraph seems the first thing to be done.
Tm»: INNOCEN1‘ THIRD PARTY.

In the struggle between the labor organization and the corporation
there stands an unfortunate third party whose rights are disregarded
and trampled under foot. This is the public, never well treated at the
best, but now maltreated villanously on account of its own ignorance.
The public pays the wages of the employes of the railroads from the
president down as well as the profits of the stock and bond-holders.
Yet the dear public, who every day is receiving the fate imprecated by
Mr. Vanderbilt.hasn't collectively waked up to demand, as the only
remedy that these modern highways should be taken out of the hands
of ‘re irresponsible private toll-gatherer,and owned and controlled by
the nation itself.
The Rarnnoan Srmxn.

Public indignation over the New York Central strike has not been as

intense as it should have been; that is to say, against the corporation.
Much adverse comment was made on the action of the strikers, and but
little attention paid to the real instigators of the trouble, the ofiicials of
the company, who, there seems to be no doubt, have deliberately dis-
charged men for no other reason than to break up their organization.
Now, in such a case the men either have to see their organization, the
only weapon they possess to compel attention to their wrongs, broken
up stick by stick, or to go on a strike. Naturally, they chose the latter
alternative. But the outlook seems to be that they will be defeated.
There is clearly no sense in striking piecemeal.

Strikes on railroads, too, tend more and more to become failures. on
account of the paramouncy of the system over the individual, and the
transportabilityof skilled labor from end to end of a railroad. The
only remedy is for the railroad employes to demand that the roads
should be nationalized. Then their grievances would receive the same

respectful consideration as those of the letter carriers and postal clerks,
and, after a proper period of service, they should be pensioned.
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PINK!-ZRTON T0 rm: Resets.
Not satisfied with the protection afiorded by the municipal police in

regard to theirproperty, the New‘ York Central called in Pinkerton, and
some of his “thugs” have been amusing themselves by firing into the
crowd as the car that contained them went by. They succeeded in
wounding some bystanders who had nothingat all to do with the strike.
Even such capitalistic papers as the New York Sun are indignant over
this outrage on the public perpetrated by the New York Central. It
seems about time to abolish the Pinkerton system, or the Vanderbilt
system, or the present industrial system, all of which appear to be
synonymous. If the railroads are not nationalizedpretty quickly,there
will be trouble before this century goes out.

VVIIH FACE Towanns THE MORNING.
Col. Thomas \\'entworthI-Iigginson’s address at Chatauqua must have

been one of the most notable of the year at that place, judging by the
synopsis given in the press reports. It_s publication in full will be
welcomed by the large majority of his admirers who had not the good
fortune to hear it. His subject was “The Aristocracy of the Dollar.”
and his characterization of the American plutocracy was keenly and
brilliantlyaccurate. He showed how the aristocracyof birth was dying
out before the aristocracy of wealth, and with the mastery of epigram
that distinguishes his literary style, he announced his belief that " the
aristocracy of the millionaire will give way to the aristocracy of the
million.” Col. Higginson is not one of the “indolentoptimists whom
Prof. Ely pronounces so mischievous in their influence through their con-

fidence that the course of evolution will ultimatelybring about a beautiful
condition of affairs, so that there is no need for anybody to take hold
and help things along. Col. Higginson, like Edward Everett Hale,
believesin “lendinga hand." and the sentiment of the words just quoted
is in accord with the idea of the noble poem. dedicated to Edward
Bellamy, that he contributed to the first number of Tm; NATIONALIST.

Tm-1 NAr1oN’s H1r:Hw.u's.
The railway lines are now the true highways of the nation. Their

only excuse for existence is the public convenience. On that score their
projectors have been clothed with valuable and extraordinary-privileges
by the public. They have been given the right of eminent domain, and
the railway corporations have largely built their lines with the public’s
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money, in the shape of grants from the nation, from states, from counties,
and from municipalities. The Hungarian nation has now made a year's
trial of a new system of railway fares. It substitutes for mileage
charges a “zone tariff.” Under it fares are uniform within certain
distances from the starting-point, increasing regularly with each zone, or

stretch, of a certain width. The result has been an enormous reduction
of rates, a correspondinglyenormous increase in travel, with no increase
in operating expenses. At the same rates, were a similar system applied
in this country, it would be possible to travel from New York to Boston
for 82.24; from Boston to Philadelphia, to Washington, or to Buffalo,
for the same sum; from New York to Chicago for $4.48; from San
Francisco to Boston for 815.68. The public highways of this country
are operated chiefly for private profit; for the public accommodation
only so far as it will promote that end. Were they nationalized. the
public might gain the advantage of such rates as are enjoyed by a

European people far less intelligent and free. Is it not time for the
people to claim their own?

A SOULLESS CORPORATION.
How very significant that, when the Western Union Telegraph build-

ing was burnt out in New Yorka few weeks ago. not a word of sympathy
was heard for the company in the great crowd that gathered to seethe
fire. “ On the contrary,” says the Spectator of New York, “ there was

considerable satisfaction expressed over the fact that the ‘ fire fiend ’ had
found a way to reach a company that has persistently defied public
opinion, the laws and the courts, and in its general policy takes advan-
tage of everyone whom it can bully or outrage.” It is typical of the
general meanness of the Western Union Company that it refused to pay
the insurance patrol for protecting its valuable records, papers, office
furniture, etc., on the occasion of a previous fire in its building. The
\'\"estern Union carries no insurance on its property, and so the patrol
sent in a bill for its services. This time when the patrolqresponded to
the alarm. and found where the fire was, they folded their arms and
made no effort to protect the property from damage. “ The calm indif-
ference with which fire underwriters and the insurance patrol viewed the
work of the flames was something seldom seen at a fire,” says the
Spectator. It might have added, with truth, that if the fire could only
have annihilated the entire corporation there would have been universal
rejoicing throughout the United States. If the people of this country
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could only make their sentiment felt. a postal telegraph system would
be voted into existence at once by the largest majority ever given.
LABOR’S Isnsasxr Rmar.

The recent strike of the employes of the New York Central Railroad
was occasioned by the company’s discharge of men whose only fault
was in belonging to some labor organization. It is the old story over

again, a wealthy corporation unwilling to concede to labor the privilege
they themselves have so long enjoyed. Capital has always claimed the
right to combine,and therein lies its tremendous power.

Political economists have claimed that prices were governed by the
eduitable law of supply and demand; however plausible that may have
been in the past, it is certainly far from being the case today. For now
manufacturers meet and decide upon the price of their commodities.
Tariff rates upon all great railroads are fixed by a board composed of
their respective managers. If the supply of coal on hand even threatens
a reduction in price to the consumer, the so-called coal barons combine
to reduce theoutput at the mines, thus perpetually insuring to themselves
an exorbitant profit. And thus it is in every business where money
capital is involved. The laborer has something to sell, and upon the
commodity he brings into the market rests our entire social fabric; this
commodity has been well called by Ingersoll “theonly solvent thing
beneaththe stars”; this useful, indispensable commodity is labor. It
is the workingman’scapital. He has a right to self-protection through
organization. If right for one class, it certainly is for the other.

The time has come when the rights of the workers must be conceded,
and any corporation, however powerful, that attempts to perpetrate so

gross and palpable an injustice upon its faithful employes should be
held to a stern and strict accountabilityfor all loss and inconvenience to
the public caused by an attempt to abridge or annul an inherent right.
GNATB AND CAMELS.

How interesting to note the unanimity of the press in its denunciation
of the Louisiana lottery! The earnestness with which they implore
the people of that state to rise in their might and crash the hydra-
headed monster would lead one to suppose that when that work was

accomplished there would be nothingmore to be desired in the way of
reform,— thatthe last and most formidable foe to the people's welfare and
happiness would be banished from the land. That this lottery is an evil,
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few would have the temerity to deny, but that it is not the greatest from
which we suffer is obvious to all who look below the surface of things,
and it is certainly astonishing to see so many of the leading papers of
the country so bitterly attacking this minor evil, and yet saying nothing
of those larger ones that threaten our very existence as a republic. The
cornering of food-products, thereby artificially enhancing the price of
the necessaries of life to every individual, is a thousand-fold greater
curse, to say nothingof the methods employed by powerful corporations
to enrich themselves at the expense of their less fortunate fellow-beings,
for these vultures feed and fatten upon the labor of others, often far
more worthy than themselves, and are then held up to the world's
admiring gaze as the highest types of our modern civilization. Through
their ill-gotten wealth theysucceed in getting themselves,or their pliant,
conscienceless henchmen, elected to fill the most important ofiices in the
country, and thus render abortive all eflorts to procure legislation in the
interest of the true wealth-producers. The attitude of the press, with
a few honorable exceptions, toward these evils of far greater magnitude
than the Louisiana lottery is disgusting. How much longer will they
continue to “ strain at a gnat and swallow a camel?”

OUR Worm TO FIND, NOT MAKE.
Nationalism.like all other reform movements, is so misrepresented by

its opponents that some very excellent people have become prejudiced
against it, but that the principles underlying it are endorsed by the
majority is evident from the fact that when presented to them without
any name attached thereto they accord it an instant and hearty endorse-
ment. If some of the writers who are striving to belittle the cause,
and who show their fear of it by their frantic and senseless efiortsin
this direction, would take the trouble to talk with the first twenty
persons they meet in regard to the advisabilityof placing the VVestern
Union Telegraphunder nationalcontrol, theywould quicklydiscover that
our so-called visionary and utopian ideas are held by a large majority of
the people. Those who are active workers in the cause have obtained
suflicient data to know that all that-is needed to bring about a speedy,
practical application of our theory is to crystallize this wide-spread,
almost universal, sentiment, and that is being done by trusts, syndicates,
and combinationsthat are crowding the business men with small capital
out of the field. or into bankruptcy. This is doing the work much more

rapidly and effectively than is possible by any other means. The in-
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fluence of gigantic corporations in politics and legislation is another
important factor in producing the same result, and, though a deplorable
state of affairs, it can be viewed with comparative eqnanimity by those
who recognize its active and potent agency in bringing about a speedy
revolt from such inequitable conditions,—a revolt that can end only in
the downfall of this dangerous plutocracy,and the replacingof power
in the hands of the people, from whom it has been insidiously taken.
Our chief work is.=not to make converts to nationalism,but only to
discover them, and then bring into harmonious union that vast number
whose sentiments are in perfect accord with ours.

A MISTAKEN VIEW 01-‘ NATIONALISM.
Under “ Letters to the Editor ” in our August number, Mr. William

Harrison Riley, in a short article called “ Help Yourse1ves,” urges
nationalists to organize themselves into a nationalist village, or villages.
He asks, “Why should we wait ? ” and he says, “ I want. to see the right-
ness of our principles proved in one nationalist village; and I am sure

one successful example of their practicabilitywill do more good than
ten thousand verbal assurances.”

Now we do not wish to be understood as criticising, nor, in the least,
as condemning the private opinions of any of our valued correspondents;
but one word of caution, editorally expressed, seems proper. The plan
advocated by Mr. Riley is one of simple communism. Experiments of
this kind have been tried, time and again, without any marked success.

The latest test of a co-operative colony is now in progress, under favor-
able conditions, at Kaweah, California. But communism of property
and effort is not nationalism.

It is a misconception of our grand objects to thinknationalistic prin-
ciples can be proved or disproved by any voluntary groupings of indi-
vidnals in social and industrial settlements, where all shall share equally
in labor and in reward.

If an island in the Pacific could be obtained, and if such an island
were large enough to accomodate a nation of men and women who
wished to emigrate from other countries to found a true co-operative
commonwealth, then, indeed, a fair trial of nationalismmight be made;
but under present conditions let us be patient until the leaven of our true
social doctrines has permeated the body of the American Republic so

thoroughly that the popular demand shall make ready the final change
from oppression and slavery to true freedom and equality. \Ve may, as
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individual members of the great reform party, advocate the minor
remedies for relieving the dreadful injustice of the present system. and
we may encourage co-operative production and distribution,profitpsharing,
shorter hours, the single-tax idea, or communistic colonies; we may
believe that each one of these measures for lifting, slightly, 9. grievous
burden has much to recommend it; but nationalists should not, as an
organized party, stray from the broad road leading to the sound solution
of the industrial problem by taking any narrower paths which end only
in the alleviationof social miseries, but which can accomplish no per-
manent cure.

It is unnecessary to call attention to°the practical obstacles to any
such plan as that ofiered by Mr. Riley. These will occur to the minds
of most readers at once.

MUNICIPAL LIGHTING.
So many cities and towns throughout the country are now establishing

their own electric lighting plants that it is difficult to keep run of them.
The satisfaction which such undertakings uniformlygive the public is in
marked contrast with the complaints heard on every side of the bad
service and extortionate charges of private corporations. Boston, which
until lately has paid the exorbitant price of $180 a year a lamp, the
highest rate in the country, has been congratulating itself on getting the
companies down to $146, which is still more than twice the price paid
by Chicago, which does its own lighting at a cost of less than half what
Boston pays, with the advantage of running all its wires safely under
ground, while Boston continues its dangerous overhead system, notwith-
standing its costly experience. The cities of the South have been most
backward in doing things for themselves, and the most of them depend
upon private companies even for the water supplies; but Austin, Texas,
has had such success with its own water supply that it has lately estab-
lished its own electric lighting plant. In Massachusetts the large town
of Peabody, the next-door neighbor to Danvers, the pioneer town of the
state in municipal lighting, has lately voted to put in its own electric
lighting plant at a cost of $30,000. Probably by anotheryear the state
senate, even corrupted as it has been by corporations, will hardly dare
to refuse to municipalities the right to supply their inhabitants, as well
as light their streets. Indeed, so very favorable was the opinion of the
Supreme Court on the subject of municipal lighting, when asked for by
this year's legislature. that it is very likely that cities and towns have the
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right already without the necessity of legislation. Therefore, it would
be advisable for a town like Danvers to go ahead and make a test case

by supplying some private party or parties with light or power. The
example of the city of Marquette, Michigan, as lately given in the
Dawn, is instructive. For two years it has owned its water power and
electric light, and already its electric plant is worth three times its cost,
and is earning for the city $4000 a year net. The mayor is confident
that in the near future the city can be managed without a cent of taxa-
tion upon its property, either municipal, state, or county, out of the
profit to be realized from this power, and at the same time sell said
power at a small profit that will encourage manufacturers to come in.
There are hundreds of towns in New England and elsewhere having
streams near by witha power thatelectricitycan make cheaply available.
How much better it would be for them to do like Marquette, and give
the profit to the whole community, instead of leaving all the advantages
to be gobbled up by speculative corporations which, with their selfish
striving for large gains, discourage local industry by their heavy charges.
News of one of the largest public electric undertakings comes from over
the water. The St. Pancras Vestry in London has decided to establish
its own plant, and, at a cost of about $250,000 is to have an installation
for light and motive power sufiicient for 10,000 incandescent lights, with
mains sufiicient for 25.000 lights of 16-candle power. and 90 are lights.
Mr. Preece, F. R. S., the distinguished electrician to the post-otiice, who
was consulted on the subject, said: " I think that the vestry of St.
Pancras is doing a wise thing in carrying out this installation, and I see
no reason whatever. from the careful consideration I have given to the
plans submitted, why it should not obtain all the results that have been
foreshadowed. The rate payers will secure the light at the cheapest
rate, and the profits accruing from private lighting can be devoted either
to the reduction of rates, or to the expense of public lighting.”
Co on-zaarrvn Mncmuucs.

One effect of the strike in the building trades has been to arouse an
interest in the formation of co-operative associations among workingmen
to undertake contracts for building, thus dividing among the workers
the entire amounts paid for their work, instead of giving a portion of it
to contractors, who, under the usual system, hire the workmen. It is
significant that the American Architect. speaking for those who have the
giving out of 'building contracts, cordially approves the movement.
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“ Most architects,” it says, “ would rather give a contract to a co-opera-
tive association of good workmen than to a contractor, for the reason
that the latter, even if his intentions are good, cannot look after all his
men all the time, and the latter, having no particular interest in the
work, and very likely never having seen the drawings or specifications,
make blunders, and waste time and materials in a way that would be
impossible with an intelligent co-operative society, where each man
would take pains to ascertain what was to be done, and would not only
do his part to have the work go quickly and correctly,but would be on
the lookout to see thatnone of the other men injured the general interest
by carelessness." As to the objection that the small amount of capital
at the command of such co-operative associations would make them
financially less responsible, and therefore induce preference to contrac-
tors, the American Architect is inclined to think that for ordinary work
this would be of little or no importance, a contribution of a week’s
wages from each member, with a willingness to wait a little while, in
case of need, for a portion of his regular income, would constitute
capital enough for all the business that such a society ought, in the
present state of the law, to undertake, and a co-operative society with a

good reputation for efficiencyand honesty could have from the architects’
oflices all the business it wanted on those terms, if it could be relied
upon to carry out faithfully the contracts which were awarded to it."
The importance of such associations carrying out their agreements to
the letter is dwelt upon, and a frank word is spoken as to the growing
prevalence of unfaithful workmanship among mechanics, as architects
universally testify. It should be said, however, that employers them-
selves. under the contract system, are probably as responsible for the
habit of bad workmanship as the mechanics, since, in their efforts to
make their profits as large as possible, they are too likely to furnish
material of poor quality, and encourage the doing of had work. A
gentleman whose profession has for the better part of his life given him
the oversight of important public works in more than twenty large cities
of this country says that he has found, without exception, that work is
more honestly and faithfully performed where it is done by dired.
employment of the workmen on the part of the city than \vhere it is
given out to contractors; in all his experience, he has never known of a

single instance where the penalties of a contract were enforced; the
contractor is too apt to palm off inferior work upon a city, and to avoid
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acting up to obligations through some political influence that he may
possess. It seems likely that by the making of contracts for work
directly with organized bodies of workmen a higher standard of work-
manship will become general. The new cooperative associations, there-
fore, cannot be too careful as to the character of the work theyperform.
With due attention to this point, that which the American Architect
believes to be the great industrial movement of the future will, at
least, be a welcome advance from the old system, and make a good step
towards the nationalist ideal.

Passrnsxr E1.ior’s Eaaoxsocs Gnonxn.
President Eliot, of Harvard, in his contribution to the Century for

August, ranges himself with the decadent Iaiuezfaire school of political
economy. His essay is substantially identical with a paper read before
one of the numerous denominational clubs in Boston nearly a year ago.
These various trade, religious, and ethical clubs of the New England
metropolis are, by the way, developing quite an appetite for sociologic
and economic discussion, and are the means of making public some valu-
able contributions towards an understanding of the most vital issues of
the day. President Eliot's paper, which he calls “The Forgotten Mil-
lions,” is too limited in its field to deserve its sub-title, “A Study of the
Common American Mode of Life.” It is a study of the rural community
in which he has for some years had his summer home,— the town of
Mount Desert, on the Maine coast. It is undeniablya conscientious and
\":'..iablepiece of work, but after all too superficial to be a reallyaccurate
statement, as is almost inevitable with observations from the outside.
President Eliot's fellow-townsman,Mr. J. Murray Howe, of Cambridge,
who knows thepeople of theMaine coast more intimatcly, pointed thisout
very trenchantly at the time when President Eliot first read his essay,
showing that many of the traits which thateminent gentleman found so
admirable were in reality based upon dishonesty, immorality, indolence,
ignorance, and other undesirable qualities. President Eliot regards the
state of society that he describes as “ wholesome,” and appears to be in
hearty accord with the sentiment of his Mount Deserters, which he quotes
in their homely vernacular: “We ’re well ’nough ’s we air.” Before
accepting this as true, it might be well to ask an explanation of the fact
thatin the rural communitiesof Maine there is a notable scarcity of young
people ; thatthe most active and energeticyoung men and young women,
finding life there intolerably dull, hurry away to thecities as soon as they
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can ; and thatthose towns are almost universallydwindlingin population,
except in the case of the few which, like Mount Desert, have come into
favor as summer resorts. President Eliot terms the tendency to call atten-
tion to the wrongs, evils,and dangers of our present social and industrial
conditions an “empoisoned state of mind.” That his expression may
justly be termed extremely infelicitous, to put it mildly,is evident when
we consider thatthe growing public sensitiveness to theevilsand injustice
of our industrial system is in unbroken continuity with the quickening
of the world's sympathy that has made impossible the cruelties and
oppression of the bad old times when the inqnisition flourished, when
petty offences were capital crimes, and the torturings of the condemned
were occasions for the amusement of the multitude,—a progressive
movement that has reformed, and is reforming thousands of abuses to
which mankind has until lately heen callous. If it is an “empoisoned
state of mind ” that is necessary for a sense of the enormity of the evils
depicted by the author of “ Prisoners of Poverty” of the terrible
wrongs that child-labor inflicts upon children and the race; of the
chapter of horrors made up of the outrages perpetrated by millionaires
upon honest miners who should be free American citizens, but who are
slaves in all but name. in which chapter the stories of Spring Valley and
Hocking Valley,as Henry D. Lloyd has shown us. are but steps of the
menacinggrowth of the money power;—then by all means that is the
kind of poison we need to have administered in large and quick-working
doses! It is the healthy body politic, as well as body physical, that is
sensitive to even slight indications of maladies that threaten its well
being; it is only the ill-developed social and physical organisms, with
dull nerves and blunted senses, that are indifferent to internal disorders
and noisome surroundings. Therefore, even though the great majority
of the American people were situated as comfortably and hopefully as
President Eliot assumes, it would be an ill omen for our nation’s future
were they indifferent to the hapless conditions of even a very few in
their midst. Just as there is rejoicing in heaven over the one sinner
that repents, so is there rejoicing -in a healthy community over one abuse
that is corrected. The most hopeful thing that distinguishes the Ameri-
can people is its capacity for discontent, its determination to better the
condition of the individual and of the community. Should “we ’re well
’nough ’s we air ” become the sentiment of the nation, then we would
see President Eliot’s thirty to forty millions of the American people
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realize his ideal thatfinds its likeness in a sodden and ignorant European
peasantry. But with the Farmers’ Alliance. and other agitations now

rife, there happily does not appear to be a prospect of stagnation.
A Mom-:1. Crrr.

The claim Julian Ralph, in a late Harper's, makes for Birmingham,
England, as “the best governed city in the world,” is perhaps a trifle
extravagant in view of what is accomplished in Berlin, Glasgow, and
some other European municipalities. Birmingham, however, ranks very
high in the scale of municipalities that furnish to the rest of the world
model examples of what can be done when a well-devised system pro-
vides adequate means for the expression of public spirit in enlightened
self-government. It is undeniable that we Americans, with all our
advance in political freedom, are still far behind a large portion of the
rest of the world not only in Europe but Australia in a truly demo-
cratic administration of that form of government that comes nearest the
people,—— the municipal. Accounts of the good results efiected else-
where, like this of Birmingham by Mr. Ralph, and those of Glasgow
by Dr. Albert Shaw, and of Berlin by Prof. Ely and Sylvester Baxter,
ought to have a beneficial effect in inciting us to improve our own

municipal methods. The widespread interest aroused by articles of this
class. and their appreciative reception, indicates that the time is ripe for
more determined elforts at improvement thanhave heretofore been made.
Disgust with municipal abuses has repeatedly aroused citizens to a
wholesale overturning of affairs. But the trouble has been in giving but
slight attention to the improvement of the systems that have permitted
the abuses, and the clean and capable men who have replaced corrupt
or incompetent officials have found it impossible to work to advantage
under a form that necessitates irresponsibilityand inharmonious manage-
ment. Therefore, as_ a rule, the public after a while becomes apathetic
again, and thinksit is no use trying to better things. Affairs soon relapse
into a condition as bad as ever, until some glaring evil again produces a

sporadic attempt at improvement. It is not too much to say that the well-
intentioued and eminently respectable men who have been at the head
of various “ citizens’ movements ” are, by their failure to perceive that it
is the system itself that needs reforming, at least fully as responsible for
the evils as the men who take advantage of the system to exploit a city
government for their own profit. These “leading citizens” have, by
confining their efiorts to the replacing of bad men rather than the
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reforming of a bad system, too often made themselves unwittingly the
instruments for the entrance into power of a set of “ outs " who desired
simply to possess for themselves the opportunities enjoyed by the “ ins ”

of emolument at the public expense.
The fact that Birmingham's excellence as a model city dates back

only twenty years or so, and that the efforts to make it what it has
become grew out of the existence of grave defects that needed mending,
holds out encouragement for similar efiort here. Its form of govern-
ment is evidently a studied modification of the German method, as

exemplified in Berlin, by which the common council is the basis of the
whole structure. a permanent body of experienced men being assured
by retiring a third of the membership periodically,while the council
elects both the aldermen and the mayor. A weak point of the Bir-
mingham form, as contrasted with theBerlin, appears to be the mayoralty,
which is more honorary than practicallyexecutive in character, since the
mayor, who is chosen for but one year, “may amount to somethingor

nothing, as chance has it.” It costs, on the average. $15,000 to be
mayor one term. It is therefore a defect to have the chief magisn-any
eligible to only rich men, whose ambitionmight lead them to the practice
of questionable methods to attain it.

As to what is efiected in Birmingham, we learn that “ it is a city that
builds its own street railroads,makes and sells its own gas, collects and
sells its water supply, raises and sells a great part of the food for its inhab-
itants, provides them with a free museum. art gallery, and art school,
gives them swimming and Turkish baths at less than cost, and interests
is larger portion of its people in responsibilityfor and management of
its alfairs than any city in the United Kingdom.” It is “a business
city, run by business men on business principles.” Many of these things
are excellently done in other well-governed cities, but Birmingham
appears to have gone a step beyond anythingattempted elsewhere in the
way of conducting undertakings for the convenience of the inhabitants
as individuals by raising on its large sewage farm and selling at reduced
cost a large portion of the meat, milk, and vegetables which they con-

sume. It is logical inference that, if the city can raise and sell for its
inhabitants a portion of their food, it might, with equal right, furnish
the entire foodvsupply at reduced rates, and to the benefit of all con-
cerned.
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‘Far: Wom: or Oaoazuznsc.
The hearts and souls of thousands and tens of thousands in all parts

of the country have been amused as never before to a sense of the evils
of our present social system, based upon the wasteful and wrongful
methods of industrial production that have hitherto prevailed in the
world. This has been done by a plain, straightforward, and eloquent
picture of things as they might be, in vivid contrast with things as they
are. The devoted men and women who for years have been conscious
of these things,and who have constituted a forlorn hope striving towards
the right, have been fired with fresh courage, and filled with confidence
by the rising of this grand sustaining tide around them under the inspi-
ration of a clear and clarifying mind. A mighty impulse has been
generated that cannot fail to sweep us onward to an attainment of the
ends more rapidly than had hitherto been hoped for. Where there is a
will there is a way; and now that the will has become manifest, the ques-
tion before us is how best to open and enter upon the way to the realiza-
tion of what we desire. How can the interest thus aroused best be taken
advantage of, and the energy of the mighty flood best be utilized to
achieve the purpose of the power that set it in motion?

In the very beginning we have the promise of the fulfillment, for, as
a sense of the evil conditions of the present developed an accurate per-
ception of their cause, so a knowledge of the cause led to the dis-
cernment of the steps that would bring the remedy; therefore, since the
popular sense, thus appealed to. is aroused, we are assured that the steps
which it now clearly perceives to be right will. sooner or later, be
taken. For nothing is more true than that, when mankind once really
becomes convinced that certain things are desirable, it will surely find
some means to possess them.

In seeking this way, we have but to look to the incentive which has
pointed out the direction in which the road lies. The first step has been
taken instinctively. Just as in chemistry the agitation of a saturated
solution gives the impulse to the formation of centres of crystallization,
so the masses. who have been saturated with the truths of nationalism,
with a sense of what a mighty instrument for the welfare of the people
the nation is capable of becoming, and is destined to become, have spon-
taneously begun the formation of centres of energy in the shape of the
nationalist clubs now springing up on all sides. VVe have but to follow
out the lines thus indicated.

The key-stone of practical nationalism is efficient organization. That
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which we seek to see the nation become must serve as u, model for
the building up of the nationalist movement. We must use our best
efiorts to base it upon the most efiicient instrumentality possible, working
with the least possible friction and waste of energ '. By our own pro-
cesses we must illustrate the correctness of the principles we advocate.

In the first place, we must be ever alert to keep alive the flame we
have fanned into life. We must not permit the fresh enthusiasm to
wane. To this end we must ever give it fresh fuel to feed upon. “'6
must, therefore, follow speech with action, precept with practice. We
must realize that this is a cause in which we have enlisted for life. It
is a holy war, which we, who begin the struggle, must wage as a sacred
duty. But, with the consciousness of right, and that we are working
for our fellow-men, we can fight bravely on like soldiers, regardless of
whether we ourselves shall live to the hour of triumph so long as the
army presses on to final victory. There is before us work in whose doing
we may rejoice, and though we may not be permitted to behold the com-

pleted structure whose noble form stands stately and beautiful in our

visions, yet we can have the joy of laying many a course upon its
steadily rising walls and see them take on their growing glory in sub-
stance prophetic of the grand result.

Every club may thus make itself the centre of practical work, of
which there is practicallyno end in that which stands ready to be »done
on every hand. in town or city, in state or in nation. The nature of
this fundamental work has been frequently pointed out. Locally, it lies
in the assumption by the municipality of all possible co-operative func-
tions for which conditions may be ripe. as in supplying water, gas, and
electricity. running street cars, establishing institutions for education
and amusement. like public libraries. museums, parks, etc., and improv-
ing the public schools by compulsory education of all children up to the
age of seventeen or so. thus preventing child-labor,destroying ignorance,
and improving the lot of adult workers by removing competition. Manual
and physical training should be also made a part of the school system.
for the production of future generations superior in skill and health.
In the state the passage of laws should be urged permitting and directing
these things. In the nation the nationalizationof the telegraph, rail-
ways, coal-mining, and other industries, as soon as practicable. their suc-
cessful operation being conditioned,of course, upon a reformed and busi-
ness-like civil service.
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It is with reluctance that the present editor of this department takes
up the work after the able manner in which it has been conducted by
Mr. Willard. whose duties are such that he has been compelled to let
the mantle fall on other shoulders. But the consciousness of Mr.
Willard's sympathy will be a stimulus to the present editor in his eu-

deavor to maintain the high standard that has been set by his untiring
energy and devotion to the cause.

It has been said that those who are interested in nationalism are

sentimentalists, but they are sentimentalists who are capable of accom-

plishing a great deal of work in a very practical way. There has always
been a great deal of sentiment mixed up with the beginnings of great
social movements, and the present movement is undoubtedly not an

exception. When a person arrives at a point where he can see ‘- the evil
that men do unto others,” then he is branded as a sentimentalist. Here
in Boston weihave seen during this month of August some 40,000 senti-
mentalists in line. with bands of music and tattered banners, and the
great ones of the land paying their tributes of respect to these men who
left theirhomes to fight for sentiment. Yes, it is the misfortune of some

people to see the evils of their time and to speak right out about them,
and judging from the reports that come from all over this broad land
there are a great many who feel these evils, and who are setting their
faces to the rising sun with hope and determination.

Out in California the work of organization goes on with unabated
vigor, and the nationalists are making themselves felt more and more as

a power in the government of the state. Club No. 1, of Los Angeles,
elected on June 15th the following officers: A. R. Street, president:
Mrs. B. L. Stephens, vice-president; ArthurVinette, recording and cor-

responding secretary; E. M. \Vade, financial secretary; J. 1’. Smith,
treasurer; and W. H. Stuart, librarian.

The Oakland nationalists.who were the first to organize :1 club on the
Pacific coast, elected the following officers on June 4th: Josephine H.
Steele, recording secretar '; WV. C. \Vaage, corresponding secretary;
Mrs. Mason, treasurer; Otis Orindorfl, financial secretary. This club
opened their new hall Thursday evening, August 7th, under very flat-
tering circumstances. The hall was beautifullydecorated and densely
crowded. Dr. McGlynn delivered a lecture on ‘‘ The Public Schools"
that was heartily endorsed by all present. ‘
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From Oregon Mr. White writes that new clubs have been organized
at Briggs school-house, Columbia county,—G. C. Barker, president;
also at Vernonia,withA. B. Lewis as secretary; also at Pittsburg, Miss
Grace Cross, secretary. The work of organizing is being pushed at
Portland, and we expect to hear from there very soon.

From Oregon to Florida is quite a jump, but nationalism has no

bounds, and knows no North or South. At Chuluota, Orange county,
the first nationalist club of Florida has just been organized, with J. A.
Lewis as president; J. F. Culley, treasurer; and G. W. Wright, cor-

responding secretary. They meet every Saturday. The interest in
nationalism is rapidly increasing in this section of the country.

In the new state of Washington the Tacoma nationalist club has
started on its second year with improved prospects. They are trying to
inaugurate practical co-operation in the buying of supplies. They send
delegates to the Tacoma t.rades council, which consist of delegates from
the various labor organizations.

The nationalists are very busy in New York, organizing,circularizing,
lecturing,and spreading the doctrines among all classes. The people are
fast becoming interested in the movement; they see that it is not a class
movement; is not exclusively for the laboring class, or the wealthy or
middle classes, but for all classes, and theysee that this fact precludes the
possibilityof thatcorruption which is inevitable when “parties” get con-
trol of the government. The nationalists are not rallying around a ban-
ner whose principal motto has been “to the victor belong the spoils,”
but they elevate a banner on whose folds everybody can read “ Purity."

VVe quote from a circular sent out by the central organization of
nationalists to the labor, trade, and radical organizations of the city of
New York the following: —

An important campaign is approaching for the election of municipal,
state, and federal officers.

Our people have entered upon one of those stages in the social CV01“-
tion of nations that mark the close of an old and the opening of a new
era. The social stage of civilization based upon the wage-system is
passing away; a humaner one, now made practicableby the great inven-
tions, is about to take its place; and issues, different from those hitherto
applicable, now thrust themselves upon the public mind.

Yet,notwithstanding,both the Democraticand the Republican parties,
together with their several factions in this city, continue divided upon
matters of empty form, or upon issues looking only to the interests of
the capitalist and landlord class. Nor is this to be wondered at.
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It is not given to political parties, or classes. that have outlived their
day either to readjust themselves to changed conditions or to acknowl-
edge themselves obsolete. Neither the Whig nor the Democratic party
of a generation ago would or could have grappled with the issue of
chattel slavery. A new party. imbued with the new idea, was needed
and sprang up. No more would or could the Democraticor Republican
party squarely face the irrepressible conflictthat is upon us today. They
live on memories of the past; even the so-called “ reform ” parties that
periodically break loose from their ranks, such as “ citizens,” etc., while
preserving the worst features of both, lack the redeeming qualities of
either, and exemplify, with their platitudes and dilettanteism, the imbe-
cilityof the ruling class. Now, as in the days of Fremont and Lincoln,
the conditions call for a new, vigorous party; a party conscious of the
needs of our age, and resolute to carry out its demands.

This looks like business, but this is not all. Down in FifthAvenue
the leaven is beginning to work, and a club has been organized in one

of the wealthiest sections of the city, and many wealthy ladies are con-

tributing to it,— for among the sentimentalists ladies most keenly feel a

wrong. Miss Chevaillierhas organized this club, and she has been ably
seconded in her efforts by Prof. De Leon, who delivered an address
from the economic standpoint, and by Hon. Thaddeus B. \Vakeman who
delivered an address from the humanitarian standpoint. Rev. \Villiam
Raymond and Rev. Dr. De Costa delivered addresses from the ethical
and spiritual standpoints. It is proposed to have at least one club in
each assemblydistrict, and they propose to take hold at the caucuses and
at the polls, and vote for none but true reformers.

At the last regular meeting of the central committee of nationalist
clubs of New York William N. Reed was elected secretary.

At Bristol, Connecticut, an enthusiastic meeting of citizens was
addressed by Rev. W’. D. P. Bliss, of Boston, and a nationalist club was
formed with Rev. F. E. Tower as president; George A. Goody, vice-
president; George A. Beere, secretary; and Roswell Atkins, treasurer.
Rev. F. E. Tower has been for years a close student of social questions,
and has just completed a series of six sermons on “ Applied Christianity
on the great Social Question,” that are without doubt among the ablest
productions that have been delivered in this form on the question.

In Rhode Island the followingofiicers have been elected at Providence :

Club 1.— H. Bartlett, president; T. Curran, vice-president; S. H.
Davis, secretary. Club 2.— P. Mulligan, president; Herman Herold,
vice-president: John Mallony, secretary. The nationalists of this city
are very much interested in the stand that the mayor has taken in regard
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to the electric conduits. After the aldermen and common council had
decided to grant a twenty-year franchise to the electric lighting com-

panies for the use of the conduits, which would practically give them
the right to supply the city with light for that period, the mayor vetoed
the bill,and consequently the city fathers are the objects of a great deal
of unfavorable criticism from the nationalists as well as the citizens at
large. It is only another instance of where the citizens were almost
compelled to shoulder a private corporation whose dividends they would
have to pay after saddling the load on themselves.

In Kansas the nationalists are acting with the ‘* Farmers’ Alliance,”
and other radical clubs on nationalistic lines, and they hope to carry the
state this fall, including most of the seven congressmen. A complete
overthrow of the Republican and Democratic parties is looked for. A
veteran who visited Boston during the G. A. R. encampment informs us
that there are a number of clubs in Kansas city whose names are not
on our lists. \Vill not the secretaries of these clubs please send to the
editor their addresses, also any information in regard to the work that
is being done.

In Ohio, New Jersey, and the city of VVashington the nationalists
are busy organizing and perfecting their clubs, and the reports from
these places are very encouraging.

In Massachusetts the first steps have been taken for a state league.
In response to a call issued by the advisory committee of the first club,
delegates from clubs in Lynn, Haverhill, Somerville, Waltham, Fram-
ingham, and Boston assembled at 77 Boylston street, July 19th, for this
purpose, and a committee of one from each club was appointed to draft
a declaration of principles and constitution, to be submitted to the
adjourned convention Saturday, August 23d. The object of the league
is to bring the various clubs of the state into a closer union, and secure
harmonious and concerted action in advancing the doctrines.

In New Hampshire the nationalists are working with a great deal of
energy. The Manchester Telegram devotes several columns of matter
to nationalism,and is organizing a club in that place. Too much credit
cannot be given to this paper for the stand it has taken in the interests
of nationalism. It looks now as if they were going to plant the banner
on the summit of Mt. \Vasl1ington.

It may be of interest to those who do not know that there are over
500 clubs in the United States, and judging from the sentiment it looks
as if England was going to have several hundred before 1891.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
9

THE .\'E\\' BIRTH.
In the July number Mr. Willard says, " 'I‘hat there is to be this new

birth is denied by few. The main concern now is whether it shall be
a peaceful birth or not.”

In the opinion of an old soldier and inventor, the new birth can be
inaugurated both peacefully and rapidly if the party will only follow
the lead of the California and Ohio brethren, and make the “initiative,
referendum and imperative mandate ” (the veto power, in short) the
first national measure to be secured as the foundation to build on. This
measure should embrace the extension of the town-hall system to every
city and town in the country,—one hall to about every 500 citizens,—-
so that supervision could be attended to during the evening.

J. Hsoesarr.

  

QUALITY vs. QUANTITY.
Those who maintain that invention will suffer under a nationalistic

régime make the usual mistake of confounding quantity with quality.
True, the number of inventions may be infinitely less, but the world will
not be a loser. What is the incentive of the majority of our myriads of
“inventors ”? Probably, a mad desire for self-aggrandizement, the
evil-bringingcorner-stone of our social system, the misfortune of all
humanity. Can it be possible that labors having such an object in view
can be productive of good to all? No; no more than the earth can, by
independent movements of its own, bring its north and south poles into
more congenial positions with the sun without destroying the harmony
of the solar system. “What, then,are the results of such labors? Letters-
patent call them “inventions,” but they really are decoys, deceptive
novelties. These shams are the impediments of the true inventor.
Their attractiveness blinds us. and we almost suffocate their originators
with showers of lucre while we pass unnoticed. without encouragement,
what is truly good until each one of us, individually,finds that “ all is
not gold that glitters,” for but few will profit by the experience of
others. Must not true invention be dwarfed by such a condition of
things? It certainly is; for, when falsehoods are honored, truths stand
a poor show. But, you say. such men as Edison, have theynot wrought
good and been rewarded? Yes; and were it not thus, that truth,
although often torn, mangled, and bleeding, is the victor occasionally.
our nationalisticand socialistic stars would not shine as brightly as now.

Once let the brotherhood of humanity be established, all untruths in
inventions, and in everything else, will be relegated to the shades of
innocuous desuetude. The “ ruling incentive ” to all endeavors will be
the aggrandizementof all ft-llow-beings. Then all inventors. so called.
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will voluntarily leave the ranks, and nature will assign them places
where theirefiorts will be positive, and no longer negative; and povertybeing abolished. we shall progress individually no more, but in a body,
in such a manner that the age passed will recall to us the snail’s pace.

Orro KOPPLIN.

HELPING OURSELVES.
In the August NATIONALIST, Mr. Wm. Harrison Riley opines that

it is time for nationalists to be doing somethingas well as preaching;
and suggests the founding of a nationalist village to demonstrate the
practicabilityof the principles we believe and teach. Doubtless all true
nationalists are anxious to witness at least the beginning of the embodi-
ment of their principles in our industrial and social institutions, but I
have serious doubts about the wisdom of trying to found a separate com-
munity as a means to that end.

_During this century numerous efiorts have been made to establish
communities, and always for the purpose of securing to their members
more just and congenial conditions of living than can be found in general
society; but most, if not all, of these efforts, I believe, have failed of
their purpose; and such failure is constantly pointed to by our opponents
as a demonstration of the impracticabilityof establishing and maintain-
ing a social order based upon the principleof economic and social equality.

To me, the truth seems to be that a small separate community cannot
be established and maintained for any great length of time, because,
however sound its basic principles, it cannot escape from the influence
of the industrial and social despotism of the general society that
surrounds it, consequently it would seem futile to look to the establish-
ment of such village, or community, as a means of initiating or demon-
strating the practicabilityof the industrial and social order nationalism
seeks to establish.

In order to ‘work effectively for the reformation and reconstruction of
society. we must live and work in society it seems to me, and not
separate from it. And for the present we must be content to labor, and
labor hard, for the more general acceptance of the nationalist faith, nor
must we be discouraged, if we do not see very speedy results. Nation-
alism, or scientific socialism, contemplates a great transformation of
human society, and it cannot but require time and much effort to bring
it about. The principles of nationalismare sound. Let us who believe
in thegrand possibilitiesof social improvement and the increase of human
happiness which the new economic and social gospel presents to us, work,
separately and unitedly, for its wide dissemination, and in due time our
elforts will be crowned with success; and that success may come sooner
than we think. JOHN E. Cottnss.
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LITERARY NOTICES.
The World Moves: All Goes Well. By A Lanna. Boston: J. G. Cupples

Company.
To the Christian who is in so unhealthya state as to be capable of believ-

ing thatan almighty and beneficentGod has created any being for everlast-
ing. hopeless misery. for eventual damnation. this book will be found most
healthful reading. The man who can. by anticipation, exalt in the agonies
of fellow-immortals, or imagine thathalf the pleasure of angels in Heaven
is derived from a contemplation of the torments of damned souls in Hell, is
suifering from a dangerous menial, moral, and religious sickness; his whole
being is infected with a virulent poison, to which our “ Layman " has pro-
vided what would appear to be an efi‘ectual antidote. Written in a spirit of
true reverence, every sentence of the book is strong and forceful. The effect
of creed, when it takes the place of religion is well portrayed, and we can
here find a solution to the enigma of how a man, who is honest, upright, and
humane in all ordinary dealings with his neighbors. can yet anticipate with
complaisancy the unending torture of those whose articles of faith are
dii'i'erent from his own; can View withsatisfactionthedishonestyof creating
man in ignoranceand punishing him for want of knowledge; and can regard
with pleasure the inhumanity of consigning to perdition those’ to whom the
means of salvation have never been offered or made known. We can find
an explicationof the mystery of how one who. of his own nature. is just
and amiable will even resent, as a slander upon his God, the denial of the
most fiendish cruelty and injustice, and the imputation to him of such good-
ness as is implied in the belief thateveryone is made for final happiness and
none for hopeless misery.

It is not necessary to assent to the truth of every proposition laid down
in order to appreciate the general tendency of that which is written, and
this we can unhesitatlngly say is good. A brief mention of one or two
points upon which we differ from the authoris all thatneed be made. We
think, for instance, that the golden rule as enunciated by Confncius and
Gantama conveys a higher morality than its converse which is found in the
New Testament. The negative is in this instance superior to the positive,
inasmuch as the latter seems to inculcate the selfish principle of doing good
to others that they may do good to us. Again, we must differ from our
author'sconception of natural law. It is true thatwe know very little about
it, but our idea certainly is thatwhat we call “ natural law" is nothing but
a sequence of changes which must take place under given conditions. Im-
mutabilityis then one of its attributes, which could not be the case if it
were nothingbut the impress of a creator's will upon created objects. It is
nothing to the purpose to tell us that the creator is himself immutable, be-
cause by this is furnished the negation of his very existence. Omnipotence
is upon all hands agreed to be one of his attributes. Without this he ceases
to be, but in it must be implied theabilityto change.
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From the social economy of John the Baptist, as expounded in the pages
before us, we entirely dissent. A division with the poor is not to be thought
of for a moment. The elimination of poverty should be our object, and this
would be accomplished by giving to the workman the value of his work.
The practiceof flrst robbinghim who labors and produces, and then, in the
name of charity, restoring to him a portion of the proceeds of that robbery
is not to our mind a virtue. The injunction to be content with one's wages.
however much they may fall below one's earnings, is a command that we
can in no way endorse. It is only by compulsion that man can be brought
to a peaceable submission to injustice, and, as our “Layman" well says,
“ everythingwhich holds man by fear or compulsion will have to go." Even
an agreement to work for certain wages cannot be held as binding unless
the element of freedom is in the contract, which certainly is not the case
while the worker has only the choice between acceptance and starvation.

But criticism is easy, and it is a far greater pleasure to dwell and comment
upon thatwith which we are in accord than upon that with which we dis-
agree. We hasten. therefore, to say thatthe short disquisition on education
is a gem which it will do every teacher good to read. The mere stufling or
the memory and the training or the intellect is not the end of the instructor's
work. It is the germs of manhood in the boy and of womanhood in the
girl thatare to be cultivated, an eifect which can never be encompassed by
development of the powers of competition in the struggle for a prize. So
it is in the realm of morals. The morality that is taught and practiced for
the purpose of gaining Heaven and avoiding Hell is immoralityof the gross-
est type. The highest that is within the compass of our conception, or as
the Bible beautifullyexpresses it, the “Most High" can never be reached
until all idea or reward and punishment is eliminated from the endeavor.
Our author'sown morality is of a far higher type than that which he some
times recommends us to follow because it has been taught by one whose
character he revercs. His universality peeps out on every page. As he well
says, there is within the reach of all the means of satisfying every want or
desire in this life. To this we have no hesitation in adding that it is within
the right of everyone to try to flnd this satisfaction,and that he who does
anything to thwart a brother or a sister in this endeavor is a traitor to the
principles of the brotherhoodof humanity.

The Blind Men and the Devil. By Pmxr-zas. Boston: Lee & Shepard.
New York: Charles T. Dillingham. 1890.

This book is No. 1 of the “ Good Company Series," which the above pub-
lishers are about to issue monthly. We are indebted to Messrs. Lee &
Shepard for an advance copy of the work before us, which, unless we are
much mistaken, is destined to have a large sale and to exert a very percep-
tible influenceupon the minds of those who read it. People who see abuses
in the social condition of any portion of their fellowmen and endeavor to
bring about an amelioration of thatcondition, or correction of those abuses,
are constantly charged with being deinagogues and agitators, especially ii’,
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perchance, the sufferers do not, of themselves, feel the burdens of injustice
which they are compelled to bear. It has been so in all ages of the world.
If men are contented, we are told they should be left alone; no good can
come of awakening themto a_reaiiz.ation or the evil by which their lives are
cursed, and therebystirring up revolt against it. These objectors to philan-
thropiceifort willdo well to read this book. In it theywill learn thatblind-
ness to condition on the part of the many is no legitimate cause or reason
for inaction on the part of the few who can see. I I there be any means of
giving sight to theblind it is incumbentupon thosewho know it to appply it.

The satire upon existing customs and methodsof thoughtbrings forcibly
home to us the nature of the follies amid which we live from day to day,
and the character of the evils which we are either iniiicting upon others or
are ourselves compelled to bear. It shows to us the iniquity of indiiference
or quiescence while these follies and evils remain. even though all the world
besides ourself should be in darkness as to their existence. It is not neces-

sary that we ourselves should be among the suiferers. It is our duty to do
what we can to remove injustice, whether we ourselves are or are not
beneath its yoke. If every suiferer be blind to the character of that by
which his suifering is caused; if indeed he be blind to the very fact that he
is suffering. it is the duty of every man who can see to try to open the eyes
of these blind and to make them discontented with their condition, as a
prerequisite to success in any endeavor to effect a change. Active, healthy
discontent is the lever by which theworld is moved to progress and advance.
The contented man never yet did one thing for the good of himself or
others ; the world was never better for the life that he had lived. Content-
ment is death, discontent is life eternal.

The Rag-Pickerof Parts. By Frzux Pvn. Translated from the French
by Bnxa. R. TUCKER. Boston: Benj. R. Tucker, publisher. 1890.

Originally constructed as a drama, this story of Parisian life has been
elaborated by theauthorinto a novel, and this novel has been translated into
English by Mr. Tucker. The work appears to have been done with the
translatofs usual skilland care, but inferior type, poor paper, and the vaca-
tion of the proof-reader have successfully conspired to place before us a
production upon which it is impossible to spend suiiicient time for a thor-
ough and critical examination.

 

EDWARD EVERETT }{ALE’S ADDRESS
10 -rm: .\uuuoa:ns' ASSOCIATION or LIFE INSURANCE co.umxn~:s.

UNIVERSAL LIFE ENDO\VMENTS.
As it stands, life insurance is a magnificentinstance of the growthand away of the Christian

principle thateach man must hear his brother‘:burden. The long-lived mun agrees to take
pot-luck with the man who dies young, by whatever accident. So la:-—weli. But, as the
matter stands, the people who thus unite in insurance only agree and unite with those who
appear to be in good health. They do not propose to match their prudence, temperance, and,
in general, their health,on equal terms, with the imprudence, intemperance, and disused
condition of others. And theyshould not be asked to.
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But it has been proved hy illustrations,not many, but suillcient. thatrates of insurance can

be made for people whose symptoms of health are not such as would pass a medical examiner.
And there are now but low strong companies which, for a larger premium than ordinary. will
not ta.ke risks, say for going into the tropics, or for enlisting in an army. There are companies
which will insure “ habitual drinkers." as thereare othercompanies which refuse them.

It seems desirable to increase systematicallythe insurance, or theendowment,of such lives.
We might cite Dr. }lolmes's interesting suggestion, among his aids to longevity,thatone way
of living to be eighty is to have a physician tell you thatyou have a hidden tutai disease. All
men have such a disease. But it is uot, in i'orm. revealed by professional advice to all families
thatsuch a disease threatensone theylove. When such a revelation is made care is redoubled.
risks are lessened by every loving attention. The patient is no longer expected to run his own
errands. He does not ride in open street cars. lie does not eat indigestible food. The eiiect
of such oversight may be seen in any good city census, in the comparison of the longevity of
the aged 01 the wards where live the people who are nursed and attended to. in contrast with
the otherwards where live the people who tight their own battles and take care of themselves.

A return of theages of people who die in it rich church of old residents oi‘ New York and of
thosewho die in a chapel in one of thecrowded town wards would he suggestive in thismatter.

The United States is preparing.at a large cost, to undertake a health insurance. as it may be
called, for the survivors of thesoldiers who fought in theCivil War. The establishment of a
pension list for disahlcdsoldiers who served is to be looked upon as a health insurance which
applies not to all the people, but to a. very considerable part of the men who are more than
fifty years of age. Speaking roughly,the men more than iitty are about one-seventhoi‘ the
male population.

Such a proposal enlists the undefined sympathiesof everyone, whatever his views as to the
true nationalpolicy.

Those sympathiesare quickened by the central truth that the one disease which no one

escapes, except by early death,is old age. We may escape small-pox,or diphtheria,but, it’ we
live long enough, old age is sure. No malingerer can counterfeit it. so thatsome birth-record
shall not upset him. No ingenuity can escape it. The people shut up in Boccaccio's tower
might avoid other contagious, but Old Age would enter even there, as in the Valley of Ras-
seias, or in I’itcairn's Island. It is the one disease to which all humanity is subject.

it happens, therefore,—and for a very good reason,—that where nations or communities
look askanceat otherschemes for compulsory life insurance or endowment,systems for general
pensioning of the aged have been much more cordially received. A well-considered plan for
a general system of pensions for all theaged has been under discussion in Englandfor several
years, apparently with the favor of some important leaders of opinion. But in Englandthere
is u diflicultyreadilyperceived. The plan proposes a new tax,—-virtually a poll-tax imposed
on all English men and women after theyare eighteen years of ago. With the proceeds of this
tax pensions are to be paid eventually to all persons, say over the age of seventy. Now it
might be possible to persuade llodge and Lucy at eighteen thatthey would he glmi to stow
away two pounds every year. for ten or twenty years, to be sure fifty years hence to receive a

competent little income in old age. But it is not so easy to persuade Hodge and Lucy to give
this money to thestate now, lllld let thestate use it now to pension old Gafler Diggory, or the
\V'idow Dogberry, who never paid any two pounds a year for any such service. The proposal,
therefore, of a pension for theaged to begin now is unpopular in England. And any plan for
one to begin fifty years hence meets the " tomorrow" disposition of all politicians. and is
deferred to the next scxsion.

We are fortunate enough in the commonwealthof Massachusetts to have a regular annual
income, which could, with great propriety,he applied to this service of equal pensions for
uged citizs-us,and to which. in a certain sense, they have a claim.

This is the annual poll-tax. It is levied, under the Constitution of Mamachusetts. on all
males over the age of eiglitcen. A similartax is levied on all women who choose to vote in
school elections. but the tux on women may not be more than one-third of that on men. By
the census of if-iR.5 there were about five hundred and sixty-eight thousandpolls of men, each
of which should have paid one dollar und a hall’ in that year to the treasury of the town in
which he lived. The amount. if it wcre closely collected, would be eight hundred and iit'ty~two
thousanddollars. to which somethingwas added by the poll-tnxcs of women.
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Now the oldest citizen of the state has paid this tax, or one like it. since he was twenty. if he
were born in the state. Indeed, in the early days he paid after he was eighteen. A simple
computation willshow thatthe eleven old gentlemenwho were living in Massachusetts in 1885,
at the age of one hundred and more, had, it they were born here, paid to thestate in eighty-
two years only thesum of one hundred and twenty-threedollars. Adding compound interest
on these sums, paid at a rate between iive and six per cent annually,each oi these old men has
paid to thestate more than one thousanddollars: thatis to say, the town in which he lived
and the state are one thousanddollars the richer for his poll~tax. 01 all themen in the state
somethingsimilarcould be said, makingtit allowances of their ages. For our present purpose
it is enough to say thateach of the tax-payingmen over eighty has contributed to the com-
monwealth in his poll-taxes alone a sum which, with interest added to it, amounts to about the
hundred dollars. That is to say, if the poll-taxes had been invested in government securities
as fast as they were received, that amount would be now at the credit of the particular tax-
payer.

Now when these huge sums begin to be considered, as a student of life insurance or health
insurance considers them. much larger sums must be added to them. For the six thousand
men over eighty years old in Massachusetts represent a much larger population, who started
with them on this business of paying poll-taxes. 0! such persons there were, in 183), more
thantwo hundred thousand; in ism,more than two hundred and iifty thousand;in 1850, about
four hundred thousand. Had the state, at the early period of 1830, laid by thepoll-taxes of
these persons also as a fund from which to pay pensions to the itged survivors of theirnumber,
thatfundwould be now many times larger than thesum of iive hundred dollars for each man.
The proportion is indicatedby thediflerencebetween the number of tax-payers at the early
period and the few survivors of that large number who came to the age of eighty.

These computations, however, may be regarded by the reader as speculative or hypothetimi.
They are only presented to show that, in a sense easily understood, the old tux-payers in
liauachusetts might receive a pension, say of one hundred dollars each, without regarding
themselves as paupers. They and thosewho started in lifewith them have done a certain duty
by the commonwealth,which the commonwealthis proud to recognize,and wants to recognize
it in any iit way.

As thingsstand, the commonwealthrecognizes it in this way: it any of them becomes a

pauper the commonwealthputs him in an aimshouse, and supports him till he dies.
But would it not be more generous, more humane, and in every way better. to give to every

such veteran, and to his wife, or to his widow. a hundred dollars a year, and let them live
where they please? The annual poll-tax now collected in Massachusettswould do this,and
much more, for every man who has lived for the last twenty—iive years in the state, and for
hh wife. A proper provision of such a pension scheme would provide such details that no old
man should move into thestate for the purpose of protiting by it.

A pension of one hundred dollars annually,paid to all men over eighty who had lived
twenty-ilveyears in the state. and to thewives of thosewho are married, would, at the outside,
be paid to six thousandpersons. The sum required would be six hundred thousand dollars,—-
mnch less than thesum of thepoll-tax for the year.

Such a system would at once relieve all the poor-houses of the state from the charges most
diiilcult. A hundred dollars a year, regularly paid. would be an income suiiicient to provide
a home for every one of those old men who are in need. They would live with their old
neighbors, and would not be pushed oi! to the care of oiiicinls. Such a system would make
unnecessary many of the smallerpoor-houses. which are, t'rom the nature of the case, the most
diflicultto provide for. Such a system would relieve the overseen of the poor from the most
diflicult duty which they now have, which is the determhiing which persons of theiraged
charges shall be maintained outside the poor-house, and who shall be kept within it.

Such a system, again, would make the poll-tax themost popular tax paid in Massachusetts.
Men pay readilyan annual assessment like this, if they see that its direct fruit is comfort and
cheer for the aged. They pay it irreguhlrly and with protest when they nre told, us they are
now told, thatit is a condition precedent to the right of sutirnge. No such pension would be
given to a person who had not done his share for the commonwealth. When oiiercd. men
would be glad to do their share, year by year, in the payment of their taxes.
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THE GRAND ARMY PARADE.
(Boston, August I2. 1890.)

I stand at my bannered window and watch the processional tile,-
Thousands of living heroes,— each face a triumphant smile;
And my heart is beatingproudly, and red as a rose ofJune
My blood is singing loudly, to Freedom's onward tune.

When sudden over the pageant a solemn cloud is cast,
And jarring the joyous music there comes an icy blast;
And instead of the living heroes. in chime with a people's cheers,
I behold a dear, dead hero, and mine eyes are filled with tears.

I have to turn from the window; I can hardly bear the throng,
Which a moment before did thrillme more deep than a poet's song;
For the eyes of my wondering spirit behold, by a spirit led.
Liberty's poet, O'Reilly, IIumanity's soldier— dead!

Struck down in his prime —Ahl mystic, beyondall guess or dream,
The will of the Power Eternal must eye to our grieving seem:
How often, ah! how often, under the patient skies,
The base man lives and prospers, the great man fails and dies!

But be, our soldier-poet, now thathis battle ‘s done,
He would not have us weeping, for sure ’tis a victory won.
His life has been a trinmph.— witness, ye shrinking powers
Of tyrant and of bigot!— and that triumph. it is ours.

I turn again to my window and watch the radiant throng:
And it seems to me they are marching to the tune of 0'Reilly’ssong.
And well they may. for never has nobler song been sung
Then came like name from thatwarm heart—cold; from that tuneful

——silent tongue.
Then misc him a statue, Boston! Thou hast had no worthler son
Than the poet and the soldier whose battle and song are (lone:
On the Common, the Place of the People, close to the Place of Flowers,
Oh, raise him a statue, Boston, not for his need, but ours!

For he loved the common people, regardless of race or creed,
And his life, it was the garden oi‘ many a lovely deed;
And wherever our future heroes press on to out-trxunple wrong,
They will march — and march forever —to the tune of O’Reilly’s song.

HENRY AUSTIN.
The lloattm llr-ruld.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE HEREAFTER.
“All the eflorts of ten thousand Ethical

Societies will count as nothing in the further-
ance of ethical regeneration, compared with
the work of the man who shall again convince
the world that every human soul is inxnortd;
and thatsuch a task is not beyond the reach
of man, I am thoroughlyconvinced."

TH. Duwlmox,
Tie EtkicalRuord. }a.n. ’9o.

44. By substituting one word in a sentence of Prof. Huxley’s it
would read: “If the proof of immortality is forthcoming, it is my
conviction that no drowning sailor ever clutched a hencoop more

tenaciously than mankind will hold by such a proof—whatever it
may be.” I think this expresses human nature eminently well and
that they who pretend to be satisfied with this earthly life alone are,
to say the least, not good representatives of mankind at large. I think
it may be truthfullysaid, that the interest of nearly all sober and seri-
ous men in any new thought is proportional to its possible relation to
human destz'n_y,' that, human nature being what it is, immortality is
practically the important thing to men, without which—franl<ly
speaking—even God’s existence would be of much less concern to
most men.

_

Since it is precisely sober and serious men to whom I principally
appeal, it will be a final and decisive argument in favor of nationalism
to show that it has the closest and most direct relation to human des-
tiny. Its first great religious achievement: that it inevitably brings
to all healthy minds a conviction of God’s presence and moral govern-
ment has in itself a strong bearing on human destiny, and if this
essay ended here. with proving, in other words, the preciousness of
humanity, it ought to commend a socialist regime to thoughtful
minds. But in this final chapter we are to proceed a good deal
further, and show almost conclusively,as it seems to me, that nation-
alism will very much z'n_/Yuence our belief in immortality. This is
the second great religious achievement of nationalism: that it will,
not so much give us new proof of immortality, as strongly incline our
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minds to heartily accept the kind of personal immortal life which will
satisfy the most developed intellect—that is to say: Inimortalz't_y
oereft of illusions.

Man will in thefuture, as in the past, consider the question on broad
grounds of moral probability. That he is by nature inclined to believe
himself immortal, there is no doubt. Not alone thatthere is something
overwhelming in the thought thatall our rich stores of spiritual ac-

quisition may at any moment perish with us, but it contradicts our

reason. The reasonablenessof the universe can maintain its ground
only by insisting on immortality; to deny the everlasting persistence
of the moral element in man is to rob the whole process of evolution
of its meaning. This reasoning will be marvellously strengthened by
the nationalist conception of God, humanity, and their relations as
outlined in the previous chapter.

Meanwhile science is already now, contrary to the common notion,
doing much to answer the question in the same way. By proving
the conservation of energy she really has made another conscious
existence—-more than one, in fact—possible, ayel likely. She has
certainly proved that we shall never escape out of the circle of exist-
ence into annihilation.

It is indeed thebest answer to sceptics, and somethingto which their
attention, curiously enough, is seldom directed: that all difiiculties
thatmay be raised to a future life are applicable to the present exist-
enoe. It is not another life that is unreasonable: it is this l:_'fe that
is inexplicable. It is not unreasonable to believe that what daily
happens, what happens every morning on awakening from deep sleep
—the awakening into conscious life— may happen after death, and
then be simply as inexplicable as now. But it is unreasonable to say
that “ Nature, after her long, deep, unconscious sleep, should have a
bright dream, called consciousness, to he succeeded by a heavy,
eternal slumberof death again ;” or as John Fiske puts it, that “the
life of the soul ends with the life of the body, is perhaps the most
colossal instance of baseless assumption known in the history of phil-
osophy."

It is, thus, not the proposition that this earthly life is but one act in
a divine drama that ever has met or will meet with the greatest diffi-
culty, or the one that I apprehend that nationalism will mostly influ-
ence—though I do believe it will greatly strengthen it— but the
notions about the nature of the future life. It is on thispoint mainly
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that the following pages will simply offer some suggestions. Or, to
once more state it more particularly, nationalism will remove the
obstacles in the way of a hearty acceptance of a rational belief in
a future life.

45. Before entering upon this subject, I wish in this section to
make a digression, which, however foreign to nationalism it seems,
may yet turn out to be pertinent. I have already made known my
firm conviction that nationalismwill inauguratea very great religious
awakening. One reason I have mentioned is. that the delights of this
life will make all men indisposed to believein annihilationof conscious-
ness; but there is anotherof far greater force: thatthe working masses
will then, for the first time, become an active religious factor. They
are now, practically,all sceptics, or rather indifferent,and no wonder,
for they necessarilybecome rather weary of life, and have no leisure
at all for so much as thinking over religious matters. But when
nationalism gives them leisure and a zest for life, it will be vastly diff-
erent. They are naturally religious at bottom, and religious studies
and speculations are naturally congenial to them ; theywill, I am sure,
commence these studies with ardor, and in theirenthusiasmcarry their
fellow-citizens along with them. Now it so happens that certain in-
vestigations have lately started that will powerfully appeal, and be
peculiarly suitable, to the minds of workingmen.

It is quite remarkablethat when scepticism was greatest, a move-
ment in the contrary direction was inaugurated, taking the shapes of
great interest in Buddhism, in Theosophy,and of the investigation of
psychic societies into the hidden forces of the soul. Dismissing
Buddhism and Theosophy by remarkingthat these, by their new ideas
of Karma and Pre-existence, may do much to widen men's horizon
—it was of the latter doctrine that Hume said that “it is the only
kind of immortality that philosophycan hearken to” —I should say
that the investigation of the Psychic or Dialectical Society of London,
as reported by Sergeant at-law Edward W. Cox, in his remarkable
volumes entitled W/{at Am 1.? are decidedly those that promise to
have the most practical value for the future.

This society has started from the proposition that although little can
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be learned from the workings of the human mechanism in its normal
condition, when the machine is moving smoothly,a great deal may
obviously be learned from it when observed in its aéuormal condi-
tions, when parts of the machinery are thrown out of gear. It
concluded that forces whose presence is imperceptible when working
well will be exhibited when working irregularly, and thus that we

may learn their uses by their failure, their power by their fr:'ction,
and from their imperfect or rniss/lapen products what are theirproper
functions. And they started in to study the soul and its manifestations
under these abnormal conditions. Electricians do not perceive by
sense the thingcalled magnetism or electricity. They cannot see, feel,
nor hear these immaterial forces, but are nevertheless assured of their
existence. It is by observing t/ze operations upon matter of the
forces that they reasonably infer their existence, and have learned and
are learning much of their qualities and powers.

In the normal state of the mechanism the soul and the brain work
together so harmoniously that it is diflicult, if not impossible, to show
their mutual relation. Still they commenced there—with familiar
sleep and dreams. The control of the will over the brain is then
suspended. The partial exercise of the brain produces dreams—the
mind inventsa drama thronged with impossibilities, paints scenery,
models the actors, and places in their mouths appropriate dialogues.

This work of creative genius is executed nightly, not by the intelli-
gent only, but by the most stupid, illiterate persons who, poor in
ideas and speech when awake, perform the seeming wonder— miracle
almost — of constructing continuous stories. Such a shrewd lawyer
as Cox concludes that this alone tends to show what the soul can do
when not clogged by corporeal conditions, but released from the obli-
gations of adapting itself to the capacities of the body.

Somnaméulism they found is another undisputed abnormal condi-
tion, which is both natural and can be produced artificiallyand which
to the mind of Cox tends to prove that the soul can exist distinct from
the body. In that condition both consciousness and will are sus-

pended, and the soul ceases to communicate through the body with
the external world. The soul —or the patient—acts independently;
it perceives directly, without the aid of the senses, objects which, in
the normal condition of the organism, are perceptible only through the
senses: sees without sigh., hears without ears, feels without the sense
of touch.
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Trance, again. is a condition when the intelligent “ something”—

the soul—is still further dislocated in its connection with the body.
The soul acts its dream, but has no memory of it in its waking state;
it has in trance a perfect conscious life of its own and even a separate
memory. The will is ofien awake and can control the body, but re-
ceives no intelligence through the body. This condition of trance
has raised in Cox‘s mind a strong probabilityof immortality by pror-
ing that even in this life soul and body can be partially severed and
preserve distinct existences.

But the most instructive and suggestive of all the investigations of
this Dialectical Society have related to what they call psyc/lism. If
spiritualism has not done any other good, it has at least led to most
remarkablediscoveries in regard to the soul, for “ psychism” is really
the scientific name for it. Psychic force is soulfarce; that it exists
is just as sure as that the force exists by means of which the magnet
moves the steel without contact, though we are ignorant of the im-
perceptible “ something”that passes from the magnet to the steel.
This “ force ” the soul in its normal state uses evenly upon the entire
organism through the nerves, but when a disturbance occurs, it pro-
duces phenomena that startle us by their strangeness and inconsistency
with its customary course. This, surely, is a most suggestive scien-
tific discovery, that such a condition as “psychism" does in fact
exist, in which the soul can direct its force immediately on the
material world, without, as normally, using the agency of the brain
and body. I simply suggest that these and similar investigations may
powerfully affect the common mind when decent material conditions
once exist.

4.6 I insist that nationalismwill have a decisive influence on men's
views of a future life. Let me again and again emphasize “ men's
views.” I do not of course pretend for a moment that nationalism
will enable us to get so much as a peep beyond the gates of death, but
next to positive knowledge on this subject come moral convictions,
and perhaps the latter is for all practical purposes, both for happiness
in this world and still more to give color to life and motive to action
by far the most important. Now I have not the least doubt that
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nationalismwill, especially in connection with the new ideas I have
mentioned, make men pretty unanimous as to thefactof a future life,
but even on that I lay no stress. What I deem by far most important
is that Iam confident that men under a socialist regime will fancy
themselves a far different kind of future life from what they do now
—both those who now believe and those who disbelieve in it. By
dwelling myself in imagination very much on the conditions under
nationalism, I believe I have perceived what men in future will em-
braceand what they will discard; I believethat the state of future life
which they thus will instinctively prefer will be what their reason will
sanction, and experiencesl myself have passed through have tested
for me the practical value of these ideas. I thinkthe fact of this fu-
ture beliefcan be proved pretty logically,and I commence as a pre-
liminary by showing that memory is a very distinct thing from self-
consciousness.

In this respect we ought to look at facts of absolutely scientific
certainty which are of vast import. I refer to the numerous medical
cases on record where various diseases have had the effect of blotting
out every vestige of memory up to the date of the disease. This loss
of memory is called “ amnesia, ” and I take the following facts from
the well-known French psychologist Th. Ribot.

Temporary amnesia usually makes its appearance suddenly, and
ends in the same way. It may vary from a few minutes to several
years. An educated man, thirty-one years of age, found himself one

day at his desk in a confused condition; he remembered having or-

dered his dinner, but everything else was a blank. He returned to
his dining-placeand was told, in answer to his questions, that he had
both eaten his dinner and paid for it. A young woman who was

married to a man she loved passionately was seized during confine-
ment with prolonged syncope, at the end of which she lost all recol-
lection of events occurring since her marriage, inclusive of the
ceremony itself, but she remembered clearly the rest of her life up to
that point. She had, up to thepublication of the fact, never recovered
her recollection of this period but believed her parents when they told
her that she was a wife and mother of a son, but never became con-

vinced. There are many cases where memory is altogether lost—-
total amnesia. The writers, in describing these cases, compare the
patient to an infant am‘. call his mind a taoula rasa.

Here is another suggestive case: a young American woman who
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had a copious stock of ideas fell one day into a profound sleep, and
on waking was discovered to have lost every trace of acquired know-
ledge. It was found necessary to teach her everything over again.
With considerable proficiency she soon became once more acquainted
with persons and objects, like a child for the first time introduced into
the world. Then another fit of somnolency came over her, and on

being aroused from that, it was found that she was restored to the
state in which she was before the first paroxysm, but now wholly
ignorant of every event and occurrence that afterward had happened
to her. In the one state she possessed fine powers of penmanship,
while in the other she wrote a poor, awkward hand, not having had
time to become an expert. These states alternated for four years.
Ribot calls this, mistakenly as I should say,a “ double consciousness ;”
evidently it should ratherbe called a “ double memory."

Simple drunkenness is sometimes marked by loss of one memory
and the return of another particular memory, of which there is an
instance, well-known to the medical profession, of an Irish porter
who, having lost a package while drunk, got drunk again and then
remembered where he had left it.

I think these cases tend to show the point I wish to establish, that
memory is no part of our inmost being; that it is, contrary to the
received opinion, an accretion on our “ self.” These different patients
had precisely not, as Ribot says, a “double consciousness ;” on the
contrary, they remained the same old “ selves " they were before, the
same “I’s,” egos; retained their izlentity, in other words. The
change was, simply, a new, another memory.

.

It is really the same thingwe experience ourselves, everyone of us,
in the course of our lives, though not in this startling manner. The
memory of our past life, first of our childhood,and then of our youth
and so on progressively, is forever vanishing, so that the greater part
of our life is, with us all, a great blank. The old memory is con-

stantly disappearing and a new one constantly forming.
Yet, we know that throughout this change of memory we are the

same “I,”we retain our identity from childhood to old age. Sup-
pose, instead of a progressive change of memory, a sponge were

applied to the memory and its contents entirely wiped out—that is
what is done in the above recorded cases, as a matter of fact. What
is the effect? That we forget all we have learned, our whole previous
experience is a blank; we forget our acquaintances, but that by no
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means involves the destruction of our identity. We remain the same

ego, and are conscious of ourselves, as such; our “ self” remains,
with all its faculties. Indeed, most of us experience this condition
once in every twenty-four hours. Make the experiment for yourself.
On waking in the morning, you most likely will for some moments,
of longer or shorter duration, not be able to recollect where you are
or whetheryour position is one of happiness or misery, but you know
perfectly well you are yourself.

Now what has this to do with—not, please observe, with a future
life, but with—our ideas about a future life?

47. I am now about to enter upon an important part of my essay.
First of all, there are two ways in which I firmly believenationalism
will radically modify our views about the hereafter; one, which pre-
sents no difiiculty, and is to my mind certain and of far-reaching,
practical importance, will be treated of in the forty-ninth section; but
the other I approach frankly,withtrepidation, though I am, fortunate-
ly, fortified by the support of recognized philosophers. It will be
discussed in this section in its negative aspect, and in the following
from its positive side.

' When we now thinkof another life, whether believersor unbeliev-
ers, we always thinkof it as a continuation, or second volume, so to
say, of this. We suppose that we pass over into that other life
precisely as we leave this. If we pass away as a beggar, we enter the
other life with Me memory of a beggar; if as an emperor, -with (he
memory of an emperor. Mallock has expressed this by saying, that
our hope of immortality consists in expecting to finish the picture we

have commenced in this. Now, I say, that contrariwise nationalism
will dispose us to believethatwe shall enter upon the other life with
our persona1z'I_y alone.

It will here be requisite to explain the distinction I make between
individualityand personality, and to recall that I in chapter III stated
thatwe here would need the datum of our “private” and “social
self. ” The distinction, I know, will be one unusual in English and
opposed to the etymology of one of the words, but thatwill hardly be
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an objection, if I make a proper definition, the more so as I have the
authorityof French philosophers in favor of my usage of the word.

“ Personality" is derived from persona; this Latin word meant
“ mask"1' or the “ character” personated by theactor, (as for instance
when Cicero says: “ Ego .w.m'neo Ire: persona:"—I am sustaining
three characters.) I shall use Individuality in this sense, and Person-
ality in precisely the opposite sense. By r'nd:'1n'duals't_y, men,
mean all the qualities thatdistinguish me from othermen, correspond-
ing to my personal, private “self”—we may call it Self-nsss; this it
is which enables me to perform my special functions and be useful in
my sphere. Personality. on the other hand, is my innermost being,
my “ social self, ” what I have in common with other men —this we

may call Segf-hood, and this it is, which entitles me to the divine
regard. This is also the distinction which Paul Janet makes in his
work La Morale.1 “ Individuality is composed of all the exterior
circumstances thatdistinguish one man from another. The individual
has such a body, such a face, is of such an age, lives in a given country
at a given period; he has had such and such functions, and has per
formed such and such actions. But personality strikes its roots inte-
individuality yet constantly tends to disengage them. I am a person,
notas I am capable of sensation, but in so far as I think, love, and
will."

At present we cannot so much as conceive of a future life without
carrying our pecularities, our differences over into it. That is, then,
the point upon which thiswhole argument turns: that those who now
believe in immortality imagine it to correspond to this life in all par-
ticulars, with all its pretensions, as your own features answer to the
facein your mirror, and what is still more important, the multitudes
who do not believe in it, do so precisely for the reason that they have
the same ideas of immortality, and such future life seems irrational to
them, preposterous, in fact; their common-sense forbids them to be-
lieve it.

In the last half of theirconclusion theyare undoubtedly right: such
a future life is irrational, and then there is the further difiiculty that
memory seems to be reared on the bodilybasis, and that therefore it
seems thatit will be dissolved with the dissolution of the body. But
no one but the choicest spirits can so much as conceive of immortality

t !'ram7sr-snare, to sound through,1. s. thevoloe.
:

{TranslatedInto English under the supervision of Noah Porter of Yale Collage.
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without memory. Here it is that nationalism will transform men's
understanding: it willmake themnot merelysee but heartilyadmit, that
-what is vouched for, preserved 6y, memory, 13' /iusks, not worth 2'»:-
mortality. It seems to me inevitable that nationalism will, in the
course of a not very long period, have thateffect; thatthe consequence
from it will be deep and far-reaching; that it will be a religious
achievement,only second in importance to the conviction of God's
presence, but both equally sure of being foretold.

The late Hon. George F. Talbot wrote an essay on Immortality,
published in The New Ideal, January 1890. The following extracts
give the leading idea in it:

“ I am told and men generally believe, that, alter death, the essen-
tial essence of every man-all of him that is not material and earthly
—lives on with the same faculties of mind, and the same traits of
character he had possessed as a mortal. I do not deny that my animal
instinct shrinks from the loss of personal identity with genuine appre-
hension. I sometimes surmise that God, who knows better than I
what is best, will disregard thatbrute cry of the animal instinct, and
work out his better purpose. Why should the alternative of personal
immortality be blank nothingnessand death? I believe in the immor-
tality of the soul rather than in the immortality of souls. The per-
manent is the infinite, and whatever is finite, whatever exists in the
condition of individuality,is necessarilytransient.”

The last sentence is very true: “ Whatever exists in the condition
of z'ndim'duaIz'l_yis necessarilytransient ;” that is precisely what I have
just aflirmed. But Talbot did not make any distinction between “ in-
dividuality" and “ personality.” Rememberthat memory is not at all
necessary to our identity; all then that is necessary to reconcileus to
a future life without it and even heartily prefer it, is precisely what
nationalism will give us: disdain and unconcarn for wlzot mem-

orypreserves, to wit: dur self-ness, in contradistinction to our self-
/iood,—- the mass of our experiences, personal peculiarities, which now
are so dear to us, but which might have been very different, indeed,
and yet our “ I ” have remained the same.

They will further come to acknowledge thata future life where we
rememberedour earthly experiences and sufferings, remembered that
we had been beggars and princes here would be simply intolerable.
It would be carrying Pharisaism to extremes thatwould be harrowing
to the worst of Pharisees ;—as Mme. de Staél is said to have asked a
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German prince: “ would you want to be born a prince in the next
life?" What terrible old bores and fogies we all should be, especially
those of us who have been heroes and geniuses here. How will
Browning get along with Fitzgerald, in whose face he was ready
to spit? Is an earthlyking there to pine for his life here, or to have his
old courtiers and subjects around him? Mahomet would there be the
most conceited fellow imaginable. No wonder that such an inane
idea disgusts thoughtful people, and makes them reject belief in im-
mortality.

And our great religious founders never contemplated a future life as

merely a sort of second volume of our earthly history. Christianity
itself— does it not teach thatwith thisweight of clay our painful and
weary earthly consciousness shall drop off, that we shall forget our

past and sad experiences? It seems to me, further, that the modern
tendency to Buddhismis significant as predisposing us to this change
of view.

-.8. -In its positive form then, the theory is that a nationalist
regime will dispose men to look on immortality as immortality of the
highest in us; this will make another intimate connection between
morality and religion and let us see how imperfect the former is with-
out the latter. Let us recall thatmorality is self-realization: realization
of the true, the real self, which we saw in the fourth chapter was the
social self, self as a member of society, of humanity, in contradis-
tinction to the private self. Now the mischief of the present social
order is, that this private self is even with “ moral” men virtually the
exclusive self, because we are made, COMPELLED, by the prevailing
system to look out for our private interests first of all ; but nationalism
will so repress this private self that men will refuse any lorger to
identify themselves with it; they will so live in the lives of others, will
find humanity so involved in their own very essence, that their social
self willbeall in all to them; theywillacknowledgethisalone thedivine
part of them, as their real personality, and be concerned only about
that. Immortality will to them mean contz'nm't_y zgf their social scgf,
axclusz°*vcl_y; they simply will not care for any other irnmortality—thus
religion becomes truly the fruit of morals.
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Now mark, that this social self is what is affirmed by self-consciousness,
while memory avouches our private self. Nationalism will of course not
dogmatise at all about the matter; it will say nothing about whether a

memory of our earthlyexperience will or will not follow us into the future
life. But since undoubtedly the persistence of memory creates insuper-
able difficulties to a belief in immortality, a socialist regime will vastly
strengthen the belief by inclining men, not simply to dispense with
memory, but heartily to embrace the theory of its absence.

Let us consider how thisbelief may be conceived, formulated prac-
tically. Mankind will then believe that humanity, past, present, and
future is one vast organic whole, of which not a single constituent
element, a single “ social self," ego, could disappear without bringing
the cosmos into confusion; they will believe, that somew/zere
(why not, as a matter of speculation, on another planet, as Plato sup
posed?) the advance guard of humanity, having prepared the way for
us here on earth, is at work once more and pursuing its and our

destiny; that death is a sponge, wiping out memory but not our iden-
tity and that after it we shall find ourselves awakening into conscious
beingby another birth, as indeed we are now awakening every mom-

ing, with humanity all around us there as here, but all on a higher
plane than in this earth life, which witnessed our issue from animality,
and nearer to God; they will believe that they shall not there person-
ally recognize their beloved ones on earth, but this will be to them,
unlike what it is to men now, a matter of comparative indifference,
since theywill know that these friendsand dear ones are there around
them somewhere; theywill finallybelievethat they there will be per-
fectly self-conscious, possess their complete self-hood, with all their
attainments acquired here (theKarma of Buddhists) but purified.

It must be repeated that memory is not necessary to the unique
feeling of self-consciousness. It is equally indescribable, equally be-
yond analysis or explanation why in this life I know I am myself—
in the morning before memory returns.

Now, considering this suggestion in the earnest, unprejudiced re-

ligious spirit proper to it—while it may in our time look strange as it
certainly is novel — I cannot get over the conviction that, granting my
premises, granting thata socialist regirixe is surely what is coming, if
it really will have the consequences, set forth in detail in the previous
pages, if it really will develop morality as supposed, I am logical
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and correct in my argument, that it will develop such a belief in God
and immortality. To me the argumentappears withouta flaw,and, as
it seems, ought to persuade all religious minds to further nationalism
with all the strength and influencethey possess.

I am perfectly well awarethatI have in thisand the preceding section
been treading on delicate ground, but fortunately I found out some
time ago that I was mistaken in the notion I had had for years, thatthe
thoughts here set forth were original with myself. Fortunately they
are not. No man of intellect, however practical his nature, can help
indulging in dreams on that subject, and acknowledgedphilosophers
have come to definite conclusions, identical with my own. Of these
I shall here refer only to the Frenchman from whom I have alreadyiquoted: Paul Janet and his La Jllor-ale.

We remember how he stated the distinction between individuality
and personality; but he goes further: “ Does the individual want to
be immortal? But how will you recognize Caesar without his body,
his aspect, and his vices? No, what is immortal is not such fragile
or illusory accidentals, which one in his vanity might wish to carry
over. Personality is theconsciousness of the impersonal (his italics).
I am a person, not as I am capable of sensation, of physical pleasure
and pain, but in so far as I think,love, and will. Tfiis consciousness
which every man has of the divine within him, is immortal, it is
personality; and eternal life is the consummation (not annihila-
tion) of personality. “ ' "‘ Even in this life experience tells us
that the life of personality does not involve loss of consciousness.
The savant forgets himself in the great truth he has discovered;
he knows no longer when or where he exists but he has consciousness
of this. The artist loses himself in the masterpieces he has created,
but he enjoys all this. The lover loses himself in the beloved, but he
is conscious of his absorption.”

Ah, it is difficult to describe the gratification, the joy that overcame

me in this discovery that another mind concurred with my own in the
same definite thought!

Professor Graham presents the same thought, not however as a

definite conclusion, but simply as an hypothesis, worthy of attention.
He speaks in Crud’ of Science to objectors, as follows:

“ But it would not be reallyyou Common Sense exclaims, without
memory to make the link of connection between your supposed
“ self” and your present “ self.” No matter. we say, that other self
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will be just as good as I, if the same feeling of self-consciousness
gathers around it then and there as here and now. ' " Memory is
necessary to connect my present with my past consciousness, but is
not necessary, in order to have the peculiar feeling of self-conscious-
ness, unshared by any other being which is the essence of the part of
‘ self.’ ”

Is there, then, any originality in my presentation of this idea?
I should say that there is. Others treat it as a possible, at most a

probable, solution, but all must admit that it is entirely unsuitable and
obnoxious to minds living under an_ individualistic order of things.
But I treat it as a solution thatwill naturally, and inevitably, evolve
out of the social order and the moral speculations incident to a social-
ist regime; as a solution thatwill be congenial—perhaps alone con-

genial to minds, disciplined by, say, fifty years of nationalism. It
seems to me that such a belief will fitly crown the most spiritual form
of Christianity.

Comte’s humanity, a vision in a sea of nothingness, and each indi-
vidual existence bounded by the cradle and thegrav¢.%what an empti-
ness of life! How chilling! What bubbles we then are, continually
bursting! How bright, in comparison, the conception of our person-
ality, meandering like an underground river throughout the hidden
world of God’s creation, and enabling us, at each stage, to partake of
humanity's victories.

True, here we touch the primal source of thedesire for immortality,
as well as the real sting of death: the eternal farewell. I am well
aware of it. “ This is the eternal cry of the human heart. Love and
afl'ection are the most divine things evolved, and hence another stage
for love is demanded.” True, but I insist, thathere there is a confusion
of two distinct ideas, which I know will remain confused as long as
individualism lasts, except to thosewho already possess socialist hearts.
But I also know— a conviction gained by personal bereavement
—that when nationalism has once changed all human hearts, as
it will, men will distinguish between capacity for love, which will go
on increasing, and this craving for meeting with the person: of the
beloved ones, which they will come to acknowledge to be a passing
weakness of the flesh, as even in this life the love for lost ones in the
course of time is forgotten; and then we must not forget that under
nationalismUniversal Love will be vastly intensified, to a great extent
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amalgamatingwith private affections, whose principal office indeed it
is to lead up to it.

49. Now, however, we enter from twilight into bright, clear light.
One dest1'n_y awaits us all. That we are unz'tea’l_y entering upon our
unknown destinies will surely be admitted by all having socialist
hearts. As it is the glory of Christianity to have established the
brotherhood of man by our descent from one pair, so it will be the
glory of nationalism—itssecond great achievement on the problem
of the hereatter—to have clinched the organic unity of men by in-
suring us a common destiny. It is rathercurious to note, that our so-
called “determinists” deny free-will in order to get rid of religion
altogether, free-will advocates insist on it, in order to send the major-
ity of men to hell; posterity, on the other hand, will admit both
necessity and free-will with the result of insuring all men the same
future.

It is often said that it would be impossible to found a new religion,
because it would be futile to imagine a higher morality than our
churches teach. It is seen by all that the loftiest morality will neces-

sarily be victorious. Well, none will surely deny that a common

redemption is the very highest and noblest morality.
Protestantism was, of course, a needful religious movement, but

surely it has proved no unmixed good. During the Middle Ages each
in due proportion participated in the divine blessing upon earth and
looked forward to an identical glory, while everyone could, by using
the same formula, ready at hand, obtain the great prize. But the
Calvanism of Baxter and Edwards committed, unwittingly of course,
an awful crime against both God and man, by dividing mankind from
all eternity into two hostile camps, each going its separate way.
What a terribly selfish, anti-social doctrine, the mother of our indivi-
dualism and Pharisaism. and of the sneaking private designs on God’s
bounty, in the shape of personal salvation for oneself, no matter what
becomes of the race or even of wife or husband!

It really strikes me as another sign of divine providence that pro-
testantism has been divided into innumerable sects, for conceive, if
you can, the depth into which Pharisaism would have sunk if one
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sect had had sole monopoly of religion in protestant countries as
catholicism has had in its domain. It is one of the signs of the
times, that the doctrine of Hell is being silentlydropped by all; that
we more and more do our duty, not from religious fears, but from
what is due to men as fellow-men. This, at all events, is one

good result of our scepticism. The doctrine of Hell, when in vigour,
was the greatest obstacle to brotherhood and fellowship among men.
W’hat a miserable idea of the future life it was which the poor and
lowly had in former times! that it was a state where the conditions
here were reversed : they on top and the rich beneathI We see now,
that the thought of even one man in Hell would fill Heaven with
misery and be enough to destroy all rational ideas of immortality.

Here, I know, we meet with the stumbling block, that many, per-
haps the majority of men, actuallygrudge scoundrels and criminals,-
such a wretch, for instance, as the Boston brother-murderer—the
privilege, even after an immensity of sufferings, to share their own

destiny. Selfishness, indeed, seems so ingrained in our countrymen,
that theyactuallyhave no word, positively expressing “ not to grudge ”

a word, corresponding to the German “ zu gfinnen.” That is very
significant, it seems to me. It is in this respect that we ought to feel
humbly grateful to Victor Hugo for presenting us a brave, humane
object-lesson in his galley-slave Valjean. This man is surely as dan-
gerous a criminal as ever was. What healthy, moral man would not
like to strangle him, after he has robbed the poor Savoyard boy? But
when we meet him again as Maire Madeleine, what sympatheticman
is not ready to bless Hugo for showing us what nobilitymay be hid-
don inside a hideously repulsive shell?

Ah, I am sure Hugo had a far deeper insight into the divine char-
acter than the orthodox Christians who denied him fellowship. He
knew that God is love, love of the intensest and most comprehen-
sive kind; in that respect he is much superior to Browning, who did
not doubt God's omnipotence, but did doubt his love. Why, love
must be God's very nature, and an aéso/ute need that makes him
descend to our ugliest weaknesses, and which will make him not rest
till the lowest man is raised to the level of the good. It is to this
loftiest conception of God we must come in time; and nationalism
will enable us to attain to it.

But talk now to one of our pious church-members of what
he conceives to be the highest themes, and you will learn to your
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astonishment that in his opinion God takes no interest in universal
questions, in those economical, political, and social questions which
interest all good and wise men in proportion to their goodness and
wisdom, but only in some trifling,private question about the “ salva-
tion ” of this, that,or the other individual soul. Yetwhat can more
revolt a mind who conceives of God as being of infinite love than
the thoughtof enjoying a blessing at his bands which all other men
cannot equally share? But nearlyall our religious fellow-men are, as
has been well said, “self-complacent Pharisees to whom nothing
comes acceptablywhich does not come of merit. We hold that we
are properly separated before God into virtuous and vicious beings.
Our religious habits have so little spiritual innocence, and so inflamed
us with mercenary intentions towards God, that we are filled with
every sneaking, private, personal design upon his bounty.” It is so
with both protestants and catholics. As to the former I need only
refer to Bunyan's hero, Christian, who has been a model to all evangel-
icals, and who yet leaves his wife and familybehind in the City of
Destruction. As to the latter, think simply of Cardinal Newman's
famous “Myself and God” as the only beings he was concerned
about!—aye, reflect simply on the first question and answer of the
Roman-catholic catechism: “Why did God make you P’ “To know
Him, to love Him, and to serve Him in the world and to be happy
with Him in the next ;” which answer I pronounce wicked, immoral
teachings, for the simple reason that it is a ha{f-truth—omittingthe
other half, love of our neighbor— precisely analogous to the way the
devil is said to read the ten commandments: by covering each “ not”
with his finger.

Ideas of God and immortality are the crown of morals, but the
latter would subsist to all eternity, though all religions were swept
into oblivion. Spencer’s task is therefore lost labor; there is no need
of “ a new regulative system to replacesupernatural systems.” That,
however, does not prevent religion from having a vast reflex in-
fluence on morals; it links the latter with the Eternal in whose divine
repose, as Plato taught, it is contained. It is surprising to see these
able men putting these problems aside with a smileas being unimpor-
tant,‘as mere metaphysicalpuzzles of an insolublekind which we may
cease to thinkabout withoutproducing any particular effect on morality.
Yet, the truth is that morality depends on what men are, whether
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humanity is precious or contemptible; depends on whether this life
is a stage in somethinglarger and wider, or not.

What unity and vigor, how distinct and original a tone will the con-
viction of God’s vital presence in humanity give to life! To be,
each of us, an integral part of the body of the living God, what a
race-consciousnessthatwill produce!

And thatother conviction, that we are all mysteriously permanent
beings destined for the same holiness, what pettiness it will confer on

our private self, and what a sacredness on our higher nature, and on
all human beings‘! Would it be possible in a country with such a
belief that a Sidgwick in such a book for students as The fllet/lad:
of Ethics could in regard to the proposition to set apart certain un-
fortunate women from society, write these infamous words: “ This
view has perhaps a superficial plausibility,for continence involves a
considerable loss of pleasure.”

Men must have some theory to give color and vigor to theiractions.
The prevailing tolerance—really indifi'erence—now a necessary
evil, will soon become intolerable. Nationalism makes this world a
real one, but preparatory to another; makes selfishness satanic,
individualism a delusion and will teach us that while unlikeness is a

necessary condition for individuality, i. e., for being useful in the
world, it is our common humanity,as said, thatentitles us to the divine
regard.

I have finished this Study in ethics. An inward force has seemed
to urge me on and leave me no peace till I had finished it, down even
in the abyss. shut out from those sympathies and friendships I so
much prize, but with the conviction that I really had a message to
deliver. The explanation is very simple: socialism withwhose spirit
I surely have familiarizedmyself is the bearer to us of a revelation of
God's will and of man’s destiny. Hence I can declare to those who,
in toying with these pages, perhaps may glance at these closing lines,
that this essay, in spite of its uncouth form, does contain solemn truths
and important lessons, both timely and novel. and which will soon
have to be learned by us all.

To estimate these truths let me make a comparison. Six years ago
I published T/te Ca-operative Commomccalt/z. I cannot complain
of its success in this country and England; later phenomena,certainly,
prove that it has scattered many germs and that not a few have taken
root. But my point is that its ideas, like those of the books of Henry
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George and Edward Bellamy, moved mainly in the plane of material
interests. I have become more and more convinced that Karl Marx's-
doctrine, that the bread-and-butterquestion is the motive force of pro-
gress, is not tenable, but thatwe must grasp the very highest moral
and religious truths.

In a nutshell they are these: our churches teach and Browning
teaches, thateach individual person is, in himself, all in all, and that
his eternal progress can be accomplishedby himself. This is false; if
1':false! But equally false is the positivist position, that the race, by
itself, is the precious element, and that it is our individual duty to
work for posterity, a thousand years hence, though to us personally it
can mean nothingat all. Socialism reveals God's truth: that tile in-
:11‘-uidualperson in tlze race is what is important; thateach person is
an eternal, integral part of humanity, that the fibres of each “ self"
are, and will be eternally, intertwined with those of posterity and
our ancestors. From this follows the other truth, that our present
great evil is not our abnormal wealth and abnormal poverty, so much
as that men are used as mean: to others’ private ends. And the
lesson is that the brotherhoodof man is the supreme interest of each
of us; is morality, our destiny, and theprescribed road to our destiny.

Of these truths every person can be convinced himself, if he but will.

50. And now the most solemn moment has arrived for me. When
I reflect thatwhat remains to be said may prove the spark that, ap-
plied to the will of some of my readers, may turn them into the
Leaders of Men whom we so much need, I almost tremble from the
excitement that masters me. How blessed life then would be! For
everythingelse is ready—only leaders are wanting.

What sort of a man is needed for that purpose? First, you must
believe thatyou have a life-workto do, beside the labor by which you
gain your living,-and that it is by far the most important, and resolve
to devote all the leisure you can get to it. The man who says, “ Oh,
it is very important indeed, but I have but little time for it,” is not
wanted at all. Phillips Brooks said lately, very truly and very elo-
quently, to the Harvard seniors: “ Now the one great thingwe need
is to believethat in character and service lies the tune life of a human
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creature. We do not thoroughly believe that. We think of the
struggle to be perfect, and the effort to serve humanity as suburbs of
human life, great districts into which excursions are to be made,
heavens into which ecstatic flights are to be soared, not as the very
city and citadel of humanity, to live outside of which is not to be a

man.

Next, you must consider this life-work not a mere hobby, but look
upon yourself as God’s co-worker. You must feel within yourself
that God needs you, that he cannot do withoutyou. Robert Brown-
ing is wrong in claiming thatwe are here “ for the purpose of proba-
tion;” we are here to execute God’s will. This is to come back to
that dangerous practical heresy I referred to in the preceding chapter,
of thatpoetic volume, God in His World, that men are mere specta-
tors of God’s activity. It is not sol-—this cannot be repeated too
often. Such a sentence as “least of all do we attempt the solution
of any problem,” shows that the author 13' a “quietist” however
much he repudiates it. God, indeed, plans our future, but he always
reveals his plan in time to those who are to execute it. He does not
directly act on the afiairs of the world. We must act out our own

destiny or nothingwill be done—thatis the meaning of beingGod’s
co-workers, and of free-will. Oh, if it were written in letters of
fire on every heart: We carry out God’: thoughts! -Lastly,God
clearly has put a stamp on his co-workers. I mean to say there are
two temperaments among us: those of an individualistic,and those of
a socialistic temperament—thelatter constantly growing in numbers.
You must be of the latter group.

In order to succeed, these three things are absolutely required:
stalwart, right convictions, energy and organization. Right con-
victions are the sine qua non, and our philanthropicpeople do not
have them at all. How many splendid men and women there are in
our large cities who war against the devil, ignorance, vice, intemper-
ance, and crime. They go daily among the poor, instruct them and
relieve misery wherever they can. If these should sometimes be dis-
couraged, it would be no wonder, since their’: is truly a Sisyphus
labor; for every miserable case relieved, a fresh victim or two are
thrown into the social abyss. No, there is a better way to go to work.
God himself points the way by every sign at his disposal. Ah, if a
fewof thesepersons in every large citywould perceive thepointed finger l
Here in Boston a few noble clergymenof different denominations have
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come together and are preaching by speech and writing. If but our
warm-hearted people would hear theirvoices l If theywould bring some
of their friends together, energetic, intelligent persons, and commence
to study these great social problems, and then come to the correct
conclusion, that is, that nationalism is the coming radical divine
social order. The advice of the C/}rz'stz'an Union : “ Christian
ministers should study socialism not in order to identify themselves
with it in name, but to sit in judgment upon it” is not fit for earnest
minds who want to do God's will, as little as the practiceof thatother
minister who invitesyoung men to come weekly to his house for dis-
cussion but “makes no attempt to foist any theory upon the young
men, nor argues specially for any economic scheme.” They should
improve even on those_Christian socialists who want to draw people,
in the first place, into the church and work for socialism only second.
Socialism should be theirfir-st and exclusive object.

Again I want these men to say loudly and determinedly: “We
want socialism inaugurated in our lt_'fe-time, surely.” There is not a

town, I am confident in any of our Northern states, where not three
young men can be found of the right stamp. Let them seek out each
other, form a brotherhood— it is with such a grand aim in common that
friendsare made—and grasp the hands of similar brotherhoods in
surrounding towns, and withina year we may have a great American
brotherhood, resolved that the United States shall in twenty-one years
be a socialist-commonwealth.

It is only energy that is needed. I am confident that there are now

enough young men in the land, of the right kind to effect the desired
change. i

The last requisite is organization.
One warning is absolutelyneedful for thesemen and theirassociates :

that is, beware of becoming all ofiicers and having no privates. An
army of mere generals is worthless. These men I speak of and their
friendsshould in timebecomethenatural leaders,but of whom? Ah, the
privates are ready at hand : that is one of the great signs of the times.

We have already seen thatour wage-eamers, our labor-organizations,
have for years been filledwith the true socialist spirit; without re-

cognizing God’s finger, they nevertheless have seen his sign before all
others. They have several times attempted to form political parties,
tried to influence legislation, but without success, simply for want of
competent leaders. Once they thought they had such a leader in
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Henry George, we all know how splendidly they seconded him ;
but they soon discovered that he did not really sympathizewith them.
I repeat; what they need is leaders, not—decidedly not— a pro-
gramme, or principles. These they have already; nobody is compe-
tent to elaborate a better programme for them.

The great danger of the associations which I should delight to see

formed, is that they would keep aloof from the working men; that
they would simply gather together men of theirown class and become
a clique of unpractical doctrinafres. They must sympathize with
the wage-eamers, that means, sympathize with the aims and aspira-
tions of the working-classes. They must learn that our whole
civilizationhas been a struggle about the condition of the producers.
This is then the practical policy for them to _pursue: with untiring
zeal and on all occasions to be a mouthpiece for the wage-workers in
the cities and of the farmers in the country, and to organize the sym-
pathywhich already exists for them in the other classes. We have
seen just as these pages are being finished, a sad,— as it seems to me
—and glaring evidence of the need of precisely such an organization.
As is well-known, the Federation of Labor had resolved on last May
1st, to force by strikes a normal working day of eight hours. All
clear-seeing reformers know this is the necessary first step, and every
one else—even our politicians—knowsand admits that the measure
is just and must soon obtain. Now, instead of calling out the whole

- body of organized labor in all the cities, the opportunity was frit-
tered away by limiting the movement to the carpenters, as a feeler.
Perhaps it was the best to be done under the circumstances, but
these circumstances should no longer have existed. A brotherhood
such as I plead for, giving them energetic, moral support, would have
made the eight-hour a Hat today.

There are very many socialistic measures ripe and waiting now for
such a brotherhood : nationalizationof the telegraph system with a

true civil servicéfor it; municipal control; advances by government
to our farmers, and more than anything else, the thorough education
of our children,-—which, however, the more it is improved, will show
the more, that education is absolutely futile without a socialistic order
of things. Ah, such a brotherhoodwill be divine ! What friendships
it will give rise to! What influence for good it will possess! \Vhat
love for good and noble manhood it will breed!

THE END.
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SAVED BY NATIONALISM.
BY H. B. Snxsnunv.

CHAPTER I. '
arm»: VILLAGE AS IT was.

George Newton lived in a New England village. The story
of his life is the story of hundreds of country boys who, born
in this land of “Freedom and Equality," are duly instructed
thatall have an equal chance, and that if one is studious and
industrious, shrewd and not too honest, one may some day
become president or governor.

Gem-ge’s father was the village shoemaker. Situated at a
distance of twenty miles from a railroad station. the village
was undisturbed by the mad rush for money, and Mr. Newton ,

was content to peg away at his lapstone, mending the uppers
and saving the soles of his village neighbors.

Of wealthhe never dreamed. Extreme want he never feared.
He had his home, with its orchard and vines, and three or four
acres of land. Here he raised his own garden truck and vege-
tables. His orchard yielded him summer fruits and winter
russets, while the strawberry patch, the blackberryknoll, and
the fringe of raspberry bushes by the old stone wall, all gave
up their luscious dainties for the picking. ‘

The old red cow that bare-footed George drove to pasture
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every morning and drove home every evening contributed not
a little to the comfort of thefamily,while the white leghorn pul-
lets added their share to the general store in fresh-laid eggs.

No prettier, happier village nestled among the New England
hills than this. With no one rich enough to be idle, there was

yet a modest plenty for all, and an item of three dollars for
feeding transient tramps was the only report the overseer of
the poor had for the year.

i

In the hill districts the farmers were prosperous. Their
cattle and sheep grew fat upon the green hillsides, and twice a

year theymade up a large drove of them for the Boston market,
driving through the village amid admiring glances from the
girls at the boys on horse-back, who guided the cattle on the
march, and withapproving nods from the older people at some

particularly fine cattle flom the North-hillor West-hill district.
The surplus wealth of the town was thus exported in its

flocks and herds, or in its butter and cheese, its maple sugar
and potatoes, and returned to it in numberlesscomforts from
thatalmost mythical Boston, of which the drovers gave such
glowing accounts, but which most of the young men and
maidens had only seen in their dreams.

They were shut in from the contamination of a restless,
selfish world by mountains that towered high above the little
village.

Three times a week the yellow stage-coachwith its six white
horses carried the mails and passengers to the railroad town,
twenty miles over the hills.

The social life of the town was enlivened by school exhibi-
tions and donation parties, sleigh rides and picnics.

Occasionally,a farmerwas sick at harvest time : then a “ bee”

would be organized by his neighbors, each giving one or two
days’ time, and everything would be harvested in good order
for him.

Then in sugar time! Lives there a New England boy who
has ‘seen at night the twinklinglights on the hillsides, telling
him that the fires are cracklingunder the sap-pans, whose pulse
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will not quicken, and mouthwater, as he thinksof the sugaring-
off parties?

Ask him as he treads the mazy dance, or listens to the opera,‘
or dines with banker Jones at Delmonico’s, if he really enjoys
it better than a sugar party in the old New England home, and
you will get your answer.

CHAPTER II.
THE VILLAGE AS rr Is.

George Newton was studious, industrious, and honest. A
few years later we‘ find him clerk in the country store of the
same village.

He is now tall and handsome. His brown hair is so curly
thathis mates have nick-namedhim Curly Newton.

Meanwhile the little village has sadly changed for the worse. ‘

The serpent of commercialism has found this Arcadia. and
already its slimy trail is over every hill and valley.

A “business man ” from Boston bought out thevillage store.
He had more wealth than any of thevillagersand saw a chance
to increase it. He and a few capitalistic friends of his soon
caused thecounty papers to cry out for a railroad up thevalley,
got appropriations for a survey, and, to the surprise of many, it
was declared that,by winding and twisting, by heavy grades
and high trestle works, a railroadcould be built-

Then the papers teemed withstatistics of the possible wealth
to be extracted from the hills and rocks, the granite mountains
and soap-stone ledges, the forests of valuable timber,and the
manufactures which were sure to spring up.

Cunning agents stirred up thepeople to discontent with their
isolated condition. Town meetings were held to agitate the
question. A charter was granted by the legislature, with per-
mission to the towns to mortgage themselves for thousands of
dollars to build the road. “A public debt is a public blessing”
was repeated by paid orators until many believedit.

George, then sixteen years of age, had seen his father's trade
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dwindle to that of a mere cobbler. Factory goods replaced
hand-made boots and shoes, and the old man gave up his bench
to others.

George graduated from the village academy and went into
the store as clerk for Mr. Skinly. He saw plainly that no man
with a trade could, under present conditions, make any more
than a living, while business offered him a chance to become
rich; and he was ambitious.

The store was the social centre of the village. There all the
exchanges both of news and merchandise took place. There
was one other store in the place, but, as the proprietor owed
money to the County Bank, of which Mr. Skinlywas president,
his competition was not severe.

From the new administration Mr. Skinly received the post-
ofiice appointment,which added largely to the attraction of the
store as a headquarters for news.

One day a knot of railroad boomers was sitting upon the
counters or lounging about the door. Old Bijah Austin, the
oracle of the North-hill,was seen coming across the village
common for his mail.

With his six-foot form, a little bowed by age, clad in home-
spun frock, he looked a patriarch of the bills,as indeed he was.

“ If we can get him," said Mr. Skinly,nodding toward the
approaching farmer, “ we can carry the whole North-hilldistrict
for bonding the town.” At this every boomer sat upright upon
the counter and prepared for the coming discussion.

“ Good afternoon, Uncle Bijah,” said Mr. Skinly,graspinghim
warmly by the hand. “I am so glad you have come. Major
Burke, of Boston, who you rememberlooked at the soap-stone
ledge in your north pasture, has sent an agent to buy it or
lease it from you, provided the railroad is built." Mr. Skinly
lowered his voice as he said this, and the agent, taking the cue,
came forward for an introduction.

Uncle Bijah stood silently,witheyes upon the floor, thinking.
Mr. Skinly, believing that the bait had been swallowed, said
to the agent in an impressive voice, “Col. Steele, this is Mr.
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Austin, who owns thatvaluable ledge of soap-stone. He is one
of our best citizens, and I am glad of his good fortune. Uncle
Bijah, this is Col. Steele, of Boston.”

Slowly Uncle Bijah raised his eyes, looking straight at Mr.
Skinly; then,extendinga trernulous hand to C01. Steele, he said.
“I do n’t want ter see no railroad in my taown, Mister Steele,
I've seen 'em and rode on ’em, I ’ve seen ther curses that goes
with ’em.” The old man's tremulous voice grew stronger as he
continued. “Ther ’s some things thet money won’t buy. I
travelled some in my young days, an’ when I was ready ter
settle, I struck of inter these parts. Most a hundred miles
me and Mariah rode behind a yoke of steers. We settled on
the North-hillan’ cleared it. We ’ve pervided our boys an’ gals
with a better edication than we had. We ’ve given ’em all a
better start than we had, an’ we have enough ter keep us while
we live. My boys shall never say their dad helped ter bring a
railroad ter curse their taown.”

Mr. Skinly and the colonel looked dumfounded. The bait
had not been swallowed after all. The crowd around them was
increased by new comers, who sniffed the battle from afar and
hastened to get within hearing. If the old man could not be
won, the vote might go against them, so the colonel returned
to the attack. “Iknow, Mr. Austin, how you love the peace ,

and quiet of this lovely valley,but thinkof the thousands who
are deprived of its enjoyment, who have no means of reaching
it but by that long, tiresome stage journey. Think of the men
of wealth and leisure in Boston who, if they could come and
go on a railroad,would buildsummer residences here and spend
their money here in beautifying the town. The wonderful
increase in wealth would build up your village, and perhaps be
the means of turning your academy into a college.”

George Newton, like most of the young folks, was in favor
of the road. He listened somewhat impatientlyto the old fogies
who opposed it. and wished he was of age that his vote might
be cast to bond the town. Afterwards he was glad he had had
no voice in it.
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As the colonel’s remarks wound up with a flourish. a round
of applause started by the young boomers was heartily given,
but Uncle Bijah was unconquered.

“I 've driv cattle ter Bosting for twenty year,” he said, “an’
I ’ve seen all I want of railroad taowns. Ther boys git shif’less
an’ loaf roun’ ther deapo, an’ drink. Them as do n’t do that
goes away ter ther city, an’ ther taown goes ter rack.”

“But, Uncle Bijah,” cried one of his impatient neighbors, who
also owned an out-cropping soap-stone ledge, “ef you has got
all yaou wants fer this world, yer ain't a going ter stan' in ther
way of yer neighbors gettin’ some more, are ye; ye aint ser
selfish as that, I know.”

Uncle Bijah cast a reproachful glance at the neighbor, who
well knew that there was not a selfish hair in the head of Bijah
Austin.

“Lanky Bemis,” he said with a tremor in his voice, “yaou
know ef thet ledge was of solid gold, and eny of my neighbors
had need of it they could have it all, but ef this ’ere railroad
could change ther soap-stone fer gold, paound fer paound, they
could n’t have Bijah Austin's vote.” The old man removed his
hat, took from it an old red handkerchief, and blew a nasal
blast that resounded through the store like a bugle of defiance.

_No one was prepared to answer him, for many had cause to
remember his kindness in sickness or in trouble. Replacing
his bandana, he resumed, breaking the awkward silence. “I
was daown ter Keene this Spring, an’ I saw more miserable
lookin’ folks than I ever seed afore. Tramps and beggars
comin’ raound every day. Why, they have ter hev locks on
ther barn doors everywhere, even ther door mats haz ter be
chained ter keep ’em from bein’ stole. Yer don't ketch me
livin’ in no railroad taown. It may make sum folks rich, but
it makes others awful poor, an’ makes ’em awful selfish tew.”
At this he turned and looked at Lanky Bemis, who rather
sheepishly sat upon the counter munching a Boston cracker.

“ Why.” the old man continued earnestly, “I saw sum folks
comin’ aout of an old rickety shanty with tew little children,
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an’ theyhad n’t clothesenuf ter kiver ’em. An’ I sed ter cousin
Mariah, she ‘s cousin ter my wife, same name yer know, I sed,
sez I, ‘ Who be them people? ’ An’, sez cousin Mariah, ‘ Them ’s
railroad han’s. We do n’t never know ’em.”’ Bijah Austin
looked around upon the faces of his neighbors with a sort of
triumphant gaze. He saw the interest in his story was weak~
ening their interest in therailroad. “ But, sez I, ’taint Christian
ter let ‘em live so, can't theyget no better place ter live in, nor
nothin’ ter wear?”

“ ‘ I dunno,’ sez she, kinder short, ‘They ’re mostly that way.
But nobody minds it,’ sez she. ‘ We ’re all used to it, yer know.
They ’re only track han’s an’ furiuers at that. We do n’t
never know ’em.‘

“ But," sez I, “do n’t yer take up kerlections fer ther heethin
an’ have sewin’ sercieties an’ sich? Why do n’t yer do some-
thin’ fer these neighbors o’ yourn ?”

“ ‘Trackhan's aint no neighbors of mine,’ sez she, real snap-
pish, an’ as I seed she was a gittin’ mad I sed no more. “ But,”
he added, clinching his argument with a blow of his fist upon
the counter that fairly rattled the teeth of the boomers who
were seated upon it, “But I do n’t want ter see eny railroad
come ter this taown, ter take all ther human feelin’s aout of
my neighbors thatway.”

The boomers looked somewhat uncomfortable, and the logic
of Uncle Bijah made such an impression upon his rustic hearers
that it was only by trickery and bribery that, at the ensuing’
town meeting, a final vote was secured, mortgaging the town to
the railroad scliemers for eight times’ the assessor’s grand list.

CHAPTER III.
COMMERCIALISM IN THE TOWN.

The railroad was built. Its results sometimes gave force to
that startling question : “Is modern civilizationworth what it
costs ? ”

We still find George Newton in the store of Squire Skinly.
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At the time of the railroad buildingGeorge’s fatherhad mort-
gaged his place to take stock in it, as did many other public-
spirited men at thattime. As had beenplanned by theschemers,
the railroad went into the hands of a receiver and the stock
was wiped out, but the mortgages on public and private property
remained in full force.

The railroad was then bought in cheap by the schemers, and
paid for with the money already filched from the towns and
the sufiering people.

The bank foreclosed many mortgages, among them the one

upon the shoemaker’s home, while, with taxes increased four-
fold, and the ability to pay them constantly decreasing, the
bank or the squire held mortgages on half the farms in town.

The interest on both public and private debts transformed
this Arcadia into a gigantic poor-farm, with a few wealthy
overeeers who lived upon the interest money and managed the
politics for the town.

Bijah Austin lived long enough to see his direst prophecies
fulfilled,and he would mournfully count upon his fingers the
deserted farms in the North-hilldistrict.

The freight rates on soap-stone were so high that no indi-
vidual could ship it, but a company who had a special rate
ofi'ered Lanky Bemis two dollars a ton for all that he would
deliver at the depot in suitable order. So the old man and his
boys blasted and teamed, and neglected the farm in order to
deliver soap-stone enough to pay his taxes, for he was land-poor.
Finally,a hoisting derrick broke and killedhim withsoap-stone,
and that industry perished with him.

Bijah Austin had a grand-daughter. Edna. In the eyes of
George Newton she was the sweetest at a sugar party. the belle
of a sleigh ride, and the fairy queen of a spelling match. When
Bijah died, Edna’s father took the home farm. and Edna had to
leave the academy to help at home.

The struggle to keep all his father’s land and meet its taxes
and interest on mortgages required incessant toil. Edna’s
fatherworked harder and enjoyed less thanhis fatherbefore him.
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One day he and Mrs. Austin drove into the village with a
load of wares. George was busy with a customer, and Squire
Skinly met them at the door.

“ How much are you paying for butter today,Squire? ” asked
Mr. Austin as he hitched his horse and assisted his wife to
alight.

“Sixteen cents,” replied the squire.
“ No,” replied Mr. Austin in surprised tones, “I thought it

was twenty cents.”
“ Yes,” replied the plausiblesquire, “ but so much came in

thatwe had to reduce the price.”
“ I can’t afiord to sell at sixteen,” said Mr. Austin slowly as

he came up the steps into the store, “I laid out to get some

things, I won't have enough to pay for them at that price.
Can't you say eighteen cents? It ’s very fine butter. My wife
and Edna churned and worked it all, gettin’ up at five o’clock
in the mornin’ to do it. Can't you say eighteen cents?”

“No,” replied thesquire. “To tell you the truth, if I did n’t
know how very good your butter was (thiswith a gracious nod
and smileto Mrs. Austin who was listening intently) I would n’t
take it at any price. I do n’t care to buy any more butter now,
for (with a knowing shake of the head) it will be cheaper
before it gets dearer.”

“ Oh, well, then, I will take the sixteen cents, but I tell you it
is hard on us farmers when butter goes down. I was dependin’
on it for what I wanted to buy.”

“How about eggs,” he enquired nervously, as he picked up
a. dried codfish, turned it over, and tested it with his finger.

Mrs. Austin was examining some remnants of homely calico
on the opposite counter, but she turned quickly to catch the
reply.

"Wife brought in some eggs,” continued Mr. Austin on

getting no answer. “ We ought to have kept them packed for
better prices, but we wanted to use the money," and he picked
a sliver of fish from the dried cod, chewing it absently as the
squire silently wiped the bald spot on his head with a silk
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handkerchief. His smooth-shaven face was shining with the
benevolent look of a. father-confessoras he ejaculated: “Bless
you, why I have such a lot of eggs on hand that I do n’t want
any more, but just to accommodate you I will take them and
allow ten cents a dozen for them."

“Ten, why I thought they were surely worth twelve 'nd a
half. There ’s eight dozen of them belongs to Edna. She
’tended the chicks and raised the pullets, so I give her all their
eggs for herself. She thought they would just buy her a pair
of your dollar kid gloves for nice. She picked berries all the
week, an’ her hands are stained. She won't go to church without
those gloves,” and he looked enquiringlyat his wife, who shook
her head. “Can’t you say ’1even cents?” '

The squire shook his head and smiled.
“ We ’ll have to use the egg money and allow her for it,”

whispered Mrs. Austin. “ Poor girl, she willbe so disappointed,
she has worked so hard this summer, and she deserves the
gloves.” A mother's tear dropped on the homely calico rem-
nant as she thought of her daughter, with her refined tastes
and education, condemned to the hard work of the farm in a

struggle for subsistence.
Finally,theirload all bargained away at thepurchaser’s prices,

they in turn would buy.
“ How much for granulated sugar ? ” asked Mr. Austin.
“ Ten cents,” replied the squire sweetly.
“Ten. why I only paid eight before,” said Mr. Austin again

dismayed.
“ Yes," replied the squire, pausing with a sugar scoop poised

above thescales, “ but thesugar trust has fixed a new price-list.”
No help for it, they must have the sugar to do up the berries.

They wanted some paint to paint the sitting-room. George
blushed a little as he overheard this. Perhaps thispainting was
on account of his frequent Sunday visits. But paint had been
advanced owing to the lead trust. Next, a barrel of flour.
Eight dollars wrote the squire on the bill. “ What, eight dol-
lars,” said Mr. Austin, “ the last I had was seven.”
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“Well, you see,” said the smiling squire, “a speculator in
Chicago has a corner on the market,and so flour has gone up.”

Mrs. Austin whispered that she would do without the calico
this time. "And so the farmer and his wife, robbed at both
ends of their trade, by a system of exchange constructed and
intended for that very purpose, left for home with their pur-
chases, wondering if better times would never come. Through
the processes of trade, Mr. Austin’s butter, sold by him at six-
teen cents, found its way to a Boston retail counter at thirty-
eight cents, and the eggs he sold at ten cents a dozen were
retailed at twenty-five, and other products in proportion.
Some one is being robbed by such a system. Is it the farmer,
the consumer, or both?

CHAPTER IV.
THE TOWN UNDER NATIONALISM.

Without any of the conventional methods of getting there,
we will go forward twenty years. and visit thissame New Eng-
land village as it appears under the nationalist régime.

The railroad, being national property, has been wonderfully
improved in comfort, speed, and safety. As it winds and twists
up the narrow valley, the train seems rtmning through a vast
public park.

Forsaken farm-houses of twenty years ago are now replaced
by beautifulhomes, surrounded with orchards and gardens.

Swamp-lands have been drained, becoming the most fertile
spots in the whole valley. Many of the homes are built of the
beautiful granite, of which two great mountains lift their heads
proudly two thousandfeet above thetracks. These mountains,
like all quarries, mines, forests, and land,all bounties thatnature
gives, belong to all the people in common. The nation has been
organized as one great partnership with all its partners equal.

All the granite costs, all anythingcosts, is the labor required
to take these free bounties of nature and mould them into
useful form. Such things as rent, interest, taxes, and profits
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are unknown. Great national store-houses are provided, in
which every product to be exchanged may be deposited, the '

producer receiving a receipt for the number of hours labor it
has taken to produce it, and this receipt will exchange for any-
thingthat any other worker has produced anywhere in the
country by the same numberof hours labor. '

Nature’s materials cost nothing. Labor costs everything.
There being no charge for storage, transportation, or distribu-
tion, the numberof hours of labor required in these non-pro-
ducing branches are added to the hours of the active producers
to get the average cost in hours of any given product, and all
branches of workers are paid alike. Hours of clerks, account-
ants, and those required to replace the wear and tear of
machinery are also added to the cost, but as only those best
fitted for such positions are appointed by the workers them-
selves, and no superfluous men are thus engaged, this adds but
little to the cost of products.

The forces of nature have been harnessed to do much of the
work for nothing. There are windmills upon every hill. while
every mountain stream is made to store up electricity for a
thousand labor-saving purposes.

In the canibalistic days of competition mankind flocked into
large cities, that they might the more conveniently live on one
another. Now they are flocking back to the bosom of mother
nature to enjoy her bounties, and this valley seems a universal,
happy brotherhood. Each is allowed a certain amount of land
for his house and grounds, and may select it anywhere not
already occupied, and hold it while he uses it. His children
have the first choice of it at his death, but no claims upon it
if once given up to another.

All other land is cultivated by the national industrial army,
organized in squads, companies, or regiments. Each company
selects its own manager from among its own number for com-

petence and merit only,subject to immediate reduction to the
ranks for any neglect of duty, his place to be filled as before
by the choice of the subordinates.
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This system prevails through every grade to the very highest
oflices. Merit and service are the only qualifications,duty to
the people the only tenure of oflice. Thus the people govern;
they are not governed.

With thisglance at the principles of the new system, let us
note its efl'ects in the home and surroundings of George Newton.

From the depot we take a carriage through the village. On
every hand signs of plenty and happiness are evident. Homes
of granite alternate with those of grey stone or other material.
Room, lots of room. seems the rule everywhere. There are
flower gardens and orchards, lawns and vineyards, and each
may rest under his own vine and plum tree.

George has the old home of his boyhood again. Recovered
from the decay thatmarked it on the occasion of our last visit,
skilled hands have made it thebeautifulhome of a man withthe
proudest title in the world,—an American citizen. Edna looks
out of the window,her beautifulfaceflushedwithjoyand pride as
two lovely children come up thewalk from school hand in hand.

A little farther in the village we see the great public store,
and George himself as manager. He was the first selected by
the villagers to actfor them as custodian and distributor when
the new system was adopted, and he still remains, though he
has been ofl'ered promotion to a position as state manager, which
he declined. So he might have been a governor after all, only
we have no governors under the new system. ‘

No salesmen are required in this modern store, only efiicient
men to receive the mail and telephone orders from the more
distant parts of the town, together with those written at the
counters by those who have inspected the samples or consulted
the printed catalogues. These orders are filledquickly,and,
if for a memberof the village commune, are charged up as so
much merchandise costing so many hours’ labor, while on the
opposite page the memberis credited with so many hours’ labor
rendered, and the account is balanced weekly,by giving him
receipts for the surplus number of hours he may have labored
above what he has withdrawn in goods.
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If, however, the purchaser be a memberof some other town
or village commune, he will give up receipts for the numberof
hours‘ labor that the goods ordered have cost.

These receipts, after being cancelled to prevent using again,
will be forwarded to the state clearing-house, which clears all
balances between the communes every week.

As we are admiring the perfect system, the town reports for
the day begin to come in.

The company of milkmenreports so many cans of milk,cost-
ing so many hours of labor, which, being credited to them, is
charged to the town creamery, which in turn reports that by
adding so many hours’ labor it has produced from the milk so

many hundred pounds of butter.
So report after report of the organized companies in charge

of the town flocks and herds, its farms and quarries, proved
thatsociety organized could, from the abandoned farms of the
old régime, produce wealth that a former generation never
deemed possible, and the North-hill farms, which, under mort-
gage debts and lack of improvements,became almost worthless,
now under the better system yield a. constantly increasing
stream of real wealth to the whole people, and the old farmers,
some of whom twenty years before were opposed to the change,
now with one accord agree thatin giving up private ownership
of the earth, or rather the portion of it which they claimed to
own, they have received in return more than a hundred-fold
as partners in the prosperity of the whole people organized.

 

THE NEED OF A NEW INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM.
BY REV. C. A. Cmsssv.

The historian who shall write up the events of the nineteenth
century will tell his readers that the people who lived in its
closing years were brought face to face with some of the gravest
problems of the ages and settled them.
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Some of these problems are now before us, and we must
settle them. They cannot be dismissed as “fads.” They can-
not be laughed away. They who seriously discuss these ques-
tions upon the platform and in the press may be called fools
and cranks, or alarmists; but calling names is not solving the
problems. They are here confronting us at every step along
all the lines of our future progress. They must be settled
on the basis of right and justice toward all concerned. Some
of the factors of these problems may be brieflyoutlined.

1. The rapid absorption of our unoccupied lands and natural
resources.

2. Poverty increasing on the one hand, with the enormous
increase of wealth on the other.

3. The army of the unemployed growing larger and larger
year by year.

4. Illiteracyon the increase in many sections of our country,
notwithstandingour excellent public-school system.

5. Crime and insanity increasing in greater ratio than popu-
lation. To illustrate: in 1850 we had a population of 23,000,-
000, and between 6000 and 7000 prisoners. In 1880 we
numbered 50,000,000 population, and we then had 58,000 pris-
oners. In 1850 we had 15,000 insane; and in 1880 we num-
bered 91,000 insane.

These are grave facts, and they enter as serious factors into
the problems which must be speedily solved. They are phe-
nomena whose causes must be sought in the existing industrial
and social order. To say that the present established order is
the best is to ignore one of the most emphatic lessons of
history, to put bars in the way of further progress, to stifle
aspiration, to eradicate hope from the yearning heart of human-
ity, and to reduce mankind to the awful condition of despair.

By the present industrial system men, women, and children
are tied to employments for which they have neitherabilitynor
taste, and for which theyget no adequate remuneration. Many
indeed are shut out from any employment at all, and thereby
deprived of the happiness which proper occupation would
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secure to them. Children are deprived of the education and
training which theirnatures and their future relations to society
demand. By bad associations are engendered moral conditions
thatwill be prolificof crime and pauperismwhen these children
are grown to men and women. By this means society is incur-
ring trouble and expense to itself; for when these bad condi-
tions have produced theirfruit in criminals and paupers, society
must protect itself from the one and disburse its “charities”
to the others. Neither measure, however, is a cure for the evil,
and we thus see society defeating the very ends for which it
exists, viz., the protection of the best interests of all.

When I was a boy, I was continually being reminded that
' “energy,industry,and economy were the sure roads to success.”

The good people who came round to the schools to “make some
remarks” used to introduce us to Benjamin Franklin,going up
one of the streets of Philadelphia,eating his “penny roll,” and
theywould tell us how he began life with nothing,and reached
success. But Franklin would not stand the ghost of a chance
if he were a poor boy in Philadelphiatoday. While it is true
that many of our richest men did begin with nothing,yet, if
they were to begin again with nothing,they would continue
with nothing.

Times have changed. Conditions have changed. Highways
to success, once open, are now closed. The marble statue of a

newsboy, on the top of the American News Company’s build-
ing in New York, commemorates the humble start of the
manager of the great concern; but no newsboy can now win
his way to such a pinnacle of success. Greeley and Bennett
will be remembered for their eminent journalistic success, but
neither of them could now start a leading paper in New York
without enormous capital to back it, because where “competi-
tion is the life of business ” the strongest alone attain success.
The toughest survive, the weakest go under.

The condition of the toiling masses of humanity can never
be materially improved by preaching patience, submission,
thrift,or the old hackneyed consolation that in some other
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world their wrongs are to be righted. So long as the existing
industrial order is perpetuated, no amount of this kind of
preachingwill spread the butter any thickeron the crust of the
laboring poor, or clothe naked backs, or put shoes on little
naked feet. What the toiling people want is a change of
environment thatwill give themrights and privilegesnow with-
held from them by the greed and oppression of monopoly.

Every industry and employment in the land is so under the
power of capitalism that one cannot work unless his labor may
result in more profit to another than to self. Practically,the
only or the chief interest your employer has in you is to make
money out of you. He wants to use not his own but your
talents, your powers of hand and brain, for his own advantage.
In other words, while he is selfish, and sordidly so, he _wants
you to sacrifice all self for his benefit. Your enjoyment in the
exercise of your own talents, your personal good and happiness,
are nothing to him. All must be prostituted to his service for
his gain.

What is the inevitable tendency of this state of things?
What but to make men sordid, mean, selfish, desperate? A
system thatplacesbeforemen, women, and children temptations
to crime is a deplorable system, and ought, on humane princi-
ples, to be abolished. A temptation to be dishonest arises,
under the present system, at the point where destitution con-
trasts itself with plenty. For example, on a hard-working,
insufficiently-paidlaboring man, with wife and children whom
he can with diflicultysupport at starvation rates, what must be
the effect of reading such a statement of facts as these from the
pen of a correspondent to the Brooklyn Eagle: “The widow
of the late has $40,000,000. She is a presbyterian.
Church going is one of her favorite pursuits. She has a private
chaplain, and has a private chapel at Long Branch which cost
$70,000.”

You cannot make an intelligent laboring man believe that a
system which admits of such enormous inequality of condition
between one memberof society and another is a just system.
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Temptations to dishonesty arise at the point where hunger
contrasts itself withsurfeiting, poverty withextravagant riches.

Society,as now organized, tempts the poor man by withhold-
ing from him his rights. Under thegoad of pressing need, which
society will not recognize, he steals; society arrests the man,
shuts him up in a penal institution, assumes the expense of his
beard and clothes,and taxes its other members to pay the bills.
Would it not be vastly cheaper for society to supply the poor
man’s need in the first place?

The present industrial system ought to be superseded because
it admits of and fosters monstrous wrongs to the children of
the working people. Take some figures: in 1883, while the
average expenses of workingmen’s families in Massachusetts
were $754.42, the head of the family could earn but $558.68.
The wife and children had to help maintain the family. In
the same year 28,714 children under 16 years of age were

employed in the industrial establishments of the state. In the
family of the average workingman 32.44 per cent of the
support fell to the lot of the mother and children. According
to the Illinois commissioners of labor statistics, a few years
since, “one half of the intelligent workingmen are not even
able to earn enough for support without depending on the
labors of wives and children.” In 1880 fully 1,118,356 children
under 16 years of age were employed in various industries in
the United States. A writer in the North American Review
for June, 1884, says that in Pennsylvania “herds of children
of all ages, from six years upward, work in the coal breakers,
toiling in dirt and air thick with carbon dust, from dawn to
dark of every day in the week except Sunday.

In ancient Sparta babes were exposed for a day and a night to
the inclemency of nature, to test whether they were fit to sur-
vive or not. If by not dying they demonstrated their fitness
to live, they were nourished and trained with great care, with
a view of their becomingstrong and eflicient to serve the state.
But today thousands of tender children are put to worse tests.
and if they survive the inhuman treatment and neglect, and
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the dwarfing of their powers, they are all, at manhood or

womanhood, thrown absolutely upon their own resources for a
livelihood, withno proper chance or fitness for the same. I am
told that in Luzerne county, Pennsylvania, there are 3000
children between 6 and 15 years of age at work in the coal
breakers. Think of little children, in factories and mills, as I
have seen them in the East, in the cotton manufacturingestab-
lishments, set to feed machines all day. I knew a little girl
who was refused employment only because she was not tall
enough to reach the machineshe desired to tend. I have seen
little children less than 10 years of age carrying on their backs
huge waste-baskets, and two such children could easily have
been packed into one of those baskets. What shall be said of
children brought up in this way? What can cure this mon-
strous wrong to childhoodbut such an industrial system as will
allow parents to take better care of their little ones, by sending
them to school and training them, according to natural endow-
ments, for usefulness to society, which owes to its future
members its first care?

A great mistake in the study and discussion of economic
questions is the elimination of ethics therefrom. Ethics is the
science of human duty. Man is a being made for action. The
normal action of his powers, mental and physical, is ethical.
What man by natural capacities is fitted to do he ought to
do. Nothing has become more deeply instilled into human
thought than the essential brotherhood of man. The fraterni-
ties have built enduring monuments to this ethical principle.
Poets have sung and orators discoursed eloquently of it. But,
as it is exemplifiedin the existing industrial order, it is scarcely
more than a fine phrase. It is the brotherhood of the shark
and his victim, the fraternal feeling between the spider and the
fly. No true brotherhood finds expression among those whose
highest endeavor is to make enormous profits one out of
another. A better system of industry, based upon human
rights, natural endowments, and the interdependent relations
between man and man, would give ample scope for the exercise
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of the principle of brotherhood, by putting no obstacles in the
way. The Encyclopwdia Britannica says, “ the ethics of social-
ism are closely akin to the ethicsof Christianity,if not identical
with them.”

A better industrial system would secure from every man, in
part, the debt he owes to society for its benefits to him. I say
“in part,” for no man can fully pay this debt. That which
society confers upon him is not to be computed in dollars and
cents. Every man born into the world now is born not at the
foot but away up the slope of the mountain of human progress.
The masses who have toiled before him have made it possible
for him to take his place in the foremost rank. He has not to
learn by dint of hard study or experience the principles that
lie at the basis of the industrial, social, and scientific orders.
Thinkingbrains have thought them out, and formulated them
for his adoption, before he comes upon the scene. He finds the
great industries and scientific systems of the world nearly at
their maximum of development. The applied mechanical
powers, with steam and electricity harnessed to the car of
progress, invite him to jump aboard and ride on to yet higher
and grander achievements. The snorting, hissing engines which
toiling hands have built before him stand ready to transport
him from one end of the country to the other. Swift ships are

waiting to hear him to other lands and around the globe. The
lightning of heaven has been pressed into service to flash his
thoughts, with the speed of thought itself, to the uttermost
bounds of the earth. Art, science, and literature bring their
priceless treasures, and lay them at his feet for his use and
enjoyment.

What does he owe to society and the world for all this? I
answer, the best there is in him; the best thought of his brain,
the best skill of his hand, the noblest endeavors of his whole
being, as his just tribute of acknowledgment of obligation to
those who have wrought out so much for him.

A better industrial system, by its recognition of human rights
and the relations man sustains to his fellows, proposes to secure
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the highest good in the highest development of all. That
better system, towards which the irresistible logic of events is
carrying us, will place the laboring man in the position of honor
in the estimation of the nation, for he is the strength and sup-
port of the whole industrial system on which the prosperity of
the country rests. Let the nation accord to him his rights.
Let it protect him as well as his property. Let it build up her
citizens as well as her cities, and thus realize to every man,
woman, and child within its borders the ideal state set forth
in our national motto: “America,the land of the free, and the
home of the brave.”

 

WHO ARE THE UTOPIANS?
Br Rev. HERMAN I. Sums.

The term Utopia, as is well known, was coined by Sir Thomas
More out of the two Greek words signifying nowhere, and
applied as the title to his work in which he describes an imagi-
nary island, where a perfect state of things exists, politically,
socially,morally,and generally. Whether thelearnedold author
meant his book to be a real encouragementto struggling human-
ity or rather a cynical mockery of their hopes it is not my pres-
ent purpose to discuss. There is no doubt, however, that the
creation of this unfortunate word has resulted immeasurably
more in the latter than the ideal picture of the book has con-
tributed to the former feeling, simply because the term has
survived and become popular and proverbial, while the book
itself is known only to the learned. There is in the world a

vast class of people swayed by words’ rather than by thoughts;
a parole, a bon-mot, a device or motto, a nickname catches and
fills out their intellectual grasp, and neatly disposes of the
matter for them. It is an easy and a happy course, much easier
than the efiort of independent thinking. It diffuses them with
an air of such superior wisdom and self-complacency. How
venerable, experienced, and practicallywise they appear when
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with one of these set phrases theyanswer an impassioned appeal
from some enthusiastic believer. The epithet “crank" is a
favorite one in the mouth of these people, and by far the most
popular is “utopian ” as applied to any proposal for improving
the existing order of things. This adjective is used with
especial gusto in regard to the programme of the nationalists,
and, strange to say, I have heard it most frequently from relig-
ious people.

One reason why theyapply the word to thisscheme is because
it is ideal. In their minds ideal and utopian are synonymous.
z'.e., an ideal has no habitation, is nowhere, hence is nothing
real or true. The vulgar, popular conception of ideal is con-

temptuous and scornful. It is regarded as the opposite of
practical. A man who deals in ideals is a useless, visionary
dreamer, a fool. At most in poetry does the modern autocrat,
Common Sense, deign to tolerate ideality. But then he does so
on condition that he may include poetry itself in his practical
scorn. There was a time when men looked upon the seer or
hard as a potent, practical leader and director of man’s actions,
but your modem practical man scouts any such notion. He
will only permit poetry as a thingto amuse, please, and enter-
tain. Its ideality must remain utopian.

Now, it is a startling evidence of the depth of our modern
materialistic degradation thatsuch a philosophyas this should
hold possession of even professedly religious minds, of people
who believe in God, Spirit, Heaven, and Immortality. But the
ideal, far from beingnowhere, is really everywhere. It is every-
thing. It is at once the goal of our actions and the source of
our momentum. It is programme, creed, inspiration, motive,
and life. Take even the mechanical sphere, which so obscures
and dominates our nineteenth century life; even there the ideal
is supreme. What is the model in the inventor’s mind but an
ideal? The struggling workmanwho slaves and saves for years
in the midst of grime and soot, what is the power that keeps
up his strength? The ideal of a home and comfort for his
family. The preacher preaches ideals; the patriot formulates
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them. The mother in her home, the teacher in the school, the
writer at his desk, the legislator in his hall, all are moved by
ideals. There has never been a noble action thatwas not based
upon and proceeded from faith in an ideal. The most precious
and sacred acquisitions of mankind were notably appeals to the
ideal. Liberty? The finest passage in Schiller’s works is con-
tained in those words which he puts into the mouth of Stanf-
facher in that thrillinglydramatic night-scene on the Riitli in
his Wilhelm Tell.

" Nay, then, the might of tyrants hath its bounds,
When the oppressed nowhere can find redress,
When all unbearablehath grown the load,
He reaches boldly up into the heavens.
And gets him down his old eternal rights.
Which hang up there inalienableever,
Unbreakable as are the stars themselves.”

Morality, fraternity,all heroic striving, religion, civilization
are only other names for it. All reformations, revolutions,
enlightenments, wars of liberation proceed from the serenely
bu.rning light of the ideal. And yet there have been and still
are so-called philosophers, utilitarian, positive, common-sense,
or whatever their school-titles may be, who conceive the
highest wisdom to consist in the ignoring of idealism.

It is not my purpose here to lapse into a metaphysical dis-
cussion, I will confine myself to the practical, political side of
the matter. Men are so prone to worship thatonly which they
can see with their bodily eyes that they often forget the fact
that their real world is physicallyan invisible one. Because
the ideal is not sensuously visible, is thata reason why it should
be called utopian,—nowhere? I thinkI have shown the con-

trary. Where, then, does it exist? In the primeval. essential,
and eternal nature and constitution of things; in the very spring
and fountain of all thought and consciousness itself; in our
souls; in our intuition and reason; in the mere fact of being,
as the reason for being is inseparable from the conception of
good, of wisdom, fitness, harmony. Surely, no sane person
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believes that the normal state of creation is chaos rather than
kosmos. The very idea is intellectual suicide. We have in
our souls this ideal world, and mankind has always recognized
it. It has constituted our hope and faith and inspiration. In
so far as we have striven up toward its realization has our gen-
eral condition been lifted up, and this is the history of civili-
zation. Whenever men have ceased to strive toward it, basely
conteuting themselves with that which had already been
attained, they have relapsed into anarchy, barbarism, inhu-
manity, and social dissolution.

And yet people talk as if the ideal were a thing to he laughed
at, and as if striving to realize it were at best optional, but
generally the greatest imbecilityand nonsense They take it
for granted that there is an irreconcilabledivision between the
ideal and the actual, between theoryand practice,and that this
is right. How often one hears the expression: “ Oh, yes, that
is all true in theory or as an ideal, but in practice it is quite
difl'erent.” And the inference intended to be drawn from this,
alas! very true statement is not that practice should be made
conformable to theory but that theory should yield before
practice. Now,what would be said of a school-boy who insisted
on discarding the copy from his writing book? The result of
his penmanship would be a hand-writing as legible and beauti-
ful as thatof Horace Greeley or Rufus Choate.

From all this I thinkI have proved the indictmentthatthose
who reject the nationalist movement on account of its ideal
purpose are the real utopians with respect to their very reason
and motive of life. Their life-philosophy is utopian. They
have none at all. Their goal and object of life is nowhere.
Their belief even in what they call the real, by which they
mean the imperfect actual, for the ideal is the true real, is
utopian, since they believe in it with an unreasoning, conven-
tional faithonly.

But some of these wiseacres will say: “ We admit the point
about the real existence and paramount influence of the ideal
as a general proposition; our particular objection to thisscheme
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is that it presents a picture of social and industrial life so per-
feet that it cannot be realized on this sinful earth. It is celes-
tia .” Several times I have been told by apparently earnest
religious people: “ We are not good enough for such a state of
society. It can never be established in this world. We shall
have it in Heaven.” Now, in my mind, this is a more glaringly
utopian position than the former. As I have tried to avoid a

metaphysical discussion in the first part of this article, so I will
try to avoid a theologicalone in this, yet I cannot meet this
objection without entering to some extent on the ground of
these good people. I have felt from the start that this whole
movement is a religious one in the widest and, at the same
time, in the deepest sense of the term.

It is very well to demonstrate the mundane utilityand polite
ical expediency of a scheme, but a great reform will never be
efl'ected through such considerations alone, for the natural
selfishness of the privileged classes, intrenched in the fortress
of tradition and convention, will be aroused to arms against it
and willat least succeed in dragging the problem down into the
low plane of party wrangling, controversy, and compromise.
A plan as sublime, vast, and profound as this must be fought
on high moral ground. It requires the inspiration and impetus
of duty and self-denying love, and these constitute the very
essence of religion. The most hopeful initiative sign to me in
this movement is the presence in it of the representatives of
these privileged classes of men and women, whose private inter-
ests would naturally take them into the hostile camp, and
whose motive therefore can be only disinterested and philan-
thropical. Religious people might be expected to be the fore-
most champions of any movement for the amelioration of the
state of mankind. The church certainly is active enough in
charitable work, but strange to say, wherever an agitation is
inaugurated involving anything like a fundamental change in
the existing social configuration of the world, the church is
observed to array itself quickly on the side of privilege, con-

servatism, and establishment. It has been so in Germany. It
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is so in England. It was so in France before the revolution.
It is notably so in Russia, and it is growing to be the case in
America. This is the chief cause of the growing estrangement
of the “masses,” about whose wholesale unchurching we hear
the periodical jeremiads at ministers’ ‘meetings and in the
religious press.

The true reason for the church's attitude is her own world-
liness, her dependence on the money of the rich, her increasing
plutocracy,aristocracy,and themechanical interpretation of her
own belief. But her ostensible, stereotyped, and sanctimonious
objection is the above-mentionedone,—namely,that Heaven is
the only place for ideals, perfection, and millenniums. Accord-
ing to this notion it makes no difference what sufiering, what
squalor and poverty, what degradation and evil men may
endure: this life is short, man is a spiritual being, it will all be
right in the next world. The worse his lot in this the better it
may even be in the next, if he will only turn it to good account,
1'. e., learn to despise and eschew this world’s goods as vanity,
etc. We may indeed trim and tinker superficially about the
most glaring wretchedness of men, save them from starvation
and such like, and yet not touch the root and source of his
suffering,—the system of wrong. That would compromise the
spiritual characterof religion. Now, if thosewho make theserep-
resentations were themselves poor, or, like the primitive Chris-
tians, had voluntarilychosen poverty, their words might indeed
prove consoling and encouraging. But when they proceed
from people who themselves do not eschew this world’s goods,
but on the contrary prize them, so far as We can see, above all
others,apparentlyeven above theiranticipated celestial delights,
and repeat this pious buncombeso gliblyand anxiously for the
very purpose of not beinginterrupted in theirunjust acquisition
of, and selfish indulgence in, these same despised vanities, how
can we wonder that the church is mentioned with hatred and
with the state is doomed to execution?

Those critics of “Looking Backward,” who are harping on
the apparent importance there accorded to the provision of “a
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great common hog-trough where we can all grunt contentedly,”
very much mistake the meaning and motive of the entire social
unrest of our age. What men are clamoring for is justice,
sympathy,love. If we were all poor, nobody would complain;
but the sordid selfishness, the heartless oppression, the cold-
blooded luxuriousness, especially under theauspicesof a religion
which teaches the reverse, and under a form of government
which calls itself republican, this is intolerable. As Carlyle
puts it: “It is not what a man outwardly has or wants that
constitutes the happiness or misery of him. Nakedness, hunger,
distress of all kinds, death itself, have been cheerfully borne
when the heart was right. It is the feeling of injustice thatis
insupportable to all men. The brutalist black African cannot
bear that he should be used unjustly. No man can bear it or
ought to bear it.”

The material environment is neither here nor there in the
great, eternal problems of mankind. These are ethical. If you
can grant these struggling “masses ” self~denying love and
absolute justice in any way other than thatof material amelio-
ration they will be satisfied. But you cannot, because that is
theonlychannel and medium present. The kingdom of Heaven,
1'. e., the reign of harmony,justice, and love, is to be established
among men, and since men live on earth, the kingdom of Heaven
is to be established here. The Bible clearly teaches this in
scores of places. Those who shirk this transcendent mission
and duty, veiling their selfish indolence or indulgence beneath
pious clap-trap which their own lives belie, virtually declare
that they do not believe in a heaven at all. Their heaven is
uptoian. I do not expect thateven the fulfillmentof the most
sanguine hopes of the nationalists would insure the establish-
ment of Paradise; but when good, religious people object that
it would be too near an approximation to it for this earth, I
cannot but feel that, coming from such a source, the objection
is wondrous strange.
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THE OPPORTUNITY.
BY CLARK Oavls.

Is there common ground on which the Farmers’ Alliance,
Knights of Labor, American Federation of Labor, Nationalists,
Christian, Voluntary,and State Socialists, Single Taxers, honest
Democrats and Republicans, and all friends of social and
economic justice, can unite in political action to secure justice
for all, together with a stable and progressive government?

All these difl'erentclasses and organizationsassume thatsome
kind of conventional government is essential to secure social
order and its attendant human progress and happiness.

The most radical difference that separates these difierent
organizations and classes of thinkersis expressed by the terms
individualismand socialism. Both individualists and socialists
agree that there are not in the universe two individuals that
are, ought to be, or can be, alike; and thatevery individual has
rights and duties that no social compact or agreement can

justly suppress, usurp, or alienate. Both agree that organized
conventional government is essential to secure and protect this
individual liberty. Consequently, we agree that social govern-
ment, as well as the individual, has rights and duties. But we
differ as to the legitimate limits of individual liberty,and con-

sequently ditfer as to the legitimate extent of governmental
authority.

When we carefullyanalyze the substance of the two theories,
we shall find that there is not so wide a difference as is gener-
ally supposed, that there is far more common than disputed
ground for us to stand on, and that the points on which we

agree are far more radical and important than those on which
we differ. The ground we occupy in common is essential for
continued individualand social existence. The disputed ground
is not yet indispensable, but may be desirable in order to gain
perfection.

The anarchist occupies ground whollyoutside of conventional
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law, and the only rational way for him to test his theory is in
a society wholly composed of anarchists. But there is no good
reason why individualists and democrats, who believe that
“ thatgovernment is best thatgoverns least,” should not unite
with the nationalists in securing governmental ownership and
control of railroads, telegraphs, and all property and social
functions that are of necessity monopolies.

This would require less government than is now needed to
control and regulate the present antagonistic, tyrannical, and
irresponsible corporate bodies. A divided and irresponsible
government is the most expensive, oppressive, and dangerous
of all governments. All who seek justice—equal rights for
all and special privileges to none—can unite thus far in
securing less and, at the same time, better government; and
leave the question of further control of productive industry by
the state to be settled in the future, when the people are better
educated in economic and social science.

The Farmers’ Alliance, the Nationalists, the Knights of
Labor, and other labor organizations,-—altogether numbering
over four mi1lions,—and millions more outside of these organi-
zations, are agreed that we have too much plutocratic govern-
ment; that it is too secret, tyrannical, expensive, and oppres-
sive; and that we can safely reform in making it more simple,
equal, humane, Christian, just, economic, and eflicient.

Our government is nominally republican. It has become
predominately plutocratic,—wealth governing through con-

spiracy and the lobby. Congress and the state legislatures, as
a rule, are only the visible machines necessary to legalize the
secret legislation of theplutocracy. In consequence of innocent
ignorance we have blindlydrifted into this slavish, corrupt, and
dependent state, for which clearlynone are morally responsible;
for none could foresee the present result aud provide the means
of averting it.

If our fathers, who founded this government, had foreseen
what we now see, they would have expressly provided in the
Constitution that none of those public social functions that
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properly belong to the state should be given to any individual
or corporation. They did not foresee, and we as a people are

only learning by dear experience that the individual and cor-

porate control of the national highways, the currency, mines,
and vast tracts of land, necessarilyinvolves the control of the
government and the peop1e,—that the life, liberty,property,
and happiness of the whole people are in thekeeping and at the
mercy of these individuals and corporate monopolies. And we
find that this power is used to thwart justice, destroy liberty,
and defeat all the ends for which our fathers declared they
instituted the government. It is mockery to keep repeating
“ thatgovernment is best thatgoverns least,” and yet propose
no remedy for this excessive, oppressive, and irresponsible
government.

Can we simplify our government; abolish irresponsible gov-
ernment, class rule, and class legislation; establish justice, and
become a republic in fact as well as in name? The immense
peaceable uprising of the people, demanding “equal rights for
all and special privileges to none,” is strong evidence that it is
not yet too late. This is the most broad and unselfish political
movement ever inaugurated,and the greatest social work ever
undertaken by man , and if we succeed it will be in the name
of,and by theguidance of, InfiniteWisdom. No people have ever

yet been able to establish justice, as just liberty,in human gov-
ernment; and when it is done it will be the very kingdom of
God on earth. The laws of social order cannot be understood
in any nation till the people have attained a certain degree of
intellectual and moral culture, self-control, and strengthof will.
All the past trials, disappointments, and experiences of pain
and pleasure, have been indispensable to gain this necessary
culture and strength,and in the final struggle victory is sure.

But to be a direct and positive help in thissocial work, every
man who has a voice and a vote must see and feel that he is as

responsible for their use as a king or a. president is for the use
of his power. The cause of our present servile degradation
and oppression is that we have shirked personal responsibility
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and carelessly followed blind and selfish leaders, who make
gold supreme‘, and “ neither fear God not regard man.”

We must have leaders, but we should follow them intellic
gently. The true teacher and leader helps us to see, but cannot
see for us. Therefore, individual and social progress must of
necessity be in simultaneous order; and both are dependent on
the moral and rational education of the people. By leaders
we do not mean legislators. On these an unjust share of blame
and condemnation is heaped. All of consequence that our

legislators have done has been by either the positive demand or
the tacit consent of the people. When a majority of the people
know what they want and demand it, they will get it, and any
attempt to shift the responsibilityon past or present legislators
only turns the mind and conscience in the wrong direction, and
hinders the moral and political education of the people. It is
a hopeful sign thateducation in the right direction is making
good progress and the people are waking to a sense of personal
responsibility. We have good reason to hope and to work for
important early results.

First, let us consider the definite work in hand and the
orderly means of doing it. Civil government is only a means
to an end, and that end should be the welfare and happiness
of all the people by means of impartial justice. This is the
normal use of government. Government for any other end is
abuse, usurpation, and tyranny,whether by king, oligarchy, or

majority. The first step necessary to secure justice and the
welfare of the people is for every citizen to be guaranteed
access to all the natural resources of the earth necessary to
supply his own essential needs, that he may thus have the
opportunity to be a self-sustaining, moral, and useful member
of society. This much he is justly entitled to without asking
special permission of any other memberor members of society.
So much is admitted by all who have rationalityand a moral
conscience.

Whether a just government will compel its competent citizens
to be self-sustaining, moral, and useful is a disputed point.
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But all independent thinkersought to be able to see that the
opportunity is first in order: and that compulsion is not to be
thought of until this opportunity is secured.

It is manifestlyan injustice to compel any adult citizen of
sound mind to work under any arbitrary authority,individual
or social, at least before he is given free access to the natural
resources and opportunities necessary to become a self-sustain-
ing and useful member of society and to prove his abilityand
efliciency. These natural opportunities have never been secured
to all thepeople of any nation thatwas large and strong enough
to protect itself from foreign interference. We separated from
the mother-country and established this nation to secure this
liberty,as our Declaration of Independence and the preamble
to our Constitution clearly proves. We secured national inde-
pendence and have become strong enough to maintain it. But
the nation has not yet given to its loyal law-abiding citizens
“equal rights to life, liberty,and the pursuit of (normal) hap-
piness.” A right to life, liberty, and happiness absolutely
implies the right to the essential natural means of maintaining
life, liberty,and happiness, and also implies the duty of govern-
ment to secure and maintain this right.

This end—just liberty—-isyet to be attained. By the divine
command we have entered the final struggle to break every
yoke and let the oppressed go free. When the nation obeys
this command it will govern by divine right, and will rest on a
firm foundation; until then it can have no stable existence.
As a nation we are on trial. Our standard is justice and liberty.
We have come to judgment, and will be judged by our own
standard. If we are true to it, our reward is liberty and social
order; if we prove false to it, our doom is anarchy and slavery.

All who are loyal to our national charter demand equal
liberty for all law-abidingcitizens, as the neirt first condition
of further human progress. She is our national goddess and
the counterpart of duty, and theymust go hand in hand. We
are bound by inheritance, education, and conscience to serve
and defend liberty,cost what it may.
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No true god or man wants any slavish service. Liberty is a
true God-given ideal. But man has never yet actually pos-
sessed her, because he has never served her constantly or

unselfishly. With all the rest of God's gifts we have tried to
monopolize liberty. When we claim equal liberty for all we
will make her our own, and not before. Man can never render
God or humanity any. pure unselfish service till he is free.
Boththe tyrant and the slave, the oppressor and the oppressed,
have alwaysbeen in such bondage and fear, the one of the other,
that we have all been either conscious or unconscious hypo-
crites, and till we have equal liberty we cannot know what we
need or what we want. Till we have equal civil freedom we
cannot know how much restraint and compulsion is necessary
to protect libertyand secure the best and most happy individual
and social life. Neither can we be forced into any social order,
however perfect as a final ideal, that is better than our knowl-
edge and desire.

If state socialism is the true ideal, man will voluntarily
choose it when he is in freedom, and he cannot be forced to
accept it before.

Nationalists do not propose to force state socialism on any of
the people. At present they only propose that government
assume control of those industries and functions which are
manifestlyof public—state or national—uses,and of necessity
must be under some kind of public government; and which, if
not conducted by the responsible government for the equal
benefit of all the people, are sure to be monopolized and used
by irresponsible petty governments for robbing and oppressing
the mass of the people to gorge the few and demoralize all.
Then, if government gradually assume the administration of
any other kinds of industry, it will be experimental, and in
free competition with private industrial enterprises. The pro-
ducers will be free to work for either themselves, an individual,
a company, or the government; all who seek it will have steady
employment; no one will work for another unless he can do as
well as, or better than, for himself; and the consumers will all
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be free to buy of those who can serve them best. This would
give free scope to test all the difi'erent ideals and choose the
best. And this may all be done before the end of this century.

While the nationalists occupy this rational and just ground,
it is evident that all other anti-monopoly organizations and
people are essentially nationalists, irrespective of the name

they assume; and there is no good reason why we should not
act as one to gain the desired end,— the abolition of involuntary
idleness, poverty, and ignorance.

 

THE TRUE DEMOCRACY.
BY HARRY Winn.

In carefully examining the main objections made against
nationalismit will be found that the chief one, beside which all
therest are dwarfed, is theargument thatif government assume
control and operate all industries you have simply exchanged
an employer with limited powers for evil for a greater one
whose power is absolute, and which, if misdirected, would be far
more destructive.

That government institutions are vastly more economical
than private enterprise few will dispute, but it is argued that
it is at the cost of freedom, independence, and individuality.
The government, then, is the great bugbear.

The common notion of government is that it is some Satanic
power, beyond and above the people; a necessary evil caused
by the wickedness of man; the oflicials being the imps who
serve his majesty; taxes, the imposts to provide the monsters
food; war, the divine means for ridding the earth of its surplus
population; the policeman, the jailer, and the soldier, symbols
of its calling; the pot-house politician and the ward healer its
guardians.

The ordinary mind is apt to argue abstractly that abuse
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should do away with the use. Fire, wind, and water become
ruthless destroyers when out of place or wrongly used, but
under the intellectual guidance of man they serve him.

Government becomes tyrannical and intolerable when its
powers are perverted, but under a scientific and just adminis-
tration, viz., under a true democracy, it is simply the people
organized to secure and protect their own welfare.

The state is the very essence of civilization,the most substan-
tial heritage of the progress of thepast. Irresistiblysocial neces-
sities compel us to be membersof it, and the only way to escape
our duties, obligations, and submission to its laws is to leave
civilization. Voluntary association, the cry of the individualist,
is as incompatible with civilizationas voluntary association of
the organs of our body would be to our well—being. The co-
ercion of government,thatseems to horrify so many,is no more
coercive than is thatof the laws that control and regulate our

bodilyorgans. Breathing,~sleeping,eating, or working is not
painful when our delicate and complex organs are harmoniously
adjusted, although regulated by the most stringent laws.

“ Society,”as Spencer says, “is an organism, and an organism
gains power by an increase of the number of its functions, and
by all working harmoniously together through a central regula-
tive system.” " '

The central regulative system is the state. One organ in a

healthy body does not dominate over another, but the power
is distributed over the whole system, finding its expression
through a central organ.

Likewise under a democracy. The people become the law-
making power; all important laws must be approved of first
by them, and the public officials are simply functionaries to be
recalled by the people when they wish. Thus you strip gov-
ernment of its terrors. Abuse of power could only be very
limited, and if the people themselves decide all laws and do
not delegate their powers to others, they will be very careful
how theyact, for theywill suffer the consequences of their own
acts and will soon rectify any wrong step.
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Democracy will have the effect of stimulating interest in
public aflairs and guarding against corruption and ofiicial mis-
management. Majority rule is not tyrannical where the mind
is free to express itself. A minority can easily become the‘
majority if it is right. Majority rule is the crucible of public
opinion, the conservator of thought, a test of the merit of all
ideas. A good civil service is the means for obtaining an
efficient public service by putting the right person in the right
place, and particularlywhen all are enabled to enjoy a thorough
physical and mental education. An autocratic form of govern-
ment is simplya crude, undeveloped form, handicapped by many
abuses thatalmost nullify the very object of government.

Under this system the oflicials—theservants of the people—
become their masters, and are enabled to so intrench them-
selves in power thatalmost superhuman efforts are required to
dislodge them. Superstition and ignorance uphold the master
and king, but the spirit of democracy keeps pace with civiliza-
tion. Nationalists cannot too frequently emphasize the impor-
tance of democracy.

Nationalists may claim that I would discourage nationalizing
industries under our present governmental system. Far from
it; for experience has shown that, notwithstanding all its
defects, any government can carry on industries more econom-

ically and satisfactorilythan can wasteful competitive private
enterprise.

From private enterprise there is nothing to expect; from
nationalizedindustries a great deal; but if, perchance. through
some fault in administration it falls below our great expecta-
tions, we are apt to condemn the system and lose sight of the
fault. Brooklyn bridge is a substantial plea for nationalism.
Would the generous heart of a corporation in a fit of benevo-
lence reduce the car fares from five to three cents? Destroy
private enterprise at all hazards. If one industry is nationalized,
an appetite for more is thereby created. At the same time, we
must always strive for a true political system, which, if once

obtained, will greatly accelerate the other, and hasten the day
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when society will stand upon a humane, rational, and solid
foundation.

For salvation look to the state. If its true mission were once
understood what a mass of economic ignorance would be forever
swept away. The true premises beingrealized,all the intricacies
of political economy are easily untangled. The state is the
highest form of human organization. It cannot be destroyed,
and it is pre-eminently fitted to control and operate all indus-
tries co-operatively and democratically.

As Thomas Kirkup says in his great work, Inquiries into
Socialism: “A free and independent people controlling its
own interests, political and economic, on the democratic co-
operative principle is the most desirable form of society.”

 

A GLANCE AT THE PAST AND A VISION OF THE
FUTURE.

BY Ram-: Aumuav.

As we scan the pages of history, and the endless, ever chang-
ing panorama. of life in by-gone ages passes in review before our
mind’s eye, we see civilizationsrise and spread under the com-
petitive system until they have conquered the world; and we
naturally enquire why they ended as they did. But when we
consider the fact that a nation and a civilization are but the
growth of an idea, the whole or partial realization of a dream,
we are then enabled to view the subject in a new light. We
find that the only idea the ancients had of power was physical
strength; and that theirvery ideal of power was but the empty
shell,— pomp, pageantry, and vain glory. Thus we see that,
when they had attained the height of their ambition, when
their dream of power was ended, lacking the intelligence to
form a higher type of society, they continued their competitive
system, turning upon and devouring each other, just as they
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had devoured the world, until their whole social scheme dis-
solved and vanished like the mists of morn before the rising sun.

In this boasted civilizationof the nineteenth century of the
Christian era we have risen a notch in the scale of intelligence,
and have a higher ideal of life. We now understand and
realize the value of mental power. Hence, this is called the
age of theories, of inventions. We have better theories of
government, and consequently better governments; and it is
the dreamy hope of somethingstill better that is buoying us

up, and ever leading us on. But when a new theory is ad-
vanced or an invention proposed, there is a great cry on every
hand that it is utterly impracticableand can never be carried
out. In the ardor of their own convictions, these narrow-
minded egoists entirely forget thatevery fact of today has been
in the past but an idle dream. After Sir Isaac Newton had
spent years testing his theory, and had proved that he was

right, many of the most eminent scientists of the day refused
to accept it. Thus we see the wheels of progress clogged and
retarded at every turn by those who fondly imagine they are

practical. The wildest dreamer that ever lived never, in his
most ecstatic and dreamiest of moods, imaginedanythinghalf so
ridiculous as those who thinkthey can lay down a line beyond
which the human intellect cannot go. The impossibilities of
yesterday are the possibilitiesof today. When we hear these
people talk, we are forcibly reminded of the time when Galileo
was placed in prison and loaded with chains because he told
them that their idol of immaculate purity was covered with
spots. But when the telescope had proved thatsun-spots were
not myths, and when the heavens had been mapped and each
star assigned its particular place, these people again dropped
back into the old rut and said thatscience had reached the end
of its tether and had nothingmore to discover. But the spec-
troscope appeared on the scene, letting daylight through their
pet hobby again. With it the most distant stars can be ana-

lyzed just as certainly as geologists can analyze the different
strata of the earth. It is true thatmany substances have been
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discovered thatare unknown here, but only a few years ago
two metals were discovered in the sun thatare known to exist
here. Photographic plates have been made so sensitive that
systems of stars have been photographed in parts of the heav-
ens where the eye aided with the most powerful telescopes can
see nothing but patches of light. With all these facts, and
thousands of others thatmight be accumulated, how can any-
one imagine he knows what can and what cannot be done?

A great many theorieshave been utterly groundless and con-
tained very few kernels of truth; but, instead of laughing at
and discouraging the dreamers, why not encourage them? Let
them hold up their theories before the eyes of the world. If
they have any weak spots, these will be merely the windows
through which the light.of truth will surely shine. Cast their
theories into the mill of public opinion, extract and save the
kernels of truth, but throw the chaff to the winds. Out of all
this chaos of conflicting ideas and beliefs will come peace and
order. The darkest hour is just before the dawn.

An old saying has been handed down to us from our ances-
tors, that there always have been hewers of wood and drawers
of water, and that there always will be. That there always
have been is a fact, but I shall have to take exception to the
latter. There was a time when man tilled the soil with the
rudest kind of a wooden plough and the worst apology for a
team to draw it. Now ploughing is done with the most im-
proved steel ploughs propelled by steam, and when the grain
ripens another machine cuts, threshes, and puts it into bags
ready to be drawn away. If the rudest kind of labor can be
brought down to such perfection as this, what cannot be done
in the mechanical world? VVe can go into almost any factory
and see boys and girls, with the aid of machinery,doing work
that formerly required the most skilled mechanics. With all
our modern improvements, can anyone for a single instant
imagine that the onward march of progress will stop here?
New inventions are being made every day, and we ought by
this time to have conclusive evidence thatall labor is purely
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mechanical, and not only can but ultimately will be done by
purely mechanical means. And for anyone to say that our

competitive system will exist as long as the human race is far
more ridiculous than it would be to say that we are going to
give up all our improvements and go back to the primitive
methods and customs of our ancestors. For in that not very
distant day in the future, when all labor will be performed by
machinery,how will it be possible for one class of society to
earn its livelihood by laboring for any other class?

“Westward the star of empire wends its way.” But in the
Americas it has completed the circle and can go no farther.
There are no more vast continents to discover and people; and
our present civilizationis spreading and growing until she will
soon have reached the zenith of her power. And since we
know that life is a process of evolution, that when a thinghas
grown to maturity and accomplished its object it dies, We can

readilysee that when our country is thicklysettled with inhab-
itants, as it soon will be, and the competitive system shall have
fulfilledits purpose, somethinghigher must be evolved or ruin
will result.

Our “ship of state” is fast nearing the shoals upon which
past civilizationshave stranded, and, unless we put hard down
the helm and steer clear of danger, history will again repeat
itself, and the dark, thick,gloomy pall of ignorance and super-
stition will once more enshroud our globe. “Shall we, like the
wretch who has seen the folly of a thousanderrors, still con-
tinue to blunder?" No. We have reached a higher state of
intelligence than any past civilizationever attained, and we are
now prepared for that higher life which has hitherto been
denied us. Equality, nationalism,and the brotherhood of man
—in a word, that which some call the millennium—is abso-
lutely inevitable.
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SONGS OF BROTHERHOOD.
BY ALLAN Essrusx Caoss.

3. MEN AND SPIDERS.

Now, walk into my parlor, rare I
Here '3 welcome to a bonny home,

Two reeking rooms, a filthystair,
And twelve white slaves, a-stitching there,

You ’ll starve, my lass, unless you come.

And so the sweater laughs to spin
His specious web; for daily bread

Must lure an honest lassie in.
To die of toil were ne’er a sin !

“ One saves her honor so,” she said.

And so she yields the sweater power
To take and break her loyal life;

Her life is all he can devour.
Her soul she saves,— poor, luckless flower,

That might have been so sweet a wifel
So sweet a wife, or glad a maid,

If only hunger could not lure
Poor, fumished toil to be betrayed,
01' human spiders had not laid

A web so cruel for the poor.

4. IN BABYLON.

How sadly mute the singer's tongue,
Within the city wall!

His harp is on the willows hung;
For psalms of beautygo unsung

Where steps of sorrow fall.
Will no one rise, will no one cry,

Through cruel Babylon?
Must brothers see their brothers die
To fill the lap of luxury,

And suffer, suffer an?

185
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Must brothers do a brother wrong,
Nor bind his bleeding heart?

Must joy be boarded by the strong,
While brothers, weaker, sufler long

For one to take their part?
0 race of prophets, rise again

With old Hebraic fire!
Denounce these tyrannies of pain,
Redeem us from the scourge of gain

Through cunning wage and hire!
Redeem us from all slaveries

That mar the social good! '

Heal once again these blinded eyes,
That men may see and recognize

Their common brotherhood.

5. BROTHERHOOD.

Whatever binds our hearts in one
I herald as divine,—

The common light, the genial sun.
And stars that watch when days are done,

With social impulse shine.
A common life doth in us move;

And common forms of prayer,
Unto a common Lord above
Who stirs our hearts with social love,

Have met me everywhere.
What all may love and all may share

Hath touch of brotherhood;
Our humblest joys of daily fare,
As well as grace of earth and air,

Proclaim a common good.
This old, old earth, that holds the dead,

Is half akin to me,-
It seems to warm beneathmy tread,
As if its kindly silence said:

“Thy world is one with thee.”
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“Thy world is one, from star to soul;
Where little children call,

Or where the mighty planets roll,
One spirit animates the whole,

And men are brothers all.”

8. TOURIST AND BEGGAR.

Who were those bawling, idle folk
By whom Killiarney’srocks awoke,
Like Titan forges, stroke on stroke?

They shouted |oud,— the echoes rang;
They ate and laughed and quafied and sang
Till nature loathed their noisy clang.
Who are these beggars, penny-bold,
With starving envy of the gold
The rich and idle tourists hold?

They run beside the jauntingcar;
They cry for money, following far;
Their rags the hill-side beautymar.

The twain are brothers, heart to heart
And soul to soul,— yet one must smart
To play through life the pauper’s part;
And when the play is o'er to cry:
“ Dear God, and must we even die,
Robbed of life's opportunity;
Of joy’s fair flowers by leisure brought,
Of life's best powers by worship wrought,
And all that blooms from love and thought;
Of all thathappier life endears,
Of all thatgladdens pain and tears,
Robbed by our rich and idle peers? ”

In our lastnumberIt was stated that:National Hymn“ may besang to thetune of Amerlu."
‘mm was a palpable slip. The tune for thissong is an old college tune called "Amlcl."
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Communicationsfor this department must be as short and concise as youible. and upon

some rufiect of general interest to nationalists.
Unless received before the 100: day of the month. it is impossible to promise the insertion

of any letter in the next following number of the magazine.('0f1‘2l}101|d¢1|lJ are requested not to write on both sides of the paper.

 

COMMON GROUND.
With all the ferment now going on amongst men in regard to the

evils of our present socialism (or unsocialism),and the certainty that a
socialism of a different order will be evolved, and the necessity of its
being a better one, it is natural that ideas should differ as to what ends
should be kept in view, and as to what methods should be pursued.Henry George advocates taxing lands only,and at such rate as will force
the holders of vacant lands to use them or to let them go. He advocates
taxing lands even up to their full rental value. This is nationalization
of land. But here he stops and leaves all else to individualism. We,
the nationalists, advocate the nationalization of land and business as
necessary to the best welfare and development of mankind. Other
branches of socialists will advocate other ends by other methods. But
there is one common ground upon which we can all meet, one aim in
which all agree. That is the return of the land to its rightful owners,
the people. The nationalizationof land.

Why not then unite on thatground, plan out a campaign with that
one end, put up candidates for election on thatplatform alone? When
we have won that battle we can discuss the next movement.

A SINGLE-TAX NATIONALIST.

ANOTHER SUGGESTION.
As the question of a nationalist badge is now on the carpet, I should

like to present to my fellow-workers a design consisting of three stalks
of wheat, tied with a slender ribbon of the width and color of a blade of
grass. The wheat symbolizes the bread which nationalismis to bring
to humanity,-notalone material, but intellectual and spiritual bread as
well. The blade-of-grass ribbon, of the same color as the young spring
vegetation, symbolizes the new life into which humanity is to be re-born
by the aid of nationalism,at the close of the long, cruel winter of
poverty and social oppression.

Sucha badge would suggest, at a glance, the principles for which
nationalism stands. It is also susceptible of idealization by the imagin-
ative minds of the poet and the orator. Last, but not least, it readily
adapts itself to individual tastes in decoration. This design would show
clearlyeitheron broad ribbon badges, where conspicuonsness is desirable,
or on tiny metal pins like the Grand Army buttons. It could be stamped
on one’s writing-paper and envelopes, and so be a mute witness for the
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cause with every letter sent out by a nationalist. At state or national
conventions, what more beautiful decoration for the hall of meeting
than archways and festoons of mingled wheat and grasses, vines, or
other verdure? What more effective pleader for our cause with
indifierent outsiders? Moreover, it would be inexpensive and easily
obtained. Even a laboring man, passing through a field, might pluck
three ears of wheat and tie them with a blade of grass, or pin a tiny
green leaf around them, and have his badge.

The August number contains Mr. Benson's suggestion of a hive of
bees. At first sight this design seemed better than mine. because. as he
suggests, it would be decidedly a “ type of co-operative industry ”; and
I was prepared to acceptgladlythis better design. But it soon occurred
to me that a bee-hive is not suflicientlycomprehensive. What national-
ism will bring about is not more work, but less. Those who are now
overworked will, under nationalism,have leisure for mental and spirit-
ual improvement, because part of their work will be given to those who
are idle, as well as to those whose present business—like thatof bankers
and middlemen generally—willbe done away with; and also because
work everywhere will be systematized. The individual will then develop
intellectually and emotionally as he cannot possibly develop under the
present terrible rush of business. It seems to me that our badge should
emphasize the leisure side as well as the industrial side of nationalism,
and for this reason I would ask my fellow-nationalists to consider the
badge which I suggest,— three stalks of wheat, tied with a blade-of-grass
ribbon. Ins C. Cnsnnocx.

AMBITION THE RULING INCENTIVE.

My article “Ambitionthe Ruling Incentive ” in the June number of
the Nanoxattsr, has been criticised as containing many fallacies.
The trouble with my critic is that he is looking at an ideal society, and
I at a real. I recognize that men and women, particularly the young,need stimulation as well as guidance, and that ambition as an element
cannot be ignored. I believe the best good will be attained when society
is organized with these ends in view. The good thingsof life should
be earned and not granted except to childhood,old age, and sickness.
I would have an order of things that will give all equality of oppor-tunity, and then let them work out their own positions. Men are of
every grade of development. Some are in the animal or purely emo-
tional state, some have graduated to the intellectual, and some few have
arrived to the highest or spiritual,—three conditions through which I
hold that all mankind must pass in order to attain to anything like per-
fect manhood. For the same reason that I would reward merit, I would
grade labor, so that good work, sobriety, and attention to duty would be
requisite to gain the higher positions. I believe thoroughly in some
kind of civil service thatwill open the door for the early graduation of
merit.
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It has been my aim to get at a practicable basis for nationalism. It
is comparatively easy to imagine a utopia where everything is beauti-
ful, where all are governed by exalted sentiments and are desirous for the
good of all, but in real life we do not find the mass of people of that
order. It has been the experience of the writer that even among the
people who have the highest reform movements at heart there are dif-
ferences of opinion, bickerings,and sometimes quarrels, just as among
the less developed. This shows that man is in a rudimental state, and
makes it apparent that it will be a long time before the mass of the
people will arrive at so reasonable a condition as to see and realize that
what is for the good of the whole is for individual good, and that what
is harmful to the community is in reality hurtful to the individual, even
though seemingly beneficial to him.

I fail to see the point with regard to the power of money to oppress.
I had supposed our scheme contemplated all property, except personal,
being the commonwealth of the people, and all trade the business of
government, not of individuals. Such being the case, how can moneyoppress? It is simply relegated to its proper sphere as a medium of
exchange, and has no oppressive power whatever. Revertin to the
title of my article. I feel that our system needs to be such as wil stimu-
late the rising generation to put forth its most earnest efiorts, and
grow a cultivated, harmonious people. Believing that sometime in the
endless future man is destined to angelhood, I would have a scheme that
will put him on the road in that direction. Probably thediflerentforms
of government in the past have been necessary and suitable to the time
and condition of the race, but I thinkwe may now have an improvement
which will accelerate development, and, through co-operative labor,
secure economy of individual effort and greater happiness for mankind.

WM. H. RANDALL.

HELP YOURSELVES.
I like Brother Riley's remarksunder this head in the August number.

This is exactly in the line of the wants and work of our Farmers’
Alliance. Form your colonies and come to old Virginia, where land is
cheap and the water and air of the purest and best. Right here in Am-
herst we want at once co-operative boot and shoe, clothing,and other
industries. Come with your brains and brawn, we will promise you a
hearty welcome, firm support, healthy homes, and a sure market for all
your labor-products at “live and let live” prices, without any expense
of travelling salesmen, advertising, or useless middlemen. By such
small co-operative industries, managed and adapted to the present con-
dition of things, scattered all through the rural districts in the sunnySouth, more will be done for nationalism,and that much sooner than by
any other means. We can very soon save the working women from the
clutches of the money “ sweaters " if some of them will leave the cities,
and others will combinewhere theyare with the cutters and manufacture
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clothing on orders from our alliance. If I can get away from my alli-
ance work and duties here. I shall soon visit. the North to lecture espe-
cially upon our plan for co-operative industries and business exchanges,
and also to present the claims and advantages of our state for colonists.

W. M. Evans.

A CO-OPERATIVE ESTATE.

If you please, I will suggest through the l\'a'rioxsus'r that every
nationalist in the United States who is in favor of a consolidated national-
ists‘ estate send his name to the oflice of the magazine. The estate
should be founded by the entire membershipof the nationalistclubs of
the United States, and conducted on about the same plan and for the
same objects and purposes as the Ksweah Co-operative Colony of Cali-
fornia.

From the number of clubs reported in the Narioxanisr, and from
others known to exist but not yet so reported, allowing that there are
now from 25,000 to 30,000 members in the United States, only $5 from
each member would form a paid-up capital stock of $125,000 to 8150,-
000; and if shares were only 8100, the total capital stock would be in
the neighborhood of 83,000,000. Shares could be payable $5 quarterly,
or $20 a year, making five years’ time and only a little over $1.50 per
month.

As general improvements should commence as soon as the estate is
secured, those of the least means could be set to work at once and pay
up their shares from their earnings. Land abounding in natural re-
sources and with adelightful climate can be had in tracts of 1000 to
10,000 acres not over 350 miles from this city (Columbus, 0.), at from
$2 to $5 per acre. Location, price of lands, plan of operations, etc, can
all be determined upon, however, as soon as necessary. The nationalist
Capital can then be started with its shops, mills, factories, etc.

Outlying villas and extensive gardens, farms, and pastures can be
prepared as fast as possible; whilea line of railwayrunning to the nearest
best shipping point could also be profitably added.

As names are sent in, they can be given in the NATIONALIST, so that
all may know how the enterprise is progressing. Votes of all clubs to
decide all business. Real co-operation or nothing.

S. W. MERCHANT.
[We have inserted the two foregoing communications, as we wish to give

all our correspondents reasonable opportunity for expressing their views as
to the remedies for the injustice of our present social system. We must,
however, refer our two friends and their readers to a letter from Mr. John
E. Collins. and to an article headed “ A Mistaken View of Nationalism,"in
our last number,and we would remind themthat,as we have there said, “it
is a misconception of our grand objects to thinkthatnationalisticprinciples
can be proved or disproved by any voluntary groupings of individuals in
social and industrial settlements, where all shall share equally in labor and
in reward."—Ed.] '
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
mom for thisdepartment must be ‘

, and or some eneral interest to nationalists.
lie: are solicited and will be noticed 90 en received; t ey should, in all cases, be intro-

duced by the numberof the question answered.
Communicationsshould be received by the min day 3/‘ the month.or insertion in the next

following numberof the magazinecannot be guarantee .

 

1l.— Upon what should the exchange value of anything depend. and
for what reason?

_

S. W. M.
12.—(1) Can anyone give me the names of the English periodicals

which are devoted to a consideration of economic and social questions,
particularly those of a socialistic tendency 3 (2) Is the word nationalist
in England applied exclusively to those who are seeking to obtain home-
rule for Ireland? W. W. S.

13.— Does not Brother Riley confound nationalism with communism
in his letter “ Help Yourselves," in the numberfor August? Will some
of your readers give us a clear idea of the distinction between the two?

A CONSTANT READER._
is question was evidentlywritten before receiving the last number. If our correspondentwi 1 refer to page 101 of thatnumber,he will flnd, we think.a satisfactoryanswer to his ques-tions.—Ed.]

l4.— Do nationalists as a body approve of strikes as a measure for
obtaining a redress of the grievances of working men and women? If
not, what means do they advocate as a substitute for them?

A Smrrannn.
l5.— Can any fellow-reader of the NATXONALIST inform me as to the

number of members in the various trades-unions of the United States,
England, France, and Germany respectively? W. J. S.

l6.— Who are the leading writers upon finance in America and Eng-
land, and what foreign works upon this subject have been translated
into English? T. S. F.

ANSWERS.

3.—I thinknow is the time to organize the “industrialarmy.” Each
nationalist club should “ squad ” the members according to their employ-
ment. The senior of each squad to be charged with the enrollment of
all kin-employés in his school or voting district. C. A. B.

3.— According to my understanding of the situation, the regiments,
brigades, and grand divisions of the “ National Industrial Army " are
already organized under the flags of the different labor organizations
throughoutthecountry, and I believenearly every soldier is a nationalist,
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although it is very probable not one in ten ever heard of nationalism,
or the " nationalistprogramme.”

When the “ National Federation of Labor” is formed, as it must and
will be if industrial slavery is to be abolished, the nucleus of the future
industrial army will have been completelyorganized, and instead of actual
warfare we shall see our capitalistic kings tumbling over one another in
their rush to unload their bonds, stocks, and water on Uncle Sam.

What a grand opportunity is now presented for our labor leaders to
perfect this organization! Should not nationalists bend their energies
in this direction? SPARKS.

7.— Yes. Some outward visible mark for recognition,— nothingelse;
but candor in all our intercourse. No secresies. A suggestion for badge,
—the letter “ N ” in plain block type, white on blue ground encircled
with red. C. A. B.

7.—I should say that for nationalists, as an organization, a badge
would have no value whatever, and I thinkas A. Z. suggests, we can all
spend our time much better in doing necessary and valuable work than
in devising badges. L. STUART.

9.—One of the ofiicers of the eastern group (New York City and
vicinity) has taken occasion, while on a business trip to San Francisco,
to visit the Kaweah Colony, and his first impressions are favorable, and
he finds that the reports of the condition of the colony, as published in
the Kaweah Commonwealth, are correct, so far as his information now
extends. Upon his return he will make an exhaustive report to the
group. The group does not wish to be annoyed with questions prompted
by mere curiosity. but will endeavor to answer persons interested in
practicaloo-operation. Ralph W. Pope, 12 West 31st Street, New York
city, is corresponding secretary of the eastern group. Laurence Grou-
lund has been elected general secretary of Kaweah Colony, and was to
leave New York City for the colony on August 9th. His election was
urged by the retiring secretary, J. J. Martin. G. W. H.

10.— Originally “Brook Farm” was started as an educational and
industrial school under the name of “The Brook Farm Institution for
Agriculture and Education.” The names of the incorporators I have.
Of those who signed the first agreement, Maria J. Pratt, of Concord.
Mass., is the only one living. Of those who first subscribed to the stock
Charles A. Dana, of New York City, is living also. Of those who be-
came members afterward there are living in Boston and vicinity Mr.
John S. Dwight, Mr. John Orvis and wife, Mr. J. Butterfield and wife,
Mr. John Sawyer and wife, Mr. H. B. Trask. and others. There is no

complete list of members in existence. Jous T. Commas.
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CURRENT TOPICS.

 

INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY.
In the Forum for August the Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott had a valuable

contribution on “Industrial Democracy.” Dr. Abbott is one of the
prominent men in religious circles, who is alive to the need of industrial
reform and works earnestly in thatdirection. The value of his journal,
the Christian Union, as a medium for the discussion of the industrial
and economic questions which constitute the most vital issues of the day,
is inestimable. But Dr. Abbott's quality of mind is such that, with all
his earnestness, his views cannot have the weight of authoritybelonging
to a real leader of thought. He lacks positiveness; is too hesitating,
too temporizing, in his attitude. Ile is too willing to put up with the
old panacea of “regulation” of industry by the state, without actual
administration,—a cumbersome and wasteful method, for it necessitates
the employment, by private enterprise, of one set of men to do the
work, and, by the state, of another set to see that it is done rightly.
Dr. Abbott gives a good definition of Industrial Democrary: “A sys-
tem of industry founded upon, and effectually applying, the principle
that wealth is of the people, should be for the people, and must event-
ually be administered and controlled by the people.” This means noth-
ing less than complete nationalization of industry. A man who can

state the end so clearly as in this sentence ought to be able to see that
his suggested “regulative” measures admirably illustrate how notto
get there; for the same energy of effort that they would require would,
if expended upon finding the way directly to the end sought, com-

pletely solve the problem. There are, of course, many and serious
obstacles to be overcome, but a wise path-maker throws such obstacles
on one side and does not pile them up ahead of him to impede his
advance. When a ship has a fair wind, when it can go direct, what is
the use of beating the way?
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THE DANGER or A PLCTOCBACY.
“ There are fifty men in this country who have it in their power to

control the currency of the United States, ‘control her commerce, and at
aday’s notice stop every wheel in the whole territory of the United
States," was the self-complacent utterance of a powerful capitalist at a

dinner some time ago. A better illustrationof the dangerous trend of
things in this country could not be found. It gives ample justification
for the note of warning sounded by those who see the danger of a

plutocracy,and is a sufiicient answer to those blind optimists who fail to
discover any danger in this concentration of wealth. The framers of
our Constitution were keenly alive to the evils of an aristocratic govem-
ment. in which the welfare and happiness of the people depend upon
the will of a single ruler, and they wisely sought to guard against the
possibilityof so dangerous a concentration of power. The checks and
balances contained in that instrument were so well adapted to accomplish
the object sought that there was reason for believing that by it equal
rights for all were guaranteed for all time. But causes were silently
operating which almost imperceptibly brought about an evil which could
not be foreseen, and we are now face to face with the greatest problem
that we, as a nation, have had to solve. It is the economic question,
the relation that labor and capital should sustain to each other in the
protection and distribution of the manifold articles that are necessary in
our complex modern civilization. That great inequality exists no one
can deny, and that capital is possessed of a dangerous power is shown
by the quotation from the remarksof one of those favored individualists.
So grave is the situation that people of every class should seriously
consider the best means of averting the danger that confronts us. Can
there be a peaceable solution of this difiiculty? Unquestionably,if met
in the right spirit; if selfishness can be replaced by a desire to deal
justly and equitably with our fellow-beings; and if we concede to others
thatwhich we claim for ourselves, which is the very essence of justice.
MUNICIPAL LIGHTING.

The gas and electric light monopolies of Massachusetts that secured
thekillingof the Municipal Lighting bill in the Senate, after its endorse-
ment by the Snpreme Court and its passage through the House by an

overwhelming majority, will probably find their purchased victory a
barren one. The town of Peabody has taken action that bids fair to
outwit them. Peabody has recently decided to establish an electric plant
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for public lighting, and the surplus electricity is to be sold to private con-

sumers. There is no law to prevent a town's selling its surplus product
of any kind. The action of Peabody will, of course, be bitterlycon-
tested by the opposing monopolies. It is not likely that the line of a

municipality’s right to dispose of its surplus will be drawn at electricity
when the court passes upon the question. There is an important decision
of the Massachusetts Supreme Court which recognizes the principle
that it makes no difference how large the surplus produced by a town
may be, or to what use it is put, so long as the main purpose of the
service is public use. That is “the Lowell market-house decision ” of
Chief Justice Shaw, who held not only that the town had the right to
build the market-house but that, so long as the main purpose of the
building was that of a market, the question of how large it should be,
and of the use to which the part not needed for market purposes should
be put, was a. matter resting entirely with the discretion of the town
authorities. This principle, established in the case of the market-house
surplus, so to speak, applies equally well to every surplus. Peabody
therefore sets an example which any municipality is apparently free to
follow, and gas or electricity may, under the common rights of a com-

munity to serve itself, be sold to private consumers. It is evident that
the more gas or electricity there is sold to private consumers the cheaper
will the municipality get its public lighting. It is, therefore, for the
public advantage to have that surplus product made as large as possible;
and with the growth of the demand, the capacity to produce that surplus
may be correspondingly increased. The capacity of 9. municipality to
supply its inhabitants is thus practicallyunlimited. That is sound sense,
and “ sound sense ” is said to be the definition of sound law.

Tmr. Tans Use or LAND.
The true use of land is admirably defined by Captain Richard J.

Hinton in an article on “ Co-operation and Land Culture,” in the last
number of the Woman’: Cycle. “ Farm life,” he says, “is largely an
isolated existence, and must remain so until a revolution prevails in
agricultural ideas and intellect. Life on the land can be made co-opera-
tively attractive when holdings are smaller, when residences are aggre-
gated at centres of cultivation, when intensive farming takes the place
of extensive possession, and the use of land as a tool for economic
advancement becomes a dominating conception, in place of the earth-
bunger and desire of control which now exists.” He points to the
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tendency towards co-operative land culture promoted by the reclamation
of arid lands by irrigation, which is now making wonderfully fertile
large areas in the far West, and which promises to convert vast desert
tracts into a marvellously rich and densely populated domain,—an empire
in itself. The conditions of irrigation necessitate co-operation to a

large extent, and California and the territories of the great basin are
the seat of the most successful experiments in co-operative cultivation
on this continent. The Mormons, for instance, not only in Utah, but
in Arizona, New Mexico, and elsewhere. have literally made the desert
blossom as the rose. They have established the co-operative principle
as the essential condition of agriculture in that. region, and their marvel-
lous prosperity—the rapidity with which their communities have risen
from poverty to wealth—is one of the strongest possible demonstra-
tions of the practical value of that principle. Their example shows
that human nature does not “have to be changed.” For the Mormons
are recruited from the most ordinary levels of humanity. ’They are

ignorant and superstitious. But the necessities of their environment
forced them to adopt the co-operative principle, and that is the key to
their success. They are prosperous and happy, and co-operation cannot
fail to lift them eventually out of the thralldom of their religion and
make them intelligent and free. Agriculture, under the intensive form
which irrigation requires, is wholly different from isolated farming. with
its lonely, anti-social conditions. The tillers of the land can live in
compact communities, with all the advantages of intimate social inter-
course, and the working of the soil under such surroundings ceases to
be toil and becomes pleasure.
Sour: EARLY Farms.

“ Looking Backward” has already had an influence on popular
thought so widespread that it has become a custom in Europe as well as
in America to couple Mr. Bellamy’s name with almost every advance
towards the realization of a better standard in general material comfort
and convenience as well as social organization. Although some of these
advances are hardly due to the influenceof Mr. Bellamy’s book. it is
nevertheless true that, in showing the great economy and the increased
well-being to be gained from co-operative endeavor, that work has
undoubtedly inspired the friends of co-operation with fresh courage and
zeal, and given a strong impetus to new efforts in its direction. The
readiness to credit Mr. Bellamy with the origination of these things is a
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recognition of the great influence and power of his work in presenting
the subject to thousands and thousands of minds which had never before
given it attention. For instance, the establishment of a glass-covered
sidewalk in a new street in London is hailed by the press of the British
metropolis as a realization of Mr. Bellamy’s “ public umbrella.” Its an-

nouncement in this form calls the attention of the entire world to an

improvement which otherwise would have received hardly more than
local attention. From Berlin also comes a cable despatch to the Ameri-
can newspapers that “Opera performances 1‘: la Bellamy are the newest
wrinkle. They are given, or rather heard, at the Urania club-house,
and the postmaster-general, who is also head of the telegraph depart-
ment, is the leader of the innovation, for it was the imperial telegraph
office which organized telephone connections between the Royal Opera
House and the clubrooms, by means of four strong bronze wires fastened
at a distance from all other wires strung in the same direction. Twelve
telephones allow us to hear the opera in a round room specially set apart
for the purpose. The orchestra sounds somewhat weak, as it is situated
underneath the stage in the opera house. The female voices are heard
to the best advantage ; in fact, the higher notes are heard best all around.
The bass is least understood, the words seeming perfectly unintelligible.
The chorus comes clear over the wires, and the orchestra was also trans-
lated fairly well. The distance between the Urania and the opera
house is three kilometres, about one and a half miles. The opera tele-
phone will be opened to the public from next week.”

The significance of this step by the German post-ofiice is its demonstra-
tion of the readiness with which a nationallyorganized service responds
to any idea by which it can serve popular convenience, or promote the
general comfort and pleasure. The postmaster-general of Germany,
Herr Stefan, is ever on the alert to increase the efficiency of his depart-
ment and find new means to make it of greater service to the public.
The telephone service of the country, under postal management, is so

thoroughlyorganized that the new pleasure of music by telephone will
not only be available to the Berlin public, but it will largely increase
the revenues of the department.
Tm-2 ICARIANS.

One of the notable social movements that, in the earlier days of the
present century, heralded the advent of the well formulated principles
that find their completest exposition in the doctrines of nationalism was
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that of the Icarians. Following the lead of the brilliant and great-
souled French author,Cabet, the Icarians attempted to realize the ideals
set forth in his book, “A Journey in Icaria." Icaria was the first of
the utopias which men actually set themselves the task of bringing into
existence. But even in socialistic endeavor the deep-rooted individual-
ism of the age found expression, and the followers of Cabet deemed
that a colony, after the manner of the various detached communistic
organizations established in difierent parts of this country. could be
made instrumental in giving efiect to the principles enunciated in a book
which was the most noteworthy forerunner of “Looking Backward."
Nationalists, however, see clearly that nothing short of the broad field
of a nation is sufiicient for the successful carrying out of such ideas.
The experimentof the Icarians, who came from France, was first carried
into execution in this country in Illinois, at Nauvoo, the abandoned
city of the Mormons, and then in Iowa. Mr. Albert Shaw, writing of
Icaria, and alluding to a German community in Iowa, the largest and
most prosperous of existing communities, says: “Its history is as

superior to that of Amana for the student of social science as the
history of Greece is to that of China for the study of political science."
In the Open Court there has recently been a very interesting and sympa-
thetically written sketch of Icaria, by Madame E. Fleury-Robinson,a
lady whose parents came from France and joined the colony when she
was a child. It appears that a leading mistake of the Icarians was the
common one of too great a disposition toward sumptuary regulation;
interfering with purely personal matters like dress, etc., and not leaving
sutlicient play for the individuality,as demanded by differences in taste
and temperament,—ditIerences that nationalism takes wisely into ac-

munt. It is instructive to learn that the contentions that arose and
.divided the colony were never based upon matters of principle, but
merely upon those of procedure. This appears to be the case in most
organizations; it is over non-essentials thatserious differences are most
likely to arise. The perception of this should teach us that in the work
of organization care must be taken to constitute the structure so as to
leave the freest play for discussion upon procedure in a manner that
shall not aflect the integrity of the fabric itself. Madame Fleury-Raob-
inson says that “the experiment of Icaria certainly developed the
intellect of all its members, and proved thata society can exist without
pauperism, iutemperance, or crime. Many of the adherents to this
cause developed a character, and a high purpose in life, such as few men
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under other circumstances attain to. It proved that selfishness and com-

petition are not a necessary foundation of society as many aflirm."
And she concludes: “As men advance to higher stages of culture this
way of living will be more possible, and I believe will more and more
be tried, and more and more succeed." The main remnant of the Icari-
ans is now in California, where a community is established under the
name of Icaria-Speranza. Its prospects are said to be excellent. Cali-
fornia has a climate and soil peculiarly favorable to experiments of this
kind, and the future of Icaria-Speranza will be watched with interest.
A colony founded upon so noble a beginning, and progressively ready
to correct its early mistakes, ought to become a valuable centre for the
difiusion of the broader principles of nationalismin a state where they
have already found exceptional favor.

Tm: Lrvenroox. TRADE-UNION Coxeanss.
The rapidity with which labor questions have developed during the

past few years is strikinglyillustrated by the congress recently held in
Liverpool, England. At thisconvention there were 457 delegates, repre-
senting 311 societies, and, as nearly as can be estimated, 1,470,191
members, all of whom are workingmen. This is a great advance upon
anything of the kind in the history of labor movements. But this was

not all. The general public felt so great an interest in the proceedings
that every inch of space not occupied by the delegates was taken up by
listeners and spectators, who received with favor and applause the most
radical utterances. As the president remarked in his opening speech:
“ Obviously,the future is for labor, everyone admits this,—the politician
who coquets for the working-class vote, the capitalist who fears it, and
the philanthropistwho patronizes it.”

One portion of this inaugural address is suflicientlyimportant to war-

rant our quoting it in full, showing as it does how nationalism is in the
air, and its principles are spreading even over the whole earth. After
referring in spirited terms to the special grievances of the British work-
man, arising chiefly from the fact that his interests were necessarily
misunderstood in a parliament composed of millionaires and land owners,
he proceeded to say :—

So long as the land question remained as it was, so long would employers
have an inexhaustiblefund from which to draw recruits wherewithto oppose
organized labor. Then they were all familiarwith the stupendous damage
done to the state by the fact that the greater portion of our food supply
must be obtained from abroad, whereas the production of it at home would
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not only retain {or this country a fhbnlous amount of money. but would give
opportunity to tens of thousands of their unemployed. This question of
land reform should be kept well to the front at all elections. as its settlement
wu fraught with the most momentous consequences to their children. The
only effective and lasting solution was land nationalization. As part and
parcel of the land question was the future of our railways and mines‘. the
magnitude of the commercial mismanagementof our railway system was a
matter of public concern. Not only did they iind that their servants were
overworked and poorly paid, but the diverse and often exwrtionate goods
rates had a baneml influenceon the trade 0! the country. These railways
could with advantage be worked by the state. Nor was there any valid
reason why the nationalizationof our mines should not be brought about.
The annual landlord tax of something like tire and a half millions in the
shape of royalties, way leaves, etc., was a gross iniquity. Labor would
touch with a healing hand the poor laws, would take from spasmodiccharity
the care of the sick. the blind. and the maimed, and let hospitals and similar
institutions be maintained by the state; it would cure the sweating system
by the creation by municipalities of workshops, factories, etc., which would
be open to inspection; and it would not allow honors and dignlties to be
monopolized by the accident of birth. The principle of federation was one
of the characteristicsof the times.

This address was certainly one of the most progressive that has intro-
duced the proceedings of any labor congress that we know of, and will
give a great impetus in England, and indeed wherever it may be read,
to the cause of the relief of suffering humanity. Among so large a

body of men, of whom nearly everyone would be an earnest advocate
of certain measures which he, by dint of hard thinking,had evolved and
come to regard as the special means of gaining a desired result, it is
natural that there should he a wide diversity of opinions expressed. and
some warmthmanifested in theiradvocacy. Everything.however, tended
to show that “ the leaven is working,” and that, even in conservative
England, where class privileges are perhaps more deeply rooted than in
any. other land upon our globe, the principles of nationalism are taking
root. It is also made clear that these principles do not constitute a mere

vagary of one or more individuals desiring to contrive a patent remedy
for an imaginary disease, but that they are the natural outgrowth of
past and present conditions, the inevitable results next in succession in
the direct line of the evolution of human society.
Ovsacnowmxo or -run Poon.

The death of a poor child in London, and the evidence given at the
resultant coroner's inquest, has again called public attention to the hor-
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rible manner in which the poor are compelled to huddle together in their
dwellings. In the casein question the parents of the child, who were
Russian Poles, and had three other children living with them, occupied
one room, and in this room they let lodgings. We have all heard of the
grim old joke about five tenants occupying one room—one in each corner
and the fifth in the middle—and getting on very well until the middle
one took a lodger. We scarcely thought, however, that we should live
to hear of a worse horror of its kind existing as a fact in our midst.
We naturally thinkat once about how it could be done and why it should
be necessary. The why is clear. The poor Pole earned three shillings
per week and paid away exactly that amount for the rent of his room.
But how could it be done? This required some management, and here
is the way in which it was managed. During the day the husband was

away at his work and the wife consented to go out also with her four‘
children, so thatshe could let her room to two laborers whose occupation
required their services at night. By this means she raised another
seventy-fivecents a week, which had to serve for the support of the entire
family. No wonder that the entire familyrefused to be supported upon
this pittance, that the infant died of starvation, and that the mother, as
the coroner remarked, “looked incapable of suckling a child, and indeed
appeared hardly able to keep body and soul together."

We call attention to this neither for the gratification of pruriency
nor because we regard it as a piece of pleasant reading. This particular
case occurred in London, but we much doubt if its parallel cannot be
found in any large city, and it is well for us not to shut our eyes to facts.
but to encounter themboldly and deal with them fearlessly and feelingly,
first endeavoring to learn the true lesson that they teach. Many are the
agitators who cry out against these things,but declamation is not enough.
We must endeavor to find a remedy, and we must not cease our essay
until the remedy is found. If our compassion is not strong enough to
make us persevere in the task, then indeed must the remedy be wrung
from our shame.

The Pole in question was a working baker; and, while he made bread
for others to eat, could not get sufficient. to satisfy his own hunger. It
is evident that under a nationalized system of industries such a horror
could not exist. We may be sure that the master for whom he worked
did not see his familysuffering for the want of bread. As this man was
but one of several employed in the establishment, we may safely assume
that, of every employé’s earnings, the employer took to himself suflicient
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to supply himself with not only the necessaries but also some of the
luxuries of life. With nationalisminstalled as the basis of all business
transactions, every worker will have an equitable portion of what he
earns, and this will certainly spare us the pain of listening to the recital
of scenes so painful as this poor mother's want and her infant's death.

But sad as the incident is the exposure of it is not unattended with
good. It is one of those things which appear necessary to open
people's eyes to what is passing around and among them, and to lead
them to thinkabout the remedy. Upon the case in question, the church-
warden of a fashionable West-end parish is led to write thus strongly
to a London daily paper: “ The only real and lasting remedy is to be
found in the destruction of our present ungodly, anarchical laud-holding
system. At present every penny given in charity and in out-door relief
goes to form what is practicallya rent-guarantee fund, while most of the
money spent in many philanthropicworks and public improvements goes
to enrich ground-landlords. We are sending hundreds of children from
this parish for a fortnight into the country at the charge of our ancient
charity funds. Every recommendation I give is imparted in the hope
thatthe child may return with the seed of that “ divine discontent” sown

in its little soul that shall one day help to destroy the system that makes
the present degrading misery.” Truly,out of evil comes good. How-
ever sad and cruel to the individual it may be, every incident that leads
to the sowing of seed like this in such ground is of general good. It
opens the eyes of the blind, and hastens the era of the brotherhood of
humanity.
 

ATTITUDE OF THE PRESS.

The progress which nationalismis making, far beyond the first expecr
tations of its most ardent supporters, has a character which gives the
most substantial encouragement. For, while many bitterly oppose and
deny its principles, and attempt to create prejudice by stigmatizing its
supporters with epithetssuch as visionaries,enthusiasts, theorists,commu-
nists, socialists, or anarchists, and by asserting thatall attempts to put it
into practice must prove fatal, the almost axiomatic good sense of these
principles, when applied concretely, disarms opposition. This very con-
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junction of hostility and approval vindicates the wisdom of the course
which has guided thenationalistsfrom the start. By all honorable means

they strive to arouse in men the feeling of brotherhood, the feeling that
each man is born into a larger relationship; believingthat this feeling,
when once thoroughlyaroused, will lead men to revolt from and crush
out that individualism which cries: “Am I my brother's keeper?” Still
further, it is the purpose of nationalists to make it clear that, in industrial
pursuits, more will be accomplished by each and for all, by co-operation
with its orderly united efiorts for common ends, than by competition
based upon a disorganized and antagonistic struggle, each for himself.
While using every endeavor to spread these principles, the course pur-
sued by the nationalists has been to advocate theirapplication only when
and where their practical utility is so apparent that a growing public
sentiment demands it. So that today. in advocating the public control
of certain great industries, we have the support and approval of men
who do not recognize the validity of our general principles. Thus the
application of nationalisticprinciples to threegreat industries has become
the subject of popular demand,—the ownership of the railroads by the
nation, the higher and more extensive education of children by the state,
and the manufacture of gas and electricity by the municipality.

In reading these monthlysurveys of the Attitude of the Press, it is
well to bear this in mind. For not infrequently the editor finds a paper
in which one editorial will most bitterlydenounce the “theories” of the
nationalists and another will advocate the application of these theories
to some particular industry. The diverse ways in which the spread of
nationalismis affecting public opinion may be judged from the following
extracts bearing upon our competitive system of industry : —

“ In this year 1890 the United States will waste more than a billion
of money in commissions, percentages, margins, and fluctuations in paper
values. Some men will be plunged from affluence into poverty, while
others will be raised from beggary to wealth. Orphans will be left
penniless, and widows and old men and women destitute, by the devilish
machinationsof the money market. In the pursuit of gold men will rob,
lie, cheat. steal, and murder. Twenty years hence, under a humane
system, by the free interchange of useful commodities and service, through
the medium of national good-will towards the individual, and individual
good-will towards the nation, every person will get all that goes to make
up a liberal living. It can be done. Think for a moment what this
system of the nationalization of wealth means. It means that no man
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shall be a beggar, a pauper, or a slave; that no man shall be elevated
any higher than the esteem of his fellows alone will place him. It means
in particular the doing away of artifice and sham, of thewaste and extrava-
gance of modern business methods, whereby fifty competing firms try to
out-lie, out-cheat, and out-general for the trade of a town which might be
supplied at one-tenththe expense by governmentagencies, carrying better
and cheaper goods in sample stock.”— Jllanchester Telegram, N. H.

“ The word over-production marks a defect in the existing order of
things. There is no over-production so long as anyone needs any part
of the product. But that need always exists: Then somethingis amiss
when you talk of over-production so long as people need and want. The
trouble is in private ownership of the producing forces, or of production.
The private owners of these forces have constantly to fear the loss of
what they have. So each is careful to keep production inside of the
people’s needs, and thus sell what he makes and save himself from loss.
Now, it is clear that what is needed is to take from production this fear
of individual loss which limits production. The way to do that may be
to abolish private ownership of production, or producing forces. If not
the individual but the people owned production there would be no danger
of individual loss by over-production. The people could produce up to
the limit of all need without fear or loss."— Daily Gate City, Iowa.

“It is inevitable that wealth and luxury on one side and poverty and
misery on the other will sooner or later come into conflict, and that the
former will go down under the assaults of the latter. Let the masses
once grasp the fact that underneathour nineteenth-centurycivilizationis
a cankerous growth kept alive by statutes and customs founded on these
statutes, and it will not be long before the remedy is applie(l.”—1Vews,
Detroit, Mich.

It is encouraging to see how the wage-earners, continually beaten back
by the capitalists in their efforts to better their condition, are turning
toward the idea of social industrial organization for the whole people.

“ When once it is realized that nothingbut the complete overthrowof
the competitive system and its manifold phases of oppression and exploi-
tation can permanently and finally settle the labor problem, the move-
mcnt will be lifted to a higher plane, and systematized efforts to abolish
the fundamental causes and conditions of industry will take the place of
spasmodic and half-hearted attempts to modify some of the acuter
symptoms of social disorder. The individualism inculcated by Henry
George in all matters other than that of land ownership, and by the
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philosophicalanarchistic school, is contrary to the only system by which
the cruel injustice and the hardships of competitive methods can be abol-
ished. We have faith thatthe better it is understood themore surely will
the sublime idea of social organization,embracingevery form of industry
and regulating every detail of production and distribution for the equal
benefit of all, supersede every less comprehensive and less humanitarian
conception of social progress."—Journal of the Knights of Labor.

At a recent banquet of the New York State Bar Association, Robert
J. Ingersoll said: “I regard the world as a ship making this voyage
through this mysterious ether, and upon that ship there are a few cabin
passengers and there are a great many steerage, and I believe when the
steerage is out of food by reason of stress and storm that the cabin ought
to divide, and I believe if the cabin will not divide, the steerage will
make it divide. I am not a believer in taking the property of the rich
and giving it to others; but let us see. We are invited this very night
to this banquet. There ought to have been a chair, and there was, and
a plate for each. Suppose when we arrived here we found that to a
certain nobleman or millionaire they had given fifty seats, and forty-nine
gentlemen were compelled to stand. The forty-nine gentlemen would
pass a resolution in favor of eminent domain. Nature is my mother. I
was invited to thegreat feast of life, and I do not propose to stand while
there is a seat in the world that another fellow is not occupying.” Col.
Ingersoll would very likely repudiate nationalism,but such convictions
carried to their logical conclusion lead no other way.

Competition, as an active factorin industrial life, dates from the intro-
duction of machinery into manufacturingand agricultural pursuits; with
us a period of over one hundred years. The changes it has effected have
been brought about so slowlyand insidiously that,down to modern times,
those taking place in a single generation have been slight. But could a

people pass in a decade from some other system of industry into the
competitive system, its baneful influence on character and its inequity in
wealth distribution would be emphasized. Unfortunatelyfor one people
this has taken place in our own time. Japan is undergoing this change,
and its intelligent people are alive to the injury it is doing them.

“According to the Japan mail, the changes that are steadily taking
place in the distribution of wealth in that country are beginning to cause
serious uneasiness to the more intelligent portion of the nation. A lead-
ing native paper, latcly discussing the subject, remarks that in conse

quence of the disappearance of the feudal restriction on the freedom of
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commerce and industry, and of the introduction of improved means of
locomotion and correspondence, there is an increasing tendency of the
wealth of the country toward larger centres of business. Should things
go on at this rate, Japan will sooner or later become, so to speak, the
victim of brain congestion. The malady is not confined to the accumu-
lation of wealth of Tokio and other important towns. It is equally
notiwable that capital is constantly passing into the hands of a small
number of individuals. To substantiate this assertion the Tokio Journal
refers to the steady decrease in the number of persons having the right of
election to local assemblies. It next gives a table pointing to an alarming
increase of the poor. In 1882 persons receiving public relief, on account
of age, sickness, and the like, aggregated 6047, but the number steadily
increased until it reached 15,199 in 1887."— The Times.

State ownership and management of railroads is one of the practical
applications of nationalismwhich is meeting the approval of many who
reject the theory. It is finding its way into party platforms, and is dis-
cussed as a practicalmeasure in influentialjournals. The recent exhaust-
ive and well-written article in the Boston Herald on the Hungarian
Zone system is an important contribution to the subject. The Chicago
Tribune, speaking in the interest of monopoly, published not long since
a savage attack upon the pl oposal of President Blackstone of the
Chicago & Alton R. R. that the Federal government become the owner
of our railroad system. (Our railroad system! 'Iow instinctively we

express the fundamental fact that thereal ownership of the railroads is in
the people.) This attack is well answered by the elaborate symposium
on the subject which appears in a recent number of the New York
Independent. The writers who contribute their views are Hon. Cassius
M. Clay, ex-minister to Russia; Rev. Edward Everett Hale; Prof.
Richard T. Ely, a railway manager; W. D. Dabney, of the Inter-State
Commission; and John P. Meany, editor of Pool’: RailwayManual.

Hon. Cassius M. Clay writes: “ Shall the people own the railroads or
the railroads the people? If the government resume its right of eminent
domain over thehighways by paying a fair value for the railroads,and run
them as Germany, Austria, and Russia do, therecan be no more strikes,
as there are none in otherdepartments of the nationalgovernment.”

The editorial on this symposium is no less significant as the opinion of
an influential paper. “It is to be observed that every step taken is
toward government control; and if we may judge from the trend of
things, that will be the result.”
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NEWS OF THE MOVEMENT.
The doctrine of doing unto others as you would have them do unto

you has been considered a very good one for over 1800 years. _It has
been regarded as a sort of seventh day or day of rest doctrine,— a nice
doctrine to contemplate from an intellectual standpoint, but a very poor
business precept.

Business is something that has been considered outside the pale of
sentiment.

_

It has had its own doctrine of ethics, surrounded on all
sides by selfishness. Scholars and students in general have felt its
debasing influence, but have succumbed to what has been considered
inevitable. “ What ’s mine ’s mine! and what ‘is yours will be mine if I
can get it ! ” is about the sum of this philosophy.

People are beginning to realize the injustice of this principle. The
idea that everybody can succeed and attain a competence under the
present industrial system is beginningto look foolish. People are waking
up to the fact that there is something radically wrong in the present
system. They are beginning to think that the brotherhood principle,
that is so nice on Sunday, might work if tried the other six days of the
week. The people are beginning to see that this life of theirs is worth
something to them, that if it could be lived under proper conditions the
possibilitiesof it would be far greater, and that, if thiselement of selfish-
ness were eliminated from their lives, their happiness would be incom-
parably greater. That is one reason why this principle of nationalism
is taking so deep a hold on the people. That is also the reason why
so many people are organizing themselves throughout the country into
nationalist clubs. And it is pleasant to record that the interest in the
movementdoes not abate one particle. It seems to plough its way through
the country. It is manifesting itself by the people’s taking a keener
interest in local government, in the granting of public franchises, in the
character of the men who are chosen to govern or represent them in a

legislative capacity,and in the character of the persons who are selected
to educate their children.

Here in Massachusetts the nationalists have nearly perfected their
league, for the purpose of working in a more definite manner in regard
to state and local matters. The committee appointed to draft a consti-
tution has reported, and as reported it has‘ been adopted by several of the
clubs. The constitution stipulates thatthe membershipof the league shall
consist of clubs containing ten members or over; that each club shall be
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entitled to one delegate at large and one additional delegate for each
twenty-five members; that the expenses of the league are to be met by a

per capita tax of fifty cents a year to be collected quarterly; that the
oficers shall consist of an executive committee consisting of one mem-
ber from each club, chosen by the several clubs withintwo monthsof each
annual convention ; a secretary and a treasurer elected by the executive
committee for a term of six months,or until successors are elected. No
memberof theexecutive committee shall hold an elective ofim in any club.
The executive committee shall elect a chairman at each meeting. The
laws and policy of the league can be referred to the entire membership
to vote upon on demand of either one-third of the delegates or one-third
of the executive committee. Any club shall have the right to recall
any representative by majority vote at any time. Any club an by
majority vote give its representative an imperative mandate which must
be obeyed. The constitution may be amended at any time in convention
by a two-thirds vote, or in a referendum by a majority vote.

Judging from the replies received from many of the clubs all over the
country in answer to a letter addressed by the secretary of Boston
Nationalist Club No. 1 in regard to the propriety of calling a national
convention, it would seem that the time was nearly ripe for the taking
of some steps in thatdirection. It would undoubtedlybe a great assist-
ance to themovement, and it is to be hoped that the sentiment will favor
its being called before long.

Out in California they are forcing nationalism to the front, with all
that it means in purer politics, better government, wiser education, and
reform in industrial occupations.

In Connecticut the nationalists are doing good work. Rev. I". E.
Tower is pushing nationalism in the town of Bristol, where an enthusi-
astic meeting was addressed on the 10th of September by the secretary
of the Boston Club, No. 1; after the meeting some twenty-five new
memberswere elected; while in Rhode Island theyare interesting them-
selves in the child-labor problem and ventilatingits miseries. They are
also advocating the municipal control of the gas and electric lights ; in
Kansas they are allying themselves with the farmers and the labor
organizations in their attempt to secure better government for the state;
in New York the nationalists are very busy. Their work is largely
educational at present,—a kind of education thatis sadly needed in the
city of New York, as indeed in every large and, for that matter, every
small city throughout the country. They are endeavoring to teach the
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people how to use their franchises. They are pointing out to them how
they have been robbed by selfish combinations and societies organized
as public benefactors. They are showing them some of the ways by
which the rich grow richer and the poor poorer. They.are afilliating
with other organizations in this work, and it is to be hoped that they
will not lose their identity by so doing.

The same may be said of other sections of the country, from the new

state of Washington to Florida. The nationalists are making the people
think,and pointing out to them the benefits thatwill accrue from govern-
ment established on the principle of the brotherhood of humanity.

As matters relating to the employment of children in factories,mines,
and other avenues of labor are of great importance, and of absorbing
interest to nationalists,we shall endeavor to give, from month to month,
such information as is accessible relating to the legislation bearing upon
this subject in the various states, as well as statistics and other matters
relating to women and children so employed. As a commencement, we

lay before our readers this month a short report of the Seventh Annual
National Convention of the Chiefs and Commissioners of Bureaus of
Statistics of Labor, which was held at Hartford, Conn., in June, 1889,
and at which the following resolution was adopted : —

Resolved, That a standing committee of three, composed of the president, vice-president,
and secretary of the convention, is hereby created, whose duty it shall be to select such quee-
tion or questions as theymay deem in their judgment of general interest, to be taken up for
investigation by thebureaus of statistics.

The committee named in theabove resolution has considered theprovisions
thereof,and begs to suggest that the subject of child-laborbe considered.

From the eleventhcensus of the United States the main facts as to the
number of children employed in the mechanical industries of the United
States, and theirclassificationas to age and sex, and may be as to industries,
can be ascertained. It would be well at the same time, or for the year 1890
and contemporaneouslywith the federal census, for each bureau of labor to
ascertain and report the facts for its state as shown by the census and all
other facts relating to child-labor, such as might result from separate inves-
tigations. These supplemental facts should include the laws relating to the
employment and education of children; the inspection of factories and
workshops, so far as children are concerned; the progress made in the
regulation of child-labor; the kinds of labor performed by children; their
earnings and rates of wages; whether there is an increase or decrease in the
numberemployed; the prevailing public opinion as to their employment;
theinfluencewhich theiremploymenthas upon the employment and earnings
of adults, both male and female; the effect of employment upon the health,
morals, and education of children; and such other facts as it may be possible
to gather.
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It may be that, to some extent, some or all of the suggested features have
been the subject of report by many of the bureaus. but the committee would
respectfully suggest that the subject is of such importance that repetition,
especially in connectionwiththe facts to be drawn from the eleventhcensus,
will only strengthenand intensity the value of the in formation.

Cannon. I). Wmmrr.
SAIL‘!-‘.1. M. liorciuuss, Committee.
E. R. ilurcruxs,

It is hardly necessary to point out to nationalists the extreme value
of such an investigation as is here proposed. But many of the bureaus
are making no investigation because the committee's report is not bind-
ing. It would be directly in the line of our agitation if the clubs would
all pass resolutions urging upon their respective state-bureaus the
immediate need of this information.

The bureaus of Missouri and Connecticut have already begun the
work, and the following circular has been issued by the chief factory
inspector of the state of Ohio, showing the employment: at which
children under the age of sixteen years shall not be engag :—

Manufacturersand others coming under the Act passed April 8, 1890. “ to
prevent the engagement of children at such employment whereby their lives
and limbs may be endangered, or their health injured, or their morals likely
to be impaired,” will please adhere to the following :—

“ No childunder theage of sixteen years shall be employed at sewing belts,
nor shall they be permitted to assist in sewing belts in any capacity what»
ever; nor shall any such child adjustany belt to any machinery; they shall
not oil or assist in oiling,wiping, or cleaning machinery in any capacity;
theyshall not operate or assist in operating circular or band-saws, wood-
shapers, wood-jolnters, pianers, sand-paper or wood-polishing machinery,
wood-turning or boring machinery,stamping machines in sheet metal and
tin-ware manufacturing, stamping machines in washer and nut factories,
operating corrugatlng rolls, such as are used in rooting or washhoard fac-
tories; they shall not, in any capacity, operate or assist in operating dough
brakes or crackermachineryof any description; theyshall not operate any
wire or iron-straightening machinery,nor shall they operate or assist in
operating roiling-millmachinery,punches or shears, washing, grinding or
mixing mills, or calender rolls in rubber manufacturing; they shall not op-
erate or assist in operating, in any capacity, iaundrying machinery; yirls
under the age of sixteen years shall not be employed in any capam'ly where such
employment compels them to remain standing; such children shall not be em-
ployed in any capacity in preparing composition for matches, or in dipping,
dyeing, or packingmatches; they shall not be employed in any capacity in
the manufactureof paints, colors, or white lead; nor shall such children be
employed in any capacity whatever in operating or assisting to operate any
passenger or freight elevator; nor shall such children be employed in any
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capacitywhatever in themanufactureof goods for immoral purposes; or any
other employment that may be considered dangerous to their lives and limbs.”

The last legislature also made school attendance to the age of sixteen
compulsory for all children not engaged in a regular occupation, and
made the appointment of truant oflicers mandatory.

If these laws are enforced, child-labor will be diminished in Ohio, and
school attendance increased. It is not clear why the glass and tobacco
industries were omitted from the list of occupations prohibited, as they
are certainly injurious to health.

Editor Nationalist.
There have appeared in your magazine within the last few months several

notices about the Colorado Nationalist Club, No. 1. As these contain some
errors and misstatements about the club and its doings and objects, the
undersigned, as the secretary of the club, has been instructed to inform your
paper of the most important facts, and to ask for an insertion of the same
in an early issue.

The Colorado Nationalist Club, No. 1. was organized March 22, 1890, with
six members, and has at this time increased to a_ membershipof seventy-
three. The ofiicers of the club are : Jnckson Orr, president; Cari H.
Schwiete, secretary; J. J. Thommen, treasurer.

Some of the best known and respected citizens of the city of Denver are
membersof the club; for example: Judge Orr, B. A. Wheeler, M. D., J. F.
Martin, M.D., C. W. Varnum, president of business college, W. F. Bradner,
M.D., Colonel Montgomery, LL.D., Henry Collins, the celebrated professor
of harmony, Editor A. Kaufman, F. E. Plummer, C.S.D., Dr. May Barring-
ton, Dr. Mittie Bradner, I-ion. Royal A. Southworth, etc., etc. The club
meets every Saturday night, and at these meetings a half-hour speech upon
some nationalisticsubject is generallydelivered and discussed. Besides this
the club has now entered into a practical and energetic outside propaganda.
Although not in favor of permanentlyuniting with any other organization,
society,or party, we sent delegates to the convention of independentvoters,
which took place at Denver, Col., August 20, 1890, and have succeeded in
passing, in that convention, the adoption of the imperative mandate with
respect to the nominees of said convention, as well as a resolution favoring
the ownership of land and water by the nation, and condemning the aggres-
sions of the corporations or the state upon private rights.

Anothergood thingaccomplishedby this club is the starting of a co-opera~
tivc library owned by the club and presented by different members. The
club favors a strong union of all nationalist clubs of the country, and an
aggressive policy, as soon as practicable, in union with the farmers and
workers oi‘ the country. CARL H. Scuwnrrn, Secy.
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LITERARY NOTICES.
The Outcome of Indiritluaiiam. By J. ll. l.r.\'v, late lecturer on Logic and

Economics at the Birltbeclr Institute and the ('ity of London College. Lon-
don : l’. S. King & Son, 5 King Street, \\'estmlIIster, s.w.

The mental attitude of apathyand drowsy content with the existing social
and industrial condition, which has so long rulcd public sentiment ih Eng-
land, has been greatly disturbed within the past year. The doctrines of
socialism have penetrated an obdurate mind to such an extent that many of
the brightest intellects in Great Britain have yielded to the influence. Quite
a large proportion of the writers on political economy can be claimed as
adherents to the cause of social reform. It is also a note-worthy fact that
many of the political leaders who are trying to guide the British ship of
state are trimming sail to catch the coming breeze.

The tendency of opinion on these vital questions is not alL in the same
direction. For the army of believers in the principles of state socialism
the march to victory will not be easy; an opposing force of thought, scien-
tiflc individualism,holds possession of the opinions of a large body of emi-
nent men and women whom the world has regarded as trusted leaders in all
branches of learning.

The individualists and the socialists start from entirely opposite premises
in their arguments. The individualist considers man as the unit of intelli-
gent organized life, while the socialist regards the larger living organism,
society, as the true unit. The individualist advocates the greatest liberty
for the single human atom; but thesocialist believes that true happiness for
the greatest number can be attained only by self—ahnegation on the part of
the individual. to the extent needed for the common good of the whole
social body.

Several noted works, giving the individualist side of the social question
have been issued from the English press during the past year. Chief among
these have been the powerful presentations of M. T. Mackay in his book
called “ The London Poor,” and Mr. Woodsworth ])onisthorpe's “ Individu-
alism." To these may now he added thisvery strong pamphlet by Mr. Levy.
“ The Outcome of Individualism" is one of the most logical short treatises
on the aims and desires of so-called scientific anarchism thatwe have seen.
It is written in the fairest spirit, and, though its authorcondemns the social-
istic doctrines as radicallywrong, and follows Herbert Spencer in holding
up the terrors of “ the coming slavery," he has indulged but very slightly in
theaneering tone which is so common in criticisms of socialism.

Mr. Levy has divided his argument into twelve sections. of which the last
contains a general conclusion, in which, while acknowledgingthat the flow-
ing tlde is with socialism, our authordeplores the factwith warning words.
After reading all thathe has said, we must. confess that, fairly and well as it
is written, one is almost as much in the dark as ever regarding what the tlrst
steps toward chaos are to be.
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Money Free to Farmers, a System of a Democratic Currency Without Interest.
By DANIEL B. STRONG, Denver, Colorado.

The substance of this pamphlet is as follows : —

Farms in the United States are mortgaged for sums amounting to at least
eight to ten thousand millions, on which an annual interea» of from six to
ten per cent is being paid. Taking, then, the average life of a farmer to be
flityyears, it is evident thatduring a single generation thousandsof millions
of dollars are paid by farmers as interest alone, to say nothingof the enor-
mous principal.

First mortgages on land are considered the world over the safest kind of
security, as good as government bonds, better even than gold or silver.
Gold or silver may be stolen or destroyed; mines may be discovered at any
moment, pouring such quantities of precious metal into the marketthat its
present value may greatly decrease. On the other hand, land can be neither
destroyed nor stolen ; theunoccupied lands of the West are becomingscarcer,
so that land will rise in value, not fall.

First mortgages are superior to our national bank-notes, for our present
silver dollar contains but 4125 grains, nine-tenths fine, and is worth conse-
quently but about eighty cents; but a ilrst mortgage is secured by values
worth two or three times’ the face value.

Now, government bonds are accepted in the United States treasury on
deposit as sufiicient security_to warrant an issue of bank-notes, full legal
tender, for the full amount of the deposit. What reasonable objection then
could be made to the idea of having these first mortgages on land accepted
also in the United States treasury, on the same footing as bonds or coin for
au issue of bank-notes, full legal tender? By this means the present enor-
mous sum of mortgages could be wiped out in a few years.

It is universally recognized thata reform of some kind must take place in
our financial system, or else our democratic institutions are a failureso far
as the property of the workingclasses is concerned. That which is advo-
cated in this pamphlet is a true democratic reform, and can grow up
side by side and along with our actual system of currency. By a deposit in
the United States treasury of first mortgages on land, a bank-note issue of
moneycould be made to farmers entirelyfree of interest, and this issue would
be as honest money as the present bank-notes. To these first mortgages on
unencumbered land are to be added such first mortgage lndentures as repre-
sent sums already lent by private capital on farming lands, which mortgages
could be paid off‘ by the government issue. Each farmer should pay every
year from three to six per cent on the sum borrowed, in gold or silver coin,
or any lawful money other than land certificates, and this money should be
deposited in the United States treasury to redeem the land certificates, thus
transforming eventually these land certificates into gold and silver certifi-
cates exactlylike, and equal in all respects to. our present bank-notes.

Never, perhaps, was the hideous cruelty of the aristocratic principle of
finance which we denounce more plainly shown up in all its wickedness
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than by one of its own partisans in the following extract from a circular
issued in England during our civil war. “ Slavery," says the circular, “is
likely to be abolished by the war power, and chattel slavery destroyed.
This, I and my European friends are in favor of, for slavery is but theown-
ing of labor, and carries with it the care for the laborer; whiletheEuropean
plan is that capital controls labor and holds the laborer enslaved by simply
controlling wages, 1‘. e., the price paid for labor. Now, this end can be in-
directly but surely reached by controlling the money, i’. 2., the amount of
currency in circulation. The great debt made to capitalists out of this war
must be used as the means of controlling the volume of money, but in order
to accomplish this the bonds must be used as a banking basis. That is why
it will never do to allow the greenback,so called, to circulate for any length
of time as money, full legal tender; for the greenback we cannot control,
whereas we can control the bonds, and through them the bank issues, and
in this way entirely control labor by flrmly holding in hand the money,
which is the medium of exchange by which wages, or the price of labor, is
determined."

Human Life; of “ The Course of Time” as Seen in the Open Light. By
C.u.an S. Wruaxs. New York: Samuel C. W. Bylngton &. Co. 1889.

The author of this book is evidently a deep student of Milton, and has
imbibedhis style in a manner so thorough as to have become even as great
an adept in its use as was his celebrated master. But if the manner be Mil-
ton's, the matter, treated in this manner, belongs solely to the writer him-
self. One event follows another so rapidly in this era of steam and elec-
tricity, and man is so engrossed either in making additions to a colossal
fortune or in earning bread for his daily subsistence thatwe cannot open a
book and tlnd a modern epic of 360 pages withouta feeling of surprise. The
task of writing such a poem Dr. Weeks has, however, accomplished, and in
such a manner as to engage the reader's attention with the ilrst line and to
keep it engrossed until the flnal word.

The object of the book is, as the author states in his introduction, “ to
present the order of human history,-to show the formative laws in their
relation to our race, and how they unfold humanity into true life and happi-
ness.” This endeavor is undertaken in seven books, which teach the lesson
that, though the times may be evil, good is yet not extinct, and that it is
through the evil or rudimentary stages of existence thatevolution to the
good must pursue its course. Unlike Flammarion,who makes his hero go
from the Earth to Mars and there iind a stage of higher development—
for although a Martian comes to the Earth, that is but the temporary return
of a spirit to the scenes of its former cxlsteuce—-Dr. Weeks brings an
inhabitantof Venus to the Earth. The time of the visitation of this Vene-
rian is after the endurance of present evils has come to an end and “ the
noon-time oi’ manhood's day has nearly arrived." After having well noted
the points of superiority here found, our visitor is inclined to regard the
ways of providence as unjust, but, in answer to his complaints of the
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inferior condition of his native planet, he is told that the Earth has passed
through similar experiences, that they are the necessary stages of develop-
ment, and thathis home will by degrees arrive at the happy condition in
which he now sees the Earth. Afterthis follows a narration of the rise and
progress of the human race, until that for which all nationalists are striving
— the brotherhood and the beatlilcatlouof humanity— is reached.

Those who see and appreciate the political and social evils oi‘ their time.
and are endeavoring to find a means for their improvement, will read this
book with pleasure. They will certainly tind that there is no ground for
dejection because that for which they are striving appears to delay its
coming. They will learn that discouragement ls disloyalty to principle.
Society cannot be constructed according to any preconceived pattern, but
must grow according to immutable natural law. Everyone can, however,
assist nature in her operations, and, so far as he is personallyconcerned, he
does speed the good time through the very happiness conferred upon him-
sell’ by thateffort of assistance. We may all thenjoyfullypursue the work
in which we are engaged, knowing well thatour eiforts, if rightly directed.
will certainly shorten the time that it may take to convert this earth into the
the heaven that it is destined to become.
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DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES.

The principle of theBrotherhood of Humanity is one of the eternal
truths that govern the world's progress on lines which distinguish human
nature from brute nature.

The principle of competition is simply the application of the brute
law of the survivalvof the strongest and most cunning.

Therefore, so long as competition continues to be the ruling factor
in our industrial system, the highest development of the individual can-
not be reached, the loftiest aims of humanity cannot be realized.

No truth can avail unless practically applied. Therefore, those
who seek the welfare of man must endeavor to suppress the system
founded on the brute principle of competition and put in its place
another based on the nobler principle of association.

But in striving to apply this nobler and wiser principle to the com-
plex conditions of modern life, we advocate no sudden or ill-considered
changes; we make no war upon individuals; we do not censure those
who have accumulated immense fortunes simply by carrying to a logical
end the false principle on which business is now based.

The combinations, trusts, and syndicates of which the people at
present complain demonstrate the practicabilityof our basic principle
of association. We merely seek to push this principle a little further
and have all industries operated in the interest of all by the nation,-
the people organized,—the organic unity of the whole people.

The present industrial system proves itself wrong by the immense
wrongs it produces; it proves itself absurd by the immense waste of
energy and material which is admitted to be its concomitant. Against
this system we raise our protest. For the abolition of the slavery it has
wrought, and would perpetuate, we pledge our best efforts.
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THE BIRTH OF FREEDOM.
BY H. B. Ssusnvnr.

CHAPTERI.
run own CLUB.

Were you ever at a debating club? Not a fashionable, ex-
clusive afl'air, but one where all meet upon a common level;
one where all shades of religious belief or unbelief and all
social opinions are discussed, and if not permanentlysettled it
may be becauseeach speaker convinces himself that he is right,
and his opponent absurdly wrong.

As you are interested in what the “masses” think and say
and do, we will go together to the Owl Club, where we shall
probably hear somethingworth listening to upon a subject that
merits our attention.

Having arrived at the entrance to the building,we find hang-
ing on the door a small placard, upon which is inscribed “ Free
Lecture and Debate." We climb the stairs and enter one of
those small halls or lodge-rooms that may be found in many
parts of New York, and are capable of accommodating from
seventy-five to a hundred persons. The presiding officer, a

sturdy well-built man of perhaps thirty-five, is calling the
meeting to order. Listenl

“ The object of these meetings is, as often announced before,
to provide for the full and fair discussion of any question of
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public interest, by allowing the opening speaker to present his
views upon the subject chosen and insuring him a respectful
hearing, no matter how much the views of the hearers may
differ from those which he may advance; and by permitting,at
the close of his address, a full and fair discussion of the matter
in issue. The opening speaker will have thirty minutes in
which to state his case, ten minutes will be allowed each critic,
and the opening speaker will then have fifteen minutes in which
to reply. The opening speaker for tonight is Mr. Cecil Lord.
and his subject. as announced last week, ‘ Is Labor Wasted by
Competition?’ You will please give him your attention."

In the speaker we have more than a passing interest. His
hearers and their ideas we have come to study. As he steps
forward we observe an easy, graceful carriage. an air of con-
fidence and conscious power. He is tall and supple as a trained
athlete. Across the smooth,shaven face and around the firmly
set month there plays for an instant a smile, as the lightning
plays on the edge of a distant cloud, vanishing to leave the
rugged outline more intensely fixed upon the memory. His
opening sentences are slowly pronounced, yet thrown out as if
to challenge any attempt at denial. His leading points are

carefullynoted. Some of his audience,who watch him intently,
appear ready to answer as soon as the opportunity is given.

“The wasted labor of this country is sufficieut to account
for all its poverty. Every year enough work is performed, if
properly organized and directed, to support every man, woman,
and child in luxury such as is now known to but few, whilenone
need toil to exhaustion. The mis-directed energy, the wasted
labor, the fruitless toil, and the wasteful method of distribut-
ing the products create slaves, paupers, criminals, and vaga-
bonds."

I As the speaker in his earnestness steps forward at the side
of the platform we observe him closely and strive to learn, if
possible, the secret of the magnetic influence which marks him
as a leader.

There is a flash of the eye, a firmness of the lip, and in his
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manner of delivery such an air of perfect conviction that an

opponent might well hesitate before taking issue with him.
His voice is so clear and penetrating that every word becomes
a missile sent home to the mark, while it is so musical in tone
that it is as if the keys of an instrument were struck by a
master-hand.

He has at least the power of playing upon his hearers, for he
soon has them in thatsubtle sympathywith himself, that mag-
netic harmony which gives added inspiration to a speaker. He
passes from the slow and measured opening sentences to quick,
incisive periods. His face is a mirror of his thought, and the
applause grows more spontaneous and the attention more en-

grossed.
Cecil Lord had spoken but a few sentences when the marked

efi'ect of his words upon his audience became amusing. A tall,
lank man in the corner dug his sharp elbow into a fat man by
his side withan explosive “ That ’s so.” The fat man responded
with a grunt of discomfort, partly at the sharpness of the
elbow, partly at the interruption.

The speaker proceeded: “ Every successful efl'ort in any
direction is duplicated over and over again by watchful com-

petitors until there remains no remunerative market for any of
them. [Another nudge from the sharp elbow.] The fruits of
their labor are lost to them. The product remains unsold.
Wages are reduced and mills are closed. Over-production is
the reason offered for hard times, whileworkmenhave no wages
with which to purchase what theyneed of the surplus product.
Soon some genius discovers or invents a new avenue for profit,
and hundreds rush pell-mell into it, only to repeat the former
experience. The most fortunate get a little return for their
labor and enterprise. The majority get nothing. This is the
system of competition called the life of trade.”

Then followed example after example, drawn from common

experienceof every-day life. Failureafter failurewas instanced.
Factory upon factory was declared to be standing idle, waiting
for competitors to fail or go out of business, that they might
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resume work at a profit. In order to avoid the waste of com-
petition, others were shown to have combinedin huge trusts,
which exacted on their restricted product sufiicient profit to
pay dividends on their inflated capital, while protected from
foreign competition by tariff legislation.

He claimed that by destroying competition trusts were solv-
ing the problem of how to produce the ‘most wealth with the
least labor, but that the benefitof the reduced cost of produc-
tion was permitted to go to non-producing stock-holders, who
served no useful purpose in the world; and he maintained that
these trusts should be operated by the people's agents and the
products exchanged at cost, with no interest on capital and no
profit to individuals.

Cecil Lord seemed filled with his subject. He stood erect,
his frock coat tightly buttoned, one hand upon his side, the
other extended, and the long index finger seeming to point out
his examples; or he leaned upon the stand, with head slightly
bent forward, eyes looking into those of his hearers, in careless
abandon of himself, living wholly in that intoxication which a
speaker feels when he is at his best and the responsive thrill
tells him that he has his listeners with him in every word and
movement.

He turned from production to distribution, and curled his
fine lip in scorn at the present system thatdumps the refuse of
the markets into dingy, smoky little stores where the poor
working-manmust pay a larger price for it than the rich idler
pays for the best; thus in very truth eating the crumbs that
fall from the rich man’s table. After a few well-chosen illus-
trations which were heartilyapplauded, the chairman’s warning
gavel indicated that the limit of time had expired. Cecil Lord
yielded the floor saying: “There are hundreds of these exam-

ples all about us, but, as I have not time to go further in that
direction now, I leave to my critics the question: Is Labor
Wasted by Competition?”

The audience cheered vigorously,—some from conviction
that the speaker was right, others as a tribute to oratory.
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That theapplause was genuine was proved when the collector
went round with a hat. That worthy was surprised at the
number of nickels, and the entire absence of lozenges and
punched pennies. .

The chairman announced that the collection would pay the
weekly rent of the hall, with a small balance to cover a past
deficiency. Then, after the usual notices, the first critic came
forward.

Tall, strongly built, evidently a workman,Mr. Mason, when
announced by the chairman, commanded the attention of all.

“lam a carpenter.” he said, placing one broad hand upon
the stand, while the other remained in his pocket. “I own the
truth of much that Mr. Lord has said, but of what use are
theories of a future system to the workmenof today? There
appears at present no otherway in which to do business, except
by competition or combination. In either case the workman
does not get what he produces, or its value, but only the
smallestamount upon which he will consent to live and work;
and only by resorting to the more or less tyrannical rules of a
union can he prevent the standard of living from falling still
lower. These unions may become strong enough to raise that
standard of living and prevent anyone else from workingat
less wages, or they may compel the adoption of shorter hours.
These benefits we may have today.”

Hearty applause greeted this declaration, while Mr. Mason
shifting to the other side of the table resumed: “ Now, in our

business, contracts are let to the lowest bidder, and if competi-
tion compels a man to bid too cheap, he saves himself by skin-
ning the job.”

“ Yes,” growled a. dark, surly fellow at the side of the room,
“ the tenement houses we live in are good examples of the
jobs that are skinned.” A hearty laugh followed thissally,and
Mason closed his remarks by declaring: " What we workmen
want is not fine theories, but relief from long hours and under-
pay, and we want them Now.” He emphasized his demand by
bringing his fist down upon the table with such force that the
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glass of water upon it jumped from the table and fell to the
floor with a crash.

A burst of applause and laughter greeted this, Mason’s final
sentence, and as he took his seat a quick, nervous voice an-
nounced another critic. He was recognized by the chairman
as Mr. Sanford.

A slight description will aid us in remembering him, for we

may follow him and some others into strange adventures.
His face is fair, with a light moustache which curls up at the

ends in a decided fashion. His hair is an unmistakable red,
and, while his form is slight and only of medium height, a rest-
less flash of his blue eyes impresses us with the feeling that he
would be a dangerous man to trifle with.

With a slight nod to the chairman and a comprehensive
glance over the audience he begins: “I agree with Mr. Lord
in all that he says about trade. I began in a store as a cash
boy and have seen almost every department of trade. It is one

long series of lies, white and black, all the way from manu-
facturer,agent, jobber,and retailer down to the salesman. The
customer will lie as freely and for as little as the salesman.
From Baxter Street to Sixth Avenue, from Avenue D to the
Hudson, from the Battery to the Harlem, the ‘ usual business
methods’ prevail. (‘ Hear, hear.’) Wall Street is its hotbed:
the Custom House its home. Cheating, lying, and robbing
one another and the public in a legal manner is the principal
industry. VVhetherit be wasted labor or not, it is business.”

Mr. Sanford was a favorite at the club, and as the rapid sen-
tences were uttered they elicited audible expressions of ap-
proval. A resounding “ That ‘s so ” from the man of the sharp
elbow was too much for two girls, whose long suppressed titter
broke from their control and ran around the room, ending in a

general laugh. Sanford looked upon them with a quizzical
smile,awaiting order. The chairman rapped with his gavel,
requesting that the speaker be not interrupted.

Sanford continued in the same strain. Suddenly a pompous
person, who had been blazingwrathfullyat him from one of the
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front seats, could stand it no longer. Grasping his umbrella
firmly in one hand, throwing his overcoat spitefully over his
arm, jamming his silk hat savagely upon his head, he arose

muttering between his teeth: “All rot. I’m in business my-
self.” He stalked down the room and through the door.
“Thank you, my friend. We take your word for it," was San-
ford‘s parting shot. Laughter and prolonged applause followed
the wrathfulman down the stairs.

Sanford’s ten minutes having expired, he waved his hand to
the chairman and the merry audience and took his seat.

A lady now arose and was recognized by the chairman.
“ Miss Worden,” he said, “ we shall be pleased to hear your

views.”
She stood for a moment facing the chair. Her profile was

outlined against the dark backgroundof a window. Her pale
face flushed with a natural timidity, but her earnest expression
and erect figure showed thatshe had the courage of her con-
victions. As she faced the smiling company before her, she
received its friendlywelcome.
“I did not intend to speak tonight,” she said, “ but I fear a

wrong impression of many noble men may be carried from here
if I leave my thought unspoken. I do not question the truth
of the remarks about trade and business under present con-
ditions. Iknow it is impossible to do business successfully
without taking some selfish advantage of other people's igno-
rance or necessity. My father was a merchant, and I have seen

something of the hardships that our merciless system compels
even the kindest-hearted men to inflict. They must be selfish.
They must care for theirown even if otherssuffer. Competition
compels them to resort to every device to keep from losing.
Even then statistics show that more than ninety per cent of
the merchants fail. I know that many of them would be glad
to escape the prevailing evil. The wasted lives and labor of
our ruined merchants, as well as the wage-worker’s fruitless
toil, call upon us to unite and help one another out of a system
that beggars description and forbids defense.”
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The pathos, the earnestness of the speaker, and perhaps the
fact that a cultured woman was speaking, held the listeners in
respectful attention.

She strove to show that, with the fear of poverty for his own
household confrontinghim, a man could not be expected to yield
to generous impulses. She compared us in our present condi-
tion to a panic-stricken crowd in which the weak and those
who by accident fell were trampled under foot.

When Cecil Lord came forward to close the debate, several
persons rose in their seats and desired to ask him some ques-
tions. After answering several, a young man of the dude
variety,who had paid much more attention to the tittering girls
than to the lecture, arose and gravely asked: “ Does the speaker
consider labor wasted by competition in the matrimonial
market?”

“ That is a matter for the young man to decide from his own

experience,” was thespeaker’s reply. The young man subsided
amid general laughter,and the slim man dug his elbow deeper
than before into his suffering neighbor’s ribs.

Cecil Lord then rapidly reviewed the criticisms. He showed
that before any general renunciation of the competitive system
could occur a disgust with its present failure and waste must
be created, and that the general indifference which it had been
claimed would prevent its accomplishmentwas only the sum
of individual indifierence. He asserted that by means of trusts
and unions, which were only forms of co-operation not yet per-
fected, both capital and labor were fast abolishing competition,
and he predicted that the unions would yet operate the trust
industries for the benefitof all; at which time rent, interest,
and profit would be abolished, and dividends no longer declared.
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CHAPTER II.
THE NINTH AVENUE Maaxm‘.

At the close of the debate at the Owl Club, Cecil Lord and
Mr. Mason left the room together. “Iwillwalk withyou,” said
Lord. “I am seeking a remedy for the evils we discuss, and
you can certainly help me to the solution from your own

experience.”
“ But, Mr. Lord,” answered Mason, “ while you denounce the

present system, you propose to change it at so distant a time
that the change will be of no more benefit to us than the mil-
lennium the preachers promise.”

Lord stopped to buy a paper from a pleading, belated news-

boy. At this moment they were joined by Miss Worden and
her brother Jack.

“ Lecturing still, Mr. Lord?” she inquired.
“No, Miss Worden, only learning. This is a fine field for

observing the beautifulsystem that is,” he said, as they turned
the corner of Thirty-fourth Street into Ninth Avenue.

Both curbs were lined with hucksters. It was market-day.
The wagons were loaded withvegetables, fruits, poultry, and
fish. Here and there were tin-ware merchants, suspender ped-
lers, and table oil-clothvenders.

Hundreds of men and women were selling the same kind of
things. Everyone was trying to outshout the others. All were

crying theirwares at the tops of their voices. Babel or Bedlam
but faintly conveys an idea of the confusion of tongues.

Lord observed how small a quantity of potatoes was emptied
into the waiting baskets from the apparently heaped up pails,
and how quickly and dexterously these pails were refilled for
the next customer. Then the shouts were renewed.
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“Only a few more left. A fine large water-pail only ten
cents.”

Lord’s companions stopped whilehe asked a huckster: “ May
I see the pail?” “Oh, of course,” was the reply. The pail
of potatoes was held aloft by the huckster, who wore a look of
injured innocence and offended dignity, expecting that his cus-
tomer would be impressed by the bountiful proportions of the
pail.

“ Now, let me see the inside,” said Lord, gently.
“ What! You want to know all about my business, do you?

Youd want a bushel for ten cents, you would"; and he vented
his wrath upon Lord with muttered imprecations and a look of
scorn as he turned to measure a quart of onions for a woman
who wore a faded cotton shawl over her head in place of a
bonnet.

Miss Worden laughedat Lord's discomfiture, but he persisted
in quizzing the hucksters until he found one good-natured
fellow who yielded. He turned out two or three quarts of
potatoes, all that the pail with its false bottom would hold.

Lord explained to the hnckster that he did not wish to buy,
but that he was amusing himself and his friends by observing
the methods of cheating as practiced in the market.

“Now, Boss,” said the huckster, “you cant sell stuff widout
cheatin some"; and his face expressed astonishment that any-
one questioned the methodsof his trade. “ But,” he continued,
good nature resuming its sway in his face, “my pail aint as
bad as most on em. You see, if one cheats, we all has to or

get left. Folks wont buy outen a small pail wen dey sees

big ones. We only just makes a livin anyhow,” he added,
with an air which implied that the end justifies the means.

“How much do potatoes cost by the bushel?” asked Miss
Worden.

“Oh, we never sell by de bushel here, but dey cost a dollar ’n
a half a barl in do wholesale market. I kin buy culls, like
some ov em sells, fer a dollar a barl. Sometimes dey is less,
de speklaters makes de prices.”
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“ Then you dont raise your own vegetables? I thought this
was a country market,” said Miss Worden, in some surprise.

“No, Miss, we dont raise nuthin. We peddle stufl'. De
speklaters buys from de countrymen, an we buys from de
speklatexs.”

At this moment a ragged boy elbowed his way through the
crowd, pulling along by the hand his. mother, who carried a
market basket. She had the usual faded shawl over her head.
Her tattered calico dress had been mended with fragments of
its predecessors until it resembled the traditional Joseph's coat.
The boy did the talking.

“Mister, give us a pail ov taters, ’n yer got any onions?”
“ Yes.”
“Well, give us a quart, ’n two cents worth of reddishes.

Heap em up, now. Dont yer put in no rotten ones. That ’s
small measure, put in nother tater.” After paying for his
purchases the boy departed, and Mr. Lord, who was loth to
leave the good-natured huckster withoutgaining further infor-
mation, asked: “Would you mind telling me how many pail-
fuls you can get out of a barrel?”

“ We kalkerlate on bout thirty,”he replied.
“Andat ten cents a pail you thinkit pays you a livingprofit?”
“\Vell, Boss, it may look rader high.—Yes marm, will yer

take two pails?"
Having served the customer, he resumed: “ It may look

rader high, but ders so many in de bizness dat we kin only
sell six ter eight barls a day. Sellin em out by de pail we
makes ten or twelve dollars. Den we pays four dollars fer de
rig, ’n a dollar fer a boy ter help.-—— Here, Jim, give dis lady a

pail ov dem best pertaties. —-We has ter have two feeds fer de
hoss, an tree fer us. Den we're hollerin all day, from seven
in de mornin till twelve in de night, ’n we has ter have extra
beers ter keep our troats wet. So we hasnt much ter carry
home after all, ’n only wunst a week is market day, de rest ov
de time we dont make nuthin much.”

“ Thank you for gratifying my curiosity,” said Lord. “And
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here is pay for a few pails of potatées. Put an extra quart of
them into the baskets of those who need them most, and say
nothingon my account.”

The huckster smiled incredulously, took the money, and as
the four observers passed on his voice rose above the din with
renewed energy, crying: “ Fine Long Island pertaties, biggest
pail on de avenue."

“Why did you give that huckster money, Mr. Lord?” in-
quired Miss Worden. “Do you expect a man who lives by
cheating will do your charity bidding when you are out of
sight?”
“I had two reasons,” he replied. “ First. I had taken up his

valuable time in learning some interesting facts.”
“ Well, then, why not have given him the money outright?”

she persisted.
“ I did not wish to offer him an insult."
“Do you thinkhe would have resented such an insult?" She

asked laughingly.
“ He might not have done so, but none the less would it have

been an insult offered.”
“ You need not give further reasons. I have now sufficient

to weigh me down in humility. A text for tomorrow’s sermon."
Miss Worden’s'roguisl1 banter caused the flash of a smile to

play around Cecil Lord’s usually grave face. They had first
met at the club, and the acquaintance had grown into a friend-
ship which Cecil Lord prized more than he dared to own, even
to himself. Her quizzical manner often disturbed his usual
gravity, while it frequently puzzled him to tell whether this
girl was talking in earnest or merely laughingat him.

“ I am so glad we came,” said she. “ Jack wanted me to see
this market; but I had no idea of finding it such a mine of
weapons for social reformers. Do you gather all your wonder-
ful facts in this way?” she asked.

“No, Miss Worden, I imagine the facts and then take such
excursions for amusement.”
“I am really in earnest now,” she said. with a little pout at
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being opposed with her own weapon. “Do people generally
know how much trickery and fraud there is practiced upon the
poor?”
“I suspect they do,” he replied. “Unless they are born

blind they cannot help seeing it. But they are all either prof-
iting by it or trying to remedy it by an impossibility.”

“ What impossibility?”
“The reconciling of a state of society, founded upon the

selfish system of competition, where success is for the strongest
and most cunning, with the unselfish teaching of the Nazarene
carpenter’s son.”

They had reached the corner of Forty-second Street, and
were beyond the roar of the market. At this moment the
clang, clang of a fire gong, and the clatter of a hook-and-
ladder truck caused them to pause under the elevated railroad
station and watch the coming engines. First comes the long
truck, with three magnificentbay horses abreast, with flashing
eyes and distended nostrils, galloping at their utmost speed,
and bounding in unison until the three seem as one; every
hound showing their eagerness to reach the scene of danger.
They require no urging. Noble! Grandl What Warrior's
charger can excel them? The red-shirted firemen at the steer-
ing wheel guide the truck round a. car upon the track, past
the pillars of the station, and away theygo like the wind.

Their coming and going is like the “Turkish Patrol,” as

played by a great orchestra. The tinkle, tinkle in the distance
grows louder and louder, until it thunders past, a very whirl-
wind of mighty sound; then it dies away until lost in a distant,
mellowed tinkle as before.

The feeling of admiration and awe had not given way to
speech when up and down the avenue appeared the glistening
engines, black smoke rolling from their tops, a train of sparks
behind them, the galloping horses striking fire from the pave-
ment with their iron-shod hoofs.

Almost unconsciouslythe four friends joined the fast-moving
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crowd, and were borne along with it for several blocks until the
scene of the fire was reached.

They took a position where theycould watch it in safety,just
as the last of the engines came whirling around the corner and
attached a hose to the nearest hydrant. But a moment it
seemed before the hose-cart was unreeling its lengths of hose,
and, in obedience to the hoarse shouts of the fire-chiefs, ladders
were extended far up the front of the burning tenement house.
Red-shirted firemen, axe in hand, burst in windows of the fourth
story, from which volumes of densely blacksmoke burst angrily
out, as if resenting interference, and tongues of flame curled
around the window-frames, or played like serpents’ fangs upon
the ladders.

In the weird, uncertain light the lines of hose look like huge
wriggling serpents, which seem to struggle to free themselves
from the grasp of the firemen as the hissing streams of water
pour through them. The windows and fire-escapes of adjoin-
ing buildings are filledwith frightened women and children in
more or less scant and picturesque costumes, whilebrave firemen
carry the unconscious and helpless ones from the burning
buildingto placesof safety. Gradually the tongues of flame go
out in darkness, the black smoke gives way to lighter steam.
Firemen appear at the blackened windows, and half-burned
bedding is tossed to the pavement below.

The coufiict is short, and the fury of the flames is soon

quelled by the skill and bravery of man.
“ Miss Worden,” said Cecil Lord, “ do you see any contrast

between the spirit of competition in the market and the spirit
of emulation among the firemen ? Do you thinkit the better
method to incite men to exertion by the hope of personal gain,
or is there a higher motive that moves men to action?”

“ You shall not point another moral for me tonight,” she
replied. “ I presume you Wish me to consider this an example
of municipal control, :2 la nationalism,as compared with free
competition in the market.”
“I promise to let you draw your own moral, if you will have
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one,” said he. “ The fire is under control now, and this might
be a good time to see the tenement district in all its —shall we

say—glory.”
“Can we? Is it safe? Jack, shall we go? I never went

beyond the avenue,” she said. “I shall be glad to go if we

may. I am growing interested in your dangerous tenement
districts.”
“I live in one of those districts, Miss Worden,” said Mason,

who until now had been talking with Jack. “And I promise
you we are not wild beasts,—-even if we live like them,”he
added bitterly. “You will find our streets as safe, if not as
clean, as FifthAvenue.”

She saw thatshe had ofl'ended his pride, and was pained at
her own thoughtlessness. “I am only a woman, Mr. Mason;
and you know women do n’t know anythinguntil men teach
them,” she said, with perhaps a slight suspicion of sarcasm in
her tone. “ Jacksays we may go; and, if you willbe our guide,
I shall fear nothing.”

Mason's resentment melted, and he volunteered to take them
through his own street. Turning down the avenue 8. short
distance, theynoted the disconsolate air of an idle grocer whom
theywere passing. The competition of the hucksters evidently
took from him his regular customers. Cecil Lord questioned
him: “ Why do n’t you sell as cheap as the hucksters, and keep
your customers?"

The old German looked relieved at having some one to
listen to the story of his troubles. “Vy,you see,” said he,
“ dem vellers puys de poor truck, vilted unt rodden already,unt
dey zells em jeaper as I could puy goot vuns. Den tomorrow
vas Zuntay, unt dose beples cant eat dot, und dey vos mad.
Den dey comes to me unt say, Meester Treis,I vand some

potato, unt some cabbage, unt some peets. Unt dey say, ve
vill pay for dot py next Zaturtay night, Meester Treis. Unt I
tinks I makes dem bay for dot, by shiminy,,two times. Unt
ven he come Zaturtay, za do shoust so some more times, unt
dey bays me noddings.”
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Seeing that his case was hopeless, and suppressing a laugh
with some effort, the four inquirers passed on through a side
street. They stopped by a pile of lumberwhich lay in front of
a half-finished tenement.

“ My home is opposite; there,” said Mason pointing to a five-
story brick buildingin a long row of tenement houses. “I am

sorry I cannot invite you to call,” he added with a touch of his
former bitterness. “ But when you rememberthat there are six
of us in three small rooms, you may see that it would not be
pleasant. We have but little chance for the refinements of life.
Mine is the fourth floor, rear flat, on the west side of the hall.
There are twenty-two families in each house, including the
janitor's, who lives in one of the basements.”

“ Miss Worden does not understand the advantages of having
a whole village under one roof,” said Lord. Then, turning to
Miss Worden, he said: “ You and Jack should come house-
hunting on this side of the avenue some day. Some of thejani-
tors would explain to you the beautiesof the apartments and
the desirabilityof the location.”

“Indeed, we will. I have enlisted for the war, as you re-
formers say, and I must gather my facts at first-hand.”

“ You will do well, then, to visit some of the older houses,”
interposed Mason, “ that is, if you want to see the dark side of
tenement life. Our new flats are quite comfortable in compari-
son, or would be for about half the number of people that they
are compelled to hold. It is this crowding us together so that
I object to.”

“ The owners say that it is your own fault,” said Lord, as he
surveyed the long row of tenements opposite. “ They claim
thattheybuildhouses to suit the demand. How do you answer
that?”

"Simply thus: twelve or thirteen dollars a month is all that
a workman can spare out of his wages for rent. Necessity
compels him to live near his work. The capitalists take advan-
tage of his necessity by charging the highest rent that he can
afford to pay for the smallest quarters that they can induce
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him to occupy. The rent that the workman is obliged to pay
for the privilegeof a place to live in gives the property a sell-
ing value far beyondwhat it cost, which makes it a good invest-
ment for people who live withoutwork. VVas ever a more
horrible system of robbery devised ? Slave-holdingwas a virtue
compared with this.”

“How much room can you get for twelve dollars?” asked
Miss Worden innocently.

“Three rooms in the rear, on the top floor.” replied Mason
grimly; “and theywill put three other families on the same
floor, with walls so thin you can hear a. loud whisper through
them; and if you complain of a noisy family the agent will tell
you to get out and make room for some one who is not so par-
ticular. Then the front familieshave one more room, pay three
dollars more rent, and usually take boarders. Do n’t you think
it a pleasant way to live, Miss Worden ? And there are a hun-
dred thousandfamilies living no better than thatin New York.”

At this moment the clear, sweet voice of a girl, singing
“ Home, Sweet Home,” rang out upon the evening air and
arrested theattention of all. The singer was in one of the upper
flats. The melody floated down upon the listeners, and was
wafted away by the wind until it seemed a faint breath. Chil-
dren stopped theirnoisy cries to listen, women thrust theirheads
from the rows of windows, or stopped, market-basketin hand,
as the breeze softened and the song came swelling out with a
marvellous power and sweetness. Miss \Vorden turned her face
to hide in the darkness the quivering lip and wipe from her eyes
a suspicious moisture. Such a song from such a homel As it
ceased all looked to Mason for explanation.

“It is one of the chorus girls,” he said. “ A girl of natural
talent, who, if she were educated, might charm the world with
her song. Now, almost untaught, her voice barely gains a liv-
ing for herself and mother, as she sings in a concert-hall.”

“ I have heard thatPatti was once a Bleecker Street tenement
girl,” said Miss Worden. “ Yetsuch cruel poverty must crush
out hundreds for everyone who is enabled to escape from it.”
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“ Mr. Mason. will you ask thatgirl to sing for us at the club
next week? I want to meet her, and she may help us in our
work.” Mason gladlyassented.

“ Now, Jack,”said Miss Worden, turning to her brother, “ you
and I must go.” Mason, good-humoredly,ofl'ered to see them
out of the dangerous neighborhood.

“ Oh, if none of your neighbors are more dangerous than you
are, Mr. Mason, I shall not be afraid,” Miss Worden replied.
“ And Jack is my protector anywhere.”

Cecil Lord watched them until the jauntysailor-hat was no

longer visible in the crowd and darkness. He realized tha"t-Shis
was his ideal of a woman. Fitted by beautyand culture for
any society, innocent of the world’s hardships, and but just
learning of its crnelties, she was willing to forego the pleasures
of the thoughtless that she might learn the sorrows of her toil-
ing sisters. With her motherand Jack,Miss \Vorden lived on a
street crossing FifthAvenue,and near the hauntof millionaires,
from which the dwellings descend on each side toward the
river, from the richest to the poorest.

When her father’s business was wrecked in a financial panic
three years before,—his death occurring soon after,— she,
though only a girl of twenty, took -control of their resources.
Her mother owned the home, which was about all the wealth
they had. By giving up a part of it to an old friend and board-
ing with her, she was relieved from domestic care.

She had written successfully for the magazines, and by her
successful management of the family resources Jack had been
enabled to prepare for entering ColumbiaCollege. In pursuit of
interesting material for her articles she had first visited the Owl
Club, withJack as her constant attendant ; and, becominginter-
ested, she was now a frequent visitor. Her brother, who was

only eighteen, seldom spoke, but he was receiving at the club
an education thatwas inciting him to think,and was having the
excellent effect of creating a distaste for the dissipations in
which so many young men of his class delight.
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CHAPTER III.
AFTER MIDNIGHT.

After Miss Worden and her brother had left them, Mason
and Lord sat down upon the pile of lumber. Mason, perhaps
from some lingering strain of Yankee blood in his veins, picked
up a splinter and began to whittle. Lord, from the subtle feel-
ing of companionship and the contagion of example, found a bit
of pine, upon which he began to carve an image.

Turning to Mason, he said abruptly: “ What do you propose
to do to bettertheworkman’scondition? You object to my not
giving any present remedy,yet, so far as 1 can see, you yourself
propose nothingeffective.”

Mason smiled. “ It was not for the purpose of proposing an
idea of my own that I objected. It was to bring out your
remedy. We do n‘t need to be told of our misery, but we want
present relief. Of what use is it to a starving man to know
that some day no one will go hungry; or to a. freezing man that
some day coal willbe mined by the people’s agents and delivered
to every familyat cost?”

As if to point his question, there emerged from the grocery
a bare-headed girl carrying a wooden bucket half filled with
coal, and under her arm a two-cent bundle of wood. It was
October Weather, comfortable enough for those who were com-

fortably clad, but a cold breeze, blowing through her tattered
calico gown, made her shiver. With no shoes, nor stockings,
nor under-garments; her hair hanging loosely about her shoul-
ders, or floating in the wind; her thin, pinched features and
sunken eyes making her look more like an old woman than a.

child,she presented an example of present want that no future
millenniumcould alleviate.
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“ How is your mother tonight, Emmy?” asked Mason.
“ Oh, Marm ’s better, but daddy ’s worse; his rhumatiz is

awful bad.”
“ You are going to have a fire, I see.
“ Yes, sister Nell was home this afternoon, and she left some

money and things, so tomorrow we ’ll have a real warm break-
fast. Some tea an some turmits an some meat.”

The pinched features broke into a smile, as the anticipated
feast crowded out the thoughtof present cold and hunger. She
picked up the bucket of coal and passed on through a long,
dark passageway to a house built in the rear of the more pre-
tentious brick fronts.

“ You know thatgirl? ” queried Lord.
“ Yes, we were doing a bit of work on those houses in front

this spring, and this girl was always hanging around, picking
up the old laths and bits of wood. One day a board fell and
struck her. I picked her up and carried her in where the other
children told me was her home,— two rooms in an old wooden
tenement, such as are left standing in the courtyards, back of
all those older houses. I found her mother an invalid, who
never leaves the house. She sews a little when she is well
enough. The father has worked at the docks in all sorts of
weather until now he has rheumatism so bad that he has lost
that job. His work was in an open shed that the company
was too mean to fix to keep out either rain or cold. Men are

cheaper than shingles, so‘ they have another man to take old
Jerry’s place. Well, I took her in and laid her on an old cot
in one corner of the room. It was pitiful to hear that old

~ couple cry over her. They told me she had kept them in fire-
wood and groceries; she had carried the work for her mother
and helped sew when she could. She is but eleven years old,
and has sold papers night and morning for two years. One
morning before she was well I called, and she was crying bit-
terly. ‘ What is the matter, Emmy?’ I asked.”

“ It makes me feel bad to have my daddy work so hard when
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he has nuffin to eat,” she said, “nufiin but a piece of bread dis
mornin an no dinner to carry.”

“ Her sister Nell, who was out at service, came in while I
was there. She had trouble. She had lost her place. She did
not tell them anything,but she promised them food that very
night, and the hard glitter thatcame into her eyes thatday has
never left them in her wildest revels. It was the bread of
shame, and theynever knew it; but it fed the hungry. Since
that time sister Nell has paid the rent of their miserable quar-
ters, and every week brings them something from the market.
She is now a woman of the street, but the old folks thinkshe
is stillat service. It would wring your heart to hear that old
couple tell what a good, kind daughter she is, and the hopes
they have of her better future. Poor girll Her only hope is
thatthey may die before they find her out, and then-—herbed
will be the river.”

Mason’s knife flew more nervously through the soft pine as
he told the story. Finally,he threw the splinter from him,
drove his knife into the timberbeside him, and turning almost
fiercely toward Cecil Lord he demanded: “What present
remedy have you to offer for such a case as that?”

Lord was dumb before the awful problem that confronts a
so-called Christian civilization.

“In the story of Egyptian bondage,” he said, as he finally
broke the silence, “a whole generation left their bones bleach-
ing in the wilderness that their children might one day reach
the land of plenty.”

“ That is a pleasant prospect for this generation to realize,”
said Mason doggedly.

“ Yes, that‘s true,” persisted Lord, “ but most people who are

poor have given up hope for themselves. They live in the
hope that their children may have a better chance than they.
Not one in a thousandwill have their hope realized unless they
themselves begin the march toward the promised better social
system.”

“ I thinkthe Red Sea business, the swallowing up of pluto-
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crats and man-starvers, will be about the first notice that the
march has begun,” said Mason significantly.

“There must be no violence,” said Lord quickly. “ It will
only delay the final triumph. Besides, show the disinherited
that there is a future for their children, and they will endure
present discomfort.”

“ Perhaps theywill,”said Mason. “ But I hear some of them
talk differently. Carlyle has shown that the poor of Paris were
never so well housed and fed as during the reign of terror.”

Before Lord could reply a belated brewery wagon, carrying
supplies for some Sunday saloon, came tearing round the
corner. A knot of neglected children, in ragged and fantastic
costumes, were playing around a gutter fire that theyhad built.
Frightened by the furious driving, they scattered in all direc-
tions, but one little fellow, dazed with fear, stood right in the
way of the horses. Before any help could reach him he was
knocked down, and the cruel wheels went over him. The
driver whipped up his horses and disappeared in the darkness.
Lord tenderly lifted the moaning child. Bothlegs were crushed,
and from a wound on the head flowed a tricklingstream of
blood. A crowd gathered instantly. The frantic mother came
from the market,where she had been hagglingover the price of
a few stale vegetables. She was wringing her hands and crying
as though her heart would break.

Mason summoned an ambulance, and in a very short time it
arrived, the gong clanging, and a curious crowd following from
the corner.

Lord resigned his charge, which he had held carefully from
the crazed mother, who was unable to tell what to do, or even
where she lived.

As the ambulance left, the crowd scattered, and, parting from
Mason, Lord took his way down Ninth Avenue.

It was now past midnight. A few straggling hucksters had
not sold out their loads. Their hoarse cries could now be dis-
tinguished one from another, and were audible in the night air
for several streets.
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“ Eer you are, fine Long Island pertaties.” “ Ten cents a pail
ere.”—“ Five cents a quart. Red onions five cents a quart."-
“ Pie apples! Pie apples! Ten cents a whole lot."-——“ Cheap
bananas ere.”—“ Mushmellies fer a cent.” “Sellin em 03
cheap.”—“ Spring chickens. Two fer a quarter.”

The odor from the spring chickens indicated that, no matter
how young they were before killing,they had certainly aged
considerablysince. But the health-board seldom meddles with
the Ninth Avenue market. It answers as a dumping ground
for what will not sell elsewhere.

An honest old German, who had tried to sell his wares in a
small pail without any false bottom had been unsuccessful.
He beckoned to Lord with his crooked fore-finger, while he
cried out: “Look at dem vine large zugar pears.”

A sleepy boy thrust a pail of some wilted vegetables under
Lord’s nose,— “ Fer five cents, Boss.” A black boy dropped a

big watermelon he was carrying, and the gamins made away
with the fragments, to the darky’s utter dismay and horror. A
drunken man staggered past with a bag of apples under his
arm. With every lurch from side to side the apples would
scatter, to the great amusement of the ragamuflinswho profited
by the accident. '

Do these street waifs ever sleep? They are here the last at
night to pick up castaway fruits and scattered vegetables.
They are on hand by daylight to search for pennies that have
been dropped by the haggling crowds.

“ Mister, cant you give a few cents to a poor feller who
haint got no farder nor mudder?” pleads a ragged boy of nine
or ten years. Receiving a nickel, he shouts to a companion:
“ Come on, Bill.” Reappearing a moment later with a tomato
can filledwith beer, he and Bill proceed to console themselves
for their orphaned condition.

At the next corner a huckster’s horse is down. Motionless it
lies, as thoughdead. The strings and straps are cut or loosened,
still he does not rise. Can it be that he would rather lie on
the pavement and rest forever than again take up the burden
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of life? They get him up at last. So thin is he that he can

hardly stand alone. The look of forlorn despair and discour-
agement with which he resumes his place is almost human. It
is a hired horse. Like a hired man, he must be worked as long
as there is any profit in him, then be turned off to die. Hispiti-
ful looks sets Lord to musing on his probable past. In his youth,
as a rich man’s roadster, he had proudly worn gold-mounted
harness and been better housed and fed than the human ser-
vants of the same master. He had earned the praise of his mas-
ter’s friends and the admiration of beautifulwomen who rode
in the carriage that he helped to draw. Finally,he became too
old. The fire was gone from his eye, the quickness from his
step. He was sold to a public livery, and abused by drunken
drivers. Then he served as a cabby’s horse. At last, useless
for anything else, he is a huckster’s hard-worked and ill-fed
slave.

Cecil Lord was reminded by this incident of an occurrence
of the day before. An old man had entered his office at noon,
and begged for a little help. “God bless you, sir, may you
never need it." he said. “I am seventy years old, and never
asked charity before; but I am so tired and weak, sir."

Lord had just finished his luncheon, which he had eaten at his
ofice table,—-a cup of tea made over the gas, some rolls and
sardines. “ Sit down,” he said, “and have a cup of tea and a
roll or two.”

“ Oh, God bless you, sir; I will. It ’s many a cup of tea I have
given in my day; but now I have not tasted it in many a day."

“ You are an old man to be friendless,” said Lord. ’

“For forty years in this country I have served,” he replied.
“ I have been a servant all my life.”

“ Could n’t you have saved something? Did you have good
wages?” asked Lord.
“I saved a little. It would have kept us comfortable in our

old days, but my wife and child died, sir, while I was still at
service. Then I went to C01. Baker’s. He was my last master,
and I let him keep all my money for me.”
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“What became of it then?”
“He lost it all in Wall Street, sir. All, every penny,-—my

money and his,— and now I am a wanderer at seventy years.”
“ And what will you do now?”
“I do n’t know, sir. I have n’t long to stay. I went to the

Old Man’s Home, but theywere all full. N0 room there for me.”
“Then theyturned you away‘:”
“ Yes, for a little. They said: ‘ Come again next week; mebbe

there ‘ll be room.’ I must wait my turn, if I can only live till
then.”

“ Can’t you go to some friendsuntil there is a place for you?”
“I have no friends left, sir,-no place to go to. But that

tea,— God bless you, sir,— has given me new strength, it revives
me. I was so tired.” And the old man hobbled away.

CecilLord was connected with a newspaper. There appeared
some mystery about him, for no one knew anything of him
except what he chose to reveal at the club or at the oflice. His
earnestness and unselfishness gave him a growing influence in
those two little circles. In Mason he had found a workmanof
intelligence, and the club friendship grew.

The incidents of this evening had detained Lord so late that,
on leaving the market, he was surprised to find all the other
streets quite deserted. Theatres and cafes were closed and
darkened. All-night saloons alone gave signs of life. A soli-
tary horse car wended its way sleepilyalong. He quickened
his pace across Madison and Union Squares and down the Bow-
ery. To one who sees these thoroughfares by daylight, or

watches theswarming crowds at evening,thesilenceof the early
morning hours is oppressive.

A single cab passed at a furious rate. From within, the
sounds of maudlin songs, broken by the jolting of the cab over
the pavement, revealed thatsome scions of a would-be nobility
were being transferred from a scene of bachanal revel, perhaps
to another, perhaps to their hotel, where they might sleep 03
the effects of the night's debauch in time to make afternoon
calls in polite society. The rent-rolls of inherited tenement
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property furnished the means of paying for these “innocent
amusements.” Possibly the rent of little Emmy’s wretched
home, paid by the price of her sister's shame, might add but an
occasionalbottle of champagne to theirdainty fare ; but “ Sister
Nell” must remain an outcast that these may revel without
restraint.

As Lord passed the door of a ten-cent lodging house, a man
of shreds and patches, a genuine tramp, begged the price of a

night’s lodging. “ Only five cents, mister, I ’ve got the other
five,” he said.

“ Do n’t you thinkit extravaganceto pay for a night's lodging
at this time in the morning?” queried Lord as he fumbled for
a nickel.

“ I guess you are right, boss,” he said as he received the coin,
“ but I ken use it tomorrer night.” And with a hideous grin
he stole round the corner to find a dark stairway in which he
might curl up and sleep unmolested. His hat had evidently
been rescued from an ash barrel; his coats, for he had on four,
were the remnants of gifts from kind farmers, or had perhaps
been borrowed while the farmer slept. The whole portions of
the outside one covered the rents in thosebeneath,while,as the
outer was the shortest, the hanging fringes of the others formed
a double row. From constant wear his trousers were growing
short at the bottom, but, as he had on three pairs of partially
footless socks, and a pair of overshoes from the same source as
his hat, he might be called comfortably clad.

Lord let himself into his own humble lodging, threw himself
upon the bed, and in his troubledslumbersdreamed of the little
boy maimed for life by the careless driver. He seemed to see
him as an old man, sitting upon the curbstone, two wooden
pegs extended in place of the limbs he had lost . patientlygrind-
ing a hand organ, receiving a few pennies in his hat from the
more charitable among the passing crowd, and working out the
destiny provided for the unfortunate ones of the earth.

(To be continued.)
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HEALTH AND NATIONALISM.
BY CHARLES E. Wnnanun.

“ Weaker and wiser the people are growing” is the favorite
saying of the majority of mankind.and there is a longing after
the supposed health and strengthof our ancestors. Were they
healthier than ourselves is a‘ pertinent question, to answer
which one has to consult the evidence which is yet extant.
That theyhad strength,no one, in the faceof the milesof stone
wall and acres of soil reclaimed from nature, will doubt. Their
maxim was: “Early to bed and early to rise makes a man

healthy,wealthy, and wise.” As to wealth, they were very
moderate in their desires and demands, While in regard to
wisdom the saying at the beginningof this article would indi-
cate that their descendants do not mean to yield the palm to
them in this direction. The state of their general health is
not easilydetermined. For testimony on this point we have
to turn largely to the book of nature, beginning with the part
on early civilization. The broad fields around speak unmis-
takably of the fatigue necessarilyengendered in freeing their
surfaces from forests and rocks, of privations and exposure
imposed. These no constitution however strong could wholly
ignore. Rheumatism and lung troubles usually follow in the
wake of these; and, if we can believe the testimony of the elder
citizens, these diseases were the foes of our ancestors, proving
too much for the weak, and leaving their mark of decrepitude
upon the aged. It is foolish for us to long for the health of
our fathers, or to think thata similar lot would bring a robust
physique to us, when our present physical condition may in
part, at least, be due to a legacy from them. Overwork and
improper care of one’s self must always bring disease.

What are the causes of ill health among working men and
women in the present day?

We hear much about the hated tenement house, badly heated
and ventilated, where whole families are huddled into one or
two small rooms; some directly under the rafters, others in the
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cellar where the light of day never penetrates. This is an
awful state, but it is not all. Men and women work all day in
poorly-lighted factories,some reeking with the fumes of deadly
chemicals. In the morning they arise early, with insuflicient
sleep and rest; hurry about to get breakfast, a portion of the
year before daylight, in order to get to the mill or factory in
time; hurry home to dinner, which they bolt for want of suffi-
cient time; eat in haste a late supper when tired, and then to
bed. This, in addition’ to their work, often in cramped posi-
tions and unhealthysurroundings, is their daily life. Is it any
wonder that they are unhealthy? And yet the instructors of
hygiene in our public schools are instructing the youth under
their charge that health is one of the freest of God’s gifts, and
not to be purchased with riches. Compare the life and health
of the nabob with that of the working man and see if it is a
free gift or is to be purchased with money? What is the toil
of the rich man who daily inspects a few condensed statements
of his assistants and signs his name thereto to that of his ser-
vants? His meals can be ready for him at seasonable hours
and garnished with the best of sauces,—conversation. He has
the means of purchasing both palatable and nutritious food
which many times his employees have not. He has suflicient
and suitable clothing. He has a dwelling built with thought
in regard to convenience, pleasure, beauty,and sanitary con-
ditions. He has time for rest and healthy recreation. Com-
pare the men at three score and ten and, if the rich man has
obeyed the laws of temperance and health, note the diflerence.
One is broken down and despondent, and the other, who has
riches, is the picture of happy old age. Is there a greater testi-
mony in favor of shorter hours of labor?

Many instructors of hygiene seem to insist that everything
necessary to ensure health is plenty of pure air, yet this is con-
tradicted by the fact that the health of farm laborers does not
hold out so well as thatof their brethren who work in mills,
where pure air is not always to be had. The exposure and
fatigue of farm work counteracts any effect thatplenty of pure
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air could give. To ensure health suitable clothing,suitable
hours, and suitable shelter are necessary in addition to pure
air, and this the want of money many times forbids. '

It might be objected that I have taken extreme cases, that I
have omitted the happy mean, but to those who aim at respect-
abilitythe burden seems to be only increased. The buying
of ahouse means denial not only of many luxuries but of
much that might be deemed necessary. It means in many
cases a lengthenedstruggle under the burden of a mortgage,
and, when this is paid, many hours of extra labor to care for
buildings and garden, which most laborers feel too poor to hire.

There is another side to this question. So far I have pre-
sented only the side of physical health. The mental man
sufiers from poverty as well, and the two are inseparable. An
under-fed body cannot support an active mind. A mind con-

stantly revolving the problem of “how we shall be fed and
wherewithal shall we be clothed” cannot but irritate the body
and bring on a disease verging on insanity. Over-exertion of
both mind and body is wearing out the working man and
woman at the age of sixty and sixty-five, when they ought to
be in their prime.— an age when they feel they cannot enter
upon a happy and contented second childhood,but must drag
out their existence with the feeling that they are an encum-
brance.

When the hand of disease and mental depression is laid
heavilyupon them, it simply brings more vividly before them
their poverty, the necessity for the wages produced by their
work,and they feel that they can neither rest n'or procure the
needed medical assistance. When the physician is called, he
does what he can; but this class of patients has aggravated and
complicated forms of disease, springing from many roots, that
only persistent nursing, rest, and change of life can cure, all of
which seem impossible to secure. The physician lives like the
rest of us on the abilityand willingness of his patrons to pay,
and he stands charged with want of humanity if be either
neglects to respond to all calls or insists for himself on the
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rest which is needed by the patient. Malpractice there may
be, and doubtless is in some cases, but it is also a wonder that
any good at all is done with the patient’s mind in a state of
feverish excitement in planning how to devise means and ways
to pay the doctor and meet the household expenses. If there
be one class of workers more than another who should become
public servants it is thephysician. He should have sole charge
of districts assigned him, and his ability should be proved,
other things being equal, not by the number but by the few-
ness of his patients. He should be responsible, so far as human
means will allow, for the sanitary condition of his district.

This does not end with the life of the person, but is be-
queathed to innocent babes. Children are born into the world
tired and possessed by inheritance of a nervousness and irrita-
bility caused by our system of competition, where all honor
and gain is to the foremost, while, to use the common expres-
sion, “ the devil take the hindmost.”

What is the grand panacea for all this disease? Nothingbut
a complete change of our mode of life, and what plan is more

complete, more just, and more humane than the nationalization
of all industry? God speed the day of its coming.

THE PENALTY PAID FOR SPECULATION IN GRAIN.
BY CHARLES E. Bump.

The price of wheat affects the conditionof society to a. greater
extent than the price of any otherone article ; because through
its cost all grain prices are regulated, and through their dis-
turbance the prices of meat and general food products are
varied.

With an increase in the price of wheat in England from 75
to 127 shillings per quarter the number of burials increased
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from 186,586 to 204.424; the numberof suicides increased from
1800 to 2500; while the number of births decreased from
294.000 to 181,000.

With every increase in the price of wheat the number of
crimes against property increased, and the crimes against per-
sons decreased. The increase of crimes against property is shown
to be one case of larceny to every 100,000 inhabitants for every
three farthings rise in the price of wheat, an equal decrease in
such crime following a decrease in the price.

With every rise in the price of food a portion of society is
driven to a lower and a meaner diet. The result of this is that
an increase of insanity is produced.

At a recent annual convention of charity associations in this
country there were seven papers read “ On the Causes of
Insanity,” and the conclusions reached by all were that the
most potent cause of incurable insanity is a low diet, with pro-
longed mental distress.

It can be shown thatan increase in the price of food products
is followed by a wave of crime, insanity, and death. But this
is not all, for there is a falling off in the number of marriages,
accompanied by a growth of evils incident thereto. In every
way society suffers by the price of wheat being advanced, as
withsuch advance all food products become dearer.

While it is of practical consequence that the cost of tele-
graphic messages, illumination,water supply,and the like should
be put at a minimum by being under the direct control of the
govemment,—national or municipal,—it is of the greatest
importance that the distribution of the grain product should,
in the interest of the many,be controlled, or at least supervised,
by the government. This would of necessity involve the trans-
portation of the product, and to this end a government railway
system would be in order.

It might be possible to transfer grain over long distances by
a cheaper mode than railwaytransportation. Pneumatic tubes
are in use for moving grain in elevators, and engineers are of
the opinion that grain can be transferred over long distances
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by pipe lines operated by air engines or pumps, the grain being
blown through the pipes without abrasion. The cost of con-

structing and operating such a mode of transfer is theoretically
less than by railways. Leaving the method of transportation
out of the question, however, there is no good reason why the
supply and distribution of food products and fuel should not at
once be made a government matter.

 

MINORITY REPRESENTATION.
Br Tnoins C. Bnornr.

The law-making body of a nation or state should be a por-
traiture of the popular body,—thepeople; or, as Mirabeauonce
said in a speech before the Constituent Assembly, it should be
to the nation what a chart is for the physical configurationof
its soil,presenting a reduced picture of the people,—their opin-
ions, aspirations, and wishes,— and bearing therelative propor-
tions to the original, precisely as a map brings before us moun-
tains and da1es.” The problem before us is to displace old and
worn-out machinerywith thatwhich is new and better, and to
discover how to constitute popular representative assemblies in
a form and on a basis thatwill make them an aid to civilization
instead of a clog to human advancement.

For this object a numberof schemes have been proposed and,
to a limited extent, put into practice in this country and in
Europe. The point is to provide a methodof suffrage by which,
to all classes of opinions and to all material interests, shall be
secured, in some fair proportion, a voice in legislative councils.
The plans proposed undertake to do away with the absurdity
of permitting 10,001 votes to over-ride 9,999 and monopolize
the political power of 20,000.

As is obvious, where representatives for legislative bodies are
chosen in any constituency,a majority of one can elect the rep-
resentatives and leave the minority utterly without representa-
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tion. This is a manifest injustice and a positive political evil,
and all the more unjustifiable as it is seen to be unnecessary.

To obtain a fair view of the situation it is essential to form a
correct estimate of the powers of voters. It has been thought-
lessly assumed that anyone qualified to cast a ballot has but
one vote. This is an error. The voter is entitled to give as

many votes as there are candidates to be elected. If there are
four candidates, and one voluntarilyvotes for only three, the
full power of suffrage is not exercised. We must therefore ac-

knowledge thata voter has five votes, or ten, or fifteen; as many
as there are ofiices to be filled. It is on this indisputable fact
that all plans thus far suggested for reforming the process of
elections have been based. Itis seen to be possible and feasible
so to regulate matters that the citizen can mass or distribute as
he pleases the entire number of votes to which he is entitled.
Give each voter thisright, and a minority of voters, if it amounts
to a fourth part of the whole number, can have it always in its
power to secure a representative. It is not intimated of course
that by any just system a minority of the popular vote could
become a majority of a deliberativebody; but it would not be
condemned to everlastingsilence. Its voice would be heard in
thehalls of legislation, where it is assumed in theory,and some-
times happens in practice, that “good reasons must perforce
give place to better.”

It is to be remembered thatpolitical conditions are continu-
ally changing. Old issues die out and new questions come to
the front. The hope of progress in any generation is found in
the newer and later thought. And this thought is always
found with the minority. A majority is never seen in the van
of human advancement. And the higher interests of humanity
demand nothingmore urgently than that the regenerating idea
be early proclaimed in the halls where therepresentatives of the
people meet to deliberate for the good of the whole, both for
educational and legislative purposes. This is the fittest arena
for the conflict of opinion and for “the victory by the better
reason." So that in the idea of minority or proportional repre-
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sentation are involved the bestaspirationsand hopes of therace.
The following are some of the plans proposed : —

1. The Preferential Vote. By this it is proposed that each
voter signify his first, second, and third choice, and so on, of the
candidates for whom he votes.

2. The Limited Vote. By thismethodthe citizen votes for a
less number of candidates than there are representatives to be
elected; so that the minority can always be sure of electing at
least one. The objection to this plan seems to be thatit deprives
the voter of a part of the votes to which he is entitled.

3. The Free or Cumulative Vote. This secures to the voter
his full number of votes, but permits him to cast them as he
sees fit,—either to distribute them among the whole number of
candidates to be chosen, to divide them among a part, or to con-
centrate them on one. Under this system, in any district where
three representatives are to be chosen, a minority of one-fourth
of the whole can always elect a candidate. Before this system
was tried in this country it was objected (1) that it would make
no difference in the general result, because throughout a state
the party that gained a minority member in one district would
lose one in another district where it happened to be in the ma-

jority; and, therefore, the gains and losses would equal each
other ; and (2) that a party might lose by not knowing its
strength.

All objections are best answered by results. In Illinois the
members of the House of Representatives are chosen under
the operation of the cumulative vote, in fifty-one districts
of which every one elects three members. The details of the
first trial of the system in 1872 were carefully collected and
analyzed, and all the conclusions were entirely in favor of the
new method. Of the 51 districts 34 had a republican majority,
and 17 a democratic majority. Under the old system the re-

publicans would have naturally elected 102 representatives and
the democrats 51 ; but, as a matter of fact, the former elected
85 and the democrats 66. There was a small number through-
out the state who did not vote with either of these parties and
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who, under the old system, would have been left entirely unrep-
resented, but by the operation of thecumulative vote theywere
able to elect two representatives. Massing the votes of the three
sections respectively throughout the state it was found that the
republicans elected three more than their proportion, and the
democrats one more, and the independents four fewer. The
true results were not secured with mathematical exactness;
but what election under the old system has not shown results
immenselymore inequitable than these? Takingthevote of the
state as a Whole, it appears that under the old system 247,573
voters would have been represented and the vast number of
184,732 would have been left utterly without representation;
but, as it turned out in this election, 407,844 voters were repre-
sented and only the comparativelysmall number of 19,257 were
left unrepresented.

A system which comes so near securing a just representation
cannot fail to command the attention and approbation of
intelligent and fair-minded citizens. The objection most com-

monly urged is that the idea of “minority representation ” is
opposed to the fundamentaldoctrines of a republic,—that “ the
majority must rule.” If there ever was any pertinency in this
objection, it has no force whatever today. We long ago aban-
doned the majority doctrine when we ordained by law the plu-
rality custom which prevails at present nearly everywhere in
the country. The minority idea is now established by law, but
it must be affirmed in its most offensive form. The issue is
not between a majority and a minority system, for the minority
system already obtains. It is whether it is not more decent
and just that three groups of people, each with preferences dis-
tinct from any other, should each be represented than that a

minority of one-thirdplus one should override the convictions
of almost two-thirdsof the district.

The subject of just representation was more generally agi-
tated, fifteen years ago than it has been in later years. In every
age men of generous instincts have sought to reform abuses
in the civic or social systems, and of late theevilshave appealed
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so strongly to the friends of progress for redress that the ini-
quities in the matter of popular representation have temporarily
dropped out of sight. But the revolvingwheel brings themagain
into view. Ballot reform now challenges the attention of the
country, and it begins to be perceived that this will be inef-
fective if not accompanied by its twin,—representative reform.
It will be of little avail to secure to the citizen a secret ballot
and an independent vote if a vicious system of representation
compels him to vote iniquitously at best. We must not only
give him the right of the ballot freed from the acts of the poli-
tician and the touch of the briber, but we must also secure to
him the opportunity of giving the utmost effect to his individ-
ual choice. Ballot reform is unavailingwithout a system of
just representation.
 

WEALTH THE PRODUCT OF SOCIETY.
Br WALTER Vnoomm.

The American people are beginning to comprehend that the
colossal fortunes of our generation are the result of labor; not
the labor of their possessors, but of thousands who have no
share in spending them. In the development of modern civil-
ization immense values have come into existence, not attribu-
table directly to individual exertion. Land thatwas free a few
years ago is now in great demand on account of the increase of
population in the locality. In the immediate vicinity of many
of our western cities individuals bought for five dollars an acre
farms that now, in less than twenty years, bring five hundred
or a thousand dollars an acre. The people who settled in the
vicinity created the land values; yet how often must they pay
thousands of dollars a year per acre rent to a man who gives
and has given no equivalent. "Other forms of wealth are also
the result of the concentration of population in large centres.
It is no longer necessary for each familyto dig a well and carry
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the water to theirrooms. There is a saving in havingone large
water supply and force and pipes to deliver it to the places
where used. Oil and lamps and lamp cleaning are no longer
necessary,as gas or electric light can be made at one place,and
the whole city supplied with light at less expense. It is no

longer necessary to use a horse and carriage in going about the
city, much time and energy beingsaved by a street-car system.

These things are not the result of either the brain or the
capital of corporations, but are necessary social or communal
results, when a snflicientnumberof people settle in one locality.
Shall, then, the greater part of this saving be appropriated by
a small number of individuals; or shall each member of the
community share alike in its benefits? Shall we grant a

monopoly of supplying these necessaries to corporations and
present them.withlarge fortunes in the form of profit; or shall
we keep the profit and employ the same men to do the labor?

In our large cities we find the small retail establishments
closing out, and the large establishments, thatemploy between
five hundred and two thousand assistants, absorbing all the
business. These concerns are not the result of the talent
of their proprietors. They are social products; and the man-

aging talent, as well as the most simple labor employed, could
be employed by the municipality as easilyas by the corporation.

When we buy a dollar's worth of goods, ten cents of that
dollar, for instance, we give in the shape of profit to the pro-
prietors. It is the right of the individual buyer to keep that
ten cents. To whom belongs the patronage of thepeople? Is
not our patronage our own? \Ve have the right to deal with
ourselves, to employ the necessary labor in the production and
distribution of the things we want, and to get them at cost.
When each citizen recognizes his right, not only to what he
directly produces, but to that which he indirectly produces as

a member of society, the immense wealth of our nation will
find its rightful owners.
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RUSKIN AS A NATIONALIST. '

BY H. TALBOT.
In the year 1860 Mr. Ruskin published in the Cornhill

Magazine four essays on political economy, in which his idea of
the duty of governments is wonderfully similar to those now
advocated by nationalists. In these essays the author main-
tains thatlabor should have a standard rate of wages not easily
varied, bad and good workmenbeing paid alike. This would
lead to the good workmanbeing always chosen first. He holds
that certain occupations should be paid more than others, ac-

cording to cost or labor of training; also captains or managers
more than the ordinary workers; but that each class or rank
should be uniformilypaid. He uses two expressions thoroughly
nationalistic. He says: “ My principles of political economy
were all involved in a single phrase spoken three years ago at
Manchester: ‘Soldiers of the ploughshare as well as soldiers
of the sword’; and they were all summed up in a single sen-
tence in the last volume of ‘Modern Painters’: ‘Govern-
ment and co-operation are in all things the laws of life;
anarchy and competition the laws of death.’” This, written in
England more than thirty years ago, shows his clear perception
of the value and functions of government, and the hurtful,
immoral tendencies of competition. He continues: “And
whereas it has long been known and declared that the poor
have no right to the property of the rich, I wish it also to be
known and declared that the rich have no right to the property
of the poor.”

As important duties of government (Pref. P. S.) he states :

1st. That there should be training schools for youthestablished
at government cost, and under government discipline, over the
whole country; and that in these schools the childshould, with
the best skill of teaching that the country can produce, be
imperatively taught the following three things: the laws of
health and the exercises enjoined by them,habits of gentlenes
and justice, and the calling by which he is to live.
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2nd. That, in connection with these training schools, there
should be established, also entirely under government regula-
tion, manufactoriesand workshops for the production and sale
of every necessary of life and for the exercise of every useful
art; interfering no whit with private enterprise, nor setting
any restraints or tax on private trade, but leaving both to do
their best and beat the government if they can. At these
governmentmanufactoriesand shops good and exemplary work
should be authoritativelydone, pure and true substance sold;
so that, if a man chose to pay the government price, he could
be sure that he would get for his money bread that was bread,
ale that was ale, and work thatwas work.

3rd. That any man or woman, boy or girl, out of employ-
ment, should be at once received at the nearest government
school and set to such work as it appeared he or she was fit for.
That everyone found incapable of work through ignorance
should be taught, or being found incapable of work through
sickness should be tended; but thatall found objecting to work
should be set, under compulsion of the strictest nature, to the
more painful and degrading forms of necessary toil.

Last. That for the old and the destitute comfort and home
should be provided; which provision would be honorable, instead
of disgraceful,'to the receiver. For “a laborer serves his
country with his spade just as a man in the middle ranks of
life serves it with a sword,a pen, or a lancet. And it ought to
be quite as natural and straightforward a matter for a laborer
to take his pension from his parish, becausehe has deserved \ve1l
of his parish, as for a man in higher rank to take his pension
from his country, becausehe has deserved well of his country.”

In these four essays Mr. Ruskin discusses wealth, justice,
honor, and value, and examines the arguments of Mill and
Ricardo, taking the firm stand that the value of a state or
nation consists in its membersor citizens and not in its material
possessions. All nationalists ought to study his arguments
most carefully.
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INDIVIDU.-\LISM VERSUS SOCIALISM.
BY C.u*r.ux E. S. Iluxnxcrox.

The acknowledged leaders in the world of thought, in all
branches of culture and scientific attainment, are divided in
opinion at the present time on the most important question of
all the ages,—- is there intelligent design in nature; and, if this
question be answered in the afiirmative, what is nature’s plan
in man's evolutionaryprogress, and how can she be assisted the
most wisely in her task by man himself. ‘

Although a believermyself in eternal powers, beyond man’s
ken, which rule his destiny, and though I am an optimist in the
faith that the progress of humanity is ever upward to far loftier
heights than can be conceived by mortal mind, it is beyond the
province of thispaper to touch upon the doctrine of final causes
except in so far as this doctrine relates to the efiorts of man
toward continued improvement in his social and industrial rela-
tions. It will be useful for us nationalists, in our present edu-
cational movement, to recognize fully the warfare of diflering
ideas on social problems which is now raging throughout the
civilizedworld.

Two opposing schools of thought are now engaged in the dis-
cussion of the best methods for the guidance of man's evolu-
tionary advance. For the sake of convenience we may rank,
ratherloosely, theexponents of the opposing views on economic
and social questions into two parties,—scientific socialists and
scientific individualists. I use this term “loosely ” to express
the fact that no arbitrary line can be drawn between the mem-
bers of one party and the other, for on many subordinate meas-
ures for the relief of existing evils in our present civilization
unity of sentiment rules both parties. This warfare of thought
is conducted on each side by the ablest writers of our century,
and the influencesexerted by the skillfulpresentations of the
theoriesof each school upon the minds of people in all classes
is immense.
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Starting from the same basis of belief regarding the truths of
evolution, the individualist and the socialist arrive at difl'erent
conclusions regarding the wisdom of man’s direction of the
social development in the past, and each ofi'ers his own theories
regarding the wisest course for this development in the future.

In this age of enlightenment in all branches of material sci-
ence it seems as if the lay public must yield acceptance, in the
main, to the apparentlysound theoriesof evolution as presented
to the world by Darwin, Wallace, Spencer, and other leading
teachers in biology and sociology. The advanced principles of
man’s progressive development from the lowest forms of life to
his present high stage of intellectual culture and material com-
fort by a process of natural selection and survival of thefittest
must be accepted by all thinkersof whatever degree of faith,
or lack of faith, in so—called supernaturalism. We now have a
basis of fact and reason to argue from, instead of the early
attempts at philosophicspeculations,—blind gropings in dark-
ness, guided only by the ignis fatwus or the revelations claimed
to have been given to the Hebrew race.

With this little preface we can turn to the consideration of
more specific articles of faith held by the adherents of the two
schools, individualismand socialism. Bothparties acknowledge
the great advantage in the past of the spur given to individual
efl'ort by the constant struggle of the competitive system of
life; but the indjvidualistsclaim, and here I refer to the doc-
trines of the extreme school, that the highest civilization has
been hindered in its full promise by the constant interference
of organized society ; in fact, that the socialistic tendencies in
human nature have delayed the development of qualities neces-

sary for the attainment of the highest form of earthlyexistence.
The advanced disciples in the “let alone” doctrines of individu-
alism carry the theory of “natural selection ” to a cruel length
in attempting to apply the idea of “ the survival of the fittest ”
to man’s advance in civilization. This doctrine of “ the sur-
vival of the fittest ” should only have force in the earlier stages
of development, from mollusk to ape, from ape to man; but
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when we reach the human stage a nobler principle must be
adopted if we wish to explain the highest destiny for organized
humanity. Some of the leading exponents of the extreme,
hard school of individualism,though no doubt personallywarm-
hearted and charitable toward those who need help in all life’s
relations, and though many of them may be foremost in prac-
tical methods for the improvement of the terribly unjust con-
ditions of our social life, condemn, nevertheless, in theory,
altruistic sentiment in mortal mind as interfering with nature’s
plan of development. In the opinion of the individualist one

vitally important physical sense should be cultivated above all
others by the human being in order to improve the race and
advance general prosperity for the selected classes thatare best
fitted for survival. This physical quality of mortal mind, for
which so much is claimed, is called the “ value sense,”—which
means the abilityon the part of its possessor not only to recog-
nize the necessity of accumulatingproperty but also to repress
all impulses except in the direction of ownership of “ values."
These teachings carried to their logical conclusions would de-
clare that those children of earth who did not possess thisvalue
sense, no matter how high and noble their spiritual qualities
might be, were unfitted for the struggle for existence, and that
the ruling sentiment of all communities should allow such
improvident classes to perish under the brute law, instead of
extending to them the fostering care of organized government.
I do not thinkI have overstated the position of extreme scien-
tific individualism. I could give many quotations from repre-
sentative writers in this line of thought to show how deadly
materialistic and how harsh these individualistic doctrines
really are; and it is to be noticed that,in all the theoriesof this
extreme school, no account is taken of a wise direction of mun-

dane affairs by an eternal mind.
Before turning to the brighter views of life held by thewisest

teachers and followers of socialism in its highest form, it is well
to repeat that in defining the position of the opposite party the
views of the extremists only of that sect were given. We all
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understand,of course, that there is a large body of thinkersand
people from all classes who occupy a middle position in opinion
between the two extremes on these questions. The numerical
majority of persons, composing what we may call the classes of
moderate opinion, is inclined to the ethicalside of socialism,but
at thesame time these well-intentioned people are so lackingin
the faith of the possibilities of human nature under different
conditions from those of competition that they swell the ranks
of the laissezfaire party. Perhaps, when the time comes thata

plain and practicalmethod of life under a. complete social sys-
tem—such an one as nationalismoffers —can be shown, these
skeptics willweigh the scales on the side of equality and justice,
the side of democratic state socialism, or, as we term it, Nation-
alism.

We will now take a broader view of humanity than can be
obtained from the standpoint of individualism. Scientific so-
cialists believe thataltruism (the love of others, the sinking of
self) has produced all the highest and noblest traits of charac-
ter possessed by the human race at this period of the earth’s
history. They believethat altruism was never dead as a ruling
force in nature; “ that it is at the root of all duty, honor, faith-
fulness, and loyalty ”; but at the same time they acknowledge
that man was first stimulated and urged forward beyond the
“ clogging stagnation of savagery ” to barbarism, and thenceto
what is now called civilization,by self-love. We cannot claim,
however, for socialism, in the past, any extended belief among
its chief writers and advocates in a super-mundane intelli-
gence; but they are optimists, as compared to their opponents,
in the faith of human possibilitiesin the future. The socialist
believes that whatever gains man has won in his advance
through the ages are the result of social combinationand co-

operation; thatwithoutsuch social formations in thepast—first
in the family,secondly in the tribe, and again in the uniting of
tribesto form nations—man would have remained the prowling
savage of the forests and plains,with none but animal instincts,
with no aspirations above those of the brute. The intelligent
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socialist accepts thetheory of evolution so entirely thathe feels
certain of the facts deduced from that theory. By following
the course of human development the social body of organized
individuals is seen growing from a condition of anarchy to one
of unity; and we notice, the more complete the unity attained
by any nation, the higher does that nation rank as a civilized
and happy country. May we not compare the human body,
with its millions of life cells, each bearing its little burden, per-
forming its little task for the good of the organized whole, with
the larger living organism called society? In the human body,
so long as the physical molecules composing the vital organs
and tissues work together in harmony, so long does that body
exist in health and life; but if derangement and discord take
place between these molecules (life cells all) disease sets in, and
perhaps deathensues for the body as a whole, though molecules
and atoms prepare for reuniting in other forms of life.

In the social body, wherever organized society has existed,
there has always been more or less of what would be called
disease in the human body, inharmonious action on the part
of individuals or groups of individua1s,—the social molecules.
This antagonism has existed with differing degrees of strength
at different periods of social development, and the student in
sociology may rightly believe that man by resisting the higher
impulses of nature toward unity of interests in society forma-
tion has constantly delayed the full growth and perfection of
the highest forms of aggregate life. There has always been a

thought in the world’s mind of a high ideal of human society,
and the socialist cherishes a faith that man can by organized
effort on the lines of Wise natural development attain that ideal.

- The individualist,on the contrary, while recognizing the fact
thatmuch can be accomplished by voluntary groupings of indi-
viduals for cooperative efforts, deplores any state control of such
associations. He advocates entire freedom of contact between
men with the least possible interference by any form of govern-
ment. In fact, he accepts the competitive system of life as the
true one; but he wishes all restraints of law and force removed,
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excepting only the right to use force in repelling force. This
ideal of individualism is a high one, but it is much more

utopian, and it calls for a much higher type of human nature for
practicalaccomplishment,thanany plan advocated by socialism.
The individualist looks too much at the rights of the minority,
while the socialist, taking even the ground of gross material-
ism, is firmly convinced that the greater happiness for the
greater number should be the sole object of man's endeavor,
and this can only be attained by co-operation and combination
of the social units on an entirely equal basis of reward, all
sharing alike the fruits of united exertion. For the wise man-

agement of such an association some form of central control
chosen by the free vote of the joint workers is necessary. To
return to my former simile. As the human brain acts as the
central guidance of the individual atoms of the physical body,
so should the executive oflicers of the co-operative common-
wealth act for the wise guidance of the social atoms. This is
not paternalism, for the head executive oflicers under a free
ballot are only part of the body politic, and theycan beremoved
or changed at will by that body.

Of course, in the past history of the world the believersand
advocates of competitive warfare between men have ruled the
earth. In our o\vn day these principles of life govern the opin-
ions of a great majority of the people; but the general spread
of education and intelligence among the wage-earners of the
world is very rapidly creating such a power of righteous senti-
ment that the necessary social and industrial readjustments may
be speedily accomplished without much general anger or dis-
turbance.

Nationalists must be patient and hopeful, waiting for the full
education of the spirit of our nation. Let us, each one, do his
or her part in this grand work of awakening the people to the
threateneddangers to their liberty in the growthof the money
power in the hands of the few. Above all, let us sink all per-
sonal likes and dislikes in the one noble object we have in view.
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SONGS OF BROTHERHOOD.
BY ALLAN Easnnx Cnoss.

7. GLASGOW, FROM rrs _\'I~:cnoPOI.ls.

Entombed in smoke the city lies,
Which not the light of sweetest day,

Nor breath of heaven, nor warmth of sun,
Hath yet the power to break away;

As dead unto the blessed sky,
The fair blue heaven above it spread,

As cold to life, beneathmy feet.
This ancient city of the dead!

And many a city of the plain,
Like Glasgow ’neath its shrouding laid,

Lies dead unto its higher life,
Deep buried in the smoke of trade.

Not that this trade itself is bad,
Nor that man's equal work is wrong!

But wrong it is that poor and weak
Should bear the burdens of the strong;

And, blinded by this smoke of trade,
And, buried in their ignorance,

Should find the world God gave to them
A sorry sepulchre of chance.

And so I mused, and so I wrote,-
But at the word, like God's own hand,

A fierce wind sprang from out the North
And rolled the stone from ofi the land,

And let the gracious sunlight in,
And showed a city fair to see,

With spires, and masts, and monuments,
Enrobed in white serenity.

And so, e’en so, God speed the day !
This smoke of trade upon the world,

By his strong spirit in men’s hearts,
Shall from theirdarkened lives be hurled;
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And eyes shall look undimmed and free

Up to the heavens, and find the light,
No longer blurred by blinding trade,

But sweet and gracious to the sight;
And all men then shall gaze above.

And bless the life God gave to them,
And bless the giver, serving him

With lives he thus shall save to them.
8. THE WIZARD COMPETITION.

I met a mad magician in the way,
A daft old dervish, idly murmuring
Of what did seem a most fantastic thing,

And yet I pondered much what he did say.
The fellow fancied him a very prince,

Ruling a world by his poor sorcery,-
Methinks, the world must be as daft as he,

If what he said should aught of truth evince.
He claimed to hold the honor of our earth

In full subjection to his magic spell ;
And wheresoe’er his whimsey fiat fell

There bowed to dust the world's diviner worth.
And whosoe’er was best at tricks and foils,

To him he gave the bounty of the land,
Till Cunning got men's produce well in hand,

And Labor lost the profit of its toils.
And stranger yet! he took an ill delight.

This loathy fiend, in massing side by side,
In wanton, cruel jest, men’s pain and pride,

Their rags and jewels. helplessness and might.
“ And all in glad obeisance kiss my hand,

And all are in a common bondage bound ;
On hearts of rich as well as poor is found

The serf's base collar or the slave's hot brand.
“They even cast their lives beneathmy feet,

And hail me authorof their liberty,
And do it proudly, too —— the fools! " quoth he,—

This gibberingdervish with his mad conceit.

263
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Communication:for this department must be as short and concise as possible, and upon

some tulgject of general interest to natiotaaliats.
Unleu received before the 10th day of the month, it is impossible topromioe the insertion

of any letter in the next following number of lhe magazine.
Correspondents are requested not to write on both side: of the paper.

 

CONDITION AND AIMS OF KAWEAH COLONY.
The editorial headed “ A Mistaken View of Nationalism” in the Sep-

tember number of your magazine is apt to mislead the uninformed in
regard to Kaweah Colony. It is not an enterprise where communism of
effort and property or equality in work and reward is aimed at. One of
our basic principles is to inaugurate a system guaranteeing equal oppor-
tunities to every one of its members. Not equality in material products,
whether work is done or not; or if done, whether it be efiicient or poor;
but it is proposed instead of using compulsion in case a person should
refuse to work. to leave him free to refuse if he chooses to forego remu-
neration, by giving each worker the full value of his labor, or, in other
words, reward according to his deeds.

The colonists propose, furthermore, not to be satisfied with a moun-
tainous valley and a giant forest as a shelter of activity,but intend to
extend their territory, add new members, and use the immense wealth
their labor will create, within a few years, in the extension of practical
scientific socialism. HERMAN V. GRUENIGEN.

I wish to kindly refer to the views expressed in the editorial of the
September NATIONALIST, under the heading “A Mistaken View of
Nationalism.”

I doubt the existence of a dearer hope or desire in the heart of any
sincere nationalist than the one to secure an immediate enjoyment of
that higher life and association, possible only through the practical
application of the principles of nationalism upon some practical plan,
regardless of its “proving or disproving ” anythingto an indifferent por-
tion of society. Some practical plan for this purpose seems to me as
important a study as does the course to be pursued towards insuring or
hastening the far ofi or “final change,” and I am glad to see the “ Sug-
gestion " of Mr. Charles Evans Holt appear on this subject in the same
numberof the NATIONALIST. I am confident that hundreds of nation-
alists will be glad to see the discussion of this subject continued through
our magazine,and encouraged by its editor. Minor remedies, if remedies
at all, are far better than none. The weak may be the only ones in urgent
need of them, but it is to try to “ relieve them of the dreadful injustice
of the present system,” and “ the slavery it would perpetuate that we
pledge our best efforts." I beg for the discussion to go on, and if good
comes of it many happy souls will praise the day when it began.

MEMBER, Club No. 1, of Ohio.
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INVENTION UNDER NATIONALISM.
In the August number of the NATIONALIST appeared a letter from

“Piston Rod,” under the heading “Invention under Nationalism,” a
question worthy of the closest attention. We are still,most certainly, all
" of the world, worldly,”and under our present conditions it is quite
natural that we should be so constituted. Mr. William H. Randall
recognizes the requirements of our nature when he says “otficial rank
should be recognized by increased emoluments.” So, too, in the case of
the inventor, he should be rewarded for his superior usefulness. This
principle we see in the working of the natural laws. All men do not
enjoy the same good health from youth to old age, but each is, to a great
extent, himself responsible, and sufiers bad or enjoys good health as
he disobeys or obeys the laws governing the action of the different parts
of his body. Plainly, then, in a system of co-operation of labor, the
reward should be in proportion to the skill required and the usefulness
of the work performed.

Invention, under nationalism and a proper system of meritorious
reward, would have a far more suitable field for development than the
present. In fact, when we consider the effect of the inventions of labor-
saving machineryunder the present system of individualism.it is almosta
wonder that anyone has the heart to exert his inventive powers, only to
increase the riches of the rich and the poverty of the poor.

J. M. WILLIAMS,
In answer to “ Piston Rod,” I would say that man's inherent desire

to excel—the only cause of his rising from a state of animalism-—
would not be neutralized by the ease and comfort which nationalism
would bestow. It would bring everyone into contact with the necessity
for invention. It would give opportunity withoutsitting up 0’ nights, and
also supply the ways and means, together with the assistance of science,
machinery,and skilled labor in the art of construction. Now, in our
competitive state, it is “ root, hog, or die ”; and how many do die with
valuable inventions buried within them! Opportunity and assistance,
coupled with the desire to excel, surely would not be liable to cause
man, after his promotion to a higher state, to lose the desire for promo-
tion as an individual.

The ambition to excel, coupled with all the advantages which the new
condition would bestow,would give an impetus to invention far in excess
of the present rate. L. V. M.

COMPULSORY VS. VOLUNTARY NATIONALISM.
To wait until, by political action, the nationalizationof industry shall

be adopted is one thing; to adopt this principle of combined action for
business purposes on a small scale is another.

The adherents of the first system claim that the ordinary competi-
tive system interferes with voluntary combination,and that the latter
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can be successfully adopted only by making it compulsory upon all alike.
The upholders of the second claim that the impediments to voluntary
combination are wholly internal, that the failures in small efforts are
caused by the imperfections of their plans, or the disagreements of the
members, and that these would cause a failure on a large as well as on
a small scale.

This antagonism should not exist. That the first class of persons is
mistaken is, I think, shown by the thousands of co-operative societies
and communities which have been for many years in successful operation,
both in this and other countries. The second class is equally at fault in
limiting their efforts to voluntary combination only. It is true that if
the people would generallyadopt thegradual method, by joining together
in small local organizations,and then consolidatingthese into one general
organization, there would be no need of political action. But while we
have the power to act politically, it would be negligent of our own
interests not to utilize it. Then, let us not disparage either of these
methods, but aid and encourage both of them at the same time. Little
by little we have been nationalizingmany of the industries of our country
ever since it began. Let us continue in this line until we capture from
private enterprise every industry, so that it shall hereafter be carried on
by all for the equal benefit of all, instead of as now by the few, and for
the benefitof the few. At the same time let all who believe in securing
immediate benefits go on establishing models on a small scale. These
are helpful as showing how much better it would be on a large scale.

In the voluntary co-operative societies and communities which have
agreed among themselves, no outside impediments to success have been
experienced. By superiority of system, they have always successfully
competed with private enterprise, and have thus clearlyshown that there
is no need either of waiting for political action or of isolation.

This success on a small scale ought to give assurance that the nation-
alization of such combinationwould enable our government to compete
successfully withall othergovernments in which private enterprise is per-
mitted, so that not only would the general welfare of all our citizens thus
be greatly enchanced, but all other governments would thus be forced to
adopt the same method in order to maintain an equality of power.

A. Loxouzr.

CHEAP VS. HONEST MONEY.

Having read the article in your September issue, “The Farmers’
Demand for Cheap Money,” I. take exception to some of the writer’s
statements. It is not cheap but honest money that the farmers want.
They want a dollar that is good for the farmer, the merchant, the
mechanic, the sailor, everybody.

It is the stamp, with the credit of the nation behindit, that gives value
to money. This kind of money covers gold and silver, but gives them
no patent rights over other metals. Such a money will perpetuate the
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nation, for it will be the people's, and as fixed as the north star; redeem-
able when desired to exchange it for somethingthat is wanted, and of no
use until that time arrives.

By a mortgage on his land the farmer offers the best security that can
be given, as it is constantly increasing in value. Naturally,he thinksit
only fair that he should borrow of the government, on what is his to
pledge and for which he pays taxes. and just as naturally he thinksit
unfair that the government should use his credit and that of all other
toilers,—that is, “the nation's credit,”—to loan to the banks, which get
interest on what they own as well as on what they owe.

The greenbackshould not be compared with continental money,which
was a promise to pay in Spanish milled dollars. The greenbacks of the
first issue were legal tender and at par with gold. The next issue was
the same when it passed the House, but when it got to theSenate certain
men, while the nation was struggling for its life, threatened what they
would do if the repudiating clause was not put upon it. This remains
today an evidence of the most villanous conspiracy by our own so-called
honorable men. Hence the depreciation of the greenback,which forced
the soldier to take from 38 to 50 cents for his dollar, and put more than
fifty million people in bondage to this day.

It is not on account of the great volume of money issued. as Mr. Pet-
erson says. but because of this repudiating clause that the greenback
depreciated in value. His idea of a currency of two dollars in paper to
be redeemed by one dollar in ooin would be a fifty—cent dollar.

Our whole system of finance is founded on a falsehood. The govern-
ment should control and issue the money, and not place itself in the
condition it was in when the war broke out, when the people had to use
broken bank money, postage stamps, and anythingthat came handiest.
Horace Greeley said “a well executed counterfeit was better than some
of the regular bank bills for use.”

There should be banks of issue which shall be banks of deposit as well,
in which the government would take charge of the money, and from
which it could, when needed, be obtained by giving proper security. The
farmer would not keep the money he hired at two per cent if he had
no use for it, and while the interest was paid the government would
not want the principal. The mortgagee, when paid, could deposit his
money with the government and have it caredfor without charge, where’
it could he had when wanted, just as the farmerand the mechanic do with
their tools, which represent in the aggregate a large amount of capital.

The government in providing a currency should have nothing to do
with interest, but have that currency good for all alike. Mr. Peterson
says “ the experiment has been tried and invariably failed.” I do not
think any nation ever had honest money. It was always based on a
false promise impossible to fulfill. Based on a falsehood. it could not be
a success. Josnm \\'mrrr-moan.
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following numberof themagazinecannot be guarantee .

17.—(1) While waiting for a chance to do something “practical,”
would it not be well for our lawyer friends to exert themselves in the
matter of amendments to our state constitutions?

(2) Should not efforts be made to secure provisions requiring that, in
all charters for public carrier service, hereafter to be granted, the state
shall be entitled at the end of. say, twenty years and at regular recur-
ring periods thereafter to assume control by paying the then actualvalue
of all property necessary to conduct the business on state account?

(3) Should not amendments be made to force all private corporations
now organized for public service to turn over to the state, say, one per
cent of their capital stock in kind each year, and also provide for gov-
ernment directors proportioned to the state holdings of such stock?

(4) While dealing with constitutions, state and national,—thatmay
be radicallyamended if the large majority say so.—— why not end the
possibilityof having large private estates entailed? Nay, why not go
further and prohibit any individual from disposing by will of more than
one million dollars,—a sum equal to a thousand years‘ pay for a good
mechanic? All above that, however obtained, should be devoted to
public uses as if raised by taxation.

(5) If state action is advised and it be deemed unwise for one state
to so act in advance of its neighbors, could it not be left discretionary
with the legislatures when to have such provisions take effect,— to secure
concurrent action by several states? C. A. N.

18.— John T. Codman’s answer to question No. 10 is very interesting.
I wish now to ask if he will furnish, through you, the names of the
incorporators of “The Brook Farm Institution for Agriculture and
Education.” A copy of this document would, I think,he of interest to
numbers of your readers. SILAS Yoncx.

19.—Will some one of our friends who want us to have a badge tell
us what good it will do. At present I cannot help thinking,with L.
Stuart, thatwe have no use for any such thing. A VVORKINGMAN.

20.— How many industrial communities are now in existence in the
United States? What are theirnames? Where are they situated ? How
long have theybeen in operation, and who are their secretaries? M. N.

21.—— From what books can I get the clearest definitions of national-
ism and Christian socialism? I should like to know how far theyare the
same and where they differ. PERPLEXED.
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ANSWERS.
2.— John C. Perkins,of Swanville,Erie County, Penn., says: “ The

gross amount of the capital stock of the railroads is about $9,000,000,-
000, of which about $5,000,000,000 is water. At four per cent, the
average annual railroad dividend, $360,000,000. is the amount annually
paid out in railroad dividends in the United States, of which $200,000,-
000 are paid on watered stock.” According to T. W. Gilruth,of Kan-
sas City, Mo., “the railroads of the United States are capitalized for
$9,719.517,248. They cost only $2,000,000,000. The ocean of
watered stock is the difference. The people, for transportation of per-
sons and commodities, are required to pay 5.} per cent dividends upon
this capitalization.” If A. E. C. will consult Poor's Manual he will, I
think, find that $10,000,000,000 capitalization and 87,000,000,000
watered stock is not far from the truth. H. R. L.

6.-—- In the “Irrepressible Conflict” Moses Hull says that between
1850 and 1870 Congress gave away to railroad companies 208,344,268
acres, and names the corporations. and the amount given to each. He
also names nineteen noblemen of Great Britain who own 1,449,410
acres, says the list is yearly on the increase, and gives the names of the
owners. H. R. L.

8.—So far as any definite information can be obtained from the cor-
respondence on life at the headquarters of the First Nationalist Club of
Boston, it appears that in only two states, Ohio and California, have
nationalist leagues been formed. Massachusetts will soon be in line, as
the preliminary conventions have been held, a constitution adopted, and
delegates elected from the diflerent clubs throughout the state. Before
this appears in print the le ue will probably be ready to guide national-
istic aiiairs in the Old Bay tate. California seems to be the only com-
monwealth in which the nationalistswill enter politics, as a distinct body,
this autumn. SECRETARY.

15.—-It is diflicult to obtain accurate information such as W. J. S.
asks for. The Encyclopedia Britannica says: “Just how many per-
sons belong to the American trade societies is not known. It cannot be
less than a million and may be much more. In 1880, according to the
census report, there were 2,440 such societies in the United States, rep-
resenting 132 industries.” The English numbers seem to be given
pretty accurately in the article on “The Liverpool Trade-Union Con-
gress,” wherein you say, on page 200 of the last number. “At this con-
vention there were 457 delegates. representing 311 societies and, as
nearly as can be estimated, 1,470,191 members.” I should think that
the numbers here would far exceed those of England. S. J. W.
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CURRENT TOPICS.

 

STREET-RAILWAYS.
‘The Cleveland Pres: greets enthusiasticallythe recent action of the

city council in passing a resolution looking to the city's laying of street-
car tracks in Wilson Avenue. It says: “ The long struggle to break the
autocracy of the street-railroad magnates over the highways has led to
a public opinion which has been heeded even in the hall of the city
legislators. What a comfort it would have been had the preceding
council taken this position, instead of giving away all the best streets of
the city for twenty-five years without price and with hardly a reserva-
tion.” The owning of the tracks in the streets by the municipality
ought to lead to the performance of the entire service by the public
authority. All that is needed in order to do this successfully is to adopt
a business-like system. That it can be done is shown by experience
elsewhere. Australian cities own and run their own street railways;
and Glasgow, which has long owned the tracks, leasing them to a cor-

poration, has recently decided to assume the operation of the system.
Americans ought to be competent to do anythingin a public capacity
that the people of any other country can do.

PROFIT-SHARING.
The Unitarian club has been lately discussing this question and show-

ing a very respectable aptitude for misappropriating and misusing terms.
That the workmanmay be able to devote to his own use a fair share of
the results of his work is one of the objects for which we are all stri-
ving. We are, however, so unaccustomed to find the orthodox political
economist advocating fair and feasible measures for the equitable accom-
modation of the relations between capitalist, producer, and consumer
that we could not but look for the key to the enigma. This we find in
these words: “ In profit-sharing the employer has a system entirely
under his control. . . . The result will be undiminished profit to the
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employer, a dividend to the employee, and peace between the two.”
And this result is called profit-sharing. The employer will share his
profits with the employee and yet retain undiminished profits for him-
self. A wise man has said that you cannot eat the loaf and have it;
and in spite of the dictum of the Unitarian Solons we believe that there
is an atom of truth in the proposition. It is clear that if the employers
are going to retain an undimiuished profit for themselves, they must
combine to raise the price of their goods, and thus, from the necessities
of the consumers, raise a fund out of which they can pay the producer
higher wages. This is in no sense profit-sharing, and the word can only
be used as a euphemism for the garnishing of a dishonest transaction.
It may produce “peace between the two," but it will be necessary to
establish peace between the three before we arrive at a peace that shall
be enduring. When Peter is robbed thatPaul may be paid, Peter is sure
sooner or later to rebel.

WASTEFUL DISTRIBUTION.
The New York World had recently a significant article on the waste

caused by the methods of distribution employed in that city. A number
of prominent business men were asked: “Are more men employed in
your line of business than are necessary to supply the public want?”
Without exception the heads of large houses declared that half the
middlemen in the‘city were useless; a few large establishments could
supply the city with everythingit needs. For instance, a leading clothier
said: “Twenty-five establishments could supply the city with clothing
more economically and with greater convenience than it is supplied at
present with 650 establishments. Three-fourths of the men now en-

gaged in the clothingbusiness are useless in their present position, and
the country would be richer if they turned their energies to productive
enterprise. Two men in a large establishment do the work of eight in
a small one. Fifteen per cent is saved when the wholesale merchant is
abolished and goods are sent direct from the factory to the retail store.”
In every trade the responses were of a similar tenor, and the waste in
distribution under the present system was shown to be enormous. Even
in one of the learned professions a fearful waste of energy was exhibited.
When asked: “Does the legal business of New York require the ser-
vices of 5460 lawyers?” the Hon. Thaddeus B. VVakemanreplied: “ One
thousand lawyers, if properly organized, could perform all the legal
business of New York, and 4460 whose labors are now useless would be
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forced into productive employment.” If the element of profit were

only eliminated from the motive for distribution, and the service of the
public were the main consideration, what a tremendous saving there
would be, both in the doing of the work itself, and the diversion to use-
ful activitiesof the superfluous membersof thepresent distributive army!
Tm: Camus or CAPITAL.

Ex-President Hayes, with his clear perception of the wrongs that
cause the universal social unrest of today, presents a marked contrast to
that other Ohio statesman, Senator Sherman, who is trying to find some

way to suppress trusts and other great combinations,saying in substance
to the manufacturers: “ Now that we have protected you with the
McKinley bill,go ahead and compete like the good little infant indus-
tries that you are. But if, instead of competing, you hereafter still
insist on combining,I shall be ready to sweep away protection entirely.”
The promising infants, however, say that they know a game worth two
of that, and will surely go on with their combinationsfaster than ever.

In his address as president of the National Prison Association, at its
recent meeting in Cincinnati,Mr. Hayes quoted the late Horatio Sey-
mour, who, as first president of the society,said that the community, the
society in which great crimes are committed, in which crimes increase,
are in some real sense, in some real degree, responsible for those crimes;
that society itself cannot be separated. “ The crimes of today are due
to the business and social spirit of today,” said Mr. Hayes. “ Consider.
There are two classes of crime in all civilizedcountries, and especially
in our own country. The crimes of capital and the crimes of sudden
wealth; the crimes of those avaricious for gain, avaricions for money,
not always merely for money, but for the power that money gives: the
power over place, over position, over office. over influence, over conven-

tions, over legislative bodies (I hope not yet over courts),but the power
of money gained rapidly, not always by the purest means. That spirit
leads to the crimes of those who are at the top of the wall of fortune,
not always punished, not always convicted, too frequently admired and
envied. The opportunities here by speculation, by gambling, by every
description of illegitimate effort to make great fortunes, leaving others
without thatopportunity, is a great cause of crime in this country : and
then I say with Governor Seymour, for all this the community itself is
more or less responsible in their laws, in their conduct of business, in
their general lives,”
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THE Cause or EXPENSIVE ILLUMINATION.
A correspondent informs us that the capitalization and debt of the

Chicago gas monopoly is so large that the interest alone on its bonds
amounts to forty cents a thousand feet on the output of gas. The gas
in theholder costs about twenty-seven cents a thousand; it is sold to the
city at a dollar a thousand, and to the public at one dollar and twenty-
five cents. “ If the plant were capitalized at anything like cost,” says
our correspondent, “ gas could be sold at two-thirds its present price.”

’ The Chicago gas works in private hands offer an instructive contrast
to the conduct of the electric lighting plant by the city, as recently de-
scribed in this magazine. It is going to be an expensive proceeding to
get these illuminatingplants, over-capitalized as they are, out of private
into public hands. But Glasgow, Birmingham, and other cities in Great
Britain have found it expedient to obtain control of the gas works even

at the exorbitant prices demanded. By means of a sinking fund, these
cities have already either reduced the capital to a figure that enables
them to produce very cheap gas, or have wiped it out entirely, thus
bringing the cost of production down to the minimum. The Boston gas
monopoly has just entered upon the production of fuel gas, distributed
in special mains. charging sixty cents a thousand, and expects a great
demand for it, owing to the convenience and cleanliness of such fuel.
In London the cost of illuminatinggas is only sixty cents a thousand.
Fuel gas can be produced at a cost of eight to ten cents a thousand,and
the expense of distribution, which is one of the chief elements in the
cost of gas to the consumer, would probably not be, at the utmost, over
three times the cost of the gas in the holder, so that, in Boston, fuel gas
could be sold at thirty cents a thousand and bring a fair profit. \Vere
the plant in the hands of the city, fuel gas could easily be supplied at
that price. But the principle of a private corporation is to charge all
that the business will bear. In the hands of the city, fuel gas could be
made cheaper than the expense of coal to the consumer; the demand
would be general, and the cost would be correspondinglyreduced. In
the hands of a. private monopoly,with an enormously inflated capitaliza-
tion, the public gains only the advantage of the increased convenience
from the new kind of fuel ; all the advantage of relative cheapnesss
goes into the pockets of a class of individuals privileged by corporate
rights to prey upon the needs of the community.
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Som: RAILWAY Lnssoxs.
The Hon. Chauncey M. Depew comes back from Europe with some

disingenuous talk about railways. Mr. Depew is one of the men who,
as director in the Chicago & Northwestern railway,was addressed by
‘Mr. Henry D. Lloyd by name as personallysharing in the responsibility
for the Spring Valley outrage upon honest miners by criminal million-
aires, who, under false pretences, enticed coal miners from all over the
country into their trap. Perhaps it was because Mr. Depew was so
full of his hobnobbing with royalty in England that he did not pay such
attention to the facts of European railwaymanagementand administra-
tion as might be looked for from the president of a great railway com~

pany. At all events, he gives a misleading idea of government owner-

ship of railways when he seeks to compare government lines in Europe
with private lines in America, where conditions are entirely ditferent.
A truthful comparison would necessitate a contrast between the European
railways when in private hands and their present condition under public
ownership. It would be found that the improvement under the latter
conditions have been enormous. And, in trying to make out how much
cheaper transportation is under private management. Mr. Depew con-

veniently ignores the example of Hungary, where the Zone system,
under state management, has effected a reduction of fares to rates very
much cheaper than the lowest figures known in this country.

Again, in citing the example of cheap peaches in Italy and dear
peaches in London, in contrast with the transportation of California
fruit across this continent, Mr. Depew is misleading. The main reason
for the great cost of the Italian peach in London is to be found in the
number of national frontiers, with their barriers to trade, existing on the
route. But in Germany, with the superb package-post system of that
country, a man in Berlin may order five kilograms, or eleven pounds, .

of peaches from Mannheim or Constance, and receive them at a cost of
only twelve cents for transportation. Here, with the express companies
successfully lobbying to prevent the introduction of an efiicient package
post, the rates on that class of mail matter are kept at a cent an ounce,
so that, to send that amount of merchandise by mail in this country
would cost $1.76.

Meanwhile, Mr. Depew’s own railway company, whose motto is the
famous one of “The Public be Damned,” had, in his absence. been
illustrating the beneficenceof leaving the means of public transportation
to irresponsible private hands. Were the railwaysowned by the people
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and operated by the government, as they should be. no such difiiculty as
that on the New York Central could have occurred.

The enormous increase of terrible railway accidents in this country
of late is ascribed to the employment of incompetent men, for the sake
of cheapness. On the Baltimore & Ohio railroad nine men were killed
through the mistake of a telegraph operator, who, we are told, was “ a

mere boy.” The main aim of private railway management is the gain-
ing of profit, the service of the public being a secondary consideration.
With public ownership we should not be cursed with the poor economy
and worse humanity of employing cheap men and overworking good
ones,—evils that are largely responsible for the railway casualties of
today.
A BASIS or Pnrsxcar. SCIENCE.

Prof. A. E. Dolbeare, the eminent electrician and inventor, contributes
to the New Ideal an article called “ First Principles in Social Reform.”
His claim, that for the correct determination of social problems an

understanding of the conditions of physical science is necessary, is a

correct one. No theory can stand the test of criticism if it includes
assumptions which any branch of physical science, the conditions of
which are exactlyknown, proves to be falsely grounded. “ In order to
understand a sociological problem, a knowledge of psychology is essential.
A working knowledge of psychology requires a knowledge of biology,
or of the laws of life; and no adequate knowledge of this can be had
by one without a preparation in physics and in chemistry,” says Prof.
Dolbeare. We fancy that the learned professor would hardly claim
that for a person to thinkand write intelligently on sociology he must
be well grounded in these various branches. The interrelation of the
various branches of science is such that it would be simply impossible
for a specialist in one department to have a close knowledge of the
various other departments that have an essential bearing on his own.
It is, of course, suflicient to accept the conclusions of the competent
investigators in the various fields of physical science. It is difiicult to
determine precisely what Prof. Dolbeare can mean when, alluding to
“Looking Backward,” he says: “If the authorknew half as much of
physicalscience as he ought to have known, he never would have written
it.” We have heard of inventors of whom it was said that, had they
been thoroughly educated in the departments in which they worked,
they would never have made the important discoveries that theydid, for
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then they would have known —that is, would have supposed they knew
—that what they tried to do was impossible. Viewed in that light, we
are thankful for Edward Bellamy’s “ignorance." But, in fact, the
great excellence of that author'swork lies in its broad scientific basis.
It proceeds from one of the highest of scientific faculties,—the power to
generalize broadly, clearly,and comprehensively. Regarded aside from
its fanciful details, the fundamental ideas of “ Looking Backward” will
be found to consist in a recognition of the plainly demonstrated truth
that fully nineteen-twentiethsof human energy is wasted in the friction
of the prevalent unscientific system of unorganized production; in a

perception of the value of the axiom: “In union there is strength;”
and that its application in efiecting properly organized production in the
only way that it can be elfected—under national direction—would
utilize the greater portion of that energy, now wasted, and would ines-
timably promote the prosperity and increase the wealth of mankind.
Some of Prof. Dolbeare’s most notable and best-informed brother
inventors have perceived these scientific qualities, and have cordially
approved the work. We commend to Prof. Dolbeare a consideration
of the utterances of one of the most eminent, clear-seeing, and broad-
minded of living physicists, Prof. Huxley, who, writing upon sociological
subjects, says: “ I do not see how any limit whatever can be laid down
as to the extent to which, under some circumstances, the action of gov-
ernment may be rightfully carried.”

A Few Wonns Anour Woax.
The evils from which the country is sufiering as a consequence of the

methods by which private business enterprises are conducted and the
necessary legislative authorityfor such undertakings is obtained are gen-
erally known and admitted. When the men who have made the wealth
of the country protest because, through legislative enactments which
have legalized robbery, they are shut out from the enjoyment of that
which is theirs; when bone and sinew seeking employmentrebel because,
through capitalistic greed, the avenues of occupation are closed and the
means of sustaining life are denied to them; when industrial slaves
make an attempt to show that they are men and rise in verbal insubordi-
nation against a system which places them body and soul at the disposi-
tion of fellow-men, whose only title to superiority is an excess of craft
and cunning by which they have been enabled to accumulate the means
of debauching legislative assemblies and of establishing themselves in
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the possession of that which never was, and never could be, theirs by
right; when these things occur, and are brought to our knowledge, we
hold up our hands in pious horror and exclaim : “ What is the country
coming to? Why are not these people content with the condition in
which it has pleased the Almighty to place them?” When it is made
plain that nearly every branch of the public service is honeycombedwith
corruption. and thatthe foundation of the whole system of commercial en-

terprise rests upon the festering relics of slain and mutilated honesty
and uprightness. then we calmly fold our hands and invoke the judgment
of heaven upon the heads of those who abuse their trusts.

That the condition of things is serious everyone readilyacknowledges;
but nobody likes to think that he or she has any share of the responsi-
bilityfor that which obtains. Yet this is undoubtedly the case, and the
person who most loudly raises his voice in complaint is not infrequently
the one upon whom the greatest amount of responsibilityrests; for, as

a rule, he is the one who has done the least towards a rectificationof the
evils which he deplores. The man or the woman who sits at home and
does nothing while political chicanery is being hatched is responsible for
all the public dishonesty that exists. The feeling which keeps a citizen
from taking an active interest in the political, industrial, and social con-
dition of his country, because perchance the associations are unpleasant
and the work distasteful, is evidence of an unhealthy mental condition.
It is this apathy,this abnegation of duty, that has brought about the
present state of things; necessary, we allow, and right as a stage in our

evolutionary advance, but only as a stage to be overpassed as soon as

we can place our feet firmly in advance.
The time for this advance is at hand, and workers are needed to clear

the way. Every man and woman in the land should arise with deter-
mination and, by word and action, make it impossible that the onward
march shall be impeded and that the destruction of political corruption
and industrial slavery shall be delayed. Now is the time to uproot the
system which gives to the few all that is worth having in life and con.
demns the multitude to a brute competitive struggle for the bare means

of physical subsistence. The treacherous tendrils of this system are

binding themselves around and about us so firmly that, unless we act
with resolution and promptitude, we, like Laocoiin when he attempted
to save his sons from the embrace of the serpents, shall be helpless in
the fatal coils.

If we are not willing that this should be the case, everyone must
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engage in the work. In the struggle there is no room for apathy; every
person must take his stand on the one side or on the other. The repre-
sentatives of the systems which it is our work to uproot have taken their
places. and are working with all the energy of those who well know
that upon the result depends their very existence. If the democracy of
Athens, where exclusive privilege was apparently ineradicably fixed,
could wipe away all class distinctions and establish equality of rights,
surely the people of the United States of America can deal the death-
blow to corruption, dishonesty, and the exploitation of man by man.

They certainly can, if duty be done and aid extended by everyone who
believes in honesty, integrity, and an equality of opportunity for all.

 

NEWS OF THE MOVEMENT.

In Massachusetts the different clubs are electing delegates to the state
league. The First Club of Boston has issued to the voters of the state
an address that has attracted a good deal of attention owing to the fact
that it is the only address thathas dared to arraign the last legislature
of the state for its peculiar methods of legislating, and its evident in-
difierence to the cry of the people for authorityto carry on the lighting
industries in the various cities and towns of the state. The Lynn Club
has elected the following oflicers: Geo. H. Cary, president; E. Joseph-
ine Roache and Geo. VV. Gilmore, vice-presidents; Mrs. L. J. Hitch-
cock, recording secretary; John T. Broderick, corresponding secretary;
Wallace Osborne, treasurer. John A. O‘Keefe was selected to represent
the club on the executive committee of the state league. This club is
doing some very effective work in an educational way. Mr. Wakefield
has made a good impression on the community by the publication of
several able articles setting forth the advisabilityof the city’s furnishing
its inhabitants with coal. The school question is also being ventilated
pretty thoroughlyby the nationalists of the city.

The nationalists of California have issued an address to the people of
their state in the shape of a platform. It is an able document, and like
the one from Massachusetts is chiefly notable for its outspokenness. In
the uncompromising vigor of its statements it is not unlike some of the
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first platforms of the republican party. The PacificClub holds meet-
ings thatare crowded every Sunday evening. It also meets on alternate
Tuesday evenings. At San Jose, F. P. Cook, of Los Angeles, addressed
the First Club on “ Industrial Democracy,”Sunday evening, Sept. 7th.
The Central Nationalist Club, of Oakland, meets Monday evenings at
the parlors of the Henry House. Club No. 1, of Alameda, meets every
Friday evening at Captain J. J. Harran’s residence.

The Jersey City Club held its first autumn meeting at 205 Eighth
Street, on the 17th of September, when Mr. Stansbury Morse, of the
Harlem Club, addressed them. The people of Plainfield and Passaic
are much interested in nationalism,and we expect to hear from them
very soon. ‘

In Rhode Island thenationalistsare getting to be a power. Their ideas
are exciting is good deal of interest throughout the state. Club No. 1,
of Providence, had to adjourn its meeting of Sept. 7th to a larger hall
to accommodate the crowd; several new members were added to the
roll, among others a young lawyer, Mr. Pierce, who was jilted by the
republican party largely because of a ballot-reform bill that he intro-
duced into the state assemblywhilea memberof that body. Mrs. Bacon,
of Hartford, gave an account of the spread of nationalismin Connecti-
cut, and read one of Rev. Mr. Tower’s sermons on that subject delivered
at New Britain. The three Providence clubs expect to exercise some

political influence during the coming winter. Pawtucket is to have a
club very soon.

In Connecticut the Hartford Club was recently addressed by a young
Armenian,a student of economics and theology,who read an interesting
paper to an appreciative audience. Many members of the trades unions
are joining this club. The Bristol Club has perfected its organization
and elected the following oflicers: Geo. A. Gowdy, president; W. W.
Russell, vice-president; E. WV. Gaylord, secretary ; and Roswell Atkins,
treasurer. We understand thata club has been organized at Putnam,
but so far have received no ofiicial information.

In Minnesota nationalismis making considerable headway, especially
in the “twin cities." The St. Paul Club is considering the advisability
of sending out lecturers to establish clubs throughout the state. This
is a good plan, and there is no doubt that it would tend to increase the
number of clubs, as well as interest the people at large.

In the District of Columbia the nationalists are beginning to settle
down to work once more after the summer. On October 1st, Club No. 1,
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of Washington, passed a resolution of sympathy with the cigar makers
of Binghampton, N. Y., as follows:—

Resolved, That this club is unable to find language sufiiciently strong
in which to express its condemnation of the shameful and outrageous
manner in which the machinery of justice is being prostituted to the
violation of the rights of American citizens by the tobacco manufac-
turers of Binghampton, N. Y., and the power which they possess by
reason of their wealth,‘used for the coercion and oppression of labor in
every possible way.

Prior to the passage of the resolution the meeting was addressed by
a delegate from the strikers.

In Pennsylvania the Allegheny Club changed its name at the last
meeting to the “ Central Nationalist Club of Allegheny County.” The
president of this club delivered an address before the “ Liberal League ”

recently on “ Looking Backward.” The press throughout the state is
waking up to the importance of the movement. especially in Pittsburgh.

In conjunction with the “ Farmers’ Alliance” and some other reform
societies the Kansas nationalists have issued to the voters of the state
an address that is both terse and vigorous. The people of this state feel
the evils of the present financial system more keenly than any other,
largely owing to the cruel mortgage system that is prevalent throughout
the state. It is foolish to suppose that the small farms of this state, or

any other state for that matter, can earn twelve or more per cent on a

mortgage and pay the incidental expenses of living and farming besides,
for many years in succession,—especially where so much depends on
climatic conditions. Both the investors and the farmers are being
deceived, and it is only a question of time when the crash must come,
and the crash will involve the investors of the East as well as the farmers
of the West.

It is hoped that the secretaries of the different clubs will keep the
magazine informed in regard to what is going on in the diflerent clubs,
such as changes of officers and other matters that might be of interest
to the nationalists throughout the country. The knowledge of what is
being done in one part of the country gives strength and direction to
workers in other parts.

It is very important thatlegislative actionbe taken towards the raising
of the ages of those subject to compulsory education, and it is believed
that the agitation in favor of this object may be greatly aided if the
secretaries of the various clubs will furnish answers to the following
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questions. These answers will be published in the order in which they
are received. Trusting that the gravity of this subject will be accepted
as a justifiable reason for imposing a slight amount of additional labor
upon our fully worked and not overpaid secretaries, we submit for their
consideration

A COMPULSORY EDUCATION CATECHISM FOR
NATIONALIST CLUBS.

1.— Have you a compulsory education law upon your statute book?
2.— Does it compel school attendance throughout the school year?
8.— Or only 8, 10, I2, 16, 20. or 22 weeks?
4.—- To what age does it compel attendance at school?
5. —Does it accept night school for day school, so adding two hours’ brain

work to the weary child's ten hours of manual toil?
6.— Does it compel all children to go to school, or does it exempt those

who have “ a legitimate occupation?"
7.— Does it really compel, or is it a dead letter?
8.— Does it provide state or local olilcers for the enforcement or attend-

ance ?
9.— Does it provide for the payment of the oilicers?
10.--Does it provide for the appointment of women truant oiflcers?
ll.— Does your annual state report upon public education contain a dis-

cussion of compulsory education every year?
12.-—-If not, why not?
l3.——Have you a state school census made annually to show how many

children of school age there are and where they are?
l4.—- Has your bureau of labor statistics made an investigation of child-

labor?
i5.—Is it making one during the present year?
l6.—Have you requested it do so?
l7.—Will you so request it?
l8.— Did you introduce a compulsory education bill into the last legis-

lature?
l9.—Willyou introduce one into the next legislature?
20.—Have you enough primary, secondary, and grammar schools to ac-

commodate all the children of school age?
2l.— Are adequate measures now being taken to afford such accommoda-

tions by buildingschool houses or renting temporary quarters?
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LITERARY NOTICES.

The Quintessence of Socialism. By D3. A. SCHAEFFLE, former Minister of
Finance in Austria. English edition, translated from the eighth German
edition under the supervision of Bamunn Bosaxquar, M.A., formerly
fellow of University College, Oxford. New York: The Humboldt Pub-
lishing Co.

Try to conceal it as we may, and taking as hopeful a view of the existing
social and industrial relations as we can, there is no question thatthe last
decade of the nineteenth century is threatened with many dangers to the
existing political systems in every nation. No reliable forecast can be made
regarding the outcome of the present soclalistlc agltations in Germany and
England. In the latter country each great political party is biddingfor the
vote of labor. The socialists are so strong in Great Britain that theycan
be said to hold very nearly the balance of power between the Liberal and
Tory parties.

While there may be reasonablegrounds for hope that the vast changes in
constitutionalgovernment, which must soon take place in England and Ger-
many, will be accomplished, gradually,by the ballot, there are grave fears
present in the minds of the leaders of thought, throughout the world, that
a gigantic conflictbetween capital and labor may be precipitated at almost
any time. The result must be chaos. Whenever it so determines, organized
labor, under the form of an InternationalFederation, withable leaders, can
stop all commercial trafiic, every business enterprise, the world over. To
borrow an apt similc, the social and industrial system of the civilized earth
rests on a sleeping volcano which may burst forth at any time and engulf in
one vast ruin the results of centuries of progress.

What was termed a few short years ago a socialist taint in the aggregate
mortal mind has changed its character,until now it is safe to say there is a
widely spread belie! among the majority of the wisest men and women in
every enlightened country that the “let alone” policy of our present com-
petitive system must be gradually,but at the same time as rapidly as pos-
sible, superseded by a form of society which shall give a more equitable
division of the blessings of life. The shortest way to attain thisend seems
to lie in the direction of democratic state socialism; 1'. e., a form of govern-
ment which shall place in the hands of the people the absolute control and
ownership of all land, capital, and instruments of labor.

In this little book, The Quintessence of Socialism, Dr. Schiime has given
the best short treatise on the aims of the socialists, and the very clearest
criticism of the weak points in the communistic and federalistic efforts of
the past—and the present too — that, so far as we know, has ever appeared
in print. He is acknowledgedto stand in the front rank of the great Ger
man economists, and was eminently fitted to perform the task.

The work is issued by The Humboldt Library in pamphlet form. It is
clearlyprinted, its general make up is most excellent, and its low price places
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it within the reach of all. No nationalistshould fail to obtain the informa-
tion given in so pleasant a style and so condensed a form.

Lessons Learnedfrom Other Lives. By B. 0. FLOWER. Boston: Spectator
Publishing Company. 1889.

A well written and instructive book compiled by one who appreciates the
purpose which such a collection should serve and well knows the art of
making interesting the instruction thathe gives. The selection or material
is good, beginning with the ancient philosophers Seneca and Epictetus and
ending with“ the many-sided genius,” Victor Hugo. The great lesson which
pervades thewhole is thatrectitude and industry are theelements of success,
whatever may be the particular path of life thatone is travelling. Perhaps
it may be said that the latter lesson can scarcely be learned from the short,
brilliant,erratic career of Edgar Allen Poe. For all that, we are glad that
Mr. Flower has introduced Poe into his collection, it only for having put
into a popular form an antidote to the calnmnles that have been written con-
cerning that poet. As he truly remarks: “ It is very easy to misjudge a

person, to impute evil where there is none, and to reiterate, as authentic
facts, slanderous rumors instigated by jealousy and enmity.” If Poe had‘
been all thathe has been misrepresented, criticism should surely rise above
such a consideration, and, without regard to anything but theirmerits, pro-
nounce justly upon the works which he has ieit us. Mr. Flower, we repeat,
has done a public service, by bringing before us the life of our unfortunate
Poe, and endeavoring to neutralize the opprobrium under which his memory
has so long rested. His parallelism of this poet's life with thatof Shake-
speare's immortal creation, Hamlet, is very interesting. and it is to be hoped
that his eifort will result in opening the eyes of our fellow-countrymen to
some of the brightest ornaments of our nation’s literature. Short as our
notice is compelled to be, we cannot bring it to a close without remarking
upon the apt way in which our author applies “ the lessons learned from
other lives" to the conditions under which we are passing our lives today.
“ The judicious use of funds for legitimate (?) campaign expenses” by the
fatherof Seneca, as a means for advancing thepolitical prospects of his son,
is remarkablyapt, as is also the comparison of Epaphroditus with the men
of today who, having only brains enough to enable them to accumulate vast
sums of money,wish to becomepossessors of art treasures which theyknow
not how to value, simply because “ it is the thing to do." The satire upon
the taste which causes our newspapers —condncted for the sole purpose of
making money—- to devote so large a portion of their columns. to sports and
public manifestationsof brutal pastime, and to have scarcely an out of the
way corner for “ the great problems upon which rest the progress and
triumph of the race,” is one of the gems of the book, small as is the portion
which it occupies. Many others might be mentioned, but the limitation of
space is inexorable. Suiilce it to say thatthis is a volume which any adult
reader may peruse with advantage, and which will tend to elevate the
character of every young person in whose hands it may be placed.
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Monopoliea and the People. By Cn.uu.s.s Wurnxo Bumn, C. E., Associate
Editor of the Engineering News. Questions of the Day Series. New
York: G. P. Putnam & Sons. 1889.

One of the most valuable books in the popular “Questions of the Day
Series” is Mr. Charles Whiting Baker's “ Monopoiies and the People." As
associate editor of the Engineering .V'ew.s, Mr. Baker occupies a field that
naturallybrings him into contactwith the questions to which this treatise
shows that he has devoted long and serious study. The result is a. book
thatdeserves to be carefully read by every student of social and economic
problems. Mr. Baker states that it has been his endeavor to present, first,
theresults of a careful and impartial investigation into the present and pros-
pective status of the monopolies in every industry; and, second, to discuss
in all fairness the questions in regard to these monopolies—theircause,
growth, future prospects, evils, and remedles—which every thinkingman
is today asking. He considers the subject as far as possible in the various
and manifold phases which it presents, devoting chapters to “Trusts and
Monopolies in ManufacturingIndustries," “ Monopoliesof Mineral Wealth,"
“ Transportationand Communication,"“Municipal Monopolies,” “ Monopo-
lies in Trade,” “ Mouopolies Dependingon theGovernment," and “ Monopo-
lies and Competition in other Industries.” Mr. Baker shows how there is a
universal tendency towards monopoly. and how useless it is to attempt to
break it down by any of the proposed remedies so commonly brought for-
ward.

As an instance of a great and complete monopoly he cites the anthracite
coal industry of Pennsylvania, where seven great railwaycorporations own

nearly 200,000 acres out of the 300,000 comprised in the total area of the
Pennsylvaniaanthracitefields. He comes to the conclusion thatcompetition
in anthracitecoal production is practicallydead. Considering the condition
of the coal-mining industry in other portions of the country, Mr. Baker finds
that the business is everywhere at the mercy of the railroads. “ It is to he
noted, however. that this is simply the result of natural causes. Railway
managers, in seeking to develop and place on a sound basis the mineral
properties which could furnish a heavy and profitable trafllc to their lines,
have only done what theyregarded as theirduty to theowners of their roads.
And that this policy has eifected a rapid development oi’ our resources is
beyond question."

On the subject of railwaysMr. Baker says: “ It is a conservative estimate
to say thatfive per cent of the railways or the country were only built to
divide the profits of older roads, and thattheir owners would be delighted
today to have their money back in their possession, and the railroad wiped
out. The millions these roads have cost, the millions required every year to
maintain and operate them, the millions spent on proposed roads that
never reached completion, and the millionssquandered in fighting proposed
roads by every means short of actual bloodshed, these are some of the
wastes which we have made in our efforts to create competition in railway
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transportation. Withall our efforts, notwithstandingthefactthatuntilwithin
a short time the public sentiment and the railwaymanagers have beenunited
in the belief that free competition was the only mode of regulating railroad
rates, we are fartherremoved from free competition now than ever before."

Mr. Baker proceeds: “And now consider in addition to all this the fact
that every railwaymust flrst of all secure from the state the right to exer-
cise the sovereign power of eminent domain, and that it may and does use,
choose, and take every advantage of the favorable locations where its road
can be built most cheaply; which natural highways, mountain passes, and
the like, are gifts of nature, the right to whose use equitably belongs to the
general public, and not to private parties exclusively.”

The authorformulateswithadmirable ciearness the laws governing the ten-
dency towards monopoly,and discusses the questions in theirgeneral hear-
ing in a broad and humanespirit. He is evidentlya nationalistat heart, though
the remedies thathe proposes seem impracticalas well as inadequate to effect
a permanent settlement of these problems. Like Dr. Lyman Abbott, he is
fellcitous in the statement or ends, but falls short in the consideration of
means to those ends. In summing up Mr. Baker says': “There is no more
important lesson to impress on the minds of the toiling millions who are

growing restless under the burdens of monopolythan this: The onlyremedy
for monopoly is control; the only power that can control is government;
and to have a government lit to assume these momentous duties, all good
men and true must join hands to put only men of wisdom and honor in
places of public trust.”
God in His World. An Interpretation. New York: Harper & Brothers. 1890.

Misery and dcgradation—ln one word, slavery-—have, up to the present
time, been the lot of mankind. The few have held the many in bondage,
and have become so confirmed in the stabilityof their power and so en-
crusted with a belief in the divine right of their assumptions that theyare
now somewhat appalled at the prospect which confronts them. They are
forced to a realization of the fact that the enslaved are, at length, coming to
a clear consciousness of their slavery and'are seeking —- and, indeed, nearly
arriving at—the means of effecting their own emancipation. The number
of publications devoted to a consideration of human conditions upon earth
is a significant manifestationof the existing social unrest. and as an onset
against them we are met with a flood of theoiogico-metaphysicalworks
whose aim is the blinding of the suiferers’ eyes to the facts of their con-
dition, the dcbasement of their eiforts to procure an amelioration of bodily
surroundings, and the exaitation of the spiritual life through the negation
of the physical by all but the favored ones who preach the doctrine.

Of these works thatbefore us will take rank as one of the most impartial
in method, so impartial, indeed, thatwe are somewhat at a loss to decipher
the reason for which it was writtcn,——whether to show Christians that there
is reason in Infidelity,or to place before Infldcls the truths of Christianity.
This is perhaps not surprising in a work which opens with the statement
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thatwhat is written “ has been withoutprevious design as to its undertaking
or shaping." It is dangerous to begin anythingin thisway, and half the mis-
takes of life, as well as of this book, are caused by this want of forethought.

In spite of the avowed absence of design, however, there are to. be found
some good thingsupon these pages. The history of the evolutionary series
which culminated in the advent of Christianity is one of the more valuable
portions of the work, although the writer has fallen into the too common
error of making evolution retrogressive as well as progressive in its action.
It is doubtful whether any good can come of attributing to the influence of
Christianity every virtue that is or ever has been in the world. Although the
seeds of the higher development must be in the lower, evolutionaryinfluence
must always be forward in its line; the influenceof a sequence can never be
traced to any one or more of its many causes until it has itself been evolved,
when reflex influenceat once begins.

The writer sees clearly and expresses well the working of the material
competitive system upon the tendencies of human thought. We are now in
the midst of a “most flrmlyestablished worldly system ” in which the gladi-
atorial habit of life, the preference of material good, enter into and aifect
religious expression; surrounded and encircled by a system in which the
fear of the populace “ is assiduously cultivated by the priestly order, which
finds in it the readiest means for the exercise and maintenance of its own
power." In spite of this, he appears somewhat weak and halting in his im-
plied injunction thatthe affairs of thislife should be our great consideration
and the alleviationof its wrongs our aim. Indeed, as has been already re-
marked, he seems much more fully imbued with the idea that this life is
altogethersecondary to thatwhich is to come, and he therefore teaches con-
tentment with thatwhich is. Working for an ideal upon the material plane
is, however, worth doing. for it is only when the material has been elevated
thatthe spiritual can be reached. It is true thatan endeavor to realize this
ideal, to seize with a powerful and determined grasp upon realities and to
transform them into something truer and more beautifulcalls forth ades-
perate resistance from the gurrisons entrenched in the giant castles of sloth,
custom, and injustice; but, althoughmany champions of the ideal have fallen
and will fall in the struggle, we do not feel disposed to relinquish the light.
We know that, whatever may be the result to us personally, truth and right
shall prevail, and thatwe, by our efforts, may hasten the time of their tri-
umph. If each individual will but exert himself to live up to the highest
that is within his powers of conception, he and she will be living to God,
and bringing heaven upon earth.
Darwinismand Politics. By DAVID G. RITCHIE, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of

Jesus College, Oxford. AdministrativeNihilism. By THOMAS H. Hux-
Lnv, F.R.S. The Humboldt Library, No. 125. New York: The Hum-
boldt Publishing Company.

These two important essays are appropriately included in one pamphlet,
for the one is an admirable supplement to the other. In each, the national-
ist will find his position justifiedand fortified by the highest scientific reason-
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ing. In the flrst Mr. Ritchie considers dispassionately the relation of the
theory of evolution and natural selection to human society. While at first
glance it seems to support the laissez faire school, which has thrivenenor-
mously on the capital thus plausibly derived, the author finds that, when
followed further, it leads to quite diiferent conclusions. Mr. Ritchie clearly
exposes the sophistry and inconsistency of the individualistic struggle-for
existence philosophers,whose talk about “beneflcence"as attached to the
working of their doctrine is a remnant of theological cant, “ the type of
thinkingin the days of Rousseau and Adam Smith.” It is now universally
accepted that the influence of ideas and principles plays an important part
in the application of evolutionary theories to the development of society.
“ Thus, such ideas as patriotism,”says the author,“ respect of human life as
such, self-control in regard to bodilyappetites, have won their way so as to
become factors in the struggle, and to conflictwith the operation of natural
selection as thisprevails among the mere animals. Why, then,may not such
ideas as equality and fraternity claim to have a fair chance in the struggle
for existence? If they can win possession of more and more minds in the
world, theywill become actual influenceson conduct and will, and from being
mere ideals, tend to bring about their own realization." To our friends
who deem it necessary that men should forever struggle with each otherin
order to develop the energy and strength of character essential to human
progress, we commend these noble words withwhich Mr. Ritchie concludes :
“ If we are still reminded thatonly through struggle can mankindattain any
good thing, let us remember that there is a struggle from which we can
never altogether escape,— the struggle against nature, including the blind
forces of human passion. There will always be enough to do in this cease-
less struggle to call forth all the energies of which human nature at its very
best is capable. At present how much of these energies, intellectual and
moral as well as physical, is wasted in mutual destruction! May we not
hope thatby degrees thismutual conflict will be turned into mutual help?
And, if it is pointed out thateven at present mutual help does come about,
even through mutual conflict, indirectlyand with much loss on the way, may
we not hope to make that mutual help conscious, rational, systematic, and
so to eliminate more and more the suffering going on around us? ”

Prof. Huxley’s masterly essay is famous, and in this form will be acces-
sible to thousandswho will be glad to obtain this great paper of one of the
largest, sanest, most dispassionate and nuprejudiced minds known in mod-
ern science. It is in this paper thatoccurs the celebrated passage where the
authorso neatly and completely (lcmolishes Herbert Spencer‘s seli‘-compla-
cent plea for individualism by adriotly turning against him the guns of his
own logic. And it is here thatProf. Huxley also says: “ I do not see how
any limit whatever can be laid down as to the extent to which, under some

circumstances, the action of govemment may be rightfully carried.” We
wish that all nationalists would avail themselves of the opportunity here
offered for gaining an acquaintance with these works or Professors Ritchie
and Huxley.
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L\' B0_TTO.\I'S KITCl{1l.\'..
" l~ all our company here '.' “— Quinta’.

I3utIom.—It were well to .~‘a_\' that my kllt'llt‘ll is a world, and
that, though master of it, l observe its la\\‘.~', and zu-eomuiodate
1n_\'sell' to the conditions they bring about. 1 have no quarrel
with life. nor with that large \\'ot'ld in which we all. for the time.-i
being.‘are tl\\‘eller.~. \\'hat is, both in my kitchen and out. is by
the supreme grace of right; what is not is not, because it lack-
eth that right.

Slrzrz-Iiu_:;.— 'l'l_mn art a .~er\'itor, lluttom, to what doth enm-

fort thee; and, being 1nro.-perous., art blind and deaf but to your
own liitehen world.

.

.BuHu/II.—-Tt‘\ll_\‘. indeed, I am in the midst of eon|fu1‘t.~‘, and.
truly again. make little l1IIl.~‘e of what does not comfort me.

But I am neither deaf nor blind. ()n the‘:-ontrar_\'., I am quit-k
with all senses to the opposites of the world; but worry not
my.~'elfat all that«liseomforts cannot be abolished. Over yumler
I see loitering three worthies. (‘all them hither, b'tar\'ling;
theyare llnent of words. and are proelaimers also of the need of
a Cllilllgc in the order of things worldly. Past donbt,theyshall
argue contentment out of use, but they shall first prove that
reason is a lnlSlL‘:lllL')',and thatnature, as it is. has been for many
thousandsof -years fonlly ll':tll>‘l:l((’di '
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IN BOTT0lI’S KITCHEN. '

A 00x\‘.I:II'Afl0S.
Br lh;.\'n\' \\'n.n1r..

'- Is all our company here !"— Quince.

Bottom.—It were well to say that my kitchen is a world, and
that, though master of it, I observe its laws, and accommodate
myself to the conditions they bring about. I have no quarrel
with life, nor with that large world in which we all, for the time
being,are dwellers. \\'hnt is, both in my kitchen and- out. is by
the supreme grace of right; what is not is not, because it lack-
eth thatright.

Stan~ling.—Thou art a servitor, Bottom, to what doth com-
fort thee; and, being prosperous, art blind and deaf but to your

_

own kitchen world.
Bottom.—Truly,indeed, I am in the. midst of comforts, and,

truly again, make little noise of what does not comfort me.
But I am neitherdeaf not blind. On the contrary, I am quick
with all senses to the opposites of the world; but worry not
myselfat all thatdiscomforts cannot be abolished. Overyonder
I see loitering three worthies. Call them hither, Starvling;
theyarefluent of words, and are proclaimexs also of the need of
a change in the order of things worldly. Past doubt, theyshall
argue contentment out of use, but theyshall first prove that
reason is a misleader,and thatnature, as it is, has been for many
thousandsof years foully translated; '
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StarrI|'ng.—I shall return in it tries, and withme have fellows
who shall breach your kitchen logic, or I am not Starvling.

Starvllng returns with his friends,and, after a few agreeable propositions,
Bottom opens the discussion.

Bottom.—It‘ is agreed. then, that my kitchen shall represent
the world, that I shall play the expounder of it, and that you
shall, in your best manner,adjustyourselves to what is and can-
not be otherwise in it. I shall dub you three the foremost
‘scholars in the world, and consequently shall expect much pro-
tcsting and many grimaces, for which I shall punish you, at the
managementof things. In this way we can talkativelykill an

hour, and it may be, as philosophersdo, imagine that we have
killed it to some lofty purpose. '

Now, then, I shall assume to be wise, and shall tell you of
life and thebest way of plucking its fruits. And you, of course.
may assent or dissent, but you shall do so in a polite and orderly
manner, and shall use our common language to some earnestness
and purpose. “Withthis proposition stated, let us now proceed.
Bottom’s kitchen is theworld, the great round imperfect world,
the world that is so well worth mending, and of which so many
wise men complain. But, as a world. it is wearing out its life in
unalterable laws, and subordinated to naughtbut the inevitable-
ness of its own career. And you, thatare not made wise by its
existence, are not old enough to reason or talk aloud of it, for I
hold that he who has drawn naught from life but wear-iness and
sleep can have but one symbolof his drift. and thata sigh. If the
world have furnished thee with food and drink to sigh on, I cry
go to and listen to those whose labors probe the brain to such
petulance as shall find relief only in vigorous expression.‘

Now, sirs, I proclaim than our world, in both its social and
material build, there is no better,and thatwhat is amiss in it is
but the result of man's waywardness and indifference;and I say
thatno man suffers but he who would outreach what he cannot
comprehend. That I suffer is but the orderly sequence to some

provocation on my part. That a people suffers is but an appli-
cation of the same law. Further, this life of ours is temptingly
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full of good cheer, onlywe are not wise enough to sup from the
dish that is nearest, and are unwise enough to fancy thatwe are
not as we should be. I hold that things, the affairs of life, are
just as theyought to he, that reaaljustments are as inevitable as
tomorrows, and that we can neither hinder nor hasten them. ‘

That it is hyperian wisdom to accept, withouta protest, life as
it is; and to the betteringof things trust to cheerfulness.‘

I hold thatone's life cannot be but to the circumstances born
with it, and that, whether the gods laugh or weep, we struggle
along in our courses and are as helpless of choice as are the

_
gods themselves.

Eh, fellows, what say you? You, Chips, the carpenter; \Va1l,
the mason; you, Floss, the weaver. You are all profoundly
wise of the world. \Vhat say you I

Chips, the 1-urpent¢r.—— This much, Bottom, I shall say to you,
thatyou have but opened a budget of saws. That your part-
doxes and contradictions are bewildering; thatyou are voluble
and to no purpose; that,were you truly a wise fellow,you would
not talk of what people have forgotten, but would have held
forth concerning what they are thinkingof. It were folly to
discuss the right or wrong of " what is” or the “inevitableness
of things,” in the face of living forces that are making absurd
those old unnecessary phrases; active modern forces, that are

making the impossible pleasures of life possible, and are domi-
nant in everyintelligent and humane motive of today.

Wall, the mason.—-Bottom is well pleased with the world, I
take it, and for that reason ’t is to his humor to place it _in his .

kitchen. Abroad with thee, Bottom! Observe, reflect, and
then perhaps you shall be able to tell what the multitude be-
yond your door is striving for. The uncertainties of life vibrate '

in every breath we draw, and the people are grown restless in
the constant self~study of these uncertainties.

Floss, the weaver.—Bottom meaneth well, but be greatly re-
minds me of a fellow-workmanwho, every morning, would ex-
claim : “ The world is mightily in trim today,"and at night
would furthersay: “Anotherday gone into the wear of things.”
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But through the day would raise neither hand nor voice for
aught, knowing, as he would say: “'T is all luck; what comes
will come, what goes willgo." And he was comfortable, indeed.
Were Bottom not our seer, I should say to him, readjustinents
lie not in tomorrows so much as in yesterdays, and our present
state is a moving time between.

Bo(tum.—I spoke to catch you, sirs, for I surmised your an-
swers. You three are forward \vith dn-amy expectations, and
with a fitting tone and word to infect the discontented, \vho are
the idle or the unhealthy. Your words are change, reform, re-
build. \\'hat is old is not for you, but what is novel or modem
you preach up and color with assumed sorrows of the crowd.
You would bind the.world hand and foot and not release it till
a covenant had been made, in which thepoor world for all here-
after should be changelessly a thing to fatten on. Your rain-
bows would be all of one color. \Vhy! in such a world‘ human
passion would cool itself into insipidness and ease. Life is
livable because life is a struggle, and the unalterablenessof the
struggle is a necessity thatstings, quit-liens,and makes life more
than merely a preparation for death. Is not this a higher phi-
losophy? And then we have meat in it too, and a cry for light.
Blackheads only duh life a failure. There are no failures in
life but to the weak-witted; the self-slayer never rose to "a
healthy appreciation of it.

You three would reorganize every phase that does not hinge
upon some fancied good; and, moreover,you constantlyassume
that what is should not be, and that what is not is thatwhich
is passionatelydesired. Can you suggest where the root of poor
life's evils lie? Abolish what? Establish what? Poverty or
wealth, which? Who shall be the elect? \Vho the rejected?
The individual or the mass ? Or is there a midway passage to
Utopia? You are hungry ? I say the world is over-fed. You
are oppressed? I say all men are free. You are in pain ? And
yet, but for the pleasure of breathing even in sorrow, suicide
would become a creed. What now to this?

C’Iu'pa.— Dear Bottom. the over-fed world I protest agtinst,
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because the larger under-fed world is a libel on the gods.

I

All
men are free, therefore I cry, make men of our slaves of labor.
Suicide in a creed, and is horribly practiced day and night in
every conceivable human error and crime thatblood and flesh
can list to. \\'e condonewhat we cannot help,and you attribute
to a fixed higher law the direful results of an imperfect social
organization. Thou art a conservator, Bottom ; you sleep well,
eat well, and you deal with plausihilitesthat are conducive to
your living well. Let me tread upon thy foot, and thou‘it for-
get in a protest the inevitablencss of things. Let luck strip
thee of thycomforts. and make uncertain the getting of a
breakfast tomorrow, and I ‘ll wager that thou, too, wilt train a
voice to cry out, with the multitudes, " How long, 0 Lord, how
long? " The people are eager for a change, and, high law or
low law, the change must come, cheerfully perhaps, if not-
well, common people are never sensitive as to the manner of
forcing social changes.

Bottom.— Tush, Chips, thou art a radical. and no wise man
will be that. I too amgfor humanity,being human; but not for
a humanity stript of its armor; and its armor, let me tell thee,
is its misery. Wouldst thou still be in the Garden of Eden?
Tell me, sir, were the readjustingof the world's aflairs placed
in your hands, what first good thingwould you accomplish?

WaII.— Come, Chips, what first would you lay to? Pension
Floss and me? No? Abolish trades and have houses and
apparel grow as do cabbages and fish?

Floss.-— Good Chips, give me a palace a thousandyards high
and people it with myselves. .

'

01:2‘pa.—This, good friends,is earnestness of course, but how
absurd is earnestness when it becomesa thingto be merry with?

Ah! Bottom, the world in my hands would ‘fare badly. And
perhaps, after all, we had better bend to our tasks and await
the inevitable. But I feel an oppression thatyou are obtuse
to. I know that thepeople sufier and are clamoring for relief.
I know that the social scheme of today is built up of expedi-
ences and is rotted through and through with insincerity and
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pretaice. Further, I protest against your tlexihle laws of cir-
cumstance; they are quibbles, are unsound,are, in fact,wholly
impracticableas solutions of merely human affairs. Whate\'er
toils we are in are toils simply,and must be escaped from.
Nothing but what is human reaches us; the superhuman we
deal not with; the conditions of life, that humble men, are.

tangible conditions and can be remedied without bending or

breaking laws thatwere invented to classify men.
You under-rate human effort and lay to human results a law

thatlong ago was exploded. Our lives change with our con-

ditions; our conditions are wrought out by our social needs.
And that the classes below vehementlydemand a readjustment
of social conditions is argument enough thatthere shall be no
treaty of peace till a readjustmentis consummated. Let these
things be acknowledged,and your higher philosophyis a whifl
of words. The ills of life can be cured withoutaholishing pas-
sion. What we would abolish is the meanness of passion.

Bottom, life would not be worth livingwere we to believe in
our own helplessness or thraldom to fate. I am with all men
who acclaim for change. And I acceptchanges, not as the mere
passiveness of an assumed higher law, nor as the rewards of a

governing fate, but as the logical results of demands made by
men and women in the struggle for existence.

Bottam.—Bottom's kitchen is nota world for thee,good Chips.
Roam thee about in otherworlds, and then,when thou art tired
and worn of your quest, return to Bottom‘: kitchen, and I’ll
sing thee to rest with songs of the unehangeablenessof law, of
the necessity of extremes, of the certainty of human misery, of
the need of revolutions,yea, and of the good such men as Chips
accomplish in interpreting theirhopes to their fellow-men.

Floss.—Are we in the kitchen now or in the world?
Bottam.—I ’ll enlist withyou, Floss and \Vall,and with thee,

Chips, in warfare against meanness, avarice, wrong; provided
always that I shall not be called upon to sacrifice to one god
rather than to another, and shall not be compelled to recognize
our enemies as our superiors. I must not be fed withdreams,

_
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nor shall I he called upon to witness human misery as an incen-
tive to tight for humanity. I '11 not battle in the rut: but out
of them,not against a class or a law,but against the whole exist»
ing order of things. What say you, are my services accepted?

C'Iu'pa.— No; you would fight as an observer in sympathy
with the weaker force. You would reconcile every aspect of
the struggle to ideas I abhor. I could not trust you. You are
not with me, nor are you against me. Your laws are obstacles
to hearty co-operation in any cause. \\'cre I to believe in them
I would not move hand or foot, but would let time play its own

mystic will upon me. Ah! there will be no eminent.human
social successes so long as your kind in great numberssimply

- observe and live.
Starvla'ng.—Chips hath a will to lead, but he hath not a will

to lead camp-followers.
Bottom.—I’ll not say a word to that. I, too, am in the drift .

of lives, and to the realization of Utopia I shall contribute my
light, be it accepted or not. '

WaII.—I thinkit wouldbewell to wall: afield a bit and enjoy
a smoke. Faith I'm {or descending to our street once more,
where one’s brain need not be strung up to inspiration pitch.
Banish laws, banish work,banish everythingbut ease and good-
fe1lowship,—ch, Bottom ? Chips, why so solemn? You bested
Bottom, only Bottom is conservative-wise, having the means

whereby to be so, and of course in this bath the better of you
who must to work by six in the morning or run short of a
dinner. Light your pipes. Tobacco,that'sthe fuel to burn, 't is
a leveller in a way, and is a good argument for comradeship.

Oh, fellows, fellows, what talking there is to be gone through
yet before thisold world shall becomecitizenized. What! Starv-
ling smoking,and I am not? A light, please, Bottom.

Bottom.— Well, we may do worse than burn tobacco.
C'lu'pa.—Aye, and that is the end of it.
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THE BIRTH OF FREEDOM.
Br 1!. B. sausarav.

CHAPTER IV.
.\1.\so.\"s noun.

John Mason did not appear at the debate on the following
Saturday night. As he had promised to bring the sweet singer
on thatoccasion, Miss Worden made inquiries among the little
circle respecting his absence; and as, at her suggestion, is read-
ing club was to be formed on the next evening, both Lord and
Sanford volunteered to see Mason and ask him to bring the
singer at that time.

,

By agreement, the two met on Sunday morning at the lower
corner of Union Square, near the bronze statue of Lincoln, and
proceeded leisurely together toward .\Iason’s home. As they
passed the statue they noticed two persons, evidently strangers
to the city, and to each other, gazing intently at the patient,
homely face of the statue, and reading the inscription: “ \Vith
charity for all —with malice toward none.” One of the
strangers from his bronzed face and military bearing,appeared
an ex-confederate soldier, and the other was unmistakably a
Yankee farmer. As they gazed, a tear trickled down the face
of the Southerner, while the Yankee seemed to feel rising in
his throata lump thatwas chokinghim. Their eyes met. “ Ex~
cuse me, sir; but did you know Old Abe?"said the Yankee,
in a faltering voice. ‘

“I? I fought on the other side," said the other slowly.
For one instant the men stood looking in each other's faces,

then their hands met extended, and in that hearty grasp two
old soldiers buried the last trace of sectional bitterness, which,
once fostered by politicians, would even now be kept alive by
politicians for their own base political designs.

As our two friends passed on through Union and Madison
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Squares, they met crowdsiof people gailyapparelled, some with
prayer-books, seine with lesson-papers, in their hands, going to
or coming from church. In front of a fashionable church stood
a line of elegant equipages. I-‘ootmen behindand drivers be
fore were dressed in the fantastic garb which fashion decrees
for its lackoys. These carriages were waiting their turn to
allow their dainty occupants to alight.

Footmen and drivers sat in motionless grandeur as becomes
the servants of so great masters. Whips were held in hand
at that fashionableangle so much admired. From the polished
beavers with feathercockades, the dark coats with their great
shillingbuttons, the light knee breeches, and the top boots, the
whole garb of slavery proclaimed that these clothes were the
property of the pious gentlemen inyondcr church; that the
man inside the clothes was nothing but a dummy upon which
to hang his master’s superfluous glory.

“ Why are you not going to church, .-\lr. Sanford?” asked
Lord smilingly. '

“ Probably for the same reason thatyou are not, and perhaps
for the same reason that those flunlceys in livery are not,” was
the reply.

“ How is that?"
" Because there is not room enough in the same church for‘

me and those who force human beings to dress in that monkey
costume to gain a living."

“ Upon my word, Sanford, you are getting thin-skinned.
Why not go to some mission?” *

“ Because these lords of the earth support missions to preach
a gospel of contentment. to the poor, that they may the more

willinglywear their livery. I don't want to be contented, so -

I do n't go.”
“ You are a queer fellow, Sanford, and hard to please.‘ Let

us walk a few blocks up the avenue. It's not much out of
our way." '

The throngof church—gocrs still streamed past. In front of
the Fifth Avenue Hotel a knot of politicians blew wreaths of
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smoke from their havanas, and discussed alternatelysome pass-
ing beautyand the coming election contest. Among the num-
ber were two governors whose thanksgiving proclamations,
couched in most pious Language, had appeared in the morning
papers. A little beyond,at the Hoffman House. other politi-
cians held forth.

"It takes several poor men all their lives to support one of
those fellows,” remarked Sanford, “yet these same men will
carry torches and hurrah and vote for one or the other of them.
be delighted if their man wins, then go back to work their lives
out to support him in idleness. Andthisis called governmentby
thcpeople. What did thegovernmentever do for thepoor man?"

“Government up to date has alwaysbeen for theprotection of
therich and taxation of thepoor,” replied Lord. " and it requires
a large numberofplausiblestatesmen to prevent workingpeople
from getting themselves a party and revising theplan of govern-
ment in the interest of producers. The sham fights over pro-
tection or free trade serve theirpurpose at present."

“ That has been themethodof politicianseversince Pharisees
and Sadducees kept the political managementof Jerusalem in
their own hands,” said Sanford. “ And when the carpenter's
son appeared likelyto unite the poorer people in one party they
considered it good politics to crucify him.”

“' I wonder,” said Lord, “ which of these churches would
welcome him whom they pretend to worship if, with his mot»
ley band of fishermen, he should appear now?"

“ Perhaps he might make himself as unwelcome as he did in
Jerusalem with his scourge of whipcords,” said Sanford. “ He
certainly would be out of place in a crowd like thisjust ahead.
Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these."

The stream of people gradually lessened. The coachmen
drove away or, drawing up near the curb, settled themselves
on the box to await the close of service. The music swelled
out grandly while, by putting the price of an oil certificate or
watered railwayshare upon the plate, the magnates prepared to
circumvent the text: “ Ye cannot serve God and Mammon.”
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" Thatgreat marble palace is still empty," remarked Lord.
as they passed the Stewart mansion. They gazed at its cur-
tained windows and silent, fomal-ten grounds, set like a tomb in
the heart of FifthAvenue; for no successor had been found
to the merchant prince to open its banquet halls or enjoy it
grandeur.

“ We cross here," said Sanford. “ From the tomb of Dives
to the hovel of Lazarus is but a short walk."

“ You seem an apt Bible scholar, Sanford."
_

" There is no book better read by infidels, nor one more dis-
credited by its professed followers” was his reply.

As they pass toward the river the signs of wealth diminish,
and glimpses of poverty, unmistakable in quality, become more
numerous.

.

“ Is there any reason why fine houses cannot be built in this
part of the city as well as in that which we have left?" asked
Lord. '

“ None, except that the producer of the wealth must live
cheaply here, in ouler that its‘ consumer may spend it more
abundantly there,” replied Sanford.

As they approached the block in which Mason lived they
passed groups of boys pitching pennies or throwing dice.
Cheating and swearing and fighting, they were some of them
perhaps laying a foundation for a successful career in Wall
Street. Others less fortunate and shrewd, but none the less
worthy, were preparing themselves for a home in Sing Sing.
The penalties for stealing a railroad and those for stealing a

pocket-book seem considerably out of proportion.
On arriving at Mason's number they were startled to see a

white crape upon the door. Sanford thought it mightfnot be
any of Mason's family,as therewere twenty othersin the house.

Knots of children were playing about the door, some witha
hushed and awed air, others seeminglymore than usuallynoisy.

Lord asked a blue-eyed fairy for whom the crape was there.
“ WillieMaison falled down the air-shaft, an it killedhim dead,”
she replied, and the blue eyes filledwith tears of sympathy.
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" Who areyou, my little girl?”
“I am Lucy Dean.”
“ Where do you live?”

.

“I live on the top floor with gramma and Jim."
“ Who is Jim ?"
“ Jim is my big bruvver. He drives a horse-car." The little

one looked up at them, satisfied thatshe had given all the in-
formation they could expect to gain from a little girl of six
summers.

‘

“ That is too pretty a child to come up in all the surround-
ings of this street," said Lord.

" You will have your hands full if you proceed on those
grounds,” said Sanford. “ I know there are thousands who, if
they only had a chance,—but they will never have a chance,"
he added bitterly. “ We must see .\Iason now,” he said. “ Lit-
tle comfort we can give, but we can show our feeling for a man
in trouble."

They passed up three flights to .\Ia.son’s rooms. The door
was ajar. Entering, they saw .\Iason sitting with his face be»-
tween his hands, a picture of utter misery. Lord stepped up
beside him. As Mason raised liisliead not a word was spoken,
but the long, silent grasp of the hand told more than words
could express.

This was one of the new three-room flats which are fast
- replacingthe older style of tenements. The room which they

entered was the middle one of the three, and the only one

opening to thehallway. It measured ten and one-half by twelve
feet, and contained a cool:-stove, cupboard, sink, stationary
wash-tubs, a table, some ordinary chairs, and two high ones for
the children. This was at once kitchen, dining-room, wash-
room, and reception-room. One window, opening upon a nnrs
row air-shaft, together with a. glass door leading into the next
room, furnished all the light and air.

Opening from this middle room was a small bedroom, about
eight feet square, withone air-shaft window. This was where
the four children had slept. At the other end of the kitchen

\
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a door opened into the “front room," so called because it had
two windows and faced upon the courtyard. In front of these
windows was a fire escape, a narrow iron platform and railing,
connecting with the windows of the next flat. This served as
a platform upon which to stand while hanging the wash upon
the lines which ran from the windows to a tall telegraph pole
in the yard.

The View from these windows consisted of several similar
poles and lines stretching away on each side and-the rear of
houses on the next block, which were some twenty feet away,
across the yard. These fire escapes were decorated with rain-
cellaneous articles of provision and bedding, for which there
seemed to be no room inside when the familywas stirring about.

These fire escapes, with an occasional visit to the roof. are
the principal play-grounds for children who are not abandoned
to the street. Hundreds of children on the block, who were
too small to be allowed in the street, spent here the childhood's
happy hours of which the poets sing. Cases are recorded where
children have reached the second year in tenement houses be-
fore ever going down stairs. \\'hat a boon these compulsory
fire escapes have been to them! It is unusual, however, that
parents are not compelled tomove into poorer quarters before
two years’ time elapses. -

Mason's front-hack or back—front room was carpeted and fur-
nished as parlor, sitting-room, and bed-room. The bed took up
half the space, and the chairs were crowded into corners as if '

apologizing for being there at all.~ Everything looked neat.
Refinement was not to be expected under the circumstances.

In a plain cofiin lay Willie, the ten-year-old hope of the home;
for, though the fatherwould not own thathis own day of hope
had past. they had all dreamed that Willie might some day be
rich and honored in thisland of equalit_\',—-a hope thatsustains

_

many a parent after his own struggle has proved fruitless.
On returning from school on Friday afternoon, Willie had

gone upon the roof to flya new kite his fatherhad bought him.
As it rose higher and higher in the breeze his delight was un-
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bounded. Clapping his hands with joy and childish’glee he
stepped back a few steps, backed against the low coping and
fell over it. Down, down he went, bounding from side to side
of the narrow air-shaft, until he struck the cruel pavement five
stories below. Bruised and mangled, he was picked up quite
dead, one little hand still tightly clutching the kite string.

Saturday morning papers had a couple of lines among the
items: “A young son of John Mason fell from the roof of his
tenement down the air-shaft and was instantly killed. The
coroner's jury rendered a verdict of accidental death.”

Such items are too frequent to excite comment.
It was written by a great law-giver centuries ago: “When

thou buildest a house, then thou shalt make a battlement for
thy roof, that thou bring not blood upon thyhouse, if any man
fall from thence." Sanford wondered if thepreacher, who came
with the undertaker soon after, would rememberthat text, but
he did not. He was of that class who try to make poor people
contented with their lot by promises of happiness in another
world, if they will only submit patiently to the robbery of this
one. -

The text chosen by the mission preacher was: “Whom he
loveth he chasteneth,and scourgeth every son whom he receiv-
eth.” Somehow, Mason was not comforted. Strangely enough
he felt that his boy might have had a better play-ground than
the roof, if so much of the people's land had not been held by
speculators, compelling working men like him to give twelve

_

dollars a monthfor three rooms near the roof, while many acres
of vacant lots near the parks, where children might safely play.
were neither used by the owners nor permitted to be used by
anyone else. .

Sanford went out while the preacher was talking. He re-
turned with a wreath of white lilies. Laying these withouta
word upon the foot of the coflin, and giving Mason a parting
grasp of the hand, he was gone. '
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CIIAFTERv.
rm: .u.nnn.\1A.\"s s.u.oo.v.

On Sunday evening the reading club met as suggested.
In this, as in nearly all workmen's associations, it was found

that there were two elements, of which one had acquired a

knowledge of books and public questions, while the other had
but little interest in matters that did not aiiect theirpresent
wants; to these reading was a bore. The former was the more
discontented with the present general social order; the latter
would be contented withshorter hours and betterpay. Herein
lies 9. hint to capitalists: education and thought injure your .

workmen for your purposes. Let your public schools be neg-
lected and your ruin shops multiplied, then you may have 3
model working class which may be easilycontrolled. Its dis-
content may be easilyappeased by a slight advance in wages,
which you can take back in rent. "

“ The object of these reading clubs,” said Cecil Lord, who
had been chosen temporary chairman, " is to have books which
are of interest to working men and women, first read by those
who have not already read them, and then discussed by all.
We must first think,then act. So long as the great mass of
working people believe the wages system to be inevitable and

4

permanent, all their grumbling and striking will afiord only a

temporary relief. We must study what might be, then think
about what is. ‘We must read what great thinkershave written -

on social questions, then, when a. road to freedom is apparent,
we shall, not walk in it alone, for the disinherited millionsof
earth will go with us.” ' ~ -

It was agreed thateach memberof the club should contribute
a book as a. membership fee, and that the expenses of the club
be met by charging ten cents a week for the use of any book ~
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taken from the library. One after anothergave in the name of
the book he or she would contribute, while Miss \Vorden and
Cecil Lord lent a number of books, which, at the start, gave
them quite a workman'slibrary. Special subjects were selected
for the coming four weeks, and all members of the club were
requested to read during the week some book or article bearing
upon thatparticular matter, choosing such short passages to be
read at the club as would be of interest and aid in understand-
ing the question for the evening.

After completing the plans and arranging for future meet-
ings theyadjourned early. Sanford and Lord walked together
down the avenue. They were discussing the condition of tene-
ment children, and the small chance they have of being even
as well off as their fathers,growing up as were these waifs
amidst filth,which, in their fathers‘ day, was almost unknown
in the streets of this country.

“ It is not quite so bad on this side," said Lord. " But come
down to Rivington and Hester Streets, or anywhere along the
crowded East-side.” ‘

“ Oh, I know it is a perfect hell," replied Sanford. “ Hell is
here in New York withouthaving to die for it.”

“In that case,” said Lord, "what becomes of the interest-
ing discussion among theologians,—whether all of the heathen
are to be damned or not?” '

“I give it up," replied Sanford. " But I thinkthose who are

sceptical aboutinfant damnation might be convinced if they
would only look in and see the process as it goes on in thou-
sands of our tenements."

" It is possible thatonly childrenof the rich are of theelect,"
said Lord gravely; “althoughJesus did say an uncomfortable
thingabout a camel and the eye of a needle.” ~

“ Oh, I have heard thatall nicely explained away,” said San-
ford. “ He did n’t mean what he said, he only meant that it
was comparatively harder for a rich man to get to heaven than
for a contented poor man. The rich have so many more trials
and temptations, you know.”
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The tide of humanity that makes this avenue a movingpano-
rama was throngingthe walk. The lights of thedime museums
burned brightly. From behind their screens floated out-the
seductive notes of the hand-organ, while the “touter” cried:
"\Valkright in. The performance is about to begin. Full
change of programme every hour. See the wild Australian
children. the tattooed man, and the whiskercd woman from
Siberia."

.

.

A little further down a “sacred concert" was advertised
with the glaring announcement that “thefull "ballet will be in
attendance." A runner at the door announced that the second
programme was just beginning. “\Valkright in,” he said.

The usual numberof patrons, mostly workingboys and girls
who had no sort. of amusement through the week, were feeding
their unhealthy appetites for sight-seeing upon “Two-headed
Calves" (and two-legged ones), “ Skeleton Dudes," “Big-foot
Luc_vs,” and “ Fat Girls from South America." Advertised in
glaring pictures on canvas at the frontvdoors were also “ Sea-
serpents from Nc\\'foiixidl:1Iid,"and “ \Vi1d AustralianChildren”
(taken from some idiot asylum). '

Within the distance of four blocks there were thirteen sa-
loons, from behindwhose closed doors came the confused hum
of many voices; while the policeman on the beat exchanged
coarse jokes with women of the street, whose hideous, mocking
laugh rang out the death knell of departed virtue. '

Thrust out of a saloon, a haggard woman with a shawl over
her head staggered, lurched, and rolled into the gutter. \Vit.h
a drunken “ Ough," she was soon fast asleep where she lay.

A thin, wcazeued, bare-headed girl, whose ragged dress was
hardly long enough to cover her knees, sat down on the curb-
stone beside her, begging to her: " Marmy, come home. Come
home, Marmy."

Three ragged, bare-footed waifs stealthilycrawled into a
~ grocer’s wagon to sleep, while a fourth stood guard to give a

9!signal, “if de fly cop on de corner should see em. He soon
followed his companions. Strange how far a policemanwill see
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a small boy if he act as though he was looking for a hole to
sleep in, while the hum of voices in the corner saloon never
reaches his ear. '

Suddenly there is a volley of oaths,--a sound of crashing
glass. The barred door of the saloon is burst open from the
inside. There is a scuffle on the sidewalk,the flash of a knife.
the groan of a dying man. One of the gang has murdered his
fellow.

.

'

The policeman, all activity now, raps and whistles for help.
Soon the ambulance comes clanging up the street. The uncon-
scious victim is hustled away to the hospital, his last breath
drawn before he reaches it. The murderer is found hiding in

.

one of those lowest dives that the police gravely inform you
are allowed to exist because criminals can always be found
there when wanted.

Soon the usual trial and the cohscquent judicial murder will
take place. His companions will exhort him _to die game. The
newspapers will report all the details, and the little waifs that
sleep in grocers’ wagonswillburn withemulation, thinkingthat,
if theyshould ever “ do up a man,” theywould die game, too.

Perhaps this one had slept in wagons and had never had a
home. He grew up like other street boys, and they formed a

gang that was the terror of the avenue. The great question
among them now is: “ \Vho'l1 be boss ob de gang, now dat
Danny is gone ?"

This is Christian America. These are frequent occurrences
in her streets. In “pagan ” China, and “ benighted” India
they mercifully drown superfluous children in their innocence,
like kittens. In New York they allow them to come up, any-
how; provide every school of vice and every facilityfor crime;
and when every vestige of innocence is gone,—— when, following
the natural consequences of what society has made them,—one
destroys another'sworthless life, then our Christian civilization
steps in. The first and thelast attention she bestows upon him
is to hang him up by the neck like a dog, or sizzle him to death ‘

in an electrical experiment.
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The scenes of their walk tended to turn the thought and

speech of the two friends into still more hitter and radical
channels. After the excitement of the murder had passed,
Sanford said suddenly: “I want you to come with me to a

meeting where radicalism is at a premium."
“ Well, then, why do n’t you take me there?" Lord replied.

“It is getting late.”
“ Promise me never to give it away and I will,"said Sanford

earnestly.
Lord stopped short. "lvlmt is all this mystery?" he do-

manded. “You surely are not an anarchist. It is not a

dynamite plot?”
“ \Vell, whatever it is, you will not be hurt by going once.

You may not approve, but if you do not you will be bound in
honor not to speak of it to others." i

“ Sanford," said Lord slowly,“I had not thought thisof you.
I am a’ radical.—a revolutionist if you choose,—hut I have
alwaysopposed violence. Deliverance must come anotherway."

“But they want you to come," urged Sanford. “Some of
the men have heard you speak, and I was told to invite you.
Tonight is a meeting to which outside friends can be invited.
provided theypromise secrecy."

“ Upon my word, you complimentme," said Lord sarcastioally.
“ The suggestion thatmy views qualify me for association with
outlaws, cut-throats,dynamiters, and I know not what! Really,
Sanford, I thoughtyou knew me better than that.” And he
turned upon his heel as if to go. _

“Not so fast, notiso fast," exclaimed Sanford, catching him
by the arm. -‘I will explain if you give me time. Youare.
trying to better the condition of working people.”

“ Yes," interrupted Lord. “And you jump at theconclusion
that I am ripe for forcible revolution, dynamite, murder, and
you offer to introduce me to kindred spirits. I thankyou, San-
ford, I will correct that impression.” And again he would have
gone.

“ Hold on, " said Sanford, becomingnettlecl, and placinghim:
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self squarely in the way. “ You find it hard to seem misunder-
stood. Think that perhaps you are misunderstanding. Just
wait tillyou know what you are talking about.”

“But this meeting is some secret plot;sueh plots as have
always defeated movements for bettering the condition of the
workingpeople.”

“Now don't interrupt me," said Sanford. “ Do I look and
act like a red-handed murderer? I t is you who misconstrue my
motives. I have invited you to a meeting, held secretly it is
true, but where nothing unlawful will take place. You have
my word for that. Can’t you trust it? We have some very
fiery and impatient men among them. How do you know but
what we need your help and counsel to keep them from going
too far?

.

Your influencemay prevent the very evilsyou dread."
“Forgive me, Sanford, I am not quite myself tonight. That

fight on the avenue must have unsettled my nerves. If I can
be of any use —

”

“ Of course you can, old fellow," cried Sanford. “I invited
you, believing you could do us good. I own I do n’t like the
way the thing is drifting, but I give you my word that we are
harmless, at least for tonight, and perhaps you, who denounce
prejudice, may have a little left yourself. eh? Willyou come?"
he asked, extending his hand in token of all resentment buried.

“ Yes, I will come," said Lord, accepting the proffered hand.
Yet with a strange foreboding of evil. Could either of them
have foreseen the sequel of that fateful. meeting. how different
would have been their plans.

“ But where is this meeting? At this late hour you must
admit that your guarded invitation gave me some grounds for
suspicion.”

_

‘

“ It may raise them again when I tell you. It is back of a
saloon.”

“ No, having laid my suspicion, you have raised my curiosity.
But why meet behind a saloon ?”

“Because there we can meet without being spied upon by
police. They never meddle with saloons kept by aldermen."
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he said laughing. “ The real reason is because.halls connected
with saloons are rented, much cheaper than any others."

“ That is a good argument why cities should own halls, have
plenty of them,and furnish them free of cost to all who would
use them,” said Lord. “At least they could furnish them for
the cost of lighting and heating."

“Tell the boys that tonight,” said Sanford. “That sounds
practical. Now, this hall is rented through the week to posts
of the Grand Army,lodges, and benefitsocieties; all becauseit
is cheaper and more convenient than any, other."

“ Do they go through the saloon ?" asked Lord.
“ Not unless they choose. There is a side entrance, but we

generally go through the saloon, as it attracts less attention."
“ And thataccords better with the tastes and reputation of

your society I presume?” laughed Lord.
“ Yes, we may as well have the game as the name." said San-

‘

ford. “ Onr necessity is made to appear our preference when
reporters find us out. This is the place," he added, as they
reached a pretentious-looking saloon, having two entrances.’
At the side was another door, opening to a narrow stair-way,.
over which was a notice: “ Lodge room to let, inquire in saloon.”

The front curtains were down, but the murmur of voices
from within was quite audible. The policeman on the corner

swung his night club lazily,and convenientlyturned his back
upon the two friends who were seeking admission. The door
of the “familyentrance” was ajar. Two little tots came out
with a big pail of beer between them,and, setting it down upon
the steps, they proceeded to take toll by alternately kneeling
before it and tipping it a little, so that, by holding their breath
and immersing their noses in the froth, they could get a “dood
big dwink,” as the little boy explained to his sister, wiping the
froth from his face withhis torn coat sleeve.

An old woman, bare-headed, wrinkled,and wan, went in with
a large tin kettle as two girls, with fiery red hats and faces
painted to match, came out carrying fancy glass pitchers filled
with the foaming, amber fluid dispensed within.
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Lord and Sanford walked in and took a seat at one of the

little tables at the back of the room.
.

There were twenty or more men and boys in the room; most
of them with hats tipped back,cigars in their mouths,smoking
until theair was blue. Some were drinkingat the bar. Others
were playing, or watching others play, at the pool table.

“ The alderman owns this place. so there is never any danger
of a raid,” said Sanford. " It’s a respectable place, too, as
saloons go." ‘

“ Is the alderman here tonight?” asked Lord.
“ Oh, yes, that is him at the corner of the pool table. A

genial, whole-souled man as ever took the last cent from a rum-
crazed fool. It is near election time, and he has great influence
in this ward. All the candidates furnish him money to set up
for the boys.”

“ But is be respected by the, what we call, better class in
thedistrict?" asked Lord.

" Bless you, yes. He pays his license promptly,goes in‘ for a

higher license, says it would crowd out the low dives and make
business better.”

“ I mean, do not church people ratherobject to having a saloon-
keeper for alderman? ”

‘

“ Gracious, no. Why, there is one church member on the
excise board that signed his license; and look, there is a church
tmstee, who wants to go to congress, talking with him now.
A prominent elder is vice-president of a ward association that
goes under his name. Oh, I tell you, he is all solid with the
pious; gets thatvote every time.”

“ He seems to be a man of some note," said Lord cynically.
“ Indeed, he is one of our first citizens; subscribes liberally

to charity, sends his children to church, pays for a pew in two
churches, and is doing a lawful business.” Sanford’s eyes
twinkled with mirth as he said this, for Lord was known to be
very radical on the drink question.

The alderman passed them at this moment, greeting them
cordially, and setting before them a box of cigars. “ Help
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yourselves. gentlemen," he said. “it's a part of the election
fund contributed by bur next congressmanyonder. Would you
like to meet him?” V

,

'

'

“No, I thank you,” replied Lord dryly,while Sanford tool:
a handful of cigars. The jovial hospitality of mine host would
not have understood a refusal. -

A youth at the front. who had partakcn too freely of the
election bonnties in liquid form, rollediunder the table. “ Put
him out," said the alderman, pointing his little finger, upon
which gleamcd a massive diamond ring, at the prostrate boy..

The bur-keeper was about to obey when the candidate whis--
pered: " \Vhy,that is elder Jones’s son,” mentioning the vice-
president of the ward association.

“ Oh-, hold on a minute," said the alderman. "Can't you fix
im up a bed in the back room, and let im sleep, he acts tired.“
A roar of laughter greeted this sally of wit, and the boy was
retired.

_

The bar fixtures were magnificent. Back of the long bar a

heavy plate mirror extended the entire lengthand reflected the
whole room. especially thoseof its occupants who faced the bar.

Over the mirror was draped a silken streamer of red, white,
and blue, looped with golden cord and heavy tassels. Above
each festoon a bird of freedom —a rampant, screaming, golden
eagle—perched. Below, a glistening row of cut-glass decan-
ters stood upon the decorated shelf. The handles of the beer
pumps were of solid silver, while upon the opposite wall, so

hung as to be refiected in thegreat mirror, were heavilyframed
pictures of Baechanalian revel and Roman pageant. At the
front plate-glass windows were screens of solid walnut, carved
and ornamented, each holding oval mirrors of wondrous. thick-
ness and perfection.

“ You reformers are not consistent," said Sanford, with the
old twinkle in his eye. “You are for the bettermentof the
poor man’s condition; yet you would abolish this place alto-
gether." .

"I would abolish this,as I would every other private monop-
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oly," said Lord. '“ Let the people decide what kind of resorts
A

they wish to have. Then let their agents build and run them
with the public funds, making no profits, merely paying ex-

penses from what they sell."
“ That might do away with saloon-keeping aldermen, and

perhaps prevent adulterations," said Sanford. “But would not
the saloon remain as before?"

“ No, I thinknot," replied Lord. "I have an idea thatpeo-
ple go to saloons for the same reason that‘thcylive in tenement
houses,—becausethey have no better places.”

" Then why do you war upon the saloons, when they are the-
only places open for the people?"

“Because of the utter selfishness of the trade,—its frauds
and cruelties,— the debauching of children and the kicking of
penniless customers into the street, as that young boy would
have gone but for his father's name and influence."

“ Oh, now see here,” said Sanford, sipping his sarsaparilla. “As
far as thatgoes, if the saloon-keeper waters his whiskey or adul-
terates his other drinks, so does the grocer water his vineg~.u',
and sell bogus coffee or very high mixed tea. It is nearly im-
possible to get pure food of any of them. Now, as to taking

. the last cent and kickingyou out, the landlord of your flatwill
do that. For my part, I consider saloon-keeping just as good
as any other legalized robbery.”

.

“ Oh, well,” said Lord, catching the spirit of irony, “you
know it is not considered as respectable as real estate or stock
speculating."

“ Oh, no, not by pious people, but if they do n‘t lilre saloons
why do theytake rent, and license money. and church donations
from them? If the partaker is as bad as the thief what right
have they to croalt 7"

"Some churches refuse to accept saloon-keepers or brewers
as members,”said Lord, “and theylook down upon their fami-
lies as socially inferior.”

“ To those who make theirliving by speculating in the neces-
sities of life, or gambling in Wall Street," interrupted Sanford.
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“ At the same time," he continued, “ these same people will,
nine out of ten of.thenx, vote to increase the saloon-keeper's
license fee, so as to get a little more money out of him.”

“I thinkyou are mistaken in themotive," said Lord. “They,
like your alderman, want to make the business more respect-
able, so that it may not trouble their consciences." '

“So you allow for a conscience? For my part,I can't see
how conscience or religion can ever be anythingbut hypocrisy
so long as it is made to uphold thepresent system of inequality
and robbery,” said Sanford.

“ One thing seems certain,” sighed‘ Lord. “Saloons will
probably remain with us as long as the present social system.
The whole thingwill stand or fall together."

“ All right,” responded Sanford, to a little old man. who in-
formed him thathe could now bring Mr. Lord up to the meet-
ing-room. .

V “I was thinking,”said Lord, glancing around as they were
leaving the room, “that,if the city furnished such a place, a
beer garden, with lunch tables, and with the beer left out,
adding music and other attractions,where wives and children,
as well as the men, could come and enjoy themselves, then we
could dispense with saloons."

“ How would you arrange expenses?”
“ People would buy what they wanted, just as theydo now.

These places make big profits and pay big rents, but the city
could furnish the choicest fruits, the daintiest morsels, and the
most delicious drinks at a very small cost, without rent or
profit."

Sanford reached the head of the stairs and gave a peculiar
knoek. Thewicket in the door was opened.
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CHAPTER VI.
was ANARCHIST mmrrnwo.

“ Who comes?” was asked from the wicket.
“Comrade Sanford, with a friend who visits us.”
" Give me the password.”
“ Justice, not charity.”
“ Do you personallyvouch for the visitor?”
“ 1 do.”
“ Pass in his card.”
Lord was furnished a bit of paper upon which he wrote his

name. Sanford endorsed it and passed it through the wicket,
which closed with a snap, and the two were again left alone.

“ Permit me to say,“ laughed Lord, “ thatfor anarchists, who
are supposed to be gloriously unorganized, your friends have a

great deal of machineryand method.”
" Oh, you know we are a law unto ourselves," replied Sanford.

“ There are anarchists and anarchists."
“ I know that there must be widely different schools of

anarchy,” said Lord. “ In fact, some whom I know that pro-
fess to believe in anarchy are very peaceable men."

“Yes. there are many who are very nearly Quakers in their
teaching,”replied Sanford. “ They do n’t believe in force, and
teach the doctrine of~non-resistance.” -

g

“ But these friendsof yours are rathermore forcibly inclined,
I take it?”

“They are men who, observing the wrongs of the present
system, see greater mercy in forcible resistance than in patient
submission." replied Sanford.

_As he spoke the door was thrown open, and theywere invited
to enter. A bright red flag was draped above the chairman's
desk. All conversation ceased as they entered. Many of the
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men were smoking. Some had thrown 06 their coats, as the
room was warm and close. '

" Will comrade Sanford tell us the meaning of the red flag?"
asked the chairman.

“ Equality, fraternity. That of one blood are all people of
the earth,” replied Sanford.

With this simple ceremony all restraint gave wa_v,and a con-
fused murmur of conversation was resumed. '

.

“ Comrades,” said Sanford, with an easy‘ sweep of the hand,
“this is Mr. Lord, of whom you have heard. Mr. Lord does
not understand us-, but you can trust him. After youhave
given your views he will say a few words. I have great confi-
dence in his judgment. I hope you will submit plans before
him without reserve."

Acknowledging the introduction with a slight inclinationof
the head, Lord sank into a seat where he could observe the
room and its inmates. There were more than a hundred men
in the room. Their business meeting which had just closed
might have been conducted in order, but they were certainly
in a beautifullyanarchistic state now. The only sign of order
was the guard at the door, who admitted an occasional com-
rade, and the chairman, who asked each corner the question
upon the significance of the red flag.

The chairs had been gathered in irregular semicircles,partly
thatthe members might face one anotherin conversation,partly
for the convenience of tobacco users, around some central spit-
toon. Alternatingwith faceswhich seemed sodden withmisery
appeared others whose piercing looks betokenedmen of thought.
Lord could soon distinguish those who were leaders, whose
judgment would be deferred to, or whose words‘ could drive
their faithful followers to any length.

,

There were among them desperate men, who would do and
die if need be with all the coolness of a Russian nihilist. A
large proportion were of German descent, with a sprinkling of
Irish, Scotch, Russians, and Frenchmen. Several were Ameri-
cans by generations of ancestors. This surprised Lord, who,
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while he knew some American theoreticalanarchists, had fallen
into the popular error thatan American revolutionaryanarchist
was an impossibility. True, AlbertParsons, one of theChicago
victims, was an American of good family,but Lord had come to
regard him merely as a labor reformer and a socialist, who had
been sacrificedto the popular newspaper clamor..

After Lord's introduction therewas a few moments‘ confused
buzz, then a gruff, thickset fellow in a blue sailor shirt, who
had laid off his coat, and whose broad suspenders made a red
cross upon his back,scuflled his feet upon the floor, and spoke
in a louder tone.

“Comrades." he said, “I dont submit plans before any man
until he has sworn to assist, or else keep out of the way and
hold his tongue. [‘Hear‘! hear!‘ growled several voices.] I
wont submit plans, but I will give my ideas! [‘ Do I that'sthe
talk ’.] I say that things cant go on in this way much
longer. [‘No, py dunder, no'.] There is a storm coming
soon, and when it comes I dont believe we should be caught
napping. In the Pittshurg and Southwest strikes if \ve had
been ready, armed, and drilled we could have won. Next time.
they will be more ready" for us. and it will be harder work.
True, we have ‘the resources qf civilizatz'on' on our side." he
said, with a significant glance toward some of theleaders, “and
dont the capitalist press howl when we mention it? I tell you '

thata well-planned, united effort, a surprise, would bring these
millionairesat our feet begging for mercy, and the privilege of
going to Europe withwhat theyhave on their backs and asmall
gripsack in their hand. Wontit be good to see em going over
in the steerage like many an honest man who has come over to
make their fortunes for them?"

At the close of this speech demonstrations of approval were

vigorous. Pipes were laid down, thata freer use of hands and
lungs might emphasize their feelings. Then a broad-shouldered
fellow from the rear shuffled up the side and entered the circle.
Sitting down, he eyed the last speaker as he said: “ Yercountin
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yer chickens early I'm a-thinkin. These same millionaires
can send over armies an guuboats an'’— i

“ Dont I know that." retorted the first speaker. “Thats
what we want ; we 'd have possession of the treasury,and we'd
have dynamite guns, and torpedoes, and all the seacoast. We
would stop paying them rent, or interest, or dividends. “Where
would theyland their hired butchers, and where would theyget
money to pay em ?" he asked triumphantly.

" Send em in by Canady, an give em all they could stea ."
“ Ah, but wouldnt the whole nation rise against such a for»

cign invader? It would make our cause solid at, once, and the
people on the other side would rise, too, so they couldnt go
back. They might go to Halifax and stay there if the natives
would let em." lie gave at grin that showed his few teeth.
together with many vacancies where teeth ought. to have been..
Every telling point was met with a whoop, or a “ Hear, Hear."

Among those who could not. suflicientlyexpress their feel-
ings was our old friend, the slim man with a sharp elbow. As
the seats did not admit. of his usual demonstration,his exclama-
tion, “ Thats so,” punctuated the remarkswith becoming regu-
larity and wonderful force.

A sorrowful, dejected~looking man of about‘fiftyyears next
begin with a question: “ Say, how are ye goin to get control of

,

.

the government?" Then suddenly rising to his feet, without
waiting for an answer, he swung his arms wildlyabout and
shrilly hissed out, amid many cries and shouts: “ How are you
goin to manage the first surprise? How are you to getthe
government, guns and :11], ch ? Millionaires own this govern-
ment, and theybuy and sell every office from alderman to presi-
dent. They let oflices out to their own men and take a mort»
gage on em. How are you goin to win ? The ballot.-box is no

good. It leaks and its rotten. [‘Hear, hear'.] The police '

and militia are all under capitalists’ orders. I am in for any
thing,”he shrieked, “ifyou will show how it is to be done.
Anythingis better than what we have now. [' You ‘re right '.]
I once owned a home. Bad lnck has followed me for ten years.

\
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Now, I dont know where my children are. I am a tramp. I
havnt slep in a bed for a year, nor had a square meal in a
week. 1 found ten cents on the avenue Friday last, an, pon
my word. I have lived on thatever since. I ate my last month-
ful Saturday night at a free lunch. I have neithershame nor
fear, and I dont care how desperate a plan you have. I am in
for anything." [A tumult of shoots]

A fairly well-dressed man, who had been listening intently,
and seldom applauding,now rose and addressed the chair, a

formality that none of the others had observed. He wore a
white shirt, collar and tie, had a ring upon his finger, and gave
one the'impression of a commercial man. .

His ofl'-hand way of speaking, his rapid sentences, follow-
ing in quick succession, left no opening for audible responses.
but the fact thatseveral pipes went out, and even the irrepres-
sible slim man allowed no sound to escape him, while his half-
opened mouth twitched eonvulsively at times, indicated the
interest of his auditors.

Turningfrom the chairman, he said: “Now, see here, com-
rades, I am not in quite so bad a strait as our friend there,-
God knows how soon I shall be,—but I see thatyou are all
talkingat random. This kind of rat wont better anybody's
condition. If any of you have a plan that might be put into
operation, lets hear it. Its not bomhast, but business thatwe
want. Some people have got more wealth than belongs to
them. Some of us never had our share. Now, how are we to
get even withouthaving our necks stretched, or going to a state
institution to board? I admire a cashier, who, after working
twenty years for a sliin-flint firm, making them rich, quietly
takes his share from the safe, goes travelling, or settles do\\1i
in Montreal to enjoy his poition. I rejoice when I hear thata

burglar, or piekpocket, or skillful penman, has walked away
with fifty thousanddollars from some rich \\'all Street gambler.
I cordially sympathizewith the road-agent \vho makes a haul
from the express companies. And I take ofi my hatto the
Denver man who coolly walked into a bank, invited the presi-
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dent into the back room on privatebusiness, and then, witha

pistol and bottle of nit_ro-glyeerine in his hand, told him that
life was not worth living without money; that they would
either«lie together, there and then,or the president might write
him a check for twenty-one thousand dollars. Then walking
behind him with the glyt-cn'ne, he compelled him to have it
cashed at the desk in convenient shape for travelling. thanked
him for his courtesy, and retired. All this is magnificent,but
it is not war. It provides for the few. but not for the many.
It is spoiling the Egyptians, but it does not solve any social
problem. So \vithyour discussions every week. If you have
nothingbetter to propose, then all turn thievesand burglars at
once. In no other way will you ever get your share of the
wealth you have helped to make." '

As he took his seat thedemonstrations seemed more subdued
than before, but terribly,wickedly earnest.

There was another shuflling of feet, and a thin,wiry fellow
elbowetl his way to the front. Casting a piercing glance over
the audience. to see that no spies or strangers heard, he began:
“I will give you a plan,—one that I have heard discussed (I
won‘t say where), and, whatever happens, rememberthat I did
not suggest or advocate it. I merely repeat it. Suppose a
hundred thousand men in New York, and a like proportionin
every city, were secretly armed and drilled.

. Every man under
oath to keep the secret and watch his neighbor. As many as

possible to drill in the National Guard at state expense. Sup-
pose when all was ready every railroad. steamboat, street-car,
and ferry stops simultaneously throughout the country. O_ur
people take possession of all. \\'ithevery telegraph station
manned withour own operators, our leaders could communicate
with each other while our opponents could not. Cables to
Europe would be ours, so no news would reach there in a week.

.

" Let perfect discipline be kept. No plundering allowed on

penalty of death; but, in the name of the sovereign people,
take possession of all propertyfor the people who have created
its value by their labor. Let every group have a few dynamite
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bombs in the hands of their coolest men; not for use, but to
insure good faith,as it were. In an extreme emergency, let a
traitor or stubborn foe be executed with a bomb. That would
save all funeral ceremony,—-spirit him away, so to speak. In
a week all would be over. Every town would have its own
territoryto look after, while our people. having telegraph and
railroads,could send help wherever needed. Very little blood-
shed would be required. Just enough to show that we were
in earnest, and thatit was useless to oppose us.

“ Let provisional committees be organized at once. Let
every store and factory be run as a co-operative industry, and
boards of labor and distribution, elected by each trade, take
control of all. Let all vacant land he declared open for imme-
diate use by anyone. Let all who either rent or own a home
retain it until a better one is afiorded, and let the choice of
vacant houses be by lot for first choice. This is only a sketch
of a programme I have heard. What do you thinkof it?"

.

As the interest deepened, responses seemed to grow less noisy.
Approving node and expressive winks ran around the circle.
The slim fellow arose to his greatest height and swung his long
arms wildly outward, barely missing the head of his shorter
neighbor, who had at the same timearisen; then,withoutemit-
ting a sound, he sank back into his chair and awaited the end.

At the close of the speaker’s remarks the pent-up flood burst
forth. To distinguish one shout from another was impossible.
Gleams of hope, the fire of fanaticism,wild exultations as
of caged tigers suddenly seeing a door opening to freedom.
seemed to leap from the dullest eyes. Had the word of com-
mand been given to carry out the plan detailed,every man was

ready to do his part or perish in the attempt. ‘

An old man, an Englishman,was standing in the outer circle.
When the hubbub subsided he elbowed his way to the front.
Slowly he untied a red bandanna handkerchief from his throat
and laid it across thebackof a chair. Then deliberatelytaking
off his coat and laying it carefullyon the same chair he began:

“Forty years ago in London I en] the same idea. But one
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night. a Vagabond and an outlaw. I ad to lure hold England."
The old man then fumbled for his handkerchief; not
it.he drew his sleere across his eyes. braced himself up. and
resumed: “Years of ard. faithful labor av I given to this coun-

try. lavproducedenoughtokeepmoretlnnonemanin
hiclleness. but. as a result of it all. I am in debt. I dont own a
font of lan-l, nor a rs--f to cover my ed. and wen the monopolist
wants to use.the old man e only as to old up a dollar, and I am
ix." As he continued his story, he found his handkerchief and
blew a lung..sunorous Iillét upon his nactl organ. Somehow
nuhudy laughed. but as he went on telling theold story of hard-
ship, of his honest toil unrequited. children sattered. and his
home destroyed. more than one answeringhlast announced that
other sympathizershad found their handherrhiefs.

The set teeth and clenched lists of the younger men showed
that the iron of desperate resolve had entered their very souls.

Following him. a man of thirty-five anse. and, with a sweep
of the hand, intended as a general introduction of himself, he
hegan in fiery. quick sentences: “I am a house-carpenter. A:
work is I lose two or three months‘ time every year. There
are a million men, in and about New York, who want house
of their own. Still there is no demand for honsehuilders, ex-

cept from speculators who put up cages for twenty fnmilia
under one roof. or build to sell to some rich and pious skin-flint
who wants to invest his money in real estate. where he can coin
out of the flesh and hlood and lives of his tenants the interest
on his investment. [‘ Yes, yes. Thats suf] Health. comfort,
nothing is considered but ‘For how much can I rent?‘ and
‘ How much interest does thatpay on my investment?‘ If God
Almighty lives. and the Devildoes his duty, the whole intetfi
account will he made up some day. [Hear, Bean]

“ Do you sometimes wonder thatacres of this island are cov-
ered with old. rickety. unhealthy tenements when new ones
would rent for more? Do you know the reason the old ones
are left standing? It is becausethe rent of an old bulk of 3
house pays a bigger per cent on the amount of money invested
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than a new one would, after the cost of building. Thousands
of them stand on land owned by the richest church in America,
and, when the long leases run out, the buildings become the
property of the church. Owners of the buildings must get
their money back, with so much per cent, before the lease ex-
pires. Per cent has taken more lives, murdered more children.
and caused more crime than all the tyrants from Herod down.
And the church is an accomplice in the crime."

The assembly was again lashed to fury by these remarks of
the carpenter. Shouts and hisses and groans greeted his denun-
ciations. Then a gray-haired man tottered to his feet. Spread-
ing out his hands in the attitude of a clergyman giving a bene-
diction, he said in a quavering voice: “Patience. \Ve must
learn patience. I am too old to fight, but I would die wid ye
all, if there was any chance of winnin. But ye are too young
to throw away yer lives. Have patience a little longer and ye
will get justice.”

Then came a big-bearded. shaggy-browed fellow, striding
down the floor, growling like an enraged bull: " Out upon you
all for patient fools," he cried. “ Can you be patient and sufl'er
the torments of the damned? If so, suffer on. I will see lib-
erty or the gallows in my own day. I have no patience with
the teaching that the world will some day deal justly with
its workmen. I want to see justice now, or I want to die in
the attempt to gain it. You all know that the rich are growing

.

richer while the poor are growing poorer. \Vhere is this going
to stop? When your courage is starved out of you and your
organizations broken up, eh? The legal systems of robbery
are supported by law and government, defended by polic-emen‘s
clubs, and soldiers’ bayonets. Gunpowder, cold steel, and whim-
pering, psalm-singing preachers keep us down. And the cow-
ardly patience of a nation of slaves delays our freedom. Dont
you know that a little hog’s grease and nitric acid makes a
better weapon than a musket?” He glared about him. A con-
fused, gurgling growl burst from the crowd.

“Let me give you a plan for New York City's part of the
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general programme,"he continued. [Hishearers listenedbreath-
lessly.] “if there are only ten thousand men in New York

_who are ready to act, let them take the lead. and secure a leader
who can be trusted. There are a millionwho will follow when
they see the plan in operation. Let the ten thousand who dare
take the lead. Let every man know his post as in a tire brigade.
Let the signal be given thatcalls out the ten thousand,and the
three sixes will call out the rest. Use dynamite freely. Shut
off the water and gas. Blow up electric-lightstations, elevated
roads and horse-cur tracks. Barricade the streets with the frag-
ments. Seize or destroy every police station. Use bombs
wherever any resistance is shown. Capture or blow upthe
armories,and placard the town with hand-bills."

llepulled from his pocket a bundle of papers. Lord would
not have been surprised to see a few dynamite bombs laid upon
the table as an accompaniment to his words.

He stepped upon the platform and began to reada proclama-
tion. Passing from the impassioned manner of his speech to
slower, lower.'hut terribly earnest reading,he paused after each
elanse to let its full meaning sink into theminds of his hearers.
They had passed beyondapplause. They lived in the words of
the reader, and, as the waves of feeling passed over his face,
they rose furious with rage or sank back with sardonic grins. —

“Proclamation to the people. '

’

“ Liberty is proclaimed. Justice prevails.
“ The city is in the hands of its citizens. It is no longer the

property of a few. New York belongs to all the people‘, and is
held in trust as common property for all. The provisionalcom-
mittee will see that the common property is not destroyed, nor "

shall anyone be allowed to take thatwhich is in use by another.
Each person will retain all property in actual use by himself
and family, for which shall be rendered to the‘ community
such service as shall be an equivalent for its use. All former
ient, all interest, debt, buying,and selling shall cease from this
date.”

He stopped to _drain a mug of beer thatwas handed from the
\\
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floor below him. During the pause the confusion broke forth,
——shouts and cries and wild waving of hats, which were again
instantly hushed as the reader extended his hand and resumed.

Afterreading the rernarinder of the paper he laid it upon the
table and l‘.\'Olillll)t‘ll: “You see that,if this programme was
carried out in every city, the few who represented great riches
could not successfully oppose the many who represented great
poverty. It would be for the interest of the middle class to
join us. It is only a question of time when they will be reduced
to-our level under present conditions,while under the new sys-
tem there would be no fear of poverty for themselves or their
children. In one year this country, relieved of its burden of
dcadheads, would have a prosperity such as the world never
dreamed of. \Vith no fear of poverty for any, all inducement
to crime would disappear, and all would work for the general
good. There is plenty to be had for all, without exhaustive
toil, and all would have plenty. It is only the hoggishness of
those who take more than they need that leaves so many with
less than they need. It will take-a struggle," he continued,
wiping the dampness from his forehead, “and it will cost some
lives to make the change, but better that the struggle come

,
now, and the lives be lost now, than to drag along through
another fiftyyears, sacrificingthousands of lives every year to
thegreed of gold.

"Starving wives and children," he hissed, “living in the
gates of hell. You tell us to be patient and wait," he roared.
“I tell you thatyou sacrifice more lives, innocent babies’ lives,
in every year of waiting than you would sacrifice in effecting
a revolution. It is mercy and lrumauity to act quickly. If
McClellan had not stopped to count lives he would have taken
Richmond. Who is the hero of thatwar, McClellan, the merci-
ful, or Grant, the butcher? I tell you delay is cruelty. Speedy
revolution is mercy. Choose like men, and strike for liberty.”

(To be continued.)
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OBJECTIONS T0 XATIONALISM,
BY ‘run llos. Jms: Cox.

The lofty tone of contempt and assumed superiorityemployed
by many of the opponents of nationalism,indicating,as it does.
either a mind so distorted by self-complacencyas to be _incapa-
hle of perceiving the force of. new ideas, or the insincerity
resulting from self-interest, forbids the idea thatany very con-

vincing argument should be expected from them.
It is. therefore, not surprising that such writers should wholly

ignore the fact that the change from one industrial system to
another is brought about by an imperious economic necessity
only,and should hasten to oppose to the rising tide of nation-
alistic thought a series of merely theoretical objections, which
they loftilydecide to be satisfactory answers to the position of
the nationalists; but which, in fact, only show the defenseless-
ness of their own position. .

Nationalismas a universal system. and in modern life, may
be said to be an untried theory; and hence no objections to it
can be based on the experience of its operation. The grounds
on which it.ls defended or opposed must be drawn from the
same place in the logical armory: theyare all to a great extent
mere untried theories. In this respect both its proponents and
opponents are on the same level, and neither is enabled to as-

sume any superiority over the other. But while the opponents
of nationalismoccupy no higher logical position in this respect
than do its defenders. these opponents utterly fail to perceive
not only that their own ramparts are undefended.but also that
the very shot and shell which they attempt to throw into the
nationalist camp explode in their own. For the fact is that
the theoretical objections which they hurl at the theoretical
system of the nationalists are each and all of them very strong
indictmentsof the present industrial system which these gen- «

tlemen so loudly defend. Long experience has demonstrated
beyond peradventure that these very objections are, as applied
to the present system, insurmountable and nnanswerable.
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We are told, for instance, that under nationalismthere would
.

be no adequate motive for exertion in theproduction of wealth;
that want is the only spur to exertion by the masses; and that,
under a system where material rewards are equal, there would
be no such motive. Hence people would, under such a system,
work as little as possible; laziness would prevail; little would
be produced ;. and all but corruptionists would suffer.

It is difiicult to imagine these objections as being seriously
made by the defenders of a system like the present, which luxu-
riously supports hundreds of thousands in voluntary idleness,
and compels millionsof able and- willingworkers to exist invol-
untarilyin the same condition. But, assuming theobjections to
be made in good faith, we find that, while it is true that want,
or the fear of want, is a spur to 'exertion, it is not necessarily
a spur to exertion in production, but is merely a motive to
obtain what has been produced.

_

Labor in production is, under the present system, but a
clumsy way of making a living, the productive laborer being
the most poorly rewarded of any memberof the community.
Labor in production means long hours, exhaustingwork, uncer-
tainty of employment, poor pay, and humble submission to the
arbitrarywill of the employer or his deputy. Hence every man
of spirit or ambition seeks employmentnot in production, but
rather in some other way, as clerk,salesman, trader, spec ulator,
in the so-called learned professions, or else as a politician or
otherparasite upon society; indeed, in any and every way other
thanas a laborer in production. Hence all these non-productive
avenues of employmentare greatly overcrowded.

But even of the laborers in production it cannot be said that
want spurs them to exertion, except in so far as it is necessary
to obtain their wages. On the contrary, they produce as little
as they can to get their pay. If they work by the day it is
their interest to “soldier" as much as possible, as being not
only easier, but as making the work last longer. If theywork
at piece-work,it is their interest to slight their work. It is not
asserted thatall workmen act in this way. To the credit of
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human nature be it‘ said they-do not. But the system makes it
their interest to do so. These men know that there is little or
no hope of their ever beinganythingmore than mere workmen;
they know that there is room for but few promotions. and
their interest is to act accordingly. ‘The life of the average
workman is a cheerless and hopeless monotony of labor and
suffering. ‘Yliat motive has he indeed to exert himself to
produce for the good of the world? Absolutelynone! Hunger
spurs him, as everyone else, to get not to produce ; and the time
is rapidly approaching when the laborer, maddened by his own

want and the sight of the unbounded luxury of the idle rich,
will be spurred to fu7.-¢- by the strong arm, without the labor of
producing, when the poor boon of labor is denied him.

That want is an utterly inadequate spur to production under
the present system is proved by the smallness of the annual
product. This amounts in value to less than fifty cents a day
per head of the population of the United States,—a country
capable of producing at least ten times that amount.

The fact is thatunderthe present system the fear of want »

discourages production. It induces everyone to get all he can
with as little labor in production as possible. Hence arises the
system of production for profit; a system which crushes the
laborer and diminishes to the lowest possible amount his wage-
earning power. It thus proportionately destroys his purchas-
ing power, and so reduces the marketdemand for the products
of industry, which is the result of the exercise of thatpower,
thus directly discouraging production. To cap all, trusts and ‘

other wxinbiiiations designedly, forcibly, and systematically
restrict the production of wealth.

Under the present system the fear of want sets man upon
man to struggle for existence. It moves man to no eflort to
benefit mankind; its tendency is brutalizing; it is identical
with the motive which sets the tiger upon his prey. It is only
the men who are above the fear of want thatcan afiord to exert
themselves to benefit their kind. The tendency of such fear,
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therefore, is to restrain the good impulses of man, and to retard
his progress in civilization.

Under the nationalist system the fear of want, or rather the
necessity of exertion to prevent want, would still he a strong
motive in man; but it would lead directly to the best results
in the production of wealth.

The nation as a \vhole, that is the state, would then be
charged with the duty of production. Each member of the
community would necessarily feel that his own comfort and
that of his familydepended upon the etiiciency with which the
state performed this function, as well as upon the heartiness of
the exertions of each individual. It would, therefore, be every
man's interest not only to perform his own duty in production,
but also to see that every other man performed his. Can it be
doubted that there would arise a public opinion holding each
man strictly to his duty? And would not pubiic opinion also
see to it that the state took such measures as would push pro-
duction to the utmost capacity of the producing forces?

The fear of want would still exist, but it would then act
upon a harmonious body of individuals, all having identical
interests; and it could prod'uce only the very best consequences
in production. At the present time such fear makes men para-
sites, swindlers, and even murderers, as well as producers. It
may be truthfullysaid that, under the present system, the fear
of want tends to make men scoundrels. It is not expected that,
under the nationalist system, men would act altogether from
disinterested motives. But it is expected thatsuch system, by '

removing the antagonismswhich now exist between men, would
make their interests harmonious and identical; and the self-
interest of each would be the direct interest of all.

With modern machinery and organization production is not
difiicult. Everywhere today theproductive forces are restrained
becausetheproduct exceeds theefiective demand. Everywhere
the cry is not for more production, but for a market for the
product; and it is to find such market, and to capture it from
others, that the best talent of the country employs itself.

\
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Nationalism would at once furnish an adequatelrnarket,by
simply giving to the producer the full results of his labor, thus
enablingconsumption to keep pace withproductive energy; and,
by a perfected organization of industry, it would make produc-
tion far easier and more abundant than it is now.

It is also ohjected against nationalism that men are not fit.
for it at present; that they are brntalizedand demomlized,and
could not he made use of under its conditions. \Vhat an indict» ’

ment this against the present system! If men are brutalized
and demoralized, what lime m'ade them so? And .why has not
the existing system, which our opponents admire so much, pre-
vented this brutalization and delnoralization? The obvious
answer is that the men of today are the creatures of conditions
which the present. state of society has produced; or which, at

.least, it has not prevented.
It is the present system which can make least use of these -

men. It, rather than the proposed nationalist system, requires
perfect men. If all men were Petfect in wisdom, in physical
and mental qualities, and in moral nature. all might possibly be
well under our present unorganized industrial society. But.
because men are not s0,~it becomes necessary, in order to make
the best of these imperfect men, that they should be placed in
an organization where their imperfections may be aided by the
systematic help of their superiors in wisdom, morality, and
ability. Organization is civilization.

\Vhen raw, untrained, or barbaric men are taken into an

army, they are made part of the military organization, and
trained to act in unison with it. In this way only can they.be
made etleetive. No intelligent oflicer would thinkof leading
an untrained mob of such men against an enemy. But this is
exactlywhat the present industrial system does. It expects its
untrained and demoralized barbarians to act withoutorganiza-
tion, order, or even leaders, in bringing’ the untamed forces of
nature into the service of man. “

Another objection raised against nationalismis that it would
produce tyranny and corruption. But can anyone imagine a
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more utterly corrupt and tyrannous system than the present. -

From the very nature of the case, the ownership of the means
of production by the few (a necessity under our present system)
puts the laborers in production absolutely in the power of their
employers. The employer has the unrestricted power of dis-
charge: and the worker, especially if a man of family,will
submit to almost any indignityratherthan lose his eiuplo_\-ment.
Font-'great packing‘establishments in Chicago eInplu_\' 25,000
men, and through them absolutely control the destinies of at
least 200,000 people. The coal and iron miners are the merest
serfs; and the same is true in greater or less degree of die
workmen of nearly all other industries. The people have long
since ceased to be the rulers in this country. Corporate wealth
owns our congresses, legislatures. and executive ofiicesyand
dictates the policy of the government. Politicians, press, and
pulpit pander to wealth, systematicallybetrayingthe people to
the private interests of the possessing classes. Even the right
of free speech has been denied in many cases, and corruption
is illimitable. Adulteration of food is universal; fraud exists
everywhere,-fraudnlentgoods, fraudulentbankruptcies,abuses
of trusts, briberyof officials,oppressions by monopolies. Society
is rotten with corruption.

It certainly could not be worse under nationalism. If the
state were theowner and administrator of the means of produc-
tion, and oflicers proved corrupt, they could not possibly take
from the people a tithe of what is now taken in profits alone.
But corruption would then mean theshadow of thepenitentiary,
for it would be treason to the dcai-est interests of man.

The most superficial ‘examination of any of the objections
advanced°will show that they are a. thousand fold stronger
against the present system than against nationalism. Theyare

all theexpiringcries of a system already stricken withdeath. It
is evident thatall existing tendencies are hastening the fall of
the present system. The struggle of today is between the tend-
encies towards co-operation, and the tendencies towards her-
barism. And from barharism nationalismalone can save us.
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l\’.-\TIO-.\'.»tLIS.\I .-\.\'D LIBERTY.
BY TIII Rm‘. Sm.o.\ms Scumnuzu.

It is now two _vea'.‘.~' since theFirst Nationalist Club was organ-
ized in Boston and its platform published. During.that time
the scheme of nationalismhas been viewed from many and vary-
ing stamlpoints, and (‘riti(-ised by men who can be safely trusted
for their intelligence, integrity, and good-will towards all.

_What is the attitude of the opponents to nationalism? Have
theydenied the feasibilityof the plan? Not at all; theycould
not well do that. inasmuch as examples such as the post-ofiice,
the schools, the water service, and the sewerage demonstrate
what can be done by united eflort, and show thatthe nation
could just as su('ces.sfully operate the telegraphs, the telephones,
and the railroads as the mails, and that a city could supply the
citizens as well with gas and electricity as with water.

Has it been proved that the condition of the people would
not change for the better. bothmateriallyand morally,by means
of the proposed changes ? No; critics cannot but concede that
the people would be able to live in better condition than they
do now, thatpoverty would be abolished, and thatcrime would
vanish for want of motive. These premises admitted, they
cannot help confessing that the new order of things must spread
a greater blessing over mankind than (as it seemed to them) it
deserved.

This point has also beenallowed to pass unchallenged,in order.
that the de'ath-blow might be struck from another quarter. In
substance we are told as follows: Nationalism is feasible; it
will secure the national welfare of all, and may even improve
mankind morally, bnt—and here the voice of criticism is
raised to the highest pitch —-thinkof the price which you will
have to pay. The prosperity of the people will be bought at
the enormous price of their—liherty! Nationalism will crush
liberty and strike off every head that will dare to raise itself

_above the dead level. Beware, we are warned, of the trap!
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Nationalism is a cage in which the birds, though supplied with
food and drink, are kept prisoners for ever within the golden
grating. As for us, add our mentors, we prefer the miseries of
the present social order, with the liberty which it grants to the
individual, to the golden slavery which nationalismwill bring.

This formidable breastwork,however, resemlnles the walls of
Babylon,as constructed by M r. Kiralfy in his grand spectacular
drama. Like these it is found, when approached, to be of can-

vas, penetrable by a penknife. It is awe-inspiring at a distance,
but it cannot stand a close inspection.

The fact is that nationalism will not destroy liberty, but
rather will strengthen and develop it. The liberties which we
are said to possess, and which we are cautioned so much to pre-
serve, are the mere shadow of that true liberty which the new
and bettersocial orders will grant. — Let us examine this a little
more closely.

1. \Vill nationalisminterfere with political liberty? People
will possibly vote then, as they do now, but there will be no
“ voting cattle "; therewillbe no fearof ofiendingan employer;
there will be no scramble for ofiice on the principle that to the
victor belongs the spoils; there will be no longer the fear that
the longest purse or the biggest barrel alone can win. The
educated, intelligentvoter will, in full liberty,vote for such men
and measures as he judges will benefit the community.

2. How can nationalism interfere with “religious liberty"
when religion will have ceased to be the only safeguard of
morality and will have become a matter of pure sentiment?
In the present. state of society, in which-every person stands
and fights and hoards for himself, it is necessary to coax him
into good actions,and to frighten him from the committal of
evil, by well elaborated systems of religion; and thatwhich
promises the best effect is naturally preferred. Nationalism
will reduce the numberof sins and, at the same time, let every
person form his own theories in regard to the origin or the -

government of the universe, and place himself in such relation
to the Creator as shall seem to him satisfactory.
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3. Social equality includes social liberty. and while at pres-
ent the one who stands either intellectuallyor materiallybelow
the next is not at liberty to associate practically with him,
despite all noble sentiments such as that expressed by the
words, “a man's a man for all that." ‘nationalismwill break
the barriers which keep brotherfrom brotherand will establish
true freedom of association. Under our boasted libertiespeople
are not free to marry when and whom theyplease. but national-
ism will grant, in fact and not in mere theory, to every person
the choice when and withwhom to enter into marital relations.

4. But the liberty of choosing a vocation will, we are told.
be crushed by nationalism; the citizen will be pressed into the
industrial army and assigned work which he will abhor. This,
too, is a false charge. Not alone will every person have the
choice of occupation; it will be in the interest of the com-
munity to give to everyone the work which he likes best and
is best fitted to do. It is thepresent social order which crushes
industrial liberty. At present we are not free either to choose
the vocation for which we have a liking. or to exchange it for
anotherwhen we find thatwe have made a mistak_e. The three
years of compulsory service as outlined by .\Ir. Bellamy are

.

not essential to nationalism; theycan be reduced or done away
with entirely. Nattioiiatlisin provides that a person shall be of
age before he decides what pursuit to choose; and. by rernunere
ating equally all service, it removes the dangerous temptation
of choosing a more lucrative business when one's liking:would

_lead one in a diflc-rentdirection. ~ -

Let the opponents of nationalismsay. if they choose, that it
is impracticable; that it is a bauble, which in time will burst;
that human nature cannot be changed, and that people will
remain sin~burdened for ever; let them say. sneeringly,that,
inasmuch as it is a thingof the future, it is not worth while to
concern ourselves about it; let them say all this if theyplease,
but let them stop their wailing that it will destroy liberty.
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E\'OLUTIO.\' OF I.\'DI\'IDL"AI.lTYBY CO-OPERATION.
Br Wunu O. Wutnuzua.

That the promotion of individualism is desirable all will, I
think,admit. Nationalismadvocates the extension of co-opera-
tion, and some people have concluded that the two ideas are

' incompatible. Let us brieflyexamine the evolution of each.
Both exist today, have been contemporaneous for unnum-

bered ages, and are consequently parallel iactois in thedevelop-
ment of animal life. When the only life on earth was a jelly,
a mere floatingstomach, the beings consisted each of a single
organ, and it cannot said that organisms existed. This was
when multiplication was by lesion and each individual was

capable by itself of propagating its «kind. Individualityis here
seen in its purest form, and in full possession of the earth. In
fact,this is the only form in which it ever did or ever can exist
in its purity. The development of a single additional organ

‘meant the co-operation of the organs and the consequent exten-
sion of the powers of the individual. If this was the earliest
instance of animal co-operation, it was, at the s_ame time. the
earliest instance of the extension of the powers of the individ-
ual. The progress from multiplication by lesion to multiplica-
tion by co-operation was necessarilya mere succession of inevi-
table mechanical processes, and the latter, once established, was
never superseded. and was the cause of the speedy development
of the instinct of association,—one of the earliest, and perhaps
the earliest, form of mental action.

Here, also, we find co-operation extending the powers of the
individual; and, if I am right in thinkingthat this may have
been the real birth of mentality,certainly this was the most
potential advance ever made for individuality. As the gregari-
ous instinct increased in strength. associations continued for
longer periods thanwere necessary for purposes of reproduction
only,and in time developed into associations for aggression and

_

defence.
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This form of co-operation, once established, was, as I have
said, never superseded, and again individuality takes I great
bound upward, as the activitiesof each memberof the flock,
school, drove. or herd could now be extended into channels
which unaided efforts could never have secured. This form of
co-operation also shows us the operation of the principle of the
“survival of the fittest” so clearly as to be easily understood.
It does not require very extensive reasoning to understand
that.at this stage of the development of life. the fittest to sun»
vive were the best co-operators.

lf we now look back over the course which co-operation had
tt~.tvelled in establishing itself as the great element of animal
progress. we find that individuality has not been narrowed and
contracted, but, on the contrary. enormously extended and
broadened. It would indeed have been I formidable rival of
co-operation were it not for the fact that the individual,tending
always to be carnivorous and parasitic in its natnt-e,would,
when developed beyond a certain point, extirpate itself by
destroying its sources of existence.

It is unnect-ssar_v to explain to those acquainted with evolu-
tionary theories that, with the herding animals, association was
a valuable element of progress, beingtheconservator of individ-
nalit_v, saving the individual from itself, protecting it from its
enemies. and allowing its proper development within the herd.
Out of the herding relations and the instincts there developed
came the tribal relations and the grcgmrious instinctsof man.

Here we meet with a new and interesting but easily solved
problem. A new form of individualism,or competition, was

produced by co-operation itself,--<:ompctition between tribes,
competition between different forms and degrees of co-operation.
At this stage the principle of the survival of the fittest shows
up prominently. The tribe which 'was poor in _co-operation
went down before the better co-operators; and, from that time
to the present, the main struggle for existence has been between
different forms and degrees of co-operation. Individualism has
occupied a secondary position in the development of mankind.
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though never failing to receive the generous “ hand up" from
co-operation at every ascent of the latter.

When the co-operative instinct had so far advanced as to
admit of the union of two tribes for the suppression of a third,
the formation of nations began. When these further consoli-
dations had so far advanced as to bring large territories under
the control of a single system, the industrial co-operations.
which till now had been of a feeble and insignificant. character,
made great strides; and in time were so far perfected as to
admit of the employment of labor-saving machinery. From
this time on the development of co-operation was rapid, and
soon became the leading factor in all human endeavor; as wit-
ness the advanced condition of our industries, which is only
possible by the co-operation of great masses of human beings
in immense factories for the production of useful goods from
the otherwise useless elements.

At thispoint it seems a proper question to ask: Has individ-
ualism lost anythingwhile co-operation has been making these
giant strides? It has lost as well as gained. Let us examine
this last proposition in the light of recent times. Since the
first days of history, individualism and co-operation have both
enormously extended and broadened. Co-operation has ex-
tended in spite of the opposition of individualism, and the
latter because co-operation broadens the field in which the in-
dividual may act. Every victory which co-operation has won
over individualism has been a victory for both. It is only
necessary to cite a few examples to prove beyond dispute that
all we have of individualism,which is of value, came through
cooperation. ‘

lndividualism could not build a great highway acrosshill and
valley to connect distant parts; but, when co-operation under-
takes it, there is at once set up an enormous expansion of indi-
vidual activities. Industries, before unthought of and impos-
sible. spring up. Wants must be satisfied which before were

'

never felt. Breeds of animals improve and increase in num-
bers. Crops improve by the interchange of seed among the
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people, and implements hy the interchange of thought. In»
creased and extended.a.-sociations lead to friendliness and
broader sympathies, and the avenues into which individual '

effort may and does extend itself are multiplied a thousand-
fold.

(‘o-operation only can produce a railroad; but imagine the‘
condition of individuality in our own country if a railroad had
never existed here. Co-operation is necessary to build ships;
lmt these, when constructed and launched.extend man's indi-
viduality into the uttcrmost parts of the earth. To extend
co-operation still further it is not necessary to suppress individ-
uality, except in so far as the individualityof one is exercised
in the suppression of thatof others,and is manifested in selfish-
ness. indiflerence,laziness, and similar qualities. These must
he exterminated, and in theirplace must be cultivated sympa-
thy,generosity.and a willingnessto serve for the good of all.

 

TO THE LISTENING.
Br A.\‘.\1r: locus: Biuxzxunan.

“ Ho! minstrel, why hast thou ceased thysong,
And why are all thy harpstringa still?

Before my throne thouart silent long,-
Sing. for it is my will!"

“ "l‘ is not that my lips and my harp are dumb,
That my song thoudost not hear:

''I‘ is the gross. dull thoughts to thyheart thatcome,
0 King, which have dulled thine earl"
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Comnunimtiomfor this department must be as short and concise as possible, and upon

some mtg‘:-ct qr ydlrrtll interest to nulimusliua.
l-‘ulna rec-and before the toll: day or II: month, it is impossible toproutiu the Insertion

of any lrtlrr in the next following number of the Inapaziuc.
(‘or-rnpomlcnu are requested not to write on both sides of the paper.

 

PREPARATION NECESSARY.
In the July NA'no.\'.u.ts'r, the secretary of the Nationalist Club of

Columbus, 0., says, concerning the street-car strike: “Had we been
thoroughlyposted and bad the machinery ready at the proper time,
Columbus would now probably have a nationalistsitreeterailway."

Now, as just such a strike is liable to take place at any time, in any
city, why should not all the clubs be prepared for it, with speeches,
arguments, protests, appeals, legal advice. and whatever “ machinery" is
necessary to turn the scale? Why not have general consultation and
agreement as to procedure amongst all clubs? \Vhy not have the
Luann? Coxnccroa.

LOCAL CO-O1’!-IRATl\'E ENTERPRISE.
The letters of Mr. Evans and Mr. Merchant in the October NATION-

ALIST, with that of Mr. Riley in the August number, the “ Suggestion "

by .\Ir. llolt in the September number, and others to the like purpose,
are but the expression of a tendency which will doubtless manifest itself
more and more as the spirit of nationalismprevails among our people.

The principle of nationalism is co-operation. but the same education
and pressure of existing conditions which is making the establishment
of national and municipal co-operation in many lines of public business
a certainty of the near future now tend to strengthen local co-operative
enterprises, and make the vital push of the co-operativeprinciple stronger.
and the antagonism of competition weaker. than it has been in the past.
The conditions for successful co-operation were never so ripe as now,
and co-operative socialists are now far more numerous and in far better
communication with each other than ever before.

I sympathizewith the local movement as auxiliaryto the general one,
and hope to see one or more communities soon so successfully established
that people joining them may reap the main advantages which co-opera-
tion ofiers long before national industrial co-operation can displace
competition and capitalism. Nationalco-operation must be a growth.but
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in an isolated community it waits for‘ nothingbut men, machinery,and
buildings to establish it in complete success.

I do not agree with Mr. Merchant. that it should be founded on the
membershipof nationalist clubs. Its membership should be a voluntary
association for that express purpose. Not all members of nationalist
clubs could be expected to join it, and many to whom such a colony
would be the greatest blessing in life have not found it convenient to
enroll tlnemsclves in nationalist clubs. Instead _of organizing for the
establishment of a new co-operative colony, why not unite with and
build up the Kaweah colony itself? At present the brave founders of
thatcolony lack machinery.and are struggling under pioneer conditiona.
Suppose that some who have means to spare should equip and give to
Kawt-ah a tanncry and a shoe factory with the best modern appliances,
the cost of the same to apply to the capitalization fund of the operatives
who would work them. Are there not well-to-do nationalistsenough to
provide not only this but a well-equipped foundry and machine shop, in
which the colony could make engines. dynamos, and machinery to use
and to sell, and as many other industrial plants as could at present be
operated there to advantage? If this could be done, not six months
would pass before a city of many thousandcooperative socialists would
be establishul on the banlts of the Kaweah, strong enough, and full of
c-ntbusiam. to demonstrate the incomparable advantage of co-operation‘
over competition. and utilizingand makinghappy very many lives thatare
now living spent for naught, crushed under the wheel of competition. .

It §t‘t.'lll§ a certainty that to do this would be the most. effective attack
‘possible on the competitive system of industry. Let those who hunger
for co-operative institutions malte one such a success before sattering
their strength in the endeavor to establish others, and I am with them

.

heart and hand. ~ C. W. Wootmunoz.

- comtox cnouxn.
The communication in your October number, signed “‘A Single-Tax

Nationalist," strikes me as the most sensible suggestion I have seen for
some time. I deprecate division in the ranks of men who, so far as first
principles are concerned. are on one common ground. The nationaliza-
tion of the land is admittedly the first step, and can thatbe attained in
any more practical way than through the single tax ? In fact, the-single
tax is simplicity itself, and if it will not accomplish all that its most
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ardent adherents claim, its adoption will certainly make the consumma-
tion of other reforms much easier. Can we then not join hands and
work for one thingat a time? H. M. Soon.

The numberof people in the United States who are fully persuaded
of the pressing need of doing some!lu'ng to improve the common lot of
humanity is probably large enough even now to accomplish the carrying
out of some great measure of reform, if only they could be brought to
act witlr some concert of aim and purpose. Many earnest, intelligent
minds are feeling the need of finding some common ground upon which
the different reform elements can be brought to stand, and from which
they can act in unison for the promotion of some industrial or social
reform.

A writer in the October number of the l\'A1*1o.\'1u.1sr.signing "A
Single-Tax Nationalist,”—I fear the single-taxers will repudiate the
name,—thinks that the plan of the single tax for the nationalizationof
land ofiers the common ground so many seek, and invites us to unite
upon thatground, plan a campaign with that one end in view, and, when
we have won that battle, discuss the next movement. I cannot, of
course. presume to speak for other nationalists, but I will say for my-
self thatI see no obstacle to the acceptance of the single tax as a ground
upon which most social reformers might unite save the fact that the
attitude of the single-taxers themselves makes it dillicult, if not impos-
sible, for other reformers, especially nationalists, to do so.

Without stopping, at this time, to discuss the merits of the single-tax
doctrine, I will say that that doctrine, as I understand it. means the
conversion of ground rents into public revenues. It means that the
revenues arising from the value which the growth of population and not

any exertion of the land owner or cultivator gives to land shall be paid
into the public treasury instead of into the pocket of the land owner.
and be used to defray the expense of "the public administration in lieu of
the revenues now raised by taxation upon the products of industry.
Besides this,many single-taxersadvocate the nationalizationof railroads,
tel:-graphs, and telephones; the public ownership and managementof the
means of transit, lighting. and water supply of our cities; the providing
of parks, baths, halls, and means of recreation for the people.

If single-taxers will learn that a nationalist regime does not mean a

government to rule the people, but is an administration qf the.people
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themselves, they will probably cease to misrepresent us, and then the
way may be open for us to co-operate with them, which I, for one. shall
be happy to do. Jon: E. Conuxa.

'rRorosr.n C0-01'!-ZRATIVE \'u.r.scn.
A few letters received from some of your subscribers who read my

letter in the August .\‘.n'I0.\'At.Is1' show that ‘the-re are a few persons
who would like to take part in an attempt to establish a co-operative‘
village in New England.and we hope you will kindly give us the use of
your columns in which to publish some particulars of our intended work.

The locality proposed for occupation is a'well-wooded farm of sixty-five
aeres. on high land. with good soil and water. The site is well-suited
for fruit growing. and additional ‘land can be had when needed. It is
our purpose to proceed tniutiously. step by step, and not to try to progress
by “leaps and bounds." We are anxious to earn our living under
healthy conditions.—mentally,morally, and physically,—and to cease.
so far as possible. taking part in the cannibalistic conflictof commercial
society. \\'e are tired of the din of city streets and the ravenous greed
of commercial competition, and thinkwe can secure peace only by wise
eo-operation under healthy conditions.

I wish to hear from all who would like to cooperate with us. We
propose to secure every investor of money or labor against loss hy giving
him or her a proportionate share in the property which he or she -has
helped to improve. Wu. lhmmsox Rruzr.

A NATIONALIST PROPAGANDA.

Realizing the diflicnlty of reaching and presenting to the. general
public correct views of the principles of nationalism.it occurs to me that
the most effective method to do this is to establish a press of our own,
and to this end I offer the following:—

Establish in every state of the union an afternoon daily paper. This,
of course, requires money, and to secure it I would organize a company
with a capital of $2,600,000; the stock to be taken up by nationalists.
In order to place it within the reach of all, I would make the price of
the stock low and payable in easy instalments. ‘ I am unable to say how
many nationalists there may be in theUnited States, but I will place the
number at 500.000. To be still more conservative, I will reduce the
number to 50.000 active and sincere advocates of nationalism. I want
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each one to come forward and pledge himself or herself to subscribe $52
for stoclt, to be paid in weekly amounts of $1. This makes it easy for
all, and by this course the total amount of capital would be paid up in
52 weeks. I estimate thaton an average $50,000 will establish a paper,
but to make sure I leave a margin of $450,000 for unforeseen contingen-
cies. Estimating, however. at $50,000, it will be seen that it would not
be necessary to wait until thewhole capital had been paid up before com-

mencing operations. A paper could be started at once; but, to command
home and foreign news, I would not start until we were ready to begin
with five to eight papers in that numberof states. This would permit

" of the company's sending news by a press despatch of its own, and as

every succeeding week added another paper to the list, the news would
be just so much more extensive. By the time the last subscription was

paid there would be a nationalistpaper established in every state of the
union. I need not at this time enter into minute details. That it is
practicablethere need be no question, all that is required to set it going
is the 50,000 nationalists to come forward. J. F. DUNCAN.

A FLORIDA COMMUNITY.
(The following extract from a letter too long for publication is inserted in

the hope that it may be the means of obtaining for our Florida friends the
assistance which they need in carrying on theirexperiment. Mr. Howard‘:
address is Harrison, Florida.)

I am much pleased with your magazine; the nationalist movement is
in the right direction, but we are poor and must avail ourselves-of the
advantages of co-operation, and for that purpose we have organized an
association on the Rochdale plan. \\'e want to start a colony,but we have
not means to purchase suitable land. There is a tract of 1080 acres on
Lawlon Bay, at theentrance of the Bay of St. Andrews, a very favorable
location for such a colony. It can be bought now for eight dollars an

acre. Can you help us to secure the means for purchasing this tract?
The climate is such that we can work the year round.‘ When we get
one crop 03 we can put in another..and thevarieties of fruits thatwe can

grow are almost innumerable. We can also grow field crops. such as

sugar-cane, sweet potatoes, rye, oats, corn, rice, and many others. Cattle,
hogs, sheep, fowls, etc., live the year round on our native grasses. In
fact,the possibilitiesthatlie within thereachof associate efiort. skill,and
capital are immense. ‘ R. E. Howann.
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Tm: Srntn: Ertnlztuc.
Under this heading. Justice. the organ of the social democracy in

England, gives some -interesting information respecting strikes in Great
Britain. From this it appears that.during the months of June,July,and
August of this year. no fewer than 263 of these organized industrial
disturbances took place. Upon reading this. two questions arise in our
minds: Who or what is responsible for these strikes. and are they ethan-
cious in accomplishingthe object or objects desired ? No one. we appre-
hend. will deny that the present relations between the capitalist and the

_

laborer. the man of money and the man of muscle, are not satisfactory;
and few will dispute that,when the man of muscle makes a respectiulde
tnand for some amendment of that relation, his request is not, as a role,
met with respectful attention by the man of money. This being the
case, the man of muscle refuses longer to employ his capital in unduly
increasing thatof theman of money. But in doing this he rohs himself
and those dependent upon him of the necessary means of living. He
withdraws his own capital (his muscle) from the market, and leaves his
employer in the full possession of his (his money); and, as money is the
only useful kind of capital when muscle is withdrawn from the market.
he places himself more ttnreservedly than ever at the mercy of the man

of money. unless an amount of similarotpital. large enough to meet the
emergency of his situation. can be supplied by his fellow-laborers who
are still at work. He places himself in the list of the unemployed, and
thus augments the evil which he is endeavoring todiminish. He lessens
his own effective power of consumption,and thereby aggravates the hon-
dens of his fellow-workers who are not “ on strike.” If there were no

unemployed among us, we should no longer have about us an army of
men increasing wealth which they are not permitted to enjoy, and if the
men of muscle would unite—bothemployed and unemployed—andmake
an organized, peaceful efiort to overturn the system which makes their
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abuses a possibilty,they would do something far more valuable than
anythingthey can efiect by engaging in sectional strikes for in mitigation
of fragmentary wrongs. They constitute a vast majority of any popula-
tion, and, by determined, unified effort, can accomplish what they desire.
Still the men of money must be warned that,if theycontinue to use their
capital in defense of their privileges. they alone will be responsible if
the men of muscle use theirs in the assertion of their rights. It is to be
hoped that it will not come to this, but‘ that the workers will learn the
strength of organized numbers, and by peaceful methods transfer the
control of the people's industries into thepeople's hands, thereby render-
ing strikes useless and the unemployed an impossibility. V

Tm-: I-‘unit-:as' Auuxcz IN Pomrtcs.
The Farmers’ Alliance is attracting much attention at the present

time, and is an object of especial interest to politicians on account of the
influence wielded by it in the recent elections. Although its growth has
been remarkable,and, as an organization. it has made itself most dis-
tinctly felt as a political factor, it is still too early to judge what perma-
nent efiect it is likely to have upon the destinies of the two great parties
which have been so long struggling for supremacy in the nation. It is
said that, when its national convention meets during the present month,
the alliance will have a membershipof more than three million. The
great strength of this wonderful organization is in the Mississippi and
the Missouri valleys. Out of the 239 members composing the legisla-
ture of Georgia it has elected 156, thus securing the choice of the next
U. S. senator from the state; it has chosen the governor of South Caro-
lina, while in Kansas it has elected its attorne_v~general, together with a

majority of the legislature, thus putting a limit to the political career of
Senator John J. Ingalls. In South Dakota it has secured both the gov-
ernorship and the legislature, and in Minnesota it has elected two con-

gressmen and polled a very large vote for its gubernatorial candidate.
In Illinois,in Wisconsin. and in Nebraska its influence was also very dis-
tinctly felt, causing in the first named of these states the defeat of four-
teen out of the twenty republican candidates for congress.

The alliance, beingopposed to existing conditions, has naturally given
its influence in favor of the democratic party in all cases where it was
evidentthat it could not elect its own candidates. It cannot, however, at
the present time, be regarded as anythingbut the temporary ally of that
party, though it is not improbable that it may become the permanent
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auxiliaryof the democracy. as the majority of alliance members are, we

believe,stron,-_vlyopposed to the present tarill’law. It will,withoutdoubt.
he an important factor in the next presidential election. and its future
course will therefore be watched with interest throughout the country.
Ilynationalists especially will its career he oluserved with attention from
the fuel that one of the principal objects for which it is striving is the
government ownership of all means of transportation and communication,
for the achievementof which we cannot only heartily wish it success. but
as (‘t)rIli:Ill_\'join hands with it in its work.
.\'n-tox/u.tsx IN ENGLAND.

‘Very cor-liztllywe extend the hand of welcome to our English contem-

porary. the .\'ah'mmIt':alt'on News. which appears as the mouthpiece of
the newly formed nationalist society in England. As the word “nation-
alist " would. on account of the appropriation of the name by the Irish
home-rule party, be misunderstood, the new society has taken the name
of " The NationalizationSociety," and has adoptetl‘as its basic principle
of association the Dtclaratiou of Principles of the First NationalistClub
of Boston. It is a society established evidently for work,and it speaks
with no uncertain sound in the columns of its journal. It was formed on
[he third day of July last with sixteen members. On the 30th day of
September it had 230 names upon its roll of rnemhership. It is thus
fairly started. and with the widest possible aims. for it. says that it is
working for the nationalizationof " e\'erything.—Labor, Land, Machin-
ery. Water. Gas. Railways, Shipping, Food. and indeed all thatindustry
produces or Nature (God) provides," and it adds very truly: “ Stupen-
dons as such aims at first sight appear, it is wonderful how soon the
light of common sense. when brought calmly to bear upon the question.
reduces the mountain of difliculty to a mere rnolehill; and when facts.
about which there is and can be no dispute, are brought to our aid, it
becomes evident thatevents are fast tending in thedirection we indicate.”
This practical adoption of the principles of nationalism in England is
very significant, and will speedily lead to a union of all the English-
:-pealting lwoplt-s of theearth in the advocacy and adoption of a nation-
alist programme. \\'hen this is accomplished, the time during which
rest of the world will stand without the pale will be short indeed.
Tm; Wanzu SL'l'l'l.)’or Loxnox.

The largest city in the world appears about to talse a very important
lesson in nationalism. The eotnpanics which supply London with water

\
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have grown rich upon the proceeds of their monopolies. and, with their
riches. have become so arrogantly regardless of the rights of the individu-
als composing that hugely overgrown metropolis that, at length, the
worms have turned upon theirtyrannical masters. The Court of Com-
mon Council is considering thequestion of taking the whole system un-
der municipal control. At a. meeting held for the purpose there was not.
among thatconservative body, one dissentient from the proposition that
the present condition of things must be brought to an end. The only
dificrences of opinion were as to the means by which this could be
best and most equitably accomplished. The idea that the companies
could expect a recognition of any claim for remuneration based upon the
inflated value of their property was unanimously dismissed. and a resolu-
tion was carried approving the constitution of a water commission as a
branch of the common council, thus taking “the control of the supply
into its own hands, for the benefitof thepublic.” It is to be hoped that
more inflexibilitywill now be displayed than was done on a former
occasion when the same matter was brought forward. It is estimated that
theprice asked now for the franchises willbe from a hundred millionto a
hundred and twenty-five million dollars more than would then have been
thoughtof. This will give some idea of the magnitude of the business ’

involved in supplying between live and six million people with water.
The city corporation does, however, now seem to have taken up the
matter with some show of determination,and the billwhich it intends to
introduce into Parliament will give it the alternative of establishing and
operating an independent supply should the companies prove unreasona-
able in their demands. The county council is, of course, united with
the city council in the movement, and this is of itself a guarantee that
vested interests will not have the opportunity,which they had twenty
years ago, of using measures for a defeat of the proposal.

Manchester and Glasgoware supplied with water by the publicauthori-
ties, and a few words taken from the London Daily Telegraph in com-

parison of the service in the Scottish city with that in the capital of
England will be found not uninteresting reading. The average daily
supply for all purposes in Glasgow is 49.84 gallons per head, and in
London 29.91 gallons. The cost in Glasgow. for a house of the annual
value of $2.50, is about seven dollars; while for an inferior supply in
London nineteen dollars is charged, or more than two and one-half
times as much. In addition to this an extra charge is made for bath-
rooms, etc., by the London water companies, while in Glasgow the one
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payment covers all expenses. We cannot wonder that Londoners, with
this example before them,are desirous of reaping the benefitof a similar
arrangement. It is a movement in the right direction. the result of
which will be awaited with interest throughout the civilizedworld.

A I-‘r.w Wonns AltuL'1' lsnsrexosscz.
There is not a man living who. if he speak truly, will not say that

he is desirous of obtaining eminence. Of course. this lawful and just
aspiration will vary. both in kind and in degree. in different minds; but
in every case tlte foremost quality necessary to its achievementis mental
independence This is the birth-rightof all men; a birth-right.indeed,
often hartered for temporary elevation or a circumscribed subsistence;
stamped. nevertheless. in its original hestowment. with the impress of
the divinity. and intended to be preserved in all its purity and integrity.

. The maintenance of thatdivine attribute in man overcoming by its force.
all obstacles that impede its progress. is the only road by which we can
reach eminence.

V

We must bear in mind, however, that mental independence must not
be confounded with impudence. That noisy, self-confident, inflated
egoism, which one sees so often displayed, is.no more an attribute of
independence than is the far-sounding rush of the cataracta witness of
its depth. As the deep, swelling river glides smoothly on its course
with scarcely a sound to denote -its presence, but’ with an energy that
surmounts the mightiest of obstacles. so is the manifestation of true
nobilityof soul, of mental independence. Noiseless and unobtrusive in
its quiet dignity, retiring in its nature, the man who possesses it attracts
intentionallyno consideration to himself,yet is he one whom all respect.‘
He is not the man who has no enemies. Indeed, it is very rare thatone
who has no enemies is a man of independence. Such a man is usually
so dependent that he cannot move, speak, or even think,except in a cer-
tain groove. Like the railwayengine, he comes to a deadstop if once
he leaves the track upon which he wa_s made to run. It is astonishing
how often these men who have no enemies are praised for their good
qualities, when the smallestamount of reflection will show us that they
have no positive qualities at all. They have no energy, no originality,
no independence, could not possibly be wicked any more than theycould
be good; and the latter quality becomes attributed to them betxnsc of
the necessary absence of positive rice. The man who has no enemies is
almost always to he pitied, for, unless he has those qualities which shall

_
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excite the euvypand hatred of the small—souled tyrants of the world. he
cannot but be wanting in the abilityfor warm and generous friendship,
and, by consequence, in warm-hearted. generous friends.

Mental vassalage is the most ignoble serfdom in which it is possible
for man to be inthralled. The shackles of physical slavery are as the
ensigns of royalty when compared with the fetters that hold and bind
entrammelled thought. The groans and hunentationsof thebodilybound
are as the strains of sweet music when contrasted with the fierce accusa-
lions and heart-reading criminations of the man who has sold his birth-
right: who dares not give utterance to the wrongs he is compelled to suf- ‘

fer; who, from fear of worldly loss, ventures not to resist the oppressor.
or give vent to his opinion upon matters of gravity and importance.

The man of mental independence is not theman who laughsat danger.
No; he tries to estimate its just proportions and prepare for battle.
knowing that his part is to conquer diflicultyand assail all obstaclesw'rth
a mighty strength. Having done this, he can reasonably look forward
to honorable victory. Triumph gives confidence. and. as he proceeds
through life, ‘his fearlessness and strength becomethe greater, and the

_obstacles proportionately easier to overcome. The arm which is flushed
with victory is ready for encounter, and the mind which has scaled one
wall of dilliculty is thereby rendered more thoroughly prepared for a

renewal of the struggle. ~

Again, the freedom and independence of the mind are indispensable
elements of its excellence. The man who has allowed himself to be
encircled with the chains of mental slavery has no pretensions for laying
claim to purity and uprightness. He is remarkable for the coward
nature only of his character. lie is bound; he has no freedom of action;
he must always, as a slave, do the bidding of some master mind. He
may possibly entertain opinions, but better were he without the ability
to thinkthan to lack that liberty which shall permit him to give expres-
sion to his thoughts. He walks cautiouslyand speaks with bated breath.
lest, perchance, he may provoke disapprohation, the very idea of which
is suflieient to crush his timid and dependent spirit.

Fortunately, however, for the honor and welfare of our race, all men
cannot be bound. The Reguluses, the Pyms. the Hampdens, and the
Washingtons are not the men whom any degree of pressure can subdue,
any amount of lucre influence, nor any complication of circumstances
cause to swerve from the path of honor, love, and duty. Having cor-

rectly gangedthe value of mental independence, they cling to it with a
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tenacity which nothingcan undermine,determined against all opposition
to exercise their divine prerogative while life shall last. Poverty, ob
scurity, and labor. nay. even contumely. reproach and ridicule,—the
most powerful of all \\'9npons.—-cannot influencesuch a man. He looks
beyond the circumstances of the present hour. and allows them not to
overcome him. Adapting himself to their humors. he tramples them
beneathhis feet. and. conscious of his inborn strength, he ridicules their
puny efforts, and glories in his noble freedom.

 

ATTITUDE OF THE PRESS.

A great truth was presented in a taking mannerwhen Bevel said: “ In
olden times war was a business, but in modern times business is war.”
In this war the wounded, the disabled, the dying, and the dead are sat»
tered all about us. The combatants. intoxicated with the excitement of
the conflict. rush madly on. regardless of falling comrades of the suffers
ing humanity trampled beneaththeir feet. Everyone can point out in the
track of the struggling mass ruined homes and villages,once thriving,pil-
laged anal dismantled,as bereft.of happy human life as theplague-stricken
fishing villageVisilrtl by Romola. It is almost dismurteous to thereader's
intelligence to cite examples. But each clinches anew some argument,
and will hasten the end of industrial warfare as surely as each fresh
horror of chattel slavery spcciled thedownfall of that institution.

Recently a man was confined in jail in San Francisco for petit larceny.
In commenting upon this, the San Francisco Star says : “.His_ wife and
little baby were dying in a damp. dark cellar of hunger and cold. He
stole two doughnuts from a bakery wagonfor (Item. We sought them
after we left the jail. but both infant and mother were dead! And the ‘

dailypapers said they died of neglect,—the husband and fatherbeinga

common thief! He had never before committed a ‘crime.’ He was
afterward one of the ‘unemployed’who stood for four hours in the
drenching rain begging the chance to ‘toil.’ But he is ‘dangerous to
society.’ So are (he thousandsofothers Iclco, askiugfor bread, are

a clone.”
.

The followingfrom the True Gmmmmoeallla we commend to the atten.

aj____..
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tion of a local contemporary which is continually inveighing against the
paternalism of nationalism.

.

"A chief definition of fraternity (accordingto Worcester) is: ‘ A body
of men united for mutual interest.’ '

“Are not the people of the United States of America united together
in a body politic for mutual interest? If so, this is a fraternal govern-
ment. It is the exact opposite of a paternal governmeut,—a government
where a patriarch rules his children and servants, in which a chief rules
his tribe, in which a king rules his subjects, or in which an hereditary
nobilityconstitute the ruling class."

Respecting freedom in nationalism,the following significant words from
the Rev. H. H. Brown in the Nets Ideal may be read with advantage.
“The progress of the race,” he says. “has been ever accompanied by a

gradual extension of the governing power. This is the evolution of
freedom. The power once centralized in one man is, in our republic.
difiused among parties, syndicates,stock-companies,and like associations._
This is a great advance, but the evolution must continue till it becomes
so thoroughlydecentralized thateach citizen is an equal unit in the gov-
ernment, with equal opportunities to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. Nationalism is in this line of evolution. Like all great
historical movements, it stands for greater personal liberty and greater
personal responsibility. It bases all its demands on the principle of
‘The Fatherhoodof God and the Brotherhood of Man.’ Its demand
of equal opportunities for all is only a demand thateach shall have a
chance to be that which nature made it possible for him, under right
human conditions, to be. The first requisite for this is liberty. The
next, security against want. The last, opportunities. Without all of
these neither one is possible. Under competition liberty can be but
partial‘, for the necessities of labor and the fears of capital to a degree
enslave both. Liberty thatcan be lost in a struggle for material exist»
t-nce is not liberty. Liberty lost in wageslavery, lost by ‘ Prisoners of
Poverty,’ is not so great a liberty as thatenjoyed by serf under feudal
lord, for he was nearer on equality with his lord than sewing-girls,
weavers, foundry-men, miners, and braltemen are with their masters
today. Between laborer in mnnufactory and millionaire employer the
gap is very much wider than that between serf and noble, peasant and
baron, of the middle ages, and is constantly widening. Civil and reli-
gious liberty is a theory,but will never be a fact until pecuniary depend-
ence is impossible."
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How far-reaching is the truth underlying present demand that

corporations should pay for their franchises. In a last analysis the truth
is that individual or corporate wealth. though traditionallyattributed to
the exertion and ahility of individual or corporation, is in fact the prod-
uct oi the connnunity. and represents the thousand energiesof society
working to thatend. The individual who gathers a million,and the cor-

poration which gathers its many millions, have about as much reason to
assert that this wealth is the measure of their exertions as a toll-keeper,
at the end of a turnpike, has to claim all the tolls that he collects. The
granting of “ particular privileges" is a legacy from monarchical institu-
tions. But a commomceallla, in so far as it is to realize the ideal of a
commonwealth,will conduct such enterprises for the common welfare,
and not farm them out to a few for their private emolument. But this
pernicious method was brought by the early settlers of New England
from the mother country. and has become traditional in state and mania"-
pal administration. As a step toward a recovery by state and munici-
pality of their true functions. the demand that ‘private parties receiving
public franchises shall pay for them is meeting the approval of all whose
selfish interests are not fostered by the present method. Not much longer
will gas, telegraph,and railroadcorporations take possession of our streets
without paying for the special privileges they enjoy. It is an anomaly,
in a country demanding equal rights and privileges for all, to give to a
few men, under the cover of a corporation. the substantial monopoly of
any industr_v. and thus relieve them of the necessity of competing in
their business. a competition to which their fellow-citizens are subjected.
Most men would consider this a special privilege to be coveted in spite
of assertions by our orthodox economic Solons. that a state of com-

petition is the ideal state. Then, further. these few men, inderogation of
equal rights and privilegesfor all. are authorizedto use thegovernmental
power of eminent domain. while their fellow-citizens must resort to

bargain and sale. But. as if it were not enough to grant them a monopoly
and authorize them to use the people's. power of eminent domain, the
most valuable lands are given to them without mst. Imperiuut in in-
perio. Who is mayor of Boston, Thomas N. Hart or Henry M. Whit-
ney? Which is the legislature of Massachusetts, the citizens who come,
a great portion of them, to the state house the first time each year, and
at best are there only a few years, or the prominent, aggressive, self-
iuterested presidents, directors, and heavy stockholders of these railroad,
gas, telegraph, and telephone monopolies?

\
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The condition in New YorkCity,which is too typical of thegeneral con-
dition of American municipalities, is thus described by the Real Estate
Record of thatcity: “ If the city were in receipt of payments from cor-

porations, commensurate with the great value of franchises and privileges
granted them, therewould be no necessity for the maintenanceof a bureau
for thecollection of taxes on real and personal estate. This is a bold state-
ment, still it is only a few months ago that the chief financial officer of
the city, Comptroller Myers, was reported as having expressed himself
to thatefiect. The_ other day. in glancing over the annual report of.thq-
Public Works Department, our attention was attracted by some informa-
tion fumished by the Bureau of Lamps and Gas. At the end of last
year the total number of miles of gas-mains laid in the streets of this
city was over 1228. Of these over 112 miles were laid by the Equitable
Gas~light Co.. and thebalance, or over 1116 miles.by six othercompanies.
Now the Equitable Co. commenced the laying of mains in 1883, and it
is compelled by its franchise, under the conditions prescribed by the Gas
Commission, to pay into the city treasury at the rate of twenty cents for
each lineal foot of mains laid,— the sum amounts, at the present time. to
$118,940. The question naturally arises, how much do the other com-

panies pay? The answer is not a penny. From the foregoing it will
be seen that if all companies—gas, heating, horse-car. electric-lighting.
etc.- were made to pay taxes commensurate with the.value of their
franchises, the revenue derived would be suflicient to meet expenses and
do away with the collection of taxes."

 

NEWS OF THE MO_VEMENT.
The influence of nationalistic ideas upon the results of the recent

elections throughout the country has made clearly manifest that the
movement is no ephemeral sensational abstraction which a body‘ of agi-
tators is endeavoring to foist upon an unthinkingpeople. It is a natural
product of the times, an inevitable sequence in a series of evolutionary
stages, and as assuredly an element of many sequences and stages thatare

yet to come. As such it has necessarily exercised its power over the
minds of the people in renderingadecision upon some of the great prob-
lems which are agitating the nation. It was not generally considered
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well for the clubs, as organizations, to take any part in the elections,
and thusbecomeappendages to eitherparty. Individuals,however,mmo

very readily to a tacit understanding that,without regard to former p(>
litical atliliations,they would use their influence in favor of thosecandi-
dates who announced themselves'uuequivocally as prepared to go the
greatest distance in the promotion of legislation upon nationalisticlines.
The influence exerted was so pronounced that the candidates thus sup-
ported were, in almost every instance, elected withoutregard to theparty
to which they belonged.

This clearly shows that the people generally are beginning to see that
the nationalisticplatform is broad enough for everybody. Quietly and
efl't-ctivt-lynationalismis taking hold of the minds of thinkingpeople;
and politicians, realizing this, have hastened to avail themselves of the
advantages to be gained by, at any rate, an apparent desire to anticipate
the legislative demand thus engendered. In many instances there has
been very active rivalry between the democratic and republican parties
in their consideration and acceptance of the principles which we enun-

eiale; and. in some cases, it may be said that we actuallymade the
i.\§'J95 on which both parties fought. for supremacy. The battle is now

over, and we have conquered. Notwithstandingthis, it will be well to
bear in mind that it is, on thewhole, love of self rather than loveof our

principles which has caused so friendlya manifestation of feeling on the
part of professional politicians and the established political party. Con-
gress and the various state legislatures will bear careful watching, for
only by the work that is accomplished shall we estimate the value of the
pledges and promises awaiting redemption.

As a consequence of the work which has been engaging our brethren
during the political struggle, the news received from the various clubs
has been slight. All of it, however, is of a very encouraging nature.
Some new clubs have been formed, and in others meetings of a cheerful
and encouragingcharacter have been held. showing, in many places, the
bencficentreactive influence of the work thathas been accomplished in
the political field. Although the received intelligence which directlyper-
tains to our clubs is slight, we have received some respecting matters
which are somewhat closely connected with our movement, and will, we
think,be of interest to our readers. A new club, for instance, has been
formed in Iowa, and called “ The Equal Freedom Club." Its platform,
which we are requested to publish, is as follows : --
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Wmmltas. Every person has a natural right to do ttlmlsoerer he wills,pro-

vided that in the doing (hereof he infringes not the equal freedom ufany other
person, and -

Wnetuzas, A large proportion of all the social and political ills with which
this nation is at the present time atilicted is directly traceable to the legis-
latlre and judicial violation of thisprinciple, therefore

We nsaraxn unequivocal recognition and adoption of the Law of Equal
Freedom in all matters pertaining to government and social administration,
and in furtherancethereof

“'5 nrzuasn the total repeal and abolition of
1. All so-called titles to land other than the natural title of occupancy and

use;
2. All statutes and so-called laws for the collection of debts;
3. All statutes and so-called laws thatinterfere with tree trade between

individuals of the same country or of diifcrent countries;
4. All statutes and so-called laws thatrelate to the circulating medium of

thecountry;
V

5. All statutes and so—called laws that discriminate against a particular
class of persons on account of sex, in the exercise of the ballot, in holding
places of public trust, and in the pursuit of certain Vocations or callings;

6..All charters, franchises, and special privileges to corporations and
companies.

7. All forms of compulsory taxation;
8. All other statutes, so-called laws. precedents. customs, and usages that

in any way contiict with the Law of Equal Freedom.
9. We nmrnr-:n nnxaxn national,state, and municipal maintenance and

control of all public highways, railways,waterways, telegrapha. gas, electric
and water plants, to be operated in the interest of the people at actualcost.

Thus limiting the mnctions of government within their true and proper
’

sphere, vir... theprevention of all kinds of crime, and thedoing of all such
otherthings, necessary in social administration,asdo not in any way eoniiict.
withtheLaw of Equal Freedom.

It’ you thoroughlybelievein the principle of equal freedom and in two or
more of the above specified demands, you are camestly enjoined to at once
organize an Equal Freedom Club of three or more members, and report to
P. Q. STUART.Onoamzaa. Cuutrrox, Iowa.

We publish this with pleasure, beingdesirous of giving what aid we

can to any attempt at improving present social conditions. At the same
time the principles proponnded are so in accord with those of nationalism
that we fail to see the advantage which is to he gained by workingout-
side the general organization. ‘ The formation of nationalist clubs and,
by co-operation, seeking the realization of similar aims, would, in our

opinion, be much more efiective than the accentuation of the competi-
tive principle by the establishment of dissociated clubs with othernames.
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The federated Nationalist Clubs of San Francisco have arranged fora

highly instructive course of lectures to be given on Sunday evenings duh
ing November, December,January. and February. The federation has
issued thefollowing programmeof principles,which we have great pleas-
ure in printing. as requested:—

We are organized not to ameliorate but to abolish poverty.
our ultimate aim is, therefore, the Collective Ownership of the Means of

Production and Distribution.
As means to the attainment of our ultimate, we demand:
1. That the people of this country acquire possession and.operate for the

general beneiit all existing railroad, telegraph. telephone, express. street car,
water. and lighting systems.

2. Political and economic equality regardless of sex.
3. The Initiative, Referendum. and Imperative Mandate.

_

4. The compulsory reduction of the hours of labor in proportion to the
prngress of production. .

5. The direct issue by thegovernment to the people of all moneys without
the intervention of banks. .

6. The Australian Ballot System.
7. Free, compulsory, secular, and industrial education of all to the age of

16, with adequate financial provision for supplying the physical vrants of
those whose parents cannot aflord it. All school books shall be provided
free of charge; ~

8. That life be regarded more sacred than.property,and that neitherthe '

government nor private citizens be allowed to retain in theiremployment
bodies of men to.taite life for the sake of defendingproperty.

In our issue of last July was published an article by Mr. Edward
H. Sanborn on “Child Labor in Pennsylvania." This has attracted
considerable attention, and, among .

other puhlimtions, the Anna-ions
Standard reproduced the article in full. ‘Va are now indebted to Miss
E. L. Rogers, the associate-editorof that paper for the text of theact
regulating child labor in California. All matters relating to thissub-
ject are of great practical importance to nationalists,and we shall esteem
it a favor if friends in other places will inform us as to legislative enact-
ments in force in their respective states, as well as send statistics and
other matters relating to the women and children employed. These we
shall endeavor to publish from mouth to month as theyare received, and
as space will permit. We regret that we are not able to find room for.
the California Act in this number,but in our next issue we hope to give
its provisions in full.
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LITERARY NOTICES.

The Fire Rrdcemrra. By iii. J. Bnnxrrrr. authorof “ Practicalliietaphysics."
"The New Biology,"etc. Boston: II. S. Carter. 1890.

We have just had the pleasure, and the profit, of reading " The Five Ile-
tleeniers,” the latest. publication from the pen of Iii. J. Barnett, and find it a
hook 0! unusual merit. Sound in its philosophic reasouhnga. simple and
straightforward in its presentation of truth, cxhaling an atmosphere oi’
health tram every page. it is hardly excelled, if equalled, by any book of
practicalmetaphysics yet placed before the public. One cannot give the
work even a supertlcial reading withoutreceiving benefit. It has evidently
been the author‘: intention to heip—to upllit—to open the eyes oi’ those
who wish to see the higher, more spiritual. plane of livlnv-.

The tlrst chapter treats of "Mothers,"the primary redecmers of humanity,
and we wish thatall women about to take the sacred trust of motherhood
could fully realize the responsibilityresting upon them, and take to heart
the simple truths so well expressed in thischapter. It is difllcuit to select a
part. and thata smnllpart, from a whole so excellent, but the following is
aomethingthatought to be incorporated into daily thoughtand life : -

“ The work thata motheran do for her childhegina before thechild in born into thlaexiat»
enre. in tact.thewhole prerioua career of the mothermay he regarded aa a grand preparation
for thatwork and leading directly up to it. Juat thata mothercan do for her childdepentk
upon what she herself in. All thegood thatthehas taken unto heraelt la laid up in her own
apiritual and mental atonhouae,but she cannot bestow it upon anyone until thatonecurna
within theapherc of her influence. The very moment. however,a child lyecoruea her childaha
can bestow upon it eithergood or evil; and thisleads III to thatmoat important, rnuch diacmaed
but little understood aul-jeet, Heredity. It la aid or a human heing that thetint aevenyear:
are themoat important period of thia life. but apiritnal acienco goea atill further back and
aaaerta thatthethatnine monthsbeforebirthcomprise themat impreaaiovmble.and. therefore,
the moat important period of thia life. The theoaophicalview of heredity,aa a pone-lou
chieflyof our own acquiring.doca not in any way lessen the importance ol parental influence.
“ Aa coon an thechildbecomeathernother‘agueat, it haa entered into her apiritual and mental

ephere. and in whollyunder thedominion at her mind. The intluence of others,even of the
lather,can work upon the child only mediately through her. The child may have brought
with it an inheritance of its own, hut it is in thepower and withintheprovinceof the mother
to modify that inheritance. She can add to it or take away from it lay rueana of her apiritual
and mental states, but. in addition, by thoaewhich for a definite purpme aha la able to induce
in hcnelf during theperiod of gzeatatiou.
“ Spiritual science, instead of denying heredity. aaaerta it matemphatially;but it amerb

that heredity ia apiritual and mental. not phyaical. It anerta that it ia by the tranaterof
thought,of spiritual and mental conditions, that a repetition of phyaical reaulta la rendered
poaaihle." .

The second chapter deals with the " Teachers‘of the world. and in it the
author has fearlessly denounced the evil tendency of a too materialistic
education. She aaya,—

" The anfoldingot the intellectual powers to theexclusion of thespiritual pomlhilltiamud
of necessity produce mouatrouitiea. Sm-h Inonatruailieo are every day resulting iron: the
prcaent materialisticeducation of theyoung. The tender gerrna of true manhood and woman-
hood are choked in the achooland thecollege. and thereare forced into exiatcncc thoaeeno-

\
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sided beingswho are blind not~onIy to thewhole world ol aasation.but dill nae blind to
their own deformity. their own Inch 1:! normal development. 'l'heyt-Jerndilyeunvertihh
into the nlsu-rial scientist. the learned sgtustlr. the arrngantmourelted |-hilaaopher at the
lsniuu-Iablt-I. the fashionable seoiler.the doublet, the anbeiiaur,the denier at all thing
spiritual. and, hsstly, thecriminal. and the inane.

"The purely intellectual man may or may not be depraved. but h: b never grand. h: H
never noble. in the highest aenaeat these terms."

The subjects of the remaining chapters. " EtnpInyer§," ‘I Artists,‘ and
" Priests" are treated in the same vigorous style. and the saute healththl
tone. We heartily rec-onnne;td the book to all thinkers,and to all lovers of
wholesome common sense.

l-'u'h'tarium':nn. By Jon.\' §'l’l'Ait‘l' .\itu.. The Humboldt Library. No. 121.
New York: The liutnboidt Publishing CoI'npttn_v.

Mill's notable work is presented in cheap and readable form in thispant-
phlet. The following passage gives a good idea of thequality of the author‘:
exposition of the philosophyof utilitarianism:" The happiness which form:
the utilitarian standard oi‘ what is right In conduct is not theagent‘: own_
happiness, but that of all concerned. As between his own happiness and
that of others. utilitarianismrequires him to be as strictly impartial a: a
disinterested and benevolent spectator. In the golden rule of Jesus of
Nazarethwe read the complete spirit of the ethicsof utility. To do as one
would be done by, and to love one‘: neighbor as one‘: self. constitute the
ideal perfection of utilitarianmorality. As themeans of making the nearest
approach to thisideal, utilitywould enjoin. Ilrst. thatlaws and social arrange-
ments should place the happiness, or (as speaking practically it may be
called) the interest, of every individual as nearly as possible in harmony
with the interest of the whole; especially between his own happiness and
the practiceof such modes of conduct, negative and positive, as regard for
the universal happiness prescribes." It is evident thatthese words describe
the spirit and aim of nationalism.

Reminiscencca. By Lccr N. Couux. Buflhlo. N. Y.: 11. L. Green. 1891.
Out of the events with which she was connected in theanti-slavery move-

ment Mrs. Colman has made a very interesting-_—one might well-nigh say a
fascinating—snmiivolume. It was almost in babyhood thatshe began to
trouble her mother with the question why God should make any children
blackand let them be slaves. A little later in life she was askingher friends,
who were engaged in religious revival services, what was the use of preach-
ing and praying for those who were elected from eternity to salvation and
how they expected to benefit. by such means. those who had been {ore
ordained to destruction. It is thus seen that she was naturallyof an en-
quiring mind, and no surprise can be felt that she was early interested in
thework which Mr. Garrison had instituted for the abolition 0! slavery.
But it was not merely no,-,:ro slavery thatshe worked to abolish. She saw
seridom in more phases than one. and having lived to see thenegro tree. she
has never relaxed her eflbrts to help remove the hindrances to woman‘: full
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emancipation. This book is a history of her labors, and a more tantalizing
collection of anecdotes it would be dltilcuitto find. Every narration seems
brought abruptly to a close at its most interesting part. At. the end of every
page one wishes that it were longer, and after passing to the next, notwith-
standing the interest which impels one forward. theeye will constantly be
turned backwardin a search for more of the thrillingnarrative that has
preceded. We cannot put down the book withoutfeeling thatwe have come
into personal contactwitha remarkablewoman, who, from thevery inception
of her thinkingpowers, has devoted a valuable life to the service of man-
kind, and we hope that this record of an active and constant protest against
every kind of assault upon liberty will have a wide circulation.
The Handy Bonk of Synonyms, an invaluable aid to correspondents and letter

writers. The Adams Cable Codex. Boston: E. A. Adams & Co.
'l'he Book of Synonyms is a serviceable little collection which will he

found, as the title-page suggests. a valuable aid to correspondents and letter
writers. A small compilationof thiskind at one's elbow is often more valu-
able thana more extended work. The s_vnon_vms themselvesare comprised in
72 pages, and to this is added a collection of foreign words, phrases, etc., a
foreign postage table, and otheruseful information. ' That thecfl'orts of the
publishers have been appreciated is shown by the announcement thatwithin
four years 70,000 copies have been sold. The " Cable Codex,“ contains 140
pages of single words which can be used to express whole sentences. and
thereby reduce thecost ofsending messages betweenwidely separated friends
or business associates. Such codexes are very ingenious contrlvaneca for
aiding these iong—di.-ztance communications, and we have not seen any that
serves the purpose more completely than the one before us.

The Fallacies in Progress and Pot-erty; in Henry Dunning .lIacleod's Econo-
mics; and in " Social Problems”; with otheressays. By Wn.Lux Ent-
sox. New York: Fowler and Wells Co. 1884.

In thisbook the authorgives us the result of eighteen years of constant
thought to the causes of the privatlon and misery which are found among
the wage-workers of the world. He refutes the notion thatpoverty and des-
tltution are to be ascribedwholly to improrldence or to transgressions of
hygienic or physiological law; for, were thatthecase, the rich would not be
rich, as they are as guiltyof these transgressions as the poor. lie seeks.
therefore. for other causes, and endeavors to point out some of what he
regards as the fallaciesin some of the writers upon the subject.

First he combats .\iacicod‘stheoryof wealth.shows that it cannot be meas-
ured by money, and furnishes us with a “ perfectly scientific"detluitlon as
follows: " Wealth consists of all labor products and services that gratify
human desires. and whose commercial values can be measured with WORK.”
Aftershowing some more of the fallacies in the “ Economics,” he proceeds
to unfold some which are entertained by Mr. Henry George. lie quotes very
largely from " Progress and Poverty." in order to present an exact idea of
what Mr. George proposes as thebasis of his remedy. and tinda no proposi-
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tion for the removal of poverty amid increasing wealth more absurd and
unjust. After stating that the object or .\ir. George‘: attention is the
“ unearned increment" of John Stuart Mill, he asks “ by what right. human
or divine, does .\ir. George tax out of thegeneral product the uucanml incre-
mrnl," and concludes thatthe authorof “ i‘ro-gress and Poverty " has become
so “ thorou;.'hlymuddled" as to mix his premises, and therebydraw “ un-
philosophicaland unscientitic conclusions." Instead of the plan laid down
in that book. .\lr. ll.-mson would "repeal obnoxious laws," and thereby
"cause rents to tumble down to zero; or. in other words. to the wear and
tear of property and taxes.‘ By this means all unused and unoccupied land
would be “ opened for occupancy by the landless." and the demand for such
land would at once be enormous. But he has to bring " law " into operation
even here. in order to prevent a disorderly rush and scramble. The plots of
land could be disposed of by lot. No man would have a choice. but that
which fell to him by lot would be his to use, without disturbance so long an
be (lt‘§ll’Cd to use it. “ This scheme of justice." he maintains, “ will neces-
sarily supersede .\ir. George‘: plan of taxing the unearned increment and
appropriating it by the s! ate. As there is no such thingas an unearned incre-
ment in production, thestate will have nothingof the kind to appropriate.”
Life In Ftupia. Being a faithfuland accurate description of the institutions

that regulate labour. art. science. agriculture. education, habitation.
matrimony. law, government. and religion in this delightful region of
human imagination. By Jonx Pl:1’lL£|l. London: Authora‘Co-opera-
tire Publishing Company. 1890.

An imaginary sketch. drawn with scarcely a line in accordance with the
principles of perspective. It is well that Utopia is taken as the name of the
place in which thedescribed life is to be led; for, if it had any chance of
existence anywhere. there might be danger of our consignment to it in the
course ofour spirits‘ future peregrinations. The authorseems to thinkthathe
has advancedupon thenationalisticidea. and, asevidencethereof,he furnlshea
us with the Utopian steps by which the maidens of the land " may ascend
to connnbinihappiness,” and the conduct of a case in aftopian court of law.
in the former all free friendlyintercourse is prohibited between the sexes
until thevarious couples, up to thistime unknown to each other.are brought
together by means of photographs. Then they can begin a courtship which
is, by law. limited to a period of three months. After this they go on a
three weeks‘ betrothal,at the end of which theyget married, and are colu-
mamled to love one another. Thejudicial proceedings are azaiust an inhabi-
tant who has, by ballot. been assigned a task which is repulsive to him. and‘
has feigned illness in order to avoid its performance. For this crime he
receives hLs punishment. l'ninvitin;zas the prospect is. it does not alarm us
in the-least,for we feel quite e:ts_\' as to the probabilityof society‘; evolution
upon the lilies laid down. The strangest thing in connection with the book
is the author‘: idea that he was making an addition to the literature of
nationalism.
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‘
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Cu-operulire Farming. By 1-}. T. Cnam, secretary and trustee of the
association.and founderor thesystem of alternate hand labor and mental
culture during industrial training. London: Triihner& Co.; Manches-
ter: A. Heywood ls Son. 1882.

JlechauitalDranduy. Prepared for the use oi‘ the students or the.\Iassachu-
setts Institute 1:! Technology. By Llxcs FAl'.\'Cl-1. Third edition, re-
vised and enlarged. Boston : Institute of Technology. 1890.
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By B. l. Srnnx. New York: John B. Alden. I890.

Eztrater-rllorialCriminal Juriotllclionand {la E11’:-rt on Amrrieau Citizen. A
treatise by Anown ]l|>Zl'Sl-Ill, Editor of the “ St. Louis Tageblatt."
Washington: Government PrintingOiiice. 1890.

Lu Rm-ea Humaian. Par le Dn. R. Yr.n.\'I-:Ju:.prc‘-parateur an laboratoire
danthropnlogie du llnsfnm d'Iliz-'tolre.\’nturelle. Introduction par A.
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.\'atureile. et membre de l'Acad{-mie des Sciences. Paris: Libraire de
J.-B. Baillii-reet I-‘lie. ~

From the Fowler and Wells Co., 775 Broadway. New York:
Erery-Day Biogmpliy. Containing a collection of brief biographiesarranged

for every day in theyear, as a book of reference for the teacher, student,
Chatauqnan,and home circles. By Axnua J. Cnvn.

Brain and Mind; or. Mental Science conaidered in accordance with the Princi-
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Dmmrox, A.M., M.1)., and Junta )lc.\'nu..AJI. ‘

.
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Human Magnetism. Ila Nature, Physiology‘. and Paychology. Its uses an a
remedial agent in moral and intellectual improvement. etc. By 1!. S.
Dnn'1*o.\',l.I..B., M.D. Illustrated.

Maucrpirces. Pope, .€aop, Hilton.Coleridge, and Goldamuh. Withnotes and
illustrations. Edited by H. 8. Dnarrogt.
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men.
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THE BEL.-\TIO.\'S 0F SYMPATIIY Axll PITY.
Br rm: Rev. W. G. Tonn.

To most reflective minds the relations of sympathyand pity
have, at some period in life, presented themselves as deserving
of careful consideration. Just now I find the subject reap-
pear-ing with fresh interest under the new light furnished by
the humanitarian prophecies of nationalism.

_

Under the present competitive system of productive_lahor
pity has had free scope for the exercise of all its emotions. The
external occasions for its awakening‘ have been everywhere
abundant; the fact of the hard lines of unyielding distinctions
always present to the pitiful heart. These combined have
produced, in the minds of the more fortunate amidst thegen-
eral “ struggle for existence,” a more or less clearconsciousness
that, somehow, upon_them rested some share of responsibility
for the suffering of those less happilyplaced and some duty in
regard to them. So potent has been the emotional force engen-
dered by thcse facts thatscarcely any mind in its normal con-
dition has been Vuuinfluenced by them; being either forced to
yield to the demands of pity and engage in its services, or to
steel the heart against it; thus, on the one hand, driving sensi-
tive souls to the last point of endurance, and, on the other,
rendering still more indifferent the constitutionallyobtuse and
those artificiallyrepressed by circumstances. So it is that“My
Lady ” of the English manor visits the poor of her parish with
baskets of provisions and household remedies for sickness; the
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wealthyAmerican manufacturergives liberallyto cases of want
and sufiering among his employees; and the wife of the trades!
man in our cities becomes known as one who is ready of heart
and hand in mission schools and city charities. These few illus-
trations only indicate the"vast sphere in which the feeling of
pity finds full play; the whole plan of our social structure en-
couragcs it, and depends upon it as the volunteer auxiliaryto
its schemes of seltish aggrandizement.

Far otlwrwise is it with that more joyous and purer form of
sympathywhich unsclfishly gives itself in recognition of, and
incentive to, noble endeavor. This happier, ungrndging, unen-
vious temper can hardly be expected to thrive under the rules
of industrial competition. vlndeed,our present economic system
has so far, prevented the growth of glad, unselfish sympathy
and so nearly obliterated its existence that we have no one
word in the English language which fully expresses its meaning.
VVe have no word which exactlynames the feeling of joyous
recognition and unselfish appreciation of gifts and qualities in
others or the sympathetic delight which one person should
naturally take in the life,.and the fullest expressions of that
life, in those around us. The German language can express this
in one word, Jfitfreude, meaning literally “rejoicing with."
\\’e have the word “sympathy,"but it is too general; it em-
braces many kinds of fellow-feeling. It finds its equivalent in
the German Jllitgefiilzl(feeling with),which includes both ]|[it-
frcudc = rejoicing with, and fllitleid=sufi'ering with.

This happier form of unselfish sympathy,which I wish to
contrast with the feeling of pity, finds, perhaps, its most appro-
priate expression in thewords “sympatheticappreciation.” The
feeling it represents, though repressed by the rules and customs
necessarilyprevailingin a competitive social system, would find
free scope under the system which nationalismoffers, and there,
for the first time, reach its true development. This may be
more fully shown, and the real difference between sympathetic
appreciation and pity substantiated and more clearly revealed
by the following quotation from the Philoaophiedu Unbcwusr
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ton (Philosophyof the Unconscious),by Dr. Edw. Von Hart-
mann. I translate it freely. making the form subordinate to
the idea. ~

“ Sympathy. or fellow-feeling (.lI?I_«/efii/J). is an instinctive, reflex
action of the mind. As the emotions in general separate themselves
into likes and dislikes, joy and suflering. so fellow-feeling is divisible
into the two forms of sympathetic appreciation (.lIo'{/'r-ctnlr)-and sympa-
thetic compassion. or pity (.lli!lu'd). Jean Paul Richter said: '11:’!-
Irid belongs to a man; Jlitfreude, to an angel.’

" This distinction arises from thefact thatsympatheticappreciation an

only truly exist in the mind when unhindered by tlnepresence of another
fet-ling.—envy ; and this lnindrzince is present in most men to a greater
or less degree. Pity. on the otherhand. is seldom prevented from taking
possession of the mind by the presence of that feeling which can hinder
it.—‘malicious delight; for this is generally of insignificant influence in
most men, except as they are temporarilymoved by hate or revenge.
So it is -that pity expresses the wt-ightier side of fellow-feeling, while
sympathetic appreciation shows a constantly diminishing significance."
Page l7l.

" Sympathetic compassion (page 599) or pity, .l!t°!let'd (upon which,
according to Aristotle. all enjoyment of tragedy rests, and, according
to Schopenhauer.all morality), is generally known as a feeling in which
both pleasure and suffering are intennixt-d. The grounds of the latter
element are plain to be seen: it is a sensibly perceptible pain, which
can become so strong that-it leaves no trace of pleasure. but transforms -

itself into a heart/-brealsing sorrow, whose intensity struggles against its
mortal limitations.

" But the grounds of the pleasurable emotions found in ordinary cases
of less intense pity are not so plainly seen; I do not speak here of
that satisfaction which naturally attends the carrying out of benevolent
purposes; that is out of the question. inasmuch as it lies on the other
side of pity. In a direct way. too, the only delight created by the spec-
tacle of suffering in others would be a malicious enjoyment of cruelty,
but everyone will be able to separate this from the more constant feel-
ing of satisfactionattending ordinary cases of pity.

I know of no other rational conception of this element of enjoyment
in pity, and have nowhere in my investigations found any other explana-
tion of it than this: that the contrast of the suffering in others with our
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own state of freedom from it muses in us an instinctive, latent aversion
to undergo the suffering, and thereby creates an instinctive feeling of
satisfaction,and also brings this satisfaction to our consciousness. In
thisway the pleasurable emotions of theone who experiences a feeling of
pity become explained as purely egoistieal, although I am unable to say
that this detracts from the value or the noble results of pity. In har-
mony with this idea is also the fact. that to sensitive, self-sacrificing
natures pity is a most unpleasant excitation,—a perfect torture; while
the coarser the nature that the man has, the more satisfaction he takes
in the enjoyment of the feeling.”

The “Philosophyof the Unconscious" was not written with
any special view of throwing light upon social theories,but
simply to show the part which the whole unconscious side of
our nature plays in all feeling, thought, and action. Those,
however, who have made themselves acquainted with the ideas
contained in “Looking Backward," or are familiar with the
principles of nationalism,will readily perceive hon: well the

' distinction that Dr. llartmann makes between pity and sympa-
thetic appreciation fits the correspondingly distinctive, social
systems of competition and co-operation.

Under the old system compassion, pity, and charity have
been encouraged as supplementary forces to cure the defects of
our false social economy,just as the physician and nurse, called
to cure typhoid fever, are supplementary forces to our household
economy, which included a microbebreediugwell or an imper-
feet drainage. ' i

We may well rejoice in the skill pf the physician and the
nurse, but it were better to have that skill employed in pre-
venting the origin rather than the fatal results of the disease.
Far beit from me to say that this feeling of pity is not beauti-
ful, even as a force supplementaryto error; but does its beauty
compensate for the suffering and danger by which it so often
exists? Needless sufiering could hardly form an element in
any work of art that the judgment of the world would accept.
Shall we vote by a different principle on social art when our

judgmenthas become truer? Under the illusionsof our present
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system charity, compassion, and pity may be V beautiful to the
spectator, and may be enjoyable to some of those who give
thelnselves to deeds prompted by them,but how is it with those
upon whom these benefieent feelings are expended? \Vould

,

any of us be willing to become an object of charity, compas-
sion, or pity for the beautytherebycreated? Let us give some

thought, then, to those who furnish the occasion for the beauty.
From their standpoint it may seem to be an unnecessary and a

costly luxury.
Under the more scientific form of society advocated by

nationalism,charity wuuld revert back to its purer type in the
love that it so feebly represents; cumpas<ion would more hope-
fully concentmte its energies upon remedial work. while pity,
inspired by healthy conditions,would be transformed into sym-
patheticappreciation of the rich treasures in others‘ hearts and
minds, releasinglove from the service of strife and illuminating
all lives with the universal, all-pervadinglight that its unselfish
form begets. If we grant to nationalismthe power to relieve
a large part of human suffering by removing the conditions
that produce it, then its preventive measures, in so far. relieve
pity of its occupation and give fellow-feeling its truer exercise
in the appreciation of the best in our fellows. Calling out the
best in others, encouragingall that is noble and pure and divine
in them, inviting each nature to its fullest, genuine expression,
—this is the grand work of sympathetic appreciation possible
under the system‘which nationalismoffers. and thework which
Richter saw belongingmore to an angel than to a man.

Under thecompetitive system, where each man strives to gain
an advantageover his neighbor,—where he must crowd othersor
he himself crowded to thewall,—thereis no room for the unself- ‘

ish form of fellow-feeling. In the fact, stated by Dr. Hartman,
thatsympatheticappreciation can onlyexist in a mind in which
envy does not dwell, and that envy is generallypresent. we see
the hopelessness of the case under present circumstances.
When each man is taking note of his fellow-man's abilitiesand
best qualities,—not to rejoice in them as nature‘: gifts that
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bless mankind,but to oppose, belittle, or make use of them to
some selfish end,—how can it be otherwise thanthatenvyshould
be an ever-present occupant of the mind. Competition prepares
the soil as carefully for thegrowth of envy as the skillful horti-
culturist prepares the soil for his choicest bulbs. The moral
qualities in man are as much the product of scientific culti-
vation, workingby nature's laws, as are oats and \vheat. _Given
the right conditions and nature’s normal germ, and the product
is sure. Remove envy by -removing its conditions-; treat it as
one treats the foul swamp-grass in the richest lowlan_ds,—drain
it of that chillingmoisture which stimulates it and destroys all
finer germs, and nature will cover the reclaimed meadow with
the choicest verdure. \Ve work best when we work withthe
visible god in nature's laws, in place of unthinkingcompliance
with the demands of mere lawless customs and traditions,—
lawless because imposed upon us from lawless ages, although
often supposed to have some delegated authoritysomehow and
somewhere iuvisihly supporting the dignity they wear.

And is not this sympatheticappreciation, which, as Jean Paul
says, is yet an inhabitant of higher regions, one of the angels
of life thatwe can atford to invite to take up its abode with us?
Would not all life take on a new coloring,and all true effort be
crowned with success, if we were free and true in our reception
of it? Yea,would not then heaven itself seem to have descended
upon earth and should we not have a full realization of what
we now can only hope for in the sometime and the somewhere
to which man has relegated the satisfaction of nature's best
longings and promises in him? For the sake of this heaven it
were well to give the claims of nationalisma fair hearing, and
in the light therebygiven to consider, not only the true relations
and development of the emotions here contrasted, but all prod-
ucts of the mind and heart.
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110W M.\.\’Y HOURS PER DAY ‘SHALL WE LABOR?
31 run Rev. 11. H. Brown.

“ The workingpeople now produce more than food enough,
more than fibre enough, more than fuel enough, more than
timber enough, more than metal enough, to feed, clothe, and
house the whole population in greater comfort than the whole
population now enjoy on the average. Yetwant exists in the
midst of ahundance. The few obtain more than they need; I

greater part secure a competency; but the many receive less.
than enough to enable them to enjoy much leisure; whilea few
actuallysuffer from want or are on the edge of it. . . . The
mass of the people spend nearly the whole share of thatwhich
falls to them in providing themselves and their familieswith
shelter, food, and clothing,saving but little.”

This statement of Mr. Edward Atkinson in the Forum of
August, 1889, is undoubtedlycorrect. Let us take it as a basis
of our study of the question as to the number of hours of labor"
necessary on the part of all who owe labor in return for-the
means of subsistence and the proper opportunities for education
and pleasure. \Ve wish to know the numberof hours thatan

‘

requisite, not only for keeping our civilizationup to its present
high-water mark, but also for maintaining the present rate of
progress. Our attempt inthisline must necessarilybe only a

study of the question, for lack of adequate statistics. Buta
study may give thatoutline which will enable us to form some
idea of what the whole picture will he. '

Turning to the census of 1880, which must be our basis of
calculation, we find that we had a population of 50,156,783.
Out of these, 17,392,099 are reported as engaged in “gainful
occupations,” 2'. e., agriculture, professional and personal ser-
vices, manufactures,mechanical and mining industries. These
classes include all who, in -return for services, receive wages,
salaries, or fees,— all classes,save one, that labor. The excep-
tion‘ is thatof the wives who do the work in the homes,—a
most important portion of our laboring population. -
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\Ve must now endeavor to ascertain what proportion of these

produce all the material that, in quantity, is sufiicient to feed,
clothe, and house properly all the 50,000,000 people.

At the time of the census there were, as there have been for
the last twenty-five years, a vast army of unemployed as well
as of those only employeda part of the time. We have no

way of accurately estimating these, but shut-downs were fre-
quent in mines and mills, and in all the trades. Some of the
employees were out of work for months at a time. I thinkthe
estimate of Prof. de Leon, in the NAT10.\'ALISTof last February,
is rather under the mark and therefore safe to use. Dcducting
thiscomputation of 5,000,000, of whollyor partiallyunemployed,
we have 12,392,099 as those employed constantly in “gainful
occupations” in 1890. This includes, not only the non-pro-
ductive, but also the really useless employments,—occupations
which will have no existence in a true commonwealth. It also
includes all whose services, even in the useful employments,
might be dispensed with under a proper system of production.

There are, for instance, those employed in the manufacture
and sale of malt and alcoholic liquors. I can but feel thatthe
numbers are defective, but they are given as follows: Brewers
and rnaltsters, 16,728; distillers and rectifiers, 3.2-l3; traders
in malt and distilled liquors, 13,500; saloon-keepers and bar-
tenders, 68,-161 ; billiard and bowling-saloon keepers and em-

ployees, 1,543; making a total of 103,475,— an army to be
supported by the productive labor of the nation. The produc-
tion and manufactureof tobacco takes a larger army; but, since
the use of tobacco is not so generally admitted as useless, we
will leave that among the useful employments, simply saying
that,when we shall have outgrown its use, we shall add a very
large detachment to the real producers.

Now we come to the useless occupations. I will only name
a few, \'iz.: auctioneers, collectors, claim-agents, and lawyers;
army and navy, watchmen. detectives, bankers, and brokers;
commercial, insurance, and real-estate brokers; clerksand com-
mercial travellers; oflicials in banks and insurance ofices; na-
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tional, state. city,and town ofiicials; making togethera total of
369,578. Taking both these classes, thus condensed, from the’
numberfound above as engaged in gainful occupations, we have
11,919,046as the numberactuallyengaged in necessary labor.

Can we. in a system of co-operation. reduce this? lthinlr
we can.

Of the 17,500,000 reported as in gainful occupations 5,149,-
000 are given as in trade and transportation. This does not
look like economy of labor. I have made as careful an estimate
as I am capable of making. in various places, and have con-
cluded that, in provisions. groceries, dry goods, etc., one-fifth
the present number of persons could, under a proper system,
do all the work and do it better. Could we have the statistics
of some of the gigantic firms thatare showing us the way to a

great national system, we should have a sure basis for esti-
mating the wastefulness in labor of the present system of
distribution.

By the competitive system, merchandise is constantly being
shipped from one place to another where goods of the same
kind are made by another firm. and thus there is a constant
passing and repassing that would be avoided by a system of
production thatwas national. By establishing manufactories
in the various sections, all transportation would be limited to
those things that could not be grown or manufactured in any
particular section. In this way we would, I am sure, reduce
the labor three-fourths.

But would a, proper system of production save us in propor-
tion ?' I thinkso. It will be perfectly safe to say thata rightly
methodizedsystem of production, thatviews only the needs of
the people and makes the most of the present machinery,will
save one-third. Othersput. it much higher. \\’iththe encour-

' agement to invention and the governmental use of machinery,
there being no monopoly as now to limit the use, we shall con-

tinue to reduce the amount of human labor needed. This esti-
mate of one-thirdgives us the labor of 1,279,000 men saved. The
example of the bonanza farms is showing us that in agriculture
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and grazing as great a saving can be made. Deducting one-
third of this class we have the labor of 5,113,673 men saved.

The total amount of labor thus eeonomized amounts to that
of 7,750,168 men. Deducting this from the 11,919,046whom
we _found to have been actuallyengaged in gainful labor we
have only the labor of 4,168,873 as needed to produce as much
as was produced in 1880. Now this, to one who has not long

.pondered the subject, does not seem possible; for it is less than
one in ten of the people, But after a long study and a careful
revision of my figures, I see no reason to doubt the result of
either the figures or my deductions. I do see, however, that
the demand for manual help will continue to grow less. in pro-
portion as the improvement in machineryand in transportation
facilitiesprogresses. I also see that, unless we can decrease
the hours of labor, we shall, under the present system, before
long find our unemployed increasing the number of our
vicious and criminal classes to an extent that will severely
threaten our ci\'ili_zation. Under competition the ratio of un-
employed can never be less than at present; but the ratio of
the wealth to each of the non-laboring and non—producing
classes will constantly change, till only a few will be able to
keep costly establishments and the millionswill be tramps and
paupers. Nationalism will distribute labor so as to allow an

opportunity to earn to all who are able to earn; and, after caring
for all the dependent classes, will divide the rest in proportion
to the work which each has done.

,

Now let us see how much labor is to be required of each able-
bodied person.

To the labor of the 17,500,000 of the tenth census we need
to add the 8,000,000 wives and daughters who performed the
necessary labor of the home. But housekeeping like all other
employments is very prodigal of labor. In fact. no kind of
employment is so wasteful in labor as this, and we might, I
think,reduce it one-fifthof the present amount under a. co-

operative system. To our 4,168,873 we will, therefore, add
1,600,000 for housework. This gives us in every 50,000,000
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5,769,878 necessary workers. The same proportion of our 65.-
000.000 would, under nationalizedindustry. do all the necessary
labor. And this labor is to bedistributedamong all able-bodied
men and women in the state. Now, how many hours per day?

The average working day in 1880, when we consider the
farmer, the merchant, and the housekeeper, must have been at
least twelve hours per day. .\lultipl_vingthe numberof persons
that we have found necessary to do the work by twelve we

‘

have t3!',£’i'¢'»,536 hours.
Among those who labored under the old regime were boys

and girls under 15, a large numberof men and women over 60,
and a great many nrutlrers needed by their children. All these
will be exempt in a true commonwealth. The age for compul-
sion to labor and an absence from school should not include the
first 19 years. That time is necessary for preparation. The num-
ber under 19 was 23,121,437, and therewere 2,8-l0,678 that.were
over 60. There were 1,447,983 children of one year and under,
and thatnumberof mothers should be exempted. In all these
exemptionswe have 27,410,098 persons. The dependent classes
must also be deducted. In the yearwe are considering, the‘
idiotic and insane, theprisoners and paupers were 321,803. No
computation was made of the sick, so that their number will
not atiect our result. ’

DL‘dUClII|g the whole number exempt from duty, we have
22,559,902persons who are to pay their way by their labor and
do all the work for 50,000,000. Now, by dividing the whole
numberof hours’ labor to be done by the number to do it, we
have three and one-seventhas the numberof hours each must
work per day. .

In this I have allowed for all the necessary officials in manu-
factories,and on railroads, etc. If I have left out any class
I should have put in it the national, state, city, and town
oflicials; but I believe that theywill all be employed in some

department, and I have seen no need of considering them. But
if they are not thus occupied it will not change the result to
any perceptible extent. Thus, allowing for all mistakes in my
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estimates. we may safely say that four hours per day, on the-
part of all who ought to work,will give us as much as we have
today. Figures have demonstrated the truth of Theodore Par-
ker's saying 30 years ago and proved him again a prophet, that
“four hours per day on the part of all" would give us more
than we then

To add to these hours of labor would, of course, add to the
wealth of the state and to that of the individual, and con-

sequently to the opportunities for culture. Five hours per day
on the part of all who owe the state brain or physical labor
would, under the proposed system of distribution,enable all to
live as well as the best, and, at the same time, give themleisure
to enjoy home and social life and all those means of culture
which the state would abundantly furnish. Relieved from all
anxiety for the future; competition transferred to the field of
the intellectual, moral, andesthetic;and the rewards, not wealth
as today, but honors as in classic Greece, we should be, for
the first time in the history of the race, at the dawn of the
millennium.

mom

r\'.-\Tl0.\'.-\LlS)I AND THE CHILDREN.
BY 011s Kr-..\'nu.'i. Smart.

The natural inequalilyof men is so evident to a person with
his eyes even half open that one is led to wonder why Prof.
Huxley. who does so much that is good, should devote a whole
magazinearticle to demonstrate it. Among the thingsat which
the professor levels, his big gun is the Constitution of the
United States; and the shots he fires would prompt one to
believethathe really thinksthe framers of this document were
full believersin Rousseau‘spoor doctrine of thenatural equality
of all men. Happily it is not necessary for a nationalist to
defend his country's Fathers. “ The ancients,”exclaims Bayle,
“ would laugh aloud did theybut know all thatis attributed to
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them.”
. May be Jefiemon, Hamilton,Wasliington,and thelrest

might be classed with the ancients.
The natural inequality of men is not only easilyapparent,

it is physically explicable. Grant Allen, whose pen has the
magic of a llindoo charm, says, in his short life of Charla
Darwin, thata man is the result of three distinct and direct
influences, namely: first, inherited paternal characteristics;
second, inherited maternal cllanacteristics; third, environment
before and after birth. These influences are all thatcan affect
a man. It’, therefore, two babes could be born of mothers pre-
cisely alike in every respect, by fathersdissimilar in no particu-
lar, however slight, and if these children could be reared under
circumstanccs identical in every detail, then the two children
would be precisely alike,—that is, they would be equal. This
statement is a demonstration of the natural inequality of men;
it is proof, by a sort of geometrical r¢¢_Iu_ch'o ad abeurdum, of
the proposition which Prof. Iluxleyproves in_a dozen pages.

Mr. Grant Allen’s formula for man is useful, becauseit indi-
cates clearly the only factor in man‘s making which is capable
of modification. The child once born, parental influencesby
heredity are forever inoperative; environment only can now’
act upon it. The chief elements of our earliest environment
are our physical surroundings— the temperature and purity of
the atmosphere, latitude, height of level, sunshine, etc.—and
our treatment by mother or nurse or father. Leaving out of

.

consideration the first of these elements,—the general physical
sun-oundings, which may be said to affect the individual only
as theyaffect the raee,—letus direct our attention to thesecond
class of surroundings, viz., the treatment of the young by
mothers, nurses, and fathers.

Nationalism has for its cardinal doctrine the dictum that
every man, simply because he crisis, has the right to opportu-
niticl as good as those of every otherman. This doctrine can-
not be too often repeated and insisted upon, for upon its justice
and universality rest the justice and ‘universalityof our whole
cause. If any one person can be shown to have a natural right
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to better opportunities than another, then our doctrine falls of
its own weight; there is no virtue in equality of rights before
the law, and “ Looking Backwar ,” nationalism itself, is not
even a beautifuldream.

A man's‘ opportunities begin at his birth,—or more truly
they should begin then. “ The first act of a new-born babe is
to draw a deep breath”; and with that breath its education
commences. From thatmoment on until it reaches the reason-

ing age it is no more responsible for its acts than it is for its
weight; and if, as popular education is constantly teachingus
more intensely to feel, the boy is father to the man, the acts of
matured life are the inevitable results, partly at least, of its
childhoodtraining, for which it is in no degree responsible. If
our cardinal doctrine is correct, the surroundings of any child
should be as good, as conducive to its development, as those of
any other child; the opportunities of all should be equal.

It is a fact so evident thatit seems trite, even foolish, to say
thatall children do not have the same opportunities for educa-
tion; and yet, even at the risk of appearingfoolish, I must insist
upon this fact. Nay, it is the evidentness of the truth that
makes it so important. The opponents of compulsory educa-
tion point triumphantly to the steady increase in school attend-
ance in states where there are no compulsory educational laws.
Nationalists have nothing to do with such conclusions. The
nationalistaflirms that,so long as there is one childin thisbroad
land without the means of education, society has not done its
duty to children,and there is need of more stringent application
of the laws, or of sterner laws themselves.

But there is an earlier education than that furnished by the
schools; there is the education which commences with the
child‘s first deep breath,and which continues until long after
the school age has been reached. “'0 must be true to our prin-
ciples; we must insist upon equal opportunities for children in
cradles and at mothers’ breasts. Nay, we must‘ insist more
strenuously here; for not only is this the age during which the
individual is more impressionable, which renders it important.
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thatonly the best influences then be brought to bear upon it,
hut. it is also the critical age in life, as thedeath-rate is far more
rapid amongst babies than elsewhere; and it is an absolute
necessity that the good he saved. Perfect equality of oppor-
tunities for children may never be attained, but thisshould not
deter eflbrts to attain approximateequality. Parentswilldoubt»-
lcss always vary in abilityto rear ofl'spring,or the world would
be at a sad pass shortly; and in this respect some children will
be more fortunate thanothers- But variationin parental ability
is no more avoidable than variation in the children themselves.
The laws governing such variation are natural and at present
only partly known; and, therefore, although I believe such
variation controllable eventually by humanity,yet I thiullthe
time is not ripe for experimental work in thisdirection. The
element in the child‘senvironmentwhich can be modified is its
immediate surroundings,—thedwelling. the food, the clothing,
the hygienic an-angemcnts,—which are purely artificial, and,
in some cases, regulated by law today, as is evidenced by
municipal garbage and sewage legislation; town, county. and
state enactments in relation to the care of the insane and of
patients having contagious diseases; etc.

Not the least important factwhich the modern science of
statistics has brought to light is the comparativelyhigh death-
rate amongst our young poor. One of the valuable character-
istics of statistical science is its absolute method; there is no

question as to the truth of the facts; and it is, therefore, an
cract science in the truest sense of the term. There must be
some reason for the high death-rate amongst the young poor,
as there is no effect withoutan adequate cause, and thevalidity
of the fact itself is beyond question. Some force must act
upon the young poor to kill,which does' not act to kill upon
the young of the more well-to-do classes; or some force ~must

. act upon the latter to sustain life which does not so act upon
the young poor. Considering the modifiable element of the
babe's environment,—its immediate surroundings,—we find
amongst thepoor imperfectlyaired and lighted dwellings, insuf-
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ficient food, scant clothing, and dirty bodies; and these con-
ditions must influencethe health of the little inhabitants, and
make themselvesfelt in the death-rateamongst them. Writing
over thirty years ago, and from the educational standpoint,
Herbert Spencer laid stress upon the importance of clothing
and food as factors in the development of children,and showed
clearly the enervating effects of insufficient clothingand poor
unnutritious food. Had Spencer thoughtof it, he could have
predicted. possibly,the high death-rateamongst the young poor
almost before thescience of statistics—which has brought the T

truth to light—was born. But what I desire to emphasize is
the fact that the young poor are placed at a disadvantage from
the hour of birthby beingbrought into conditionswhich stunt

.
mental and physical growthand hasten death; and that it is
the duty of organized society,which is government,so to order
these conditions thateach will have opportunities equal to the
other, so far as law can make them equal. That, under existing
conditions, thousands are born only to die young, and because
of circumstances which are entirely withinhuman control ; that,
underexistingconditions, thousandswho escape thisearly death
are forced to fight a desperate and losing battle for life, because
of these same humanlycontrollablecircumstances,— is true; and
to say this is to state the most glaring,the most terrible, eflect
of the present economical and political system. If to correct
this condition were the sole object of the nationalistic move-
ment, as we know it is not, could not all humanity say “ God-
speed?”

0
1___. 

HOW TO COU'.\"l'I-IRAC1‘ CH.~iI\'CE.'
Br Cnuzuze 2. Bear.

“Chance” is the tyrant that sits enthronedin a. system of
competitive industries. This fact was stated as a law by Solo-
mon, more than thirtycenturies ago: “ The race is not to the
swift,nor the battle to the strong,neitheryet bread to thewise.
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nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor yet favor to men
of skill; but time and chance happeueth to them all.”—E¢.-ole»
siaatu, L\', 11.

In discussing the connection between conduct and fortune,
John Stuart Mill said: “ The greatest of all evils—poverty—
is due to the institution of private property, which institution
is upheld and commended as beingthe means by which industry
and frugality are insured a reward; but, instead of the reward
being in proportion to the industry and frugality of the individ-
ual, it is, may be, in an inverse ratio to it, for \'irtue,.intelligence,
industry. and frugality do not insure success. While it is true
thatthe lot of the individual is not independent of virtue and
intelligence, these do not count in their favor so much as for-
tunate accidents, the _«/r_ea!e:t of which is to be born rich, and next
to birththe circumstance of ‘chance’ and opportunity. 'While
industry and dexterity contribute to success, these two qualities
fail unless thereare ‘chances,’which come toa limited number.”

Again he says: “ The connection between conduct and for-
tune is such that there is a degree of bad conduct thatwill
ruin any amount of good fortune. On theotherhand,no amount
of good conduct brings good fortune without the aid of fortn-
nate accidents. This cannot be otherwise in a system of indi-
vidualism based upon private property, in which each finds his
place by a struggle, pushing others back, or beingpushed back
by them.”

To avoid the ruin thatmay come to the owner of a factory
by a conflagration,he joins with all other factory owners in I
mutual insurance, in which each is held to pay a fair proportion
of any loss that may occur to another; the loss of one becomes
the loss of all, and none are ruined. In fact, the chance of
loss by fire, thatbefore resulted in rain, has become but a frac-
tion in the account, instead of being the principal factor. The
factory owner, by joining with other factory owners, has con4
quered " chance ” in the matter of loss by fire. -

The great enemy of those who work for wages is the chance
‘of being out of employment. The principle of mutual insu-
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rance comes in to prevent disaster from thatcause; for, by com-
bining,they may be placed beyond the power of enforced idle-
ness. Let us suppose that10,000 wage-workers of a large city, .

picked men, joined as they would be for life insurance, pay in
a certain sum of money each, to provide farming or any other
industry that would give work and wages to the percentage of
their number that might be out of employment at their wage-
earning avocation. There would be a committee of 9,999per-
sons to report a vacancy for the first of their number that was
out of work. There could be provision for old age, and every
advantage of communism always waiting for the members of
thatten thousand’. They would have all the advantages of the
wage-earner, who has a farm always waiting for him; and for
these men, associated together, the first step towards industrial
liberty would have been taken, for they would have a choice of
avocations alwaysbefore them,and theywould have thestrength
that comes from the joining of numbers under one judicious
management.

The increase in the value. of the property would furnish the
memberswitha “ home,” in which they could pass their decli-
ning years, when left standing alone,—a better home than
the Soldiers’ Home, or the Sailors’ Snug Harbor, or other
“homes " provided by kindly disposed persons and associations,
for aged men and women; better, because it would be theirs on
a business basis, and because their companions would be per-
sons of theirown selection, congenial comrades. in addition,
each city should provide an industry for such of its deserving
citizens as may be temporarilyout of employment,as was once

urged by a kind-hearted and capable mayor of the city of
Springfield, Massachusetts. This would give work and wages
to such as had not joined with others in a communal home. It
is wholly within the province of the municipality to establish
an industry of such a character,and it would not onlyprove to
be the height of economy in taking care of the persons who
need aid, but it would give needed employment to numbersof
young persons, such as the larger school-children,who are will-

\
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ing to work aml, during the long summer vacations, might be
cultivating habitsof industry.

The greatest need of every person is a home. To provide
homes for all will require the assistance of the government.
This can be best brought about by a postal savings-banksystem.
The British postal savings-bank system, taking in money and
paying a low rate of interest, loans out the deposited money to
corporations and towns. This country has greater need of such
a system of deposits than any other, but has been unable to en-
ter into the plan, becauseof no way to use the sums deposited.
By an arrangementwithstates and associationsthemoney could
be loaned to individuals for homestead purposes.

There are precedents for such a loaning of thepublic moneys:
the settlement of the Seminole Indians by government. the
Homestead Act of 1862, the llomestead billby the Hon. Robert
Treat Paine. Jr., in the Massachusetts legislature. the Home-St Sof the Argentine republic, theAshbourne Act now
before be British parliament, providing for loans to tenant
farmers in Ireland for purchasing lands. and numerous govern-
ment grants to corporations, associations, and persons. Every
administration of recent years has wished to establish a post»
office savings-bank system, but has failed to find a place to use
the deposits.

If states borrowed the money and loaned it to the individual,
or to an association which loaned to the individual, the details
would not trouble the govemment,and the individualwouldbe
able to get a 82500 home for a rate of interest that would not
exceed 8100 a year; and. as the money would not require tobe
repaid, the home would not be I burden. This would be an
application of state-ownership combined with individual posses-
sion; 1; system whichwould tend to thecultivation of patriotism,
and must undoubtedly leadto other like joining of interests.
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THE BIRTH OF FREEDOM.
Br 11. B. Sausncnt.

CHAPTER VII.

CONRAD.

The orator stopped and folded his arms. Proud of his power,
he stood erect, as the whirlwind of emotion broke from the
frenzied crowd before him. Long and loud were the demon-
strations.

“ How many of you are ready, if you should hear the signal
tonight?” he asked in an awful tone. The whole body of men
were on their feet in an instant. “ That will do," he said, “ we
can trust you. Be ready when your leaders call.” And, with
a nod of smiling recognition for the prolonged applause, he
took his seat.

As he settled into his chair, a man of tall, commanding
figure, broad and massive shoulders, and hands calloused by
his work, came impatiently to the front. “ A quarryman,”
Sanford whispered; “theycall him Conrad." He towered above
them all, a perfect Hercules he seemed. Swinging a chair from
before him with a gesture of disgust, and bringing his ponder-.
ous fist down upon the chairman’s table with a crash thatwould
have felled an ox, he burst forth without further prelude in a
torrent of protests against any violent attack upon society.
Then. having brought them back from their dreams of immedi-
ate outbreak, he softened a little in his tone.

.

“ Comrades," he said. bringing his giant palm, with another
resounding slap, upon the.table. “ Comrades, I have seen your
spirit here tonight, and am proud of your fearlessness. There
is nothingthathas been proposed thatyou would not be justi-
fied in doing. if it were best. But it is not. It would never
do to fail. A little more time, then the wrongs of centuries
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shall be avenged. \Vhen tis done, let it be so well done that
no future age shall say twas incomplete.

“ Comrades, understand me. Lives on Fifth'Avenueare of
no more value than lives in llester Street. The dollars of the
rich are no more worthy of protection than the pennies of the
poor. [A tumult of shout~:.] Ilundredsof men and women
are being driven to suicide by poverty. Thousands of children
are being starved. Their pinched and weasened faces look out
from the windows of tenement houses, and their dwarfed and
sicklybodies hear the mark of poverty's hand. Half a million
tramps wander up and down the land, and millions more wear
out their hopeless lives in mine and mill and factory. All, all
for the benefitof a few thousand plutocrats, who claim to own
the natural wealth of this country 3''

So keen was the interest thatall demonstration ceased. Each
eye seemed fastened by a strange magnetic light that flashed
from beneathCom-ad's shaggy brows.

In all the group none possessed greater po\\'er than thisquar-
ryman. If the preceding speaker had been their Robespierre,
he was their Danton. A wave of his hand could bring the men
to theirfeet withshouts, or hush them to silence most profound.

For many minutes he continued his terrible arraignment of
modern civilization. Then turningagain upon his hearers, who
fairlycoxvered before him, he cried out witha voice of thunder:
“ What do you propose as a remedy?" Withwither-ing scorn
he exclaimed: "A little hog's grease and nitric acid! A hand-
ful of men selling their lives to no purpose! You propose to
attack modern society and all its power with a few popguns!
Bah}! I can bring down from the quarries a thousandmen,
who would leave a trail of blood, and fire, and death from
Harlem to the Battery. But what would thatremedy?"

llis hearers sat breathlessly waiting for his answer. He
paused and looked scornfullyaround. “ Let me tell you once
for all,” he thundered, "that the man of you that attempts
violence now deserves the death he will surely meet. We are.

organizing for defence, not for attack. '_I‘he day is fast coming
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‘ when all workmenwill see their position and will elect a go\'- .

ernment thatwill revoke the charters of monopoly,seize again
the people's land, declare all private property abolished. and
every citizen an equal owner of the whole. This all under the
constitution and government as we have it.

“But thinkyou the plutocrats will submit? No. They will
be the first to appeal to force. They will have no further use
for the constitution. They will proclaim a dictator, as theyeven

suggested during the Pittsburg riots. They will place every
city under fire of the gunboats, which they will refuse to give
up. With their standing army and hired Pinkerton dogs they
will expect to frighten the unarmed people into subjection.
Then ‘is the time for our watch-dogs. \Ve are armed with a
terrible weapon, against which no mortal can stand. \\'ait till
the people cry out for help. To act before would be folly,
madness, treachery. To wait till then is not to wait long, and
it will bring victory, liberty,and equality forever.”

That awful fire blazed from Conrad’s eyes which startled
Lord at the beginningof his speech. \\’hat was the secret of
the spell thatheld that breathlessaudience? It seemed incred-
ible that this should be a peaceful qnarryman. That he could
drudge patientlyby day,and then stand forth and flashfire that
might ignite a powder-magazinewhen addressing his fellows.

H is real \vork was thatof an agitator. His quarry work was
mere lazy pastime for him. As quarryrnan he learned all the
secrets of the dread explosives. He mingledwith the aqueduct
laborers. He could speak all theirvarious tongues, and he had
a small army of them ready to avenge the useless murders, the
recklessness of human life, by which contractors had decimated
his fellows. A volcano of burning hate seemed pent up within
thatburly giant.

It is impossible to describe the efl'ect of this appeal among
men who, feeling the bitterness of poverty,and goaded to mad-
ness by a sense of social injustice, believedthat the only hope
of the poor was forcible revolution. They only differed in the
matter of how and when the blow should be struck.
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As Conrad left the platform the wildest scenes of the earlier
evening seemed tame in comparison with what now took place.
The men waved their hats and coats. They shouted until
hoarse. The slim fellow, in one of his frantic gestures, brought
the back of his hand with a resounding slap across the {am of
his neighbor the Frenchman, who, after a moment of dazed
astonishment, sprang upon him. They were separated with
difficulty, but before great damage had been done to either.
Explanations followed, and the whole ill-feeling was ‘washed
away by liberal draughts of the amber fluid at the bar.

Across one comer of the room this temporary bar was set.
In some former time it might have done duty below,but it was
ancient in pattern and time-scarred in appearance. Back of
thisbar was a door leading into a small closet, from which two
bar-keepers in white aprons brought forth the foaming beer.

During the speech of Conrad the waiters were undisturbed,
but as the flow of eloquence ceased, the-flowof beer began.
Above the tumult. could be heard the clink of glasses and the
rattle of niclales, mingled with shouts, such as “four beers."
“zwei lager.” ‘

Of course some conservativemoralist willsay thatthisshowed
theutterly depraved and vicious nature of these men; but, had-
it been at the Metropolitan Opera House and the tipple cham-
pagne, and had theguests been gentlemen and fair ladies in full
evening dress, then no hands would have been -held up in holy
horror, nor any condemnation visited upon the -aristocratic
patrons.

Slapping each other upon the back, shalring hands over the
beer,or relighting theirpipes, these men relieved the tension of
their feelings and once more settled in to their seats. Then an
orchestra of six pieces mounted the platform. The .\Iarseillaise
was announced. Violins strummed to get the pitch, the bass-
viol responded with its solemn twang, while the leader, baton
in hand, waved his extended arms. The people sprang to their
feet. Another profound wave of the baton, and the weird.
inspiring music filledthe hall.
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Oh, the depths of meaning that hymn expresses! The

pathos, the wail of sorrow, and the song of triumph! It may
have been the one song thatsome of them ever sang. but they
knew thatone. It seemed to thrilltheir whole being. Some
sang in German, others in the various tongues in which they
had first learned its words. Above them all. the tenor of the
Frenchman rang in wild and wilder tones, for was it not the
song of liberty,—the song of la belle France?

.

"Cecil Lord," said Sanford, “I asked you here for a pur
pose. This is only one of many such meetings in New York
tonight. These are noble fellows, but they lack judgment and
cool leaders. The danger is thatthey will attempt something
that will defeat all hope of social reform in years to come.

Speak, and warn them. Some sudden fury may open the vol-
cano and then civilizationwill meet its death struggle."

The last strains of the music died away. The chairman
nodded to Lord, who, thus invited, came to the platform and
faced the fierce, upturned faces. They sat with hats tipped
back upon their heads and the fire of fanaticism burning in
theireyes,—a fanaticismthat, for real or fancied wrongs to all
humanity,would do and dare and die in the attempt to right
them. Society, instead of attempting to adjust theirgrievances
or remove the causes of their discontent, seizes their persons
on any pretext, and hangs them up like worthless curs, or con-.
demns them to slavery and death in its dungeons. They gazed
curiously at Lord as he faced them, and for the most part sat
silently,not committing themselves until his sentiments should
be more fully known. '

“I am your invited guest,” he began. “You have spoken
freely and plainly. You will pardon me if I speak plainly too,
and take issue withsome of your ideas.”

“ \\’e'11 give you fair play,”said Conrad, at which an approv-
ing murmur went round the room.

"First. then, let me say that with the sentiment expressed
by yonder red flag—fraternity,equality—I heartily agree.
Its blood-red color signifies not bloodshed as your enemies
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would have it appear, but thatof one blood are all nations of
the earth. This is a principle of true religion, but unfortu-
nately most churches have long since abandoned its practice.
The \vrongs of society must be righted, and righted soon. The
daily sacrifice to avarice, greed, and the power of money is
greater than thatof lives. It is a sacrificeof living death to
thousands. [‘ That's the talk. Hear, hear!']

“ More heathen are destroyed by Christian nations every year
for the sake of commerce than their record ofconverts will
show in a decade. The natives of this country have been
robbed of their heritage, slaughtered like sheep, driven from
reservation to reservation, and now the descendants of the
robbers denounce us for disturbing vested interests. There is
not an acre of land in this country that has not its title-deed
based upon force or fraud. You ‘re all right.'] Xot five per
cent of the product of labor for the past hundred years remains
in the hands of its rightful owners.-—thepeople who produced
it, or exchanged it for an equal value.”

The eager. upturned faces showed Lord thathe too was gain-
ing the sympathyof his audience. He felt the justice of many
of their demands, but he took issue with the idea of violent
revolution. He then went on to show thatthe gold mines, the
coal mines, the copper mines, the land and water privilegesof
this country were original possessions of the Indians, held in
common, as is their custom to-this day in spite of efforts of
government to change the custom. That they had no right.
nor did they attempt to exclude the white race from their un-
occupied lands, until trickery and fraud exasperated them to a
terrible vengeance. Neither had the white race any right to
exclude either the red men or any other man from unused,
vacant land, or to drive them from it when once occupied.
Like the air we breathe, the water we drink, and the sunlight
from above, the land and all its wealth of mine and soil belong
to all the people who live upon it, each to take what he needs
withoutdepriving another. For convenience each might select
a portion from the unused bounties of nature, and have the
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exclusive use of it while be occupied it, but no statute-law,
however cunningly devised, could ever makeit anythingbut
robbery for one man to charge another rent for land that he
himself was not using. His real title to it ceased when he
ceased to use it. As for mines and other great undertakings,
they should be carried on for the benefit of the whole people,
by their agents organized in the most effective force.

" Up to thispoint, my friends,"he continued, “ we agree, but
you would demand it by force; 1 would educate the people
until they see its justice and adopt it overwhelmingly. You
would strike a blow at the first opportunity, and by it would
drive away thousands who are just beginning to see the light.
I would counsel you to agitate until you can count, upon one
side, seventy millionsof people who have been robbed of their
rightful inheritance; on the other, a hundred thousand capital-
ists, whose title-deeds and mortgages cover its full value. Then
let the end come. If, seeing the end approaching,the capitalist
class should overthrowtheconstitution,and attempt by violence
to stay the coming, thenyou would be justified in the extremest
measures you may take, but I counsel you to let violence come
from thatside first."

As Lord passed to a seat near Sanford, thegiant Conrad arose
and took him by the hand, covering it in his as if it were that
of a child. The people waved their hats and shouted, while
the orchestra‘ played a quick German air. It was now long
past midnight. The company thinnedout in squads, or lingered
about the bar talking of the evening’s discussion. -

"I feel as though I were under a spell," said Lord, passing
his hand across his brow. “I feel thatyou are all wrong in
carrying this agitation to the point of violence, but when I
attempted to speak on thatpoint the hearers sent through me a
chill like the breathof an iceberg."

Conrad laughed. The peculiar gleam of fire shot from under
his heavy lashes. “Perhaps the spirit is infectious here, Mr.
Lord," be said. “After al ," he continued, “you spoke my
thoughts quite plainly.”
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CHAPTER VIII.
THE FARRAGUT STATUE.

“ It is late. and my head feels stmngely light," said Lord.
“ .\Iay I have your full address? I will call and talk withyou
in it day or two. If I may,”he added, ashe saw a frown gather
upon the brow of Conrad.

A flash of that awful hatred crossed the face of the leader as
he replied: “All, even my name have theytaken from me, Mr.
Lord, I am known here only as Conrad. At my shanty near
the quarry no one ever calls, and I hear another name. There
I am known only as a stupid animal, who can carry theheaviest
burden and bear the most curses withouta murmur, but I hide -

my time." His look of dreadful hate melted into a smileas he
added: "I will walk withyou a little way, and we shall meet
again.” Little did either thinkhow soon.

‘

Together they left the hall, fillingtheir lungs with purer air
as they reached the pavement. The full moon was shining;
its gleams paling before the brillianceof the electric lamps. A
threatenedearly frost seemed hovering in the air.

“ Which way do you go. Mr. Lord?" asked Conrad.
" Down Broadway and across to the Bowery," he replied.

“ Does that take you out of your way?”
“ Oh, no. All roads lead ‘to Rome. I can take the elevated

from the Bowery as well as elsewhere,” Conrad replied. -

They bade good-night to Sanford, who threw upon Lord a.
troubled look which he could not then interpret. Later he
rememberedit with a startling significance.

Lord did not feel at ease with his strange companion. Not
thathe feared him, for he was no coward; nor was Conrad to
he feared by any but the poor man's foes, yet he did not under-
stand him. The spasms of passion that sometimes convulsed
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his face showed a depth of suffering and a thirst for vengeance
that might well disturb the calmest observer. He was a huge
enigma, and Lord was no sphinx to solve the riddle.

“ .\lr. Lord," he began, as they passed down the street, “I.
too, believe in waiting if, by that waiting. the people are not
beinglulled into a. fatal sleep; hut,_if I see our enemies secretly
plotting, bindingthe chains of unjust laws tighter, and by lul-
labies of pretended sympathy charming our workmen into
greater defeuselessness,—then they shall hear from Conrad.”
And he laughed a bitter, mocking laugh.

" But," interposed Lord, “lnasty action would defeat your
purpose and plunge all into a deeper slavery. Just at this time
the whole world is listening to the cry of the workmen. The
truth of our economic views is but dimly understood, even by
the workmen. Too many are steeped in a wrong system, and
have never thought that anything but private ownership of
wealth and lands was possible, or that such a state had ever
existed. Nor have they seen the cunning tricks of legislation

_.by which theyhave been disinherited. They have even helped
to pass the statutes thatrobbed them."

'“ True," replied Conrad. “ We do not wish to hinder the
education now going on. We stand as watch-dogs, bull-dogs if
you choose. mid if violent attempt is made upon the people's
rights, or if innocent men are shot down as at Pittshurg,or if
Pinkerton spies are to kill workmenwith impunity,—then let
them have a care. The dogs will get loose." The ferocity of
his last utterance sent a shiver down the back of Lord.

“ But see," persisted the latter. “ All over the country the
movement is spreading. The idea of common property in land,
and all its natural bounties; the abstract right of labor to all
thatit produces,— these are now accepted by college professors
and teachers. A generation- of students is coming up with
these radical ideas. Men of wealthand distinction are writing
upon these subjects, and many who might live and die without
fear of poverty,as beneficiariesof the present system, are ready
to throwall into a common fund as soon as the time is ripe.”
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“Yes,but we have cunning and desperate foe: to deal with,
Mr. Lord. They are watching this movement just as eloselyas
we are, and questioning how best to meet it. “Whetherby force
or by craftiness; by seizing the government. appointinga dicta-
tor, and by a coup ¢I’L‘!al a king; or by some palliative theymay
best turn this current from its course. At \Vashington they
are aping the manners of monarchy. Let them beware. The
levels at Washington are as proflignte, if not as indecent,as
those of Louis XIV and KY. And as for having a fair elec-
tion,— bah! By all fair means they are safe. Mr. Lord. But
let them attempt by foul means to stop this tide, and by all the
gods of war -—' they shall hear our watch-dogs bark."

They crossed to Madison Square. The clock-hands pointed
to a quarter past one. Upon the ground near the Farragut
statue were two sleeping tramps. A policeman approached,
lazilyswinging his night stick. lle poked them in the ribs.
They did not awake. lle tapped them smartly upon the solu
of their travel-worn shoes. One started up. Catching sight
of the otlicer's grey uniform, and mingling it with his dream in
his half-waking moment, he seemed again upon his ship before
Mobilewith his old commander,whose statue now looked down
upon his troubled sleep. " Jim," he cried to his companion,
“ the Rebs is boardin us. Lend us your cutlass, mate. Bear
a hand here. Ahoy there3" And, springing upon the police-
man. be seized him by the throat. It was but a short struggle
to shnlce himself loose from the enfeebled tramp, then the élub
rained blow after blow upon the prostrate man.‘

"Jim, I’ve got it. Good-by. Tell Molly." And he sank
unconscious, a bundle of rags and blood. A hero of Mobile! A
worthles tramp! A victim of thecountry he fought to save!

Conmd approached the policeman. His hands worked with
terrible significance. Thefire of madness blazed from his eyes.
“Dog." he muttered, “I can choke him with thishand." He
stopped. "No. It would spoil all,” and withwonderful self-
control, bestowing a contemptuous epithet upon the policeman.
who dared not resent it, he tenderly lifted the injured tramp.
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Lord wakened a solitary cab-driver who was asleep on his

box by the Hoffman House, and they drove the wounded man
to a near-by hospital. They learned his story from the fellow- '

tramp. They were comrades on the flag-ship before Mobile.
After the war there was a long story of wandering over the
world. His comrade’s sweetheart,Molly,had married another,
and he never returned to his native town. Finallytheyhad lost
everythingin one of those traps called sailors‘ lodging houses.
They had walked manya weary mile,and at last, talking of old
times, they had fallen asleep as theywere found.

Having done all they could, the cab was dismissed, and they
continued their walk through Broadway and Union Square.

“How many such scenes will it take to make a man hate
society?” asked Conrad. “I count it as one more for which I
shall yet have satisfaction. I could have killed thatpoliceman
as I would a fly; but as I spared him so will we spare others
until our time is ripe for vengeance.”

They parted at the Cooper Union,-—thatmonument of what
one unselfish, rich man could do with the money that a false
system of society gave him to dispose of.

Lord shook with a chill, buttoned his coat tightlyabout him,
and hurried to his lodgings on East Broadway. Letting him-
self in, he went to his room and sank into his arm-chair. Light-
ing the gas, his eyes chanced to rest upon a bible. He was not
a pious man, but mechanically he opened the book at the
Epistle of James and read this text: “Go to now. ye rich men,
weep and howl for your miseries that shall come upon you.
Your gold and silver is cankered, and the rust of them shall be
a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were fire.
Ye have heaped treasure together for the last days. Behold the
hire of the laborers who have reaped down your fields, which
is of you kept backby fraud,crieth.” Beside it, on themargin,
was written: " Woe unto them that join house to house, that
lay field to field, till there he no place, that they may be alone
_in the midst of the earth.”
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-CHAPTER IX.
rm: news or rnanoa.

It was nearlymorning. The hands of the little mantel clock
in Cecil Lord's room pointed to a quarter past four. A strange
red glare lit up the sky and shone into the room.

Lord arose and looked out of the window. A great fire was

raging at a distance. The wind seemed to carry flaming cin-
«lers and showers of sparks in whirling eddies far up into the
heavens. There was a sound of hurrying footsteps and angry
cries in the street below,but he could not see the people. The
gas lamps and electric arcs were all out. What did it mean?

From far away in the distance came the sound of a heavy
explosion, anotherand another,nearer and nearer, till it seemed
like a Fourth of July morning,when boys fire cannon and cele-
brate liberty,of which they scarcely know the meaning.

Gradually there came to the mind of Lord the strange looks
and actions of some at the meeting the night before, and the
troubled look of Sanford, who he now rememberedwould have
walked down with him had Conrad not first volunteered to do
so. He remembered Conrad's speech, his after conversation,
and the look of deadly hatred that would sometimes flash from
his eyes. He rememberedthe wonderful self-control withwhich
Conrad had checked himself, just as he was about to clinch
with the policeman, and those threats of vengeance which had
burst from his lips at the thoughtof some past injustice. These
thoughts came through his mind as, hastily dressing, be de-
scended into the street.

Crowds were hurrying along East Broadway. Every moment
some new explosion would shake the very earth. He reached
Chatham Square. All seemed in ruins. The Chatham Square
station, the Second and Third Avenue and the City Hall

\
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branches of the elevated roads were all in a twisted, tangled,
shapeless mass of ruins. Looking toward the river, he was just
in time to see the great pier of the Brooklyn bridge totter and
fall. The earth trembled and shook as by an earthquake.

Now Lord realized fully what it meant. The meeting he
had attended was only one of many. Bitterly be blamed him-
self for not warning them more plainlythatsuch violence would
only defeat their own ends. Who was the leader? Could it,
be Conrad? lle disliked to believe this. The honest frank-
ness. the courteous treatment withwhich he had been received,
and the apparent favor withwhich his more conservative views
had been greeted. made it difficult to thinkthat he had been
witha band of conspirators.

Still the wild storm of destruction went on. Lurid streaks
of flame and smoke showed here and there as the first signs of
coming day were struggling up the eastern sky. It soon became
evident that beside the regular revolutionists any who had
private wrongs to avenge were taking this opportunity, know-
ing that whatever the event the blame would all be laid upon
the revolutionists who began the destruction. There were no
policemen anywhere. They must have all been exterminated
at the first opening of the terrible slaughter,or they were in
hiding from a storm which theycould not quell. Mangled men,
women. and children, who had been too near some fatal bomb,
were laid along the gutters. .

It seemed as if all the fiends of hell were loose, and had
brought their torments with them. Scarce any organization or
method was apparent, yet every one of them seemed to go
straight to some point already decided upon; there was a pufi'
of smoke, a report as though the very foundations of the earth
were loosened, and a shapeless mass of brick and mortar lay
where before had been some great building.

Lord struggled on through ChatharnStreet. All seemed on
fire. Before one store a bowlingmob of thosewretched-looking
creatures who haunt the river fronts or appear at night along
the Bowery was shouting and howling as the flames licked up
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the awnings and caught the woodwork. “We‘ll want no more
ole cloes," they said, “our tailor is on Br_oadway.’_'

“ Here‘: old skin—flint Isaacs, he sold ole cloes andsweated
new ones. Hang him up in front of his own door," cried one
of his enemies, and the trembling old man, who had only done
as others did,—made money as he could.— was swung from his
own sign-post as the flames burst from thewindows above.

Sickened with horror. Lord rushed on to Centre Street.-
“ Stand buck." rang out the ‘cry,as.with a mighty thunder

the Tombs, the Bastileof New York. was blown into the air.
Most of the prisoners had been released at an earlier attack.
From the walls and loop-holes of this seemingly impregnable
stone building came an occasional crack of a musket, showing
the keepers still in charge; so into its open portioo, and through
its grated windows were thrown giant bombs. First the north
wall, then the south wall and front were lifted from their pon-
derous foundations. _The massive pillars rolled’ into the street.
Forked lightning seemed to dart from every opening fissure.
Clouds of dust arose above the falling mass, while the rever-l
berating thunderrolled away to be ‘answered by another and
another “boom " from some more distant. point.

At that moment down came theshot tower. In thegathering
daylightghastly faces.begrimedwith and smoke,or smeared
with blood, seemed filled with horrid glee. “Hurrah,” they
cried, “ weve no more use for shot. Weve got a betterweapon
now.” The tower must have buried a. hundred human being:
under its ruins, for scant waming had been given.

Lord reached Broadway, where most of the buildings stood,
but every door was burst, and thosewho never before had worn
silkhats or broadcloth (except from Baxter Street or an ash-
barrel) now came out with fantastic combinations that would
bring a laugh at any time but this. \Vomen in rags, withold
red handkerchiefs tied over their heads, seized upon seal-skin
sacks or paisley shawls, below which were seen short ragged
skirts and bare ankles thrust into men’s new shoes. Coatless
men with ragged shirts and shining beaver hats, and barefoot
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' boys withvelvet jacketsrushed to some otherstore to complete

their costume. The contrasts were sickening. Here was a girl
in tattered gown putting upon her sister's feet the first pair of
new shoes she had ever worn; there. a ragged boy. unmindful
of his own wants, was scudding away with a warm coat for
crippled gran-dad, who sold peanuts on a windy corner. Poor
lad, he little thinksthat peanut~\'ending is at an end for some
time to come. And so the pillagegoes on.

_

Lord passed to the City Hall Park." Heaps of broken stone
and mortar told where the city buildings had stood. Levelled
to the earth was the Tweed Court House, of hoodle fame. The
registrar's oflice stood alone, but from its doors a double row
of men guarded other rows, who, going and coming, were piling
every book of record and every scrip of paper into one vast
heap upon the broad asphalt walk, saturating with oil each
volume, and firing the mass in one vast cremation of deeds.
One cunning fellow thought to secrete a volume. knowing its
immense value should the old society once more triumph.

At this moment out flashed Conrad. He had ridden down
the Bowery upon a powerful iron-grey horse. Coming upon
thescene at themoment the man was detected withthevolume,
he asked a few hurried questions. The fellow cowed and whined
before him. “Pinkerton dog,” cried Conrad, “thisday's work
is the doing of your gang. Into the fire with him lads, and so

perish all such traitors.”
Lord stood aghast; this, then, was the company he had met.

This was the harmless meeting Sanford had lured him to,
and in the bitterness of despair at human baseness he would
himself have plunged into the fire to shut out the sight of fur-
ther horrors. Conrad rode toward him. Lord sprang to the"
side of his horse. Conrad wore a hlue coat, a continental hat,
with a red plume, and as he sat there, such a magnificentspeci-
men of physical manhood, Lord seemed to lose faithin all man-
kind. “ Fiend," he cried, “ is it not enough? You have ruined
every hope of liberty. How long will your triumph be? Soon
will your poor dupes dangleat ropes’ ends to pay for thisfolly."
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°~ Cu-il Lord," said Conrad. “this may be the last time I an

say this to one who may outlive thishorror; but, as I live, by
all the oaths that man may s\\'car,I swear to you thatthis is a

surprise, a tn-acliery. You see the fate of yonder cur," pointing
to the burning pile. “Some hired spies have met with us and
iCi|l'lIt'd thatwe haw a signal by which we were to rise, but only
in case of some unbearableaggression against us.”

" Then this is not by your orders! "

“ By Heaven, no. These spies with their confederates filled
thou-\‘:In(lsof unorganized men along the river fronts withwhis-
key and gunpowder; then at an early hour thismorning they
told them that the revolution was at hand. .They gave our
secret signal, and, our men beingpledged to obey it, each sprang
to the work assigned him. - We leaders were taken by a com-

plete surprise. By this treachery theyhope to blastua forever."-
“ But I sa\v you giving orders to burn the books,-and I have

seen others, who I thinkale your men, directing the mob,” said
Lord doubtfully.

“ Yes, the die is cast,',‘ replied Conrad. “No explanation can
save us now if we fail. I have given orders to our men to get
control of the mob, destroy every such traitor as yonder fellow,
protect property as far as possible; but by all means keep out
the troops, thattheplotters expect to rush in, quell the mob,and
hang us before the truthcan becomeknomi. It was a desperate
game, but now that it is forced upon us we must win or die."

Lord thought of the destruction at the registrar's oflice.
*- How about that?"he asked,pointing to the men destroying the
huilding. " Those are your men, why do n’t you stop them? ”

"Is it any time now to tell men that they have been be-
trayed ? " thunderedConrad. " Thatwas theirappointed work in
case we had been attacked,to destroy forever the records of pri-
vate property, even if the revolution failed. Now the storm is
raised, we must ride it out. Do n’t you believeme?”
“I do," replied Lord. Saying at length,“I must," he took

the proflered hand of Conrad.
_

" Then tell it if I «lie. My dnt-y must be done," he said

\
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grimly,and rode away to confer with other leaders and strive
to save from the fury of the mob, as far as possible, the costly
buildings and stores. He was too late to save thepost-oflice,
for even as he rode away it seemed to be lifted bodily into the
air, and the same awful lightning seemed to‘ play about its base
as it settled back with a crash, a heap of smokingruins.

Lord wcnt towards the entrance to the Brooklyn bridge.
Hundreds of people were struggling up from the ruins upon
which the great span had fallen, hundreds more would never
come from the depths below. Still heart-sick, he turned down
Broadway,hoping to reach Battery Park,away from thedestruc-
tion. St. Paul’s church and the Western Union buildingwere

gone. Down came the Equitable buildingwitha crash. Trinity
steeple shot into the air like a rocket. He recognized one of
the leaders of the mob by his red plume. “ Why do you destroy
the people's common property?" he asked.

“ They are beyond our control. These drunken devils have
no master, and nearly all our trained forces are fighting troops
at the river front. We have been trapped by some conspiracy."
he said, confirming Conrad's words.

“ Back! back 3" he cried, as‘ the earth seemed to open for
many blocks with a deafening roar and a sickening odor. Like
a tidal wave it seemed to come from near Trinity churchyard,
with a rush and whirl of flyingpavement,dust, and flame.

There was an old tunnel, built years ago underneath Broad-
way from near the head of \\’allStreet to the City Hall. Find-
ing this,the mob had blown up a gas main in such way as to fill
the tunnel; then. either by accident or design. it had been
ignited with terrible efl'ect. This added another weapon for
the mob. \Vith shouts of delight they began cutting other
mains, letting gas into the subways and blowing them up.

The sight of a whole street opening like some volcanic earth-
quake, belching fire and smoke, was irresistible. No matter if‘
some of their own number were swallowed up in the vortex.
The fury of destruction was upon them, and shouts of appmval
followed every new explosion. ‘
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Lord hurried on ; as he passed he glanced down ‘VailStreet,
or ratherwhere it was, for not one stone upon anotherhad been
left to mark the site of all the masive buildings there. Below,
the exchanges had been levelled. The hatred of them seemed
so great that, not content with levelling them, the mob had
ground the very stones to powder withbomb after bomb. Chaos
and ban-barism had surely come again. He reached the Battery.

‘No pom-efnl scene greeted him there. Just landed from some
ferry-boats a regiment of suhlieis was forming under the cover
of gatlingguns fired from the boats ranged around the sea wall.
Castle Garden and the barge office were gone. leaving a clean
sweep for the guns.

The elevated roads were all down. Piled into a bomb-proof"
bariicatle,the debris protected Conrad and his men from thetire
of the boats. A council was being held. Conrad warmly wel-
comed Lord. " If theybut knew the facts," said Conrad, “those
fine fellows might save their own lives and help us to save the
city, but they have been duped; they believe we have sacked
the city. and will show us no mercy. \Ve can give none.” And
a weary look passed over his face.

_

“If they knew," suggested Lord, “' they might be ‘willing to
aid in restoring order, not interfering with the men who are
orderly.".

“\\'edare not trust them," sighed Conrad. “ This business
must rest withus now ; but if some one would take thema mes-

sage before the fight begins, it would seem less like butchery.”
“I volunteer," said Lord; “I at least am a non-combatant.

I will tell your story, Conrad; perhaps they will believeme.”
He brushed the blood and dust from his face, and witha white
handkerchief upon a stick advanced to the soldiers‘ lines. ‘

Conrad watched them as Lord explained his message. A
group of ofiicers gathered about him. Suddenly he was seized
and carried to the rear. “ Advance! Double quick! Charge! ”
came the orders, and the whole regiment came forward upon
the run, with bayonets fixed.

(To be continued.)
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C0-OPERATIVE VVEEKLIES.
I am as writer much interested in the success of nationalism. The

Na'no:\'ALts'r is full of grand, inspiring thoughts, and is doing a noble
work, but the masses are not being reached. Can we ‘not have its influ-
ence supplemented by that of weekly papers. whose mission shall be to

 

teach the rank and tile of the ballot-box brigade the importance of na-
tional control?

_

'

‘Yewant such a paper here in Sioux City. If once brought within
the comprehension of thehonest, struggling laborers. nationalistdoctrines
would spread like wild-fire,and we should be ready at the polls to support
the men who will work for national control of industries. Capital is
required to put such a paper on its feet. Co-operation will bring the
capital. “'ho is willing to take a share in this enterprise ?‘

J. E. Cl'TLl:I!.

C0-OPERATIVAE ESTATES.
Having read several propositions in the .\'.n‘t0.\'At.ts'r looking to na-

tionalism on a limited scile,-—in - groups or colonies,-—allow me to say
that to the highest and best part of man such idea makes strong appeal.
True. as you, Mr. Editor. say. “nationalisticprinciples"—the ideal of
nat.ionalists—cannotbefully proved or disproved by smallgroups; neither
can one nation fully prove or disprove the highest ideal of those who
believe in the brotherhood of our race. The larger the group the more

fullycan fraternal co-operation hedetnonstratetl ; but this does not imply
that groups less than a nation cannot throw a much-needed light upon
the lesson of nationalism. It is aquestion if many can ever be thor-
oughly convinced of the practicabilityof unlimited co-operation except
by the success in some degree of limited co-operation.

Example must. ever hear testimony to precept. In fact. we national-
ists do point continuallyto corporations, trusts, &-.c.. as a demonstration of
our economic theory. Can we not associate our capital and labor in
such a way as to demonstrate that fraternity, in its best sense. is pre-
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eminently practical? .We hope to be able soon to give this idea a test
in this south-land,on an ever-increasing scale, until the whole world is
included. A proper effort, wt-ll directed. on good soil, upable of an
endless rariety of products, will certainly not delay the great reform on‘
which we all have our hearts longingly set. Let us prove to theutmost.

Los Angeles, Cal. A. I. Rlcnannaoaf.
WHO ARE OUR 0l'PO.\'E.\"I'S?

I have always been a republican. but for several years past have been
tlisstttisfied with its machine methods, but voted with it as having no
choice. Nationalism was brought to my attention about a year age, and,
after examination and reflection, I found it to be the only posible, prac-
ticable. and adequate scheme for averting impendingruin. I have always,
since old enough. been a close sympatheticreader of the writings of the
leaders of scientific thought, and the greatest intellectual sacrifice I was

obliged to make in embracingnationalismwas in breaking away from
most of my favorite scientists. especially Spencer and Huxley. I have
rejoiced in the recent hope that Huxley at least might be brought into
our camp. So far as I am able. I subject all my belief to a judge allcd
logic, and accept his decisions. I onlymention this to show thatIdo not
allow my sympathies and emotions to prejudice my judgment. .

“'hile
putting in a'good word for nationalism whenever opportunity oflers, I
have beenistudying the subject of present and future opposition to our

principles, and endearoring to discover from what classes and quarters
we shall meet with most resistance.

My sympathies are so wholly with the principles of nationalism that
I have sunk all sectional party and class asperities. I thereforedo not
ofIer my conclusions for publication,as I do not believeit would be good
policy, at least at present, to invite or direct general attention to our

?

opponents, as belonging to any sect, class, or party. But in any struggle
it is well to know and estimate correctly the strength, resources, and
probable tactics of theenemy. And so, hoping thatthese few words may-'
direct the thoughts of others into the same channel, "I present them to
your consideration as leaders in the greatest and grandest campaign the
world has ever witnessed. I-‘raternally, - C. W. Gun, C. E

CO.\f.\l0.\' GROUND.
Up to your last October numberI had the melancholyimpression that

I was the only specimen of a single-tax nationalist. If we could only
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get at the innermost convictions of nationalists as well as single-taxers.I
would not be surprised to find a considerable number among both these
foremost. radical parties entertaining the same views as suggested under
“ Common Ground," by a “ Single-TaxNationalist.” All nationalists,
who are not completely wrapped up in their day dreams, will recognize
that theirparty forms as yet only a very small faction in the present com-

plexity of various other radical factions, whose members contemplate a

change of the present social conditions. Abhorringas a nationalistall
waste of energy. is it not about time to emphasize our points of agree-
ment with other radical factions. and so direct a stronger concerted
action against thecommon enemy? Aiming finallyat the nationaliza-
tion of industries, it is self-evident thatwe include the land from which
they spring and without which they cannot exist. Now that radicaland
most active faction which goes under the name of single-tax is certainly
worthy the close afiliationof the nationalists. The considerable size to
which it has grown is evinced by its recent national convention in a
three days‘ session in New York, which brought together as many as
350 delegates from all parts of the country. In earnest and careful de-
liberation theyevolved a platform. the last clause of which reads: “ With
respect to monopolies other than the monopolyof land, we hold that
where free competition becomes impossible, as in telegraphs, railroads,
water and gas supplies, etc. etc., such business becomes a proper social
function, which should be controlled and managed by and for the whole
"people concerned through their proper government,—local, state, or
national as may be.”

In all fairness, I would ask if the nationalist party at the present
stage, formulating a platform for political action. could inculcate prac-
tical demands of greater radical tendency ? If not, then unity of action
between nationalists and single-tax men should be the order of the day.
in order to efiect a speedy entering of the wedge.

Gs:o._ Bncsswlca.

I.\'DlVIDCALIS)I AND SOCIALISBL
The questions discussed by Captain B. S. Huntington, in his article

entitled " Individualismversus Socialism," are not only interesting but
very important to an accurate scientificknowledgeof thedirection which
our efforts ought to take in order to help the cause of nationalism.

The query, is there intelligent design in nature; or, more properly,
does progress follow a predetermined course to a clearly defined result,
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and is it guided in its evolution by an intelligent power, has a praetiul
interest for all reformers. If we answer in the affirmative, our aim will
be to try to div-c0\'I'l' the direction of progress and to place ourselves in
the current; while. if we answer in the negative, we shall study what
line we think progress had better take, and help to turn it in thatdirec-
tion. however much opposed it may be to the actual course of evolution.

Tho.~o.- of Ila who believe that the law of evolutioncontrols theadvance
of social institutions must Il.~0 acknowledge that this advance will he
made in the line of the least rt-sistaucte. and therein may be found a

guide for our actions and a test which will tell us if we are working in
the right direction. llowevt-r it may be doubted by some of our consers
vative friends. this world moves. and the social institutions move with
it. A tremor is running irresistibly through the masses, and a constant
efiort to gain an easier position. This results in a constant progress, all
in the line of the least resistance. which, for man. is in the line of satia-
faction of desire, or what sociologists call the achievementof happiness.

The actions of society are only the ‘aggregate of the actions of the
individual ; and theguide or test of actions in all cases, collective or indi-
vidual, is the same. All try to move in the direction of the satisfaction
of desire, and our failures, collective and individual,are due to our lack
of intelligence or foreknowledge, which prevents us from correctly dis-
criminating those actions which will promote from those thatwill frus-
tratc thedesired results.

Individualism, or individual freedotn, has been found an important
factor in increasing the abilityto satisfy desires, and on that account a
certain amount of progress has been made in thatdirection. There is

.

much more personal freedom now than there was ten, five, or even one

century ago. But experience shows that individualism alone cannot
establish those higher conditions which are necessary to the full devel-
opment of our faculties and to the attainment of our highest happi-
ness. Co-operation has to be called upon before we can organize society
on those bases which we believe to be necessary to our welfare, and its
principles are being studied out and are taking shape in what we call
socialism. Individualismand socialism are the centripetal and the cen-

trifugal forces of society. Both are necessary to its proper equilibrium.
Individual desires are the motive power compelling a constant advance;
socialism must rule the individuals whenever their desires become adan-

.

ger to the whole community. But public intelligence being the aggre-
gate of private intelligence, the more freedom is left to the
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the faster they will gain experience. the greater will be the increase of
intelligence. and the more correct the control of the whole.

These facts. if not acknowledged in theory. are accepted in practice.
and _the evolution of society is resulting in a series of changes taking
place in two opposite directions. On one side a steady increase in public
and private cooperation. and on the other side an increase in individual
control of private actions. Our personal happiness will be best promoted
by studying the sphere in which each of these factors accomplishes the
best results. and in turning our efiorts to the advocacy of theiradoption
by society.each in theplace for which it is intended. It is not. as I look at
it. a question of individualismterms socialism.but a question of individual-
ism and socialism.each controllingharmouiously a different set of actions.
We may love comfort. ease. leisure. but many of us love freedom more.
and will not barter our libertyfor physical ease or enjoyment. We will
gladlyexchange freedom in thosedepartments which speciallyconcern the
whole commonwealthif we can feel certain that we shall gain greater
freedom in those things which concern the individual alone.

ALB!-Zlt‘l'Cnn'a.\'.\'t:s.

 

ECONOMIC AXIOMS.
All laborers help to create the product on which society lives.
All laboren—men and women —have a right to pleasant, healthful

homes.
_

All laborers have a right to such returns for their labor as will enable
them to give a good education to their children.

All laborers have a right to respectful treatment at the hands of their
employers and foremen.

.

All laborers have a right to live in comfort withoutbeingoverworked.
All laborers have a duty to combine and obtain these rights._ They

should make themselves so powerful as to be irresistible.
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QUESTIONS.
‘.’2.-— In A. Lougle_v's interesting letter in your Novembernumber he

says that " the voluntary eo-operative societies which have not been
ruined by internal dissentions have alwa_vs successfully competed with
private enterprise.” \\'illbe be kind enough to give. through you, the
names of any which have been successful in this wa_v_. where theyare, and
how long they have existed?

.

A Co.\utt:.\‘ts'r.
23.— If nationalism would do away with competition for plnysical sub-

sistence. and if. as A. Longleysays. \'oluntar_v communities. when relieved
of outside impediments. " have always successfully competed with private

-enterprise," does not this show that there is at the very foundation a
radical difierence between the principles of nationalization and commu-
.nism ? Iosonaxcs.

2-I.— It is not to be expected that nationalisticprinciples can he carried
'

out except by degrees: perhaps one at a time. \\'onld it not be well.
then, to take time by the forelock. and at once begin to organize with
other bodies which agree with us upon some one or two points.‘ so as to
make ourselves felt as a political power, at any rate by the time of the
next presidential election? Acnos.

25.— ‘Which is the most effective motive to bring out. the highest
results in any work which a human being may nndert.-ike.—the desire
of material reward. the \\‘l>lI to excel over others. or the love of getting
as near perfection as possible. without regard to remuneration or to what
others may have accomplished in the same direction? A. M. Y.

26.— I like your ideas about public services being undertaken by public
bodies, but I can't quite see how you are going to abolish competition in
trade and manufacture. The prices of things.we are told. are regulated
by the law of supply and demand. Now, how can we get at this law

.(-xeept by competition in production and distribution?. S1't:nt»:.\'r.
27.—Will someone please show what justice. or natural neees‘sity ~

there is in the accumulation of vast individual fortunes? S. \\'.\L
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28.-1 see thatJ. J. .\Iartin is again advertised as thesecretary of the
Kawc-ah colony. What is the reason that Mr. Griinland left so soon.
and Mr. Martin was again made secretary? ALPBA.

29.—llow many people belonging to the Farmers‘ Alliance and other
organizations in harmony with it are there in Kansas working for the
overthrow of the present great political parties? A. P.

30.—-l\'here exist at present in the Yuited States any co-operative,
socialistic, or comtnunistic colonies,—-Kawcah, Nehalem, and the com-
munities of Shakers excepted? Ctt.uu.r.s J l'.\'I_{!2R.

[.\lr. Junker is tlesirotts of obtaining information respecting the history,
the number of members. or the pre.~ent condition of such colonies. and will
feel obliged if correspondents will communicate directly \Vllll«l.Ilmat Vienna.
Austria. IllHauptstrasse. No. 6.— En.]

A.\'S\\'ERS.
I.—"I'H£ 'l'Rl"l2 (‘0.\’l)l'l'l0.\'OF KAWEAE.

Concerning the internal aliairs of the Kaweth colony. let me give
your readers, from the standpoint of fullest. knowledge, a few facts for
their consideration. The legal form of the colony is thatof a joint-stoclt
company; and, as this form of organization is not as yet recognized in
the civilcode of California, the membershave no statutory rights beyond
those attachingto an ordinary partnership. By the terms of Kaweah’s
organic law the rights of the people are carefully protected. but under
the present management these safeguards are entirely inoperative. “'hy?
For three reasons which link themselves together like a chain:—

1. It has been the fixed and apparently necessary policy of the mam

gets to build up a large non~resident membership, whose fees should aid

2. According to the by-laws every general-measure, such as changing
a by-law or deposing an obnoxious ollicer, must be passed upon by the
entire membership, resident and non-resialent.

3. The resident members. who, although a minority of the whole, are
alone able to judge fully of the qualificationsof an oflicer or the proper
workingof the institution, are entirely unable to communicate with the
outside majority, whose votes will decide every case of importance.

1 have now only to explain the reason for this lack of communication
tomake the situation clear. The secretary claims that the list of the
members’ names and addresses is his toeontrol. He is sustained in this
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position by three out of the remaining four of his associates in the board
of trustees; and, although he is fully aware that at last a hundred
membersdesire thatlist in order that theymay eflectivelyprotest against
the present mismanagement.he refuses to yield.

It will perhaps now be understood why the late Act of Congest.
which, by one fell swoop. takes away all the timber and marble land:
which the colony has considered its own. should be re-gardtd by the
road-builders of Kaweah with almost utter iudifl'erence. Betrayed by
their leaders. why should they care? Let the otlicera wail, not they?

1 have only to add thatabout twenty of us Kaweans formed a new

organization last summer and ba\'e selected land about twelve miles front
Santa Monica, where half of our numberare already at work laying the K

foundation of a new and better colony than the one which has cost an no
dear.

_

Iltzsat S. llcanattn,
In order to undcr.~taud the true condition of Keweah colony, it.

ought to be known that the colony actually does not own any land col-
lectively. It was said some time ago that the colony had bought an
addition of 240 acres of land; but this land was not purchased. and in

_

not held, by the company but by Mr. Barnard. A circular which was
receutly sent to the membersabroad and signed by four of the trustees
is misleading. In it is made known what machinery.ete., the colony
has on the ground; and. although it does not say that thecolony owns it,
people will withoutquestion thinkso. The circular mentions “a shingle-
mill, capacity 40,000 shingles per day." The said mill will not cut as

many as 2000 shingles a day. The saw-mill. the mttle, and a numberof
other things are private property, and nearlyall the improvements made
and work done during the last four months are on private property. The
large tract of timberon which the colonists always depended, and on

which 17 milesof wagon-road have been built through the roughest kind
of mountains. is now set aside as a “forest reservation" by an Act of
Congress; and the colonists have nothing to fall back on but a few side-
hill claims, which are un.~urveyed land and unfit for agriculture. Those
claims are squatted by individuals, who declare that theywill never turn
them into the colony under existing conditions. The colony owns very
little beside the road; and, as the timber is reserved, it will not receive
much benefit from that. '

The circular further speaks of " traitors on the inside and enemies on
the outside," who want to ruin the colony. Amongst those ao<alled
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traitors and enemies are many earnest workers, who ‘ broke up their
homes and travelled long distances to come here, and after having arrived
found that the colony was not what had been represented, and was get-
ting further off from the principle of social democracy every day. At
first they tried hard in a peaceful manner, by resolutions, etc., to have
the oflicers stop issuing misleading statements to the world, but present
the true condition of the colony and carry into operation the democratic
principle as laid down in the deed of settlement; but all resolutions to
that effect were either ignored or misconstrued by the management. B.
G. Haskell and J. J. Martin have entire control over the colony news-

paper and the addresses of members, and use them as they please. No
member has the opportunity of getting anythingpublished in the paper
or of corresponding with his or her partners without the consent of
Messrs. Martin and Haskell, and anyone who expresses disapproval of
their actions is denounced as a traitor, enemy, etc. Many families and
thoughtful workershave left thecolony already,several are getting ready

_

to leave, and others would leave had they only the means to go. The
main issue of the present dissension is: shall there be a pure democratic
administration, such as was originally intended in the colony, or shall it
be an autocracy?

,
,

Drzro TH. Hexosr.
l&—BRO0K FARM.

°' The Brook Farm Institution for Education and Agriculture" was

suggested and planned in Boston during the winter of 1840. The farm
was occupied in the spring of 1841 by some twenty persons. Mr.
George Ripley had charge of it. His sister Marianne had the domestic
work.and possibly theschool, to supervise and oversee. The deed for the
farm was passed October. 1841. Messrs. George Ripley,NathanielHaw-
thorne, Charles A. Dana, and \\'illiamB. Allen bought the farm as trus-
tees. iThe institution was then formally transferred by vote to Messrs.
Ripley. Dana, and Allen. The capital stock was 312,000; shares 8500
each ; and the stockholders were George Ripley,Charles A. Dana,Minot
Pratt. Marianne Ripley,WilliamB. Allen, Nathaniel Hawthorne,Sophia
\V. Ripley, Maria T. Pratt, Sarah F. Stearns, Charles 0. Whitmore.

The institution was not incorporated until March, 1845. It was then
incorporated under the nameof the “ Brook Farm Phalanx," hyan act of
the legislature of Massachusetts, with Mr. George Ripley as president.
The subject has neverhad a comprehensive treatmentby any of its mem-
bers or friends. There is in my hands a nearly finished manuscript

\.
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which I trust will see the light at a not very distant day, and of which
an able writer says: " lf published. all who are interested in the minute
circumstances of the undertaking will have their curiosity abundantly
gratified." Jons T. Camus.

l9.—rut: an\‘a.\"r.u‘.lL;or a nation.
The " good a badge will do." such as thatof the three stalks of wheat

tied with a liltltlb-Of-grIt.~.~ ribbon is threefold. 1. It is a perpetual object
la-won on our principles to outsiders; the wheat typifying the brad, and
the ribbon the springtime which nationalismshall bring to all humanity.
2. The attention which it thus attracts has more than once proved an

entering wedge for a little talk on nationalismby the wearer. 3. As an

open and perpetual but unobtru.-zive testimony toour principles it strength-
ens the bond between nationalists everywhere, enabling us to recognize
a co-worker at a glance. If the .\'s'no.\'at.ts'r can allow me room I
..hall be pleased to treat the subject of “ The Uses of a Badge” more
in detail. . Ina C. Cltannocx.

N.—l.\’Dl‘STRlA.I.COIDNIE.
.

In answer to question 20 in the .\'ovembt-r Xa'rIo.\'at.ts'r, and also in
connection with the question, now being discussed through your columns,
about the propriety of establishing a colony which should be in accord
with the views of nationalists, I would say that today every Mormon
settlement is virtually such a colony. Their entire system is one of
co-operation and united effort. I should be glad to sketch an outline of
the general plan and workings of the various Mormon colonies scattered
throughoutthiscounty. There are many points in theirsystem thatwould
interest and perhaps surprise many people nnacqnainledwiththeirways.

llolbrook. Apache Co., Arizona. Witt. C. Banana.

2t.— !\'ATl0.\'ALlS.\l sxn cntttsnax soctausl.
The Dawn pllllllslles an admirable digest of “ Looking Backward,"

by Edward Bellamy himself (price 5 cents). where nationalism is ‘defined
as the resolving of the nation into one vast business concern, in which
each man and woman is an equal pat-tner. Christian socialismseems to be
falling into line with the national reform party, which is seeking (in its
own words) “to put God into the Constitution,” and “to make Christ.
the king of nations.” In other words, Christian socialists believe in the
centralization doctrine of nationalists, but only upon a distinctivelyrelig-
ions and churchly basis. Ins C. Crunnoca.
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THE Bl-3GGAR’,S CHRISTMAS EVE.

BY Muir B. Hosnn.

What ails thenight that it moans so loud,
Monns so loud and drearily?
Doth it moan for the homeless and tarnished ones

That. roam the streets so wearily,
Wliileclose to thedoor I shivering creep?
Wail on, 0 night! there is cause to weep,
When half God's children are starving and cold,
With never a bed but the earth's brown mould.

“Peace on lamb, and Good Will to Men,“
This was the song the angels sang

'

Long years ago on Judea‘s plains. »

Yetstill the rich want all their gains,
Forgetting that-peacecan never be
Mid squalor and hunger and poverty.
How long would thisdoorway a cover’ be,
If they knew within thatit sheltered me?

' Oh! ye that prate of “ Christian graces,”
And school your sanctimonious faces,
And look on the poor with cold disdain,
Giving your alxns “ to be seen of men,"
Do ye follow the gentle Nazarene?
In poverty’s haunts are ye often seen ?
No! you gatheryour skirts and pass us by,
And look with scorn on such as I.

In yonder princely hall I see

The bendingboughs of a Christmas tree :
~ There all is bright and -warm as the sun,

While I sit here on t'his'cold door-stone.
And thinkmyself luclty if those within
Hear not my wail through the wild night's din.
Peace on Earth and good will were sent; '

- Was (lair the peace the angels meant?



No One Objects.
Good will to men! Doth itcome in rags?
Or Peace on Earth to the foot thatdrags
Its weary way through the filthand dirt
Which sticks not alone to poverty's skirts?
Yes. “ Peace on Earth," it is coming now,
I feel its touch on my icy brow;
The only peace to poverty given,
The peace that opens the gates of Heaven.

They are opening wide! My soul, pass in,
Out from these rags so worn and thin, ‘

Into the light and warmth of Heaven. '

There shall thepeace which I ask be given;
\\'hile this poor hody. so worn with woe,
They shall find in the morn 'neath the Christmas snow

NO ONE OBJECTS.
Br Sntox Dcan.

No one objects! Let all men have their fill
.

Of any pleasnIe,— think.speak, and do their will;
But not while others starve to foot thebill.

No one ohjects to power! Let men be,
If that '5 a pleasure, kings on land and sea;
But not while others slave in misery!
No one objects to riches! Let men hold,
If that‘s a pleasure, countless sums of gold;
But not while others die of want and cold.

No one objects to pomp! Let vain men throw,‘
If that‘s a pleasure, gold away for show ‘;
But not whilesome half-clad or naked go.
No one objects to pride-— ancestral pride,
If that's a pleasure. Let it strut and stride:
But not while common sense must stand aside.

409
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“IN DARKEST Escusn a.\'n'1-ms War On."
The scheme of social regeneration, as outlined by General Booth, of

the Salvation Army. in his remarkablebook with the above title, deserves
the consideration of the thoughtful in all parts of the world. The basic
doctrine of the writer is, without doubt, the fundamental truth upon
which must he established every movement towards the indicated goal.
The relief of bodilyneeds must precede a redemption of the mental,
moral, and spiritual nature. The great question is as to the method by
which this relief is to be efiected. Is it to be a gratuitous donation to the
snfieringindividual,or shall he he directed to the means by which he can
work out his own salvation?, Shall theprostrate one be for ever carried
in a strong man's arms,or shall he'he aided to a recovery of his strength,
and thus made able to walk alone? In a word, is it through thedistribu-
tion of charity or the operation of justice that the end is to be reached?

There is no doubt whatever that the horrors which General Booth has
found among those whom he is planning to assist have not been in any
degree overdrawn, and it is not a pleasant task to criticise a scheme
philanthropicallydesigned for diminishing the wretchedness of the most
miserable among the comfortless of our fellow-creatures. But what is
proposed to be done ? In the words of theauthorhimself, the "scheme
is three-fold. consisting of (I) the City Colony; (2) the Farm Colony;
and (3) the Colony over the Sea." ‘In the city colony are night-shelters,
cheap lodging-honsea and rescue-homes, whose charitable objects are,
for present purposes, sufficientlysuggested by theirnames. Then comes

' the {arm colony to be settled by picked workers from the former estalr
lishment, who are to be supplied with implements of labor and. under
paternal supervision and strict regulation, to perform their alloted tasks.
The final stage is the establishment of the colony over the sea, to which,
after the land has been prepared for their reception, those who are con-
sidered eligible are to be sent.
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It is a vast and important scheme, of whose magnitude but a small

idea can be gained from so scant an outline. It is evident,however, that
it does not reach to the root of thematter with which it professes to deal.
For those who come within the bounds of its henefioent action it will
undoubtedly be a blessing. But it does not touch the social economy
which creates and fosters the conditions which have led to the conception
of the plan. Indeed, it rather tends to postpone the day of deliverance.
It is supported by the royal, the noble, and the rich‘; it is encouraged by
the church and by the state. These realize thatthegarments of taste and
privilege have become so torn and tattered that the rags can searcecon-
ceal the form that they should cover. They see thatnought but a patch
of immense size, skillfullyadjusted,can prevent the full discovery of the
nakedness thatthey wish hidden. This patch the Salvation Army com-
mander has provided, and shown how it may be woven into thegarment.
The skeleton will be covered up and preserved a little longer, and thus
will mankind be injured, instead of benefited, by the well-intentioned
plan of a man who does not understand the nature of the evil that he
wishes to remove.

Pvznuc Cosrnot. or NATURAL hloxorottns.
In every part of the country much attention is being given to the

subject of monopolies. Their control in the interest of all the people is
rapidly becoming the leading issue of the day, and the few who possess
special privileges are putting forth all their power of argument to con-
vince the people that natural monopolies are better managed under
private control than could possibly be done under public ownership. To’
those who have not studied this subject the specious arguments put forth
by the mouopolists have great weight, but a knowledge of the facts in
the case will soon show the desirabilityof (radical change from present
methods. That great changes are impending in our economic system
is plainly evident to the most superficial observer, and it is well to con-
sider where a beginningcan be made to the best advantage.

It would seem thatno better initial step could be recommended than
to agitate for municipal ownership of local monopolies, such as street»
railways,gas-works,and electric-lightplants. Good and comparatively
speedy results can be accomplished in thisdirection, and that would lead
to public ownership of larger monopolies, which are equally oppressive
and dangerous to the people of the entire country. The enlargementof
the powers of municipalities has been found beneficialwherevertried,
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especially in European countries. where it has been carried to a much
greater extent than in the United States. Yet we are not without
examples here, showing the correctness of the position assumed. \\'hile
such natural monopolies as gas and electric lighting and street-railways
are. as'a eneral thin , owned b ' rivate cor iorations. a ver larc-e ier-

_
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centage of the water-works is owned by the public. In the United
States 41 7-10 per cent are under public control, and in Canada the pro»
portion is 57 per cent. As having an important bearing upon this
subject, a comparison of rates charged for water by public and private
corporations will be found interesting. and by investigation we find that
the advantage is largely in favor of public ownership.

The comparison given is based upon the average total family rate

_
charged by 748 works in the United States; the average price at all the
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works is $26.88. At 318 public works the charge is $21.55, and by
-130 private companies the rate is $30.82. This shows that the rates
charfi by private companies are 43 per cent higher than those of the
public works. This excess of price is found to be the rate in every part
of the country; the same is true in Canada; and in England it is even

larger. These figures show thatone of the many municipal problems is
being satisfactorilysolved. \\'e do not hear of any change from public
to private ownership. as would be the use if the service were not satis»
factory ; but we know thatchanges from private to public ownership are

quite frequent, and that improved service at much lower rates is the
invariable result.

Prof. R. T. Ely says: “I have made special investigation of water-
supply in several towns, and I have yet to find one instance in which
municipal self-help did not work better than the beneficentpaternalism
of private corporations. I have looked into the experience of a whole
group ‘of towns in New York state. and they all tell one story." The
result in this service under public ownership proving so highly beneficial,
it devolves upon the advoattes of private monopoly to show that there
is any special cause that would produce a difierent issue in the case of
other natural monopolies. If they cannot do this, then their whole
theory is without a solid foundation upon which to rest. The system of
spoliation of the people by private corporations has been patiently
endured for a long time. All that is needed to bring about a healthier
condition in these monopolies of service is a thorough knowledge of
facts, and, thanks to the reform papers that have sprung up on every
hand, these facts can now be placed before the people.
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Jcsncr: in ‘nu: DISTRIBUTION or PUBLIC Bunnies.
The brilliantFrenchman,Jacques Neclter, in writing upon the admin-

istration of the finances of France, some years before the revolution said:
“ The alteration that may happen in the circumstances of the rich are
indiflerent to the state, and it is sufficient to subject these variations to
the rules of justice and to the empire of the laws; but the diminutions
that the moderate incomes of the poor may experience are so nearly
allied to the very sources of their existence that they interest everyone,
and demand more especially the attention of_ the sovereign. The man
who by his labor gets no more than what is necessary for the subsistence
of himself and his family is continuallyexposed to troubles and anxieties;
the least diminution of his earnings, or the smallestaugmentation of his
expenses, afiects him in a very sensible manner, and every unfortunate
incident that he cannot foresee must lessen those scanty savings that
proceed from his labors, and which were intended to supply his wants in
the hours of sickness or repose. A minister cannot impress these truths
too deeply on his mind."

Had this celebrated finance-ministerof Louis XVI succeeded in estab-
lishing the principles of justice in the distribution of the public burdens;
had he lightened the load of the laborers, and transferred to the rich
their proper share of the burden, France would. in all probability,have.
been spared the horrors of the revolution. The conditions existent a

century ago, in another country, are nnpleasantlysimilar to ours at the
present time, and particularly so when we consider the disastrous con-

sequences resulting from them in France. Under our form of govern-
ment it is possible to right these grievous wrongs without appealing to
the ‘bullet. A duty, and one which devolves upon every inhabitantof

V the land, cannot be safely left undone.

ESTANGLISG At.t.uus'cs:s.
Washington's wise counsel should never be lost sight of by national-

ists. We should be particularly careful to "bewareof entangling alli-
ances.” \\'e havebeen fortunate in judiciously avoiding them thus far.
As we grow in numbers and influenceour aid will be sought; theweight.
of our name will be coveted for various minor reforms of difleringde-
grees of importance. These may be all very well in themselves perhapg
or may he of doubtful merit. They are, for the most part, one-idea
reforms, which their promoters deem all-important, but in which it is
hardly possible to persuade thepublic at large to take an interest. If they
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are based on some real wrong to be righted, the development of nation-
alism will surely take care of the question. But if they are taken up
specifically,the only result will be to create is needless prejudice against
our movementand retard its progress. Nationalistsshould adhere firmly
to the definite principles of nationalism.pure and simple, and not permit '

themselves to dissipate their energies in taking up minor issues. Every
great moral movement has a tendency to attract a certain contingent of
erratic people, who endeavor to obtain its support in behalf of some pet
project. of their own. Such persons must be dealt with firmly, though
gently. No one who has an adequate conception of what nationalism
signifies will be so inconsiderate as to handicap its progress by attempt-
ing to make it the vehicle for advancing his opinions on unrelated mat»
ters, however earnestly he ma_v hold them. ‘Ve must keep solely to the
plain lines of nationalism,as laid down in the progressive nationalization
of industry, together with the mnnicipalization of community services:
and also the preliminary work of perfecting the mechanism of govern-
ment, the protection of the interests of the nation's workers, and the im-
provement of our system of public education by making it in reality the
democratic institution it claims to be. Here, then, is a field broad enough
to occupy all our energy, and there is no need of going outside of it.

Anvaxcn ix Exouxn.
The theory of nationalism is making rapid strides in Great Britain.

The corporation of London has already given notice of its intention to
apply, during the present session of Parliament, for an act to create a
London Water Commission as noticed in our last issue. By the intended
bill power will be given not only to improve and regulate the water»
supply by assuming possession, at a fair valuation, of the rights and
properties of the existing companies, but also to secure an independent
or alternative supply in case the companies prove unreasonable in their
demands. But this is not nearlyall. The National Liberal Federation
has held its annual-meeting. This is the organization which formulates.
for the great. Liberal party of the British islands, the subjects which are
considered ripe for legislation. At a meeting of the council of the fed-
eration it was resolved: “ That this councildeclares that the interests of
good government urgently demand that the London County Council
should without delay be put in possession of —full municipal powers,
including the control of its own gas and water supplies, markets, and
police, and should by taxation of ground values, and by other financial
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reforms, be enabled to govern and improve the metropolis without undue
pressure upon the occupying rate-payers; and that the new powers that
asked for should, when theyare not already enjoyed. he conferred on all
other municipalities." After the passage of this resolution, the council
aflirmed its former declarations in favor of resting in town and county
councils power to acquire and hold land for allotments and small hold-
ings: the provision of dwellings for the working classes and other pur-
poses: the development of local government by the establishment of
district and parish councils; the taxation of mining royalties; and the
nu-ruling or ending of the House of Lords.

The signitic.-tnce of this action lies in the fact that.. from this time, the
subjects of these resolutions form a part of the legislative programme of
one of the two great parties which at present control the destinies of the
nation. As such, it denotes an advance far beyond what we see in our
own country. It discloses the power of public opinion, and a readiness
to listen to it on the part of political leaders. It shows a disposition to
recognize in the re: populi an authentic exposition of actual needs,
uttered by those who know precisely where the shoe pinches; and a<

willingness to proceed upon the indicated lines of relief even beyond the
point at which the body of the nation has stopped in its demands. In "a
more general way it emphasizes a much more important truth, namely,
that the principles of nationalismare formulated upon the genuine basis
of human needs; and that, come in any order that they may, they are

nothing but the essential stages in the natural evolution of society until
the brotherhood of humanity shall be generally recognized as the only

_

foundation upon which an rest man's intercourse with man throughout
the world.

Tat: Tat: Na-no:v.u.rsr.
There is a demand for weekly papers in the -various cities and states,

and we are glad at being able to announce thatNew York has put into
the field the 7?-ue Nationalist, of which the editor is Mr. Stanshttry
Norse, a writer whose name will, no doubt, be recognized by many of
the readers of this mag-.tzine.- We were somewhat surprised on seeing
the name with which our new contemporary had been endowed, and
hardly knew whether to regard it as an infringementor as a reflection;
but, seeing that the list of secretaries was taken bodilyfrom theNA'l'l0l-
ausr,we considered thatthereflection was not intended; that the editor
of the Tact:Nationalist regarded our columns as containing some truth.
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even though we did not parade the fact in our title. Our friend Norse
will therefore, no doubt, see that the style adopted is redundant, and
that, by leaving out the superfluous word, he has taken our own name
as the designation of his journal. With a change of title, we shall hope
to receive the visits of our new friend for many years to come, and
heartily wish it long life and prosperity.
Narrosatrssr axn Evourrrozs.

Prof. A. E. Dolbeare replies. in the New Ideal for December, to our
comments upon his article in the September number of thatmagazine,
in which he, by inference, charged nationalists with ignorance of the
principles of evolution. It would seem that any student of events ought
to see that the tendency is in the direction of the organized form of
social co-operation for which nationalismstands. But it is to be feared
um Prof. Dolbeare is too closely engaged with the problems of physical
science, of which he is so admirable an exponent, to pay such attention
to sociology as would entitle him to speak with authorityconcerning the
vital questions of the hour. His remarkable accusation that we evolve
our ideals from our consciousness, rather than from adequate knowledge
of the factors involved, is a statement directly the reverse of the truth.
If Prof. Dolbearewould only be specific in his charges and show wherein
lies our error in holding that whatever men can do better by organized
eflort for their mutual welfare and benefit than by separate action as

individuals, that they should do, and ultimately will do, through the
most convenient instrumentality.their governmental organization,—-and
this proposition forms thekernel of nationalism,-—if he will only present '

us with a billof particulars as to wherein this position comes in conflict
with the teachings of evolution, we shall be glad to consider it.

Anent Mr. Bellamy’s claim thathis book is founded on the principles
of evolution, Prof. Dolbeare says: “ It is so far removed from what I
understand by that term, and from any deduction that I can draw from
twenty years’ familiaritywith the factors, physical and biological, that
if he be right, or anywhere near right, then I have my first lessons to
learn in physical science."

We have already shown thatso eminent an evolutionist as Prof. Hux-
ley has given strong scientific justification for the tendency represented
by nationalism. The “twin fatherof natural selection," Alfred Russel
Wallace, has also endorsed Mr. Bellamy's position as scientificallycor»
rect and in accordance with the principles of evolution. We fear that
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we shall have to regard the authorityof theseitwo gentlemen as supe- .

rior to the opinion of even so distinguished a physicist as Prof. Dol-
bonre. his twenty years of evolutionary study to the contrary notwith-
standing. I

A G0\'ER.\')lENTAL Ixncsrnv SUPERIOR to Prmura.
A \\'ashiugtoncorrespondent of the Boston Tnarucrfpt gives remark-

able testimony to the superior 4-lliciency of an industry conducted by the
national government to even old-4.-stablished private industries of the
same class. He says: “Uncle Sam always pays dearly for his work,
and only in a few instances, like gun~malring and the buildingof battle
ships. does the government get its work done well and cheaply." He
might have elucidated this by saying that “ Uncle Sam " pays dearly for
what he orders from “ private enterprise." and that the things instanoed
as done well and cheaply are so done because the government does them
itself. And if so with those industries, why not others as well?

Less than four years ago the navy-yard at Waslnington was turned into
an estalilislimcnt for the manufacture of ordnance, and a distinguished
British ollieer and ordnanceexpert has lately expressed extreme admi-
ration of the results there achieved. The account, as given by the con
respondent, is, in its simple statement of fact, an eloquent argument for
nationalism,and needs no further comment. The British expert says
that “theguns for the new cruisers and battleships are absolutely the
finest made,— that Krupp and _Sir William Armstrong have been left’
far behind,—and.when it is remembered that all this has been done
inside of four years. it may well cause every American to glow with
pride. Four years ago there was not a gun in the United Stateathat
was practicallyworth more than the old smoothbores that were kept as

revolutionary relies. There was no machinery to make them with,but
under Secretary Whitney the money was get for the plant, and the army
and navy ordnance men were set to work, practicallyinventing guna,
because the principles were applied differently. Now all European
countries depend more or less on the works at Essen and Elswiek and
other places, which private capital controls wholly or in part. But the
United States makes its own guns, and the very best guns in the world,
and depends on no private corporation for its fighting machines. First
guns were made thatcould shoot nine miles. Then they were made to
shoot thirteen miles. That’s about far enough, we should think; but
experiments are still going on. Along with them are experimenta in
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armor plate to resist these terrible projectiles. and when the new nickel
plates are made the advance in armor will equal the advance in guns."
A Few Worms anovr Isrutt-:s'cr..

Almost unaccountable as it may appear, there are upon this earth
living. breathing.sentient beings who imagine that theycan pass through
life without exercising any influence upon the thoughts and ‘actions of
their fellow-creatures. This is the result of a disease. against whose in_
sidious approach a very close and careful guard should be maintained_
It is far less dangerous for one to overestimate one's powers and influence
than to nnderrate these faculties in one's. possession. To say that we
have no influencewould be to acknowledge that we were useless. which
could be true only because,by our false notions of thepossibilityof effect
upon others, we have rendered ourselves worthless. Uselessness. how-
ever, must not be regarded as merely an absence of usefulness. Some
influencewe must have. A mere negation of utilityhas no place in the
world’: economy. \Vhen we are not useful we are hurtful. The rubbing
together of two substances must cause a separation of particles. So with
two minds, with this difiercnce, that in this case instead of a loss we find
a gain occasioned by the attrition. One mind cannot come into contact
with another mind, for even one instant, without the rubbing process
going on. An influencefor good or for evil is exerted.

The courses throughwhich our influenceruns may be easily imagined,
but they cannot with facilitybe described. The influence itself will vary
in degree according to the quality of the mind and the circumstances
under which it is exercised; but. whether small or great. of high degree
or low, its eflect will be felt as long as the universe endures. The stamp
made upon one mind is, by that mind, transmitted to others thatcome
into contactwith it. and by these again are other minds impressed. .\Ve.
therefore,hold within ourselves a responsibilityfor the welfare of untold
generations of our fellow-beings. Men and women in the times to come.

beginningat the present moment, will be good ‘or bad, useful or injurious.
virtuous or vicious, according to the seed which we now cow. The
welfare of the generation which shall immediately follow our own will
rest with the children who are now in our midst. and in our hands to
train and mould. According to the development of mental and moral
attributes in them will he the degree of their happiness or misery, and
the good orbad received by them will be transmitted to the young of
their time.
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Takingtogether the direct. and the indirect influencewhich one exerts,
it will be seen that, instead of any man or woman beingwithoutinfluence,
the responsibilityunder which we live is so enormous as to be appalling
to any but the strongest mind. He who attempts to deny that, for his
every action,he is accountable; who strives to think that the indulgence
of sensuous anddemoralizingpleasures may be pursued withoutrestraint;
who endeavors to stifle the consciousness that the influenceof his life
will extend throughout the everlasting future. is recreant to the high
and noble purposes of his existence. lie has no fixed principleof action.
He is like a scaman who sets sail withoutchart. compass. or rudder, and
hopes that the currents of the ocean may waft him in safety to the port
at which he wishes to arriv'e.

“ Be sure you are right. then go ahead." Mark well your goal and
go strai,-_!lnt for it. Let nothing turn you from the right line. Reputed
friends will sneer, cyuics will snarl and snap. fools will laugh and jtfrf.
Never mind them. Turn not to the right or the left. Not a hair's
breadth from the line of duty must you swerve. Nor must you stop
upon your course. Others are on the road; and, while you are waiting.
they will push on and overtake you. You must not even hesitate. Be
hind and about you are numbers pushing close upon one another and
upon you. llcsitate a moment, and you are removed from the line of
your progress, and possibly, in the scramble and the rush which will he
the consequence of your wavering,you may never be able to regain your
place. You are lost and your influence has become pernicious. None ‘

in the future will bless your name for the benefits inherited from you.
You may possibly not be able to gain the point for which you strive.

This. with all your efiorts, may be beyond your reach. Never mind.
The higher you aspire, the higher will you rise; and, though you do not
reach the summit of your ambition, the good efiect of your life will not
be lessened, if you have done your best. It is, however, necessary that
the straight line he followed. If you swerve from this line of duty.
honesty, integrity. your influence will be pernicious. However limited
your sphere of action, however humble the plane of your life. you must
be heard, seen, and felt; you must exercise an influence.and the influence
which you exercise can never be lost. Your responsibilityis therefore
great, and cannot be avoided. Let. us all, then, endeavor so to. live
that mankind. both now and hereafter, may be better for the lives that
we are leading.
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ATTITUDE OF THE PRESS.

“ The more connict of private interests will never produce a well-ordered
commonwealthof lahor."-William Barry, In the Dublin Review.

TH!-Z A1-rrrL'm: or Ttunt:-L'.\'1o.\'s.—One of the most encouraging
signs of the spread of nationalism is the position now being taken by
trade-unions in this country and in England,that their mission is to hold
the fort for the wage-earners until industrial peace is declared. ‘Ye
illustrate this by the following extracts from leading trade~jonrnals.

‘° The science of social and economic forces and laws has taught us
that the wage~\vorlters can only maintain their position by protective
organizations. equipped for aggressive and defensive struggle, and that
they must not relax in this struggle until the present system of produc-
tion shall have.been replaced by the co-operative commonwealth."-
Baler’: Journal.

The Labor Leader also feels the breeze, as this comment on the Plat»
form of Principles of the Alliance shows: “The Platform of Principles
of the Alliance contains many ideas endorsed by progressive trade union-
ists, although there is room for a difference of opinion as to the expedi-
ency of pressing some of these demands in the immediate present. The
first and second planks. 1'. e., government and municipal control of natural
monopolies. embody a central position around which, in all probability,
will be waged the great political battles of the next generation, and the
state of the contest is a question of interest to all citizens.” ‘

Tm; Womt or MACHINERY l‘.\'m:n ‘ms: COSIPI-Z'l'lTl\'£ Srsrmt; “It
is not because of a desire to shorten hours of labor or lighten the work
of the toilet that machinery is purchased, but because so many men
will not be needed, so much more can be gotten out of so much less
workmen,and ‘so much faster will the employer get rich."— 77cc Luster.

"As the case now stands, the machinehelps the rich and not thepoor.
This is wrong from every possible point of view. To inaugurate idleness
is a wrong of such colossal proportions that it cannot be contemplated
without a shudder. And in proportion as the machine displaces men.
the wrong takes deeper root, and extends its cancerous fangs in all
directions. The time has already arrived when all the people in the
United States who desire work at remuneratiwe wages cannot obtain it.
Multiplied thousands cannot find employment at any wagcs."— Locomo-
tive Firemen‘: .lIa_9a:t'ne.
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“The question of questions is, How are workmen to live above the
level of squalor and degradation when ‘ the inventive power of the era '

takes the bread out of his mouth?" Answer: By the nationalizationof
industry. So that every labor-saving device shall be as welcome to the
workmanas it is now to the capitalist. For then it would mean to the
workman not a loss of employment. but an earning of In’: labor, not a

piling up of wealth in the hands of a few, but an increase in the comfort
of all.

_
“Among all the contemptible evils of our present industrial system

that of child-labor is the worst. Boys at fourteen or fifteen years of age
‘ are eagerly sought for by many of the shoe manufacturers (the editor

should have said by all manufacturers,and girls as well as boys) for the
followin,-_.v reasons: becausetheycan learn to run or tend a machine in
a very few minutes. consequently doing a man's work at about four
dollars per week. Until we can change the presen‘ contemptihle com-

petitive system to thatof a co-operative commonwealth, let us raise the
school-age up to sixteen years. and make it a punishable offence to em-

ploy boys under that age."— The Haverlaill Commonwealth
Tm: CREATION axn AI’Plt0PItlA1'l0!\'or Wt-:u.1'n.—“ The wharfage

of New York City, which. with its reckless lack of prevision, we have
allowed to become private property. is valuable solely beause of the
three million people who live on and about Manhattan Island. Every
farmer in Illinois helps to enhance the value of the Illinois Central rail-
road; evcryshop-keeper in New York adds to the value of every ware-
house. Thus it is clear that our wealth is. in its source and origin, a

common wealth. The wealth of every millionaire comes from the
re.-ources of the land of which he has gotten control; or from natural
forces, the chief gist of which falls into his meal bags; or from public
franchises given by the state and created for the state; or from thatgen-
eral advantage which grows spontaneouslyout of the presence and power
of a generally diffused civilization,and an increasing population. The
least part of it is that which his own effort has creatcd."— Lyman
Abbott. in the Forum.

Tm: Nariosatizariosor R.ut.no.u>s.—‘-Ifa man's farm may be
taken to promote the general welfare. so may a railroad. There are

some things which private enterprise has no right to invade. The means

by which the necessaries of life are ‘exchanged and carried between dif-
ferent parts of the nation is one of these. The railways,the great laltea.
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and the rivers are the arteries of the country through which tratlic and
travel must pass. There are as many reasons why the Mississippi river
should belong to a corporation of boat owners, as that the iron railways
should be committed to the care of individuals. It is time for the people
to awake and assert the rights upon which they have been vlceping.
And theywill arouse themselves. The tide is setting against monopolies,
and woe to him who raises his hand against it.”— The Investigator,
Atlanta, Ga.

_

The direction which public opinion is taking is shown in the tone of a

recent editorial in a leading Boston daily; particularly in its practimlly
conceding the ultimate nationalizationof railroads.

*‘ The old pooling system has given place to a pool of capitalists, who,
it is asserted. propose to run these great railroad systems .for their

V

mutual benefit. As this concentrated control has been made possible by
the depreciation in value of the railroad shares. it necessarily follows
that it implies thatan immense number of small shareholders have been
compelled to part with their holdings at a loss. in order thata few great
capitalists may ultimately reap large profits. The possession and control
of the transcontinental routes by the Gould, Huntington, and Rockefel-
ler triumvirate give to them. also, immense power over such roads as
the Rock Island, the Chicago, Burlington. and Quincy, the Chicago and

‘ Northwestern, and others thatare essentially Mississippi valley roads,-
indeed, it may rest with the trio named to determine the entire policy to
be followed west of Chimgo, with not a little influence on roads east of
thatplace. They must, of course, serve the public in order to serve
themselves,and by concentrated direction the best ends may be obtained.
Yet it is clear thatan enormous power for public good or evil will be in
the hands of_a few private citizens, with no other responsibilitythan the
need of protecting and increasing their wealth. It is to be hoped that

.

they will act wisely, seeing that the only other alternative would seem
to be the purchase and control of the railroads by the national govern-
ment.”—Baum Herold.
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- NEWS OF THE MOVEMENT.

The First Nationalist Club of Boston is doing everythingin its power
to stir the people up to the importance of matters relating to coopera-
tion in natural monopolies, and their influence is felt throughout the
slate. Some of the membersare good workers, who lecture, write, and
issue circulars wherever they thinkthey will do good.

The public meetings, with able speakers engaged for each occasion, so

popular last winter, were commenced in October. These meetings are

given, as formerly, in, the hall of the Women‘: Educational and Indus»
trial Union on the third Thursday of each month, and the public is cob

dially invited. A series of social meetings has been inaugurated. Such
gatherings will be very useful for creating a better acquaintance-hip
among the members. The business meetings 0‘ the First Club are held
on the second Wednesday evening of each month. Since cool weather
began. these meetings, for the practical discussion of ways and means,
have been well attended.

The Second NationalistClub of Boston has a large and growingmem-

bu-rship of enthusiasticworkers. This club meets in a pleasant 'hall
every Mondayevening.and once a fortnight a speaker is engaged. These
speakers have never failed in drawing a large audience. On Monday
evening, .\'ov. 24th, Mr. Henry R. Legato gave a telling address upon
" Economic Facts." showing the wisdom of thepublic assumptionof city,
state. and national monopolies. There has been a renewed demand from
all points in New England for nationalist spmlsers, and membersof the
First Nationalist Club have willinglygiven their services for this work.

The State League of Massachusetts has been successfully organized;
and the executive committee, represented by members elected from all
the clubs of the commonwealth, has taken hold in earnest for presenting
reforming measures before the state legislature this winter. Especial
efforts will he used for obtaining hills in favor of allowing towns and
cities the right to assume the gas and electric light business. Strenuoua
demands for raising the age for compulsory education, and for industrial
training schools, will also be made. -

The First Boston Club has appointed Mr. Henry R Legate a com-
mittee of one for circulating petitions in favor of different measuru, and
he is meeting with great success in his labors. Those interested in this
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work can obtain blank petitions by addressing .\Ir. Legate, at 77 Boylston
Street. Boston.

Most of the other nationalist clubs of Massachusetts are in sound
condition. The Lynn society is particularly active, and contains in its
membership more than the a\'erage_numher of able workers of talent.
The Fourth Club of Boston is small in numbers, but active in sincere
eflort.

.

The town of Ilaverhill is agitating the purchase of the water-works
from a corporation thathas. held its charter probably longer than any
other corporation in the country. as it dates from 1799. The income of
this company since 1884 has doubled without any extra outlay. In the
town of Naugatuck, Conn., the citizens are wnsidering the expediency
of purchasing the plant that is now furnishing the town with electric
light. These are steps in the right direction. Co-operation in these
things means economy. Those who have studied the matter know it,
and it is for all nationalists to agitate these questions.

The First Club of Somerville,Mass., has rented very pleasantquarters
in the Connor Building.which theykeep open every afternoon and even-

ing, and where they have plenty of nationalisticliterature for those who
desire to know about the movement. The Haverhill Club has held some

very interesting meetings lately,at one of which Capt. E. S. Huntington,
the indefatigable secretary of the First Club of Boston, delivered a lect-
ure. Mr. S_\'l\‘esterBaxter of theFirst Club of Boston delivered a lecture
in Cambridge on the afternoon of Sunday, December 7th, and greatly
interested a large audience. A subsequent discussion was the means of
disclosing a greater amount of sympathetic interest in the subject than
was expected.

The First Club of Brooklyn opened its second year under very auspi-
cious circumstances on the 10th of .\'orember. The following ofiicers
were elected; Mr. Cosgrove, president; “rs. Carter. first vice-president;
.\Ir. \\'arncr, second vicepresident; Mr. Kihn, general secretary; Miss
“'atson, corresponding secretary. The club rooms contain a good library
of economic works,a fine piano, and most of the current periodicals. The
club meets on the second and fourth Mondays of each month. A series
of lectures on “ Remedies for Existing Evils" has already been given.

At the annual election of Nationalist Club No. 1, of Minneapolis, the
following oflieers were elected: Dr. E. F. Clark, president (re-elected);
Mrs. Kate Bufiington Davis, first vice-president; John Gruenberg.
second vice-president; A. S. Edwards, recording secretary; Charles
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Evans Holt, corresponding secretary; Mr. I-‘insterback, treasurer. The
club ratified the constitution of the local trades assembly and the. state
federation of labor, electing delegates to those bodies.

The First Club of Ventura, Cal., has undertaken to supply every voter
in the county with nationalistic tracts and papers for educational pure
poses. The accounts from New York. Connecticut, New Jersey, Wash-
ington, Kansas, California, and most of the Western states are all of an

encouraging nature, the clubs are ex-iuiently all settling down to the
educational work for the prosecution of which they are established.

In the southern states also the movement is making satisfactory prog-
ress, and through the efforts of Dr. Christopher B. Sanders of ‘St.
.\iartinsville, several of the citizens of thatcity have become interested
in the principles which we advocate, and the St. MartinsrilleNationalist
(‘lab has been organized with the following otlicersz .\Iax. E. Sanders,
pr:-.-idcnt; Jacques ‘Wilts, vice-president; I)-aniel Ilebert, treasurer;
and Chris. B. Sanders, A.M., .\I.I)., secretary. ‘

In Kansas :1 new club has been formed at Ellinwood, of which Carl
Voigt is the president and E. H. Kliiber the secretary. The cause

appears to be advancing steadily,though somewhat slowly,in this part
of Kansas, and now that a newspaper has been started, by which thenew
ideas may be much more widely promulgated throughout the state, we

may look for more satisfactory progress.
_

At Chandlersville,Ohio. a club has been formed with S. R. Crum-
haker, president; Carey Herbert, treasurer; lllion Moore, secretary;
and Mary J. llcrbert, librarian. This is a section of Ohio in which,
while there is a general interest in social questions, the nationalist move
ment has been slow in obtaining attention. From the character of the
people, however, and thc unbiassed manner in which theyreceive and dis-
cuss all matters having for their end and aim an improvement of social
conditions, we have reason to look for favorable growth,now that the
plant has taken root. ‘

'

The International Labor Congress Association was organised in
Chicago, July 8, 1890. It has now issued a circular of invitation to all
interested in the labor problem to join the association membership and
assist in preparing the way for the Labor Congress. The following
extracts from the constitution willexplain the terms upon which associate
membership can be had in the association:— '

“ Any organization or imliviclual in the world endorsing our declara-
tion of principles may acquire membershipin this l)0II_\' by application.
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°' X0 iinancial obligationsare incurred by membership.all theexpenses

necessary to carry out the work being met by voluntary contributions
from members and friends."

=Applic.-ttions for information respecting the Association may be made
to Corinne S. Brown. Woodlawn Park, lll., P. O. Box 226.

The following is the text of the_ Act regulating child-labor in Califor-
nia, for which we were unable to iind room in the la.~t number.

Sncrtos 1. No minor under the age of eighteen shall be employeci in
laboring in any manufacturing,mechanical. or mercantile estalilisliment,or
otherplaceof labor more than ten hours in one day,except when it is nece.»
sary to make repairs to prevent the interruption of the ordinary running
of the machinery,or when a different apportionment of the hours of labor is
made for the sole purpose of making a shorter day's work for one day of the
week; and in no case shall the hours of labor exceed sixty hours in a week.

Sncnox 2. No child under ten years of age shall be employed in any fac-
tory, workshop,or mercantile establishment; and every minor under sixteen
years of age when so employed shall be recorded by name in a book kept for
the purpose, and a certiticate (duly veritled by his or her parent. or guardian,
or, if the minor shall have no parents or guardian, then by such minor. stat-
ing age and placeof birthof such minor) shall bekepton tileby theemployer,
which book and which certificate shall be produced by him or by his agent at
the requirement of the (‘onnnissionerof the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

St:c1'io.\' 3. Every person or corporation employing minors under sixteen
years of age in any manufacturingestablishment shall post and keep posted
in a conspicuous place in every room where such help is employed a printed
notice stating the numberof hours per day for each day of theweek required
of such person, and in every room where minors under sixteen years of age
are employed I listoftheirnames, with theirage.

Sncnox 4. Any person or corporation thatknowinglyviolates or omits to
comply withany of the foregoing provisions of thisAct, or who knowingly
employs, or suffers, or permits any minor to beemployed, in violationthereof.
shall, on conviction,be punished by a line of not less than tiny nor more than
two hundred dollars for each and every olense.

SBCTIOX 5. It shall be theduty of theCommissionerof theBureauof Labor
Statistics to enforce the provisions of thisAct.

Sncnox 6. This Act shall take eifect and be in force from and after its
13598‘-
Edilor .Nalt'on¢lial.,

The control of railroads by the general government is approaching
with greater speed than is probably imagined by ordinary observers.
The concentration of the power controlling them in a few hands will. as

is being rapidly demonstrated, insure it all the sooner. The men who
are exercising the greatest control have discovered that. for the purpose
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of controlling theelections of theofllcers and directors. it is not necessary
to hold a majority of thestock, but that there is a force grater than that.
which is financial control through an attack on the credit of the com-

pany. or through its floatingdebt.
Practically.the numberof men who control the policyof the railroads

of the l'nitcd States is not over ten. and three of these .reall_v have the
balance of power. Of course the people will not long suhmit to that.
The question is, shall the railroads he acquired by the government after
a great shock and tremendous loss and corresponding suflering. or shall
they be acquired peacefullyby evolution.

.

One hy one the debts of the railroads could he assumed. and then the
government would be the principal creditor, which would naturallybring
about a system of control. It would he neccssaI’_\‘ to create a new cabinet-
ofiicer at the head of a department of commerce. or the Postmaster-
general could he made the controlling ofiicer of transportation. The
powers and the duties of the inter-state commissioner could he extended
and increased. and government oflicers could occupy prominent positions
in every railroad. The powers of the stock-holders would gradually be
curtailed, and after experience had shown what the equity above the
bonded debt was worth. the governmentcould issue its bonds at a fair
rate of interest to the stock-holders. and thus acquire entire ownership.
The economy of government control is heyond question. The simple
consolidationof all the roads into one would result in wonderful economy,

'

but it could not come about without the interposition of the government.
Private interests are always a source of great obstruction. The concen-
tration of the rolling stock and motive power into one interest would he
of such economic benefit that it must be apparent to the most careless"
observer. The bonds issued by the government would be the most
desirable form of investment: and, if madeqperpetual annuities, would
have a quality that would exercise a great influence on the characterof
the people. It would he the savings-bankof the people and would have
a tendency to knit them together. and give them a common interest.

-The control of the railroads of the United States by the government
is certain, and it remains to be seen if private interest: willendeavor to
delay and obstruct it, or if we are to have a peaceful revolution. which.
when accomplished, all will accept gladly.asthey did the abolition of
slavery. A. W. C.

e.n:.~;..:aLr.~_~.-.;r:.;:;.'_.
.
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-LITERARY NOTICES.

Et-cry-Day Biography. Containinga collection of briefbiographiesarranged
for every day in theyear, as a book of reference for the teacher, student.
Chatauquan, and home circles. By A.\Ir.Lu J. CALVIZIL New York :

Fowler & Wells Co. 1889.
This is n u.~'ei‘ul collection ofnames arranged in chronological order accord-

ing to the days upon which the subjects were born. Collciscuess is carried
to such an extent thatan outline of the careers of a great numberof persons
is contained withina small compass. The chronological arrangementallows
one to observe some peculiarities which are not brought prominently into
View by the ordinary compilation:-:. Some of these have been noticed by the
compiler in a short miscellany towards theend of the volume. One, which
gives rise to a considerable amount of speculative thought. is the similarity
or identity of date in the birthof persons distinguished in. a particular line
of thoughtor action. Everybody will, of course. be glad to learn the birth-
day of Album, which. in an extract from "Quiuism," is given as the 28th
day of October, 4004 B. C. Reference to the names given is greatly aided
by two indexes— the one alphabetical and the otheranalytical-— which are
furnishedat the end of the book. The workof collecting and arranging the
names as an easy reference for " Author’a Days in school. and Memorial
Days in the Chatauquanhome circle," has been cart.-i'uily performed, and may
be recommended as “ of profit to otherschools and otherhome circlea."

What is Communirmr A narrative of the Relief Community. By Awaxnnn
Lo.\'ou:\'. St. Louis: The Altraist Community. 1890.

.

As the object of this little book is to show how we might make use or the
world “ so as to greatly increase our riches and our happiness,” we have no
hesitation in calling attention to it. There is no doubt whatever that the
conditionsunder which people live and associate have much to do in deter-
mining questions of individual happiness or misery, and attempts to deter-
mine the characterof thisassociation are entitled to sympatheticconsidera-.
tion. The authorin this book has honestly and earnestlyatrh-en to give a
reason for the faith that is in him. and although we cannot agree with the
conclusions at which he arrives. we do not desire to deprive him of the
opportunity of being read by those who are investigating the great social
problem that is before us. it is only by iutclligezit co-operation thatany
movement can be eflectivelysupported; and intelligence can only come by
atudying a question in its varying aspects. Although it accrue to as that,
instead of a few hundred enthusiastsshutting themselvesup in a community,
it would he better that theyshould remain outside among their fellow-men,
and all together render organized help in bringing in the era of universal
human brotherhood, through the unbounded nationalization of industries,

\\
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still we have no word of discouragement to thosewho thinkotherwiae. We
desire that all sides of the question may be studied, and we hope that Mr.
Langley may have a large numberof readet-a.’

T017. By (‘orsr Lno Tonsrot and Tmornr Boxnutnrr. Translated from
the Ruzsslnn by B. ’l‘sr.\'ru.\'x and .t. luons; and from the French, by
Juan A. Anvonn. Chic-ago: Charles H. Sergei 6. Co.

This book of the count and the |l\'a.~':|liI is not a novel. It is not even
a story, but much more an appeal. it is an appeal to the rich and int1uen-

_

tlnl of lluvuia; a cry for help for the poor and down-trodden of thatcountry
and of all theworld. That there is no thoughtof asking for charity is evident
at once from the text that the peasant. Bnudarelf. has chosen for his theme.
“ In the sweat of thy face thou shalt knead thybread" clearlymeans that
only the result of effort, eitherof brain or of muscle, deserves reward. If
nothingelse received reward. then would equality of opportunity he estab-
lished throughouttheworld, which would at once burst. out into such glorious
leaf and bloom of happiness and healthfulliving thatparadise regained would
be man’: lot. So thinks our Bondareif, who is undoubtedly a thinkerand
philospher. for whom Tolstul has an unbo_unded admiration. The book in
stronglyyet plainlywritten. and sublime in its pathos; teachingthegreat lea-
son thatwe should do unto others as we would thatothers should do unto us.
and thatwe should refrain from doing to others what we would not have
done to us. It is true thatBondaro.-d’repeats himself, sometimes to such an
extent as to become almost weariaome, but when consideration is had to the

' fact. thathe is a peasant of sixty-live years of age, who acquired the art of
reading and writing late in life. in order thathe might help to bring about
the realization of his eherislied dream, and that.what he here presents to us
is written by the light or a candle alter a hard day's work in the tlelds, sua-
talned only by the hope of helping his fell‘o\\'-aud‘erers,we cannot but pauae
in admiration of a courage no resolute. and a patience to enduring. Hla
theories are grand and, although not new to our readers generally.will be
found interesting in the new garb in which theyare presented. It la a book
well worth reading. and sltggestive of fresh thought from thebeginning to

,

the end. where one will probably come, without hesitation to our author‘:
conclusion, that the impulse of evolution asserts its presence, and in that la
the sole hope of deliverance. It is mighty enough to accomplish all we tan
hope for. it will steadily push the race on and on, and up and up, until- it
reaches little by little all that its prophets. poets. and reformer: have ever

- hoped for.

Mechanical Drau-fag. Prepared for the use of thestudents of the Masaachu-
actta Institute of Technology,Boston. Mass. By Ltxue Fauxcz. Third
edition. revised and enlarged. Boston: Institute of Technology. 1890.

The aids to learning. in the shape of books, which have to he traded
through by the pupils in our schools and the students in our colleges, are
numerous enough, but of very few can it be said thatthey are useful. The 
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one before us comes decidedly withinthe latter category,and for that reason
we are glad to know that it is in use in many institutions of learning beside
that for whose service it was primarilyintended. The iirst good thingabout
it is that it beginsat thebeginning; and thesecond, thatit continues. in easy
gradations, to elucidate its subject in a way which can be understood. An-
other is that,whileuseless detail is omitted. everything,however apparently
trivial, which is necessary to a thoroughcomprehension of the Inatterinhand,
is treated in such a way as to show that the authoris one who thoroughly
enters into the nature of the student's «iimeuitics, and knows how to help
him over them. To one who wishes to master the principles of mechanical
drawing, we have no hesitation in recommending this hook as one of the
best and simplest thatwe have seen.

Brain and Jilin-1. Or. .\Iental Science considered in accordancewiththeprin-
ciples of Phrenology and in relation to Modern Plnysioiogy. By Haxuv
S. DI'tn‘rox, A..\i.,.\i.D., and Janus .\ic.\'i:n.t.,A..\i. Illustrated. Sixth
edition, revised and enlarged. New York: I-‘owler &-. Wells Co.

The authorsof thisbook say very truly, in theirpreface, that “ the value
ofa science consists mainly in its snhservience to general application in the
common afl'aira of life." No branch of knowledge, however important,
can be of service to theworld so long as its principles are formulated in lan-
guage that cannot be understood hy the ordinary mind. ‘Yeare not afraid
of estimating too highly the value of a correct system of mental philosophy,
asubject which has engaged the attention of the greatest thinkers of our
earth, most likely since the day that the thinkingpower was flrst evolved
upon the planet. Phrenology finds the subject in about the same condition
as when it flrst troubled the brain of man. and here steps into the breach,
with the hope and, indeed, the expectation that it will be able to solve the
riddle. Locating, in the brain, thevarious mental faculties, it professes to
show one, as upon a chart, the spheresof activityin which one can achievethe
best success. It defines theorgans of themind and explains its dependence
upon ph_vsical organization. The subject is exhaustively and caremlly
treated, and it the lesson be learned that, becauseone fhlls in a certain walk
of life. one is not therefore doomed to uselessness but may achieve success
in anothersphere. our authorswill not have labored in vain.

The Irish Land and Labour Question. illustratedIn the1Tat0ry of Ralahine and
Cu-opcralire Par-ma‘ug. By E. T. Cluuo. secretary and trustee oi.‘ the
association. London : Triabuer4': Co. Manchester; A. Heywood 6: Son.

This book has been well described by the Spectator as “ a romance of facts
and figures." and for those who are interested in the settlement of the land
question we know of no more interesting romance of thekind. We are not
quite sure thatwe can endolsc the opinion of the Literary World, that, if the
great landlords of Ireland willadopt thesystem, the great reproach of that
nation will be taken away, and that in half a century everythingwill have
becomechanged. We are tolcrably well assured, however. thatthe troubles
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' of that land. like those of every other land. have causes which appear to be
entirely overlooked in all the accepted attempts to remove them. English
rule. instead or a blessing. has been a curse to the island, and every mani-
festation of feeling which that rule has engendered has been met with cruel
repression and barbarous iutiietion. The evils themseirea are beyondthe
abilityof political treatment to cure, and it was the realizationof thisthat
led Mr. Craig to eo~op«.-rate with the owner of the Ralahlue estate in trying
the experiment. which is here described. Its etfeet was decidedly good so far
as the particular locality is concerned, and every intelligent person will be
able. b_v reading the book, to judge whether it contains withinit the gernu
of a remedy for all the evils which the inhabitantsof the land are nuilering.
Jilauc-r~pt'ecn. With notes and illustrations. Edited by B. 8. Durrox.

New York: Fowler E. Wells Company. 1889.
This contains five separate publications bound into one handy and useful

volume. We have flrat I’upc's " Essay on Man,” then the people’: edition of
.'Esup's I-‘ables, after which come, in the-onlerindicated. lillton'aCosmos "g
" The liime of theAncient Mariner," by Samuel T. Coleridge,withnew illus-
trations by Chapman; and three gems from Goldsmith.\'iz., “ The Travel-
ler," " The Deserted Village."and " The Hermit.” Each selection is prefaced
with I biographical sketch of the author, liberally illustrated, and well
printed, so thatthisbook as a whole will he found an acquisitionto one who
desires an acquaintance with these master-pieees of English literature.
.1-‘..<up can perhapa be scarcely regarded as an English writer. but h|a.fa.bles
have obtained so wide a reputation in theirEnglish garb thatwe class all

' these selections togetheras examples of English literature. Our mention of
" The Deserted \’iil.-up.-e" reminds us of a few lines oi‘ Goldsmith,which seem
almost prophetic oi‘ present social conditions. and willhear quoting here.

ill {area the land. to haafning illsa pey,
\\'here It-Allh accumulate:and men deny;
Prince:and loads nay louriah,or nay Rule;
A brmthcanmakethemmaabruthhaalrlh:
lint a bold puvantry, theircountry's pride.
When once destroyed,an neverbeauppl}-‘d. .

A time ‘here was. ere En5:ia.nd‘agrie1abegan.
When ev'ry road oi ground Inaintairfd it: man;
For him light labour spread her wholc-orneatarn. .

Jtut pure what life requir'd. but gave no more:
His best companions. innocence and hnlthfi
And his best riches, ignoranceofwulth.

lint times are alter'd; trade'a nnfeeling train
l"anrp the land,-anddiapmaeuthestain ;
Alum: thelawn. where uatter'd hamlets roaa.
Fnurieidlywealthand eIunb‘roinpomp repua.

o e a e e
Te friends to truth.ye statesmen,whoaarrey

The rich man's joys increase, thepoor'a deny.
"l‘iayouratoiodgehoww'idethelinitaahnd
Between a splendidandahappy land.

-‘ ‘V :;:'|-Iauautj
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THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
BY W. Snnxmm Fmxr.

Nationalism is making giant strides. We are beginningto
see that that glittering deception, the Past, which we have so

long cherished as the mirror of the future, is becoming a decep-
tion, and is presenting distorted images in its worthless face.
A new era is just beyond the clouds. We are finding it out,
and preparing for the mighty commotion which shall roll the
clouds away.

'

The field of literature‘is constantly producing somethingon
the great subject; imaginationsseem to have broken loose and
joined in a wild mélée to see which can produce the strongest.
most vivid, and most startling picture of the future. Yet how
many readers are aware that,for nearly four years past, a noble
band of men and women have been struggling to carry into
practice principles almost identical with those of which these
writings treat. Comparatively few know of the existence of
the Credit Foncier Company, and fewer still of the practical
work that has been and is being done at its colony in Mexico.

This colony is located on Topolobampo bay (9. part of the
gulf of California),and in the valley of the Fuerte River, in
the western part of the state of Sinaloa, Mexico. Mr. Albert
K. Owen, the founder of the colony and the president of the
company, discovered the bay about sixteen years ago. Seeing
magnificent possibilities for it as a harbor, perceiving the
resources of the Fuerte River valley,and recognizing the rich
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mineral deposits of the mountains which are about one hundred
miles back from the coast, he organized a railroad company to
develop the country. This company failing,he published in
1883 his first plan of integral co-operation and began taking
active steps toward founding a colony. Valuable concessions
were granted to Mr. Owen by the Mexican government, and in
1886 the Credit Foncier Company was chartered under the laws
of the state of Colorado. The company then had a member-
ship roll of five thousand, and a subscribed capital of half a
million dollars. In October of the same year Mr. Owen went
to Sinaloa to start the railroadsurvey and to arrange the neces-
sary preliminaries for bringing out the first colonists.‘ While
he was engaged in this work, and cut ofl’ from communication
with the outside world, some membersof the board of directors,
without his knowledge and against his wishes, precipitated five
hundred people upon him. These people landed at Topolo-
bampo November 17, 1886. They were without pnovisions,
many also without money, and even those who had private
means were little better off than the others, for provisions were

very scarce. The best was done that could be done under the
circumstances, but of course there were great hardships and
much suffering.

The land at the bay is rocky and unfit for cultivation, and
the only food of the colonists was musty corn meal and such
fish as they could catch. The coming of these people at that
time was a mistake and a serious injury to the colony,for many
of them were naturallydisappointed and discontented. Some of
them were undoubtedly the hired agents of capitalists who
desired to see the colony fail, so that they might secure the
valuable concessions which Mr. Owen had received from the
Mexican government, and most of them, on returning to the
United States, spread abroad concerning the colony evil reports,
of which but a very few had any foundation in fact.

In December, 1886, camps were established at Vegatou,
Snfragio, and Cahuinahui,adjacentplaces in the Fuerte valley;
9. part of the colonists remaining at the bay. At these camps
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the colonists did some gardening and opened a machine shop.
This land had been purchased without Mr. Owen's authority,
and, owing to some flaw in the title, had to be given up after
the colonists had resided there about eighteen months. In the
autumn of 1887 the company purchased a farm at La Logia,
about thirty miles down the river from Vegaton and about the
same distance from Topolobampo bay. There were about one
hundred and fifty people left at this time, and all but a few
who remained at the bay moved to La Logia, which has been
the home of the colony ever since.

This farm of La Logia contains four hundred acres, half
bottom land and half upland. Extensive improvements have
been made. The greater part of the land has been cleared of
its heavy growthof,mesquite cactus and other trees and shrubs,
and thirteen acres have been planted with orange trees, which
are now three years old, and in a thrivingcondition. Besides
these there is a large numberof fig trees and grape vines, and
in the nursery are many thousand more trees and vines of
various kinds to be set out the coming year. There is a mag-
nificentgarden in which all varietiesof vegetables grow wonder-
fully well. The colony is now practicallyself-supporting, 2'. e.,
while as yet there are no luxuries to be obtained, there is no
further danger of suffering from lack of suflicient food.

For three years past colonists have occasionallygone back to
the United States; but others coming in have taken theirplaces,
and the number has remained about the same. Each colonist is
expected to work, theoreticallyat what he or she is best fitted
for and finds most agreeable; practicallythis theory cannot be
carried out while there is still pioneer work to do, but that it
will be followed when success is achieved is sure.

The workingday is eight hours, for which the workerreceives
three dollars in credits, against which he or she draws what the
company has to furnish,—not much at the present time, but
more each year.

Here it would, perhaps, be well to mention the paper which
has been identified with the colony as its oflicial organ,— The
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Credit Foncier qf Sinaloa. It has for its motto the basic prin-
ciple of Integral co-operation, viz.: “ Collective Ownership and
Management for Public Utilitiesand Conveniences,—the Com-
munity Responsible for the Health, Usefulness, Individuality,
and Security of Each.” The first issue appeared in 1886, and
from that time until the summer of 1888 it was published as a

weekly at Hammonton, New Jersey. In the summer of 1888
it was discontinued for three months during the removal to
Mexico,and thepublicationwas again resumed at Topolobampo,
September 15. 1888, since which time it has been regularly
published as a semi-monthly. It has been ably managed and
edited throughoutby Mrs. Marie Howland, one of the directors
of the colony, and the author of “Papa’s Own Girl," a book
which every socialist and nationalistshould read.

In the summer of 1889 an auxiliaryto the Credit Foncier
Company was organized in Kansas, and is known as theKansas-
Sinaloa investment Company. Its object is to buy lands in
Sinaloa for the use of its members. Its principles are the same
as those of the Credit Foncier Company, and ultimately they
will be merged into one association. The Kansas company has
purchased one piece of land, known as the Mochis tract, con-

taining eighty thousand acres. Partial payment has been made
on this tract, and enough of the capital stock of the company
has been paid up to pay for it in full. The contract for this
land is so made that, in case of failure to make full payments,
those already made are not lost but the company receives title
to such percentage of the land as is paid for. Negotiations for
other lands are being made, and the company will continue to
buy until sufficient for its purposes has been acquired.

The original concessions granted to the colony were allowed‘to lapse throughnon-compliancewiththe conditions. Mr. Owen
spent several months of thepast year in the city of Mexico,and
new concessions, more valuable than the old ones, have been
granted, and all the papers signed. These concessions are
divided into two classes, and are spoken of as theRailroadCon-
cessions and the Colony Concessions.
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The railroad concessions are brieflyas follows: the road is to
be built from Topolobampo bay to Presidio De Rio Grande on
the Rio Bravo Del Norte, or some equallyavailablepoint, and a
strip of land seventy metres in width is granted along the entire
length of the road. The company has the right to use any
materials necessary for construction that can be found on the
national lands and rivers. All mineral or metallic deposits on
the line are to become the property of the company. The road
is subsidized for eight thousand dollars per kilometre ($12,900
per mile),and the subsidy is to be paid for each one hundred.
kilometres as completed. Construction must be begun within
one year, and at least four hundred kilometres must be built
each two years. The entire road must be completed withinsix
years. Every thingneeded for construction and equipment is
to be admitted duty free for fifteen years, and the property of
the company is to be exempt from taxes for twenty years.

The chief points of the colony concession are that it shall sur-

vey a belt sixty kilometres (37.2 miles) in width on each side
of the line of railroad in the states of Sinaloa and Sonora, and
a belt of half thatwidth through the states of Chihuahua and
Coahuiala. This belt is to be divided into three equal zones,
one to be granted to the colony in payment for the work of sur-

veying, one to be sold to the colony at government prices, and
the third to remainwith the government. There are also grants
of land near Topolobampo bay and in the islands in the bay.
The conditions imposed are that on the lands adjacentto the
bay five hundred familiesshall be settled within two years, and
fifteen hundred more familieswithin the ensuing five years.
And within two years after the receipt of title to other lands at
least one familymust be settled for every one thousandhectares
(2470 acres) of land. The use of the waters of the Fuerte and
Sinaloa rivers for irrigation, manufacturing,and other purposes
is granted, as well as, for ten years, the free importation of
machinery for agriculture and manufacturingindustries, and all
household effects; exemption from taxes; and the free exporta-
tion of all products.
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The climate of Sinaloa is delightful. In winter it is never
cold enough to freeze water. In summer the thermometer
ranges high, but, as there is nearly always a breeze, it is easy to
keep cool in the house, and the inconvenienceof working out
of doors is not great. The suffering £rom heat is as nothing
when compared with thatendured every year by theinhabitants
of the Mississippi Valley.

Topolobampo harbor is the onlyone between San Diego, Cali-
fornia, and Acapulco, and is pronounced by engineers to be the
finest on the western coast of America, not even excepting that
of San Francisco. It is completely land-locked; it is deep
enough for the largest vessels to anchor; it is large enough to
hold the naviesof theworld; it is two days’ travel to Japan and
Australia nearer than San Francisco; it is seven hundred and
ninety-two miles nearer to New YorkCity, in a direct line, than
San Francisco; and it willultimatelybe themost important har-
boron thePacificcoast. Back of it are the fertilevalleysof the
Fuerte and Sinaloa rivers, capable of supporting in comfort five
millionsof people. Adjacentare magnificentmountain ranges,
rich in timberand mineral.

Such is the site of a future co-operative empire, the Mecca of
the p1'0gress~loving pilgrim. Thousands are ready to come
when the colony is ready for them. Success is certain. Already
the reward is in sight of the noble band of heroic men and
women who, for nearly four long years, have endured disap-
pointments and sufferings, hardships and fears, and whose names
will pass into history as a part of the van-guard of the noble
army which has won the great fight for progress and reform, for
libertyand happiness, for life and hope; for the time when man
can look at man as a brother and a friend, and when crime and
punishment shall be no more; for the perfect equality and
financial independence of woman; for the time when poverty
shall have vanished and want shall be unknown, and when sin
and ignorance anddegradation shall be but bywords of thepast;
for the time of happy homes and a contented people, when life
shall be free from terrors and the future void of fear.
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THE BIRTH OF FREEDOM.
BY H. B. Sursnnnr.

CHAPTER X.

THE RED-CROSS HOSPITAL.

As Cecil Lord told his story the oflieers listened with incred-
ulous smiles and contemptuous interruptions. He told them
of the desperate men behind the barricade and warned them
against attempting to carry it.

At this point, the Colonel. a dark,savage-lookingman, broke
in fiercely: “This is a ruse to gain time. Away with him to
the fort. We will listen to his tale when we have more
leisure.”—“ Attention.—- Fix bayonets. — Forward ! Double
quick.-— March.”

Lord was seized and hustled on board the ferry-boat. The
quick tread of the troops behind him grew fainter, telling him
that,although he might not see it, the awful carnage would
soon begin. A few shells from the cannon on theboats, mingling
with the rattle of the gatlings, told him of the bombardment
of the barricade. He knew they could make no impression
upon the twisted rails and iron work of the wrecked railroad.

He was bound hand and foot, and laid upon the floor of the
ladies’ cabin. Over him stood a soldier on guard, while at the
door another soldier was posted. His guard wore the uniform
of the regular army,and his face was bronzed by sun and wind,
showing him a trained soldier. Lord surmised that he was of
some regiment stationed at Fort Columbus, but his accent, as
he spoke to one of his comrades, revealed a western origin.
Smooth-shaven and grim, he stood gazing eagerly out of the
window toward the barricade; not deigning to glance at his
captive except from one corner of his eye, to make sure he was
still there. A restless, inward chafing betrayed his disappoint-
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meut at not being able to charge with his fellows. All these
years he had been training for the combat, it was his trade, and
now thisworthlessprisoner, dust-covered, begrimed.and bloody,
was the cause of his absence from the front.

Suddenly thebombardmentfrom the boats ceased. Lord knew
that the troops must have nearly reached the barricade; that
they were now between the guns and Conrad’s force. It was
a moment of suspense. Oh, how he wished to rise and look
from that window!

His guard seemed to forget his captive; beckoningthe other
soldier to thewindowhe cried: “See; the devilshave mounted
the barricade! They mean to show fight. By heavens, look!

The rear of those awful concussions which Lord had learned
to recognize so well came rolling nearer. The sharp crack of a
hundred muskets, followed by the “boom” of exploding dyna-
mite, told how fiercely the battle waged.

Some of the guns on the boats again opened fire. The noise
of battle drew nearer. “They are on the retreat,—theyare
half of them down," exclaimed the excited guard.

The wounded came trooping on board until the boat was
filled. Slowly it moved out of the slip, thatanothermight take_
its place. The remnant of brave men left upon the dock were

caring for the fallen. The fighting seemed transferred to other
boats farther along the sea-wall. It seemed to grow less and
less.

Lord surmised that the troops must have been driven back.
and that Conrad had withdrawn behind the barricade to avoid
the fire of the gatlings. Then the boats began to move. They
were going back for reinforcements perhaps. Suddenly there
was a hoarse whistle from the ferry-boat, answered by another
from a steam-tug,—a slight collision as the tug made fast to
the boat; the crack of a revolver from almost the only unin-
jured man on the deck; then Conrad with five of his men
rushed through the cabin. Lord's soldier-guard raised his
musket. “ Hold I ” cried Conrad. “ You have a prisoner here,
taken by treachery. Give him up, and you are safe. Refuse.
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and you go to the bottom with all on board. Choose, his
life, or a hundred,—which?”

For answer, the crack of the guard’s musket rang out. Con-
rad fell to his knees, then springing up before a second charge
could be fired, he sent the guard sprawling across the row of
wounded men. Seizing Lord under one mighty arm, and
brandishing the musket of the fallen guard with the other, they
were out of the cabin and on the tug. Lord saw the blood
trickle from the face of Conrad. “ Are you hurt?” he asked.
“ Only a scratch, but he made his mark,” said Conrad, with a

savage smile. Lord became unconscious from loss of blood.
He had been cut by flyingsplinters; but in the excitement he
had not felt his weakness until now.

At times he would seem to hear voices, in that far-away
uncertain manner in which voices come to the deathly sick.
He was sure he heard some one say: “ That was a foolish venture
for one life among so many. He would have fared better with

.them than we shall.”
“ They would have hung him as soon as he told his story.

I could see that by the way he was seized,” replied Conrad’s
voice. “They respect no truce; it is evident they will show
no mercy.”

“ Yes,” replied the other voice, “ they will hang us all if
we fail now.” “ Our only hope,” replied Conrad. “is to restore
order, and hold the city until they will treat with us on fair
terms.”

Then Lord heard some directions given about himself. He
was to be taken to some hospital. Soon after, all again became
a blank to him.

When Lord next opened his eyes, his wandering senses failed
to realize all that had happened. He lay upon a cot, one of
hundreds thatstretched along in rows on both sides of him.

Overhead, more than a hundred feet above his head, stretched
a vaulted, carved, granite and marble ceiling. On the right
and left the same vast arch; all in the form of a cross; the
whole supported by massive corrugated pillarsof white marble.
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Away in thedistance was an organ loft. Shining, blended colors
rested his weary eyes; they seemed so heavy. He closed them
but for a moment, and was lost in slumberagain. Faint visions
of the Owl Club floated through his mind, and he awoke again
to find the kindly face of a physician bendingover him. “ He '11
do now, I think,”said the doctor, speaking to some one on the
other side of the cot. “ It was more the nervous shock than
loss of blood. He will be weak for some time, but there is no

danger if he is quiet.”
Lord felt the impulse to turn and see the listener, but that

languor of sickness that makes an effort so hard, if one is only
partially comfortable. kept him unmoved.

The voice thatanswered thrilledhim strangely. It seemed
a link carrying him back to the peaceful past, before that storm
of fire and destruction came so suddenly upon him. “Have
you any directions to leave, Doctor?” “ They are written here,"
he said, tearing a leaf from a pad. “I will see him again in a
few hours,” and handing over the slip, he passed on to another
cot.

Lord would have turned now; he made a slight motion to do
so, when the invisible speaker came around in front. He would
have spoken, but Miss Worden, for it was she, placed her finger
upon her lips as a signal of silence. “You must not talk or
ask questions,’.’ she said, “until you are given permission; I
will tell you where you are and'what is happening.” Lord
gazed at the uniform dress which Miss Worden, in common
with many other attendants, had adopted. It bore the badge
of the “ Red Cross,” and Lord rememberedthe society by that
name, whose members were ever to be found where war, or

pestilence, or flood, wrought havoc or misery for them to
relieve.

“ You are in St. Patrick’s Cathedral,”she said. “ They bring
those here who have a chance of recovery. The worst cases
are in other churches on the avenue. The hospitals near the
river are all abandoned, as they are too much exposed.”

Lord struggled to speak; she checked him again. “No,I
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will tell you as fast as you ought to listen. The city is quiet-
ing down. The fires have been mostlyextinguished; some one
has control. They expect heavy fighting in a day or two, for
many troops can be seen from the tower. In Brooklyn and
across the Hudson are great camps, while away down theharbor
are warships and gtmboats. Cannon are beingplaced in position
all around the city. It can’t last long, but it will be terrible.”

Miss Worden nearly broke down as she thought of the
coming terror; then,recovering herself with an eflbrt, she said:
“ We are all safe here. The red-cross flag flies above our hos-
pital. I must go to others now ”; and giving him some potion
that the doctor had left, she flitted away to other patients; not
without throwing back at him a look which he would have
given much to be able to interpret. It had much of that saucy
look with which she used to turn his earnest arguments at the
Owl Club, but below the laughingeyes he saw a new expression,
—was it sorrow for all the sufl'eringaround her? Was it in any
way related to his particular case? How could she smile in
such an atmosphereof groans as he heard all about him ? Finally
with the sage remark——thought rather than uttered —“ Cecil
Lord, you are making a fool of yourself,” he again dozed olf in
slumber.

When he again awoke he found himself much stronger. As
the doctor stopped and read the record of his case, number408,
he asked if he might have his head raised higher. Two attend-
ants fixed him comfortably. The doctor told him, Lord thought
ratherbrusquely, that he must soon get out of the way to give
some other man a chance. “ We expect another batch any
day,” he added. Lord was only hurt upon the shoulder and
arm, with a out upon the head, and he began to feel contempt
for himself for being so weak when men around him, whose
wounds and bruises were so much worse, seemed much stronger.
They brought him food, then he lay for some time looking
about him.

Dozens of nurses with red-cross badges were flitting about
the aisles. He watched them come and go. He seemed a little
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disappointed that he recognized none of them, but then he
knew so few people. He did not allow himself to thinkthat
he expected to see any particular face; any familiarone would
be welcome. Then he was vexed withhimself for feeling dis-
appointed, and began to study the windows.

The setting sun sent slanting rays across the city, lighting up
the great south trausept window, where was the legend of
Saint Patrick in eighteen separate views; blending the rich
colors in thatartistic beautyso admired in the French cathedral
of Chartres, under whose shadow thiswindowhad beendesigned.

“ How beautiful as a legend, a work of art; how debasing
as a superstition,” thought Lord, and he turned to view the
opposite transept. The great carved altars were veiled from
view by curtains.

The heavy ash pews were just wide enough to admit hospital
cots, which rested partly upon the seat. Each alternate pew
contained a cot. As they were below the surface of the pew
railing, only those whose heads were raised as Lord’s was
could see each other. Here and there a bandaged head or a

pale face showed above the railings. Across the aisle, as he
turned himself slowly toward the north transept, he saw a face
thatstruck him as familiar. Diagonallyaround the head, cov-

ering one eye and car, was a bandage. The nervous twitch of
the mouth, the thin cadaverous countenance, and the unmis-
takable desire, showing itself by restless movement and appeal-
ing look, to call somebody’s attention, revealed none otherthan
the slim man of the club.

Lord had never spoken with him; even now he was glad that
he was not within reach of the ready elbow, but sense of fel-
lowship in misery led him to watch with interest an attendant
who, attracted by the man’s motions, came to his side and
explained to him the story of the window that had attracted
his attention. It was thatof Paul saying to the Athenians:
“Yemen of Athens, I perceive that in all thingsyou are too
superstitious.”

Lord lay near the pulpit. From this point of view he could
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see the nave and both transepts, with the greater number of
the seventy stained windows. His artist soul admired, while
his mind rebelled against much thathe saw tended to deceive
the mind while gratifying the sense. He lay musing, gazing at
the windows, untilsuddenlyhe became aware thatMiss Worden
stood watching him. Attendants were lighting the candles;
for, since the fury of destruction had not spared the gas, these
were the only substitute.

“ I am no longer bound to silence,” said Lord, smilingat her
grave face, “ but you seem to be. Why did you not speak and
break my reverie?”

“Oh, I would not disturb your devotions. I saw you were
gazing at the Madonna,” she replied, a roguish look lighting up

.

her face.
“Were I able to kneel, I would now make my devotions

before a living saint,” said Lord gallantly,inwardly astonished
at his own boldness.

Miss Worden looked at him with a puzzling smile. “ Your
convalescence is very rapid, Mr. Lord,” she said.

Then they both laughed, and she leaned against a great
marble pillar while she told him of the events since he was
hurt, and he related his experience up to that time.

The smiles faded from their lips as they recalled the scenes
of horror. Miss Worden’s lips quivered and her bosom heaved
with suppressed emotion as she listened to Lord's account.

“ What a mixture of hero and demon that Conrad is,” she
said. “I cannot understand it all, but I see there has been
some awful mistake somewhere. If Conrad and his men did
not begin the revolution, why do n’t they let in the troops at
once and save further bloodshed? I think they must be alto-
gether to blame, or they would do so and end the fighting.”

“But,” said Lord, “ Conrad and his men want to be assured
of a fair trial and a chance to prove their innocence. That
would be very hard to do as things look. Unless they are

granted amnesty, they will prefer to die fighting rather than
surrender.” '
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“ Oh, theywillsacrificeso many lives beside theirown,” cried
Miss Worden. wringing her hands, “and it is all so horrible.
Perhaps," she said, her face brightening. “ this Conrad may be
killed,then theywould stop fighting. They surely cannot hope
to hold the city?" she said doubtfully.

“ Conrad saved my life by risking his own, Miss Worden."
said Lord reproachfully. “II would most surely have been
hung by the troops.” Miss Worden trembled. “ Has he never
been to the hospital?" he asked.
“I have never seen him, nor could I bear to see him; yet, for

your sake, I hope he may escape," she replied. “ He has sent
a messenger every day to enquire about you," she faltered.

For his own part Lord welcomed the wounds which gave him
such an attendant; but, knowing better than she, that his
danger might come after the troops had won the city, he said
no more of his hopes and fears.

At this moment a messenger was admitted bringing a sealed
note for Cecil Lord. On delivering it, he turned without a
word and disappeared.

Excusing himself, Lord opened the note. His hands trembled
as he read. but not from fear.

“ Miss Worden, I can trust you to read that," he said, with
unsteady voice as he handed her the note. It read:

‘* Cecil Lord, Dear Sir,— Do not mention ever having met me.
Keep within the hospital on any pretext for the next few days.
The end is soon, and awful vengeance will be taken u on our
poor fellows. We have driven back every attack, ut the
water has been cut oif and the supply of provisions will last
but another day. Should you be spared until a calmer time,
let our story be told. Till then silence. Destroy this and
write no answer. Conrad.”

A‘ heart-breaking sob burst from Miss Worden. “ Oh, it must
be true,” she cried. “And he so noble. And you are still in
danger.” She gave him a startled look.

“ Hush l” he said. “ Give me a match.”
She handed him one of the burning candles near and watched

with glistening eyes as he lighted one corner of the note, held
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it until it burned to his fingers, then dropped it in the aisle
beside the cot. They watched it in silence to the very last
spark. Then, catching a sob, Miss VVorden said: “ Forgive me
for doubting Conrad. I must go to other patients now. Good
night. See,” she said, turning suddenly, her beautiful face
again brightened with hope, and pointing her finger to the
window called, ‘ The Sacrifice of Noe.’ ”

.

The wonderful effect seen in thatwindow,only when lighted
from the inside and at a certain angle, now flashed upon them.
The rainbow seemed to stand out from the window, clear and
beautiful. Miss Worden looked upon this as an omen of hope,
but Lord, who believed not in omens, only shook his head
sadly.

For the next two days little change took place in thesituation
outside. Several attacks had been made, but all repulsed. The
policy of the troops was to worry the undisciplined forces inside
the city, while famine made them more hopeless and desperate.
Commanders did not care to expose their troops to the terrible
dynamite if they might win by waiting; besides,word had been
sent out that a thousand leading bankers, brokers, and land-
lords were confined in one of the armories as hostages. At the
first onslaught they would be all blown up, unless general
amnesty was guaranteed. Both sides recognized that the end
was at hand. It was only a question of terms. The troops
demanded unconditional surrender.

Starvation began to show its effect. The mobs became more
lawless. Many wealthypeople, who had been confined within
their own homes, were now seized by mobs and carried into
river tenements where occasional shells from the batteries were

dropped in just to keep the range. Lackof restraint grew more

apparent. Lord, as soon as able to move about, took the
position of lookout from the tower. On the third night he
called Miss Worden up to see the final act. The end was at
hand.
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CHAPTER XI.
A HAIR FROM THE DOG THAT BIT HIM.

As night drew on all restraint seemed cast away. The mob
surged up and down the avenue, sackingresidences and destroy-
ing what theycould not carry away. They would have destroyed
the churches but for theirbeing hospitals. Leaderless and mad
as they were, theywere careful not to injure them. Thousands
of men and women, the most wretched in the city, realizing
that the revolution was doomed. determined to perish withit
rather than return to the condition of their former life, and
their last orgies had begun.

Satisfied that the hospital was safe, after caring for all who
needed care, a few who were also convalescent joined the look-
out in the tower.

No one thought of sleep for that night. Tenement after
tenement was fired along the rivers without releasing the
unfortunate prisone.rs who had been held there. The wall of
flame came sweeping up from every river front, steadilyeating
its way into the very heart of the city. It might even reach
the hospitals. The more active men went down to prepare for
moving the wounded if need be. Lord remained at the watch-
tower sending down frequent messages. Large tracts on both
sides of the city had been burned at the first outbreak. These
now lay between the hospital and the fires, besides, the fireproof
character of the cathedral seemed to insure their safety. The
heat became stifling. The atmosphere seemed robbed of all its
oxygen.

At three o’clock the batteries and gunboats opened fire,
dropping their shells within the ring of fire, and, sometimes
overshooting the mark, dropped them far up the city. From
the tower the spectacle was an awful one. The screaming shells
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circling high in the air, to drop and explode; the roaring flames,
almost drowning the frantic yells of the maddened crowd; the
distant flash and boom of the guns, mingling with the nearer

explosions, completed a pandemonium beyond description, and
almost beyondimagination.

The people, having conjured up a fiend theycould not banish.
graduallywithdrewfrom the lower city and gathered in Central
Park. Soldiers and sailors with fire-tugs and hose took poses-
sion of the ruins and did what they could to stay the flames at
the river front. Seeing thatall was over, the opposing forces
gave way, and without further fighting the troops entered the
city on all sides. What was left of New York was again under
their control. It was dawning daylight as Lord ended his long
vigil. Glancing over the ruined city where many fires still
burned, one consoling thought came to his mind,—most of its
vilest plague-spots had been wiped out. But at what a cost!
Could not foresight and justice have righted the wrongs of
society withoutdestroying it?

In the succeeding days, while the city was under martial law,
spies and detectives who had escaped the vengeance of Conrad
and his fellows crept out of their hiding places and gave their
testimony against the revolutionists. They carefully withheld
account of their personal agency in precipitating the con-
flict,but dwelt upon the manner in which they had gained the
confidenceand been admitted to the councilsof the anarchists.
Describingthe preparations and secret signal, they claimed to
have been taken by complete surprise at its final outcome. They
furnished lists of the members,and thesewere at once arrested.
All testimony on behalf of the prisoners was discredited. At
sunrise they were marched up in companies of fifties and
hundreds. The decree of the court-martial was read. They
were shackled wrist to wrist, and placed upon an insulating
rubber cloth. A current of electricity that never failed to kill
was then sent through the line.

This new method of execution was much praised by the
public press,— several journals having resumed publication,—
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as it was so much more humane than the former methodof
shooting or beheading.

Lord testified before the tribunal as to what he knew of the
outbreak. He only succeeded in casting suspicion upon him-
self, and he was a marked man from that time. A charge was

lodged against him: and, while he was allowed a parole within
the limits of the city, any attempt to leave it would, he knew,
he followed by immediate arrest.

The morning for the execution of the leaders arrived. Lord
could not, until the'very last, learn whether Conrad was among
them. Hoping that he might have escaped, he, in company
with two young graduates of the medical college, went at an

early hour to the place of execution in Union Square.
Thousands of troops with glistening bayonets were ranged

about the square. No one might pass through thatcordon of
steel. Lord and his companions elbowed theirway through the
throngs upon the sidewalks until they reached the side where
it was expected the doomed men would pass. The long row of
gas lamps facing the parade ground had been extinguished. It
still lackeda little of sunrise, when away up the street came the
notes of that solemn Dead-March with which it is considered
proper to escort condemned prisoners. Broadway was cleared
for a considerable distance, and a line of soldiers extended
along the curb. Lord and his companions climbedsome steps
from which they could see the prisoners as they passed. The
solemn tones of the Dead-March drew nearer.

Lord overheard the students talking. They had secured a

permit for one of the bodies for the purpose of experiment, and
had a conveyance in waiting, as soon as the chief medicaloflicer
should surrender it, to hurry away to their laboratory. Lord
recoiled from them in horror. In the revulsion of feeling he
would have sprung upon them with rage at such heartlessness
had he not caught a sentence thatgave him a wild hope.

“ It has been tried in France,” said the elder of the two
students, “and, \vhile the result is kept a profound secret,I
believe the secret of life has been found,—at least, those who
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have been pronounced dead have been restored by this method
after lying untouched for hours.”

“ Yes," replied the younger. “ And that case we had last,-
the body had been buried, yet we might have succeeded but
for —”

“ Yes, yes,” interrupted the elder, “ but look, there is the sub-
ject we must get. See, how powerful he looks! Zounds, what
a triumph of science if we succeed!”

Lord, who had been listening breathlessly,now turned to see
the passing prisoner spokeniof. There, in the midst of a squad
of hatless men, chained together and surrounded by a hollow
square of soldiers, was Conrad. His head was erect, his eyes
were flashing thatawful light Lord had seen in them before,-
their eyes met,— the light softened for a moment, but no sign
of recognition did Conrad give.

“Gracious, did you see that look? I thinkwe had better
have another subject, Percy,” remarked the younger student.
“ That one would be too much for us if ——”

“ Gentlemen,thatman once saved my life,” said Lord quickly.
“ If you can by your skill save his, and get him from the
country, there is no ransom too great, there is no service —”

“Hush!” said the one called Percy, “ my uncle is upon the
staff of physicians; I will go at once to him with my pass and
permit and tell him our wish. Be ready with the carriages at
the corner.”

Leaving the scene of coming execution with wildlybeating
hearts, and widely dilfering emotions, Lord and the younger
student worked theirway around to the carriages, two of which
were waiting in care of another student. Within one were

pails of water and some medical apparatus. This one was like
an ambulance or small delivery wagon. In this only Percy and
George, the younger student, would accompany the body.

Lord gave one glance of horror toward the Plaza where a.

row of men, stripped to the waist, were being ranged in line.
Then he plunged into the other waiting carriage and sat with
his face between his hands in terrible suspense.
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Soon he heard the hurried orders of Percy: “ Go. Take
separate routes”; and the carriage whirled away. The other
student and a heavy-builtdark man rode upon the top.

The carriage drove into therear courtyard of a private house.
The horses were taken by a waiting hostler. Lord followed the
da.rk man and student up a broad backstairway to a large room

occupying nearly half the upper floor.
Implements of surgery, batteries, and retorts proclaimed

this a laboratory. Two broad marble slabs in the centre of the
room, raised upon solid oak panels, showed that it was also
designed for clinics and experiments such as they were about
to perform.

Around the further table, Percy and George, with theircoats
oil‘, were actively engaged. Lord knew what was upon that
table; but, accustomedas he had become to horror, he could not
trust himself to look. Percy passed him. “ Is it he?" asked
Lord.

“Yes; I had hard work to get him, but uncle helped me.
That is my uncle," pointing to the dark man, “and you will
have to get the body from him. He is held responsible."

“Is--is there any hope?” faltered Lord.
“A splendid subject. If we fail this time, I shall give up

trying,” said Percy, enthusiastically thinking only of the
scientific phase. “The burns are only superficial; I believe
none of the organs are destroyed.”

“ How long before—"
“ Oh, we shall work all day before we give it up. Would

you like to see —”
“No, no. At least, not until all hope is gone.”
“Then you had better take my room across the hall. I will

tell you, it may be hours, if—-”
“ And if you succeed, can I see your uncle before anyone

knows of it?”
“ Certainly. It must be kept secret in any event. Hundreds

have been executed, and if it were known—"

“I understand,” said Lord. “ Your uncle is beckoningyou."
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Then seeing that no immediate change was apparent he crossed
the hall and entered the room of Percy.

The hours dragged by. Like years they seemed to Lord as
he sat in dread suspense. Percy’s uncle came in, and after
long and earnest discussion Lord won him to consent to Con-
rad's escape, in case it were possible to revive him. It seemed
a useless discussion when Percy, tired and dejected, joined them.

“ We will give him another hair from the dog that hit him,
Percy,” said the tired uncle, and they returned to relieve the
others, who had alternated with them in the treatment. Lord
understood the reference to the battery, but with a heavy heart
he began to realize how groundless had been his hope. After
all, why should he wish to call him back? Had he not already
sufiered the pain of death,and what was there to live for even if
he could have recovered? Already an exile and nameless—

“ Mr. Lord,— come,— he lives I’’ rang out the voice of Percy;
and Lord bounded into the laboratory. Upon the slab, wrapped
in blankets, Conrad lay with closed eyes. The awful pallor was

gone, but only by the twitching eyelids and a growing expres-
sion of pain was life apparent. It was unmistakable, natural
life, for the blood began flowing from a vein in the arm under
the elder surgeon’s skillfulmanipulation.

Three days later Cecil Lord sat in an upper room, a tempo-
rary ofice. The publication of the paper would be resumed;
and, although a strict censorship of the press was exercised, he
hoped by very conservative articles to combat the fierce denun-
ciationsvisited indiscriminatelyupon all workingmen’ssocieties,
and to mildly protest against the harsh measures which were
being adopted against all unions or meetings from which the
police were excluded.

A billhad been passed making it a misdemeanor to hold any
meeting whatsoever without the consent of the Chief of Police.
The billawaited the signature of the Governor. His signature
was expected hourly. Lord had just finished an editorial point-
ing out the danger to all future liberty of such an act when
two men entered.
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“ Is this Mr. Lord?” asked the foremost man.
“ That is my name, gentlemen. What can I do for you ?”
“Come along with us and make no disturbance," said the

leader, showing a badge inside his coat.
“ By whose orders is this?” asked Lord.
At thismoment a sound of scufflingin the room belowshowed

him that the raid was general upon the whole office.
“I demand to know your authority,”said Lord. “ Your war-

rant."
“ It ’s the orders of the chief," said the man doggedly. “Just

slip the bracelets on him, Jim.”
Lord felt himself seized from behind as he turned to avoid

the first officer. The irons were clasped upon his wrists and
he was helpless. Otheroflicers came in and secured the editorial
and other papers. He, with the other editors, was hustled into
the prison van thatwaited before thedoor, and theywere driven
to the ferry. When taken from the van at the other side, he
recognized Fort Columbus as his place of confinement. Then
he knew he was a prisoner of the United States Government.
Hundreds were added in the next few days, and theywere tried
in batches of a dozen or more.

The usual sentence was: “ The mines of Alaska,”—for a

long term of years,— or for life.
Lord received a life sentence, as did his chief editor and a few

others whom he recognized. The charges being “fomenting
discontent,” and “publishing articles against the government."
The conservative articles they wrote were construed as hints
of returning revolution,and as such became theircondemnation.
Then they were loaded upon a transport ship, and they left
New York behind them. As they were passing down the bay,
Lord was moved to a new position, and found himself the elbow
companion of the slim man of the club.
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CHAPTER XII.
MINES or ALASKA. (ExILE’s REST.)

That poor dejected fellow beside him led Lord to forget
in part his own misery. Each prisoner was ironed, hand and
foot, and to move unaided was impossible, but, had this man
been free, there no longer seemed any disposition on his part to
call anyone’s attention to anything.

Lord pitied him as he sat with bowed head and trembling
fingers, and whispered: “I seem to meet you often, Mr.—"

“ Jinkins is my name, Mr. Lord, Jinkins,” said he, looking up.
" Yes, Mr. Jenkins. For what are you condemned?”
“As a sympathizer,Mr. Lord, a sympathizer,”and the head

dropped again upon his breast.
“ But did they prove anything?—Any act of violence?”
“ No, but on gineral principles they thought I orter go,” and

again he subsided into a melancholysilence.
Some horrible days and nights followed. One after another

died and were thrown overboard to feed the sharks. The crew
was brutal, and laughedat the misery below deck. Once, when
they came below to carry out the dead, they stopped before
Jenkins wondering who would be next to feed the fish. Some
one suggested, pointing at him, “ that fellow might as well go
over, he ’s as good as dead anyhow." He could not repress a

gentle pressure of the elbow upon Lord, who gave him an

answering nudge of sympathy.
From conversations overheard, they learned that there had

been revolts in several cities, but they had been at once sup-
pressed; and, as the government seized the telegraph, nothing
was known of it on board until the ship exchanged news with
a north-bound vessel 03 the Carolinas. This, then, was the
reason of transporting prisoners by the Isthmus rather than by
rail to California. The government feared a rescue.
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It was also learned by some broken words dropped by the
rough sailors, some of whom secretly pitied the prisoners, that
great power had been assumed by the government,and a con-
stitutional amendment was being prepared, limiting the ballot
to land-owners only. It seemed to the crushed spirit of Cecil
Lord thatall hope of liberty in America was forever lost.

During the transfer at the Isthmus and re-embarkingon the
other side, Lord saw no more of Jenkins. It was always a

question whether he had been brought across, or left a victim
to the Isthmus fever. As for himself, he preferred the prospect
of exile to remaining in a country so cursed with despotism as
his own America had become.

That long sea journey became almost a blank to Lord. He
sank into that stoical indifierence to sufl'ering that enables the
exile to retain some of his mental faculties and endure untold
hardships. He dimly understood that they stopped at Sitka
for coal and provisions. He heard the men who distributed food
speak of the Yukon, and he knew they must be upon the river
of that name, whose navigable waters extend some fifteen hun-
dred miles inland. He realized how hopelessly he was being
buried alive in this wilderness, where only for one or two short
months in all the year would there he communication with the
outside world, even by the river. All else was so bound by the
ice-king that no other route would ever be opened. Dimly in
his mind remained the impressions of disembarking._ They
reached Alaska,—some of them. No one may know of the
weary travellers who succumbed to the hardship of thatvoyage.
The landing was a thousand miles or more above the mouthof
the mighty Yukon, whose broad bosom, free of ice for a few
weeks of almost tropical heat, would soon congeal in the long
winter nights that,shutting down upon the land, would leave no
trace of summer’s verdure. .'

The landing was at the time of the “little fishing," as the
natives call it. Thousands of native Indians swarmed upon
the banks, and the stench of drying fish was almost intolerable.
The convicts were numbered. Each man receiving a number,
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by which he would hereafter be known. Receipts were signed
by the contractors to whom this exile-laborwas farmed out;
and, after being loaded by the natives, the transports sailed
away, leaving theirhuman freight dead to the world, and name-
less even to theirmasters.

_

The strangeness of theirsituation, the awfulness of their fate,
made no impression upon the victims. The same dull, dogged
indifferencepossessed them. They beheldthe sun alike at noon
or at midnight, and made no comment. Its heat was unbearable.
Thirsty mosquitoes tortured them, but an impatient murmur

only brought a crack of the overseer’s whip.
As for Lord, he once had hopes, ambitions, friendships; but

theyall lay buried under the tangled wreck of the fatal revolu-
tion. _One state of torture was as good as another now.

The exileswere set to clean and dry the fish which the natives
caught, then to transport them to the mines, some three miles
from the river, bringing in return a back-loadof ore to the
river bank. In the-wintermonths this might be brought in
sledges, but now another transport might come before the river
closed; a load must be made ready.

Then came the final entombment in the mines. Down into
the depths they went. Interminable galleries. Awful, hollow-
sounding caverns. Horrible, slimy pits. There, through sum-
mer sun or winter night, it was all the same.

In most of the mines the air was dry, and in winter free from
the bitter cold, which none but native slaves of the company
could withstand in the outer air, but dreary monotony drove
men mad, or sank them in utter imbecility.

Fastened to the rock,with sufiicient lengthof chain to permit .

them to reach the ore, withno break in thedarkness except the
flickeringminer’s lamp, or the ration-bearer’storch. The cruel
task-master’sgoading lash compelling the full amount of labor.
Such life was fit to drive the calmest mind to madness.

Beside these, Lord saw no one for long, weary years. How
long he could not tell. In the numbnessof the senses he forgot
to speak even his mother's name, nor could he rememberhis
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own. He was number 912, as the tag upon his chain would in-
dicate. He abhorred his rations. Fish, fish, eternal fish, until
to his disordered fancy it seemed thatscales and fins were grow-
ing on his flesh.

There came a time when Cecil Lord’s mind utterlyigave way.
Huge monsters grinned at him in the ore. He fought them
furiously with his pick. Then when the ration-bearercame he
seemed distorted to a demon, and Lord sprang upon him. He
felt himself overpowered, and then again all was blank.

Many days after 912 was found raving mad and was over-

powered by the help of the native torch-bearers a strange vessel
arrived at theriver dock. It was earlier than the expected boat
which once a year came up the river to receive the product of
the mines, with the furs that the trading company secured from
the natives. The river had been free from ice for several days.
What is called the second rise, in which the lordly salmon
yearly visits thisdistant region, was close at hand. Hundreds
of natives had gathered for the annual fish harvest.

The vessel was made last, and the agents of the company
went on board, expecting a new cargo of convicts to replenish
thewasting numbers in the mines. Their surprise was great
to learn that their company had been dissolved, and that all
property was now the property of the whole people. As agents
of the people these had come empowered to release all exiles,to
return all who wished to go back,and to establish a co-operative
community of those who wished to remain.

Among those who seemed most anxious to visit the mines
was a man by the name of Sanford. He had a friend who,
years before, had been transported to this mine, and he eagerly
asked each grizzlyexile who was unchained and brought to the
great upper chamber of the mine if he had known, or had
seen, Cecil Lord. But no one knew. The agent never had
the names of exiles. They were numberedas theyarrived, and
as the numberbecamevacantby death, a new arrival was given
the same tag. These were all life-exilesat this mine, and there
had never been any occasion to identify any of them.
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The ship remained until the dipping of the sun below the
horizon gave warning that the summer was about closing, and
theymust return or suffer the imprisonment of winter with the
exiles. New clothing,soft, Warm blankets, every comfort pos-
sible was provided for those who chose to stay. Several who
had come with the ship decided to remain in order to make
scientificobservations and instruct exiles,who wished to remain,
in the use of new machineryand the art of getting the greatest
result from the least labor.

Sadly Sanford sailed away, his errand unaccomplished. The
ship’s barbers, new clothing,and restored hope transformed the
appearance of many exiles. A larger number,especially of the
younger ones, chose to return, but among the older, who had no
ties to draw them back, there was a shrinking dislike of ever

returning to the busy world. They decided to remain at least
another year, and so was founded the co-operative colony known
ever after as “ Exile’s Rest.”

Several times Sanford stopped with pitying glances by the
bedside of 912, little thinking that this man with hair prema-
turely white was the one he sought. When, after many months,
Lord’s reason returned with his gaining strength, no one ever
thought of mentioning Sanford or his unsuccessful errand.

Lord entered with enthusiasminto the plans of the co-oper-
ative colony. Labor was sub-divided so that no heavy burden
fell upon any. Many of the natives became members. Excur-
sions by sledges into unknown regions. Finishing the dry
upper chambers of the mine into comfortable homes, lighted by
electricity. The new machinerybrought by the scientificparty
who remained with them. The planning of a great smelting
furnace thatmight reduce the mountain of coarser ore, rejected
hitherto, because not worth carrying to the coast; all these
things so fastened Lord's interest at Exile’s Rest that, when
the annual boat came, and brought new adventurers who wished
to remain for a year of experience, taking away those who had
been left the year before, Lord decided to stillremain and finish
some uncompleted work.
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So year after year passed by. Lord's friends believed him
dead, and he believedhimself forgotten. Feeling that he was

more useful and happy in this colony, where his judgment and
advice were highly esteemed, thanhe could possibly be in a busy
world of strangers, where he must shrink from curious eyes,
he stayed on. He always meant to make one visit to the States,
but at each recurring summer some important plan unfinished
led him to postpone if not altogether abandon it.

It was the first day of the midnight sun. For days past the
sun had but dipped behind the northern horizon for a short
twilight. This day,on which he only touched the rim of his disk
to the far away icy plain, was always a festival day in Exile’s
Rest. The river had burst its icy bonds and the schools of
salmon might now be expected to appear. For many years
all sorts of canned delicacies, from Boston’s baked beans to
England's plum pudding, had been provided from the States by
the yearly steamer. Lord's aversion to fish had been in a
measure overcome. He had become the manager of the great
salmon-canning factory of the colony. A feast of good things
was now spread in the canning room before preparing it for the
annual rush so soon expected. Ere thehour for the feastarrived.
hundreds of excited natives came rushing to the village about
the factory,shouting that the smokeof a steamer had been seen
from the highlands. In the excitement thatfollowed the feast
was almost forgotten. In anotherhalf

_

hour the whistle could
be heard reverberating in the stillness of that lonely country,
and the boom of a signal gun assured them they were not
deceived. They were not expecting the steamer for two weeks
yet, for the ice still floated in heavy masses in some parts of the
river. On the arrival of the steamer it was explained that a.

party of geologists wished to spend the utmost of their time in
the interior withouthaving to remain all winter, so theybraved
the danger of floatingice to gain the two weeks’ time.

Lord stepped across the gang-plank to greet the unexpected
guests. His silver-white hair glisteued in the light as he
removed his hat to give the formal welcome. His bronzed face
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was aglow with pleasure. One might have thought the weight
of seventy years sat lightly upon him.

The party of scientists, whose errand had been partly ex-

plained to Lord while the boat was making fast, stood in a
semi-circle upon the deck. Lord, advancing a few steps toward
them,said heartily: “ Gentlemen, for this unexpected pleasure,
I learn we are indebted to the zeal of your party. Every pro-
vision is rapidly being made for everyone on board at the feast
we this day celebrate. I beg as an especial favor you will
accompany me to our banquet-hall, where I trust no cold hospi-
tality awaits you.”

At the close of this invitation a man of commanding figure,
piercing eye, and brawny band, who had been watching Lord
with a startled look, stepped quickly forward. “ If I had not
believed him dead these thirty years I could almost swear that
this was Cecil Lord,” and he shook his iron-grey looks with
mingled grief and hope struggling for mastery.

“Conrad!” gasped Lord, and he would have fallen but for
the strong arm that held him.

“Gentlemen,” said Conrad, turning to his astonished com-

panions, whilehis arm rested about the shoulders of Cecil Lord,
“after what I have told you of the past, you need no further
introduction to my friend of long ago, Cecil Lord.”

It is astonishing how the necessary civilities, the little things
thatmust be done, break the force of either grief or joy, that
it may neither crush us with its weight nor overpower us with
gladness.

The acceptanceof thegeneral invitation to all the new-comers
taxed the resources of the colony to the utmost, but the grand
success of that banquet was a topic for conversation long after.
Lord's personal duties as host forbade anything like private
conversation, or a full realization of all the change this sudden
meeting had caused in his future plans and thoughts.

(To be continued.)
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PUBLIC WORKS AND NATIONALISM.
BY Enwum H. Roanns.

In the August numberof the NATIONALIBT, I was privileged
with the insertion of a note in which an outline was given
of the present injurious exposures of public employ so far as
the naval stations are concerned. In attempting now to comply
with the proposal then ofi'ered, I find it impossible to make. in
the limits of a single article, a detailed development of the
themes there presented and have room left for a statement of
the underlyingmoral and economic advantages which attach to
the public works of the general government. This is a mat-
ter of such importance as to justify a change of plan.

In entering upon my statement, I remark that the naval
stations, even as at present conducted, are a visible embodiment,
on a great and very beneficialscale, of one of the most impres-
sive elements of natural ethics, namely, that of sacrifice. In
their normal operation no workingman is harassed with the
perpetual obtrusion of the ofiensive commercial vulgarism,so
characteristicof private employ,to “hurry up.” In the yards,
as theyhave been conducted, men are enjoined to take sufiicient
time and material to build secure stages, or to handle safely
molten metals or other dangerous articles. “The slain of the
marketplaceare greater thanthoseof thebattlefield,” but their
number is not necessarily increased from public employ. The
railroads are killingbrakemen by thousands annually, in order
that dividends may be paid to idle stockholders, but the prop-
erty of the government is the servant, not the master, of all
the people, down to its humblest employee, free from charge.
In thisrespect it absolutelyreverses thepresent ethicsof society,
which always and everywhere exacts a toll from the great body
of theworking people for the use— usury—of the thingwhich
they have themselves made. This burden is not limited to its
money cost; it changes genericallyall the conditions of employ-
ment; the wishes, and the rights even, of the toiletsmust give
way to the demands of capitalists.
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Here, however, I must discriminate between the navy-yards
and the arsenals of the country. The labor of the first is paid
entirely by the day, thatof the last largely by the piece. Some
of the influenceswhich bear upon piece-work are of such an

injurious character that it ought really to be called “ task-work.”
They suggest vividly the bondage of Egypt rather than the
freedom of America. The managers of labor, whether in public
or private employ, have it in their power to secure the large
product of piece-work at a price but little, if any, above what
they would be obliged to pay as wages. It is a matter of com-
mon observation and remark that the great body of the piece-
workingoperatives of the mills are not allowed to receive, on
the average, more than the necessary demands of their daily
living... The frequent “cuts” in price are due to the above
cause; they make.strikes unavoidable, and they account for
theirprevalence. It is not an edifying comparison to use, but it
is the truth to assert that all piece-workers are morally in the
situation of a hungry donkey who chases, for the amusement
of a jeering crowd, a cabbage held by his rider on the end of
a pole a few feet in advance of his nose.

This brings me to a pointed recognition of the freedom of
public employ from “ strike-wars.” I use this term deliberately,

‘because I believe that the danger is imminent that the prevail-
ing injustice to labor may develop into evil convulsion. The
germs of future strife are already in existence in several of the
northern states even, in odious conspiracy laws, and in the
usurpation by corporate capitalists of public functions in the
organization of armed bands of detectives. Public employ
bases itself so firmlyupon natural social equities thatstrikes are
almost unknown. The few instances in which they have hap-
pened have been from exceptional causes, and in nearly all of
them thegovernmentitself has yielded thepoint in dispute. In
concluding what I have to say in respect to civil corporations
doing theirown work, I will say that the ample resources of the
government enables it to locate upon comparativelysmall areas
of space all the various “plants” needed for extensive opera-
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tions, thus making a great saving in the items of transportation,
and in time.

In addition to this the foremen are free from selfish personal
limitations in employing men, so much so that it is a noticeable
feature of the situation that, in a given number of men in the
yards, there is always a greater proportion of superior mechan-
ics than is usually found in private employ. This happens in
spite of some tendencies to crowd ineflicientor unfaithful men

upon the government, to which I will allude later.
In coming now to the disadvantages to which nationalworks

for production are at present exposed, I place first, in respect to
exterior influence, the interference of subordinate naval and
military oflicers with the civil officers and with workmen. It
would appear to be sufficiently evident that the details of
mechanical worlr ought to be lodged exclusively in the control
of the master-workmen. Under the present mixed system the
discipline of the trades is comparatively inefl'ective, and the
yards are more liable to the inroads of politics than would be
the case under a single set of oflicials.

I now pass to another influence for evil which is mainly sub-
jective in its nature, and comparatively recent in its develop-
ment, but which is already dominating public labor with dis-
astrous power. The commeroial spirit of the age is resisting
with its whole force the equitable control by the nature of its
own proper industries. Its first step was the attempt to nullify
the eight-hour law; defeated in this, its next movement has been
to close the yards, in whole or in part, and to extend the con-
tract system as widely as possible by building in private yards.
Finally,it has made a further advance upon the same line by
attempting to place the foremen of the yards as nearly as pos-
sible on the base of contract for piece or job work, instead of
salary or wage. The efi’ort has been made at Washington to
use an undue element of moral force in the allotment of work
to the yards by requiring estimates of cost from the various
foremen, and then, when, as is almost always the case,— in
repairs at least,—the money fails before the work is done, to

I
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bring official authorityand discipline to bear in such a way as
to be, in an extraordinary degree, unjust and demoralizing,not
only to the foremen, but to all under their control. We have
all of us heard of a certain statesman who, in the discussion
of a public question, once put his hand into his pocket and
declared that, if the cost was an objection, he would pay the
deficit himself. This is practically what the government has
required of its foremen.

The incoming spirit of commercialism has also been unpleas-
antly and‘ even dangerously apparent in other ways to the
workmen. A man-of-war, in course of construction or repair,
is usually packed as full of men as a hive is of bees, and many
of them must do their work under similar circumstances of
darkness and partial isolation from the direct observation of
their fellows. It has been a time~honored custom of the yards
for men to work in pairs; the tendency now is to abolish this,
and a man might bleed or burn to death in a shaft-alley or a

magazine without the knowledge or aid of his associates.
In conclusion I reach the remedies for whatever prevents the

harmonious operation of the elevated natural forces which have
been shown to underlie the public works. They are to be found,
as I judge, in the co-operation of the national civil service
with the local central trade-unions. It is in the power of these
bodies, aided by the nationalists, to develop an intelligent
public opinion on these topics, which would call effectively for
some changes in the following direction. We have seen that
naval and army officers, as well as congressmen and politicians,
have the power at present to lower somewhat the high mechan-
ical morals of the public institutions. It is not at all necessary
to assume that any of the parties act corruptly. It follows,
almost unavoidably,from the present conflictof authorityand
from certain weaknesses of human nature which are in the
main to be commended. These can be brought into better re-
lation with each other by a more comprehensive organization.
If the National Civil Service Board should appoint, at proper
intervals, temporary commissions composed of disinterested
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men,and thesecommissionersshould placethemselvesin friendly
personal relations with the oflicers of the central trade-unions,
they could get the names of the dishonest or incompetent men
in public employ,and bring them to inquiry before the commis-
sioners on their merits, as ascertained from foremen or quarter-
men. So far as competency is concerned, all who rest under
doubt in that respect should have an opportunity to clear them-
selves by specimen jobs. These commissioners should be com-

posed of men chosen for each occasion somewhat as a jury is.
I have, as I trust, relieved the public works from the prevailing
error that they are failures,and pointed out as fully as possible
in the present circumstances the true principles for their
control.

 

STATE OWNERSHIP OF INDUSTRIES.
BY Mu Gnoncu.

“ There has arisen recently—-since Bismarck has dealt in the
nationalizationof industries —— a certain bogus socialism, degen-
erated here and there into sycophancy,which presumes to label
each and every act of nationalization,even that of Bismarck,
as socialism. If indeed the governmental monopoly of tobacco
were socialistic, then Napoleon and Metternich would be num-
bered among the founders of socialism. When the Belgian
state, for purely political and financial reasons, built its own
main railroads, when Bismarck nationalizedthe main railroads
of Prussia, not from economical necessity, but simply to gaincomplete'control thereof in case of war and to educate the
road ofiicials into governmental voting cattle, and principally
to create a new source of revenue independent of parlia-
mentary action,—-these steps were by no means socialistic,
directly or indirectly,consciously or unconsciously.”

p

“ And the modern state is merely an organization,originated
by plutocratic society, to maintain the general external con-
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ditions of capitalistic production against the attacks of the
wage-workers as well as individual capitalists. The modern
state, whatever its form, is essentially a capitalistic machine,
the state of the capitalist, the ideal capitalistic unit. The more
the means of production become its property, the more it as-
sumes thischaracterof a capitalistic unit, and the more state citi-
zens it exploits. The workmanremains wage-slave, proletarian.
The capitalistic relation is not abolished, but ratherpushed to
its extreme. But at its extreme it turns the scales. The state
ownership of the means of production is not the solution of the
conflict (between capital and labor), but it gives us the formal
means, the lever to the solution."—F. Engels, in The Develop-
ment of Socialismfrom Utopia to Science.

The above words, by one of the founders of modern social-
ism. are quoted for the benefit of those optimistic nationalists
who thinkthey discover evidences of.nationalismand a realiza-
tion of their ideals in every step or efibrt of governments—
whetherAmerican or foreign, nationalor municipal— to assume

ownership of one or the other industries. They are cited for
those to ponder on who hail in every advocate of the nationali-
zation or municipalization of this or that industry a brother
nationalist, and especially for those who are inflated with the
belief that in the nationalization of what they term “natural
monopolies” (whatever that may mean) lies the whole solution
of the stupendous social problem.

A half-knowledge is more useless than complete ignorance.
Those who would solve the problem must survey the situation
in its entirety. They must recognize the fact that the social
powers act like all other powers of nature; thatto wield these
powers and make them subservient to our will we must under-

_stand the laws under which they act. We must seek to fathom
their central principles, and not attempt to control them by
attacking one or the other of their thousand manifestations.
Now the modern state is intimatelybound up in the modern
system of production,—— the competitive system. It is the para-
mount expression of the ruling class, the capitalists. Should
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we not pause, therefore, and investigate its mode of action
before intrusting to it, as guardian, our breath of life, the tools
of production and service.

Since the dawn of history, since men emerged from the dem-
ocratic, though crude, institution of the gens and phratry, the
state has existed. It was originated by the dominant class to
protect itself in the exploitation of the other classes,— first
chattel-slave, thenserf, then wage-slave. It has always remained
in the hands of a class, though the dominant classes have
changed from slaveholder to feudal lord, from feudal lord to
capitalist, bourgeois or monopolist, as you choose. It has
always preserved its traditions in the exaltation of a class at the
cost of all other classes; it has maintained its usurped prerog-
atives at the expense of millionsof slaughteredvictims; it has
quieted the ever-rising protest of the starved and exploited
multitudes withthejavelin, thesword, thecross, and thegallows;
it has allayed the pangs of hunger of the starving weaver with
the cartridge, of the railroad employee with Tom Scott's famous
" rifle diet." It has led the hewers of wood and drawers of
water from the Appian Way lined with 6000 crucified workmen
to the “bloody week ” of Paris, to the crime of Chicago.

This being its history and genesis, is it not well to ask, when
we place these additional means, the railroads, the telegraph,
in the hands of this class-state, are we not placing a dangerous
weapon in the hands of the representative of our enemies?
Is it not true that the agencies of service and production thus
far under the control of the class-state have been the mere
hand-maids of the money-kings? Is the treasury not used to
abet Wall Street in its gambling enterprises? Are the army
and the police not employed to intimidate workmen instead of
to protect them against capitalistic pirates? Would the rail-
road and telegraph, in the hands of this cla.ss—state, not form a

very potent means of counteracting the eflbrts of the wage-
workers to emancipate themselves by interfering with their
powers of locomotion and inter-communication,and by creating
a vast army of satisfied prmtorians ready to turn on the rest of
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the workers when theysought to obtain their rights? Is it not
a waste of force to cut 03 one or several of the feelers of the
octopus of capitalism instead of devoting all our eflbrts of
agitation and education to strike the monster in the heart, by
abolishing theprivate ownership of all the means of production
through the assumption by the wage-workers themselves of the
political power, and thereby abolishing the wage-system itself
and with it the distinction of classes upon which the state, as
it now exists, is based?

The capitalist cares very little what means of exploitation
you leave in his hands, provided alwaysyou leave in his grip the
state to whose custody you transfer those means. You take
his railwaysand his coal mines and his land (by which I mean

complete nationalizationand not the single-taxwill-o’-the-wisp)
and he will turn it all into a galling delusion. For when you
can obtain coal and transportation cheaper, your decreased cost
of living will enable you to work cheaper, and the competition
with the reserve army of the unemployed, which, under more

systematic management, the capitalistic state would rather-
recruit, would force you to accept wages whose buying power
would be no greater than before.

The capitalistic class would moreover turn such state con-

quests into eflective weapons to tighten your shackles. And
if all the producing and serving agencies were thus transferred
to this class~state, think you that such class would not find in
it the amplest means of riveting your fetters still closer?

They would, indeed, unless you, the toilers, assume your
inheritance, which includes not only the means of production
but the state itself. Yes, and until you are ready to grasp the
political power through your own representatives, and for your
sole purpose, nationalizedindustries will be but tantalizing tor-
nients. But when you, as a united wage-workingclass, recog-
nizing the war thatexists between you and the capitalist, and
realizing also that the control of the means of production can
be secured only through your complete possession of the state
or government.when you combinethe economical fight withthe
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political, then, indeed, the knell of capitalism and the com-

petitive system will have tolled. For,_to repeat the words of
Engels:— ~

" The state ownership of the means ofproduction is not the solu-
tion of the conflict, but it gives us the formal means, the lever, to
the solution.”

 

OUT OF THE DARKNESS AND INTO THE DARKNESS.
AN EXPERIENCE.

BY WILLIAM Scnuvum.
One very hot day, as I was walking home, a man stepped up

to me and, touching his cap in a most deferential manner, said:
“Would you please be so good as to give me some work to do,
and let me have an old coat in payment? Ive been all over
town for the last week looking for work; but nobody will give
a regular job to such a locking chap as me, and I dont blame
em much either. Havent you got anythingabout your house
that I could do?"

I did not doubt his statement, for, in truth, be was an un-

pleasant looking object. The remnants of a pair of shoes clung
to his filthyfeet, which showed through the ragged "lacework"
of the upper leathers: greasy jeans trousers, supported by one

suspender, flapped about his legs; a shirt, which had not seen
water for weeks, stuck tightly to his muscular body, while a

shapeless blackcloth cap rested on his unkempthair and shaded
a face whose features, seen through the dirt which encrusted
them,were regular and well modelled. I saw that he was about
my size, remembered that I had some cast-ofl' garments, and
knew that my back-yard was overgrown with weeds, and so I
said: " Come along with me; I guess thatI have somethingthat
may suit you.”

As we walked along he told me in a few words the same old
tale,—loss of his job, small savings quickly exhausted, good
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clothes pawned, increasing disreputableness of appearance,
almost hopeless search for work,—work of any kind and any-
where; in short, the regular preliminary history of a tramp. A
few days more of thisexperience and he would be “ on the road,"
having learned how little it takes to keep body and soul together,
and how easy it is to get that little out of charitable or timorous
people. In our present state of society, miscalled civilization,
we support two classes of paupers,— those who, by the legal
means of rent, interest, and profits, live on the proceeds of the
labor of the poor, forced from them by their necessities; and
those who, by the illegal means of begging and intimidation,
live on the aims of the well-to—do. As for my companion, he had
not yet entirely given up the hope of being able to live by
honest labor,—thatwould have been evident to anyone who had
had experiencewith those in need. When we reached my house
I showed him what I wished him to do; and, going to the ward-
robe, found afairly respectable lookingsuit of clothes,which I of
course was above wearing,but quite good enough for the unfor-
tunate brother who was toiling in the back-yard. Then, light-
ing my pipe, I sat down at the window to oversee the work and
to contemplate my own goodness.

But as the wreaths of smoke floated off on the gentle breeze
which blew through the open window where I sat so coolly and
comfortably watching my brother, who was sweltering in the
blazing sun as he cut the weeds and stacked them, the contem-
plation of my own goodness did not satisfy me so fully as I
had expected. Several most uncomfortable thoughts thrust
themselves into my consciousness, and would not be put down.
Here thatpoor fellow was joyfullydoing hard work for me who
sat there so lazily,and I would give him in payment a lot of old
clothes and shoe leather for which I had no possible use, and
which only encumbered my wardrobe. In truth, he was doing
me a real service by relieving me ‘of them. I had often in-
veighed against the methods of the “heartless capitalist,” and
here I was doing the same thingin getting a man to do my
work, not for what it was worth, but for what his necessities
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obliged him to take. The more I thought of it the worse it
grew. At one time I felt like running out and working with
him, but the thought of my clean collar and the comfort of my
pipe and the refreshing feeling of the cool breeze kept me back.
I took up my book, trying to forget thedirty, sweltering fellow
in the back-yard. It was no use; his ragged garments fluttered
before the page and prevented my reading. What an everlast-
ing imposter I was!

“ Well, sir, I'm through.”
I looked up. My dirty brother stood beneaththe window,

still dirtier from thework he had done for me. Withouta word,
I gave him the clothes and shoes. As he had only asked for a
coat and now received a whole suit he burst into profuse thanks.
I could bear it no longer.

“ See here 1" I cried almost harshly,“ do n’t thankme for these
things; they are worth nothingto me. You are really obliging
me by taking them away from here. Thank you for relieving
me of them. As for the work you have done, here is your pay.
You have earned it." And I gave him a coin, the smallness of
which makes me blush, even now, whenever I thinkof it.

He looked at me blankly for a moment, then, standing more
erect, and looking me square in the eyes, he said: —

“ Might I ask you for some soap and water and an old rag to
wipe on. I wouldzfeel much better if I could clean up a little."

I got a tin basin full of water, a piece of soap, and a clean
towel, and took them to the out-house.

“ You may use this for a dressing-room.”
“ Thank you, sir,” he said as he entered.
I hurried back to the house and shut myself up in my room,

so that I might not see him any more. The very thought of
that man was a reproach to me and my pretensions.
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A COMMON STORY.
BY Ana C. Sronmmn.

Down in a dark, damp cellar a baby cries for bread ;
A wan-faced wife and mother pillows the tiny head
On a breast which cold and hunger have robbed of nature's store;
Over a heart, slow-beating,where hope died long before.
Where is the husband, the father,—he who should care for these?
Give not a hasty verdict; wait, ere you judge him, please.
Out in the city highways, drenched by thedriving rain,
He is begging the chance to labor,—to toil for the merest gain.
One in thatgreat, sad army — the unemployed—that waits,
Thronging the narrow byways, haunting the rich mau’s gates, *

He asks, not charity, mind you! but his heritage, as a man,—
The right to live, and of earning his living as best he can.

Out since the early morning, wandering here and there,
He claims but a place to labor, no matter how or where,-
Begs but the chance of earning (obeying the old behest)
Bread by the sweat of his face, for the ones he loves the best.
Sick with despair and hunger, out in the pouring rain,
He sues for the right, God-given ; but his pleading is all in vain.
Home to his dark, dank cellar he goes, as the hours drag by,
To hear through the gatheringshadows his baby’s wailing cry.
Can he go to them empty-handed,—to his starving wife and child?
Back to the street he staggers, through desperation wild ;
Ah! is be less than human that he takes two cakes —no more—
After his long day’s fasting, from a baker’s goodly store?
When tortured by woe and craving, begging the chance to slave,
Society passed unheeding and naught to the famished gave;
But now Society’s safeguard, the Law, in an instant’s time,
Lays a heavy hand upon him who has dared to commit a crime.

Brought into court next morning, branded “ a common thief,"
He serves his weary sentence, haunted by awful grief,
To find, when the days are numbered, how real was the phantom dread.
Long since, in the chill, dark basement, his wife and child lay dead.
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“ Died of neglect and hunger,” the papers told the tale,
" While the husband was serving a sentence for petty theft, in jail.”
Buried at cost of the city, granted a pauper's grave,
They whom the one who loved them would have given his life to save.

Murdered? Aye, just as surely as though the blade of a knife
Had taken from child and mother their sorrowful heritance, life.
Is the hand of Justice palsied, that things like this can be
In this land of boasted plenty,—in 3 country that men call free?
Think of it, fathers, mothers; thinkof it, husbands, wives,
Living, in homes of comfort, carefully nurtured lives.
Think of it, men and women; when it is asked of thee,
" Where is thy brother Abel?” what can the answer be?

WINTER WHEAT.
BY Ina WRIPPLE Bnxnax.

Oh, not for today and not for tomorrow alone
is the sod upturned on the heath and thegood seed sown!
Oft shall the blasts of the mountains bring the snow
Ere the green of the blade to the gold of the harvest grow.
Sharpen your shining sickles and put them away
Till the harvest come,— we are sowing the seed today.
Oh, blind and slow to believe! when the seed is sown
Men sleep and waken, and lo! the blade hath grown.
But the snow comes down and the cavillers scofi and cry:
“Yehave sown to the winds, and the hope of your hearts shall die! "

Yet the snow will melt and the sun ontride the gale,-—
But the promise hid in the seed-corn shall not fail I

O thou who goest afield with the seed in hand,
Thou art spreading a table abroad in the open land!
Thou sowest the seed that shall rise in a wide increase,
Food for the nations and honor and joy and peace;
And the birds of the air and the scofler shall gladly come
And eat of thy bread at last in the harvest home.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
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same subject of general interest to nationalists. -

Unless received before the 10th day of the mtmtll, it is impossible to promise the imertiou
qt‘ any letter in the next following number of the magazine.Correspondents are requested not to write on both sides of the paper.

 

LOCAL C0-OPERATIVE ENTERPRISE.
I wish to contribute some words to thediscussion concerning co-opera-

tive colonies or communities in your magazine. While it is true that
we must labor for the dissemination of our doctrines, it is also true that
we must, in the mean time, live. As a producer of food-products, I have
come to believe that there is little show for me to do much else than
work for my living while I continue to raise produce for market. Such
is the rapacity of the monopolies which buy and carry my produce.

I have also come to believe that men might join together in com-
munities and carry on a variety of industries, so as to avoid patronizing
these monopolies, and be able by this means, together with the advan-
tages of united labor and better methods not only to acquire a living,
but to advocate the doctrines of nationalismas well. Neither would we
be working outside of society, for society would be all around us, noting
the results of our system, and comparing them with its own. National-
ists are certainly not a class of paupers. Many possess some means,
but still are poor, for they lose the enjoyment of life in the struggle
to keep what they have. If all such would combineinto several colonies,
one in each of the great natural divisions of the United States, it seems
to me that these colonies would be large enough to be successful.

To be successful, they must manufacture goods of several different
kinds for their own use and to sell, the articles sold going to pay for
such articles as the colonies cannot, to advantage, manufacturefor them-
selves, and to meet such other expenses as cannot be escaped, of which
taxes would be one. It would not be necessary for the treasurer of the
colony to have large sums of money in his hands at one time, for as fast
as received for goods it could be expended for others, and the colonists
could be secured against loss of money through dishonesty on the part
of thatoflicer by his share in the property of the colony.

What will be thought of us by those who are not nationalists, what
will we think of ourselves, if we go on advocating our doctrines but
refuse to put them into practice as well as we can; if we go on in the
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same old way, contributing a large portion of our (oil to the future up-
buildingof our oppressors, when we might leave them. and gain by it,
and so induce others to leave them, until, by the combined influenceof
preaching and practice, they will find their wealth not only useless in
their hands, but a burden, rendered so by taxation ?

As those desirous of forming colonies cannot do so unless they become
known to each other, all living in Iowa. Kansas, Nebraska. and Dakota,
who are desirous of forming a large colony in some desirable locality,
are invited to communicate with me by letter, expressing their views,
and giving such information as they may possess in regard to desirable
localities, etc. J. Q. Hlusaxs.

Tomas. Nun.

I notice with approval Brother Wooldridge’s letter in the December
NATIONALIST, and would like to hear the facts about the real situation at
Kaweah. I saw in one paper that the lands were reserved by the
government as “ big tree lands.” Then in the December Anthropologiu
the editor says the colony is in disorder and likely to go to pieces.

If five hundred persons cannot be found to work together in harmony,
I can see no hope for nationalismfor a thousand years to come.

I very much desire to see one or more townships of government land
secured for a trial of co-operation upon a little different plan, though
practically embodying the real life-principles of nationalism. I would
require a pledge of honor from all the members that they would try to
do as they would be done by in all their social, business, and political
relations. I would have no other test for membership.

I mean to make an effort to get Congress to permit a considerable
quantity of land to be set apart for co-operative colony work. I would
have it paid for at $1.25 per acre and deeded to trustees, with full power
to lease to actual residents, subject to proper regulations, so as to prevent
speculation, wrong use, or one person's getting possession of too much.
The rents I would have used for the general good. Parties putting on
their own improvements to have the free use thereof,and if they wished
to leave the same, the trustees to have the privilege of paying cost of the
improvements. This would secure the individual developmentof homes,
and practical ownership, so as to give more scope for variety of individ-

'uality. I would make business matters co-operative as far as best.
Upon this plan, rents in towns would be based upon cost and not upon
speculative values. Money-booms and their resulting panics would not
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be possible. I have thought for twenty years or more that the re-

organization of human society upon the brotherhood of man would not
come until after another deluge of blood, yet I believe that we should
work for it just the same; because all these efforts will help to hasten
the reorganization nationally,when the time comes for it. ‘ \Vomen and
ballots may prevent the necessity of men and bullets under an intelligent
change of naturalization and suffrage laws, and under a new and radi-
cal system of voting which will prevent fraud and ignorance, and do
away with the two main objections to woman-suffrage. With this, aided
by the hearty co-operation of capitalists, with their brains and money to
aid labor to do its best, the irrepressible conflict can be settled without
bullets now. W. M. Evans.

\

NATIONALISM AND THE SINGLE-TAX.

Would the adoption of the single-tax be a step toward or in line with
nationalism? Can one be “ a single-taxnationalist?” These questions’
must, in my opinion, be answered in the negative.

What is the single-tax? A proposal to tax land to its full rental
value, irrespective of improvements, and the abolition of all other taxes,
including internal revenue and import duties. It will of course be
readily understood that to confiscate rent is equivalent to confiscating
the land. Its advocates admit this and justify it. Now land, in this
country at least, has been acquired on equitable and agreed terms. Its
ownership has not been confined to a class. If private ownership of
land is wrong. it is a wrong to which the whole nation has contributed;
therefore. to confiscate from the present owners that “ unearned incre-
ment,” which has been widely diffused among all classes, would be an

act of injustice to which certainly nationalists could not be a party.
2. The single-tax would destroy all security of tenure. Improve-

ments adequate at one stage of a city’s growth would be totally inade-
quate at another, and as rental values would increase without reference
to incomes derived from improvements, the improvements might become
worthless and have to be abandoned. Farms adjoining growing towns
would be needed for suburban residences, factories, etc., and increase of
rental values would force the owners to “move on” to less desirable
localities.

3. The single-tax would afford no relief to the man withoutcapital.
Farming is now nearly the only industry not monopolized by trusts, but
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the results of bonanza farming presage the rapid extinction of the
small farm. The cost of producing wheat. in this state (California)
varies from 50 cents per cental on ranches of 50,000 acres to $1.20 per
cents] on ranches of 200 acres. These facts to nationalists are too
suggestive td need comment.

4. A single-tax on land will not produce sufficient revenue to defray
the cost of government. The contrary opinion is based on a curious
economic fallacy. viz.. that under the operation of the single-tax rental
values will not decrease. The site-values of cities and towns, from
which single-taxers expect to raise the bulk of their revenues, are now
owned by landholderswho keep up the price or rental value of property,
knowing that the increase in population will enable them in time to
realize interest on their investment. The reason why a singletaxer
advocates the imposition of the same tax on vacant land, as upon adjacent
improved land. is because he assumes fallaciously that some one stands
ready to improve the vacant lot if he did not have to purchase it out-
right. Even in New York City there is enough vacant land which, if
built upon, would support double its present population. Now, imagine
the single-tax in effect. Unless the vacant landholders of New York City
could find tenants for double the present numberof banks, hotels, stores,
and residences (to state the case is to show its absurdity) they would be
compelled to abandon their lands. Vacant land now held at immense
prices would have no rental value; therefore, vacant land beingplentiful,
rental ,values would decrease from perhaps half the present values to
nothing,and the single-tax would in some way have to be doubled if we

depended on it alone for revenue. Bothon ethicaland economic grounds
the single-tax is discredited.

_

While nationalists will co-operate cordially with our single-tax friends
in the efiort to obtain control of railroads, telegraphs, and other public
utilities they will not stop there, but continue the process until all
industry is conducted by the commonwealth, and private ownership of
land and the tools of production shall entirely cease.

W. H. S'rmurr.

HELP YOURSELVES.

Wm. Harrison Riley hits the nail on the head when he says:
“ Whatever is right surely must be practical. Have we been doubting
the rightneu of our principles? "
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When I subscribed for the California Nationalist I wrote: Oneobject
lesson is worth all the preaching that can be done in a generation;
therefore, do not fail to put your principles into practice.

The rich will not take into partnership the middle class. and it is this
class that is preaching nationalism. Now, “ what are you going to do
about it?” Are you going to wait, Micawber-like,until somethingturns
up? Mayhap somethingmay turn down. The people who are support-
ing the preaching will not always go into the pocketbook; and, under
our present form of society, preaching must be paid for. All institu-
tions, except those founded ou mystery,—and they are growing weaker
and consequently more corrupt,—must return a material equivalent if
they expect to be supported. The time for the return of the equivalent
is not when the preaching becomes stale and the principle on the wane.
It is now. Therefore, I vote to strike while the iron is hot. Plant a

colony somewhere within the present year, and a large vote may be
looked for in 1892. Unless you do so, nationalism,as a factor in advance-
ment, will hardly be heard from as a popular or political movement.

It may be well to modify somewhat in accordance with the Godin
plan. This would be more likely to induce capital to invest; and, as the
people interested became better acquainted and humanized through
education and prosperity, there would be less objection to the adoption of
the more humane method as proposed by nationalism.

W. H. HANNA.

DIVERSITY IN UNITY.
It is curious what diverse views of things, or squints at things, we get

as we look at them from our differing standpoints and throughour vary-
ing previous notions.‘

I am prompted to thisremarkby H. M. Scott’s item regarding thesingle-
tax as common ground, in the December NATIONALIST.

It is admitted, he says, that the nationalizationof the land is the first
step. By whom is this admitted?

I thought that, by common consent, the nationalization of the rail-
roads was the first step; and, because less exclusively appropriated by
monopolies than most of the essentials to industry, the nationalizationof
the land was about the last step.

I, too, have a squint at things which makes me see them differently
from many. I amitotally unable, for example, to see how the free-trade
idea and nationalism can exist in the same mind. Nationalism is
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opposed to the principle of industrial ‘competition,while free-trade seeks
to remove all restraint from competition and make it world-wide. Also,
nationalism requires that the people shall be so distributed and their
industries so adjusted and varied that supply and demand shall lie side
by side with the least possible call for the transfer of goods over long
distances, while free-trade tends to put an ocean's breadthbetween supply
and demand and make of one nation a farm and of another a workshop.
This I know is not a vital issue, we cannot turn aside to contend over it
among ourselves. It is probable that a mistake on this subject will bring
its own antidote with it, though it might be a costly one.

Yet, if the opposite view from mine prevails among nationalists, I
hope they will not make the mistake of thinkingthatall are agreed on
that view, or that those who hold the opposite can give no reason for the
faith that is in them. C. W. Woonmunca.

THE KAWEAII COLONY.

Being neither directly nor indirectly interested in the success or fail-
ure of Kaweah, but having carefully read both sides of the controversy,
it seems to me, as it must to every outsider, that Kaweah resembles a

_

certain colony thatJohn Milton tells about. in this there seems to have
been little if any dissatisfaction until an ambitious and talented fellow
became aggrieved on account of the “despotic” rule of the managers;
but, instead of availing himself of the privilege of withdrawingquietly,
although he had but little to take with him beside his horns, hoofs, and
candle appendage, he did considerable missionary work among his con-

freres, and succeeded in drawing after him a third part of Heaven‘:
sons, whom the management very properly and promptly kicked out.
That ended the trouble in the colony so far as ascertained, but our dis-
comfited friend has been “ howling” like a “ roaring lion” ever since.

Messrs. Hubbard and Hengst must have been aggrieved in purse or

principles. If in the latter there ought to be some corner of this great
United States of America where they can practice their principles
without interference. If in the former, and the Kaweans are unable to
meet their obligation, I for one will be glad to assist in contributing
financial aid. It seems a significant fact that on the statement,of the
“true condition of Kaweah” they should hang a transparent adverti-
sing tag of their Santa Monica colony.

Again, if it be true that the government of the United States has a
virtuous paroxysm of serving the public interests by reserving the
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Sequoia forests, why will it not extend its protecting tegis to the coal
lands of Alabama, and the phosphate beds of Florida, which are now

being transferred at a nominal price into the hands of capitalistic mo-

nopolies, which are thus able to levy on the mechanical and agricultural
industries a tax such as the framers of the McKinley billnever dreamed
of? S. A. FELTER.

On behalfof the Eastern Group of the Kaweah Colony Company, I ask
a portion of your space to inform your readers more fully regarding the
situation of affairs at the colony.

When reading the installment of “The Birth of Freedom” in the
January NATIONALIST, it occurred to me that some would regard it as
incredible that capitalists should introduce spies into labor organizations
to precipitate conflict; but, on the best of authority,I "know that the
Pinkertons made their reputation that way, and I have no doubt that
their testimony, to which no well-informed business man of New York
City would give the least weight, sent the alleged train-wreckers of the
late N. Y. C. and H. R. R. Cos. to prison.

Our experience with the Kaweah Colony shows that the capitalists of
California have learned the same lesson well, and have succeeded in
introducing into and finding tools in the colony.

We who are conversant with the facts, and have carefully investigated
the grievances of the opposition, know that no credence whatever can

be given to any statement they make. Without burdening your columns
with many instances. we will simply state that they admit that they
issued a circular attacking the trustees, in the name of the San Francisco
Group, althoughsuch circular had never been brought before the group,
and represented the views of only fourteen members of the one hundred
and seven belonging to thatgroup. The late recording secretary of our

group pursued similar tactics, and was censured therefor. In their
organ, the Ifaweah Socialist, they say that they did not consider it
necessary to submit every paper purporting to emanate from the group
to the "Haskell Group," although the “Haskell Group” consists of
ninety-three members. These people have refused to work; have at-
tempted to place a construction of their own on the deed of settlement,
which is a contract, and should be held sacred by honorable men; have
disabled the printing press; have attempted to publish atheistic articles
in the colony organ, thereby necessitating the suppression of one week's
issue, as the colony does not countenance any meddling with religious
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controversies. They have made atlidavits chargng the trustees with
cutting lumber on government reservations, of which more anon, and
have finally squatted, as Deto Hengst says. on the colony lands, and,
armed with Winchesters, as he does not tell you. hold possession of hay
belonging to the colony; and this in the name of “democracy,”when
they are a minority of the resident members.

You will also notice that Mr. Hubbard says they selected land near
Santa Monica. He might have added that he bought it, and did not
otfer to turn it over to the new colony. However, this is ancient history
now; but the point to which attention should be called is that duringall
of this time they have held their membership in the K. C. C. Co., and
have done everything in their power to embarrass the colony.

By Act of Congress, Public——No. 349, approved Oct. 1, 1890.
certain lands were reserved by an added section, undoubtedly intended
to annoy the colony ; but the colonists had already filed theirclaims and
complied with all legal requirements, as certified to by special agent,
B. F. Allen, who wrote Mr. Martin, under date of March 13, 1890,
that “ said entries were made in good faith, . . . . . and that all
legal requirements had been fulfilled by the filers ”; and much more to
the same purport. This, however, did not prevent the opposition from
having the trustees indicted. From a copy of the act, which find
enclosed, I quote (lines 31 to 36, 7, 8): “ That nothing in this act shall
be construed . . . as affecting any bona-tide entry of land made within
the limits above described under any of the laws of the United States
prior to the approval of this act." Again, the laws of California do
recognize joint-stock companies; but, taking the view of Mr. Hubbard
that the colony is an ordinary partnership, the articles of co-partnership,
that is the deed of settlement, will commend themselves to anyone who
will take the trouble to read them carefully. This Mr. Hubbard seems

not to have done, or he would not make such careless statements, as

section 12 of the by-laws, which are printed with the deed of settlement.
says: “ Officers of departments may be removed by the worker: of that
department.” In no case have non-resident membersbeen asked to vote

upon the removal of “obnoxious ofiicers." If he means by that term
to designate the trustees and superintendent of education, he has signed
a contract giving the power to elect those otlicers to all the members,
resident and non-resident, and that contract cannot be abrogated with-
out the consent of each of the contracting parties.

The resolution to withhold the list of members from the membership
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was adopted, with the concurrence of many, if not all, of those now in
opposition. to prevent the list being used by the capitalistic press to
make covert attacks calculated to cripple the colony, a list having
already been furnished to San Francisco papers for that purpose. The
land called the Barnard addition does belong to comrade Barnard, who
holds it for the colony until such time as we shall be able to pay what
it cost him. Much of the plant is held in the same way, as the trustees
are by the deed of settlement debarred from incurring any debt what-
ever in the name of the colony, and the revenues have been eflected by
the attacks on the colony, as no doubt was intended, and by the conse-

quent expense of defending actions brought.
But the opposition is already defeated. Mr. W. C. Owen who was

their proposed candidate for secretary, admits that the colony's title to
the lands cannot successfully be impeached, and although ten per cent
of the membership can call, and have called for a new election, they will
find that they will be overwhelmingly defeated in this last resort, some
of the signers to the call having become disgusted at their reckless
attacks, and will vote for the present administration. But space will
not permit us to refute all the misstatements. Suflice it to say, reports
from Ralph W. Pope, our corresponding secretary, who visited the
colony in August last: from Rev. H. H. Brown of Salem, Oregon, and
others personally known to us, have convinced us of the good faith of
comrades Haskell, Martin, and the others in charge, and we have
responded and will respond to the best of our abilityto their calls for
help to establish an object lesson, which we believewill prove a standing
argument in favor of the practicabilityof cooperation in public as well
as in private enterprises ; and we feel that every intelligent nationalist,
when fully informed as to the situation, will accord us thatmoral support
which will check the attempts of insidious fees to accomplish a failure to
which they can point and say: “You see these reformers cannot agree
among themselves. The thing won’t work. It is impracticable,”and
so forth. You know the stock phrases.

I forgot to state in the proper place that the colonists who have filed
claims have all bound themselves to contribute their claims to thecolony,
but cannot effect the transfer until they receive their final papers, which
takes some years from date of original entry.

On behalf of the Eastern Group, K. C. C. Co.,
'

- G. W. HOPPING.
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QUESTIONS.
3l.—Will some reader please tell me through your publication just

where the farm co-operative institutions are, and the conditions upon
which one could connect himself with any one of them? Have they such
a thingas a prospectus? I would like to become a stockholder and resi-
dent upon such a colony if it would bear investigation, was a pleasant,
orderly place, and not a mere scheme for taking advantage of the nation-
alist interest in order to dispose of lands or push some merely personal
interest. M. Coos.

32.—A subscriber who endorses the position of Mr Longley,sustain-
ing the establishment of co-operative colonies, wishes for himself and
others thoughtful answers to the following : —

1. What is thought of the foundation, framework, prospects, etc. of
the Credit Foncicr Colony of Sinaloa, Mexico ?

2. Would there be a fair chance for the members to secure congenial
companionship, if co-operative colonies started with less than say five
hundred adult members ?

3. Can results worth any considerable efforts be secured if the colony
is not co-operative in all directions necessary to make it independent of
outside supplies of articles in every day demand?

_

4. In view of the probable formation of co-operative colonies in the
near future, would it not be desirable to have selected withoutdelay a

committee of unquestioned integrity and abilitywhich, on invitation of
its trustees or directors, would examine theclaims, inquire into the status
and prospects of any colony whose members may seek their approval or

invite investigation?
5. \Vould it not be better to unite in a few large colonies, thereby

securing more adequate financial support, diversity of occupations, etc.,
than scatter the forces, even of some desirable advantages be secured
thereby?
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ANSWERS.
M.—S'l'R.IKESAND THEIR SUBSTITUTE.

That strikes are, at times, justifiable, and have in some instances been
of benefit to those engaged in them, no one can deny; but, upon general
grounds, I thinkthattheyshould not be encouraged. As to other means
of obtaining a redress of grievances, I should say destroy an industrial
and economic system that places the capitalist and the laborer in antag-
onism. Not by violence, but peaceablyby the ballot. If the true wealth-
producers of the country would act in unison in political afiairs, every
wrong now endured by them could be easilyand speedily remedied, and
all necessity for strikes would cease. The Australian system of voting
renders all fear of coercion on account of political action impossible. Let
the workers, then, in all departments of human activity cease to heed
the efiusions of demagogues, whose sole aim is personal advancement,
and act as a unit in resolutely demanding the recognition of their own

rights. In this they would find a solution of the problem which is per-
plexing “a sufierer." A FELLOW-SUFFERER.

28.—'.l‘HE KAWEAH SI-1(‘-RETARYSHIP.

In consequence of the discontent manifested by a few members of the
community, who expressed themselves as generally dissatisfied with the
manner in which the affairs of the colony were beingconducted, Mr. J. J.
Martin, for the sake of peace, and animated by a high opinion of Mr.
Gr6nlund's ability,urged his election as secretary. This being the
choice of the opposition, Mr. Martin hoped that the result would be har-
mony, an expectation that was destined not to be realized. Mr. Grou-
lund’s fare to California was to be paid by the members as individuals,
but upon Mr. Haskell’s publishing extracts from the Cooperative Com-
monwealth, to which the opposition were continually appealing, they
discovered that Mr. Gr6nlund's ideas did not suit their plans, as, in the
words of one of their number, they did “ not believe in the rule of the
competent." They therefore did not raise sutlicient funds to meet Mr.
Gr6nlund’s requirements,and the Eastern Group, not being so favorably
impressed with his business ability as to furnish the amount needed,
Mr. Grénlund accepted a position in the Labor Bureau in Washington,
and will, no doubt, add to his high reputation as a writer by good work
in that line. G. VV. H.
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30.— (‘0Mi\fl'!\‘ISTl(‘ SOCIJ-ZTIES OF THE UNITED STATES.

[In reply to question No. 30 in the January number, Mr. Charles E. Bnell
addressed a letter enclosing the following list to Mr. Charles Junker in
accordancewith his request. Thinkingthatthe communication would be of
lIll.L'l't'.~t to other readers, Mr. Bucll has forwarded it to the Nn1o.\'Aus1‘.
with permission for its pul)llcation.—l-21).]

First on the list are the Shakers; these were established in 179:2.
They practice celibacy, keeping their numbers up by adopting orphan
children; they are good people, and have accumulated a large property
by economy, and without painful toil. Their church property alone was
valued at $90,000 in 1870. There are eighteen communities of Shakers.

The Harmony Society, founded in 1805, is at Economy, Penn.
Although these people have practiced celibacy for years they are distinct
from the Shakers; but like them they are wealthy and long-lived.

The Zoar Community is at Zoar. Ohio. This community was estab-
lished in the year 1817.

Bethel Community, at Bethel, Shelby County, Missouri, and the
Aurora Community, at Aurora, Oregon, are oflshoots of older commu-
nities.

The Amana Community,at Amana, Iowa, was organized in 1842.
This is the largest of the communities. They are said to cultivate
50,000 acres of land. This, the ScientificAmerican claims, is the largest
eliort at agriculture under one management in this country. This com-

munity honors the family relation, but does not encourage it. Men are
allowed their own families and their own homes, the property being
owned in common, and the product of their labor beingcommon wealth.

In 1874 there were communities at Bishop Hill, Henry County,
Illinois; at Cedar Vale, Howard County, Kansas; and at Chesterfield
County, in Virginia. There was also a thrivingcommunity at Lenox.
Madison County, N. Y.,— the Oneida Community. This was the most

prosperous of the communities.but by state laws it was compelled togive
up some of its practices relating to marriage, and to avoid this they
removed to Canada. It is stated that this community began with a debt
of forty thousanddollars, and became worth more than a million dollars.

In all these communities the bond of brotherhood has been some

religious notion fanatically held; but the ideal social state ha.s not been
realized by these religious communists, who, in their peculiar way, have
tried to equalize the burden and advantages of life; yet they have
demonstrated the possibilities of communistic effort, for they have had
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no painful toil in the years during which they have amassed large prop-
erties without trying to do so. During these years theyhave had security
against want, and a sure provision for old age; while they have enjoyed
greater social privileges than the isolated farmer and his familyenjoy.

The Icarian Community, at Cloverdale, California, is really the only
democratic community that has had a life in this country. This com-

munity is not founded on a religious belief,and none is demanded of the
members. It first settled in Texas, in 1848, the members coming from
France. They were defrauded by persons who acted for them in the
purchase of a tract of land in Texas. Sickness came, and many died;
they had no knowledge of agriculture, and after a year abandoned.
Texas, and went to New Orleans, possibly to re-embark for France. A
gentleman in New Orleans suggested to them that they go to Nauvoo,
Illinois, and occupy the lands and buildings then just vacated by the
Mormons. This they did, renting the place of the agent left in charge
of the property. It was also suggested that they employ some skilled
person to direct their labor, which they did. As a result, they cleared
sixty-five thousand dollars the first year. This is a very important fact
in connection with such an effort; the manager should be skilled, and
should be an employed person. There was another important fact in
connection with their experience at Nauvoo ; they found that those who
owned the soil owned the occupants. \Vhen these people embarked for
Nauvoo, they had it is said only a per capila wealth of $38.

In all those communities that have succeeded the members have been
people with honest hearts, but not people of education and refinement;
they have been composed of the English weaver, the German peasant,
and the French mechanic. These were brought together,and have been
held together by their necessities.

There have been forty-seven communities in the United States that
have disorganized. These in every instance have been composed of
those who were well off, educated, and even refined. They were not
brought togetherby their necessities, but with the motive “ to lead a bet-
ter life.” These proved the saying: “ They that are whole need not a

physician.”
The Icarian Community, after living in Iowa, removed to the more

agreeable climate of California, and are said to be happily situated. A
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CURRENT TOPICS.

Prue-rxcu. Paoonsss.
The way in which nationalisticideas are taking practical hold in pub-

lic affairs is given strikingand gratifyingproof in the inauguraladdresses
of the two chief executive oflicers in Massachusetts,—-the governor of
the Commonwealthand the mayorof Boston. Mayor Matthews,indeed,
was accused by some of his hostile critics in the press of indulging in
“rank " nationalism,and one of the Boston dailies printed a caricature
representing the mayor blowing soap bubbles. one of which, just emerg-
ing from his pipe, was marked “ nationalism.”

His address was a liberal and progressive document,—the work of a

broad-minded man with the faculty of looking beyond the mere routine
of city affairs.

Here is one of his most important recommendations : -
“ It seems to me that the city should have the right to undertake for

itself, if financial and other conditions permit, all functions of a public
character now commonly instrusted to private enterprise. It would
doubtless generally be the case thatthese rights would not be exercised,
but the possession of them would put the city in a better position to
make terms with individuals and corporations seeking municipal privi-
leges than is now the case."

On the question of local rapid transit be said : —

“ Many schemes have been suggested during the past few years; none
of which, it is safe to say, are entirely satisfactory. On the other hand,
the demand for rapid transit is a genuine one, and should be met at an

early date. I believe that the city government itself should grapple
with this problem and endeavor to settle it to the satisfactionof the
people rather than leave the matter entirely to the interested action of
private corporations. I recommend, therefore, the appointment of a
commission of experts, consisting of five persons, to be appointed by the
mayor, and to receive a suflicient compensation and an appropriation for
clerical, travelling. and otherexpenses, whose duty it shall be to consider
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the whole subject of rapid transit, including elevated roads, tunnels,
routes, systems, damages, companies, and in particular the best means
of protecting the financial interests of the city as a corporation. While
the latest plan presented by the West End Railway Company contains
features of merit, and while thiscompany can alone furnish to the people
the benefit of a continuous trip on both elevated and surface systems for
a single fare, yet the present financial condition of the city precludes, in
my opinion, the consideration of this proposition. On the other hand,
the company has no right to condemn land for the purpose of building
an elevated road on the route proposed. As matters stand, there can be
no rapid transit road across the city until the state legislature or the
city government shall act. I believe the proper course to pursue, both
in the interest of the city treasury and of the citizens at large, is for the
city government to take the whole matter into its own hands, and with-
out attempting to interfere with the charter rights of existing corpora-
tions, proceed, by means of a special commission, to devise a plan for
rapid transit that shall be permanentlyuseful to the people and profitable
to the city. Any such plan thus reported and adopted by the city gov-
ernment would undoubtedly receive the sanction of the legislature."

Mayor Matthews was inauguratedon Monday,Jan. 5th. On Jan. 8th
came Governor Russell's inauguration. His address was a statesmanlike
document, full of advanced ideas. Concerning municipal administration
of public services he said: ‘* In my opinion, greater powers can be given
to cities and towns with safety and advantage, not only as arelief to the
legislature, but as a just and proper extension of local self-government.
I therefore commend to your consideration the subject of enlarging their
powers by general laws, especially in matters of taxation, franchises,
municipal control of municipal work, and ownership of the instrumen-
talities for its performance. The exercise of such powers can well be
left as a question of expediency for each community to determine for
itself.”

On the educational question he planted himself squarely on the
nationalist platform as follows :—

“ From the earliest days Massachusetts has generously provided for
the education of her children, and maintained withjealous care her pub-
lic school system. She has wisely deemed it essential to the preserva-
tion of her institutions and our liberties, and so the concern of all her
citizens. It is certainly our desire, and plainly our duty, not only to
uphold this system in its full vigor, but also to provide for its progres- ‘
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sive development. Its special aim should be to furnish an education
beneficial to the many rather than exceptional privileges to the few; to
equalize for all, as far as practicable, the opportunity for education, by
providing ampler means in many places now poorly circumstanced, and
thus placed at a great comparative disadvantage; to have its course of
study practical. adapted to the condition and occupations of our people,
recognizing such new methods and courses of instruction as after thor-
ough trial have proved to be useful educationally and of immediate
benefit in the work of later life; and to keep its control clear of any
spirit of intolerance, which cannot but weaken its influence and limit its
work.”

“ In my judgment, industrial education and manual training have been
so successful where tried, and are of such practical benefit. that I recom-
mend to your favorableconsideration their adoption as part of thesystem
of instruction in our public schools, at least in some communities. There
exists in this state a great difierence and inequality in the character and
efficiency of the public schools in difierent places; also in the amount
spent upon them for each pupil, and in the burden of taxation for such
expenditure. Almost invariably the burden is heaviest where the
amount raised and spent is least,—due to the vast diflerence in the
wealth and valuation of respective places.”

“ How far this condition ought. to be and can be remedied by legisla-
tion is a matter worthy of your serious consideration. The state has
always recognized the education of her children as a matter of state con-

cern. She has compelled the establishment of public schools of various
grades, prescribed the courses of study, enforced the attendance of the
children,exercised state supervision over thepublic schools, appropriated
money in various ways to assist in their maintenance, and required an
educational qualification for the franchise. This she has done while
properly recognizing the right of each locality to control the expenditure
of its ‘school money, and the right of every parent to determine what
school his children shall attend. Her interference is based upon the
just assumption that every citizen is interested in the proper education
of ail her children. and that such education is necessary for her own

safety and prosperity. I ask you to consider whether she cannot prop-
erly go further, and not only provide for theeducation of all, but strive
for the equal education of all to a certain standard, and whether the
richer localities ought not to contribute somethingfor the public schools
of the poorer, upon the ground that the interest of every locality in
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public education is not limited to the education of its own children.
Such action would do much to equalize educational advantages through-
out the state, generally improve the condition of the public schools, do
something to correct the gross inequality in general taxation that now

exists between different places, and make every tax-payer bear a fairer
proportion of the cost of educating all the children in this state."

THE AUTHOR or “SIMILAR Cases.”
In an articleon “ The Literary Developmentof California ” in the Cos-

mopolitan Magazine for January, by Gertrude Franklin Atherton, there
is an interesting account of Mrs. Charlotte Perkins Stetson, the author
of the brilliant poem “ Similar Cases,” which attracted so much atten-
tion in the issue of the NATIONALIST for last April. As our readers will
be glad to learn somethingof the personalityof a young authorwho has
rendered such service to the cause of nationalism, we reproduce what is
theresaid : —

“ Mrs. Charlotte Perkins Stetson and Miss Grace Ellery Chanuing
are just beginning to win recognition in the East. These two girls are
intimate friends and work alone or together, amidst the everlasting roses
of southern California. Neither was born in the state, but both have
done their first work in it. They have recently had a play accepted by
Frohmann, and others ordered. Of ‘Similar Cases,’ which appeared
in a recent number of theNATIONALIST, W. D. Howells said: ‘ We have
had nothing since the Biglow Papers half so good in a good cause.
It is a brilliantsatire on theracial opposition to new ideas. The scene is
laid in the geologic ages, and the humor is so sharp and the satire so
keen that any member of that sex which claims humor as its special
prerogative would be glad to have written it.’ Her ‘Women of Today,’
published in the Woman’: Journal, also won from Howells the comment
that it was ‘dreadfully true.’ Mrs. Stetson is a daughter of C. T.
Perkins, librarian of the Bohemian Club, great granddaughterof Dr.
Lyman Beecher, and niece of Edward Everett Hale. [Of Mrs. Hale.-
Ed.] She is married to a. rising artist, and lives in a tiny rose-covered
cottage in Passadena, devoting most of her time to the literary work
which is in increasing demand.”
Coummcnu. FAILURES.

A striking commentary upon the glorious results of the competitive
system of trade and commerce is furnished by the record of failures
during the year 1890. Of these there were no fewer than 10,907 in
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the United States alone, which, with 1847 reported from Canada, make
the very respectable total of 12,754 for the North American continent.
The total liabilitiesof these bankrupts, who were compelled to relin-
quish the struggle for their own subsistence and the ruin of their fellow-
strugglers, is $207,000,000. During the year 1889 there were 12.659
failures, with $162,000,000 liabilities. These figures speak for them-
selves, and will we presume be largely quoted by the orthodox defend-
ers of the present system, as showing in a clear and forcible manner
the beautiesof the business methods which they advocate, and whose
retention they consider essential to the true spiritual and intellectual
development of the human race. If we could have a statement of the
failures of those who have been compelled to relinquish the life-struggle
through inabilityto find a proper marketfor their muscle capital, as well
as of those who have been disappointed of such outlet for their money
capital, the beneficent operation of the system would become more

glaringlyapparent, and we should be able to see much more clearly how
important a factor it is in the evolution of human individuality.
Punmc Coxrnor. SUPERIOR T0 PRIVATE.

Last month we called attention to a striking instance, in our own

country, showing the superiority of an industry under public control and
direction to one under private ownership and management. Of the con-
clusions at which we then arrived we have an emphatic confirmation
from England. The Director-General of Ordnance Factories in that
country has been making an investigation into the working of his depart-
ment, and has reported that, in all instances in which a comparison had
been made between the two systems, public execution had shown itself
superior to private, both as regards the quality of the manufactured
articles and the cost of their production ; and the latter withoutdiminu-
tion of the wages of the producer. Particularly was the advantage
shown in the manufacture of gunpowder and the implements issued by
the Royal Small Arms factory. It is well known that the membersof
our governments, both at home and abroad, are, as a rule, chosen from
the moneyed portion of the population ; and that a considerable share of
the luxuries of life which they enjoy is procured through theproceeds of
private investments. We are not at all astonished, therefore, to hear
that in England, as elsewhere, the governmental policy is to encourage
private enterprise. Notwithstanding our faith in the principle here
indicated, we are somewhat surprised to find that. in despite of this
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encouragement to private competition, the royal factory had furnished
the entire equipment of arms for the household troops, and that the
trade had not been able to issue a single weapon. Paying the ordinary
wages and working an industry controlled by men whose personal
advantage was opposed to the success of the undertaking, the govern-
ment had driven its competitors from the field, by producing goods of
equal quality ata less cost, simply becauseof simplicity in the arrange-
ment. The private concern has a duplex end to serve, and duplicity is
always costly. Its subjects of production are in all cases two, and the
foremost of these—— themanufactureof divideuds—is never theostensible
purpose of its existence. The government has no profit to pay to share-
holders, and can thus manufacture at lower cost withoutdiminishing, the
remuneration of the worker. These instances are it is true confined to
the production of munitions of war, a commodity for which there would.
be no demand whatever in a reasonably constructed order of society;
but unless the contrary be demonstrated beyond possibilityof refutation,
we consider ourselves justified in maintaining thatthepublic organization
of industry may, with equally satisfactory results, be extended to the
production of the necessaries of life.

Pnoomzss ALL ALONG rm: LINE.
Comment has been made in several of our later issues upon the

advance which is being made upon the nationalist lines of industrial
operation and control in England. It is but a short time since the
entrance of the wedge into the compact mass of private monopolistic
ownership and rule was noticed. Every week and almost every day since
that time has seen the hammer fall and the ingress thereby deepened,
until now the weapon has become so firmly imbedded that there is
scarcely a possibilityof its withdrawal, however great may be the force
that is exerted to that end. A very persistent effort is being made to
ensure the adoption of a scheme by which the government shall become
the owners of all the railways within the kingdom. The many anoma-
lies in the charges and in thegeneral management of these public (in all
senses but one) highways have become a burden too great to be longer
passively borne, and an important body of the citizens of London has
taken the matter in hand with a view to the transference of control
from the various companies into the hands of the government. It
appears that it is not necessary to seek parliamentary sanction or aid,
but that the needed legislative authorityis conferred by an act passed
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forty years ago. At a meeting recently held to consider the matter the
first resolution that was passed stated that " the time has now arrived
when the railwaysof the United Kingdom should be bought up by the
government. according to the act passed 7 and 8 Victoria, cap. 85, sec. ‘2,
and worked by a government department for the benefitof the nation.”
Utterance was given to considerable criticism of existing methods.and
many recommendations were made by which it was considered that the
service could be improved if placed under public supervision and control.
Inthe discussion of the matter it was stated that, in some instances, the
cost of transporting merchandise from the south of England into Scot»
land equalled the original value of the articles conveyed.

This agitation is not confined to England. The colonies are nearly
all working in the same direction, and the time is evidently not far dis
taut when, in various parts of the world, important changes will be made
in the conduct of enterprises which have been originated most ostensibly
for the benefit of entire communities, and have no semblance of a reason
for existence as a means of the individual enrichment of any of the
factors which make up those communities. It is a noteworthy fact that
even in distant India, where English rule has been until recently of a

purely military order, the leaven is working, and that the natives of that
interesting land are seriously considering social questions in the national
congress which now assembles year by year. All roads lead ‘to Rome,
and the travellers upon them are becoming numerous.

Dxsrnnss IN ENGLAND.
The weather throughout the whole of western and central Europe has

been, this winter. of a severity such as has not been experienced for a

great number of years, and from all quarters come accounts of the dis-
tress which the_poor are compelled to suffer on account of the cold and
the absence of necessary means for averting its consequences on the
human constitution. The DailyNews of London has sent out a special
investigator to report upon the condition of the various portions of that
huge metropolis, and the tale which he has to tell is indeed a terrible
commentary upon a civilization in which such misery can be found to
exist. “ Poverty and misery," he says, “ hang over lower London just
now like the chill depressing fogs thatare blinding and choking us, and
which, together with the frost and snow, intensify the misery of the
miserable. Over a vast area of the metropolis at this moment the very
air is as heavy with suffering and sadness as it is with fog. Dreary
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misery seems written on the house-fronts, want and worry mark the peo-
ple's faces, and their homes are darkened by the dread shadows of sick-
ness and death, or, what with many of them seems even worse, the
shadow of the workhouse." He then proceeds to draw a picture of some
of the scenes which it had been his lot to witness, and no one who is at
all acquainted with thequarters that he describes will doubt the accuracy
of the tale which he tells. In one instance he found a family living on
four shillings a week, the product of a sickly girl’s work at a match
factory. Every memberof this familywas reported as honest and will-
ing to work, yet the only chance of industry was given to the poor,
sickly girl, who, amidst unhealthysurroundings, breathingdailyan atmo-
sphere that must still further weaken her vitality, was able to earn a

paltry dollar a week for the whole family'ssustenance. From this place
he goes to the room of a poor fellow who was once a shoemaker but is
now bed-ridden and without fire or food in the room in which he is com-

pelled to lie day and night. His support has for some time been a wife,
who has gone out day after day to sort rags, amid the frost and snow and
fog, in an open yard. Now she too is disabled through rheumatism
and bronchitis, and is compelled to keep her husband company in his
wretchedness, without food or fire or clothing sufficient to cover them
properly. His next visit is to a poor woman who, though she has been
compelled to do without food for whole days at a time, has yet managed
to keep her fire burning. In how short a time this too would have to be
dispensed with could not be told with accuracy. though it was evident
that the supply of fuel would not last very long, for the last article of
furniture—a bureau — was being chopped up as the visitor entered.

Next day the investigation was carried on upon the other side of the
river, among the population of South London. Here matters were not
in any better condition. Our inqulrer joins the clergyman who has
charge of one of the parishes, and almost the first thing discovered is
that a familyto which a visit had been intended cannot be found. The
father is described as a Christian man and a teetotaller,—a good, sober,
hard-working, upright man. He struggles and strives to support his
family,and a portion of the time not occupied with this struggle and
strife he spends in trying to help, as well as he can, the world around
him. A frost comes on and work stops. Two or three weeks pass on

and the rent cannot be paid. The family is sought, but the rooms are

empty, and no one can tell whither the inmates have gone. Then comes

a little boy with a pinched and bloodless face and says simply: “ Please,
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sir, I ain't ad no dinner.” Enquiry elicits the fact thathere too the father
is out of work, and all—father,mother, and children—are in a state
of semi-starvation. Next is found a boy whose entire clothing con-
sists of an old shawl. They take him to a place and try to dress him.
Beginning with an endeavor to place a shirt upon the little body, they
meet with violent resistance, which leads the clergyman to imagine that
he has found an illustrationof the doctrine of innate human depravity.
It turns out, however, to be a case of sheer fright. The little fellow had
never had a white article of clothingon him, and had never seen such an

article used at home, so that when they tried to put a clean white shirt
upon him. the purpose of it was quite beyond his comprehension. Fully
one-half of the people on that side of the water, the reporter was told,
were out of work, and this was verified by enquiry in a small section, in
which it was found, out of 630 able-bodied men, the numberof those who
had succeeded in finding employment was not 300. “Thousands upon
thousands of homes are without a decent chair, without a bedstead,with-
out a sheet or a blanket that you would care to touch withouta pair of
tongs." And in these homes cannot be found a scrap of carpet nor a

book not‘ a picture; no clotheswhatever but the rags upon the backs that
wear them; and, what is even worse, no food in the cupboard, and no
fuel with which to warm the cheerless dens or cook the food if there were

any. There is plenty of work waiting to be done, and these people are

waiting and willing to do it, yet starving to death for the need of it.
A remedy must be found. We must enlarge our conceptions eitherof
the duty of the state or of private charitable organizations. Justice or

charity must solve the problem.
Nor is all this wretcheduess confined to what are regarded as the

poorer quarters of the city. In the West End the same condition of
things exists upon a necessarily smaller scale. But here it is nearer to
the abodes of wealth, and consequently comes more readilyto the notice
of the rich, who have organized a movement for the alleviation of the
misery to be met with every day at the doors of their luxurious man-
sions. Even in Kensington, out of 1934 houses. over one thousand con-
tain families who are so poor as to be liable, after a week or two of
severe winter weather, to become unable to sustain life without extrane-
ous help. The principal feature of the relief-scheme set on foot in this
district appears to he the division into very small sections, and the
em ploymentof such a numberof “ visitors ” thateach one shall have only
three or four families to look after. By thismeans each becomesfamiliar
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with the homes and the special circumstances of each family,and almost
of each person, in his or her charge, and is enabled, without delay or

routine, to lay these circumstances before the committee from which the
relief emanates.

Thus it may be said of the masses of London—and, in proportion to
size, of almost every city whether in Europe or in America—that they
are chronically miserable. Cold weather augments their wretchedness,
and necessity compels them to make it known. But thatmisery is always
there. They are continually eking out a wretched existence on the
border-land of destitution. No wonder thathe who has put himself in
personal contact with this desolation asks if anybody can he found to
look these circumstances in the face and say that they are inevitable.
And yet they are inevitable. Their very existence shows that they are
the unavoidable consequences of the present system of industrial econ-

omy. It is well to relieve the distress, but we may also do well to bear
in mind that while we are doing this we are leaving untouched the
machinery by which this destitution is manufactured. We may cart
them off, as General Booth would do, to other lands, and find them work
when there; but even then we leave in full operation the system which
has made them what theyare, and which, when theyare gone, will speed-
ilysupply theirplaces withothers equally wretched. Be he rich or be be
poor, the most dangerous and the most unprofitable person in a commu-

nity is a man without work. And the system which produces and main-
tains these workless peoples in both classes is that which our political
economists regard as sacred, and call upon us to fall down and worship.
Relief is not enough; the means of prevention must be sought, even
while a cure is being employed, and not until the prevention is found in
the equitable relations of a just industrial economy will order take the
place of the chaos that now obtains.

 

ATTITUDE OF THE PRESS.

The addresses of several of our recently elected mayors show how
prominent the principles of nationalismhave becomein the realm of prac-
tical politics. In commenting upon the message of Mayor Sargent of New
Haven, Coun., the New Haven Journal and Courier says: “ The social-
ists will claim a notable ally in our mayor, but that will not disturb him.
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He believes in such socialism as he recommends, and he sets forth the
argument for it very forcibly.” ‘

The address of the new mayor of Boston, Nathan Matthews,Jr., is
equally outspoken in its advocacy of thepractical measures which nation-
alists believe to be the first steps out of our present chaotic industrial
system into a better and more equitable system of economic activity.
He says: " It seems to me that the city should have the right to under-
take for itself, if financial and other conditions permit, all functions of a

public character now commonly intrusted to private enterprise.” Mak-
ing a particular application of this comprehensive principle, he says of
the problem of rapid transit: “ I believe that the city government
itself should grapple with this problem and endeavor to settle it to the
satisfaction of the people rather than leave the matter entirely to the
interested action of private corporations. I recommend, therefore, the
appointment of a commission of experts, consisting of five persons to be
appointed by the mayor, and to receive a sufiicient compensation and an

appropriation for clerical, travelling, and other expenses, whose duty it
shall be to consider the whole subject of rapid transit, includingelevated
roads, tunnels, routes, systems, damages, companies, and in particular the
best means of protecting the financial interests of the city as a corpora-
tion.
“I believe the proper course to pursue, both in the interest of the

city treasury and of the citizens at large, is for the city government to
take the whole matter into its own hands, and without attempting to
interfere with the charter rights of existing corporations, proceed, by
meaus of a special commission, to devise a plan for rapid transit that
shall be permanently useful to the people, and profitable to the city.
Any such plan thus reported and adopted by the city government would
undoubtedly receive the sanction of the legislature.”

This attitude of the new mayor has excited much comment. An edi-
torial from the Boston Herald is as fair 9. statement as has appeared.
Among other things it says: “Anothercriticism that has been made is
the intensely nationalistic character of Mayor Matthews’ propositions.
We believe it is a fact that, until recently,the city of Boston has had the
right to build surface street railwaysfor the accommodationof its people.
It has not availed itself of this right, but that is no reason why it should
be deprived of the perogative, especially as it is conceivable that it might
be of benefit in defending the public rights as opposed to those of private
corporations. At the present time the city runs a ferry, and procnres
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and introduces water functions, which in a number of American cities
are undertaken only by private corporations. On the other hand, other
American cities manufacture and supply their citizens withgas and elec-
tric lights, the only other functions that are suggested in the mayor's
address. Surely, if this is ‘ sheer nationalism,suited to the pages of some

periodical devoted to the promulgation of visionary ideas,’ as one of our

contemporaries asserts, then the opinions of the great majority of our

people, as to the proper duties of local governments, must be much nearer
in line with Mr. Bellamy’s views than we had supposed. We believe
that experience will show that the right of cities and towns to undertake
certain classes of public work. from which they are now excluded, will
be found to be a most popular demand, and that during the present ses-

sion of our legislature the request for such rights will come from all
over the state with a force and emphasis which will compel their
admission.”

The Record says : “ The striking thingabout Mayor Matthews’ inaugu-
ral is his recommendation that the city should be allowed to assume ‘ all
functions of a public character now commonly intrusted to private enter-
prise.’ This means city control of gas, electric light, and otherenterprises
of that character. It is the line which the nationalists desire to have the
legislature adopt, and Mr. Matthews is early in the field.” Again, and
facetiously this time, it says: “ The latest theoretical notions regarding
the administration of state and municipal aflairs are now on top. Mr.
Matthews spread out on his counter a large variety,and Mr. Russell will
undoubtedlydo the same Thursday, when he makes his inauguraladdress.
Mr. Matthews practicallyadopted the theories of nationalismin his utter-
ance. Mr. Russell is quite likely to do the same.”

The Labor Leader has a short but comprehensive editorial, and justly
gives the nationalists credit for good work in arousing public sentiment
on these lines; it says: “ The inaugural of Mayor Matthews claims for
the city ‘ the right to undertake for itself, if financial and other conditions
permit, all functions of a public character now commonly intrusted to
private enterprise.’ These rights, his honor claims, would probably not
be generally exercised, but ‘ the possession of them would put the city in
a betterposition to make terms with individuals and corporations seeking
municipal privileges than is now the case.’ This is the most pronounced
position in favor of municipalizationever taken. we believe, by a mayor
of Boston, and it is an indication of the drift of opinion among students
of the science of municipal government not to be misunderstood. That
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the profits now pocketed by gas, electric, and street railway companies, if
diverted into the city treasury, would materiallyaid in making Boston a
better and cheaper place to live in is self-evident. Even theindividualist
recognizes the fact that in these public monopolies the element of com-

petition is absent, and that thecity may fittinglyassume the function of
the corporation. The wide-spread discussion inaugurated by the nation-
alist clubs has done much to prepare the public mind for changes of this
kind, and sooner or later the city government will be forced to accept
the suggestion of his honor, and to demand and carry out the rights
contained in it.”
 

NEWS OF THE MOVEMENT.

A sure indication of the trend of general opinion toward the acknowl-
edgement and acceptanceof theprinciples which, for the want of a better
word, are somewhat clumsilycalled “ nationalistic" is furnished by vari-
ous of the inaugural messages which have been recently delivered by our

state and city magistrates. In many of them the extension of governi-
mental control over public industries is so plainly advocated that one

cannot wonder at finding the average journal trembling with fear at the
prospect which is thus opened to its gaze, or indulging in expressions of
anger at the sacrilegioushand which it imagines is about to be placed
upon the wealth of its owners and patrons. Our excellent contempo-
raries, however, need be under no apprehensions. The maintenance of
a municipality's right to own and manage such industries as exist for
the purpose of supplying the inhabitants with the daily requirements of
civilizedlife, or the advocacy of the passage of such laws as shall confer
upon the cities within a given commonwealth the undoubted authority
to exercise this right. does not signify that the people's choice for mayor
or governor has fallen upon a free-booter, who will be organizing mid-
night raids upon the banks or residences of the over-rich. It merely
indicates that the equity of the people's demands is being felt, because
the people themselves have united and made themselves a recognized
power in the determination of political life and supremacy. If the day
of enactment-manufacturingfor the benefitof a privileged class be not
yet passed, it is certainly passing, and the day is fast approaching when
the fact will be recognized that every industry has its only reason for
existence in the needs of the whole people, and that it is nothing but

a
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confiscation and robbery thatany one of them should be carried on for
the special benefitof an individual or of a class of individuals.

It would seem to be only in accordance with reason that towns and
cities should, without any special act of authorization,possess the right
of supplying their inhabitants with whatever is necessary to their well-
being and convenience. The Supreme Court of Massachusetts has, how-
ever, decided that this is not an inherent right of municipalities within
this commonwealth. It had been even asserted by high legal authority
that the legislature could not confer the right, and that there was no

means by which it could be obtained. This the court refutes in the case
of “ Spaulding vs. Peabody." “ We assume,” says the court, “ that the
legislature can, by statute, confer upon towns authorityto construct and
maintain such industries; but, in the absence of any such act, the voters
of Peabody had gone beyond the legal right and power of the town in
voting for the erection and maintenanceof electric works for the purpose
of lighting its streets.” This decision will but strengthen the determi-
nation of the nationalists of Massachusetts to effect, as speedily as possi-
ble, the passage of a general enabling act. The signatures to petitions
for such legislation are being received in numbers which leave no doubt
as to current opinion upon the subject; and this fact, together with the
inaugural recommendation of Governor Russell, leaves but little doubt
that the present legislature will not draw its labors to a conclusion with-
out showing its respect for public opinion by removing these municipal
disabilities.

This activity is not confined to Massachusetts. From every state in
the Union have been received most gratifying records of progress, for
the details of which we regret being unable to find room. New organiza-
tions are being projected and formed in various states, and the ramifica-
tions of the tree are so spreading themselves throughout the land that
in a short time it will be scarcely possible to find a spot, however retired,
which is not in direct communication with a club from which will
emanate an educational influencefor good. The oppression of industrial
slavery is generally felt, and a determination to efiect emancipation from
such slavery has been generally engendered. It is only by the educa-
tional influences of our clubs and kindred associations that the true
method of emancipationcan he arrived at, and physicial violenceaverted.
That there is a common ground upon which we can all stand and focalize
our influence there can be no doubt, and it is to be hoped that every
means will be taken to find it. To this end is published the following : —
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Whereas, in unity there is strength, therefore it is desirable that there
should be a union of all the variously named organizations that stand on
common ground.

To this end, and. in accordance with recent suggestions of the general
assembly of the Knights of Labor, and the ge nerai wish of all progressive
reformers, this call is made for a national conference to be composed of
delegates from the following organizations, namely: The Independent
Party; the People's Party. by its representatives; the Union Labor Party,
by its representatives; the late Federal and Confederate soldiers. by their
representatives; the I-‘anners’ Alliance; theFarmers’Mutual Benellt Associa-
tion; the Citizens‘ Alliance; the Knights of Labor; the Colored Farmers‘
Alliance; and all other organizations thatsupport the principles of the St.
Louis agreement of December, 1889. Each state organization to send one
delegate from each congressionaldistrict, and two from the state at large;
and each district organization to send not less than three delegates, and
each county organization not less than one delegate,—— to be chosen accord-
ing to the custom of each respective organization, during the month of
January, 1891; also thatthe editor of each newspaper is hereby invited as a

delegate that has advocated the principles of the St. Louis agreement and
supported the candidates nominated thereon in 1890.

The delegates to meet in thecity of Cincinnati,Ohio, on Monday, the 23rd
day of February, 1891, at 2 o'clock P. 31., for the purpose of forming a
Nnxoxu. Uxxox PARTY,based upon the fundamental ideas of finance, trans-
portation, labor, and land, and the transactionof other legitimate business
in the furtherance of the work already begun by these organizations,
preparatory to the united struggle for country and home, in the great polit-
ical conflict now pending, that must decide who, in this country, is sover-

eign,—" the citizen or the dollar."
Naw P1-:nxon1c.u.s.—Among the indications of life and progress in

our ranks is the increase in the number of periodicals devoted more or
less completely to an exposition of our principles, and a record of the
proceedings in the various associations. The latest addition of this kind
is the American Natr7onalist, a monthlyjournal devoted to universal
reform. It is published and edited by James '1‘. L. Macdonald,at Las
Vegas, New Mexico, and at Chicago, Illinois. It is a clean, well-
printed paper, and in every way reflects credit upon its founder and pro-
prietor, who, seeing something to live for beyond the mere endeavor to
obtain a living, has relinquished a profitable business tohelp disseminate
trnths by which he believes his fellows on the earth will be benefited.
He deserves support in his endeavor, and we hope that he willreceive it,
and will have no reason to say that the world is ungrateful to those who
devote themselves to its interests.
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Boston is also coming into the field shortly with a weekly, Mr.
Edward Ballamy having decided to make thiscity the place from which
to issue the journal which he has for some time been thinking of con-

ducting, and which will be called the New NATION. It is not necessary,
at the present time, to give any lengthened statement respecting the
programme to be followed in our forthcoming contemporary, as all our
readers will probably have seen a prospectus before receiving this
announcement. It is well to call attention to the fact that a thorough
reform of the civil-service will be strenuously advocated. In this line it
will advocate much more radical changes than are commonly urged even

by the most ardent of the present civil-service reformers. It will also
seek a close union between nationalist and other organizations, so as to
bring theircombined influence to bear upon the removal of the reaction-
ary influences which retard progress and tend to postpone the humani-
zing of existing social conditions. The name of Mr. Bellamy as editor-
in-chief, with that of Mr. Mason A. Green, of the Springfield Repub-
lican as managing editor, is a guarantee that the New Nation will be
ably conducted, and there can be no doubt that it will enjoy a large
circulation and wield a powerful and widely extended influence.

Compnnsonr EDUCATION. —To the catechism which was inserwd in
our November issue we have, up to the present time, received but two
answers. The first of these is received from Rhode Island, and bears
the ofiicial signature of John H. Davis, chief clerk of the Bureau of
Industrial Statistics, who courteously complied with the request of
Franklin Burton, secretary of the Providence Club, No. 1, that he
would furnish the information desired.
furnished, preceded by the numbers of the questions.

1. The compulsory education laws were passed in 1887.
2. Children are not compelled to attend the entire year.
3. Children are compelled to attend school at least twelve weeks in the

year; six at least shall be consecutive.
4. All children between the ages of seven (7) and fifteen (15) shall con-

form to the law, except those provided for in question 6.
5. The laws provide for day-school, and attendance at night-school is not

recognized by the law.
6. “ If the child shall have attended for a like period (12 weeks) of time

a private day-school, approved by the school committee of such town or the
superintendent of public school of such city, or if such child shall have been
otherwise furnished for a like period of time with the means of education,
or shall have already acquired the elementary branches of learning taught in

The following are the replies.

1,,
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the public schools. or if his physical or mental condition was such as to ren-
der such attendance lnexpedientor impracticable,or has been excused by the
school committee of the town in which such child resides," such child does
not come within the law, and need not attend the public schools.

7. Practicallythe law is a dead letter. In large manufacturingtowns with
a few exceptions the percentage of absentees is from 10 to 40.

8. Local ofllcers are appointed to enforce the law.
_

9. The law provides thatthe proper authoritiesshall fix the compensation
of the truant ofllcers, and they appropriate in the towns from $15 to $800
per year to pay said omcers.

10. No provisions made in the law for women truant ofllcers, and none
have ever been appointed.

11. The Commissioner of Public Schools calls attention in his annual
report to the benefitsderived from the compulsory education laws.

18. A school census of the chudren of the state is made annually in the
month of January.

_

14. The Bureau of Labor has not made a complete investigation of child-
labor. Every year the bureau has investigated the school attendance and
absentees for every city and town in the state and published the same in its
annual report.

15. The flithreport oi’ the Bureau of Labor will contain a complete inves-
tigation of child-labor of the state, viz., number, sex, occupations, wages.
etc., and the moral, educational, and physical conditions of the children
employed in the state.

18. There are not sufilcientschool-houses to accommodateall the children
thatwish and ought to attend school in most of the larger towns and cities.

17. In most of the cities and towns that lack school accommodations
places have been provided for children thatwish to attend school, although
there are some exceptions to this rule.

The second set of answers relates to Connecticut, and is furnished by
Miss Ella Ormsby, secretary to the Hartford Club, upon the authority
of Mr. Hine, secretary to the State Board of Education. These replies
run thus: 1.— Yes. 2.— Yes. 3.—36 weeks.‘ 4.— 8-113. 5.— No.
6.— All. 7.— Eflicientlyenforced. 8.—- Both. 9.—- Of the state ofi-
cars, yes. 10.— No. ll.—Yes. l3.— Yes. 20.— Yes. 21.— Yes.

Hmenumbsrotweekswisraisedtromaotoaobytholastleglalatur-a.
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FAREWELL ANNOUNCEMENT.
 

Withgreat regret thepublishers of theNsrxoxauerhave to announce

that the present is the last numberof the magazine. They have for
some months been maintaining the publication at considerable cost to
themselves and a few friends of the cause. who have made liberal con-

tributions to the necessary expenses. This has been done in the hope
- thatnationalists generally would be induced to come forward with sub-
scriptions suficient to ensure thepermanent establishmentof a periodiul
devoted to their interests, and upheld, without pecuniary remuneration,
by those who have given their time and lsbor to its support. Their hopes
have, however. not been realized, and they are now compelled to discuss-
tinue the publication of the magazine. As the April instalment of the
aerial story entitled “The Birth of Freedom” hasbeen inserted so as to

bring this work to a conclusion, sud one or two other articles intended
for the Aprilnumberhave been likewise included, the present has been
regarded as a double number,and bears thedates of thelast two months
of the third volume. An endeavor will be made to place outstanding
subscriptions with some otherperiodical, so thatsubscriberswhose terms
have not expired may not sufler any loss by the discontinuance of the
magazine. While regretting the necessity that compels a relinquish-
ment of the publication, the publishers extend their cordial thanksto all
who have, in any way,—whether by subscription, contribution, or sug-
gestion,-—extended aid to the Na-rxoxuusr in its short, though by no

means useless or unsatisfactory,career. It is, indeed, somethingto have
proceeded so far, even though circumstances do not permit us to go
further.' i I l
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EDUC.\TIO.\‘ 0F TIE POOR.
BY1'IIR!V.L.H.8QUlBE.

The strength and safety of a republic are in the education of
its people. A monarchy may well be content with ignorance,dependence. and submission; for, where one man governs, it is
not essential that the people understand the science of govern- -

ment. Principles, politics,and methods are provided for them.
General information is unnecessary. In fact, the ignorance of
the people will render their dependence upon the ruling power
more binding,and their obediencemore unquestioning.

We may well understand why Russia, where monarchy is
most firmly established and the tradition of the “divine right
of kings” most strongly entrenched by union of church and
state, should endeavor to suppress freedom of speech and of the
press, as well as free schools and free churches. The monu-ch's
fear of these things is natural and logical. Ignorance and
superstition are the servitors of thethrone. \Ve can well under»
stand also that, where the people are ignorant, superstitious,
and undisciplined, rulers who are strong, wise, and able should
believe in the wisdom and welfare of their own sovereignty.
Julius Caesar may well have aspired to place his own incom-
parable personality above an intriguing senate. The reign of a

Napoleon is better than the riot of a. mob. Monarchy is better
than anarchy, for “order is Heaven’s first law.”

_

But in a republic the people are their own rulers; and this
method of government necessarilydemands widespread intelli-
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gence, independence of character, honor among the people, and
a generous regard of each for the welfare of all. Furthermore,
this necessitates general education, a free press, free speech,
free church, free intercourse among the people, and the utmost
possible knowledge of public affairs; for where allare rulers,
all should be fitted to rule. We have entered whollyupon this
plan of self-government. \Ve have nationalized the business
of sovereignty,and have hidden the masses to come in as equal
rulers, entrusting to their hands the most' precious national
heritage the world has ever seen.

At this point appears a matter for serious consideration. Are
the masses beingfitted to maintain thecharacter and administer
the sovereignty of a great republic? We boast of a. free and
enlightened people; but are the masses being enlightened com-
mensnrately with their responsibilities? Are the poor of our

.
land being properly educated? And can freedom long survive

.

.-.1-ns:a.~a.n..-._¢~arz1-u.r«
.

if the people lack wisdom?
The problem of theeducation of thepoor confronts us. It is

not enough to dismiss the subject with the assertion thatwe
have a free common-school system designed to meet this need.
The fact is that, with all our common-school advantages, the
poverty of a large part of our population is preventing its
attaining an adequate education. It is estimated that the aver-

age age at which the children of the poor leave school is under
fourteen years. Necessity drives themearly from school to shop
or factory,for self-preservation is the first law of life, and bread
must precede books. But perhaps they are worse 05 than if in_
the factory. It is the children of the poor almost exclusively
who play truant. They form thehoodlum element and organize
the street “ gangs,” and grow up in ignorance and vice to be-
come a positive menace to society.

Again, few comparatively of the children of the poor pursue
the higher education. Academic, collegiate, and professional
training are practicallydenied them. While there are brilliant
examples of poor boys and girls who work their way through
colleges and attain high rank in the literary world, yet theyare
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exceptions; and the numberwho can do this is limited other»
wise than by the spirit of the student.

A Garfield may serve as janitor in a college, and ring and
sweep his way up to its presidency, and we honor him for it.
and perhaps say to other young men: "Go and do likewise.”
But we forget that the college may not wants hundred janitors.
One Garfield can light its fires and ring its hell, but the ninety-
nine other Garfiehls must get there some otherway. One Miss
Smith may sew buttons on the shoes of Vassar girls and work
her way through a four years‘ course to graduation, but Vassar
girls have a limited numberof feet, and three hundred other
Misses Smith must find this footpath to the Pierian spring
closed, and must go thirsty or pay for the draught.

With all our free schools and generous college endowments
it costs somethingto get an education. The minimum cost of
a full course in a college for men or women cannot safely beesti-
mated at less than one thousand dollars, while the average is
much higher. The simple fact is that,with all our aids and
endowments for institutions of learning, thousands of worthy
young men and women cannot afiord the education theydesire
and need. The comparatively rich can avail themselvesof the
privileges of the higher education, but the children of the poor
must early turn into other paths with that “little learning”
which may sometimes prove "a dangerous thing.”

This inequality is aggravated and widened by the lack of
means for self-culture in the homes of the poor. The whole of
life may be a school if one has onlythetime for study; but time
and books are just what is lackingfor many. The struggle for
existence, especially in our great cities, is growing. more and
more severe. Human wants are multiplying. Competition is
cutting down the wages of labor and the profits of trade. It
becomes necessary for vast numbersof families to practice the
most rigid economy,and even then a rapidly increasingnumber
find self—support impossible, and take their places among the
defective and dependent classes.

In the Arena for December, 1889, Helen Campbell says;
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“ “'ithoutchild-laborten per cent of the laboring class, withthe
present relation of wages to the cost of living, would be in a
state of debt or pauperism. \\'ithchild-laborcompetition is con-

Lstantly increasing and wages are still suffering reduction." In
this condition multitudes cannot procure the means of self-
improvement. Few books or papers can be enjoyed, few lec-
tures or concerts attended, and many cannot afiord to go to
church to receive the blessings of a free gospel. The gospel
may be nominally free. but clothing,decency, self-respect, and
manhood cost something. All these things are keeping the
masses of the poor in comparative ignorance, and rendering
them unfit for the duties of self-govemment.

‘But another important consideration confronts us in this con-
nection. If the illiteratewere to remain in theirpast or present
ratio of population, no great danger might be apprehended.
But population in increasingfrom below. The New York World
took a census of the children living on FifthAvenue, and also
on Cherry Hill. FifthAvenue represents the wealth and cul-
ture of New YorkCity,and Cherry Hillthe poverty. The result
was " three hundred Fifth Avenue families with ninety-one
cliildren under ten years of age, and only six born within the
past twelve months; three hundred Cherry Hill familieswith
ac": hundred andsixty children underten years, and one hundred
and eleven born within twelve months.”

Seven times as many children on Cherry Hill as on Fifth
Avenue,and theproportion increasing! As a Cherry Hillballot
counts as much as a FifthAvenue ballot, it is easy to see that
thegovernmentof the country is destined to fall more and more
into the control of the masses as represented by Cherry Hill,
and out of the hands of the classes as represented by FifthAve-
nue. It is already becomingevident thatpolitical power in our

great cities is largely in’ the control of the “great unwashed."
The saloon is the seat of govemment. Its satellites become the
ward workers and run the political machines, and they wield
the masses of ignorant voters as they will.

Now put these facts together: the lack of culture and educa~
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tion among the masses of the poor. and the fact thatit is from
this class most largely that our population is increasing.and we
have the serious question: “ What of the future ? ”~ Is our coun-

try tending toward the unintelligent, undisciplined,unsafe rule
of the proletariat,or shall we be wise enough to adequately pre-
pare the masses for their comingsovereignty? \Ve hope for the‘
latter; but to accomplish it certain thingsare imperatively de-
manded. The poor must be educated not simply in the bare
rudiments of our common schools, but theymust have time and
means to acquire thatmore thorough mental and moral disci-
pline whieh is essential to good citizenship. Their children
must remain in school not until‘ twelve or fourteen years, but
until twentyyears. They must he maintained so thatthehomes
from which theycome shall not suffer from the loss of theirpro-
ductive lahor. And further than this, the familiesof the poor
must have adequate means for that continued enlightenment
and self-culture in the home which shall keep their capabilities
somewhat up to the measure of their responsibilities.

How can thishe done ? There are two ways. Eitherthe rich
and intelligent must give theirtime and money to the assistance
and education of the poor, or the state must enlarge its func-
tions and do the work. '

The first proposition we dismiss as most unlikely,and "cer-
tainly undesirable. We do not want our poor to be made pan-
pens, objects of almsgiving,dependents upon some more favored
person. That would intensify rather than relieve human ine-
quality. It would degrade their sense of manhood and deepen
class distinctions. We have already quite enough individual
ahnsgiving for the country's good; or, rather, we have quite
enough of thatunfortunate industrial and social condition which
compels multitudes to become the recipients of alms._

There seems but one practical conclusion. The state must
enlarge its functions and take in hand the care and education
of its people. Our progress already in this direction indicates
that it is the right solution of the problem. Already we have
provided a common school education free to all alike, and the
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course of instruction has been graduallyextended,givingto the
children of the poor more and more opportunity to approach
the higher education. In our cities especially much thatwas
once the privilegeof the few is now free to all, such as music,
drawing, cooking, sewing, and manual training. Also in some
cities, as in New Haven, Conn., school supplies of every kind,
including textbooks, are supplied free to all in every grade.

Furthermore, realizing the importance of having the people
educated, we have passed compulsory education laws, and as-
sumed the right to control the children of the people in this
respect. Now, what is the logic of our position? Rights imply
duties. \Ve must go forward. If the state would compel its
children to attend school, it must needs supply them with the
means of doing so. The same principle thatdemands free text-
books for the poor also demands wholesome food and decent
clothingfor them. And the rightto take theproductive capac-

’

ity of child-labor from the home for the sake of education im-
plies the duty of seeing that no familyshall sufler for want of
the labor thus withdrawn. Hence, the state must guarantee a
sufiicient support to the families of the poor to make possible
the education of their children. How can it do this? Nat by
almsgiving, which makes a dependent class ;' not by class legis-

' lation, which always leads to greater evils than those it seeks
to cure. There is but one way,—the nationalizationof educa-
tion. Let the state assume the whole burden, or rather duty
of educating the children of the state. Not the partial educa-
tion of the poor, beyondwhich the rich and favored are permit-
ted to go, but that full period of training to mature years and
advanced schools which will secure that intelligent and disci-
plined citizenshipon which thewelfare of the republic depends.
If thispolicy seems to tend, towards ultimate nationalism,then
so be it. A nationalismwhich secures an educated and disci-
plinedpeople is far better than the present individualismwhich
leaves vast numbers in hopeless poverty and ignorance. Let
the nation educate its people, and thewisdom of the peoplewill
be the strengthof the nation.
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THE BIRTH OF FREEDOM.
Br 1!. B. suasavnr.

CHAPTER XIII.
ACROSS rm-: oo.\"nxn.\"r.

Seated upon the deck of a steamer pawing rapidly down the
mighty Yukon sat two friends talking earnestly together and
glancingat the scenery with its ever-changing panorama.

The short, hot summer had changed the icy slopes and bare
patches that greeted the upward voyage into emerald green
speckled withbright flowers; whilean occasional ravine,stretch-
ing away in the blue, dim distance, was the bed of an eternal
glacier, whose bosom was only softened in the summer sun, to
congeal into more flinty hardiness under the darkness and chill
of winter's breath.

“ These glaciersare very like mankind,” remarkedthe larger
of the two men, who was known as Mr. Karl Conrad Miller,
and in whom we recognize the Conrad of former years.

“ How so? ” queried Cecil Lord, the man with‘silvery-white
hair, who sat beside him.

"When the sun shines under conditions of universal proa-
perity, theygive of theirabundance. Tricklingstreams unite
their forces to make the mighty river a common highway, a

‘home for finny thousands. The hard heart softens until it
seems about to release the earth from its frozen touch.”

“ Yes," replied Lord, " but theysoon repent.”
" Human nature again," said Conrad. “As the chill blast of

selfishness and the darkness of avarice strikes them, they
tightly clutch all theycan reach. All progress stops until they
can be warmed up again.”

“ You choose a chillysubject,” laughed Lord. “I much pre-
.

fer yonder sun. I remember,when I first recovered from my
sickness, I had been for years in thatmine, and had almost for-
gotten how the sun might look. When I recovered, there were

many days before my eyes could bear thelight."
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"And what was your first impression when you saw it?"
asked Conrad.
“I thinkI realized the spirit of devotion in which the pagan

worshipped it. I felt the impulse myself. I never before real-
ized how beautifulsunlight was."

“ You did n't have to pay extra rent for sunlight there,"mid
Conrad. " That degradation the Alaskans escaped."

"By the way," said Lord, changing the subject. “ you never
fully explained the reaction thathas caused the new system of
society.”

" It needs no explanation; it was only the working out of
inevitable law. It had to come, in spite of all the precautions
of the ruling class.”

“But I supposed the revolution had made such a result im~
possible for generations,” said Lord, his eye meanwhile follow-
ing the flight of a flock of wild geese which, spread out in a

gigantic V, were flying southward. “I feared thathenceforth
men would blindlyfollow, like yonder birds, the motions of the
most powerful among them.”

“ The plan of thebirds we have now adopted,—the system of
voluntary association and perfect organization,”smiledConrad
at the turn of the illustration.
“I suppose I shall not know my native land,” mused Lord.

“Ifyou had not come. I should never have returned. I never
learned thatSanford tried to find me, and supposed my friends
all dead. Youllnave no idea how completely my world had
become limited to Exile’s Rest.”

“Sanford will be greatly grieved when he learns the story.
I fear he will never forgive himself for overlooking you,” said
Conrad. “He came on purpose, and has often spoken of the
disappointment and grief he felt on finding no trace of you. I
‘will telegraph him from Portland.”

“I beg you will not," said Lord. “Let me tell him myself
how much more useful my life has been among our people at
the Rest than it could have been anywhere else. He heaved
a sighat some unspoken memory.
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“You, at least, have the stimulating motive of the new soci-
ety," smiled Conrad. '

‘

“ What is that?”
“ Unseltishness.” replied Conrad. 9‘ I will respect your wishes.

and tell no one of your coming," he added, as they parted to
go to their rooms before dinner.

At dinner Conrad resumed the conversation. “I should like
to give you the reception due to the prodigal son. lassure
you no envious elder brotherwould begrudge you the return to
your inheritance. Were I but to speak of you, the fatted calf
would be ready in a dozen cities as we pass."

"I should feel too much like a museum freak on exhibition,"
laughed Lord. “You must help me to choose the most com-
monplace attire when we reach Portland. It will become me
better and he more comfortable than the ring and robe which
you suggest.” —

“Ishall feel that I am concealing the lost heir‘; still I shall
take great pleasure in showing you the farm."

“ What I "
" Oh,” laughed Conrad, “America is now one vast garden, in

which we are all equal owners. We call it Uncle Sam's Farm.”
“Thatwill indeed interest me,” said Lord. “I know it theo-

' reticallyonly. Our cooperative work at Exile’sRest was easily
managed, but I felt that taking a hundred million partners
might complicate the matter,and I shall be glad to see its prac-
tical working.”

" You. of course, know our plan of cooperative nationalism
thoroughly?"queried Conrad.

“ Oh, yes; it is a standard study at the Rest. But you have
modified the system somewhat?" replied Lord with a question-
ing glance.

“ Not materially. That expresses thesystem as well as it
could be explained. The difference now is thatassociation is
perfectly voluntary. If any man or company of men choose to
practice competition by themselves, and among themselves.
they are perfectly free to do so. Their products are accepted
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byithestorehouses at the average price thatsuch products are

costing by co-operation, and any other products are given them
in exchange.”

“ But do many try it?" asked Lord with great interest.
" Oh, there are always some dissatisfied ones, and always will

be, I presume," replied Conrad; “but, after trying the old
method a while, theygenerallyvolunteer into the regular ranks
of industry where .they can accomplish more. As no one is com-

pelled, there can be no great dissatisfactionwith the system.”
“But if they are not compelled to work,how do you prevent

laziness?"asked Lord.
“ There is no way of procuring anything other than by pro-

ducing its equivalent. All must eitherjoin the regular ‘ranks
of workers or go upon some vacant land and produce for him-
self. One or the other he must do or starve, for nothing is
bought or sold or begged. As he can produce more in the
cooperative way, he soon prefers it."

“Yet you claim that the man is free,” said Lord, with the
old-time twinkle in his eye.

“Yes, free to choose starvation if he likes thatbetter than '

work. I do n't hear of many such cases however," said Con-
rad.

After dinner they walked upon the deck and watched the
varying scene as they passed through the Highlands, which
much resembled the scenery of the Hudson.

_

Thus passed the days upon the steamer. The scenes were
new to Lord, who had passed them but once before,and that in
the darkness of the hold long years ago.

Some days after the stop at Sitka, when they were nearing
the month of theColumbia,the two friends were walkingupon
the deck. The constancy of these two old men to each other

. was remarked in jest by many of theyounger passengers; yet,
but for thewhite hair of the one, and the iron-greyof the other,
they might not have been considered old. Their step was as
elastic as that of many younger fellows whose hair showed no
touch of time's finger.
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“ You appear nervous today," said Conrad. “ Do you dread
the ordeal ? "

“Well, somewhat.” said Lord laughing. “I ‘feel like the
'

freshman as he climbs the chapel stairs for the first time. I
have a horror of appearing green, at my age, you know.”

" Well, after all my attempts to pony you, that is discour-
aging," said Conrad with a whimsical laugh; “but, as my big
brother told me when I first went from home, you mustn’t
be surprised at anything." 0 - A

“ I suppose my Alaska tickets willcause people to look at me,
and I shall blush like a -school-boy if I am awkward at any
thing,"said Lord ruefully.

“Oh, we will change those at Portland for certified-travellers’
credits," said Conrad. “ and,as for the rest, ‘watch what others
do. then imitate them.’ That was anotherpiece of my brother's.
advice, and, although it got me into one or two scrapes, I soon

got the hang of things,as you will. I ’m sorry we are notgoing
by Puget Sound,” he added thoughtfully. “ I would liketo show
you the wonderful harbors, and the magnificentcities thathave
been built there in the last twenty-five years. \Ve used to ‘

boast of the growthof Chicago and Denver,but thetwenty-five
years just passed have seen greater marvels than they.”

" But Portland is no meancity by your description,” said Lord.
“ It is a magnificentplace, far beyond the dreams of forty or

even thirtyyears ago," answered Conrad; “and,now I thinkof
it, I believeyou will enjoy the valleyof theColumbiaeven bet-
ter than the Sound."

While they were talking a pilotnboatwas making its
answered by a hoarse whistle from the steamer, and soon the
pilot at the wheel was ready to guide them over the bar, which
at the mouth of the Columbia still requires a skillfulhand and
practiced eye to make the passage safely.

Lord resumed the conversation. “I have but little interest
in cities, except New York, my old home. But I am anxious
to see the country, and the mining districts. Those centres of
poverty in my day are now so prosperous and happy,you say.”
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“Yea,"said Conrad, “I fancy-a country of a hundred million
people, and without a pauper, is something you Alaskans can

hardly comprehend. There is still some poverty among the
natives there.”

“ Yes," said Lord, “ but hardly to be called so when you con-
sider their former condition. They used to send them mission-
aries to teach them to be contentedwithpoverty,now theysend
teachers to show them how to conquer it.”

“ That was of a piece wifli the religious teachingof the time,
thatdamned the heathen and most of the Christian world, but
forgot all about the sick-and-in-prison clause," said Conrad.

“ ‘Inasmuchas ye did it not unto the least of these’ seemed
to be a less crime in those days than ignorance of doctrine.
Bah,— we were only half civilized any way,” and Lord vented
his disgust by kicking the toe of his boot against the railing.

The stop at Portland and the incidents of the starting upon
the long railwayjourney must be passed over. Lord's impa-
tience to see New York again had lain dormant for many years.
Now the prospect seemed so near it hurried him forward, and
he could not take interest in anythingthat might delay that
event. Securing a section in the continental express. the two
friends whirled up the valleyof the Columbiafrom Portland by
nu .

Lord’s attention was divided betweenstudying thepassengers
and watching the scenery. “I really begin to feel quite at
home,” he said. " I imagined thatI should find myself so much
of a barbarian as to feel uncomfortable in a car filled with
modern people.”

“Do you notice much change in thepeople?" asked Conrad.
“Not so much in thepeople as in theirmanners. People seem

so much more polite, yet their politeness does not seem so arti-
ficial or so prominent as it used to," answered Lord.

“Oh, I see, you miss the porter's bland smile,”laughed Con-
rad. “his eagerness to brush your coat or polish your boots.”

“Yes,thatexpresses it,” replied Lord, “ anyone who was very
polite or wanted to do you a favor was at once suspected of
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designs upon your pocketbook. And the suspicion was usually
-

correct.” -

“Yes,the arts of deceit and hypocrisy were most highly
prized," mused Conrad, “ and counterfeit politeness was more
plentiful than genuinecoin."

" This politeness that has no commercial value seems so
natural to everybody now,” said Lord. “I feel like saying a
universal ‘thankyou’ to all I meet, but it ‘s not the fashion I
see. .

“No; profuse thanksare a relic of our dark ages.” said Con-
rad. “ The smilethat comes from theheart has replaced words.
thatonly came from the lips. ‘Thanks’and ‘thankyou ’ are
almost obsolete phrases now.”

“But I do n't feel just right in receiving a kind attention
from guard or traimnan or other stranger, knowing that I can
make no return," said Lord. “ I feel thatI should express some
sense of obligation."

" We express that by our look of pleasure,” said Conrad.
" Rememberit is fullyas much pleasure to be able to do a kind-
ness as it is to receive one. The obligation is mutual."

“ Oh, I realize how old-fashionedI am," laughedLord. “This
‘doing as you would be done by’ was a precept preserved as a

curiosity in theologicalmuseums, not intended for general use.”
As a picture of the new life just revealing itself to him. Lord

found much to interest him among these passengers. Among
all the thousands he had passed in Portland and at the station
he had yet to see a single face with that haggard, careworn.
impatient look that was so common in the busy crowds of his
younger days. All seemed happy and hopeful, nor was there
that “ dead level of mediocrity” thathad been so dolefullypre-
dicted as the result of perfect equality. There seemed even
greater diversity; for, all being free to develop according to
their bent, each. in the line best suited to him, strove for su-

premacy in excellence.
In the section ahead was an old man, a. gentleman of the old

school, with his daughter, a lady of perhaps thirty,and a grand-
\
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daughter of eight years. The little girl had a basket of flowers
brought from the gardens of Portland, and, after making some

pretty boutonniéres, she shylyoffered one to Lord and another-
to Conrad, then decking her grandfather with another she
laughed in high glee at her success.

_

Acquaintances are easily made on a railway train, espe-
cially when there is a pretty child for a go-between. It was not
long before the whole party had drawn their chairs around the
window and were discussing the views as they passed. The
old gentleman entertained themwithIndian legends of theriver,
pointing out the Dalles, where it was said the Spirit of the
Mountains in theform of an otter fled from the Devil. Striking
with his tail the solid rock the first chasm was formed. The
Devil leaped that and the second; but the third, wider than
either of the others, stayed His Majesty. Ever after, the rush-
ing rivers flowed throughtheserocky channels to the sea.

Then theold gentleman.who was connected withthePeople’s
LumberBureau,described the plans by which this mighty force,
rushing through narrow channels, had been made to furnish
power to mills and factories for many miles around. Lord was
made to feel that he, the returned exile, was an equal share-
holder with all others in all this mighty gift of nature’s bound-
less power.

On the following day they were passing through miles and
miles of wheat-fields. The reapers were at work. The merry
parties who gathered at luncheon time, and gailysaluted the
passing train, betokenedthe happy condition of a people whose
work could seem a pastime.

“ These are the greatest wheatnfields in the world," remarked
Mr. Bush, the old gentleman. "Often whole townships are in
one field, only divided by convenient roads. Sometimes three
or four townships combineto form a villagelike the one we are
passing. Yonder great elevators are the public store-houses.
Into these go all the wheat, graded by an inspector, and ready
to load upon the cars as soon as a demand for it comes from any
"part of the world.”
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“ A beautifulplace,”said Lord, “but not all of its people are
wheat farmers I suppose.” ‘

" Oh, other industries are provided, yet this is the principal
one. All help in thewheat at the critical time when it is at its
host; then all take part in other pursuits. The wheat only
takes about sixty days‘ labor, then there is preparing it for mar-
ket, and making barrels of the straw. A very fine quality of

‘fire-prool' lumberis also made from straw by a new process.”
" What is the value of wheat?" inquired Conrad.
“ By last report," replied Mr. Bush, “ twenty bushels of wheat

cost a day's labor." -

“ Then, as I understand," interrupted Lord, “if a miller re-
quires a thousandbushels of wheat, it is delivered to him from
the nearest store-house, and he is charged withfiftydays‘ labor.” -

“ That is the plan," said Conrad smiling. “I see you have
studied your text-books. Then, if the miller has added five
days‘ labor in turning it into flour, he is credited with fifty-five
days on his account."

“ How much flour‘ would thatmake?" asked Lord.
“ That depends somewhaton quality; but, I suppose, we may

call it two hundred and twenty barrels," said Conrad. “ That
would make a barrel of flour worth one quarter of a day's labor.”

“ Exactly,”replied Mr. Bush. '

" Then a day of labor is the standard by which all values are
fixed and measured," said Lord; “but as all labor is not equally
valuable, or equally attractive, how do you adfust it so thatthe
standard does not vary ?" '

“ The standard never varies,” said Mr. Bush, “ for eachworker
receives the same credit or labor ticket called a day, which is
divided into six parts called hours, while to obtain such a credit
in some trades or branches may require only four hours of actual
labor.” -

“And the exchange value of the product is just the number
of these day-credits given to theproducers,” added Conrad.
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“ This is all very well in theor_\',asour schools teach it," said
Lord, ‘fbut, in actual practice. does it not work injustice to
some ? "

“ How can it?" broke in Conrad. “Every one is given a
chance to work at least two hundred days in the year; and, ex-

cept in some special emergency,he can always choose the kind
of work thatsuits him best. His two hundred labor ticketswill
procure from the store-house anythinghe may choose that was
produced by two hundred days’ labor. There can be no in&
quality or injustice in that.”

“ I know," said Lord. “ What struck me was the cheapness
of the flour on that basis; but I suppose other products are

equally cheap.” ‘

" It is not only thatproducts cost less,” replied Conrad, “but
you must know from your Alaskanexperience thatlabor is rated
much higher than formerly. A day's labor will buy several
times as much, because the laborer gets labor’s full equivalent
instead of only a fractionas before."

" Then the relative value of products is not so very different
I suppose," said Lord. “Rememberthat our colony was not
near enough to the general markets to give us many ideas on
thatsubject.”

“Oh, if you mean,” said Mr. Bush, catching the point, “if
you mean thata barrel of flourwill about exchange for a ton of
coal, and two tons of coal will exchange for an overcoat, and so
forth, you are about right, yet improvements in methods so
reduce the cost of some articles, and the absence of all profit
so changes thatof others, that the relative value is quite difi‘er-
ent from thatof my boyhood.”
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“ I am glad to know that the plan ‘works well. It cost some
of us pretty dear to advocate it forty years ago,” said Lord.
“But how is it, Conrad? This is a socialist or, perhaps. a
nationalist arrangement. I always regarded you as one of the
anarchists.” I

.
“ And so I am," laughed Conrad. “ If this system was not

voluntary I should still speak against it. For a while it was

compulsory, until all had learned its advantages. .
Afterwardsit

was made voluntary. It allows any dissatisfied ones to experi-
ment by themselves. They soon choose to remain in thepartner-
ship. however, as co-operative labor is so much more productive.”

As they were returning from the dining-car Lord was laugh-
ing heartily,and Conrad waited for him to regain composure to
ask the cause.

'
C

"I have been puzzling myself over the hoot-blackquestion,”
said Lord finally. " I thoughtsome porterattended to thatmat-
ter while I slept, and I wondered which of these dignified 06-
cials was theman. Just now,as I stepped into thedressing-room.
I saw .\lr. Bush sticking his foot into thatrevolvingventilator.
as I supposed it, and beholdit gave his boot a polish. I have n’t
felt so green before since I was a. boy.” ' “_

Conrad joined him in his laugh. “ You will find manyof the
unpleasant trifles, that were formerly considered menial. are

provided for hy similar devices. Since the last revolutionthe
object of invention has become labor-saving instead of labor-
slaving. By theway," he continued, “ have you any cash?”

“ What l " replied Lord in astonishment. “I thoughtcash was
a thingof the past."

“So it is," said Conrad, “except, as a convenience, we have
small change in minutes and seconds. You remember the
nickel-in-the-slotmachine? ” i

“ Yes.” -

<

" Well, in the stations and other public places, you can get
from a machine anything from a cup of cofi'ee to the
novel, and trouble no'one to wait upon you.”

“ But about the cash 7"
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“You stop at the omce-window and let them punch out an
hour from one of your tickets, and theywill retum you fifty
minutes like theancientnickels,and six hundredcopper seconds.
These will be small change enough for a month if you are not
extravagant.”

" Is this cash good everywhere?" asked Lord, amused at the
device.

“It is only used for the slot machines,but is good in any of
them. anywhere," said Conrad; and to illustrate his remarkhe
stepped from the train, as it drew to the platform of a station,
and, dropping a copper second into theslot, brought out an even-

ing paper.
" Well, well,” mused Lord, “boot-blacks and news-boys are

dispensed with, clerks and waiters are largely supplanted. I
am a Rip Van Winklesure enough.”

As the train started again Conrad handed him the paper.
He noted gratefully that the light in the car was as clear and
steady as in any library. The jar and motion of the train was
so imperceptible that no difficulty or discomfort was apparent
to the reader.

As Lord laid thepaper aside after reading,Conrad asked him:
“ What strikesyou most forcibly in the modern newspapers? ”

" Well, the first thing is the entire absence of commercial
advertising,-—the spread-eaglelies thatbusiness men felt called
'upon to print to draw trade. Sanford used to tell me thatthere
was not one truthful busines advertisement in a thousand,and
thatthe more outrageous falsehoods they could conjure up the
larger returns they received.”

“Sanford ought to know; he was brought up in trade; but I
always supposed the biggest lies in a paper were about its cirb
culation," said Conrad smiling.

“ Oh, thatwas a part of advertising. The men with the big-
gest lies to print naturally wanted the largest circulation, and
the paper wanted their patronage. ‘ The love of money‘ was at
the root of this,as of all otherevils.” -

That night Lord lay thinkingof the past, as the train still

\
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whirled them across the country. He thought of the paper he
had once been connected with; remembered. too. that lying
"ads" of patent nostrums and other worthless trash had some-
times found their way into its columns. He turned in disgust
from the memory of a time when success usually meant the
sacrificeof honor.

On the morning before they were expected to arrive in New
York some of Lord's nervousness returned. He had crossed the

,

continent.and theevidences of a most wonderful prosperity had
met him on every side. The calm and happy faces of all the
people, with no sign of poverty anywhere in city or country;
the contentment thatseemed expressed by every word and act
of those he saw; the fact that, in this land of plenty, private
ownership of property had been abolished. and thathe was an
equal shareholder in this vast estate would have made him
happy too, but there were sad memories and unanswered ques-
tions which would soon be solved. It required all Conrad's
efforts to keep him cheerful. -

Aside from Sanford, Conrad lmew none of Lord's former
friends,and could give him no news of them. Sanford was tele-
graphed for to meet Conrad at the station; but, true to Lord’s
wish. no hint of his coming was given. The train was de-
layed by a slight accident near a Pennsylvania mining town,
and to allay impatience the two friendstook a short stroll about
the place. .

,

‘

“I can hardly believe this the same town," said Lord. “I
was once_sent out here with relief funds, and to write up the
condition of the miners. Their condition was worse than that
of our Exile. We were fed. while they were not. With their
wives and children starving. they were the most miserable peo-
ple I ever met.” -

“ They got some wages while they worked,” said Conrad.
“ Yes; but it was the poorest pay thatany American laborer

received," replied Lord. “ When you count the cost of living.
they were poorer than the coal miners of England."

“ If theywere any worse off than our aqueduct laborers. they
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were poor indeed." said-Conrad bitterly. “ While I was work-
ing, in the disguise of a quarryman, I saw more crimes against
humanity,more misery. and more careless sacrificeof human life

- than I had before dreamed possible.”
“ By the way, Conrad —it seems more natural to call you so

than Miiller—you have never explained how you came in that
disguise. You were a mystery to me before ; you have become
an enigma now." And Lord laughed with returning spirits as
he looked at Conrad.
“I must keep the mystery until I have time to tell you a long

story." said Conrad. “ You have taken me on trust so far; do
so a little longer."

“Oh. of course," said Lord, turning the subject. " By the
way. do you know that this big library buildingstands where
the old company's store used to stand ? \Vhat little wages they
did receive, the men were compelled to spend over the com-
pany's counter."

“And they had to pay the company rent, too, I presume,"
remarkedConrad.

“ Oh, yes; and being in debt for a month's rent or grocery
kept themquite submissive until thelastcut broughtstarvation."

“ Then they rebelled, I suppose," said Conrad.
“ Yes; theyburned the coal-breaker,acted very foolishly,and

got themselvesshot. So the newspapers said." And Lord's
face took on a stern look as the memory was recalled.

Afterglancinginto the library. and walkingalong the shaded
street, bordered with nicely trimmed lawns and neat two-story
cottages set back from the street, theymet one of theolder men
of thevillage. Perceiving thattheywere strangers, he ventured
to ask if he might direct them. Lord answered him cordially.
"I was here over forty years ago- and now stop to see the im-
provements.”

" \Vell. well," said the old man, "guess you dont know much
about mining now-a-days, eh?”

Lord's eyes twinkled as he said. "I should really like to hear
how many hours they work now for a day?”
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“Four for the miners, six for outside hands,” replied the
Itrzmger. “ It aint as hard as when I used to mine.”

“ You worked more hours you mean?” questioned Lord.
" Oh, Lord-8-lnnssy, yes; but that aint what I meant. We

had to work. Now they only kinder play work. Mostly done
by machinery. Ther ‘let-tric excavators does all ther diggin.”-
And the old man snifled as he added, “boys dont know what
work is any more."

“ How do theypass therest of the time?" asked Lord. “They V

evidently have more leisure than you had."
" Oh, they has debates, an readin clubs, an hall matches, an

picnics,an all sorts of things\ve neverdreamed on. Then there
some as is inventin new ways to save work. My boy,Bill I call
him—.\listcr William Daniels is his name——he's invented a
new excavater thatdoes more work than five of the old kind.”
And theold man straightened up withpride at his son’s achieve-
ment.

Carriages passed withfine-lookingmen and women and laugh-
ing children. The old man assured themthatthese were miners
and their families who, having completed the required hours of
work, were out on some pleasuretrip. _

'
A

“Is mining as dangerous as it was years ago?" asked Lord,
who wished to assure himself of all the improvement of which
he had heard.

“ .\’u, of’ course taint," replied the old man who began to sus-

pect some purpose in this interview. “The old companies was
so stingy they thought men was cheaper'n anything,so they
killed em off an allus could get mor'n they wanted; but when
the men runs the mines thaselves tha’s no more bein killed.
Not one been killedthis ten year," he added.

.

’

Lord remembered the wholesale murders so frequent in the
old days, caused by greedy corporations being we mean to pro-
vide needed safeguards; then,glancing around at thebeautiful
miners‘ village, he realized how great had been the change.

Returning to the train, theyresumed thejourney,and at seven
o‘clocl:halted in the Grand Union Station on Staten Island.
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CHAPTER XV.
THE GRAND UNION STATION.

As Karl Conrad Miiller and Cecil Lord stepped from the
train, theywere met by a fine-lookingelderly man who extended
his hand to Conrad and ‘gave a questioning glance toward Lord.

"I am glad to see you returning in such good health,Miiller,"
he said. “ \Ve have missed you greatly.” Then,withanother -

questioning glance toward Lord, he said: “I thinkI must know
you, sir. Your features seem familiar,but I cannot place you.
He extended his hand, which Lord warmly grasped. Wliile
speech seemed for a moment denied him, he cast an appealing
glance at Conrad, who hastilyinterrupted: “ He is one of the
managers of the colony at Exile's Rest. You may have met
during Mr. Sanford’s visit there," he said, turning to Lord with
a meaning glance. Lord gave him a grateful look in return-.
Owing to the roar and clangor of departing trains, Sanford had
only heard the words “Exile’s Rest"; but, acknowledging a
supposed introduction with a bow, and as furtherconversation
therewas impossible,he led theway to one of the parlors in the
station. “ Here we will rest a few moments,and as soon as you
are ready we will go out to supper. Meanwhile,I would like
to ask about Exil'e’s Rest,” said S_anford, turning to Lord, who
had sunk into an arm-chair and seemed strangely agitated.

_

Sanford continued earnestly,without noticing Lord's agita-
tion :. “I had a friend; he seemed like brotherto me; and in
the time of the revolution he was transported to Alaska. After -

the present system was adopted, I went‘with the first relief
party to Alaska,hoping to find him. It was the most sorrowful
journey in my life. I had to return withouthaving found even
his grave.” Sanford’s lips twitched nervously as he asked:
“Possibly you might help me to — 7”
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“Sanfordl ” gasped Lord hoarsely, rising and grasping both
hands of his startled friend. “I wished to. be the firstto e:x- *

plain, or Conrad would have telegraphed."
“Cecil Lord 3 " cried Sanford, himself now overcome, “I-1,”

and the two men stood stammering,speechless, gazing into each
other's faces, struggling with emotions they could not control,
while even thegiant Conrad fumbled nervously for a handker-
chief to wipe his glasses, which had grown strangely dim.

Long explanations followed. Lord insisted thathe had been
much more useful in Alaska than he could have been in the
States, where he would have been a sort of fossil, as he said, .

and finallydrowned all Sanford’s self-reproaches. In the reac-
tion of spirits that followed theybecame so interested thatCon-
rad suggested grimly that theyhad better have some supper. '

“ Bless me." said Sanford, “ I .had forgotten all about it.
Come, we will see if the Grand Union can tempt an Alaskan
appetite."

To Lord, who remembered the discomforts of old-fa.shioned
railwayrestaurants,with their“ ten minutes for refreshment,”
or “ twentyminutes for dinner,” the Grand Union was a marvel.
lie found thatthe improvementsand comforts which,under the
old system, could be found at the finest hotels only were in
every railway-station now; and really the stations largely re-

placed hotels for the accommodation of the travelling public.
The sleeping rooms, the public and private parlors, the batln,

gyninasiums,library,reading-room,and, not the least in
mice, the magnificentdining-room,withall the viands to tempt
the palate of an epicure, revealed to Lord somethingof the ad-
vance civilizationwas making in providing for the comfort of
the people.

The three were given a table by themselves near a tiny silver
fountain, that tinkled and tossed a shower of music with its
cooling spray.

Away down the long room stretched the lines of tables with
many a gay party of belated travellers still about them. Snowy
linen,shining silver,and cut glass were reflected by heavy plate

C
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mirrors in the softest electric light. Automatic carriers over-
head quickly filled the orders, dispensing withobseqnious wait-
ers. Everything that art and invention could conjure up to
save human labor and add to human pleasure seemed centred

.
there.
“I should think that people would want. to live at the sta-

tions,” said Lord, as, after lingering more than an hour over the
delicaciesset before them at the supper—tablc, theyrose to go to
the rooms thatSanford had selected for the night. “ I cannot
conceive of so much comfort in private mansions where there is
no longer private wealth,"

" Make no rash guesses,” replied Sanford. “I hope to show
you ere many days that in the mad rush for private wealthpeo-
ple never dreamed of the possible comforts and luxuries they
might have enjoyed if theyhad onlystopped fighting each other
and begun to co-operate for the general good. \Vhen inventors
turned from money-making to really labor-saving inventions,
the possible improvements seemed unlimited, and the wildest
dreams were less than have since been realized.”
“I can well believeit,” replied Lord. " But. while I expect

great surprises, I may ask as many curious questions as a child;
for instance, how many people does thisstation provide for? ”

“ Half a millionpeople a day pass through theGrand Union,"
replied Sanford. ‘f Many are local passengers, and others'go «

direct to destinations elsewhere. I do n't suppose they have
over eight or ten thousand transient guests daily,but that
would have been a pretty large hotel traflic forty years ago.”

“And what is the price of entertainment?” asked Lord, add-
ing, with a laugh, “formerly,only millionaires and politicians
could aflord such.”

“ One hour's labor ticket per day is the rate at the stations,”
replied Sanford; “ but equally good accommodations at the
familyhotels and cooperative apartment houses cost only half
as much."

“Then they charge a profit in some cases," said Lord smi-
lingly. " We used to claim thatall profit should be abolished."
\
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"And so it is,” replied Sanford; “but this is a part of the
national railway system, whose income and expenses are ex-
pected to just balance. As it is not desirable thatany but trav-
ellers should continue to use the station. its rates of entertain-
ment are higher, and all surplus is used to provide other com-
forts of travel.”

Theyentered the cosy rooms provided, and sank into comfort-
.

able arm-chairs, to continue their conversation. Soon asilver
bell called Sanford to the telephone, and a message for Mr.
Karl C. Miillerwas announced. Upon answer, “All right; he
is here," there came through the pneumatic delivery tube the
printed message. -

“ That is better than a messenger boy," remarkedLord.
“ Indeed, yes," said Sanford. “ Boys are too valuable to the

nation to be ruined in theold way,-.—senton all sorts of errands,
and into all sorts of company. They spend their time now get-
ting a different kind of education."

“ What infamous folly it was for the country to allow its
future citizens, its children,to grow up in such liap-hazard fash-
ion, when, like ancient Spartans, each citizen is a brick in the
nation's temple of prosperity,” said Lord.

“ Yes,” laughed Sanford, " the templebuildingwas let out to
independent contractors, who used mud-morter with these half-
baked bricks. The thingwas continuallytumbling down some-
where. An earthquake in Wall Street would often lay the
whole thingflat."

Then Conrad interrupted them. “ I am called to Washington
tonight to give information upon the Alaskan trip," he said;
“ so I think I must leave you now." In spite of protests from
both the friends, Conrad took leave at once, in order to prepare
for his journey. ‘

Lord and Sanford talked until late thatnight. Lord asked
about old friends,and was rejoiced to find thatsomanyof them
were living. It gave him a strange thrillas he learned that

_Miss Worden and her brotherJack lived in the same apartment
house as Sanford, and he was pleased to learn that Mason and

-.:--—---~~- m
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his familywere also there. “I will send a message that we
shall be there at dinner tomorrow afternoon," said Sanford, to
which arrangement Lord did not demur. It was nearly morn-
ing before Cecil Lord could compose himself for sleep as he
thought of the morrow and its revelations. It was half past
nine when Sanford rapped upon his door and asked if he wished
to breakfast.

Lord was floating in a half-dreamy state through visions of
the Owl Club, and Miss \Vordcn laughing at him. Then an
Alaskan midnight sun seemed to shine upon the Bowery, to the
delight of belated travellers. Out of these dreams he roused
himself to answer Sanford’s knock.

He answered somethinglatrandom and began to look about
.

him and collect his scattered thoughts. He lay upon a couch
fit to woo the slumbersof a king,and he realized, with more
truth thantheold Roman, thatto be a citizen of such a country
was to be greater than a king. Above him a dainty silken can-

opy was draped, perhaps as a faint suggestion thatJersey mos-
quitoes had not yet been totally abolished by modern science.
The rich windowdraperies and velvet carpet, thegeneral luxuri-
ance of the room, struck him afresh as he thought: "This is a

part of the railwayaccommodationof today. \Vel1, the world
has moved.” ’

As theysat sipping their coffee at the leisurely breakfast, it
occurred to Lord thathe might be detaining Sanford from some
important duties, and he asked if it was so. “ Oh, no," said
Sanford. “ We older people are like children; we have no
duties but such as we choose. Like old-time politicians, we
live upon the surplus.” '

“ How is that?" asked Lord, a little puzzled.
-‘ Oh, inspite of all we use, the nation's surplus wealth con-

tinuallygrows. All cost of bringing up and educating children
is paid from it; and. after a certain numberof years, all who
have by their labor contributed to it, as well as all who by in-
firmity are exempt from labor, are entitled to draw from it as
they require for the remainder of their lives.”
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“ Then I shall be a sort of interloper, I suppose,” said' Lord,

who had already at lmlf-formed projectof not returning to Alaska,
but spending the remainder of his days in the States.

.

“ Oh, no." said Sanford, laughingat Lord's rathersober face.
*‘ If I am not mistaken, Conrad's mission to Alaska, and his
calling to Washington,is in regmrd to adopting the Exile'e Rest
and other colonies into the regular exchange. If so, you are a

regular partner, as well as heir by birth.”
.

'

Lord mused in silence. This had indeed been a part of the
system he taught in his youth. It was now taught in the schools
as the science of political economy. “ Then I suppose you adopt
the maxim fully, that every child is born an equal heir to- all
surplus wealth handed down by past ages," he said.

“Certainly,”replied Sanford. “And the inheritance cannot
be divided until the last heir comes of age, and no more are
born. There is no other just way but to hold it as common

property, and let the heirs appoint trustees to manage it, as we
do.”

"And that is all the government you have, is it? ” asked
Lord. -

“ There is no government,” said Sanford quickly, “except
the people. They appoint agents to do things,but not to gov-
ern. The will of the people governs.”
“I see now,". said Lord, his face brightening, “how.national-

ists, socialists. and anarchists have been able to reconcilediferh
ing views.” ' ‘
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CHAPTER XVI.
RAPID rnaxsrr.

It was nearly eleven o’clock when, after returning from the
breakfast room, the two friends started to view the modern
wonder called New York.

,

Stepping from the corridor of the station into one of the
immense elevators which were constantly running, in a sort of
Eiffel Tower, they were soon lifted hundreds of feet above the
depot, which lay spread out beneath them, covering several
acres. Sanford suggested that before going further they stop
a while upon the observatory platform.

It was one of those rare autumn days when the atmosphere
is clearest; and,as themagnificentpicture burst upon theirview,
Lord could not repress some exclamationsof amazement.

From Yonkers on the north to Sandy Hook on the south,
and from Newark,in what was formerlyNew Jersey,to Jamaica
on Long Island, the limits of the imperial city extended.

With observatory glasses they viewed the wonderful spec-
tacle. Sanford called attention to leading points. “You notice
that there are more homes on Staten and Long Islands,” he
said, “whilelower Manhattan is given over to factories,ware-
houses, exchanges, and stores. The depots of all nations, for
exchanging products, are there."-

Lord laid down his glass and watched the passenger cars.
From the tower, in every direction, ran great steel cables like
thoseof the Brooklyn bridge, only smaller. Suspended from
these cables by a sort of pulley-hanger device ran rapid transit
cars to and from similar towers away on Long Island and the
Jersey shore. These cars, suspended in space and whirling
down the long incline witha velocity resembling a ride on a

toboggan slide, then rising, partly by their own momentum, to
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the tower on the other side, seemed a marvellously dangerous‘
device to Lord. The cables seemed to dwindle in the distance
to mere threads, while the cars, as they left the distant towers.
seemed as child's toys. On. on. theycame. growing in apparent
size. leaching the lowest point, then skimming along up the
incline until brought to a stop upon the landing platform over-
head. '

Sanford explained a device by which some of the momentum
of the downward slide was stored up to assist in mounting the
other side; beside this there were extra power and safety ap
pliances, so that,‘dangerous as it looked, no accidenthad ever
taken place. Car after car came whizzing up different lines,
and shot downward on others. changing passengers, and being
switched from the up to the down cable. The elevators were
constantly filledwith passengers from the station underneath
or those bound thither.

“How long will it talre to reach Manhattan Island from
here?" asked Lord.

“ Ten minutes by the cables or by the tunnel; three quarters
of an hour by ferry. or by the bridge and surface car,” said
Sanford smiling. “ You see we are not compelled to flythrough
the air unlem we choose.” ‘

»

“\Vell. this is an elevated system sure enoug ,” said Lord.
“As no one seems to get hurt I thinkwe will try it."

“ Which line do you prefer, Jersey or Long Island?” asked
Sanford. ' '

“ Long Island. I think,"said Lord. “ How many lines are
there? ”

“ Two, most direct,” replied Sanford. “ These have only
three stops, but the cable system is carried out in every direc-
tion. You could take almost any line, and by changing can
reach the Battery. With the glassyou may see that this first
line runs to the tower on theJersey shore, from thereto a point
opposite Ellis Island. then to the tower on the island, and from
there to the Battery.” _

Lord had become so much interested in the distant View that 
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he barely noticed the Staten Island homes, where there was a

larger population than on Manhattan; but as he and Sanford
stepped on board thegravitycar theytook position by a window,
where, as the car was released, theycaughta bewilderingglance
at the beautiful homes, smooth lawns, and wide, tree-fringed
streets below them. The motion was so steady that a person
sitting quietly might not realize the frightful speed, nor his
suspension in space. Over the tops of schooners and steamers
which, even at the lowest point, looked like toys beneath,then
up to the landing on Long Island. One minute while the local
passengers were changing, then the car was switched to the
next incline.

A glance at Greenwood in the distance, then at beautiful
residences with their environment of still more beautiful gar-
dens, and the second stop was reached. ‘

" What locality is this?" asked Lord.
“A little south of old Hamilton ferry," answered Sanford.
“ \Vell. I ought to recognize it," laughed Lord. “ I was

mobbed for a radical speech I made near here forty years ago.
Its appearance has certainly changed, as I hope have also its
manners.

Whiz; and away went the car, over Buttermilkchannel and
‘up to the tower in the heart of old Fort Columbus. Lord

+i—n-1--'¥
-'7?

"

looked grimly down upon the scene of his first imprisonment,
not so much changed as he expected. White tents covered the
camp ground, and companies of cadets were marching about.
“I thoughtwar was abolished and military tactics a lost art,”

said Lord enqniringly,looking to Sanford for explanation.
“ You are correct," answered Sanford. “As regards the art

of killing. that went with the barbarous system thatinade use
of it. This is Columbus College," he added, “and these young
cadets are learningprecision and discipline, thatmake mankind
the conqueror of all the forces of nature.”
, The next minute and they were sliding toward the Battery,
and in another they,stood upon the great observatory platform
of the Battery tower. For a moment, as Lord stood there, the
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present was forgotten in the past. Yonder had been the wreck
of railroad behindwhich Conrad with his men, blackand grimy
with smoke. and covered with dust and blood, had awaited the
charge of the soldiers. A shudder ran throughhis frame as he
recalled the sounds and sights of thatdreadful day. As Lord
spoke his thoughts to Sanford, he recurred to thedisastrous end
of the revolution. " I felt," he said, “ as though no future
eflbrt could free the country from the effects of that terrible
mistake or treachery.”

“But," interposed Sanford, “ it was natural that the pluto-
crats should use their power when theygained it. Their usu'r~
pations became too heavy for flesh and blood to stand. When
France and Germany, then Russia and England,becamecooper-
ative rcpuhlics, we were but a year behind them."

Lord glanced around. Away down the harbor stood the
familiarGoddess of Liberty,who long years ago had turned her
back"upon New York and stood looking out to sea, torch in
hand, awaiting tidings from sunny France, thatannounced the
birthof her sister, Justice. Castle Garden. thatfoul blot upon
a former civilizationwhere we welcomed the deluded emigrant
to the land of the free, and gave him the home of the slave,
was no longer to be seen. Cleared of all its unsightly blots,
the Battery park seemed a section of Eden transplanted to the
new world. ‘

One startling change Lord noticed, the entire absence of the
roads on stilts, the unsightly nuisance mis-called rapid transit
in former days; but a network of tracks, in addition to the
gravity system, ran above the buildings in every direction.

These tracks ran from a much lower level in the same
tower as thegravity line. They were all a part of themunicipal
transit, and were used where the solidlybuilt blocks, connected
by bridges, made for them a level road-bed. Owing to a pecu-
liar motive-power (a hydrmlic device dispensing with wheels.
and having in their stead flat runners sliding in grooves and
cushioned with water), the trains were almost noiseless, and
withoutjar. The buildingsbeneaththemseemed builtwith a
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View of giving them a stable road-bed and solid masonry abut-
ments at the street crossings.

“ \Vhatpuzzles me," said Lord. after watching thelong trains
dart this way and thatwith no apparent motive power or gui-
dance, " is to see every train run to its own siding withoutany
switchmen. I have seen {our trains in almost as many minutes
come in on one track and flyeach to a diilerentsiding. Have
you dispensed withswitchmen as well as withboot-blacks?"

“ Yes,and on the same principle," said Sanford. Lord looked
enquiringlyat him, and he continued : “ Flesh and blood is too
Valuable to be set doing what machinery can do better. Ma-
chinery never sleeps at its post, while an overworked man
sometimes does.”

“ Go on,” gasped Lord, with mock anxiety, " let me hear the
mt.”

“You remember going with me to a dry-goods store some
forty years ago.” continued Sanford, “ and you admired the
cash-carrier thatto a large extent dispensed with cash-boys?"

“ Oh, yes, that is the labor-saving principle,” answered Lord.
“ But the parallel goes farther,” said Saiiford. “ You remem-

ber how the little cash-cars would start from one central oflice
and, after passing several on their way, would jump to a side
trackalways at the right place? "

Lord nodded assent.
“ \Vell, these act in the same way,”'continued Sanford.

“That first siding is for express trains that make but three
stops from the Battery to Harlem River. Then come the Cen-
tral Park trains, then the locals. You notice thata local goes

' out, then the express follows on the same track. then another
local, then one of the Park trains. In that way they run a

through train between every local on the same track."
"And still the locals do not detain the fast trains?" ques-

tioned Lord.
“ Oh, no. the local goes ahead to the first station, where a

branch runs around the station from the main line. The local
is constructed so thatit always takes the branch. While the
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passengers are changing. the express dashes by on the main
line, the local follows it to the next station, where anotherex-
press passes. So they can run an express between every local,
withoutinterference.”

“ If you depended on overworked switchmen to direct the
trains I should fear open switches, ’ said Lord musingly. “How
did you ever get rid of the old elevated roads?” he asked,after
he had watched the new device for some time.

"It came like many other improvements when the people
took possession of all property as a common estate. This new
system would never have been adopted as a private enterprise.
The old roads were repaired after the revolution; the people
were much dissatisfied with theirservice, but’ the power.of cor-
porations had become so great that no improvement could be
expected soelong as the roads paid good dividends to the stock-
holders.” ‘

“ I remember,"said Lord, “ thatwas one of the great source:
of private wealth. Corporations would bribepublic oflicials to
vote them a valuable franchise. ‘They would present the ofi-
cials with a nice block of the stock to keep them interested in
the company's welfare; then,with theirspecial privileges,the
company would squeeze money enough out of a sufiering pub-
lie to pay the bribes,and make the bribersrich.” '

“ Organized opposition to theelevated roads," continued San-
ford, “ was one of the first signs of re-action. Then the city
voted to build an underground road owned by itself. This was
bitterly fought by the corporations when the billwas intro-
duced. Several‘ times they defeated it by bribery,but fears of
anotherrevolution,which began to be openlyadvocated, caused
them to give up the struggle, and the act was passed."

“That broke their power I suppose,” said Lord.
“Quite the contrary," replied Sanford. “They simply got

their tools in as contractors and oficials under the city's man-

agement. It looked for a time as if thebuildingof‘ the arcade
benefited none but capitalists, who lent the money to build it
with, then stole it back by dishonest contracts,leaving thecity
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with a half-builtroad and an enormous debt to pay them inter-
.

est upon.”
“ I suppose people thenlost faith in municipal control?” said

Lord. '

«

' “In New York they did, while in other places it proved a

great success. But finallyonly bribers could get any public .

position, from president down. Then the complete ruin of the
republic was apparent to all.” '

'

“It was such results I feared," said Lord. “I was glad of
my exile thatI might not see the-disgrace."

Sanford continued: “A few thousand capitalists, many of
them living in Europe, held our city,county,state, and national
bonds, withprivate mortgages on everything thatwould hear
it. These debts were really greater than the selling value of
the whole country. They virtually owned seventy million
slaves, who were working themselves and children to death to
pay these fellows interest on stolen property. These robbers
escaped taxation on theirbonds,whilethetax-collectorgathered
in whatever the poor man had left after paying his interest.
Then theyor theiragents stole it out of the treasury by dishon-
est-contracts. Famine devastated large sections of thecountry.
Thousands died of starvation in the cities. All the while ships
were carrying flour and provisions to Europe.” '

Sanford and Lord sat upon theobservatory platform,shielded
from the noondaysun by the landing platform overhead. They
had forgotten the wonderful scenery about them in reminis-
cence of the past. Perhaps it was partly because,at their age,
the past seems more vivid than the present,—’-at least, when
Sanford suggested that theygo on up the city, Lord answered
quickly: “No, I want to hear how the change came about.”

Sanford smiledat his enthusiasmas he continued: “Where
did I leave 011'? Oh, starvation. ‘Veil,just at this time France,
whose people were much better off than ours, revolted. Our
people had become helpless. The hope of a successful revolu-
tion passed years before. France voted by an overwhelming
majority in favor of the following propositions: —

‘
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1st. That all property is under the control of an individual
only so long as he is himself using it. -

2nd. That he has no moral or legal right to control or receive
any income from property thatanyone else is using. ’

3rd. That, at death,all property of the citizen passes into the
common fund for the use of all the people alike.

4th. That products can only be bought with‘products, or
theirvalue as represented by the amount of labor thatproduced
them.

“ Well?" ejaculated Lord, who bent silentlyforward and was
intently listening. '

“ Well," repeated Sanford, “ of course thiscreated an uproar
all o\'er the world, and in less than a year most of the great
capitalists came to America,where the people were too poor and
subdued to resist them, as they supposed. A great many rich
men who abhorred the old system joined the people and helped
to establish the new equality in Europe, while all the richest
and meanest ones prepared to fortify Americaand hold it against
the rest of theworld. But selfishness always defeats itself. In
the greedy race for wealth they trampled down so many that
formerly stood with them,and reduced theirnumbersso efieetr
ually by the process of ‘big fish eating little ones,’ that they
became frightened at their own weakness, and thousands of
them accepted the new order as inevitable. The people finally
rose en massc, and all who were willing to recognize the new

system became equal with all other citizens, while those who
refused were banished the country, and have scattered through
thewild and uncivilizedportions of theglobe. The millionaire
has ceased to exist in modern civilization. Thatincubusthrown '

off, there is no limit to improvements, of which this railway
system is only one sample."
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CHAPTER XVII.
'nxcn.u~'os axn ucroar.

Having heard Sanford's story to the end, Lord was now ready
to proceed. Looking up town from the Battery tower, Man-
hattan appeared like a city of gardens. Plants, flowers, green
lawns, and shrubbery were everywhere. The massive blocks
in the warehouse and factory districts nearly all had roof-
gardens, most exquisitely kept.

From the elevated position in the cars the sensation was

delightful. Delicate perfume from nu-e flowers, mingled with
the odor of freshly clipped lawns, was “in marked contrast to
the odor of this locality forty years before.

,

The first stop was at the tower near old Hanover Square.
Lord was lookingsilentlydown upon the gardens and buildings
as Sanford touched his shoulder.

“ Up to this point,” he said, “are the great cotton and wool
warehouses, the produce exchanges, and fruit depots."
“I notice that the Produce Exchange building which was

utterly destroyed in the revolutionhas been rebuilt,"said Lord.
“ To what use is it now put?”

I

‘

“A very similar purpose," replied Sanford. “Elevator re-

ceipts, warehouse receipts, and other certificates of real wealth
are here assorted, credited to the local warehouse when with«
drawn, and charged to the account of the distributing depot
where sent; but the spirit of speculation is dead. Eachof these
little slips they handle represents so many days’ labor put into
the product, and may be exchanged for an equal amount of
labor represented by another certificate; that is, the same

amount of labor that produced it pays for it in certificates of
some other product.”

“Then these are exchanges in the true sense of the word,”
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said Lord. “Exchange was only another name for gambling-
house when I knew these places.” 4

On went the train over the top of the Custom-house, which
had been rebuilt into an exchange for foreign goods. Sur-
rounding this exchange were great iron, glass, and granite
buildings containing goods for export. Then came depots ‘of
every nation with which this country exchanged products.
These contained samples of every article of which any nation
produced a surplus, and which it exchanged for. goods required
from America, value for value, labor for labor, day for day.”

As Lord lleamed this, he asked: “ What became of political
demagogues, who would shout ‘pauper labor of Europe ;' ‘tarifl
for protection ; ’ or ‘ tarifi for revenue?’"

“They died out with the political parties that made use of
them to fool people into fighting each other, while they got the -

spoils" replied Sanford.
“Then the maxim of socialism: ‘ All nations are of one

blood ’ has proven true. They are brothers,not enemies,now,”
commented Lord. '

“ The clearing-houses of the world are here,” continued San-
fonl, “ but the balances are paid in certificates of products, not
in gold. All the money of the world a hundred years ago
would not have purchased the surplus wealth of nations which
they now exchange."
“I remember the surplus was very troublesome when they

kept it in coin,"~laughedLord.
-' Yes,’ replied Sanford, “ and even now it accumulates so

rapidly that theyhave to reduce the workinghours. Everybody
uses lavishly all he wants, yet but few use as much as they
produce, and none can have more. All expense of public works
and education, transportation of products, and support of the
people’: agents is taken from the surplus."

" Then is there absolutely no taxation?" asked Lord.
"None, except for local improvements. Then the nation

furnishes all the material free, and local citizens contribute the
labor.” answered Sanford. “ You won't realize how willingly
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such taxation is paid until you see how much pride everybody
takes in local improvements."

“ One thingI realize.” said Lord, glancing from the window
over the succession of roof-gardens that extended to the river
front, “ the dirty, squalid, tenemenhhousesthat,withina stone’s
throw of \Vall Street, made such a hideous contrast between
wealth and poverty are gone."

A

“ Yes, they are gone,” replied Sanford. - “ Gone with the
cursed system of avarice thatbuilt both the tenement and the
bank, the hovel and the palace,riches and poverty, the product
of each other. How long it took the world to see that one
cannot have more than his share withoutsome one having less;
thatsome must starve to contribute to another's feast of glut»
tony i There are no dwellings belowGrand Street," added San-
ford. “ Up to thatpoint all are nationalbuildings.”

As the train shot aside to the station at the bridge-entrance
Lord saw the express ahead which went straight over thebridge
and away 05 toward Harlem. The bridge, grander thanbefore,
had been rebuilt. While bridge passengers were changing,
Lord looked from the opposite window at City Hall Park. The
post-ofice and city buildings had been rebuilt elsewhere, and
the park restored to its original proportions. Fountains were
playing. Rare flowers were in the pools; among them the
Victoria Regia, which, forty years before, had failed to bloom,
was now in all its glory. From an alabaster pavilion upon
the site of the old City Hall floated out the most entrancing
music, while beautiful children were watching the goldfish in
thepool.

.

Above the row of iron and granite buildingsof Broadway
ran anotherline of rapid transit, one branch crossing Broadway
obliquely at Chambers Street and on up toward the Bowery.

“ Perhaps you notice,’ said Sanford, “ thatall our systems of
municipal transit work together. The elevators in the towers
run from the arcade depots under ground, stopping at the sin»
face to exchange passengers with the electric and cable roads,
thento the level we are on, then on up to the landingof the
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gravity roads away above our heads. All the transits are free.
No tickets, no bell-punch,no change-box.”

“How is the expense met?" asked Lord, now thoroughly
- astonished.

“The nation, whose great exchanges are here, fumiahes all
machineryand materials from the surplus account. The city
asks annually one or more day's labor ticket from all citizens,
to reimburse the nation for labor that is locally employed.
You see," said Sanford, as Lord began to comprehend the ar-
rangement, “thatwhen everybody works it makes light work
for all, and we‘have more to spend on public comfort than the
whole nation produced by the plan of competition.”

As the train drew near the ChathamSquare tower, Lord ex-
pressed a desire to step off and view the site of his former home.
Taking the elevator to the street, Lord asked as they reached
the pavement: “ I think we have time to walk a little way,—
have we not?"

“(.'ertainly," replied Sanford.
four, which will be early enough.”

They walked down East Broadway. Fine appearing people
passed them in groups. On none of the faceswas thathurried,
worried look so common to the business man of former years.
Content and refineinent showed in every act and look, while
older people, who must have seen the time of trouble, had the
peaceful look of those whom care would no longer disturb.

A row of factory buildings extended all along the street.
Reaching the spot which Lord thought the site of his former

I

abode, he asked: “Can we go in?" '

“Certain1y," replied Sanford. Upon entering he explained
theirerrand to a. gentleman who met them at the door and [at
once offered to show them tlnough the different workrooms.

“ Is not thisa pretty workroom?” asked theirguide proudly,
pointing out the newest improvements. Lord could very truth-
fully say that it was the lightest, neatest, prettiest workroom
he had ever seen.

Rows of machinesrunning by some noiseless power extended

“\Ve shall reach home by
_
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the entire lengthof the block. Then came a broad aisle, along
which ran a miniature railroad track, from which baskets of
snowy linen and-muslin packageswere delivered to theworkers.
As the baskets were refilledtheywere passed along to the next
block. to the finishing and the shipping rooms. The process
began two or three blocks hack in the cutting room, thence to
the trimming and sewing rooms. The railroad extended from
block to block on this upper floor. Across the broad aisle were
other rows of machines fronting upon the court-yard. The
block was builton threesides of a square. In the central court,
which opened toward the south, a fountain tossed a little ball V

upon a slender threadof water. A tennis court was marked
upon the lawn. Bright flowers clustered around the pool, in
which sported goldfish, lendingbeautyto the scene.

Across the court, through large plate windows, the counter-
part of this workroom could be seen. Lord noticed that by
each machine were flowers thathad been freshly cut.

“ Where do they all come from?" he asked.
“ The gardens on the roof furnish flowers for the workers,”

replied the guide smiling. “But the flowers are not the most
beautifulfeature of this room. Did you ever see so many really
pretty girls in one room?”

With the air of a connoisseur Lord admitted he had not,
while the guide, pleased at his appreciation,continued: “ Every
girl here is a study for an artist. It will soon be four o'clock,
when all work stops, you should wait until then to see them.”

Lord smiled at his enthusiasm,but declined waiting on ao-
count of his engagement.

“ How long do they work?" he asked.
“ Four hours,” replied the guide. “ We have two working

corps. The flrst come at eight and leave at twelve. These
come at twelve and work until four.”
“I suppose they choose which corps theyprefer," said Lord.
“ Oh, yes, and then every girl has two or threepartners in the

other corps withone of whom she can exchange at any time.
There is to be a garden-party on the roof this afternoon, with
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music and refreshments. The girls often stay on pleasant days.
and I know you would be welcome.”

Lord, who was always a quiet, reserved man, smiled as he
thoughtof himself at a garden~party surrounded by a bevyof
laughinggirls, and he intimated thathe had already staid longer
than he ought.

As he and Sanford passed to thestreet, he exclaimed: “ Then
this is factory life in the new republic. How proud thatman-

ager is of his work."
“I should say his pride extended to his workers," replied

Sanford. “ But, then. he is excusable in that. As George Elliot
says, ‘thebeautyof a lovely woman is like music!”

Lord laughed " That will do for you, Sanford," he said.
Afterwalking some distance, he added: “ I begin to feel tired.
If I could just slip into my nest in the rocks of Alaska, I would
be content withoutany more sightseeing at present.”

“ Getting homesick?" queried Sanford.
“ Not that," replied Lord, “but I feel out of place in all this.

In my younger days I dreamed of such a state of society,but
it has so outgrown me thatI feel as much an exileas I once did
in Alaska.”

“ Oh, thatwill pass when we get home. Let us take the car.”
As Sanford said this,he stopped a passing electric car, and they
soon were amid entirely new surroundings.

_

The massive blocks of the lower town had ‘given way to im-
mense palaces. surrounded by wide lawns, fountains, trees, and
gardens. Lord, who had been astonished at the attention paid
to gardening in the manufacturingdistrict, could not control an

expression of wonder at theprofusion of flowers here. Some of
the buildings appeared like private mansions, others like great
apartment houses, and still others were like the finest hotels
of former days. Some were of purest white, others of gray or
pink or brown stone. All rising like gems set in the emerald
of the lawns about them. Fountains played here and there
amid the shubbery,and statuary gleamed from among the foli-
age of rich tropical plants.

'

\
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“Surely,these are not private homes?” said Lord in more

than usual astonishment. '

“ They are but a few types of our homes," said Sanford.
Watching Lord's face he continued: “With such an infinite
variety to select from one can live in any style he chooses, but
homes on Manhattan are a little more crowded than on other
islands or the mainland north and west, where a larger part of
the homes are situated. You rememberTuxedoPark?”

Lord nodded.
.

“ Well, Tuxedo style of suburban life has many adherents,
and has been a thousandtimes multiplied in thelast few years.”

" It seems strange," said Lord, “ to find everybody living so

luxuriously. I keep expecting to see some sign of poverty or
some tenement; from old association I suppose."

“ There is n't a pauper in America!” exclaimed Sanford.
“But if you want to see a hovel or two, a couple were saved
from shanty-town in upper New York, and are in the museum
grounds of Central park. When you are really homesick, we
will go up and view them," he added with a laugh. “We stop
here," said he, touching an electric signal button to stop the
car. “My rooms are in this co-operative apartment building.
lenjoy it better than hotels or clubs. You will meet your
friends at dinner," he said as Lord gave him a questioning
glance.

The buildingfronted upon what was once Tompkins Square,
and faced three streets, with an open court-yard toward the
south, and it stood in the centre of a lawn. Similar blocks
appeared around the square. The lawn about the house indi-
cated l.y Sanford contained many flower-bedsof fantasticshape,
and betrayedan enthusiasticgardener's skill. Near every street
corner was a fountain, each of a difierentpattern. A concrete
walk wound about the labyrinthof flowerand shrub and statue.
Green turf, soft and fine as velvet, seemed to invite the feet to
stray, and sheltered seats allured the wandering one to rest.

Going up the marble steps and into thewide hall theypassed
through to the veranda which ran around the courtyard. This
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court, some sixty feet across, was one solid piece of green turf
bordered by a walknext theveranda,and shaved as close as the
lawn-mower could make it. On the open southern side the
afternoon sun was shining in. Upon the veranda lay croquet,
lawn-tennis, and other outfits for lawn games, while above the
veranda was a device for spreading a water-proof canopy in sum-
mer, or a glass and iron covering in winter, by which latter
means the court was transformed into a greenhouse when the
plants were brought from the lawns outside.

“ One thingpuzzles me,” said Lord as theywalkedround the
veranda and ascended thebroad stairs to thefloorabove. “ You
seem to make no provision for ash barrels and garbage carts.”

Sanford laughedheartilyat Lord's puzzled look as he replied,
" they are largely dispensed with; but you have forgotten the
underground road. When the new transit was finished the
arcade was given up to heavy freighting,delivering of supplies,
and such uses. The sub-cellar of each block connects withthat
road, and it relieves the streets of heavy traflic; beside which
all electric wires and pneumatic delivery tubes arethere pro-
vided for. Special grocery and provision trains run twice each
day in addition to regular traffic trains.”

As Sanford finished speaking he opened a door to the left.
Motioning Lord to a seat, he drew aside the curtains and said :
“ We shall dine at six. It now lacks over an hour. Make
yourself at home in these rooms, and I willcall for you in time.
You had better rest, as the evening may be along one ;" and
witha smilehe prepared to go. Turningagain, he added: “You
will find books in the library,and a couch and a bath in the
room beyond. Take my advice and rest. You are infullposes-
sion here.” '
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‘REUNION.
Alone with his thoughts almost for the flrst time since leav-

ing Alaska, Cecil Lord ran rapidly over the incidents of his
journey. Wliilehe could hardly follow Conrad's advice to be
astonished at nothing,he began to realize thatthe possibilities
of progress, of which theyhad dimlyheard in Exile'sRest, were

only limited by man's opportunity and skill, and these now
seemed boundless. He glanced from the window. The room
was in the southern end of the west wing. One window looked
upon the court, while the other, a deep bay window facing the
south, gave an extended view of lawns and buildingsbeyond.

Across the lawns toward the east could be seen a garden of
roses, and a common playground for the children. The green
grass had no forbidding signs, and the children at theirsport
added beautyto the picture. The parlor in which he stood was
furnished throughout in gold. The furniture, the walls, thecur-
tains, all blended theirshades withexquisite taste. Mindful of
Sanford's suggestion, Lord passed through into the next room,
— the library. This was furnished in blue. Combinationsever
restful to the weary eye melted away into a sort of celestial
view overhead, where some scene from ancient Bible mythology
was represented. Upon the table lay several books. Easy chairs
besidethephonograph,or drawn before thegrate, where glowed
the electric fire, invited Lord to tarry. Beyond this the sleep-
ing-room, where Sanford had advised him to rest, was a combi-
nation of tints that,from rosy pink to purest white, seemed to
melt into each other in a dreamy, oriental way thatharmonized
with the furnishings. Above thedowny bed hovered a melting
view of Somnus and his son Morpheus, waiting to woo slumber
to the eyes, and shape the pleasantdreams.

0
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Within a curtained recess was the marblebath,while thewin-
dows from both this room and the library looked out upon the
court. Opposite was the entrance by which they had come.
"Surely this is a bachelor home," thought Lord. “If I had
one half so comfortable I would spend my days hereafter in the
States.”

At thismomenthe perceived his baggage, which had preceded
him, and bethinkinghimself of the coming dinner, he prepared
a fitting toilet with some anxiety lest he might betrayalack '

of modern culture. When it was done to his satisfaction he
returned to the library. Sinking into an easy chair he began
turning the leaves of a novel whose title attracted him: “Chil-
dren of Satan; or, Selfishness the Origin of Evil."

At a little before six Sanford returned, and with him came
an old man whose locks were as shining white as Lord's. None
other than John Mason, whom Lord had last seen the day of
Willie.-‘s funeral. Another, a middle-aged man, with them was
Jack Worden.

_

Aftera few minutes of hand-shaking and reminiscence, San-
ford asked abruptly: “How do you like these rooms?” -

“They are a dream of paradise to me," answered -Lord. “I
could have planned nothingso cosy. Are theyyours?"

“ Theyare yours untilyou choose others more to your liking,”
answered Sanford, smiling at_ Lord's embarrassment. “Mine
are in the otherwing.”

“Sanford,"exclaimedLord, extendinghis handwhilehis voice
choked him, “ it does not express it to‘ say ‘I thankyou ;' but
you know—”

.

Sanford knew. He explained to him, however, that they
were no better rooms than everybody had, only difl'eririg taste
might seek ditferent arrangements.

“ One thingI do not yet understand," said Lord as,afterhav-
ing recovered from his last surprise, they followed Mr. Mason
to the dining-room. “ How can everybody have so much lux-
ury when they work so little compared with former years?
Then only the wealthy were comfortable.”
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“ You foretold it yourself years ago," said Sanford. “But
then without thewonderful inventions of today it would be im-
possible to have so much. In the first place the natural mate-
rials are limitless.” V -

“ True," replied Lord.
“Secondly,all anything costs now is the labor that is put

into it.”
“ Yes," admitted Lord. -

“ Then, man has so harnessed the forces of nature that they
do a large part of the labor at no cost but to provide the ma-

chinery to harness them."
Lord nodded his assent.
“ Then, as raw material costs nothingbut the labor of digging.

mining, or raising it, and transportation is but a small item of
expense, it follows that,with the forces of nature working for
nothing,a hundred millionsof people can accomplish wonders.
You must remember that with our wonderful lahor-saving
machinerya few short days of work from all will produce ten-
fold more than all the working classes formerlyproduced in a

year of steady toil.”
.

“ I can realize that,"said Lord.
“And the fact that all work in harmony without the waste

of competition accounts for all else.”
As they were talkingMr. Mason~ threwopen the door of a

dining-room,—one of the series which occupied a large portion
of the main floor on the northern side of thebuilding. Sanford
explained thateach room was private to thefamilyor party who
chose to occupy it together,while the partitions between,which
seemed so solid, and through which no sound passed, could at
any time be rolled back. Thiswould throwas many rooms into
one as might be desired for banquets or halls. Overhead,
through the broad hallway. ran lines of electric cars which, by
branch lines running to each room, delivered the viands or car-
ried hack the orders.

HFour ladies met them as theyentered. The two eldest Lord
quickly recognized as Mrs. Mason and Miss Worden. Though

\
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outwardly calm, Lord felt at this reunion more agitated than
any of the others, except perhaps Miss \Vonlen. She soon, how-
ever, put him at his ease with her former mocking pleasantzy.

lie found it more difiicult to recognize in Mrs. John Worden
the little Lucy Dean of forty years ago. It seemed almost as
strange to find Miss Maud Mason the editor of a woman's jour-
nal, in which position she had succeeded Miss Worden.

That Miss Worden was still charming, in spite of the weight
of years which sat so lightly,no one would deny, but to Cecil
Lord she was the one woman who had always been his ideal.

Greetings over, they gathered at the table where the carriers
delivered dainty trays as deftly as human hands might have
done, serving the delicate creations of modern cuisine in many
tempting courses. To Cecil Lord came the consciousness that
at last dining was one of the fine ‘arts. Describe thatdinner?
Xe. Vulgar materialism may revel in such details. but it is
doubtful if Cecil Loni could rememberaught but a sense of
perfect happiness; and that reunion, so unexpected until the

’ day before, was the brightest spot in all the memory of the
returned exile.

Wines upon the table attracted Lord’s attention,and as they
were served his embarrassmentwas evident tohliss Worden,
whose eyes twinkle.-d with the old-time merriment. She knew
he had always been a total ahstainer. “ This is the pure blood
of the grape," she said, tantalizing him and holding the glass
aloft as the light streamed through its purple depths. “ But,”
she added quickly as she saw his look grow grave, “thisis not
fermented, and I assure you it does not conflictwithyour views
of wine drinking."

" Yes," interrupted Sanford. "It seems that scientific men
have at last sustained your theory,that fermentation destroys
all food value of the grape as it does of grain, so the keepers
of the vineyards have provided a product that far excels fer- ‘

mented wine. So thatagain the best wine was reserved till the
last.”

“How about general drinking habits?" asked Lord with ‘
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much interest. “ I now rememberthatI have seen nothingof
them since my return."

“ They have nearly disappeared," answered Sanford. “As
soon as there was no profit in it its sale was abandoned like
other injurious traiiics. Avarice had no more to gain by the
traffic, and it soon died out."

“ But it had a strong hold upon appetite as well as avarice,"
said Lord. “ Surely, thatwas not all at once abolished ?”

“No, but drunken excesses had so disgusted people that,when
industries were nationalized. no provision was made for the
manufactureof intoxicants any more than for bogus butter or

shoddy wool. Druggists do ferment some wine for medicine,
but I believe even the doctors consider it more dangerous than
useful, and they now prescribe the unfermented kind."

"But if the appetite still remains," questioned Lord doubt-
fully,“willnot the people make it themselves?”

“ The people are no longer driven at thatspeed of merciless
competition thatshattered bothbrain and nerves," replied San-
ford; “neitheris there au idle class who would drink to kill
time, so the demand and supply both ceased together.”

“ One strange fact,”said Mia \Vorden, “some of theold-time
churches were the bitterest advocatesof having fermentedwine
in the public storehouses."

“ I am not surprised at that."said Lord. “ But speaking of
churches, do theystill exist?”

“Not as you knew them."she replied. “But if you mean
bodies of people ‘who meet together regularly, they are as
numerous as ever. wile!) the golden rule came into general
use the old-fasliionedcreeds were abandoned. Now they meet
to learn truths, not to assert doctrines."

“ Then an unbelieveris no longer despised by them? ”

Miss \Vorden laughed. “ You must remember that now

people are judged by what they do, not by what they believe.
We will go to Music Hall next Sunday,” she continued, “then
you may understand our religion of universal brotherhood."
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CHAPTER XIX.
run nmrn or rnzzbox.

The conversation drifted from religion to politics. or rather
the absence of politics, with comparisons of past with present.
and when the party withdrew to their drawing-rooms the tide
of reminiscence with tales of the marvellous present went mer-
rilyon.

Thedays withtheirroundsof pleasantsurprises passedquickly.
When Sunday morning came Cecil Lord and Miss Worden went
together by the gr-.u'it_v road high over the housetops to the
.\[nsic Hull west of (‘antral Park where the service was cor»
sidored particularly fine. They stopped a few moments in the
Bryant Park tower, corner of FifthAvenue and Forty-second
Street. The tower amse on the site of the old reservoir which
was not rebuilt after beingblown up by the dynamiters.

_

The
cables of the gravity road glistened in the sun like magnified
spider webs, while the view from the observatory platform
swept a radius of many miles from the palisades to Coney
Island, and from Long Island Sound to Newark Bay.

The next swoop of their flying car landed them at Music
Hall. Vast as the Colosseum at Rome, and bristling with
towers and minarets, this building seemed a triumph of archi-
tecture.

Above its massive portals three. giant statues represented the
artist's ideals of Liberty. Equality, and Fraternity. with grace-
ful poise, holding aloft a streamer inscribed “Sacred to the
Brotherhood of All Bfankind." ’

.

Within, the acoustic properties were perfect, and the decoru-
tions worthy of the people's greatest temple.

As they were seated, the ort-hestm was rolling out a volume
of music that thrilledevery portion of thevast auditorium,and
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seemed to cause the very towers to quiver. while chiming bells
and booming cannon from thetowers and battlements answered
in perfect harmony; then the music sank to a minor key,and
every breath was hushed as if in the presence of the super-
natural. Again it swelled forthuntilpendant bells, thatseemed
a part of the omaments in the vaulted roof. wou_ld catch the
key and echo in unison.

Afterthisprelude theleader of theorchestra waved his baton.
and the audience joined with a fervor never seen or heard in
the days of industrial slavery, singing:—

“ My country. ‘tieofthee.
Land of thenoble tree.
0! the I sing.’

Then great curtains rolled away and displayed a stage upon
which a thousandmight appear at once. “ The Birth of Free-
dom " was the theme, and the orchestra, the organ, and more
than a thousand singers and actors made this grandest of
oratorios a triumph of music.‘

At first across the stage came hordes of peasants in the cos-
tume wom before the French revolution. A long sad wail of
bitteragony seemed to rise from the oppressed of earth, while
at one side of the stage through palace windows could be seen
kings feasting and eourtiers dancing.

Then choirs of chanting priests tried to drown the wailswith
intonations and chants which mingled with the sounds of rev-
elry from the palace. Suddenly there appears a figure standing
alone between thewailinghordes and the chanting priests, who
stand outside the palace walls. It is the figure of a Jewish
carpenter. The priests bow in reverencebeforehim. He waves
them scomfully away, saying: "Depart. I was pahungered and
ye gave me no meat. Inasmuch as ye did it not unto the least
of these. my brethren." He points toward the oppressed poor
and vanishes from sight. ‘

The wails grow louder, angrier: theyare answered by others
thatseem to come up from dens and hauntsof cities. Hungrier
and more desperate grow the people untilwitha wild rush they
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trample down the priests, batter down the palace, and slay the
king.

V

'

The music seems so woven through the act that the bearer
knows not whether to eye or ear the story is the better told.
The curtain falls, then rises on a tableau. Behold the world's
workers crawlingout from under thronesand cathedrals assertr
ing their right to Freedom. This ends the first act.

A second opens in America. A sturdy race of freemen
dressed in homespun crew the stage singing of Liberty; but,
even as they go, small golden serpents crawl among them. Un-
noticed at first, the serpents grow larger and bolder until they
raise their horrid heads on every side, assuming the shape of
the sign of dollars (8) as they coil about the tree trunks, and
their hisses mingle with the music. ‘

Another curtain rolls away,and in a cotton field hundreds of
negroes sing sweet melodies. Writhingserpents with the sign
of the dollar lash them with their tails and feed upon their
children. Then armies in blue and armies in grey march to

‘martial music trampling down the cotton. While cannon roar
and muskets rattle, and blue and grey are_ heaped on bloody
battle-fields, the horrid snakes swell and fatten on the carnage.
Then battle-field is hidden by the curtain, the martial music
dies away, and “ llome. Sweet Home" is sung. The orchestra
takes up the strain as the curtain rises upon thehomes. Golden
serpents are still there and they drive men, women, and little
children, both white and black, from their homes to mine and
mill and factory,and some are driven to crime and death. The
people make idols of the snakes, sacrificingeverythingto them.
There seems one in every home to be worshipped; little ones in
some, larger in others, great ones in public marketplaces, and
huge ones making theirdeadlysign in thetemples of worship.

The poorer people bring theirchildren,theironlypossession,
to be sacrificed to the serpents. Not content, the snakes often
seize the parents also. Sad and moumful is the music now; it
seems like means of anguish. So monstrous have the serpents
grown thatnow upon their crested heads their names appear,-.
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Rent. Interest, Profit. Keepers of the snakes meet and confer,
they say: “ Lest the people arise and slay the snakes,we must
have parties and factions to keep the people divided against
each other while we secretly manage things." Then to each
faction they say: “ Save your wives and children by getting
the keepers of yonr_kind of snakes into power, then only wives
and children of your opponents will be fed to the serpents."
Behold, the people believe the teaching and elect keepers of
the serpents governors, congressmen, and senators.

The music changes. Quicker, faster it goes. The contest
between factionsgrows fierce. Priests stand in pulpits bearing
the sign of the serpent and cheer their factions,while they hcg
poor people to be content with their lot and submissive to the
snakes. All the great avenues of commerce are filled with
people carrying sacrificesto the serpents. '

‘ Suddenly there comes a great shout. The people rebel
against the snakes and their keepers, they see how they are
being duped, for all factions travel the same roads with their
sacrifices. They cry: “These of the other factions are our
brothers, down with snakes and keepers, we will sacrifice no
more children to them.” Then came explosions, hundreds of
them. Snakes and keepers lay twisting and dying in the streets.
The music throbbedin mighty pulsations. Tlmnder rolled and
forked lightning shot across the darkened stage. The very
earth trembled as if all nature was in its death struggle or the
birth of a new era was impending. The curtain fell. Then
the music played soft and low as the curtain rose upon a tab-
lean of three colossal figures like those at the portal of Music
Hall. Liberty,Equality, and Fraternity were smiling upon a
new-bom babe, Freedom.

But a moment thisvision lasted, then faded into thinair, and
thejoyous music and glad shouts changed to harsh roars and
shrieks of horror, for, deceived by the snake-keepers, poor peo-
ple in uniform shot and starved otherpoor people in rags, bound
them down with slimy serpents and compelled them to do more
work for the keepers.

\ 
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Then a moumful dirge was played. Freedom must have died
at its birthor have been devoured by the greedy serpents.

Then in the far distance sounds a faint strain of joyous music.
With hated breath the audience listen as it comes. It grows
and grows until every organ stop. and drum, and chiming bell,
and booming cannon take up the strain. -The vast audience
seems thrilledwith‘joy, and thousandsweep for gladness as the
triumphant shout is borne along by the advancing chorus,

"Freedom lives; It Lives; I1: I.n'ls!"
The child had been spirited away from the serpents, brought

up secretly until in her maiden strength she landed a beauteous
qneen upon the shore whence she had been driven. As the
people hail their deliverer, the serpents flee in alarm. and the
keepers eithergladlygive up their hideous pets or are banished
to jungles where serpents dwell. '

Then, grandest of all the music, swells out the melody-
“Freedom is proclaimed throughout the land to all the iultabitr

mm tlwreo/'.”
Oh, thepower of music! As the triumphantstrains roll forth

it seems to the returned exilethatall his years of toilandsufl'er-
iug are compensated,—his dreams of universal brotherhood
more than realized. He turns to his companion who is watch-
ing him, her face radiant with pleasure at his enjoyment.

As the spell of the music passes, a stronger spell reasserts
itself in Cecil Lord's breast. He recalls his first acquaintance
with Miss \\’orden and their work at-theOwl Club. The vision
of the Red Cross Hospital comes before him; and, as his eyes
meet hers, he realizes that the story of years is revealed in his
face. It is read and understood by the woman at his side, and
as he nervously puts forth his hand she places her own in it.

As they pass out of Music Hall with thejoyous throngCecil
Lord knows that henceforth his life's pathway will be cheered
by the companionship of his ideal woman, and he has found I.
second Exile’s Rest.
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N.lTION.lI.ISM up roL1'rIcs
Br snxsnvnr Roan.

One of the prime factors in the success of a movement is the
accord of the leaders. Notwithstanding this, it is generally
from a state of discord thatorder comes. Advance seems thus
perhaps delayed, but this appears inevitable; and possibly the
result is a more perfect success, for out of chaos came the
universe. A system may be all the nearer perfection when the
antagonism of varying influenceswithin it has been subdued
and forced to unite in forming a harmonious whole. To prove
which of two or more elements is the most forceful and neces-

sary it is imperative that they contend until one obtains the
mastery. For thatvery reason it is obligatory that everyone
should speak his mind fireely and honestly,hoping that right
and truth will prevail. a

When I became a nationalist I thought it would be years
before any idea of political action would be entertained. I
entered into it, heart and soul, as an educational effort. Having
in mind the forty years of agitation necessary to the triumph
of abolitionism, I looked forward to at least a decade of propa-
ganda pure and simple. Only a few months ago numerous
interviews with prominent nationalists, published in the New
York Sun. proved my views to be those of nearly all the
workers in the cause. But nothing seems to move slowlyat
this end of the nineteenth century. \‘Vithin a few years
undreamed of success becomes a possibility. Yet caution still
seems absolutely necessary. Everyone may be treated fairly,
every leader may prove true, yet the opposite should be pru-
dently provided against.

The majorityof nationalistsseem to have decided thequestion
of political action in the at‘firmative. This is, of course, the
most important step thatwe can take, and it seems to require
the greatest deliberation, and caution, and the exercise of
abundant wisdom and prudence. It is possible for the wisest
of men to err. Only a little too much enthusiasm,a shade too
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much of feeling, a small degree of temerity,and a movement
may be consigned to a political tomb for years to come. We
should look beyond our immediate horizon and wait patiently,
like Delilah, to shear the strength away from our enemies.
Rome was not built in a day, and we are buildinga greater‘
empire than the Roman. If ever in theworld's history deliber-
ation and cautious action were called for, now is the time.

Nationalism should be distinctly nationalism,— that and
nothing else. While it embraces all that is good of its kindred
inns it is not similar to any of them. We must have this fact
at‘ heart. We must not be anything else fimt that ofi‘ers a
chance of success, and nationalists last and least of all.

Our movement is not that of the proletariat, but for the
proletariat. The socialist and the labor organizations are pro-
letarian; and it is at the almost invisible line of demarcation
thatso many hesitate and are swerved in the wrong direction.
Why the wrong direction? Because the proletaire never can

right matters. Because the people regard any attempt on his
part to be what it, alas, too often is, an efi'ort to level society
downwards. Nationalism is the converse. Its aim is to level
upwards, always upwards, by educating the people in theprin-
ciples of the brotherhood of humanity, and the methods of
exemplifying that relationship in our daily life. Upon that
foundation alone—for it alone is solid and secure —we wish
to build a structure into which the reforms we propose shall
have been incorporated as a political necessity. Until the
foundation has been securely laid it is surely unwiseto begin
our edifice. *

Instead of acceleratingthe success of the movement, illcon-
sidered procedure will invariablydelay it. The true national-
ist should be an educator. The political action which follows
his efl'orts should be more the result of his work than a portion
of it. Like thewater which flows from a lake in the mountains
through a viaduct and numerous canals, spreading at last into
small filtering streams among the farms of the valley,its in-
fluence seen in the bloom of the meadows ripe unto thesickle,

t
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its work noiseless, but thoroughly efiicacious, so nationalism
should spread from its source through its leaders and teachers.
permeating every grade of society. doing its work quietly,until
the harvest is ready and the laborers are many.

The structure must be built by the educated and the wise,
because it is based upon equity, cemented with justice, and
constructed by love, and has’ for its broad dome the golden
ties of fraternity. These are the concomitants of this (‘lass
alone. The rich are too busilyengaged in their worship of the
golden calf, and the very poor have no opportunity or time to
become educated, no leisure to study equity or justice. and even
for thoughts of lo\'e and fraternity they have but fleeting
moments. When theystrike for justice they are apt to use a

boomerang. Our mission is to teach them to conquer by wise
and peaceful measures.

For a portion of the work politicians must be absolutely
necessary. but the proper course at present would seem to be

. to fight clear of any possible chance of making an alliance‘
which shall prove entangling,and to wait until we are power-
ful enough to be courted for our strength.

One illustrationwill make my position perfectly clear. Sup-
pose we elect a member or two to the legislature. Human
nature is generally too weak to stand such pressure and temp-
tation as would be brought to bear upon so small a representa-
tion, and even if the men themselves remain pure their course
is a power in the hands of any party which chooses to calculate
upon it. The consequence is failure to accomplish any good
result, discouragement, and a loss of prestige. But suppose.
on the other hand, we wait until, by the number of our clubs
and the greatness of their rolls, we know that we can elect
the majority of a legislature, then will our position be assured,
and our hands strengthenedfor the work they are to perform;
then will nationalism stand firmly upon its feet, and be girded
for the task of righting the affairs of a nation.
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C0-OPER.-lTl\'E ASIUSEMENTS.
Br llourrr 0. Anna.

Fletcher, of Saltoun, once wrote, "I knew a very wise man
who believed that if a man were permitted to make all the
ballads, he need not care who should make the laws of a nation."
In a similarspirit one might now sa_v,—let me form thepeople’s
sports, and I care not who does the preaching. ,

.

As comfort and education becomegeneral there is an increased
cultivation of amusement. The great workers are
the value of diversion. Leaving business to business hours,
they seek re-creation in play. The man at the head of the
enterprise of building a transcontinental railway was asked
how he could devote his evenings to games when he had such
vast and varied interests to consider. His forcible. though
inelegant, reply was: " If it wasn't for cards I should bus ”

Since sport is becoming so prominent an element in life, from
infancy to old age, it is important to consider its efiect not
only upon present happiness, but as a formative of character.

It may fairly be claimed that the largest factor in the
development of disposition is play; for all the early years of a
child’s life are given up to amusement, and it is reasonable to
suppose that thechief occupation willbe theprincipal educator. ~

If. then,we see in human nature great evils thatit is desirable
to eradicate, we should attack them in the most susceptible
years of life, and by the most influential means. We may
assert that through the amusements of the young can the
greatest impression upon character he efiected, and by the
diversions of adults can the greatest influencebe exerted upon
action.

What is the chief evilof the world? It is war, nationalor
individual, manifested by murder in battle, by "getting the
better" of others in trade, and by the struggle for social advan-
tage,—all arising from competitive strife for selfish aggrandir.'e-
meat. It is man's oppression of his fellow thatcauses social
and economic ills. " Mau’s inhumanityto man makes countless
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thousands mourn ; " so wailed Robert Burns, but he saw the
remedy and sang in prophetic strain,-

" For 3' that, and I’ that.
In coming yet, for e‘ that.
That man to mm the world o'er
Shall brothersbe for 1' that.“

The brutal struggle for existence——nature's law of progress
—is now being eliminated from the human race, and is giving
place to the principle of peace and goodwill. mutual helpful-
ness, the sentiments of the golden rule, and of the diamond
rule,— D0 xo HARM. It is all important that this spirit should
not only be inculcated by precept, but that it should be pro-
moted by making it the sentiment underlyingand permeating
all play. .

-

. The child’s education begins aright in this respect. Usually
its order of toys is—rattle, ball. doll, blocks. _Friendly aid
helps it to enjoy these and to learn by experience nature's laws.
Its efl'ort is to overcome natural difliculties.and education pro-
ceeds upon moral and pleasurable lines. But as soon as reason
is sufiicicntlydeveloped the games become contests of skillor
chance; the element of strife is the predominant feature, and
victory over the companion is the end sought instead of victory
over nature. The spinning tee-totum takes one to the mansion
of happiness, but leaves the other in the pillory. One exults;
the other is angered. The winner passes the post on the toy
race-course by a neck, and the loser sheds tears of disappoint-
ment. Or in games where skill combineswith chance. or even
where chance is eliminated, the usual motive is not the thought
of overcoming dilficulty,but the desire to vanquish a com-

petitor. Checkers, chess, cards, base-ball, lawn-tennis. billiards,
cricket,—all develop valuable qualities of mind and body, but
are injurious to the heart by reason of the prominence given
to personal antagonism. The lacrosse match often degenerates
into a fight, and many a grave is due to a pack of cards. The
efi'ect of these diversions is to intensify the competitive spirit.
to cultivate joy at another‘.s expense, to deaden human sym-
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pathy,and to prepare one to be a fit combatant in the demoral-
ised arena of commercial warfare.

If we would induce men to earn their living by associated
efiort rather than by conflictingstrife, we must so train the
children that antagonism of their fellows will be distasteful to
their natures. Co-operative games must take theplace of com-

petitive sports for the young, while the mature should unite in
combiningfun with helpfulness. Models of the latter method
are still found in primitive districts where the house raising,
the quilting bee, and the corn bushing furnish enjoyment with
usefulness. If, instead of spending an afternoon battinga ball ‘

and trampling the sod bare, men would unite to lay out walks
in a park, or secure village improvements, they might get
exercise for a worthy end and cultivate only friendlyemotions.
Sewing circles, if well conducted, are a good type of co-ope»
ative amusement in-doors, and when women get suficiently
emancipated from custom to be willing to dress suitably for
outdoor work and exercise they will, perhaps, devise plans of
uniting to care for the flower-beds,while the men make the
paths in the public gardens.

Though earnest work is thus suggested as becoming a poe-
sible amusement, it is not intended to. object to fun for mere
fun's sake. The companionable walk, or ride, the united tour-
ing of bicyclists,skating.coasting,tuboganning,all these forum
of exercise are free from ofiensive strife, and are to be com-
mended. lvhateveramusement tends to make thebody stronger,
the wits sharper, or the mind brighter, is to be approved when
it does not involve unkind feelings towards others. The in-
vention of indoor games, in which the players can combine
theirskill to solve dificulties,achieve triumphs over nature or

promote mutual pleasure without, at the same time, causing
feelings of ill-willor vain-glory,is a matter worthythe attention
of nationalists.

There is one amusement thatabove all others fulfils the con-
ditions required for the development of the co-operative senti-
ment in the young. It is dancing. From the standpoint of
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utility,it is commended by its cultivation of grace of carriage,
politeness of manner. and muscular development,while morally
it promotes friendlyfeeling, and aestheticallyit gives the most
delightful sensations. A cultivated artist declares, “ dancing is
the highest form of religion." It is themost graceful expression
of the emotions, the most comprehensive manifestation of the
instincts thatfavor harmony,rhythm,and method,andcombines
with all a human intimacythatdevelops the affectional nature,
and through social freedom promotes fraternity and equality.
The square dance beginswithsalutation. All through its figures
the effort of each is to aid the other and prevent anyone from
going wrong, for here is realized the motto, “ all for each and
each for all.” The welfare of the set depends upon the well-
doing of each member,and the enjoymentof each one depends

-upon the perfection of the whole. In the round dance the
partners suggest improvement to each other, mutual satisfaction
is the aim, and instead of, as at chess, trying to suppress the
gleam of triumph thatmight warn the enemy of his intended
false move, the efiort is to manifest helpfulness at the first
intimation of difiiculty. For the development of human sym-
pathy the means of amusement that rank with the dance are
the novel and the theatre.

By the cultivation of these amusements and the initiation of
others, in which the spirit of mutual helpfulness shall replace
antagonism, we shall produce from friendlychildren co-oper-
ative men nnd women. \\’hen we cease to fight in play, we
shall cease to war in earnest.

 

A LESSON.
Br Da. 6. Know.

Since leaving the United States my medical workhas left me
hardly any time to study social questions. I had to content
myself with glancing over the many interesting items in the
NATIONALIBT which I receive promptly every month. But:
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tragedy in the midst of Paris, the city of wealth, fashion, and
proverbialgayety, set me thinking,and made me feel anew the
fearful responsibilitywhich we all owe to society in its present
state.

All the leading papers of Paris contained longarticles on the
"Horrible Drame de la rue d'Avron."I will give to the readers
of the NA'r1o.\'.u.1s'r the substance of theseaccounts.

Sunday night, while the Parisian population celebrated the
great national holiday,the preparation for a most heart-rending
tragedy was beingsilentlyenacted. In the fourthstory of a mis-
erable tenement house in rue d'Avron,quartier de Charonne.-
were living an honest workingman named Hayem, 42 years of
age, his wife aged 35, and theirsix children ranging from 1} to
15 years. In spite of his skill and earnest endeavors, Hayern
could find no occupation whatever, and was then nearly ten
months withoutwork. \Vith no means, too proud to ask for
charity, the misery of this unfortunate man and his family
became greater and greater. Baker. butcher, and landlord had
trusted long enough; the children were crying for bread which
he could not give; starvation stared them in theface. He con-
sulted with his wife and older children who could comprehend
the fearful situation. “ My dear ones,” he said, “ I see no other
way to end this misery than to take my life. As orphans, you
will perhaps be better taken care of than you are now.” The
motheranswered, “ No, no, you shall not go alone, as in life so
in death will I be your companion.” And the oldest child, I.

young, handsome girl, who did not agree withAugust Brohant,
who dared to write “toutes les personnes sensées préférent do
beaucoup le déshonnenr a la mort” (all sensible people much
prefer dishonor to death),was not at all sensible according to
this writer and much preferred death to a life of shame. The
decision to end life as rapidly and painlessly aspossible was
the result of their deliberations. Their choice was asphyxia
by carbonic acid gas. So, with the last money in theirpoww-
sion, theyoung girl of 15 started out to buy a bushel of charcoal.
Upon her return they closed hermeticallyall possible opening
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whereby air could penetrate, lighted the coals, and then lay
down to die. Nothingwas noticed until the bad odor emanaw

ting from Hayenfs apartment caused the neighbors to inquire
what had becomeof the family. Police oflicers,accompaniedby
a physician, forced their entrance into the room; and what a

sight met theirvisionl There lay the bodies of a whole family,
— father,mother, and six children.

But they were not all dead yet. Miraculous as it may seem,
the fresh air entering the apartment revived one of those unfor-
tunate ones,— the mother. With the aid of the physician,the
poor woman regained consciousness and opened her eyes, say-
ing feebly: “ My poor husband, my poor children.” She soon
fell, however, into a profound stupor, and was then cared for
in one of the city hospitals. How this poor woman could live
three days and three nights in such an atmosphere, amidst the
dead bodies of her loved ones, is indeed a wonder; but what
suffering of mind the poor soul must have endured (for she
evidently retained her consciousness longer than her husband
and children) it is diflicultto preceive.

Such is the tragedy of which all Paris spoke yesterday, and
will speak, perhaps, today when the seven victims of the drama
will be buried, kind neighbors bearingthe costs of the funeral.
Tomorrow one may read the description of the funeral proces-
sion, the deep emotions it produced in sympathizinghearts, and
after tomorrow there will be a new sensation, not necessarily
tragic, and the drama of rue d’Avron will be forgotten.

A kind husband, a loving father,a brave, healthyman willing
to work is plunged into utter misery becausehe can find nothing
to do. Six little mouthsask for bread, and there is none to be
had. All eight— father,mother, and children—prefer to die
rather than live on charity or in shame.

And all this occurred while the great mass of the French
people rejoiced in the Féte National in memory of the great
event when thewords “ Liberté, Egalité; Fraternité" were first
proclaimed to be the foundation of all human happiness.

The readers of thisarticle will doubtless remembertragedies
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of a like characteroccurring every year in the large cities of
the United States. We, too, have many noble men and women
strong and willing to work, but unable to find employment;
too proud to ask for charity,and who would rathersufler and
die than become dishonest.

But what is the lesson of this Parisian drama? The philan-
thropists of both continents tell us there is no need of such
fearful sut'fering. There are charitable institutions enough to
take care of all people in distress. But these greatbenefactors
forget that there are men and women, honest and strong, who
desire to earn their daily bread. and are not willingto have it
given them.

My nationalist friends and enthusiastswill tell me “national-'
ism and co-operation" is the only remedy. I cannot deny that
thiswould be one, indeed; but nationalismis yet in its infancy,
and before it reaches its maturity many similar dramas like
thatof the rue d'Avron may be enacted._

What could these two great republics, especially the one
which is dearest to me, the United States, do now to‘ guard the
honest work-seekingman or woman against such calamities?

The governmentof the United States should establish labor
bureaus where the unemployed could applyfor work, and be
sure to find it. The needed source of employments could be
furnished in this way. _

For example, instead of giving contracts for the supplies of
clothing, shoes. etc., for the army and navy, to greedy con-

tractors,who often give to theirworkingmen and women mere
starvation wages, the United States government, with its vast
treasures of unused millions,should establish a suficient num-
ber of factoriesfor all its needs. It would pay fair wages, and
many an honest girl and woman could find work in this way.
Additional public improvements, always needed in our cities
and towns, and by which all would be benefited,would give
employment to thousands of workingmen who are now idle.
And those governmental institutions would not need to be in
any sense in competition with honest manufacturingfirms; but
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even if on their establishment in few great capitalists should
sufier some financial losses, the blessing which would be be-
stowed by the United States governmentupon thousandsof its
best citizens would certainly justify any legislation in this
matter.

.

Let us hope that our advanced thinkers and statesmen will
soon realize thatsomethinghas to be done in this direction for
the many unemployed workingmen and women.

But besides the government, our philanthropistscould also
aid in the same manner. Some of the considerable sums given
by them for charity might serve a betterpurpose ifused to give
employment. instead of supporting able men in idleness. If
there should be no useful or necessary workon hand, with some
of this money give people employment on works of ornament,
which would not only encourage art, but would remain a monu-
ment of the skillof the age, and beautifyour cities for time to
come. The completion of such edifices would not need to be
hurried, but could be reserved for thosewho could find no work
among the ordinary means of employment.

Charity may besweet. but only to him who gives.
It loses its sweetness to him who does not wish to be Its object.
To him who asks for work. and not for llllll.
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THE MODEL COMMONWEALTH.
BY Bnsox Dunn.

Suspend “aflairs" a moment, and attend
A vagrant thoughtof mine. When I oflend
Against a law of nature, and sustain
The damage due proportioned, and the pain
Of such oils.-nce.—whiche’er the memberbe

_

That hears the brnnt,—the rest, in sympathy,
Stop work or play, and spring with loving speed
To aid their stricken fellow in his need.
The right hand hurt, the left, though awkward grown
From little use, makes both their tasks his own.
One foot, at sudden need, grows doubly strong,
Bears all my weight, and one just limps along. ~

A mote in one eye gives the other pain,
And both do weep till it is out again.
One organ wretched, all his matesare so;
None can be happy while one sulfers woe.
So nice the balance, so exact the scale
Of justice here, thatall or none prevail
Against distreas— fie Model C'owsunssoooltl.
All groan in sickness, all rejoice in health;
The most remote relation, great or small,
Thinks on the rest, and is hethought by all;
All owe allegiance to a common force.
All draw upon, and all sustain its source.

Thus nature constitutes her bodies corporate,
Down from the highest to the lowest form‘;
A common interest, naught can separate,
Reigns twist the membersof the meanest worm.
Oh, what a comment on the laws of man,
That they reverse this natural, noble plan,
And shape themselves to every robber'sneed
To further schemes of power and pride and greed, '

The while the wretched millions toil and bleed.
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‘ LETTERS TO_ THE EDITOR.
Osnantniralioaafor this department must he as short and routine as possible, and upon

some ntlgin-t or general interest to nationalists.
(‘alas reresrrd brfnrc the 100 day or the mouth, it is impossible (optimise the insertion

of any Irllrf in ID: arr! following smasher of the magazine.(‘or-rupotsdenls are requested not to write on boll sides of the paper.

 

THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY.
Will you kindlyplacebeforeyour readers the suggestion of a Smnuzn

Scnooi. or Sociomcr? A fortnight of internal conference among
social reformers would surely produce some good results; for, while it
might fail in harmonizing difiering schools of social thought, it would
surely give us somewhat more of sympathybetween these schools. A
committee appointed, perhaps by the directors of the Nationalist Educa-
tional Association, could easilycarry this proposal into execution, and
arrange a programme that would give all sides a fair hearing. Would
not many he found willing to attend such a school every summer at a

place like Niagara Falls, Chautauqua,Boston, or New York?
In connection with this subject, permit me to say that I am preparing

a primer of sociological literature. I hope to do full justice to all the
social “ creeds,” especially with respect to the literature which each
presents. The primer will include a symposium on the “ Ten Best
Books” on social reform. All readers of theNsrroxuxsrare requested
to send to my address a list of what theyconsider the ten (or more) best
books for students on social reform. Request is also made for such
observations on the particular value and service found in each book, as

might help inquirers. Two lists might be prepared, one to include the
most instructive, and the other the most inspiring. volumes.

Xenia, Ill. Jomc Basu. Ban.\'nu.L.

SHUTTING THEMSELVES UP IN A COMMUNITY.
While thankingthe literary editor of the Narxoxausr for his very

kindly notice of my book on communism, I wish you would please allow
me to correct an oversight which he has made, and which I consider a
serious misrepresentation of my ideas of communism.

While I therein advocate the voluntary adoption of common property
by any two or more persons, without waiting for state or national legis-
lation, I close the hook with a general organization, not only for the
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establishment and consolidation of all communities, but also for the
beginningof a political party which shall finallyamend the constitutions -

of every state and of the nation for the adoption and enforcement of
common property throughout the whole wuntry.

And even if he only meant to refer to the voluntary communities
which now exist, he is much mistaken _in supposing that, while they are
“shut up in a community by themselves" for their own business pur-
poses, they do not also do their full share In helping to bring about
thegeneral adoption of their principles. It is an old adage that“ example
speaks louder than words," but nearlyall these communities talk as well
as work on the subject, for they all have their books or papers or

speakers, and theydo as much proselytizing.on an average, as thenation-
alists or state socialists do.

,

And as to the editor disagreeing with the conclosipns at which I
arrive, it seems to me he cannot be a nationalist unless he is also a com-
munist. for they are both precisely the same. so far as the nationalist
Declaration of Principles is concerned. A. Loxcnn.

C0-OPERATIVB BORTICULTURE.
Believing that all practical movements in the cause of a just and

equitable division of the world's work and their results are of interest
to you and your readers, we send you a brief description of a project,
now under way, thatbids fair to have at least a favorable start in this
naturally favored spot of our common earth,-—a on-operative nursery’
and fr-nitrgrowing community.

In its methods it aims at adopting the best features of the joint-stock
I

or cooperative system. but relies more on the fundamental principles of
nationalismfor its permanent character. In its initial step it absorbs a

large nursery and fruit-growing business that is already in successful
operation and has an established reputation of over thirteen years, with
a large and continually increasing trade.

It can at once furnish profitable employment for fifteen to twenty
families. A large proportion of these should be already somewhat
familiar withhorticultural and other rural pursuits; and some with the‘
practical work of nursery and fruitrgrowing.

As the property and business are of present payingvalue. the organi-
zation is to be incorporated under the state laws of Washington, witha
capital stock of $50,000, divided into shares of $100 each.
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We attribute many of the failures of similar undertakings largely to
too great a departure from present established busihess customs, and
shall, at the start, adopt this plan: sell only to those who will become
actual residents and working members of the community; all shares
taken to be paid for: the numberof shares any one person may hold to
be limited, and difierent membersof one familyto hold. in the aggregate,
not more than the maximum numberallowed one individual; those only
to be admitted to membershipwho own stock in the company; the first
membership. up to twenty, to be only of people having families; every
familyadmitted to have. after buying the requisite number of shares,
suflieient funds to build a dwelling on land which shall be its own
individual property.

Employment will be furnished each working member of the com-

munity, and every member, when physically able, will be required to
perform his just share of the work. For the time spent in the common
work the pay for every member,man or woman, is to be exactly the
same, without regard to position occupied in the community.

All who are ready and willing to embark in a work and system of
life which is thoroughly practical, and will fully exemplify the feasi-
bilityof the nationalist idea of a pure. true society of unselfish men and
women who are willingto venture their life and labor in the practiceof
the principles that must of necessity render themselves and all with
whom they live and labor more happy and free from the endless worry
and strife {or daily bread than any who live under the old relentless
competitive method ever an, we will gladlycommunicate with and mail
them our circular giving full details of the plan, description of the
location, and statistics of the business under its present management.

Address Jewett Nurseries, \\'hite Salmon, Wash.

A CONSOLIDATEDNATIONALXST ESTATE.
I thinkfrom Dr. C. W. \\-'ooldridge's letter in the DecemberNation-

AIJST thatmy letter in the October number,advocating the founding of
a co-operative estate on the membershipof nationalist clubs, is not fully
understood by him and may not he by others.

My main idea was to form as large a co-operative industrial association
of centralized power as could be successfully accomplished, and the best
way I could see to do thatupon theprinciplesof nationalismwas through
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the united efiort of nationalistclubs. If they would undertake the entern
prise in a regular business-like way the same as any trust, syndicate, or
other business association does, they would he in a position to succeed as
well as, if not better than. objectionable ones that have succeeded, be-
cause of their superior economic system, extent of country they would
cover, the consequent interest they would create, the wide influencethey
would have. and the ease with which they would thereby form a large
capital and a powerful corporation. Communism, as applied by some,
would not sound very applicable to a chartered corporation of such mag-
nitude. simply becauseit was not a profit-mongering concern. The efiort
of each memberwould be small.but their combinedefiort would contain
more of the true elements of success than any othersystem of association
in civilizedsociety. Those who could take no part in the enterprise
would be few and would, of course, be exempt. Furthermore, the
association would not be an almstaking institution but a paying inreat»
ment to all its stockholders.

If the present location and conditionof Kaweah Colony is bestadapted
to the growth and ultimate success of such a vast enterprise, and the
vote of the nationalist clubs of the United States should so decide agree
ably to the wishes of thatcolony, all thatour brother Wooldridge asks
for Kaweah would be done, and be but a small part of what would be
done: and in a short time, too, all enemies would stand a good way of
to growl. '

I believe in going into the enterprise full-handed. Experit is
unnecessary, and the right is uudispntable. Nationalism is based on

science, and science on facts,and nothingbut facts have any rights in the
economy of human life.

Our magazine.so ably edited, and its competent contributors are doing
a noble work in their sphere, but here is a chance for the nationalist
clubs of the United States to immortalise the cause at once, and who
would not hail the day the deed was done?

The nationalization of industry is a grand and noble themefor those
of abilityand afllnence to spend their time and talents upon, howera
dist.-mt the day may be when such grand results shall be realised; but,
unless they strive also to" “ abolish the slavery of the present unjust
system," their " best efiorts" are not put forth, and their “pledge " is
not being fulfilled. S, W. Mnscnanr. 
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PUBLIC HIGHWAYS.
It was only within a few weeks that the papers had an account of the

final closing of a corporation ‘that controlled the last “ turnpike" in
Connecticut. The turnpike used to occupy the position now occupied
by the railroad.and was in private control. Through a natural evolution
these roads all become “ public highways." The railroadswill undoubt-
edly follow in the same course. The people must realize that they make
the railroads, and that the railroads do not make them.

What the people demand. in this country of universal sufirage, they
always get in the end. It is for the people to demand that the railroads
shall be their servants and not their masters. The private interests
that control railroads are not always in sympathy with their customers.
Often the principal owners and controllers are not residents of the
locality through which their railway runs, and naturally their interest is
simply to enrich themselves. It is not possible that the system can long
remain in its present shape. All public highways must be managed in
the interests of the people who live upon and near them,otherwise there
will he bitter antagonism. Non-residents and absentee landlords must
not control the “right of way ” in their own individual interests. This
will not be permitted any longer than it takes to educate the people up
to the idea.

‘

The managers of railroads will prolong their lease of power if they
cater to the interests of the users of these roads; and to secure the
friendship and respect of customers will be quite as essential as to secure
the votes of shareholders. Legislation can control corporations, and it
only needs an awakened public sentiment to make it manifest. In the
western states, where stock and bond holders of railroads are few and far
between, there is little opposition to the enactmentof laws thataflect
the interests of railroads; but at the East, where the great investment
interests exist, legislation has heretofore been controlled in the interest
of the roads. In time that must give way. and the Railroad Com-
missioner will become as well known here as at the West; and finally.
to ward 05 state legislation, which can never be uniform, the railroads
will be glad to come under a general law, passed by Congress, that will
protect as well as control them.- '

During the process thatwill bring them practicallyunder government
control there will he a great uncertainty and distmst as to values of
railroad properties. The tendency now seems to be towards consolida-
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tion. The strong roads will cripple and ruin theweak, and finally‘
absorb them; and. as there will always be strong and weak roads, the
process will not end until all are under one control, which supreme con-
trol the government must at some time assume.

There need be no great hardship in that. Long before such a con-
summation comes about the question of value will be well settled. and
the stock and bond holder will simply exchange his interest in the rail-'
road for a government security thatwill represent. its value. In the
meantime let the people keep up a pressure for low rates and plenty of
accommodation. Both the railroad and the people will find their inter-
ests served by that. Mu lfaxxna.

COLONIAL REQUISITEB.
A sense of duty to the inexperienced prompts this paragraph of

warning. With all my heart I long for an experimental co-operative
commonwealth. With much interest I have investigated the Kaweah
and Sinaloa enterprises. With great regret I have decided that theyare

unsatisfactory.unsafe. and probablydetrimental to our cause. In review-
ing the biographyof the "managers of co-operative enterprises, I have
been much impressed with the deficiency of practical aectuiee talent.
Management is a department in itself; and it is a department in which
orators, organizers. and enthusiastsare proverhally ineflicieut.

One correspondent of the NATIONALIST seriously refers to less than
100 acres of land as offering latitude for a cooperative colony." This
correspondent is probably a man of superior education and of large and
tender sympathies.but is evidently entirely unacquaiutedwith practial
existence. You may secure the most productive hundred or thousand
acres of land in the most desirable climate; you may equip it with
splendid machinery. and produce superior products in astonishing quan-
tities; yet, as a co-operative colony, practicing the principles and enjoy-
ing the privileges of nationalism, you would not, could not, succeed.
Why? Because you are ‘not a COLON)’. Such a condition as that is
possible, and temporarilypracticable, to one or more wealthy men, but
to a colony of thepeopla— rszvnl

_

To a nationalistcolony alliances are impossible. You cannot work a
laborer eight hours per day, pay him two dollars per day,and dispose of
your surplus in competition with your neighbor, who works his labors
twelve hours per day, and pays him one dollar. Then, if one person
cannot. how can a colony do it?
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Clearly a colony must construct its own connections. It must. possess

V

a diversity of natural resources, for which a considerable extent of terri-
tory is necessary. . .

'

To succeed. as nationalistcolony should possess:—
1. Perfect title to from ten thousand to twenty-five thousand acres of

land.
2. This land should be in a comparatively non-malarious climate.
3. It should be productive.
4. It should be east of the Mississippi. north of Memphis, Birmingham

and Macon, and south of the great lakes.
5. It should be unexhansted.
6. It should consist of from 75 to 100 per cent of large growth oak,

hickory, and poplar timber land, which when cleared would prove well
watered and productive. -

7. It should contain a superior quality of coal and iron in practical
iaezlaauslible

8. Its members should pass a rigid examination with regard to indus-
try. morals, language, and health. ’

9. It should number, as a minimum, one hundred families.
Were the members of such a colony all wealthy,it would prove under

nationalistic principles naturally practicable. Were they all poor, even
nationalism is not equal to the emergency of instantaneously securing
these results. Clearly. the poor colony must either work longer or wait
longer. Nationalism,like all the universe, is subject to conditions.

1-‘. F. McLs:u.ox.

«av-sééée’-»<z-~—
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THE ANCIENT LOWI;Y,
By C. OSBORNE WARD.
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The most elaborate and trustworthy.narrative ever given of the great
social wars and agrarian lurmoils of Ancient Days, showing a rut Labor
Movement,—its Morals, Culture. and Struggles.

519 PAGES PRICE. $1.75.
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